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The SCIO is 85% to 95% accurate
Abstract: We have used the SCIO device for 4 years now and have seen over 3000 patients. The
device shows reactivity profiles of the patient to voltammetric signatures of various items such
as microorganisms, allergy items, toxic compounds, healthy tissues, vitamins, herbs, minerals,
enzymes, homeopathics, and various other items. We have seen the accuracy of the reactions
be uncanny accurate. This study will reflect the patient’s profiles in our practice for over the last
3 years. As indicated in the title the device is very accurate.
Key Words:
CBR = Computerized Body Resonance scan = Scio
EPR = Electro-Physiological-Reactivity
Input = the known diagnosis eg Shingles. Chickenpox etc. (undisputable inputs have been used)
Output = What the Scio / CBR scan finds.
Purpose of study: To check the accuracy of the Scio INPUT measurement.
The HIV measurement had a long batch negatives. Using the older software. The newer one is
basically 90% to 100% accurate.
Author:
Dr. Francois Theron
Medical degrees:
B.Med.Sci. (Medical Science) University of Pretoria. 1979
MBChB Bachelor in Medicine and Bachelor in Surgery Univ Pretoria 1984
Dip. Fam. Med. Post Graduate Diploma in Family Medicine Univ. of Pretoria. 2002
Research degrees:
Ph.D. (Bioscience) 2010
D. Med. Sci. (Medical Science and Technology) 2010
Assistants: David Morisson (Kesa), male nurse operating the CBR scan was trained in Pretoria at
The Quantum Alliance, Ms Jacobs, has a beginners certificate.
Dr.Theron’s Quantum Theorem:
I have formulated a LAW for Quantum Energy and frequency devices as a yardstick to measure
whether these devices actually work. It is called Dr T's Validity and Veracity LAW for Quantum
Energy and frequency devices: It consists of two parts: the Input Law and the Output Law.
The Input Law: states that computerized body scanners need to reproduce the Input matrix, by
comparing such to a valid data base.
The result would be valid if the Input is compared to a known database. The authenticity or
veracity (trueness) of the printed out Input would be true, if the initial Input has been
reproduced by the computer. (True: being the correct result . Valid: being the correct process
followed, by comparing input to a valid data base.)
Eg. Chickenpox input, tested by the SCIO and Varicella Zoster is reproduced as a EPR.
The OUTPUT LAW states that Once a valid and true Quantum matrix can be recorded and
reproduced as valid and true. Such a matrix can be manipulated.
In short: If a device can accurately record and reproduce the original Input matrix, by
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comparing such an Input to a valid and true database, manipulation of such a Quatum Matrix, is
possible.
In other words TREATMENT would then be possible.
In this study we have stayed away from the treatment or manipulation issue, as a valid and true
treatment depends on the treatment and manipulation regime followed. (How long, what is
being done etc.to manipulate the recorded Input matrix)
Another study would be needed to develop this hypothesis.
The importance however lies with the lNPUT record-ability of a device. The Validity and veracity
of the recorded input needs to be there ; to follow up to the OUTPUT LAW " ONCE A VALID AND
TRUE INPUT MATRIX IS RECORDABLE: MANIPULATION OF SUCH IS POSSIBLE.
AS stated in Dr Theron's Validity and Veracity LAW for all Quantum Energy and Frequency
devices. The validity and veracity of a manipulation, depends entirely on what is done, for how
long etc.
Scope of the study:
This ongoing study is designed to verify the Validity and Veracity of the SCIO/CBR scanner's
INPUT reproduction.
First we have to prove that the SCIO does reproduce a valid and true Input matrix.
Once that is clear, which it is, the Second part of the Validity and Veracity Law follows
automatically.
A valid and true input recorded. (This Can be demonstrated.), means that such could then be
manipulated, or treated.
Once the CBR scan operator became extremely good at the testing: the Scio results have been
90% plus.
In fact they are so accurate that we are picking up a new HIV strain?
Our lab blood tests at Ampath test for HIV 1 & 2
Elisa screening test.
With the Input confirming AIDs: some blood tests are negative. Yet the Scio picks them up as a
RETROVIRUS, verifying a clinical diagnosis of AIDS. // This does not seem to be the Blank
window of HIV.
I am seeing these results in patients who come from Somalia, Ethiopia and West Central Africa,
Nigeria and Cameroon.
If the Input has a positive Retrovirus or TB printout, without Blood tests or positive sputum
results at hand.., We checked whether the Clinical diagnosis however suggest TB or Hiv. (These
results are marked for further study.)
Quantum Energy and Frequency devices are alive and doing well in mainstream medicine.
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Cat scans: A cat scan is a CBR scanning device:
In its essentially a Computerized Body Resonance scanner. It has a valid and true database. It
compares the input of bone and muscle etc.to a data base and reproduces such. Passing the
Validity and Veracity law of Input.
MRI scan: These devices pass the Validity and Veracity Law. By matching an Input to a data base
and reproducing a valid and true matrix.
The Scio is the same. If it measures the Input matrix correctly. . The process is valid and true.
The output and treatment is thus a separate issue of regimes and treatment protocols.
Dr Theron's Validity and Veracity Output Law states: that once a valid and true Input matrix is
recorded; manipulation and treatment is possible.
The Scio thus passes all the Input and Output Law. Of Validity and Authenticity. (Veracity)
The Scio is thus a valid and true DIAGNOSTIC TOOL in mainstream medicine.
As it passes both the Input and Output laws of Dr. T's Validity and Authenticity LAW of
Quantum Energy and Frequency devices.
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The following is a collection of just a
small amount of the most recent
testimonials from around the world
Enjoy freedom of speech as it exists today

Testimonial 2006.06.28.

To: open letter
From: Larry & Maria
Reg: Lung pictures before and after EPFX-SCIO
06-15-----06-28-2006

Hello:

We have owned and operated the QXCI-EPFX-SCIO for over 2 years and have several people and
animals that are very happy with the results.
On 06-15, this year after a few days of spitting up blood, my Doctor sent me to a Pulmonary Specialist
and they on the said date went down into my lung through my throat and took the above picture
related to as “before’. The Doctor called in another Specialist who there are only three in the State of
Washington where I reside, and this Doctor after viewing a Cat Scan, and other X-rays of my chest, and
the mentioned lung picture, stated that he would have to go into my lung in the same manner as was
done on 06-15, and use electric fire and burn away the tumor to see what was behind the said matter.
He advised me of the dangers. Also that it was believed to be the C word. Between 06-15 and 06-28-06
myself, my wife and a friend with a SCIO worked on my lungs.
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On 06-28, the Doctor went into my lungs and took the second picture and was astonished that there
was nothing there.. I had told him that the blood coming from my lungs had stopped.
I certainly credit the SCIO and I believe it is a wonderful tool for all living creatures and for my good
fortune to having been introduced to it and above all, following through with owning one.

Respectfully yours, Larry and Maria

Tumor Before SCIO Treatment
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Two Weeks Later, After SCIO Treatment Tumor Gone
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Hi again. Just a note to follow up on the lungs. On Oct. 20 th I did a follow up CT Scan for the Pulmonary
Doctor on my lungs and he gave me the good news that everything is fine and only scars where the
tumors had been. No tumors now. Just to let you know that we credit the QXCI-SCIO for the good
news. I have been doing weekly follow ups on the SCIO. Happily Larry....

End of Testimonial 2006.06.28.
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Testimonial 2007.2.16
Latest pics of one of my cancer patients before during and after - Alistair
Pictures 1-16 show a skin tumor (Class 5) falling off, after Each SCIO treatment 16 in all

Fig 1
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Fig 2
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Fig 3
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Fig 4
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Fig 5
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Fig 6
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Fig 7 tumor feel off Path report of tumor confims it malignent
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Fig 8
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Fig 9
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Fig 10
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Fig 11
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Fig 12
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Fig 13
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Fig 14
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Fig 15
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Fig 16 tumor gone skin on way to health

End of testimonial
skin tumor New Zealand
2007.2.16
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Ovarian torsion of a pedicle, left, with bleeding in the middle of the cyclus on 17.04.2006 at night with
acute clinical symptoms
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Ovarian torsion of a pedicle, left, with bleeding on 18.04.2006 in the morning, same ultrasound BUT with
no complaints at all after 12-hour SCIO treatment
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Morphologic comparison of findings:
- 17.04.2006 at night
- 18.04.2006 in the morning
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Lab test of 18.04.2006, pre-opertation phase as preparation for leser laparoscopy in general aneasthetic
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Finding of 03.05.2006 in the afternoon after repeated SCIO treatment with resulting hyper-menorrhagia
of normal cyclus of 30.04.2006 (13. day after acute occurance in the middle of the cyclus)
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Morphologic comparison of findings:
- 17.04.2006 at night
- 18.04.2006 in the morning
- 03.05.2006 in the afternoon
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The following are a collection of testimonials. The name of the patient has been removed and only the
city or state (if known) is shown. These testimonials were received from December 19 th 2007 until
January 3rd 2008.
1999 2 Budapest Hu.
A 48 year old man presents with Alzheimer’s. After one session the Alzheimer’s starts to abate. After just
three sessions the Alzheimer’s is gone.
2000 4 USA
My son was diagnosed with autism. After four months of EPGX therapy he has been mainstreamed.
Taken out of LD classes and put into normal classes. The doctors say he must have never been autistic,
even though he clearly was. They say he could not have had autism, because there is no cure for autism.
Small minds. Thank God for Dr. Nelson.
2000 10 Romania, Oredea
A 47 year old woman is diagnosed with a tumor in her breast. She has five sessions on the SCIO and the
tumor is gone.
2001 3 San Jose CA. RE
A baby was born with the left ear shriveled and distorted. Doctors said that after two weeks nothing
could be done. After two EPFX therapies, the next morning the ear was normal.
2001 4 Romania, Oradea
A 44 year old woman is diagnosed with a brain tumor. She has five sessions on the SCIO and the tumor is
gone.
2002-6 Hamburg, Germany, report from BW
A 35 year old woman presented to a SCIO therapist with a large grapefruit sized tumor 40cm on her left
arm triceps area. She was told by her family doctor and his cancer experts, that the tumor on Xray had
tentacles wrapping all the down her spine. Thus it was inoperable. After two sessions on the SCIO in one
week, she was grocery shopping and the tumor and all of its tentacles dropped off of her body. this large
octopus she described hit the floor and split into many pieces. She bled profusely and was taken to the
emergency by paramedics. After transfusions, the doctors were amazed that the cancer and all signs of
it were gone.
2002-6 Shigishoura Romania
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A 35 year old man presents with headache. Doctor scans show a 5 cm lesion in the parietal lobe left. The
doctors assume that there is cancer. The SCIO system reports no cancer, but rather a parasite. The man
gets chemotherapy and dies. After death the autopsy shows no cancer, but a worm parasite is found.
2002-8 London England
A 45 year old man with a 33 cm tumor in his upper right chest, gets SCIO treatment. After three
treatments the tumor starts to shrink. Ten treatments later the tumor is gone.
2002 10 Romania, Oredea
A 27 year old woman is diagnosed with a tumor in her breast. She has four sessions on the SCIO and the
tumor is gone.
2002-11 Stockholm Sweden BH
A small girl aged 8 has an inoperable brain tumor. She is losing energy from the chemotherapy, and
doctors say she has little time left. She is on the SCIO for the first time and she reports some pain on her
limbs during treatment. The therapist reassures her that as the life returns she will have some pain, just
like there is some pain when blood returns to your arm after it is asleep from you sleeping on it. After
two sessions her life and vigor return. After four sessions she is normal and goes for cancer scan, all
cancer is gone.
2002 5 Romania, Oradea
A 32 year old woman is diagnosed with a brain tumor. She has ten sessions on the SCIO and the tumor is
gone.
2003-1 Athens Greece
A 23 year old woman has an inoperable tumor in her liver. After Five treatments with the SCIO the
tumor is not detectable.
2003-7 Georgia USA HT reporting
A woman aged 44 developed gangrene on her left arm. The limb was dried and lifeless. Doctors insisted
on removing it. She used the EPFX twice a week for two months and the arm gradually responded. Life
returned as did all function after just three months the arm was normal.
2003 10 Romania, Oradea
A 29 year old woman is diagnosed with a tumor in her breast. She has five sessions on the SCIO and the
tumor is gone.
2004-2 Virginia, U.S.A.
A boy aged twelve has a tumor growing on his face. The parents take him to an EPFX therapist and after
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just 4 weekly sessions the tumor is smaller by 50%. Two sessions two months later, the tumor is gone.
2004 7 Romania, Oradea
A 48 year old woman is diagnosed with a brain tumor. She has five sessions on the SCIO and the tumor is
gone.
2005- Las Vegas, NV. report PD
A 17 year old boy was the star quarterback of his high school team. He injured the arm during practice.
The doctor found extreme nerve damage. He did not respond to any therapy. Drug therapy, physical
therapy, were all not helping. The boy went to a EPFX biofeedback therapist and after just two visits the
arm was better than before.
2005-1 Budapest Hu.
A 19 year old woman has an inoperable tumor in her liver. After six treatments with the SCIO the tumor
is not detectable.
QUANTUM XRROID REPORT
Feb 3 2006
CC: Left axillary breast cancer recurrence with drainage from a whitish $2 lesion in left axilla with some
pus drainage of yellowish color slight odor, no fever, some pain esp. around swelling of edema in armpit,
with no hand puffiness. Some stiffness of neck with ONE SMALL LEFT NODE
PMH: Ectopic pregnancy, G3P2A1, menopausal
Breast cancer IDCIS left nipple duct in 2000, treated with lumpectomy, followed with no chemo or
radiation, then 1 year on, 1 year off Herceptin, then again Sept 05 to Jan 06 recently stopped for risk of
heart protection and fear it’s not helping. Past lymph node biopsy done Sept 2005 and reconfirmed
another nearby location of infiltration with positive breast node biopsy for H2 receptors. Negative CXR<
Neg. bone scan, negative liver renal ultrasound, Simon MUGA test of heart 73% pumping capacity'
PMH: fall age 50 with whiplash neck, arm, shoulder right sided soft tissue injuries, fell on tailbone with
back and head injury no LOC
No diabetes, no htn, hx of hypoglycemia
Travel: North America, South America to Argentina, Chile , Hawaii, Caribbean, Vienna, hiking in Austria in
unclean moldy place, became ill after swallowing shower water, next day with lump in stomach and
couldn’t breathe with sweats and chills ,central Europe, HX of ANA elevated. noise sensitive On exam
alert afeg NAD with sl yellowish skin tone without sclerosis with no jaundice with bp 117/2 P 78 R 14 T
36.8
Meds: Herceptin 110 mg iv weekly just stopped after 6 months
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Aromasin 30 mg po od
Allergies: tobacco smoke, fume sensitivity, food allergies
Chest clear CVS N hs no mgr nppp no soa, gi soft nontender with swollen spleen and left axillary swollen
drainage breast cancer with no impetigo no CVT no thyroid goiter, but brawny copper skin
Gait normal, reflex normal, down going toes, dry skin, moonless nails, mild heberdon nodes of distal
phalanx PIP.
assess: Stress pain and relaxation needs for cancer patient, rule out prolactin abnormalities from food
poisoning or occult parasites which alter tyrosine copper zinc ratio causing thyroiditis, breast duct over
stimulation, mood disturbances, hyperacustic hearing stuttering, tired adrenals.
Plans; SCIO scan to detect stress bioresonance
Treat pinworm with vermox 100 mg bid x 3 days rx5, treat tapeworm with biltricide 600 mg po tid,
psyllium gluten free diet, add bioflavonoids coq6-10, rest, fluids follow up blood work, see fam doc
After four sessions the breast lesion is gone.

2004 Washington D.C.
I had a tumor of the large intestine that had metastasized to many parts of my body, including the bone,
pancreas, and lymphatics. Doctor gave me months to live. I was on the EPFX for just two sessions when I
could feel improvement. The subtle electrical stimulation seemed to stimulate my energy level. After ten
sessions the cancers were reducing. I could feel my body defeating them. Doctor Nelson is an angel who
has developed a device that can electrically activate the immune system of the body. A safe, effective,
and inexpensive device that has many exciting potentials. But because it is drugless I fear that the drug
companies will attack him. Dr Nelson please do not give in. Fight for us.

81 year old male, sent to therapy by his companion, has become less angry, more interested in his
companion and his surrounding neighbors and community activities. More active, listening more,
drinking less. Companion insures that he has an appointment at least once a month because he has
become a better companion to her.
Lakeview, ARKANSAS.

I would like to share stories of two separate clients and the benefits they have experienced as a result of
sessions using the EPFX device.
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The first client is a 77 year old woman who was experiencing extreme, debilitating pain in one of her
thumbs, lower back pain and radiating pain in both hips. After 4 sessions with the EPFX over the course
of 6 weeks, she reported that the pain in her thumb was gone as was the pain in her hips, and the pain
in her lower back was lessened both in frequency and intensity.
The second client is a 38 year old male who had had extreme and debilitating back pain for nearly a
week. His chiropractor refused to adjust him because he was too inflamed and he was on pain
medication which provided him with nearly no relief at all. He said he was so desperate for relief that he
would "try anything". We did one session with the EPFX device and his back pain disappeared. Now 3
months later, his back pain has yet to return.
In my experience, the EPFX has proven to be a profoundly effective tool in the management and relief of
pain and stress.
City unknown

I am working with the SCIO-System since 4 years. In my practice my patients are mainly chronically ill
patients with e.g. following diseases:
Auto aggressive diseases like ALS, Multiple Sclerosis, Crohn Disease,
Colitis Ulcerosa, Lupus e.,
Chronically digestion Problems
Rheumatism, Fibromyalgia, Spinal Column Problems,
Various Cancer Diseases like Lung Cancer, Mammary Cancer, Leukemia,
Stomach Cancer, Liver Cancer,
Neurologically Diseases like ADS, Depressions, Trauma, Brain Injuries,
Allergies
Skin Diseases like Neuro-Dermatitis, Psoriasis
Migraine
I have used the SCIO to measure my patient's reactance to many various items which electrical patterns
are digitally stored in the system. These reaction-data have been very important and helpful for me to
make my final medical diagnosis for the patient.
I can state that these evaluated data of SCIO-System have been very accurate and very valuable to
confirm my diagnosis.
I have used the device for therapy on my patients and it is highly accepted from them, because it is safe,
showing no side-effects and is non-invasive.
The SCIO-System treats the body's electric in a safe biofeedback way which helps the body to reactivate
its body's own healing capacitance to finally come back to a well-functioning body-regulation-system.
It might appear a little futuristic if you do not know the background of the system, but if you would take
the chance to look a little deeper, I am sure you would agree on its scientific validity and benefits.
Bottrop, Germany
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About 2 years ago, I was in great pain, severe headaches almost every day. I was tired all the time even
after sleep. I woke up with stiff neck and muscles. I was taking Tylenol, Advil in great quantity and was
not getting better. One day when I could not take the pain anymore my sister advised me to go to a
QXCI practitioner. After the 1st session, I could not believe it, the pain was gone 80% and for the week I
did not have the severe headaches. I continued to go for 2 more sessions after which I decided to buy
the QXCI and to distress myself and my family. I feel much better now and more energy and having great
results with other members of my family. I Thank God and Professor Bill Nelson for QXCI!
City unknown.

I have had many many positive results with patients on the QXCI and would like to describe a few in the
following examples:
56 year old man with long history of 3 bouts of cancer, radiation and chemo treatments. Arrived
with chronic severe lower back pain from his last surgery two years previously. After one 60 minute
treatment on the QX the patient stood up and was totally pain free for the first time in two years. The
effects lasted approximately 5 days and then we continued with another treatment with the same
success. The time between treatments grew longer and longer. The patient was very happy with the
results and referred several more people into the clinic.
24 year old woman - postpartum 5 months. Arrived with husband in postpartum depression. Treatment
took approx. 90 minutes with complete success. The husband came back later that day to ask me if the
machine had made his wife grow because she "seemed talker". No further treatments were required
and the patient ended up working part time in this field.
50 something fibromyalgia patient came for treatments. Within two treatments the woman was back to
work and sleeping through the night and started to socialize again. She then brought everyone in her
family into the clinic to get treatments on the QX.
London, Ontario Canada

I purchased the device 2 years ago after a LONG journey with Lyme disease. I use it on myself and feel it
is an extremely important tool that assists me in balancing my stressors and helps me prevent
"recurring/relapses" that are often part of the "picture" of Lyme disease.
My brother was then diagnoses with Barrett's esophagus (he had severe digestive troubles for many
years) and developed severe arthritis. He rarely goes to physicians. He is retired military and was finally
persuaded to go to the VA hospital. Fortunately he was well treated (physically and emotionally) and
returned home.
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He then came to see me and experienced EPFX. He is quite "skeptical" of my holistic health focus but
agreed none the less (he has been impressed in the improvement in my health during the past 2 years).
He was amazed. . . . . He said he couldn't not remember the last time he felt "this good". And returned
home to "rave" about it to his wife.
A year later he was "scoped" to monitor the Barrett’s esophagus, and was told there was no sign of it. In
addition to EPFX, he made dietary changes and utilized nutritional supplements. The EPFX helped him
see the value in addressing all aspects of health, mind, body, spirit and emotion that I doubt he would
have otherwise even considered.
I have VERY strong feelings about being an American and having FREEDOM of choice. My brother served
in the Army for 23 years and "fought" for this right. WE MUST include the EPFX and holistic health as our
right to choose the health care that is in alignment with each individual's belief system.
Thanks you, Dr. Nelson, for all you do and have done to provide this "state of the art" device and
wisdom to us.
Mississippi, U.S.A.

A 58 year old lady from Vancouver BC had Rheumatoid Arthritis in the hand joints. She had suffered
from pain in her joints for the past 10 years and had tried many forms of therapies with little results. She
came in one day a little sceptical but wanted to try biofeedback for stress relief. During the biofeedback
session I had her wrap her hands in the small pad that I have and continued the biofeedback session.
After the first biofeedback session she was amazed at how easily she could move her fingers and wrist
without pain. Needless to say she has become a regular client and she is experiencing less stress in her
body and enjoys using her hands without experiencing pain.
Vancouver, Canada

I am a EPFX/SCIO practitioner from Paris. I bought the EPFX/SCIO device because of my own health
condition. I was diagnosed Multiple Sclerosis in 1993.
I have consulted neurologists in Ottawa (Canada), Paris (France), London (UK), Chennai (India). All had
the same answer....... «There is nothing we can do for you ...Your condition will continue deteriorating
gradually.....Please come back when your situation get worse......
Since 1993, I tried to manage the degeneration of my condition with natural therapies. I had some good
results comparing to other MS patients but my condition was still deteriorating. In summer 2005, I
discovered the EPFX/SCIO and my whole life changed. I give myself a EPFX/SCIO treatment once a week.
After 2 years, I can affirm that my condition is NOT deteriorating any more. My memory is back, chronic
fatigue symptoms decreased a lot, I have very much less pain, etc. All is not perfect yet. I still need a
stick for walking but I feel so much better......100% much better. I am working now with the device on
regenerating my organs and nerves. I am sure that I will be able to report that regeneration works .
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With the EPFX/SCIO, I am fully in charge of my health condition! The EPFX/SCIO changed my life!
Thank you Professor Bill Nelson!
Paris, France
I first got involved with the device when a friend of mine called me to get hooked up. She knew I was
having a terrible time with my shoulder and seeing a chiropractor twice a week for (by then) three
weeks. The pain was unbearable and I couldn't even sleep on that side. I finally told my Chiropractor
that I couldn't stand to come and see him anymore. Then I got Mahrukh's call. I went to see her and
after one session I could actually comb my hair again as I had regained some of my range of motion. The
pain was finally bearable. I actually bought a device pretty much right away and have not looked back. I
called my Chiropractor and told him I had been doing the Biofeedback and asked if he would just give
me an evaluation as to whether I could go back to working out again. He gave me the A-Okay. I have
received my Certified Biofeedback Specialist accreditation and am helping many, many more people
with similar and some with much more complicated circumstances. The science is fantastic and proves
the body truly is capable of restoring when handled with respect and by paying attention to what the
body is telling you.
City unknown, Canada

I first heard about the EPFX/SCIO about four years ago. My father, who is very conservative in his health
care approach, was having a terrible time with low back and sciatic pain. He knows many people who
have had back pain; they chose surgery, only to end up with more pain and more disabilities. He was
determined to avoid surgery. In the meantime months of pain opened his mind to alternative ways to
help his suffering. He wrote me to tell me he had found an EPFX/SCIO practitioner and that after three
sessions, he was pain free.
Having chronic pain in my neck and shoulders for over 25 years I was very anxious to learn more about
his treatment. I made an appointment and after the first appointment I too was relieved of this chronic
pain. I had tried everything (only alternative) I could think of to heal this pain. I am pain free to this day,
this was over three years ago.
I knew on the spot that I would become a practitioner and I thank God every day for this amazing
technology. I thank you for your amazing contribution.

City unknown

As president of the Transylvanian Association of Integrated Quantum Medicine (Asociatia Transilvana
de Medicina Integrata si Cuantica) and as Headmaster of Medical Center Tongtian, I have researched
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and have used in my daily clinical practice the EPFX Electro- Physiological Feedback Xrroid/SCIO
Universal Electrophysiological System for nearly 10 years (1997).
The device has been registered with the Health Ministry as a medical device. Our association also
implemented the term : EPTRR (electrophysiological test measurement of resonant reactivity) in order
to clearly distinguish it as a medical Para clinical method.
In the clinical practice at Medical Center Tongtian, we used it as such, a device to measure patients’
reactance to many items. These data has been very skilful in helping us to formulate medical diagnosis in
different difficult or borderline cases as : nerval degenerative diseases, genetic and metabolic rare
diseases, latent infections etc. Our multilateral trained MD was only competent and capable to
formulate the diagnosis, not the device and the software, but the machine’s input has been very
valuable.
More than 3000 patients with different diseases have been measured and treated by hand of this
method and outstanding original concept of unconscious evoced potentials and more than 30GB
research data have been gathered on the effectiveness and correspondence of EPTRR( by hand of
SCIO/Universal Electrophysiological System) with current advanced research data in genetics, emerging
infectious diseases, immunology, neuro-endocrinology as well as with current clinical and
ethiopathological trends in modern medicine.
Because of its complex software we used also its therapeutical facility and found it to be both safe and
effective. Treating the body electric in this safe biofeedback fashion ,in real time after reactivity testing
and diagnosis, has meant also a step in advance for curing and balancing different clinical aspects of
human pathology.
It might be avant-garde to those conventionally trained but confronting EPTRR and other conventional
investigational methods individually in many cases was convincing for a lot of open minded other
physicians who agreed about its scientific validity and benefits. In comparison to other
electrophysiological measurement methods this one meets also the double blind criteria for scientific
medical research.
I am writing this letter as a peer group member and in the name of our medical members who are
promoting and supporting the EPFX and SCIO Device.

City unknown, Romania

Almost one year ago I had to rush my mother to emergency because she was passing blood.
After spending few days in the hospital when I thought that this situation had been under control the
doctors decided to have a meeting with us. My mother had two blood transfusions and her hemoglobin
could not be stabilized. The bone marrow test was done and the results were not final but very negative.
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When the doctors decided to discharge her temporally till all the test results were coming in I thought
that was a great mistake.
How will I cope with all the trauma, when she was receiving morphine in the hospital, she had chest
pain, her spleen was extremely enlarged and on top she was developing shingles witch that alone was a
very painful experience. I had no time, emotionally I could not cope seeing my mother going so fast. The
only chance I had in this very difficult time, I remember that in September I was introduced to Quantum
energy and being a very busy person, I thought this is great news but I had so many seminars to attend,
that I was preserving my learning capacity for those events. Nevertheless few months down the road I
was facing the greatest tragedy of my life suddenly I was losing my mother without having even the time
to prepare for it. My intention was if I can buy one month at least I can prepare emotionally. In this
difficult time I decided that my mother should try Quantum Energy. My mother got discharged on
January the 30eth 2007 that was a Tuesday and I managed to book an appointment for the next day
with a practitioner. The traveling was long but I made the commitment to give it a try. Even thou that
day driving alone with my mother toward the clinic I had another emotional experience, because my
mother was in excruciating pain because of the shingles, in a moment of silence I thought that I lost her.
Finally I found my way to the place witch had brought a great hope and joy to our life, that today a year
later my mother is alive she is 70 years old and she is living on her own. Actually she traveled alone back
to her country, leaving Canada to go back to Romania is not a short trip. Thank you professor Nelson me
and my family we are very grateful for this scientific accomplishment.
City unknown

My first experience of having a Quantum session was quite amazing.
I had not said anything to the technician that my eye sight was cloudy when I would look in the distance.
I had been telling myself that I should go to the eye doctor and see what he would have to say about it.
But that wasn't even a concern that day of my session, and I never mentioned it, or even thought of
mentioning it to her.
Anyway the next morning my eye sight was clear and has been since. This is about 4 years ago. I
researched this and found that this was one type of a cataract. And because of this, I researched the
device and had one session a month for 6 months before buying a device for myself.
I also had eye floaters and they are gone too.
I have fibromyalgia. It has been 4 years that I have had my device. When I overdo muscles with cleaning
windows, painting and etc. it would take me about a week to work out the pain using my hot tub and
then applying essential oils at bed time.
Now I don't feel any stress caused by pain the next day when I use the hot tub, oils and do a session on
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myself before going to bed.
I had colon cancer 8 years ago followed with 6 months of chemo. I had awful chemo brain fog. My head
felt awful and my concentration was really bad. I gained 35 pounds in 35 weeks. My joints were so
painful that I would cry. I was dizzy and I couldn't stand the humid weather. I tried a couple drugs but
they made me feel worse. I then found coral calcium and took a mega dose of it for 6 weeks and in 3
weeks my sore joints were all gone and my weight gain quit as soon as I started the coral calcium. I
started on a mega dose of oxygen drops and my dizziness went away in about one month, and my body
felt much better from my fibromyalgia. This was because the oxygen drops helped with the lack of
oxygen to my brain (my dizziness) and with fibromyalgia , which I have read is one cause of lack of
oxygen to the tissues.
But my concentration and memory was still very bad when I got my device. I was scared!
When I started working on my stress in the NLP panel the rectification numbers were way down in the
teens and single numbers, and they went up and down, up and down, in that area for several sessions
before going higher and higher. I also had many stressed areas of the brain. It took me 10 months to
clear the stress. Each month I think back at the month before how I felt, and I knew I am making
improvements each month, with all my stress. I often wondered if the brain would of been the place my
cancer would of returned if it weren't for all my natural health.
I also take a lot of wholefood supplements. I still take my oxygen drops every day. I take only 1/4 of a
sleeping pill which I got hooked on them when I had chemo. But I'm down to just 1/4 of one.
I have not doctored with any health problems for 4 years.
I have had some nerve problems in my arm when I would drive in the car and my arm would rest on the
door handle arm rest area to long. When I get it, I do a session and the pain is gone the next morning. It
is longer and longer between times when I get it now.
Years ago I would get neuritis (Pain)in my head when we would go snowmobleling and I would have to
go in and get a shot for it. Last winter I got it just from going without my head being covered in the cold
(Minnesota winters). Well I did stress management for it and in 3 days it was all gone.
I would get a bad sinus infection every winter and would sometime have to take a couple rounds of
antibiotics. I have not been to the doctor with that problem for several years. I also use essential oils for
it. Since I got my device, my nose does not run all the time like it used too.
My husband had a sty that would come and go quite often, several times a year. When addressing that
stress with a stress management session, it was gone the next morning, and it’s been over a year, and it
has not returned.
A friend of mine put her back out lifting on a client of hers. She had been to the Chiropractor twice and
Massage therapist twice. She then comes to me on a Sunday afternoon. She was experiencing a lot of
stress due to pain. She could hardly walk up my steps and it was very painful for her to sit and stand up
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again.
The next morning she was pain free with just a sore spot - to the touch- in one area of her behind.

City unknown

I am working with the SCIO-System since 2 years.
In my practice my patients are mainly chronically ill patients with e.g. the following diseases: Spine
problems, slipped discs, unable to sleep, parasites, attached from perverse energy, allergies, cancer,
problems in the intestine (doctor did not find the reason), chronic fatigue.
I have used the SCIO to measure my patient’s reactance to many various items which electrical patterns
are digitally stored in the system. These reactance-data have been very important and helpful for me to
make my final medical diagnosis for the patient.
I can state that these evaluated data of the SCIO-system have been very accurate and very valuable to
confirm my diagnosis.
I have used the device for therapy on my patients and it is highly accepted from them, because it is safe,
showing no side effects and is non-invasive. The Scio-system treats the body’s electric in a safe
biofeedback way which helps the body to reactivate its body’s own healing capacitance to finally come
back to a well-functioning body-regulation-system.
It might appears a little “futuristic” if you don’t know the backgrounds of the system, but if you would
take the chance to look a little deeper I am sure you would agree on its scientific validity and benefits.
Munchen, Germany

In previous months I was unable to chew anything using the left side of my mouth without a jolt of
extreme pain shooting down to my toes. My dentist could find nothing wrong with the teeth and
recommended I see a specialist about getting a couple of root-canals done. Two molars, one upper and
one lower, would need to be fixed.
I decided to try bio-feedback first as an alternative to the surgery. After just two sessions I was once
again able to chew food on the left side of my mouth without the pain. I did, however, still experience
hot/cold sensitivity when drinking fluids. I continued the treatments with bio-feedback and after a few
more sessions the hot sensitivity went away and only cold sensitivity remains, but not nearly as bad as it
used to be. It was tolerable. I look forward to more treatments to get rid of the sensitivity all together
and then we can tackle some of other issues I have.
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City unknown, Canada

I am so grateful to have been able to purchase the EPFX SCIO. I have so many incredible stories, I will
share a few snippets:
When I moved into my office I offered free half hour sessions to the people in the building. The first
gentleman that came in was not a 'health enthusiast' and came in and sat down with crossed arms and a
scowl on his face. I thought 'this is going to be a long day, these people are not really on this
wavelength." I noticed that one of his highest reactive numbers was for 'radon.' So I asked if he knew
why he might be reactive to a gas. He started to smile and sit up straight and uncross his arms. He said,
"I have a fake fireplace in my apartment and I thought I lit it last night. After 20 minutes I smelled gas
and realized that it hadn't lit. That is a magic machine that it could detect I was exposed to gas. If I
hadn't known it, you could have just alerted to me to a possible real problem. Thanks so much."
I was doing an open house and the young girl that was selected for the model started telling us that she
has an active brain tumor, cancer, had recently had brain surgery. Oh my, I was feeling scared doing this
in public with my projector. I know you don't like us not filling in the SOC, but for the demonstrations we
find it is good to show that we don't 'tell the device' anything and yet it shows the stress in the system.
So the audience and I knew her history, yet none of that was listed in the EPFX. When I opened up the
Bodyviewer and selected 'unconscious choice' this is what came up: Brain, tumor, tumor reducing. We
all just sat there with our mouths open in amazement as the device was showing us exactly what the
young girl had just told us was her diagnosis!
City unknown

I had a patient with a heart valve transplant who got progressively worse after the surgery. The dramatic
change occurred when I did the dispel 2nd brain wave from the NLP panel. She started clutching the
area near the incision, (said that was where the pain started after the surgery), broke out into a cold
sweat and then within minutes said she felt like her "old" self (before the operation). I had seen the
client before the surgery, at which time she was 5'9" and weighed 130#. Now, 1 1/2 years after the
surgery, she had gained 60 pounds, was attracted to different and unhealthy foods (just like Paul Pearsol
described in the Heart's Code), her skin color had changed (not in a good way), etc. And within minutes
after the "dramatic" moment, her old skin tone returned. She emailed a few days later that she was
feeling great.
City unknown, U.S.A.

I had a client that was going to be scheduled for surgery to remove a cyst from her ovaries that was the
size of a lemon and she also had carpal tunnel, diagnosed from her doctors. I worked on the stressors of
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the female hormones and ovaries and also the stressors in her arms and shoulders. She didn't even
mention the arms, but I saw her braces and worked on them.
She told me her arms felt better before she left my office that day and her stomach pain went away. She
came one more time and 1 month later she saw her doctor and they did an ultra sound and the cyst was
down to the size of a dime. That was in 2004 and she has not returned and neither has the cyst.
Minneapolis, U.S.A.

A 7 year old with medically pre-diagnosed rheumatoid arthritis came into my office in severe pain. She
was unable to move without major discomfort, playing with any mobility, bike riding and running were
out of the question. Even sitting was agonizing and she sat the majority of her time reclined. Using the
EPFX to attempt to rebalance her stress she showed continual progression in her improvement. By
looking at imbalances in minerals, vitamins, amino acids, and fatty acids her mother was able to make
some lifestyle changes in the child's eating habits to help her balance those frequencies. After 8 visits
the child's knees, which were equivalent to very large grapefruits in size, had reduced to normal
dimensions and other inflamed areas and joints had also gone to a more normal size. She was now able
to go out biking and playing with her siblings and school friends. The mother reported that the doctor
did not know what was happening, but that he was ecstatic and as she quoted "whatever you are doing
please keep doing it for her, it seems to be working."
Shortly after this time her aunt decided to purchase a device and the child's biofeedback care was
turned over to her. I saw the children and their mother a month ago and she is looking healthy and is no
longer in pain according to the mother. Another success story using biofeedback.
I am not an expert in the field of AIDS or HIV but I received a 56 year old male homosexual client in need
of help. He was determined to use natural methods, supplements and stress reduction of massage and
biofeedback to maintain his health and keep his HIV at bay. He decided to use the biofeedback therapy
every other week and has done so for over a year. During this time it has been interesting watching his
imbalances; when there are more he informs me he is under more stress at work, when the numbers
are more balanced he informs me it's been a very relaxing period in his life. He has continued to amaze
his physician and his counts continue to improve. Under one very stressful period his counts decreased
and he added homeopathics which were to help with balancing his thymus and came in for his normally
scheduled visit. He rebalanced to the doctors’ amazement and has remained stable and happy over the
past two years. He now makes an appointment when he feels highly stressed and is only on a
maintenance visit as he calls it.
A 39 year old woman who is having a stressed second marriage, and has been in three long term
relationships is unhappy because she cannot get pregnant. Her current husband does not wish for more
children as his two are teens and this is causing more stress according to my client. She does not
understand why she cannot get pregnant and neither can her medical doctors so she has decided to try
biofeedback. I worked on her for several visits and she reported that she was feeling much less anxiety
in her life. Using this technique of biofeedback and realizing that her hidden emotions were causing her
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more stress she agreed to talk more to her husband about their issues. She reported back to me on her
7th visit that she was expecting a baby. Our appointments were terminated at that time until after
pregnancy and I am happy to report that she delivered a healthy, happy and wonderful baby boy just
after to her 40th birthday. She then scheduled her "a tune up" after that when she felt overly stressed.
A 46 year old woman with diagnosed Fibromyalgia was helped into my office. She was taking 7
prescribed medications and felt that they were no longer helping her and that she was getting worse
and worse. Her decision was to try more alternative help and try and de-stress her life. We began her
appointments. Over the next year of monthly visits she and her doctor reduced her medications down to
only one, and her Fibromyalgia rarely flared any longer...unless she became overly stressed. She latter
purchased her own EPFX for her families private use, although I do still see her as a client about every six
months, when she says it's "her turn to get pampered".
A 35 year old woman with five children came to my office. She was always tired, had constant
headaches, heart palpitations and anxiety attacks, and was under a doctor’s care. The doctor could find
nothing wrong with her. Her family had grown up Amish and had convinced her to seek outside help for
her problems other than her medical doctors. She came to my office once a week for a month and then
monthly for the next six months. While she was doing biofeedback for stress reduction she realized that
she had the energy for her children, was able to function as she should and had very few anxiety attacks.
She has since purchased a biofeedback device to try and help herself and her family remain healthy.
A 69 year old woman with major stress started seeing me for stress. She was working two jobs and had
divorced and felt a failure, yet she could not keep from being in contact with her ex-husband. She stated
she felt unloved and that everyone abused and used her and she was tired of being depressed. We
began Biofeedback sessions, she chose to come in on a weekly basis even though the sessions appeared
to be helping longer than that. It did not take me long to discover that the biofeedback was only part of
her help. What she needed the most was simply a shoulder to lean on and someone to talk to. It is sad
when someone has to pay for a friend that they feel has nothing to gain from them talking to them. She
stated that her "friends" always had an ulterior motive for seeing her and talking to her. She started destressing enough that she began dreaming at night of past issues and traumas of her childhood and
realized that this is one of the reasons she was feeling so depressed and admitted that she had been
feeling suicidal. But, that with the help we had gotten from Biofeedback she no longer had the wish to
die. I suggested that in order to speed up her past traumas she seek professional help and gave her the
name of a psychologist who could help with past life trauma as well as trauma regression. She started to
see this professional and continued to come to the office for a monthly appointment. This continued for
two years. She remained health and felt fine and has gradually decreased her appointments. When I
began traveling more and at the office less I referred her to a different biofeedback technician.
A 56 year old male who had served in the Golf War made an appointment at my office. He had been
exposed to Agent Orange and had returned injured and with Paranoid schizophrenic he was currently
under the care of the VA Hospital. At that time he could not go out during the day without help and
medication for fear of someone hurting him. The voices in his head were telling him to kill himself and
that other were after him. After six weekly his trust to me and willingness to talk had increased, he had
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informed me the voices had reduced but he was still having much of the same symptoms as before. At
this time he informed me that he had a metal plate in his skull from his war injury, so we changed the
placement of his electrodes within the next three visits he reported that he was much better. He had
gone to the VA and they were extremely impressed with the biofeedback therapy he had been
undergoing. If things were better yet again at his next appointment they were going to re-evaluate his
medication and they suggested he continue the biofeedback. We continued with two
more biofeedback sessions using the EPFX and he made his next appointment at the VA hospital, where
they not only re-evaluated but removed his medication. Many of these prescriptions were psychotropic
medications; his body did not respond well to this and within two days of this removal he tried to
commit suicide. He was then institutionalized.
A 65 year old male who had a cancer scare with previous skin melanoma had decided to try biofeedback
and alternative health therapy. He and his wife 63, had both been feeling very tired as of lately and
more stressed than in the past, because of this they decided to try biofeedback. After one visit they
realized they were sleeping better and feeling more energy. They decided to continue this process on a
monthly visit. They continued this process for a year while going to their physician who had been
watching several pre-cancerous lesions. Most of these lesions had disappeared and both the doctor and
the client were thrilled. They now remain on a yearly visit with biofeedback to monitor their stress
levels.
A 76 year old woman who had taken care of her sister came into the office. Her brother had died a year
before and her sister had cared for him while he was sick with a stomach issue. Shortly after this her
sister became ill for several months with the same mysterious symptoms that the brother had had and
she had taken care of her until her death. My client was now nervous because she had had diarrhea for
over 6 months which were part of the same symptoms. We began biofeedback and had 10 days until
she was scheduled for a colonoscopy. She had earlier had a cancerous polyp removed from the colon
and was concerned of what would be found now. Because of our limited time we met every other day to
do stress balancing using the EPFX. She went to her scheduled appointment and was pleased to report
to her doctor that the diarrhea was now gone and that she was feeling better. She was able to eat more
now that she had been over the past six months without feeling bad and able to keep the food down
and had begun to put back on some of her earlier weight loss. The colonoscopy test was complete and
showed only one bacterial polyp. She was thrilled with the results.
Michigan, U.S.A.

In May of 2006 my heart was beating irregularly and I could not sleep. I was shaking terribly and felt like
I was about to have a heart attack any time. I went to my family doctor who told me I had the same
physiology as my father and because he died of a heart attack he put me onto medications for the heart.
Shortly after, I ended up in the emergency room because my symptoms were worse. I did not have
insurance because I had a pre-existing condition (the same as my father) Diabetes 2. At the emergency
room my partner suggested they check the thyroid also which they did. They found out I was
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hyperthyroid, scheduled a scan and to make a long story short by August 4, 2006 I was having iodine
radiation to burn my thyroid.
About a month and a half later I was put on Synthroid (synthetic hormones)- the amount was too high I
ended back in Emergency with hyperthyroid symptoms again. I was then put on "Armour" (animal
hormones) - by the end of the year I had lost 42 pounds, was not sleeping and had a tremendous
anxiety. My doctor told me that since I had anxiety when I was hyperthyroid and anxiety when I was
hypothyroid that he did not think it was the thyroid that I needed to get professional help. I had reached
the proper readings for thyroid, according to medical standards. The symptoms were still there and the
weight was still going down. After continuous visits to emergency rooms and clinics (for some reason
the situations were worse during the night) and not finding a solution I requested to be referred to an
endocrinologist. My appointment was 6 weeks away. I checked with the pharmacist to see if he had
heard of anyone on that medication that was having similar symptoms. He suggested I talk to my doctor
but checked my records and asked me if the symptoms had gotten better or worse since the doctor had
raised the doses. I noticed that the not being able to sleep was worse with the new dose, so, in
desperation I looked for someone who could see me sooner. I found a Naturopathic doctor who thought
that my problem all along was the adrenals, and that my thyroid should have not been burned with
iodine radiation. By saliva analysis a "personal cream" was prepared for me, and several supplements
followed for my condition. I ended at the Emergency room one more time while "waiting" for the cream
to take effect. I had stopped the Armour and was just doing her cream. Rude awakening, the cream had
not been doing anything for my thyroid my numbers were completely off.
By this time I was about 98 pounds, not sleeping, my pulse was very slow and I was not well in the head.
I made an appointment with a doctor in Sacramento who I was referred to by her for vitamins and
mineral chelation. This doctor took a look at me and got me to an endocrinologist the following day. My
days were terrible, my nights worse. Not only I could not sleep but when I slept for a few minutes I
would wake up without breathing and grasping for air. I weighed 95 pounds and was completely
constipated. My new doctor checked every bottle, cream, supplement, documentation and myself.
Wonderful bedside manners, but he put me back on Synthroid again. I was in shock! He asked me to
trust him. It would take 6 weeks to see how the pills would be working on me and I started in 1/2 the
dose and increased little by little. Would I be able to go to sleep, go to the bathroom or eat now or
would that happen 6 weeks when my TSH were close to normal? I did not know if I would wake up
anytime I closed my eyes. How could I wait 6 weeks! I wandered around the house at night and if
needed to go to the market would go at 6 am so I wouldn't meet anyone I knew. In their eyes I could see
their concern, even if they didn't say anything. I had lost 60% of my body weight - had no strength at all
and felt terrible by not being able to sleep or eat. I did not want to see even my children who wanted to
come and visit. I could see how this was affected those I lived with and I couldn't do anything about it.
This was affecting me physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. I saw this as the end of my life.
After 2 weeks on the medication my TSH levels were still 59.9 (normal is 0.39 to 5).
A friend of mine who lives in Nevada called to tell us that her daughter had experienced quantum
biofeedback from a lady who lived in Reno and that she used a system that would probably relax me to
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be able to go to sleep. I decided to call her. When I talked to this lady she was very pleasant. She had
been using the system for 7 months and bought it because she was sick and felt that it help her body
adjust itself to health. I asked her if she came to California - with my heart palpitations and arrhythmia I
did not want to go to altitudes. She would not and did not know anyone in the area. She suggested I
research in the internet. She gave me two clue words: SCIO and Quantum Biofeedback. When I went to
the internet I realized that the way this equipment worked was using the concepts of The Field, a very
interesting book by Lynn Mcttagart that I had read when I was healthy and was very impressed with. It
was all about energy. I finally found a list of practitioners and to my surprise one who operated from
Sacramento, 77 miles south of my hometown! I called her. She had been using the system for 5 years
and specialized in nutrition. Just what I needed, with my weight loss and not being able to eat I made an
appointment ASAP. When I went to her house and had my 1st session I was able to relax my bony and
achy body. I found out what foods my body had a reaction to and took gluten, dairy products, and other
foods off my diet that I was reacting to, according to biofeedback, while adding minerals, fatty acids,
liquid vitamins and more water intake. I started eating and sleeping. Before I would have slept four
hours after periods of 36 hours awake. I continued with the sessions every 1 or 2 weeks. My visits to the
emergency room stopped altogether, and so did other symptoms such as itchy skin, constipation and
lack of appetite. I started getting back to work. I do graphic design and print brokering. I began to
contact customers I had had to tell previously I could not help, and got back to work on my own timing.
Today I weigh 115 pounds (and would love to stay there!). I do not feel I look sickly - that is what
everyone tells me. I sleep 7 to 8 hours a night and I am so thankful to God for putting in my path
Lindalee Hatch, my practitioner and Quantum Biofeedback who help me change the direction my life
was taking. Also, my hormones are within the appropriate range. I bought my own equipment on August
1st and Lindalee and I see clients together while I learn to navigate the program and am working with
clients having empathy for those who in anyway feel the way I felt at one moment or another during my
journey of the last 18 months. I wholeheartedly believe that the Quantum Biofeedback Program was
incredibly instrumental in assisting me back to health.
Oroville, California

Client: 43 year suffering from congestive heart failure due to natural steroid use as a body builder. While
under doctor’s care for his condition, he visited me for stress-reduction. Using the EPFX programs I
worked with the stressed areas that he and his doctor had discussed and used biofeedback to balance
any associated emotional stress that was present. Within a few minutes he stopped me, and with tears
in his eyes. Said: " I don't know what you just did, but I have had chest pain since last night and it is now
gone".
He works as a Physical Therapist and because of his condition, it was often necessary for him to sit down
on the floor for at least a half an hour when his blood pressure dropped and wait till his strength
returned. I happened to be at his office during one of these episodes and hooked him up to the EPFX.
Within five minutes he was back up and feeling fine. These are just two examples of the positive healing
results that can be experienced using Quantum Biofeedback for stress reduction.
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Client: 62 year old female. After running a test on the EPFX I noticed that she was showing many signs of
stress having to do with female issues, specifically menstrual issues. At 62 I knew that was unusual and
asked her if she was having any female problems. She had been a bit skeptical when she first came and
had not revealed any existing issues. At that time she said “how could you possibly know that? I have
had my period for the last 12 days". Knowing that was not normal, I suggested that she visit her doctor.
The next time that I saw her she was very emotional and thanked me. The condition was pre-cancerous
and they were able to catch it before it became life-threatening.
City unknown

As a person entering my 50’s, I was concerned with my vision. I have always worked in stress conditions
and I could tell that watching the computer and working hard all day long was really beginning to fatigue
me. In June of 2004 I was introduced to the EPFX device and saw that it had a module to assist in
reducing stress in my shoulder muscles and those in my neck. I began some stress reduction therapies in
July 2004 and I immediately, after the first session, could tell that the tightness in my shoulders was
easing. After the third session, I found that my neck muscles were not as tense and my vision was
beginning to come into focus more readily. I am happy to say that with regular stress management
sessions (every 6 to 8 weeks) since the end of 2004, that I have not had to resort to corrective lenses to
assist my vision and my mental clarity continues to stay sharp and on top of my game. I have added this
technology to my office and now assist other people in stress management and pain reduction through
listening to the messages from the body.
Toronto, Canada

I had a client with a swollen lymph node near her ear - it was causing her a lot of discomfort. After only
one session for stress relief, she reported the swelling had gone down and the area around the lymph
node was no longer painful.
A client was suffering from burning and stinging pain and itching deep in the tissues in her shoulder and
arms. This pain was worse during the night and she was getting very little sleep. After six to eight EPFX
sessions for stress, the pain and itching were significantly reduced and she could sleep through the
night.
After three or four EPFX sessions for stress relief, a client diagnosed with emphysema was able to
discontinue her oxygen. She still relied on her steroid inhaler for occasional asthma attacks, but refused
to make dietary or lifestyle changes that might have helped to alleviate the asthma.
A client had been suffering with neck and back pain from a car accident which occurred over 20 years
ago. She felt an immediate relief from pain after only one session stress relief.
New Mexico, U.S.A.
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My first client when I opened business on September 11, 2007 was a 20 year old female who had been
making weekly trips to the emergency room for a morphine shot to control her abdominal pain. She had
been to pain management clinics, M.D.'s, Gynecologists and no one could find the source of her pain.
They gave her pain medication to help control it and wrote her a prescription for medical marijuana. Her
trips to the emergency room usually occurred during the night and she would wake her parents to drive
her to the E.R. Needless to say her parents were at their wits end with fatigue and worry over their
daughter. This routine had continued for two years before the client came for her first biofeedback
session.
My young client required two sessions to manage the stress of pain the first week, this continued for
the second week but after the third session she came back saying that she had just experienced the best
week of the last two years of her life. She was able to go out and enjoy her young friends, exercise
mildly and sleep all night. She actually cried as she put her arms around me and thanked me for helping
her. She told me she had felt so helpless because no one else had been able to do anything for her
except knock her out so she slept and couldn't function. Her mother also thanked me emotionally for
giving her back her life!
City unknown

I was having a lot of problems in dealing with the stress in my life. I was having job stress, monetary
stress and the lifestyle stress with the demands of raising three girls, now teenagers, on my own. I was
having problems with anxiety, worry, and heart palpitations/spasms. I noticed that my Raynaud’s had
been getting worse. I had a lot of neck and shoulder tension. There was a particular area of my shoulder
blade that seemed to be chronically painful.
After a few sessions of Biofeedback Stress reduction and muscle retraining with the EPFX I started to
notice a difference in my symptoms. My muscles were learning to relax quicker after stress. I found I
was coping better to my stressful lifestyle. I was starting to get much deeper more relaxing sleep. I also
felt I was more emotionally balanced.
After a few more sessions I noticed that the strain, in my upper back, that had been chronically there
had reduced significantly and sometimes I did not notice it at all. The progress has continued and I feel
more calm and relaxed. I feel better able to face the daily challenges and as a result have a better
relationship with my daughters because I am less likely to react with negative emotional responses due
to stress. I highly recommend this type of stress reduction. I found it very beneficial. I have less pain in
my muscles and have also found that my digestive difficulties have subsided and that my circulation has
improved wether this improvement is related to the sessions or not I am happy with the outcome.
Nova Scotia
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While using the biofeedback machine on my Dad, I found that the stress was relieved in his neck. His
neck is degenerated as the bones are rubbing on bones which causes great pain. After running the
biofeedback program the pain is relieved and he can bend his neck without the great pain he was
experiencing. With each session the stress is relieved.
I have found that stress is relieved in myself as I run the program. I am aware of this and am very
grateful. If you need testimonial in person, on the phone, etc. I will, My Dad will, my Mother, So will my
husband and daughter. When I had the biofeedback program ran on me before I purchased it. I found
that my legs, knees moved better, that I could walk up and down stairs without pain as the stress was
relieved. So did the others with me. I have experienced "feeling" the frequencies affecting me in many
ways, some of them too unbelievable to mention here. Whether for energy etc. or just smiling more.
Which is a GREAT THING.
Dalton, Georgia

I am probably one of Focus On Health's best referral sources. I have been plagued with a football knee
injury my entire life and, at the age of 51. I've developed a little hip pain. The funny thing is that when I
went to my first treatment with biofeedback, I filled out his patient history and never mentioned either.
The problem I did report was fatigue which, I assumed, was stress related. During the "body scan"
potion of my bio-feedback treatment....... both my hip and my knee were designated as locations of
probable pain. I was astounded! In addition, the scan produced many abnormalities and deficiencies,
many which accounted for my fatigue, and the machine noted at least a couple of problems that I wasn't
even aware of. I was then treated by the same machine while relaxing. After the bio-feedback treatment
and some additional massage therapy, I left the clinic devoid of pain! I mean to tell you that my knee
and my hip did not hurt!
Springfield

I was gut shot and critically wounded while a police officer in Houston Texas 1/23/83. Doctors operated
11 times on my spine and intestines to put Humpty Dumpty back together again. I spent most of 21
years in wheelchairs or hospital beds since my legs were either paralyzed or back pain made them too
painful to use while Doctors "practiced" medicine on me. I was told that nerves do not re-grow so this
was all I would have for the rest of my life, and of course $875 per month in prescriptions.
I purchased my SCIO in Cancun. The therapist spent significant time with me that week directly and
observing others receiving her attention. To make a long story short, thanks to her efforts and using the
SCIO I purchased on myself I went from wheelchair to mountain hiking in a few months.
City unknown
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It was in Dec 2005. I think of myself as a healthy person, because I grew up in a family with parents using
home remedies and following a healthy life style. Thought after I immigrated to Canada my life became
very stressful and I started eating a lot of sweets. It didn't affect my weight so I continue thinking that I
am healthy and happy.
In one nice Sunday evening I asked to have a session (45min) just from curiosity to see if I will feel
something different. I felt more relaxed but because I had no symptoms to compare, I thought that it is
only for very sick people. The practitioner didn't say anything, but mentioned that when people crave
sweets they usually grow fungus. She didn't say that I have any, though I wanted to know. From other
experiences she said that after balancing the body and reducing the stress level, the craving usually
disappears.
Next morning I went to work and my boss brought my favorite cookies. I forgot all about the last night
session and jumped up from my desk to get few. On my way to the kitchen I heard her telling me not to
eat all of them, knowing me. As soon as I reached the pack I felt sick and some kind of energy pushed
me back. I stopped and wonder what is going on. I thought that I got so quickly from my desk and maybe
something happened with my blood pressure. But it was so unknown for me. I tried again and the same
feeling was there. I felt I was going to trough up. I gave up and went to my desk, where I had same
sweets .I forgot all about my last night session. So when I opened my drawer and from just looking at
the sweets I got really sick , something like a light came to my head and I remembered that my body is
balances and it does not need sweets anymore. So I said to myself that it is not difficult now, as it was a
day ago, not to eat sweets. In 5 days I lost 4 p and till today I do not crave sweets. Thank you very much
for opening my eyes.
Canada

41 year old woman very stressed and complaining of many aches and pains. Only one session with her
and she called me the next day to tell me that she had no pain or aches. She particularly mentioned her
right hand (I didn't know this in the session) and that she was able to address her mail. This was
something that she had not been able to do for years.
City unknown

I lived much of my younger life with high levels of stress (especially around larger groups of people). I
had a series of health problems begin to arise in my late teens. This was in part due to minor drug use.
When I decided to face the problems in my life, I began exploring a variety of alternative therapies.
Having grown tremendously as an individual in a period of 2 years with various alternative therapies, I
eventually came across the EPFX through a local practitioner. These are some of the symptoms I was
displaying before receiving sessions with the device:
~irregular digestion
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~fatigue
~overall negativity towards life and people in it
~mild to high stress (depending on the situation)
~anger issues
I had a series of sessions with this practitioner and discovered a variety of imbalances as the possible
underlying cause to much of what I had going on. Having corrected those imbalances through sessions
on the device, I found myself to become more stable emotionally, mentally and physically then I had
ever been before in my entire life!
My interactions with the EPFX have all been very positive and I would recommend it to anyone
searching for a complementary service.
City unknown

I've suffered with chronic pain for decades. Nothing helped. I'd eaten an ocean of Ibuprofen, Tylenol and
anything else I could find to stem the pain. Not chiropractor, no message therapist even though it
seemed better for a few hours after the fact it returned with a vengeance.
Last year I was forced kicking and screaming to a practitioner in Sandy Utah. It was snake oil as far as I
was concerned. But finally after months of mild badgering and the person dragging me driving and
paying for it I reluctantly went.
I went into delta sleep some time during the session. They woke me up as they were finishing up. Told
me I'd sleep for a day or so and feel 100% better. I groused and said OK whatever. And was driven
home. I was in a euphoric state of mind as we drove north for an hour. I went in the house, took a
shower.. laid down on the bed, flipped on the TV and woke up two days later. During that time I didn't
so much as flinch in my sleep. I went into the bathroom then back to bed. I went back to sleep and
drifted in and out of delta sleep for the next two days.
When I finally actually woke up it took me a while to realize it. I even grabbed my cane and actually
hobbled over to the desk out of habit. BAD HABIT.
I was awake for almost an hour catching up on things when I finally realized I had NO pain anywhere.. I
even tried twisting and bending in ways I knew would cause excruciating pain. No pain. I was like a kid in
a candy store.. I even OVER did to just to see if I could stir up some sciatica. NOPE.. I felt better than I
had in 20 years.
What the practitioner found was that I was in adrenal failure, in the exhaustion phase and my body was
so inflamed from sero negative spondylitis she was amazed that I had not gone suicidal.. Actually I was.
My retirement plan was 38 special. I was going to work until I could work no more and end it. That was
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it.
The effects of this encounter with the EPFX were to be far reaching. A month went by before I even got
another twinge of pain anywhere. I had tried everything to kill the pain and even methadone (synthetic
heroin) barely took the edge off the pain and the Epfx was no less than a miracle in my book.
City unknown

I was diagnosed at age 11 with polycystic kidney disease and spent most of my twenties really ill. Low
energy levels, headaches, gout attacks, high blood pressure, insomnia as well as getting up for a wee
every two hours or so at night... Very frustrating... - as a result I know I was prescribed far too many
allopathic drugs and was on some sort of anti-biotic every few weeks or so, and a box of myprodol
painkillers only lasted a month. This all contributed to my failing health and by age 29 I was told by a
renal specialist that I have 5 years left on my kidneys before I would go into renal failure and require
dialysis.
My father died at age 57 of the same disease, around the same time I was given this grim picture.
Luckily fate intervened and I was introduced to biofeedback for a 1 1/2 hour QXCI session. I was totally
unconvinced as I felt nothing and my accountant brain could not understand this alternative treatment.
The following day I felt as if a bus had hit me and I knew on some level, something had happened. I
believe I underwent a healing crisis and the next 6 weeks were a blur. I slept like the dead (slept walked
to the bathroom though)... so I decided to keep an open mind and continued going for a session every
month.
The sessions definitely knocked me out and I usually slept most of the following day after a session, my
body really responded well and there was nothing subtle about it.
Six months earlier I had been having bad dental problems and needed to undergo root canal treatment
which I had put off. Our family have bad teeth and I was not immune. Eventually after 7mths of QXCI
treatments I went to the dentist to have the treatment. I don't know who was more shocked, him or me
when the x-rays revealed nothing! No holes, no bad teeth - nothing to work on and I walked out in utter
amazement.
I then went for a renal checkup and had the specialist report on my extremely strange results. My scan
(physical picture of the kidney) did not match the actual renal function test done. It was impossible
(according to her) that a kidney looking like that could perform so well. My kidney was in fact
functioning better than a healthy person and at a 100% - totally unheard of. She was shocked... but I
knew better.
That is when I started to investigate the QXCI with more interest and eventually after research and
continued sessions - I plunged in and bought my own for home use.
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Needless to say my interest soared and I learnt so much by taking on guinea pigs - they taught me so
much and eventually I started taking clients on a part time basis. This ultimately led on to me leaving the
corporate accounting profession and working full time from home.
I have seen so many people shift and their lives improve. I know with all my heart that this device is
indeed tomorrow’s medicine today and I am so grateful that it found me. I have awakened and I know I
have work to do.
I am now 36 and my latest kidney scan is still prenominal - kidney function was 99% and I have not been
on antibiotics in years, I no longer suffer from gout, nor do I get those awful headaches. On top of it - I
can generally sleep through the night and very rarely get up once to go to the bathroom. My energy
levels have soared and I am a totally different person.
I have been blessed to personally meet Bill Nelson and have hugged him and told him... thank you. His
spirit is so large - we have no idea. I feel only love towards this great spirit.
A few short months after going full time as a qxci/scio practioner, my husband (age 33) was diagnosed
very unexpectedly with a brain tumor. 8cm x 5cm - mixed oligodendro glyoma / astro cytoma... He was
given 4 weeks to live and if they operated a 90% chance of being permanently paralyzed and possibly
only having 6 months to live.
This happened in July 2006 and I began doing QX sessions on him in earnest. He underwent an
extremely successful operation and then did chemo and radiation - along with alternative therapies such
as regular QXCI/SCIO sessions, detox foot patches, and nutritional supplements.
6 months later, we packed it all up and travelled Africa... (he had now been given a year to live, and he
intended to live it). We came home every two months for scans and QXCI/SCIO sessions and then were
off again. We ended up traveling for an entire year and got back 1 Dec 07.
His latest scan shows that the tumor is shrinking and is now only 2.5cm - and once again the medical
world is amazed. They have taken his case as a case study, but when it comes to discussing our
alternative choices, their limited minds cannot acknowledge it. It is a pity that they are unable to expand
their minds to learn more about what we both know.
City unknown

A 65 year old man suffering from Macular Degeneration came to me for an appointment. He was able to
only make out shadows in specific regions and had been diagnosed prior to his appointment with me as
having extreme vision impairment. Upon working on the Device for stress we were amazed when he
asked not even 30 minutes into the appointment time, "when did you put that picture on the wall?" and
had pointed to a large picture of an ocean beach scene on my wall. I mentioned it was there when he
arrived. His next comment was "but I couldn't see it before when I arrived, now I know there is a picture,
but I can't make out what it is."
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He returned one week later for a second appointment. Upon entering my office he looked at the wall
and then to me and said "you know if there were a boat on that picture I could tell you where it was!"
Not only was he able to see the picture now, but he was able to see me.
My client returned again for a third visit a week later. At which time his wife pulled me aside and told
me she had a problem with the client. "I awoke from a nap and found that the keys to the car were
gone. He had decided to drive to the store. What do I do now?" she asked me. When he sat down for his
appointment I asked my client if his vision had completely restored and if he had visited his eye doctor
yet. His answer was "I've got an appointment in a few days with my eye doctor, won't he be surprised!
He told me I was going blind and my eyes would continue to get worse." And your vision? "I can see
almost everything but I have a few gaps on my outside vision." I explained that I did not feel comfortable
helping him with his stress issues unless he promised me that he would not drive a car until his license
was given back and approved by his eye doctor. That he (the client) would be responsible if he drove
and someone was in his blind spots. We completed this third visit and he was to go to his eye doctor
appointment. I completed my sessions with him at that time and was happy to have been part of his
chosen health process, my part in helping the stress of his body allowed for his body to choose what it
could then heal.
Kathy

I was shocked to saw a lawyer told me that he was totally convicted our device has a miracle affected on
him. Before I start to test him, the device told me he was angry - later confirmed by him that he has
argument with his colleague. Later he confirmed me that my test on his brain was truth because he had
an serious accident which lead him to coma for weeks, The third miracle is that he was convinced by our
device after bending his back to touch his toe with his hand without pain. The last but not least, He
count on 20 second to found that his pain in his arm was gone instantly!!
He will bring the honorable professor of U.T to try our device soon and promoted it to all insurance
company!
City unknown

A little girl was brought to me. The mother wanted to see if the stress reduction treatment could help
her little girl. She had behavioral problems at school and home. Always in trouble. And picking fights. I
tried to visit with the little girl and she would not talk to me so I just talked with the mother while we
started her session 45 min later she started to giggle. The mother looked at her in disbelief. She does not
giggle, ever...about 10 minutes later her husband called and he also said But she doesn’t giggle. They
came back the next week with such good news. It seems the little girl as a baby had many ear infections
and damaged her hearing to the point she could not pronounce her words correctly and had been to a
speech therapist just before she had come to see me the first time and also the second time. The speech
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therapist wanted to know what happened to the little girl because she was speaking so well. The
parents didn’t know what to say. When she came the second time she said I know your name and I said I
know yours too...The mother said you don’t understand she has not been able to remember anyone’s
name but she has been talking about you all week. Amazing. Just think what a little stress reduction can
do.
A man in his forties came to me in a lot of pain and ask if doing stress reduction could help him. He was
in a car accident 6 yrs. ago and had not had any relief from the pain in his back. No feeling in his feet and
he rode saddle horse to round up cows and move them around. He could get on a horse and ride but
someone had to take him off. During his first treatment he said he was real relaxed for the first time in a
long time. At the end of the treatment he felt much better the pain was still there but bearable. He
came back next week and said he was much better and he was beginning to feel his feet and lower legs
and not so much pain. He came back the next week feeling better than that and could not believe that
the pain was leaving. He stated we all need stress relief
City unknown

I have a son who has been ill most of his life. He almost died as a baby. He has been very special to us.
He has a very different character. Before the QXCI stress reductions session he would often do strange
thing such as blurting out noisily or dancing around strangely. Some of the other family members said he
was “mental” This is the preface to my testimonial. Now I need to mention a little about my sister-inlaws autistic boy who is about 15. He has been autistic all his life. He has received several QXCI sessions
from myself, a qualified biofeedback technician. When this autistic boy gets his sessions his Res Freq
Pattern was often above 200,000 One time he came in banging the sides of his head with his fists. His
Res Freq Pattern at that time was over 260,000. That was the highest Res Freq Pattern I had seen until I
gave my son I mentioned earlier his first session. His first session his Res Freq Pattern was 700,000! It
sure made me respect this young son of mine. I am the rest of the family members decided we were
sure grateful this boy was not autistic with all he was dealing with. We are very grateful for the help we
have received from our biofeedback device.
We feel our QXCI has been a great blessing to us. You know we are not provided with an owner’s
manual when we get these bodies we have. To me the QXCI device is the tool that helps me understand
my body and the stresses it is handling so well. It seems my subconscious is striving to deal with so many
things so very well so that they never become a conscious issue. I have a greater respect for my body
than I ever have after seeing what it is dealing with and handling so well.
City unknown

About 2 years ago, my mom was diagnosed with severe irritable bowel syndrome. This caused her
extreme pain and she began to lose a considerable amount of weight. In fact, she dropped down to
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89lbs. I had heard about the biofeedback device and quite admittedly, I was skeptical. However, when I
approached my mother's family doctor and asked what she could do for my mother, her response was
discouraging. In her words, "There is nothing I can do for your mother." Her poor body had become so
allergic to food that even putting something in her mouth caused her to become violently ill. At this
point, I asked the doctor what her thoughts were about biofeedback, thinking of course that she would
completely discredit it. However, much to my surprise, she acknowledged that if there was anything that
could help my mother, it would be that. This is when I decided to take Mom to see another biofeedback
practitioner in town. I had resolved that if this device could help my mother (a very difficult case), that I
would want to do this myself as a career. After about 4 sessions on the device, my mother's digestive
tract started to turn around. She wasn't violently ill after eating anymore and she was actually digesting
her food properly. She is now doing well and is gaining some weight! I realize I'm not allowed to make
such claims as a practitioner but as a client's daughter, I can say that this device saved my mother's life.
City unknown

About a year ago, a regular client came in (meaning once each month) and one of the highest reactivity
was natural gas. I asked her, "Diane, do you have natural gas in your home?”. She said she did. She also
said that both she and her husband had been having digestive issues and her husband also was starting
to have headaches. She called me a week later after having called the natural gas company and they
found FOUR natural gas leaks in her home. She has animals and none of them would go near the areas
where the gas leaks were!! She was so very appreciative and it could have saved their lives had the QXCI
not detected this!
City unknown

As a practitioner here is one story of many that I have. I was asked to see a child of preschool age, that
was not speaking, no eye contact, not staying focused on any one thing and didn't sit still for too long.
Teachers at her preschool were concerned and asked that she be checked for autism. The father was
very worried and concerned. He contacted me to see if I can help give him some direction as to what to
do. I only saw the child once and from what came up on the QX machine (I still have the old model), all I
found was that the child had a hard birth and that the spine needed work. I suggested that they take her
to a special pediatric chiropractor and have her spine worked on. The spinal check that I did came up
with the same exact issues the chiropractor found and corrected what was needed to help this child. She
is a different child now. She is doing very well......learning, staying focused, happy, speaking, playing, etc.
City unknown

A 53 year old woman in Michigan with jaw pain for 3 weeks, had 1 session with the EPFX and reported
no pain the next morning. And continues to have no pain.
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A 54 year old male in Michigan had foot pain for many years, had 1 session with the EPFX and has
reported no pain in his foot.
City unknown

I myself was in a motor vehicle accident just recently. It was in New York State USA. I felt the whip lash
setting in almost immediately. Breathing exercise and relaxation tech. helped a great deal at the time
but the drive home it was hard to repeat the relaxation.
But the time I got home 2 hours later my muscles were tight and I was very stiff and new that by the
morning I would have whip lash all over again. Once home I got ready to do a session on the EPFX and
went through various biofeedback programs. When I was finished I felt better. I needed to get up and
move around and stretch which helped release the tension in my muscles and joints. I was fine after and
have been great since.
A young lady I know has been having headaches for months. She has tried many things to get rid of the
headaches and be able to return to work but nothing has helped. From morphine to cranial sacral with
no help.
I then told her about the EPFX and talked about different types of stress that could be causing the
headaches. We final thought that a session with the EPFX would be in order. After the biofeedback
session with the EPFX plus a upper shoulder and neck massage I was told that that night she returned
home with a slight headache. Upon waking in the morning the headaches was gone and she has been
headaches for 3 weeks. Her mother believes 100% that the EPFX was the main reason for her daughter’s
pain relief.
Ontario, Canada
The following are a collection of testimonials. The name of the patient has been removed and only the
city or state (if known) is shown. These testimonials were received from January 5 th 2008 until
February 21st 2008.

When the Quantum EPFX came into my life, I was just beginning to even believe that it is possible to
heal from a chronic health issue. I'm 48 living on full disability. I purchased the EPFX in March of 2007,
and haven't looked back once.
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In November of 2002, I had skull reconstruction and spinal cord repair or more simply (brain surgery) for
Arnold Chiari Malformation of the Skull and Syringomyelia. My recovery from the decompression of the
skull was very disappointing. The pressure was taken off of my brain and spinal cord but the extra
cerebral spinal fluid and scar tissue, nerve damage, and unexplained added symptoms added more
despair to my hope for recovery to my prior healthy vibrant life. Being a, normally, very optimistic
person, I expected to be back at work in 2 weeks, even though, I had experienced symptoms for 15
years. The surgery was done by a very competent neurosurgeon at University Hospital in Denver,
Colorado. It was the aftercare that was missing which is common for most surgeries. I found myself
going downhill in every way for the next 3 years. On top of the symptoms, I had experienced prior to
surgery, my body systems were weakening due to my dismal attitude, depression, full body pain, over
medication, etc.

One spring day in 2005, my liver and spleen were so swollen, that I could not lean forward, I got on my
knees and said, “Lord, lead me anywhere, to anyone, and I will do it, to finally start healing.” The journey
began with a natural health food store where a woman took me under her wing to personally use
muscle testing and all her knowledge learned through her own experiences. I had parasites, more food
allergies than non-allergies, breakdown in my immune resistance, tremors, fatigue, pain, guarding of the
nerves and muscles at the surgery site (base of skull), pain that was unrelenting, and I was struggling
with my will to live.

The first session with the EPFX, came up with the practitioner noting an odd probability. He asked if I
had been depressed since the surgery. I said an emphatic yes. He noted that I had “bovine oppression”
coming up. He was not diagnosing. He was just being a very caring compassionate human being who
shared this with me. I then told him that I had a piece of bovine pericardium in the base of my skull
which was to cover my brain. Now I understand even more how that cow had brought its energy into my
body. Well, after that session, I experienced over the next few months a noticeable shift in my attitude
and if felt like light bulb was placed over my head. I had one more session and cannot remember why I
lost interest in the device. Probably because I was healing and onto the next modality. Now I understand
as a practitioner, that clients do forget what was done and forget to acknowledge the biofeedback.

For the next year and a half, I continued to heal. It was amazing and a time I will always cherish. I did
experience a setback when I allowed a very stressful relationship back into my life. I began to ask myself
and others the question, “what were all the modalities I tried that I may need to repeat?” No one could
remember the biofeedback. It seemed that the practitioner had not been able to get the word,
biofeedback, into my consciousness. My experience with him has taught me so much about what I do
now, I wish I could thank him. He was doing the absolute best with the knowledge that I could retain.
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In the beginning of 2007, I was ready to begin practicing an alternative health modality, within the
context, of my own disability. I was prepared to go back to school, move, whatever it took. There was an
expectancy in my that would not leave. I was practicing the Secret without realizing it.

My friend, at the health store in Castle Rock, told me she was going to be having a session with someone
doing something that afternoon. That's exactly how we discussed the EPFX. I asked her if I could watch.
The practitioner came in and started setting up her computer. As I watched, I got excited. When the
monitor was opened and she gave me permission to observe, I knew this was it. I remembered the
practitioner and kept saying, “this is it, this is it!” This practitioner received her shock for the day as I
asked her if I could buy it right there.

Buyer's remorse set in day 2. I called another more experienced practitioner and told her my dilemma.
She invited me to her home and encouraged me as never before. She noticed that I was weak and pale. I
had been experiencing a tremor for the past few months in my chest that would not go away. It was
wearing me out and my doctors just gave me more meds for it. She was very smart but not a doctor. She
pulled up the program and did some keyboarding and showed me that the vagus nerve runs through the
medulla oblongata, which I have the diagnosis of Malformation of the Medulla Oblongata, also. She
showed me that anatomically, this nerve then ran through my chest, where I was feeling the tremor. She
closed the monitor and wished me well and sent me on my way. 24 hours later, I noticed the tremor
actually was increasing. I knew that I was still receiving the effect of the frequencies so I was not
alarmed. I will never forget the moment when I was sitting on the couch, deep breathing, staying out of
fear, and suddenly the tremor felt like it was pushed out of my body. It was gone....and almost a year
later....never to re-appear!

Every penny that I spent on the EPFX, was worth that moment. Unless you've experienced tremors, they
are insidious and affect every aspect of your life. I am thankful for the experience as I am compassionate
and empathetic with clients more than I could have been prior.

My dreams, of my own healing, are continuing. After returning from my beginner’s class in Boulder, I
determined to de-stress my body with the intent, of my own body, healing my eyes. It took 3 sessions
for 3 weeks, when I began leaving my home and forgetting to put my glasses on. Every day I marvel that
I don't need my glasses. I had been told by the ophthalmologist that I needed bifocals. I don't anymore.
What an appreciation for this technology and the miracle of my own bodies' capacity to heal, I have the
experience and knowledge of!!
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My stamina continues to be an issue and I seem to be having symptoms of bowel/intestinal weakness
probably due to the syringomyelia. Another learning experience is ahead of me as I pay attention to
what my sessions tell me. It's clear that my diet is contributing and that is something I can work on. But
the brain spinal cord disorder is always showing up. I can live with what I have. I'm better than I ever
expected to be.
My goal is to increase my stamina and clientele, simultaneously, so I will be supporting myself, on my
own, someday. Moving to a new community has not slowed me down. I allow others to come to me and
it happens. Because I am on Social Security and private disability, self-employment is considered for the
income only, in figuring each month the amount that Social Security will withhold.. Because of this, I
cannot charge for my services until I have a huge base of clients. If I charged, I would actually have less
income and it would be very difficult to even pay for the gas to get to the sessions. The Lord has
provided me with a wonderful place to practice. The clients are asked to pay the owner of the location a
fee directly for use of the space. I understand how important it is that they appreciate this more if they
pay, especially a fair fee. I do not know how to overcome that at this time but there will be a day that
my clients will pay me enough to get off disability. I know this.

There are more details to this story but the important part is-if I hadn't had the foreign energy of the
bovine oppression identified and balanced, and the tremor affected to the point of being gone, I would
hate to think about how difficult my life would be now. I thank God for Professor Nelson and his courage
and tenacity to be willing to face what the world of fear throw at him, and now, I join him.

My surgery and chronic health issue cost the insurance company, the hospital, and myself personally,
$60,000 plus not including the cost to society through benefits through Social Security. I've invested a
little over $20,000 in this biofeedback. Now I can contribute to society and be a part of the economy
that benefits people on all levels. No harm has happened to anyone who has had sessions with me or
myself. In fact, the complete opposite has occurred. My prayers are with Quantum and Dr. Nelson, as
they face the FDA. I'd personally appear with this testimonial if it were needed. That's how emphatic I
feel about getting my life back with hope, not despair. I have nothing to lose by being open about the
truth of what I have experienced. I am very careful of how I present this to people respecting the laws
that we live under. I am an amazing Quantum Biofeedback practitioner because of all I've been through.
Thank You.

South Dakota, U.S.A.
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A 57 year old man had an infected tooth with swelling in the upper area of the mouth. Dentist said to
pull the tooth. After 3 treatments over 3 days with the EPFX, the man was able to chew on the tooth and
it still is healthy.

City Unknown

I am a 36 year old soccer player from Scotland and had knee surgery several years ago. It cost
$15,000.00. Last Spring I had one EPFX Biofeedback session which focused on the stress that I was
experiencing from the pain in my knee (that the surgery did very little to help). Three days later both
knees felt better than they had in many years. Since that time I have referred my whole family, my
girlfriend and her whole family and several teammates to my biofeedback therapist and they all have
had wonderful results. Stress truly is the root of all disease.

Texas, U.S.A.

The first thing I did with our biofeedback computer was run a customer who was told he had cancer. He
had a basketball sized tumor on his stomach and had been to Mexico in the Donsbach clinic. I think I ran
him three times -- each time using a different strategy. The last time I ran him, it came up in the risk
profile that cancer was no longer a risk. I told him. He was shocked and speechless. Then he got happy.
He said he was going to the Mayo Clinic to get checked. A couple of days after his appointment I found
out they confirmed that he was cancer-free.

I run myself the most. I am 61 years old. I haven't been to a doctor in years and years, except for elective
things like laser eye surgery. I look like I'm 40. I ride a bike, ski, play golf, play the piano, write company
literature etc. I give the magnets some credit but since I've been using the computer I've felt better than
ever before. I have probably had one cold in the last year with no flu. I do the anti-aging programs.

Female patient, 54 years old. Her issues were menopause. Her hot flashes were unbearable. In the
middle of the session she started getting a hot flash and it never materialized. Her symptoms are
decreasing and decreasing regularly.

City unknown
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A 53 year man from Port Hope, Ontario, Canada had a knee replacement and is waiting for the other
knee to be replaced. After 5 Biofeedback treatments over 2 months with the EPFX he reported the
excruciating pain to lessen by 70%. His stress level has improved and he reported he is not "flying off the
handle" any more.

Ontario, Canada

A 16-year old girl from Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada has anxiety attacks both in school and at home.
After approximately 15 minutes of each treatment with the EPFX she reports calmness and
peacefulness. She sleeps extremely well after the treatments. Her parents are extremely relieved.
Whenever the stress becomes too overwhelming she requests a biofeedback session!

Ontario, Canada

I first saw the EPFX/SCIO/QXCI at a conference in Cancun, Mexico. That was about four years ago. The
QXCI was one of the main attractions. I met a very good practitioner, teacher and sales person there.
She gave me my first experience on the machine. Right off she called her colleagues over as I had
indications of Spirit attachment, something most of them had not previously seen. This was easily
cleared, a process that I and others had found difficult if not dangerous to tackle in the past when
working as healers for others. She also found that I had a tape worm, a not unexpected observation. In
only a minute or so she was able to zap the bugger while I watched in fascination as my abdomen visibly
shrank while my internal chatter likewise diminished.
Yet another process done effortlessly that is far more difficult to effect if done, for instance, with herbs.

The doctor returned to working on my friend. He was an ex-cop who had the bone under one eye
depressed from a blow to the head years ago. This caused his left eye to be lower than his right eye, only
a small amount but still something the therapist noticed and the QXCI confirmed while bringing up a
three dimensional rendering of the bones in the head. We all watched as the QXCI almost completely
corrected the problem in a few moments by repositioning the bone below his eye socket so that his eyes
were aligned. It was obviously powerful enough to perform chiropractic like adjustments.
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A year later I sought out other sessions with another highly skilled practitioner who lives in Michigan
City, Indiana. She explained many of the wondrous capabilities the machine has; something most could
spend lifetime learning. It was very apparent that it operated at the mental and emotional levels as well
as the physical addressing the core issues where true healing has to occur. I always found it accurate in
its perceptive analysis and feedback which her intuitive gifts supplemented. What I most enjoyed was
emersion in the ELF, for it feels like heaven to me, the energy field of love. It is more accurately peace
and tranquility; the closest thing to heaven on earth most experience short of the euphoria of a
transcendental healing experience. With similar broadcasts the machine is capable of augmenting plant
growth in a 1000 meter radius, an approach that my colleagues and I intend to put to good use in
developing a greenhouse capable of year round production with very high yields.

What I like best is that the QXCI gives us a choice, for it does not violate free will responding only to
what we allow. A session provides the advice needed to bring self-regulating balance into practice. I
deeply respect what has been accomplished here and the potential it represents for it is the harbinger of
what mankind is capable of. It is meant to awaken us to our potential, a job is does very well while
facilitating the change required for realizing that potential. It helps you without being addictive striving
instead to provide the platform to work from and tools to achieve balance on your own.

City Unknown

I have been working with many clients since October 2007. Energy medicine was new to me and so it
has been a wonderful learning experience.
I have worked with a 2 year old female who was throwing tantrums every day for many weeks. She had
fallen several weeks earlier and bumped her head. I told her mother about biofeedback and Dr.
Recommends homeopathic remedies. She decided to do a session. I took an hour to run my protocol,
advised her to use some hompeopathics for the child and she has not thrown a single tantrum since this
session.

A friend of mine told me that her friend was diagnosed with endometriosis and that she would have to
have surgery for this within a few weeks. She had had many pains and female issues. I had to act quickly
so I sent her a bottle of Fem B - Dr Recommends. She took it for 3 days and all of her symptoms
disappeared. She told me that she cancelled the surgery during a presentation I gave, in the town she
lived in.
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I am a 29 year old male and have had acne for over ten years. I have used diet, cleansing and other
natural remedies. My symptoms decreased around 80%. I own the biofeedback device and I am the one
sending this email. I did a session using the situation method, specifically on this issue. The results
showed a possible bacteria problem. I proceeded with my protocol and then used Dr. Recommends
Bacteria Fuge for over a week. My acne is nearly 100% diminished. There is hope for those who seek the
truth.

I have scanned my girlfriend who is 25 years old several times. She has had some cramps, back pain and
headaches prior to these sessions. She uses Dr. Recommends remedies - Fem B, Thyroid Thymus and
Parathyroid. Basically I use the device to detect the appropriate remedies for her during the month. She
has no headaches, her back pain has decreased by 75% and she has no more cramps.

I scan my mother who is 55. She has been diagnosed with hypothyroid and was taking synthetic drugs
for this. I told her to try the Dr. Recommends Thyroid Thymus Parathyroid. She told her physician about
it as well. She no longer uses the drugs and she has told me she notices a clearer mind when using the
biofeedback and homeopathics.

I worked with a 10 year old girl who had different allergies that were pollen related. I did a biofeedback
scan and sure enough it showed on the device both in the allergy screen and in the main matrix. I did
the
session and gave her the Dr. Recommends Pollen remedy. Her allergies have decreased considerably
since this session.

The most amazing part of this device is the accuracy. I feel so in tuned with my clients that it is almost
like I know them better than they do. If the world wants to have a safe way to detect stress and help
themselves I believe Nelson Medicine can have a huge impact on this world.

Dilworth, Minnesota

A Boulder, Colorado Biofeedback Practitioner saw a 45 year old woman lawyer with late stage breast
cancer. She admitted that the stress of a high profile Denver law practice was a major factor in her onset
of cancer. Skeptical of biofeedback's benefits, she agreed to a 90 day stress detection/management
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program. In those 3 months, and after 6 biofeedback sessions with the EPFX, she reported to the
Practitioner a complete remission of the breast cancer, proven to her and her family with well
documented cancer marker tests from her Denver Oncologist.

A Boulder, Colorado Biofeedback Practitioner saw a 3 year old child with external skin warts that
covered most of her small frail body, even her face. She was not able to attend daycare because of the
fear the
daycare center had about the possibly contagious nature of the child's condition. After 2 biofeedback
sessions over a 6 week period all external body warts subsided and the child began to thrive and was
shortly after that allowed back into the daycare program with no further relapse of the condition and its
symptoms.

A Boulder, Colorado Biofeedback Practitioner saw a young 28 year old married woman that was
diagnosed with infertility and who desperately wanted to have children with her newly wedded
handsome and healthy husband. Soon into the young marriage she was beginning to blame herself and
was accepting a very poor image of herself due to her inability to conceive. After a 3 month period of
regular, weekly biofeedback sessions, the Practitioner received a note in the mail announcing the good
news that she had conceived and the attending Doctor reassured her of a happy and healthy birth that
coming spring.

Colorado, U.S.A.

"A 92 year old woman from Pound, Wisconsin, very close to death, diagnosed with Congestive Heart
Failure, Organ Failure and other maladies, is now enjoying great health after 10 treatments over 3
months with the EPFX. She asked for books, crossword puzzles and began crocheting again after several
years."

"A 52 year old woman from Coleman, Wisconsin with "Drop Foot" was able to move her foot and was
pain free the day after just one treatment with the EPFX."

"A 40 year old woman from Sierra Vista, Arizona, with "Insomnia" has been sleeping better than she has
in 12 years with 2 EPFX sessions over a period of two weeks."
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Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Thursday, 17 January 2008

Patient: (name withheld for privacy reasons)

Address: Casablanca, Morocco

Date of Birth: 28/08/1997

Gender: Female

First Consultation: 27/02/2003

Presenting Complaint: Respiratory dysfunction, Asthma related symptoms. Adenoidectomy performed
at 18 months. Overweight.

Presently being treated with Seretide 500 (serre-tied) is a medicine which is used in asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease.

QXCI was used for testing and therapy application: Programs used were NLP, Biofeedback, EEG, ECG to
treat for stress related to anxiety fear and worry. Prescribed Psor 200 S/D and Thuja 200 1 X Week for 4
Weeks.

Second Consultation: 27/03/2003
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There was a marked improvement immediately following the first consultation with some acute attacks
controlled with homeopathic remedies and Seretide 250 (note reduction of dose).

Tested and treated with QXCI, Used therapy suggestions from QXCI. Prescribed Tub. 1M , 1X Week for 4
Weeks and Bell 30, as required for acute Asthma symptoms.
Recommended Homeopathic Remedy Kit for the home.

Third Consultation: 29/04/2003

Patient continues to improve, less frequency of Asthma attacks, using Homeopathic remedies and
Seretide 125 (note reduction of dose) to control.

Tested and treated with QXCI. Prescribed Calc. 30, 1 X every other day for 2 Weeks. Natural Vit/Min
supplement.

10/05/2003: Telephone consultation for acute attack Asthma/Cough
Prescribed Ant.-t 30, as required for acute

Fourth Consultation: 27/05/2003

Patient makes very good progress, after reduction of Seretide patient is now free of allopathics.

Test and treat with QXCI. Prescribed Calc. 100, 1 X for 5 days, Ant.-t 30 to hold for acute attack.

Fifth Consultation: 23/09/2003
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Patient improved in all respects, weight is now normal for age and height. No allopathic drugs being
used.

Preventive Treatment Plan: Using QXCI, Desensitization program for allergies and immune system
improvement.

Casablanca, Morroco

My brief partial medical history:

I am a female and was born 11/21/1950

Hepatitis C (contracted 37 years ago at age 19),

Hepatitis A (contracted 23 years ago at age 34) from a blood transfusion UTI’s and kidney infections
which began at age 23. For 25 years doctors treated these with antibiotics but they remained chronic.

Eventually I left the allopathic treatment and sought a herbal remedy. After a 10 day regimen of drinking
herbal tea the infection finally subsided. I never had another symptomatic infection.

Unfortunately the long term infections and the years of antibiotics left me chronically tired and
generally unwell.

City Unknown

Six years ago I came down with a mystery disease. My doctors ran tests and could not come up with a
diagnosis and therefore considered this illness to be psychological in nature. From my perspective it was
not only psychologically challenging but the physical symptoms were also very challenging to live with.
The laundry list includes extreme fatigue and anxiety, insomnia, skin rashes, palpitations, nausea,
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vomiting, fevers, neurological buzzing sensations, dizziness to the point of almost blacking out, seizures,
vision problems etc. As a last ditch effort, I tried the EPFX to help reduce my stress levels from living in
this horrible state. To my amazement, I immediately felt peaceful and calm and the anxiety had
disappeared. In that moment I knew that I needed to know more about this amazing technology.
Without question, I purchased a device to help me unravel the web of ongoing stress. And it worked.
With the help of a knowledgeable doctor and the EPFX, we determined that I had been suffering from
Lyme disease. I was able to bring my body, mind and spirit back into balance by using the device weekly.
I also established a nutritional and homeopathic program which helped to rebuild my body. If it weren't
for the EPFX, I honestly don't know if I'd be here writing this today. Thank you Dr. Nelson for your
amazing contribution to the world and for saving my life.

I have a female client, 48 that had a grapefruit sized tumor removed from the temporal lobe of her
brain. After the operation, her speech was severely affected, it was hard for her to remember words and
she had several unusual behavioral tics. Following her surgery, she began working with the EPFX on a
weekly basis and now her speech and memory is perfect and her behavioral tics disappeared. At one
point, the doctors noticed that the tumor was growing back. She resumed her sessions with the EPFX
and 2 months later when she returned to her doctors to discuss having the second tumor removed, they
discovered that the tumor had disappeared. The only thing that she had been doing differently was she
had begun her EPFX sessions again. Needless to say, both she and her husband were thrilled and she is
tumor free.

I have a 54 year old male with esophageal cancer. He has been receiving chemotherapy and radiation
treatments. When the radiation treatments began (once a day for 6 weeks) the doctors warned that by
week two, he would be having trouble swallowing and that it was very likely that he would need a
feeding tube in his stomach by week two. Well, he sailed through his radiation treatments and did not
have any burning discomfort in his esophagus until the very last two radiation treatments. We have
been working with the EPFX weekly for almost five months. He has not needed a feeding tube and has
been eating on his own. He will have tests soon to determine the state of the tumor.

City Unknown

A 40-something lady from Syracuse, NY had been experiencing great emotional stress due to losing her
Mom, taking care of affairs afterwards, changing jobs and ending a relationship of many years.
After just two sessions, she noticed a difference ~ getting up in the morning after a good night’s sleep,
she felt she could "handle things better". She was not fretting about what to do first, she felt in
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"control". After the fourth session, she called to say that she was a lot less stressed, more focused and
though she missed her Mom the grief and sadness had lifted!

Syracuse, New York

Today I saw a patient who is suffering from Emphysema. This patient is in a bad way and was breathing
with great docility when he arrived at my clinic. I treated this person using a specific protocol via the
EPFX. I asked the patient to do a lung capacity test before therapy. The reading was 100 which is quite
low. During therapy the patients breathing eased and his demeanor radically changed..

After therapy the patient was much relieved and his breathing was almost normal. A second lung
capacity test gave a reading of 400 which is quite a dramatic improvement on the first test.

I will be seeing this patient on a fortnightly basis and will keep you informed on his progress. Perhaps I
should point out that this man is not taking any mediation apart from an inhaler which was losing its
effectiveness at a rapid rate as his lungs deteriorated.

Thank you for making such a valuable tool as the EPFX available.. The EPFX is the best therapy tool I have
ever used in my nearly 50 years of practice and research.

City Unknown

1. A 70 years old lady in Stockholm, Sweden, had severe tooth ache on the Monday Thursday, but when
she called her dentist he had already closed for the Easter days, and she hated to go to the acute
dentist, so she asked me if I could help her. I did, and when she rose after the session, the ache was
almost gone. She had a second treatment the next day and after that she was completely free from the
toothache. She did not have to go to her dentist until her normal half yearly visit 5 months later.

2. A lady of 59 from Oevik in Sweden had great problems with her hip. She had a short session of about
35 minutes here in Stockholm on the way back home before she and her family had to leave, and her
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husband was sitting at her side watching. When I had finished and the man rose, he asked me, if the
frequencies also went outside of the stripes, and I said "yes, they do, but much weaker of course." Then
he said he had also had some pain in his hip, but that was gone now. So was the more severe pain of his
wife.

3. A 78 years old lady in Stockholm suffering from dry coating on the retina was much better after 5
sessions with QXCI-SCIO but also wanted help for other problems. On one occasion the program showed
she had cataract problems, so I asked her if that was correct. "Yes," she said, "my eye-specialist has said
I have a slight cataract, but that it isn't necessary to operate for some time." I balanced the cataract and
when she rose and looked out through the window, she exclaimed: 'Oh, is that house over there so
shining yellow! I have always believed it was a bit dull yellow. Oh dear me, such difference!' She did not
have an operation.

4. A man of 45 in Stockholm had great problems with his bowels, and constipation for several years.
After 4 sessions with the QXCI-SCIO he reported the problems were gone, and 3 years later they had not
returned.

Stockholm, Sweden

I am a Practitioner in South Mississippi, USA

My client is a male, 9 years old with Autism. I have had 14 biofeedback sessions with him on the EPFX
since August 2007 In the beginning he was only able to sit for about 5 minutes with just the head
harness on and his mother standing right there with him. He is unable to talk but makes loud noises.
Every visit we were able to get him to be still longer and calm. He now walks into the room quietly and
sits down and picks up the head harness to put on and sits for at least one hour for a EPFX session. The
last session we had he was calm and sat for 1 hour and 15 minutes. His mother called me after
Christmas in tears wanting to thank me that this was the best Christmas they had ever had with this
child. He participated in opening presents and interacted with other children. He also has started making
different sounds such as he imitated a barking dog. After four months he was also able to attend a
birthday party and was the best behaved child there. He still has some bad days but overall he has
greatly improved, he is not as hyper and is calmer for longer periods of time.
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My client is a female 48 years old and has Multiple Sclerosis. She is unable to walk at the present time
and is in a wheel chair. I first started seeing her November 1, 2007 for biofeedback session on the EPFX.
When she arrived at my office her father and I had to basically pick her up and transport her to the
chair. Every session she told me she was getting stronger. After three sessions she was able to dress
herself again. At her last session which would have been number 5 she pushed herself up from the
wheelchair and stood and transferred to the chair by herself. When she was ready to leave she did the
same thing again, pushed herself up and stood and twisted around and sat in wheel chair.

My client is a female 54 years old and has the Shingles. She had them for 2 months before she came to
have a biofeedback session on the EPFX After 4 days she called me and wanted me to know that they
were drying up. Two weeks later she came in for another biofeedback session and they were dried up
completely.

My client is a female 41 years old. She has had 7 back surgeries and on pain medication every day. After
her session on the EPFX she only had to take pain medication twice in the next two weeks before she
returned for another session. She now comes every 2 to 3 weeks for a biofeedback session on the EPFX
and is not pain free but able to manage her pain without any narcotics.

My client is a female 54 years old. She has been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. When she first came for a
biofeedback session she had blank look in her eyes and was very quiet. She was not able to tell me her
birthday and other input information. After 5 sessions on the EPFX she is like a different person. She is
alert and her eyes are shining. She is remembering and communication with others alot better. Her
family informed me that her whole outlook on life is better.

Mississippi, U.S.A.

I recently held a session for a 64 year old man who was diagnosed with lobular emphysema in one lung,
the other lung collapsed. Smoking was a large part of his past. He had trouble walking from room to
room in his small apartment and required the aid of an oxygen tank at all times. The 200 meter walk
from the apartment to the street could not be done without intermittent rest stops. He received his first
session with not many expectations, however he was open and hopeful. The session lasted three hours,
during which time I covered the programs I believed to be the most beneficial to him. I was amazed by
how precise the SCIO measured from what I knew of this situation. The following day he managed to
walk roughly 400 meters including a staircase climb and descent, without the aid of oxygen. He claimed
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to have higher energy levels, breathe easier, and feel emotionally more positive overall. His wife says it
was a miracle.

Delta, British Columbia, Canada

My EPFX practitioner has performed some incredible feats of accomplishment on my son Austin who is
10 years old. He started exhibiting signs of Autism and more specifically Asperger's syndrome at 5 years
old at which time we tried the stimulants that are obviously horrible things to give to a child. Well,
needless to say, we weaned him off of all of them. We had created a zombie by giving them to him and
couldn't tolerate the look on his face nor the feelings that we had for causing the situation to get as far
as it did. After he was off all the stimulants he was a handful beyond belief, he was hard to control. We
had him in Montessori school to aid him because although he had Asperger's he was extremely
intelligent. At first grade the instructors at the school were having difficulty dealing with him and we
were asked to put him somewhere else. We found the CDC School which was a UCI extension school
project over by the University in Newport Beach. They specifically deal with any ADD, ADHD, and
Asperger's syndrome students. We paid $1200 per month to keep him there for a year and a half. They
did an incredible job at re-educating him to read people and act more appropriately in social situations.
He didn't learn much academically because he came in 3 grade levels ahead of where he was supposed
to be according to where he was in Montessori before going to CDC. They had to bring in extra books
and resources to keep him busy. He was doing much better but he still had Autism/Asperger's. It was
assumed that he would have this condition his whole life and that he would have to always be aware
and deal with it. In comes the practitioner, who was already treating my wife who is a Doctor of
Pharmacy and is basically now homeopathic all the way. We take UNDA's, and Standard Process, and
many other of the homeopathic remedies for anything that comes up. Debra saw my wife was so sad at
how much work Austin had to do to keep his wits about him... wait I skipped one important piece of
information... we had to put him into public school since he had graduated from the capabilities and age
of the CDC school. The practitioner offered to try to help Austin for free. It's been about 6 weeks and
none of his disorders show up on the Xrroid analysis anymore and he is an INCREDIBLE boy. It is
AMAZING and BEYOND OUR IMAGINATION that your machine and software was able to do that for him.
He acts
"normal". Not completely because he has to learn a few things over again that became habit due to his
disability. You no longer see ADD, ADHD, AUTISM, ASPERGERS SYNDROME showing up when he is tested
anymore. Gone. And it was incredibly obvious. We didn't tell his public school teacher what we were
doing. His name is Mr. Hoffman at Wagon Wheel Elementary School and, fortunately for us, he is very
knowledgeable about ADD children as he was an ADD child, and is now an ADD adult. He is a teacher
now, but he was a principal for 5 years and helped a lot of kids and he is incredibly ADD kid friendly. We
didn't have to tell him, he told us that Austin had changed, it was like a switch was flipped. After a
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couple of weeks we told them what we had been doing. He told us to keep it up, whatever it was,
because it is definitely an amazing feat of accomplishment.

You have done a wondrous service for mankind Mr. Nelson. God Bless you.

City unknown

Case 1:
A 44 year old manager working a very strenuous busy job UPS with:
Bilateral Knee Pain:
Stress History: In September, 2000, working for UPS – “I was working on the belt, repetitively jumping
down 3 feet and jumped one too many times and I could not stand.”
Diagnosis: Lateral meniscus tear.
Treatment: Arthroscopic surgery in October, 2000 to repair the tear and shave the patella and physical
therapy for 3 months.
Post-Surgery and PT: Not able to bend at the knees properly. Developed chronic pain in both knees.
Worse in the winter months requiring Vicoden for pain management.
“I was a wiener, complaining all the time about my knee and my back pain. I could not go horseback
riding or climb stairs or go bowling without severe pain. It also limited my gardening and my life
considerably.” I was depressed, negative and often in a bad mood.
Biofeedback Session: One 1 ½ hour session
Post Q.B. Results: R.C. felt immediate pain relief and started doing squats as she left our clinic. She has
been out of knee pain for over 2 months.
“I have been back to bowling and bocce ball. I walked 4 miles the other day without pain or swelling. In
the past, if it wasn’t a pill, it wasn’t really medicine. I had a narrow mind to thinking outside the box
towards alternative health care. Now I tell everybody, you’ve got to understand, Q.B. will help you to do
things you never did before. It will help you with problems you have forgotten, that will come out during
the session. You are going to feel better. I feel more energetic, and can go bowling and do whatever I
want. I also can handle stress way better and am able to calm other people down. Q.B. reduced my knee
pain and my stress which powerfully changed my life. I am so glad I opened my mind and tried QB.”
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Case 2: Initials: C. P.
22-year-old female student who gets into an auto accident and while being examined they find a
cancerous nodule on her thyroid.
Stress History: Started with no Symptoms
Auto accident – December 4, 2006- Injured neck. Put on Vicodin, Valium, Relpax for migraines,
Compazine for nausea, Naproxen – Joint pain and a muscle relaxant. Tried Elavil – as migraine
preventatives – made her sleep 22 hours a day. Started Effexor 2 days later, – had adverse reactions –
Wake up with heart racing, chest tight, thought she was dying, muscle spamming, difficulty breathing
swallowing, could not think straight. Was prescribed Allegra for allergies and sinus congestion – adverse
reactions- constantly made nose run.
Medical Diagnosis: Thyroid Cancer – Diagnosed after injury in Dec 2006 – routine checkup – found a
nodule on thyroid.
Dec 26 2006 - Complete Thyroidectomy, Prescribed. Remeron – for nausea while going through
radiation – adverse reaction of swelling and lethargic. Darvocet post thyroidectomy operation – gave me
nightmares.
Post-Surgical Symptoms: Tired, weak, nauseous, constant pain, muscle aches, could not think or
concentrate, constipation, abdominal pain, hungry but could not eat, nausea, attention deficit,
degenerated, very sickly, whole body hurt, total fatigue, migraines, muscle aches, joint aches, neck pain,
general body weakness. Sleeping 18 hours a day.

Biofeedback Sessions – Six 1 ½ to 2 hour sessions from April 17th to July 17th.
April 17th, 2007, First Session
Taking– Valium, Relpax, Compazine, Naproxen, Allegra, and Levothroid
Symptoms: Sick of being in pain, had zero energy, depressed, pessimistic, unmotivated, apathetic,
withdrawn, felt sick all the time and slept 14-16 hours a day. Not able to concentrate, difficulty driving,
and could not go to work or school. Did Radioactive Iodine Treatment and spent one week in isolation
after taking two pills of radioactive iodine I131.
July 17, 2007- last session.
Off all medications except Levothroid.
Feel great. A little tired. Still having some constipation with difficultly digesting proteins. I am much
more active. No migraines in 3 weeks. Can focus better, still having problems with linguistic elements,
word formation. Started taking Omega and Iron, multi vitamin and mineral, helping. Sleeping average 9
hours and have good energy throughout the day. Much less muscle and joint pain. Increased range of
motion in neck and back areas. No longer depressed. She feels optimistic and motivated.
“Quantum Biofeedback lifted this black cloud out of my body comprised of pain, negative feelings,
thoughts and sickness, illness and weakness. I’ve been much better at being able to stay in the present
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and try to focus on positively and healing and taking care of my body. The sessions have helped me
overall to heal my body, bringing my taste back, helping me sleep, making me be more in touch with
changing my activities and lifestyle, directing me on how to take care of myself so I can heal better. I’ve
recommended it to just about everybody I know who is suffering from ailment that they have not been
able to treat. Either if Allopathic medicine has not worked or they want a more holistic approach.”

Case 3:

Stress History: Middle aged woman struggling in a crisis trying to find happiness and her true self.
Symptoms: Depression, hopelessness, loneliness, lost, mental fog, easily brought to anger. GI stress.

She did a number of Q.B. sessions over a 6 month period.

“This is a fantastic healing process. It gets down to the core of what’s true for you. It is truly holistic
involving the mind, body spirit and emotions. I found the emotional awareness from coming out of this
process to be life changing because it clarifies what the truth is and where you are stuck. Then it goes to
the next step and provides remedies for reducing stress from the energetic, physical, beliefs and
feelings. The affirmations to address negative beliefs and feelings have been very helpful. Also the
homeopathic and herbal remedies have been great for reducing physical blocks. I have also been able to
resource ideas to address spiritual dilemmas. The whole process is a fascinating journey into the heart
soul and spirit of your truth. The results are magical as I was on a downward negative spiral and this
process turned that around by contemplating new ways to look at things. I realized that because of my
family of origin neglected me and suppressed my core spirit and as a result, I developed unhealthy
patterns. I am now engaged in rethinking my basic core beliefs and realizing the only limit to my
freedom are these core beliefs that I bought into for 40 years. I am now in the process of peeling the
onion and releasing them so I can actually be who I really am. I’ve tried everything hundreds of
therapeutic modalities, religion, prayer and Quantum Biofeedback has reduced my stress and really
brought me the clarity I needed to heal.”

City Unknown

Have an 80 year old male post triple bypass and two stents later... Dr. told him when these plugged up
that was the end, there was nothing more they could do. He had a hard time walking 500 feet from his
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back door to his brothers. After two sessions on my QXCI he has been out bird hunting this past fall and
chopping his own wood.

City Unknown

Another mid 70's gentleman came in with chest pressure and SOB. Was scheduled for angiogram in two
weeks. After one session with my QXCI he had the angiogram and dr. could find nothing as far as
blockage....!!!!! Dr. cannot figure out why the symptoms and no physical findings.

City Unknown

A 55 year old man, from Los Angeles, California had been diagnosed by an MD with ADHD. He came to
see me with a list of complaints that included: anxiety, frequent and quick mood swings, inability to
concentrate, anger outbursts, depression, inability to prioritize, low energy, insomnia, etc. After 10
treatments over a three month period with the EPFX he reported that he was much calmer, the mood
swings had gone, he was able to arrive on time to work, his personal relationships had improved
because of his ability to express himself in a calm manner, he was sleeping better and had enough
energy to work a full day and then go home and work on his sculptures. During the time we were
working with the EPFX he worked with his MD and was able to quit his anti-depressant.

L.A., U.S.A.

A 49 year old woman from Los Angeles, CA had experienced intense pre-menstrual depression, bloating,
headaches and irritability, and post-menstrual painful and debilitating cramps for over 30 years. After
5 treatments over 3 months’ time with the EPFX she reported that her pre-menstrual depression was
completely gone. Her mood swings had disappeared and the menstrual camps were in most cases no
longer an issue and when she did experience them the severity was lessened by 90%.

L.A., U.S.A.
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CLIENT #1

36YR OLD FEMALE. Client reported that she could not smell and fingers and mouth would turn blue due
to lack of oxygen. She also reported that she had been in an auto accident and had surgery on her face.
She said she was constantly in and out of hospital for oxygen. One session for 1 hour and client told me
she could smell everything in the office. Four months later she reported that she had not yet been back
to the hospital for oxygen.

CLIENT #2

59YR OLD MALE. Client reported chronic allergies for the last 30 years. Client used Claritin and Flonase
(steroid type nasal spray) every day for the last 10 years. After 4 sessions (once a week for 4 weeks) each
session was 1 ˝ hours long, client reported that allergies were greatly diminished and had not had to use
the medicine but twice since the first session. After 8 sessions, client was not having any of the chronic
and painful symptoms he had had in the past. 6 months later, client reported 2 days of very slight allergy
symptoms thru the worst of the pollen and cedar fever seasons. Client one year later, reports no allergy
symptoms.

CLIENT #3

9YR OLD MALE. Mother reported that the child was adopted and mother was addicted to
methamphetamine. Mother reported that child had been diagnosed with ADHD and Asberger’s. After 2
sessions (approx. 1 ˝ hours each), mother reported a slightly more rational and calmer demeanor.
After 2 sessions (each session approx. 1 ˝ hours each) a month for 4 months, Mother felt major shift in
emotional connections and calmness in child. Child reported to me that he felt he could think clearer
and
people liked him more. Teacher reported better behavior, more peaceful and better interaction with
others.
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City Unknown

I have had the EPFX Scio for a year and 1/2 now, and here is a testimonial from one of my clients, a
Physical Therapist in Washington (I live in OK City) who was near death and asking for prayer requests
when I offered her free sessions to try to help her. Aside from the testimonial that follows, I have had
much success in other areas, especially with people who had plantar fasciaitis.. Hope this helps.
City unknown

These clients have wonderful stories to tell about their experiences at our office . . .

BRAIN INJURY:

"I had about 30 pounds of trail mix fall from the top shelf at Wal-Mart. It hit me on the head and the
carton burst open. As a result, I had a brain injury and intermittent loss of speech, stuttering, sleep
lapsing and brain fog. I also had shooting pains down the back that took my breath away and my hands
and arms went numb constantly. It was impossible to concentrate, and I lost the ability to read or
comprehend what I heard or saw. I also had dizziness and light-headedness, and lost my ability to twirl
the baton (I am a baton teacher). In addition, I lost the ability to do simple, necessary tasks for personal
care. I began with chiropractic care and also had biofeedback sessions. I just knew that I was progressing
a lot with each session. If I go too long without care I am not able to maintain the full progress that I was
making. Thanks to my therapist's care, I gained clarity of my mind and recovered a lot of energy that I
thought was lost. The care also cleared a lot of brain fog and I went from being unable to drive to driving
a little with poor reactions and eventually started driving with confidence and ease. I contribute my ease
of driving to the fact that I could concentrate, see better and had clarity in my mind. Every time I
get therapy, my life is improved and I feel alert. You can just tell that everything is clearer and sharper in
my mind and senses. Through the therapies, I have been greatly helped where no one else has."
Ocala, FL
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LOTS OF ENERGY:
"AMAZING, JUST AMAZING! I could not believe the experience could be as effective as it was. Thanks to
biofeedback and my practitioner, I now have lots more energy. I was amazed that all the feelings of
stress were gone. My friend was just as impressed with her care as I was."
Silver Springs, FL

SPIRITUAL GROWTH POSSIBLE:

"Since I have been coming for care, I feel as if I have grown spiritually. I have always fought because I
always wanted to be in control, and I struggled within myself. This biofeedback care has helped
me learn to let go and let God have His way. For the first time in my life I am in the process of
ACCEPTING myself AND LIKING WHO I AM."
Summerglen, FL

ANXIETY, CHEST PAINS, RAPID HEART RATE, HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE:

"Before I received Biofeedback therapy I was anxious and had severe chest pains. I had difficulty
breathing and could not focus my mind. After the first therapy with the EPFX and the instrument my
blood pressure improved and my breathing was no longer hyperventilating in nature. My mind stopped
racing and I could think again. This machine is just wonderful."
Ocala, FL

POSITIVE EMOTIONALLY AND PHYSICALLY:

"I learned a lot about myself and my emotional and physical energy systems. Biofeedback was a positive
experience. I am looking forward to the completion of this awarding program."
Ocala, FL
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FIBROID TUMOR SYMPTOMS, NECK, INFLAMATION, SLEEPING, PARASITE:

The biofeedback system has helped with my fibroid tumor symptoms. I have had two months of normal
periods now. I have had a better energy quality level. My neck pain and my inflammation are much
better. With the first time the pain in my neck was gone. Sleeping is good now and I can sleep really,
really deep, which I had never experienced before. The tingling in my foot is gone and the worm that
was under the skin in my hand is completely gone."
Ft. McCoy, FL

BACK PAIN, SLEEP, ALLERGIES, RARE POISON GAS, KIDNEY STONES, FOOD POISON:

"This biofeedback with the EPFX has really helped my back a lot. It has helped my allergies and pointed
out foods I can eat and those I should stay away from. In addition, it has helped me sleep. During the
care we found a rare gas which poisoned me many years ago called Greenland’s gas. It was so
impressive that the instrument helped to find the specific name of this gas. The gas had caused a severe
case of pneumonia and my body was still stressed by that episode. I was cleared from that problem. On
one occasion, we found kidney stones in my system. The next day I passed (11) kidney stones plus gravel
safely. Two days ago I had food poisoning and today we found 6 types of bacteria including the food
poisoning bacteria."
Ocala, FL

BACK PAIN:

The biofeedback care with the EPFX has helped my back. I don't need to get my chiropractic treatments
as much."
Ft McCoy, FL
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LUNGS, NUTRITION:

"In addition to my lungs clearing up, there are numbers of items that the biofeedback helped me to
clear out. It really helped me with vitamins and nutrition that my body needs."
Ocala, FL

TURNED ANGER TO PEACE:

"The day I arrived for my first biofeedback session with the EPFX I was angry. When I left I was calm,
happy and peaceful."
Homosassa
Springs FL

KNOWLEDGE OF SELF:

"I don't know what it is or how it works. I just know that it figures out information about me which I
didn't realize but it turns out to be true." Sparr, FL

REJECTION CRISIS PATTERN:

"I wanted to heal the rejection in my life. The biofeedback helped me to find the pattern. They revealed
that my first crisis in rejection was five months after conception while I was still in my mother’s womb!
My Mother had told me that my father was 20 years older and a very mean man. When he found out
that my Mom was pregnant he was very angry. Then my second crisis in rejection was the day that I was
born. That was the day that the Russians crossed the border into Estonia during WWII. As a result of that
invasion, our family and community immediately became refugees, and crying babies were not a good
thing to have back then. I was rejected by the whole community. The Third and final crisis was at (3)
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weeks of age. My mother told me that at (3) weeks she found my father holding me upside down in a
rain barrel and he was trying to kill me, and she saved me. That experience was rejection for sure. I am
much freer after my sessions. Thank you!"
Ocala FL

BAD COLD:

"I had a bad cold and was very sick in bed. Within an hour of doing biofeedback my cold is dramatically
improved. It just really helps!"
Ocala, FL

VERY NEGATIVE EMOTIONAL PATTERN:

"The pattern of my emotional and mental spiritual energy is completely corrected. This very negative
pattern always started with anger and fear to panic to devastation and then disillusionment and failure.
Since the sessions with the EPFX my emotional blockages have disappeared and turned around. I am
able to choose success, hope, faith and love and to make good choices. I am learning new things and
adjusting my life accordingly. My life now has positive actions resulting in success. The end result is that
the sessions have changed my life from one of constant failure and failure patterns to a constant pattern
of accomplishment and success. This new pattern is a big miracle and my life is always going in a positive
direction now."
The Villages,
FL

SLEEPING, FREQUENT URINATION:
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"I had been in the hospital for bladder cancer and by-pass surgery a few months ago. As a result of the
surgery and the chemo I had trouble sleeping and with frequent urination. After my first visit I had
nearly
normal urination and my sleep is dramatically improved."
Citra,
FL

INFLAMATION, PAIN:

"The biofeedback sessions helped me to cope with inflammation in my body. After only one session the
pain in my knees and thigh muscles completely went away for a few days."
Ocala, FL

PARASITES, FLAB, WHITE SKIN SPOTS:

"I'm getting rid of parasites and I am losing a lot of the weight and flab in my stomach. I also got rid of
the white spots on my legs."

Ocala, FL

BANANA ALLERGY AND DIARREHA:

"I had constant diarrhea. We discovered the banana allergy and I quit bananas the diarrhea cleared up."
Silver Springs Shores, FL

ANGER AND MANY OTHER THINGS:
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"I avoided making an appointment for months and once I finally did, I was in a period of tremendous
anger due to my divorce, and I just knew I could hurt someone bad. At the end of the first visit, my anger
was totally gone and I felt like hugging everyone. There are so many other things that have changed for
me, which I can honestly say that the last three years of counseling and psychotherapy have not
touched. If I knew then what I know now, I would have mortgaged my home, if necessary, to receive this
care."
Silver Springs Shores, FL

Florida, U.S.A.
I saw a 58 year old client who's had a 'skin itch' issue. He'd gone to the clinics several times over the past
two months and given creams but it just gets worse. Upon doing his session, something came up on the
colon. So I asked how his bowel movements were. He stated that they've been loose forever.
I worked on skin areas but I worked more in digestive.

A week later he came back for a follow-up. His skin didn't itch for about three (3) days but his bowel
movements are more normal than they've ever been. From there, we discussed 'malabsorbtion' and
'toxins' and the need to increase fiber foods. There's more work to do but that's a start.

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

1) I worked on a 12 year old boy with diagnosed learning disabilities and after working the stress
programs on the relevant areas for 3 visits over 6 weeks this boys reading had improved by A FULL
GRADE LEVEL – as verified by testing! His teachers and sports coaches were amazed at his improved
ability to follow instruction verbally and comprehend written instruction.

2) At least 5 menopausal women have come to me complaining of symptoms of menopause that they
were not able to get any relief from. They all reported 100% improvement after one session and they
returned periodically for tune-ups.
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3) I do mini-sessions as a means of sharing the EPFX and introducing people to it. One woman with
fibromyalgia reported to me that she was pain-free for 3 months after a 20 minute mini session where
we did the primary and secondary stress areas only.

4) A woman with cerebral palsy, but very high functioning – only visible signs are a slight tremor in the
hands and tilt of the head, saw me to see if I could assist with a pain issue. She reported to me that her
tremors (which were constant her entire life, 24 hours a day) had stopped completely for 10 days. We
are looking forward to exploring this further!

City Unknown

Blood sugar levels as reported by a local medical laboratory decreased thirty points in a type 2 diabetic
after two treatments.
An elderly woman reported greater range of motion in her arthritic shoulder after one treatment.
A menopausal woman reported cessation of hot flashes after one session. She had been having about
ten per day.

City Unknown

A client and her husband traveled throughout Central America last year for about a month. Shortly after
returning to Canada, my client developed an eye-condition with symptoms that included redness,
itching, and intense pain. She found she couldn't even sleep at night because any time there was any
pressure on her eyes, the pain would wake her up. Her doctor couldn't diagnose it, but gave her an
antibiotic. When that didn't work, he gave her some cortisone. Still no success, so he was about to try
percoset, which concerned her greatly. By this time, 6 months had passed, and her condition was
worsening. She was very frustrated, and decided to seek alternative help. She somehow found me
over the internet and came to see me as soon as possible. We did the EPFX treatment, which lasted
about 2 hours, and as she left, I suggested that she drink the marine phytoplankton whole food tonic,
FrequenSea, as a base for her nutrition. She asked me if she should re-schedule another appointment,
and I said I didn't think she would need it, but I would call the following week to see how she was doing.
I did call her, and she said that for the first time in 6 months, she had hope, as her condition had
improved considerably. I called her the next week and she said that her condition was completely
cleared up - she was pain free, and felt wonderful.
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Duncan, Canada

It has been some years ago, when during the X-mas holidays a friend of mine called, excused herself and
asked me if I -though we had holiday -would treat a friend of hers, who went through a couple of days in
the ambulance room of the hospital due to intense pain and immobility in her lower and upper back.
She could not sleep and move anymore because of pain and distortion. Nothing had helped, she had
gotten all kind of injections. I agreed that I would help immediately. The client, a woman of 28 years,
hardly could walk up to the 1. floor, where I live. She climbed up with a stick, her back bent deep down. I
must admit when I saw her my heart pounded. She had 2 people to help her to half sit half lie so that I
could put the strings on. I went through the whole spinal program, spinal fluid, scanned the bacterias
and virus and send homoeopathics related to the spine and pain, she also had a very bad stomach
infection. After an hour she more and more relaxed, lying straight on her back and when I asked her to
slowly roll over her side to get up and stand, I was hit by astonishment and joy of everybody involved.
The patient stretched herself in full length, amazement on her face and with a big sigh she said this is
the first time since 10 days that I feel painless and I can stand up straight.

City Unknown, Germany

I have had my device and have had great success in the stress reduction area. I have a friend who had
been going for pain management therapy. Her pain was all over her body to the extent that it was
affecting her ability to walk normally. She came for one treatment and saw immediate positive results.
Her pain was greatly relieved and she now walks normally without difficulty. All this after only one
treatment.

My sister-in-law who was rushed to the emergency room because of heavy bleeding was told that she
needed surgery to remove her uterus and ovaries. Because of her low blood count, it was postponed. I
used the device on her only once and her feeling of weakness was gone. Her bleeding stopped and she
has not returned to the doctors to plan surgery. This took place two months ago.

Spring, Texas
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1.Female - age 33 diagnosed with liver cancer she had regular weekly visits with the EPFX for an entire
year. She is now cancer free it's been 4 months as of this writing.

2.Male - age 54 diagnosed with lymphoma he had regular weekly visits for 6 months. He went all around
the clinic telling of how the EPFX had also detected a tooth cavity before it even happened. The doctors
couldn't explain it.

3. Female - age 72 diagnosed with Leukemia. She had regular weekly sessions for 6 months as of today
her medication is half what she was taking. She has more energy and also now a boyfriend he's 80. :O)

4. Client Female age 87 - she's been in Hospice for 3 years now. Sessions twice a month in person.

5. Male age 55 - severe back pain could not move or get out of bed. One session and an evening of rest
he was back at work. His partner of 6 years stated it takes him weeks to recover, she has never seen a
recovery that fast.

6. Female age 51 - severe food poisoning one session an evening of rest and back in class the next day.

7. Boy age 12 - ADHD 3 months of weekly sessions this was in 2004. His mother took him off medication
ON HER OWN I do not advise or diagnose -she called me last week to say he's graduating.

City Unknown
My 83-year-old mother has had glaucoma for several years. At least twice or three times per year her
ophthalmologist will tell her that the pressure is up and he’ll need to do some procedure or put her on a
drug. She calls me and tells me to treat her eyes with the SCIO before her re-check, which I do. The
pressure is always down to normal when she returns to the office. The doctor is puzzled by this
“unexplainable drop in pressure” which he observes. My mom just smiles and says, “See ya in six
months.” This has become a source of amusement for the family.
I use the SCIO every week on myself. I was diagnosed with Stage 4 GIST (gastrointestinal stromal tumor)
in December of 2001 and should have been dead 6 years ago. I took Gleevec for a time but did not
tolerate the drug well. My oncologist wants me to try a new drug that has worse side-effects but I have
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resisted. I mainly use the Degenerative disease therapy on the SCIO, along with the Auto Therapies,
detoxification, and bio-feedback. Most of my tumors are inactive according to PET-CT scans. There are
some small “hot spots” in my intestinal tract but I remain symptom-free.

City Unknown

I have a client who is an identical twin that is about 200lbs over weight. She has been coming once a
month for 9 months and has lost 95lbs. with doing nutrition balancing, adipose tissue dissolve,
addiction therapy, etc... Has no cravings, her diabetes is under control with no more pills. Her blood
pressure is dropping and under control with less medication and experiencing more energy. She is
receiving muscle toning at the same time so she is not experiencing the sagging and drooping of excess
skin. Her identical twin has been doing the traditional weight loss method of dieting and has only lost
35lbs. With continuous cravings and frustration.

City Unknown

I am a Life Empowerment Coach, and Artist, who purchased an EPFX in May of 2006 or so. The reason I
purchased one is that my own health was very challenged at that time. Both of my parents were in their
dying processes, with severe dementia's with Alzheimer, Parkinson's and Alcoholism. The amount of
stress and energy they were draining out of my life was truly becoming life threatened, TO ME!!!! They
were too far gone to be worked with , so I did what I could; I worked on myself! Years of trying to feel
better through allopathic means did not bring me into any better state.
My friend who owned an epfx device worked on me, but I still had the feeling that it would be to my
best interest to purchase one and learn how to work on myself. Then , I would be better equipped and
be able to offer it as an adjunct therapy for my Life Coaching Clients, if that was of interest to them.
The most significant improvement that I could see regarding my own life and stress level was made most
apparent in the EEG profile, where when I first got the device it kept indicating that I was extremely
stressed by indicating "extreme infarction" . I worked with myself to lessen the stress on a consistent
basis. Over a period of months that indicator, or "extreme infarction" disappeared from my screen. I ,
needless to say, was relieved to see that improvement!
Another interesting thing is that when I started drinking my very own "green drink concoction", my
VARHO reading improved instantly. It was fascinating to see that fantastic improvement, like the same
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day I drank my green drink. Hence, I have been very consistent with that since. I know when I have
missed a few days, as the reading in the VARHO goes down, showing more stress. So, I see that drinking
my green drink is a stress reliever for me... not only because I feel better, but the device proves it to me,
with the read out.

City Unknown

I have a client that has Parkinson's Disease. She is experiencing tremendous results with the
biofeedback. She can come in shaking uncontrollably and after about 15 minutes into the protocol she
breathes a big sigh of relief and is no longer shaking. She goes for a period of at least 2 weeks without
medication and without shaking. We are only into the second month of sessions with her so not sure
what the long term outcome will be but the sessions are becoming less frequent each time that we do
them.

City Unknown

In 2003, the mother of an 8 yr old boy presented with warts on hands, trunk and feet along w/frequent
diarrhea and skin problems. She had taken him to two doctors who were unable to stop the warts from
growing. The scan revealed the papilloma virus.
1. After zapping virus for some time and activating the point probe to present to the mother wart, the
family was given nutritional education, diet changes were recommended and he parasite cleanse herbs
and an immune booster. Four weeks later, they returned very elated that the warts were disappearing,
diarrhea had disappeared and he was feeling better. Four weeks later, the warts were virtually gone and
he was a healthy child. The Mom proceeded to tell her D. O. about the success and the D.O. then
referred other clients to me.

A 36 year old female presented with severe depression and loss of hope. She had been diagnosed with
Chronic Fatigue by her doctor. She was home schooling three children and her anxiety and panic attacks
left her stranded and she could no longer think clearly. After approximately four to six biofeedback
sessions on the EPFX, she regained hope, her loss of hope disappeared and her depression subsided to
the point she was feeling vital and a part of the human race again..... and got a great job when her
thinking cleared up. She's referred many people to me including two of her children, but told me last
month that she is considering getting the device herself when she can afford it.
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A 66 year old female presented with extreme allergies and had been diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue
and Fibromyalgia along with digestive issues (leaky gut syndrome) by her doctor. After the first session
in 2003, she felt great relief and continued monthly sessions for the next year as the balance to her
nervous system and digestion subsided considerably and she had a new lease on life and wrote and
published three books. She continues to come for biofeedback sessions when she has insomnia or is
"out of whack" and appreciates the balancing with the EPFX device.

A 50 year old female presented with skin sores all over her arms to the point she had to wear long
sleeve shirts in the summer. She works at a local health food store and she said it was embarrassing as
six or seven doctors could not diagnose it. After three sessions on the EPFX, her arms were pretty clear,
but still itched. After clearing septicemia along with several antidote homeopathic remedies six months
later she had no more complaints about her arms. But continues to be upset that doctors could not help
her.

A retired 66 year old male presented with sores on the tips of his toes. He ate well and exercised and
was in great health otherwise. He'd had prostate cancer years earlier. He played golf and the sores on
his feet interfered with his enjoyment. The EPFX device has cleared up the sores on the tips of his toes +
an additional point probe treatment to a sore knuckle, allowed the finger to expel a huge pus pocket to
completely clear the irritation with the knuckle.

Tulsa, U.S.A.

I purchased the EPFX for personal use in January of 2007. I was hoping to get some relief from some
long-term depression and support my other health issues and those of my family.

I have received immense help. In fact, it has changed my life. My thinking is different. To some degree, I
feel like a different person. I think clearer and have a purpose and a mission. I am volunteering to be in
charge of fund raising activities and am more involved in my community. That would not have happened
one year ago.

I also had a lot of pain in my shoulder back and legs. All completely gone. The pain I had in my upper left
tooth is also gone. I thought I would have to get it pulled. My husband has a very stressful job and is able
to handle all sorts of situations with much more ease. He also had a toothache that was completely
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relieved of pain after just two sessions. And then he went hiking and had a pain in his hip that just
continued to get worse. In two sessions, he was pain free from that as well.

I have also used it to manage my migraines, which are now almost non-existent.

I was able to relieve my Mother of her back pain and the pain in her knee from her knee replacement.
We are also trying to work on her Wet Macular Degeneration. We will be monitoring the progress from
these sessions, as well.

My sister has many phobias and I was able to help her have more confidence and handle situations with
more ease.

The EPFX is a valid and valuable asset. I think every family should have at least one to help support the
needs of themselves, their friends and loved ones.

City Unknown

I was extremely sick before going on the Scio. I have Grave’s disease and was given radioactive iodine by
my doctor. I was just about bedridden and unable to read and drive due to me losing my eyesight. After
my 12th session, my vision was restored and I was able to walk without assistance. I returned to school
and became a minister and received many degrees and certificates in alternative medicine. I then
bought my own device and have a wonderful practice. It has helped my ADD sons and my husband who
suffers from depression. This device saved my life. This device saved my family from suffering and pain.

New York, U.S.A.

My four year daughter developed a urinary tract infection and would scream while urinating. I scanned
her with the EPFX and urinary tract infection had a high reaction on the scan. I “zapped” that item and
after the EPFX session my daughter urinated without pain.
I had a severe sore throat. The EPFX scan showed strep as a high reaction. I “zapped” that item and in
the morning my sore throat pain was gone.
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My daughter started vomiting repeatedly one night. After I repeatedly “zapped” the pathogens with the
highest reaction, the vomiting ceased.
My husband’s scans showed high reactions to numerous pathogens. After using the Dr. Hulda Clark’s
parasite cleanse, the pathogen reactions dropped significantly.
I find one of the greatest values in the nutritional information. The vitamin & mineral panels are
fantastic. Many times a scan has shown “deficiencies” in an area and once quality supplements are used,
the following scan shows improvement in the area supplemented. A friend’s Autistic child has shown
deficiencies in each area expected with an Autistic person.

City Unknown

When I first got the machine I used it on my office and it picked up chronic fatigue, I did the balancing
and two days later I realized that I was to move my office to my home, have someone else manage the
body wrap business and I was to do biofeedback out of my husband's office. All our lives have taken a
quantum leap forward.

I've worked with a 28 year old woman (for 3 years) who has a spinal cord injury and is on peritoneal
dialysis 4 times a day because of kidney failure. When I first saw her in 2005 she had been on dialysis for
2 years and the doctors were insisting on a kidney transplant. It's been 3 years and she no longer has
chronic bladder infections, she has minimal kidney function, and has not yet had to have the transplant.
Many other areas of her life have improved.

The more I learn in other areas: Total Biology, Energy Medicine, Acupuncture, EFT, Energy Psychology,
PSYCH-K, Esoteric Acupuncture, German New Medicine, etc. the more I understand reactions on the
SCIO. Learning in every area of life makes me a better biofeedback practitioner.

Thank you Professor Nelson for your work, for being a pioneer in this area and for making another tool
available that our souls may heal and we recognize who we really are.

City Unknown
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I was getting migraines every day or two for 6 months or more, and had a few sessions on my Aunt's
machine. After one of the sessions, my migraines went away for almost a whole month. I was in a
horrible motor vehicle accident 4 years ago, and wasn't expected to survive, and if I did survive I would
be a vegetable, or a paraplegic. I had a lot of work to do to get better, but I am not a vegetable, I can
walk, talk, and breathe without a respirator. And that was before I was introduced to an EPFX.
Since then I have been getting better all the time, people that know me are shocked when they see me,
after not being around for a while. They think I am a new person. I talk better(louder with more control,
wasn't much more than a whisper before), my balance is better, I have more strength, am not in as
much pain, and am more myself than I have been since the accident. I feel better all the time, and am so
grateful for this machine that has been such a huge part in helping me get where I am today! Thank you!

My fiancé has had great results from sessions with the EPFX. He has had very high blood pressure, but
was not on medication for it (the doctor had threatened to put him on meds for it if he did not lose 30
lbs). He didn't manage to lose 30lbs. But after 10 months of sessions at least once a month (but not
usually more than twice a month), his blood pressure is not an issue with the doctor anymore.

Also, he has been deaf in his left ear since an accident when he was 5. The doctors said the hair follicles
in the cochlea had fallen out, and he would never hear in that ear again.
He has been getting hearing tests every year for work; everyone was always the same, profound to
completely deaf in that ear, until this year. The tests were always 85-95's, but the last test was 55-65's.
And hearing was never really focused on during sessions, it is now.

City Unknown

One of my clients is a gentleman who could hardly get up to my office. He was in such horrible pain from
a car accident, he had a morphine pump and still was in horrible pain. I had to walk down the steps and
his wife and I put our arms around him and walked him up the steps. When I was through, he was
amazed. He literally ran down the steps and a week later ran back up the steps, bounded into my office
and announced that I was a genius. I simply explained that it was the wonderful EPFX and not myself
that needed the affirmations. This same man was very ill and in the hospital dying several years later. His
wife called me at 11:30 at night and said his organs were shutting down and he wasn't expected to live
through the night. I put him in sub space and worked on him until 1:30 in the morning. His wife called
the next day and said that the nurses and doctors were amazed because everything started working
again and he is still alive to this day. I could go on and on but I suppose you will be quite bombarded
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with emails from around the world. Thanks so much for, with the help of God creating such a wonderful
device.

City Unknown

52 yr old female with constant pain in her right knee from hyper-extension trauma to her right knee. The
client stated she could not get out of bed in the morning without exercising her knee because the pain
was too great if she stood on the leg without exercising. Her orthopedist recommended physical
therapy. Physical therapy was did not elevate the pain. The orthopedist then recommended surgery.
Client refused surgery.

The client asked if I could help her with the pain. I told her stress and constant focus on the pain can
increase the intensity of the pain and that biofeedback can help lower stress and help refocus the mind.
After three sessions on the EPFX-SCIO, over three weeks, the pain disappeared. The client's knee has
been pain free for 2 years.

City Unknown

I started out as a client of the device 7 1/2 years ago. My story is that I was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia
& chronic Fatigue after a car accident in 1991. I took $1500 worth of drugs a month, I could not function,
I had horrible deep muscle pain, exhaustion that kept me from getting out of bed sometimes, and a
severe depression that made me suicidal. I was under psychiatric care though I knew I was not crazy but
I didn't know what to do. The drugs turned me into a zombie and I just wanted to die to be free from the
pain and misery, the side effects sometimes were worse than the pain but I kept at it, hoping something
would work....I was only 39 years old! I began to develop the inability to use my left hand and right foot.
I could not recall common words and my mouth would not want to work properly to form words
sometimes. My doctors advised me to purchase a wheelchair as I was developing signs of Multiple
Sclerosis even though a brain CT showed no lesions and they told me there was nothing more they could
do for me.
My medical doctors were giving up on me, I couldn't fathom it and I also couldn't accept it. An
acquaintance of mine told me about the device and I drove 3 1/2 hours across my state to find the only
practitioner around at that time. I had incredible results after the first session.
I was pain free for the first time in 10 years for two entire weeks. I was joyful, the depression had lifted, I
began to sing again around the house and I wanted to go out and do things again. After a year of
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receiving sessions irregularly because of the distance, I decided I needed to have my own device in order
to see if I could continue to help myself find a path to wellness that had been missing with this disease.
Now, 6 1/2 years later, I have had such incredible results with the device in my life and my family. I no
longer have Fibromyalgia nor Chronic Fatigue nor Depression. I do seek proper medical care when the
need arises but my MD and I have a great relationship where she knows that I am proactive in my
approach to health and she allows me room to de-stress my body first before resorting to invasive
procedures. If it does not help me to use the device in an agreed upon time period, I agree to undergo
her procedures. The only time I have had to do so is when my gallbladder ceased functioning and I had
to have it removed surgically. I have been able to get off all prescription medication with the exception
of thyroid glandular and my health has never been better. I'm 54 years old now and I look and feel like
I'm ten years younger.

I had been using the device for 5 1/2 years when suddenly my VARHOPE scores dropped, my P/E Ration
went from normal to 80/50 and I began seeing stress related to thyroid cancer. I went to my doctor and
had a scan done and we discovered a large mass under my jaw as well as 2 thyroid nodules, one the size
of a pencil eraser, the other the size of a pin head. I had a thermogram done of the masses and the
temperature increase between the normal tissue and the nodules was significant and I was sent to an
oncologist who confirmed thyroid cancer. His immediate reaction was that he needed to remove at least
the right lobe, possibly both lobes. I refused. I told him I wanted to see what I could do with nutrition
and supplementation along with biofeedback for stress reduction and he was adamant that I did not
have time to spare "wasting" it on things that don't work. I insisted that he was not going to cut into me
until I knew I had at least tried. After approximately four months I went back and this time the biopsy
showed no cancer cells and the nodules had begun to shrink. He said I had no more cancer. That was a
year ago.

Oregon, U.S.A

1.) My first real experience with the EPFX and Quantum Biofeedback was when my 5 year old son was
extremely ill and throwing up for nearly 2 weeks. Conventional medicine had no idea of what to do. The
doctor reluctantly gave him antibiotics, but that only made things worse. Suddenly I remembered a visit
we had made to an EPFX practitioner about a year previously. We had been recommended by a couple
in our birthing class, since he worked with homeopathic vaccinations. I thought that we needed to have
him check our son out and see what might be possible. When our son was checked out, there were
indications of Food Poisoning from Chicken. The practitioner completed the session to address this and
then recommended a homeopathic. He suggested that our son would be 100% better by the next day
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and all better by the 3rd day - this was exactly the case. Both my wife and I had been thinking about
food poisoning and he had had a chicken hot dog the day he first became ill, but conventional medicine
was not interested in this. Interestingly he had had a minor bout about 3 weeks prior when he had only
eaten 1/3 of a chicken hotdog.

2.) Ongoing issue of my own have been back spasms. An issue that occurs for no particular reason, other
than I was an undersized football player and stress has become my middle name. The combination of
the two seems to create energy jams that are suddenly released for little apparent reason (picking up a
hangar), but which initiates a spasm crescendo that cannot be stopped was it has begun. All parts of my
back have been involved and the standard protocol was to just relax and enjoy the ride :~) On average
the spasms would subside after the 5th day - making for a long week. Since I have had the EPFX to run
balancing programs on this issue the average time for the spasms to subside has been reduced to 24
hours.

3.) An acute issue I had was an extreme spasm in my upper intestines. I kept assuming it would subside,
but it continued to get worse. I was beginning to think that I was going to need to go to the emergency
room when I decided I needed to quickly run the suggested therapy in the EPFX system. The
recommended therapy was Auto Meridian. Within 20 seconds of starting the program, the spasms
subsided and never returned.

4.) One of my clients called with pains in her teeth. During the session we ran the Pain Rx in the Dental
program and several weeks later the pain had still not returned

5.) One of my clients was a starting running back for a college football team. He had not gotten along
well with the new coach the year before and subsequently had not played much. Having suffered a
hamstring injury at the beginning of this last year, it did not look good. I along with my partners started
working with him and had him back on the field in 2 weeks. We stayed with him for the whole year and
he had the best season he has ever had and has a chance of being drafted.

City Unknown
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1. One of the first client sessions was with a 50+ year old female. She had been previously diagnosed by
the Medical Community as having Severe Mi niere's disease. She was also very hearing impaired from
some sort of medical procedure that she had as a child. We started EPFX therapy in the spring of 2005.
The duration of our sessions was from one to two hours and were once per week for almost one year.
This client was under extreme stress and the sessions were very calming and she would leave feeling
relaxed and rejuvenated. After approximately 6 months of EPFX sessions, one day she reported that she
had not been having the dizzy spells as often. She even noticed that in the mornings when she would
turn on the TV, she was able to reduce the volume and still hear it clearly. We were overjoyed. Each
session seemed to lessen the dizzy spells and increase her ability to hear. Finally, when it seemed that
the dizzy spells had become a thing of the past and her hearing was restored, she decided to purchase
and EPFX device for herself and her family.

2. In 2007 I was presented with a 14 year old young man diagnosed with Autism. His mother is a
registered Nurse and has "tried everything" to help him. He was a normal baby, but at 3 years of age,
when he received his routine vaccinations his behavior changed dramatically and he was diagnosed with
Autism!! He does not speak, is very self-injurious and has fits of almost uncontrollable temper. He is
approximately 200 lbs and can be very aggressive to himself and others. During our first session, he
allowed himself to be placed in head harness with wrist and ankle straps also attached. He sat quietly as
I worked to de-stress his tormented mind and body. After almost 2 hours, our session was finished. Later
that evening his mother called me to tearfully say that for the first time he would make eye contact with
her when she spoke to him. Apparently, he would previously never do that. Now, one year later, he is
much calmer, especially after a session with me and he has actually begun initiating requests with his
picture lanyard. His family, caregivers and teachers are thrilled with his progress. He is actually
attempting to speak in whispers.

City Unknown

The reason I bought the machine was as follows. I am a registered nurse and was diagnosed at St Paul’s
Hospital as having asthma. I was put on steroid and ventolin puffers, a combination of two to use 4
times a day. This made me feel worse. I heard about the Scio through another nurse so decided to try it.
It said I had eaten raw sushi 3 weeks prior and a bacteria had lodged in my right upper lung field. This is
exactly where I was experiencing the tightness. After the session I have had no more chest tightness or
asthma attacks and have not used any inhalers for 2 years since I was diagnosed.
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I had a lady come to see me who said she was on antidepressants, I gave her one treatment and she has
told so many people who have come to see me. She does not take any medications and is free of
depression.

City Unknown

4 years ago Sept 21st my daughter flipped our SUV and suffered a crack to her C7 vertebrae. She went
immediately from a 4.0 student/artist who loved life, was quite popular with both kids and adults and
had aspirations to attend Harvard or Yale, to a depressed, suicidal, self-mutilating, insomniac etc. After
over 100 doctors (and $150.000)...MD's, Internists, endocrinologist, gynecologist, neurologists,
chiropractors, etc she was getting sicker and sicker. The day I found a butcher knife under her dresser I
knew it was only a matter of time and I would lose her. Either through suicide or just her body breaking
down, I sincerely believe she would not be alive today had I not found the EPFX. After about 15 months
of going from Doctor to Doctor she finally refused to see another one. She told me to just let her die
because living was just too hard. I went into a depression; if I couldn't save my only daughter then I
didn't want to live either.... (I have never had a problem with that before or after this) but I could
not stop crying. Sometimes I would cry 10 times in one day.
What happened is about 9 months later I went to an EPFX practitioner. I knew nothing about energy
medicine and had a one hour session and left. 4 days later I realized I hadn't cried in days and that I felt
happy...like myself again. I called her and asked her if the machine could have done something to my
emotions. Long story short I know it was not the placebo effect because I never dreamed it could help
me with the depression, I was going only to see about some physical issues. (It is 2 years later and have
not cried since...perhaps I have no tears left...but I am happy again.)

That day I ordered the machine. I knew without a doubt it had helped me and I prayed it might help my
daughter. I have no medical background so I took all the training and it took me a year to figure it out
but today my daughter is perfect, extremely healthy in every way. The reason I know the machine works
is because I have it downloaded on 2 separate computers. I saw her scores go from 10's (for instance) on
the VARHOP scale to 80 and 90's once we figured out what was wrong with her. It didn't matter which
machine I used they both correlated beautifully with each other from her being extremely sick to
healthy.

Myself, I have never felt better. I used to have hot flashes for over 3 years. I balanced the stressors in my
hormone panel and no longer suffer from them. I used to use reading glasses. I balanced the stressors in
my eyes and no longer use them.
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A 51 year old woman, who at one point in her life had been an elite softball pitcher, and in fact, is in the
Canadian & British Columbia Hall of fame 7 times, was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis when she
was 40 years. Though she tried to continue to work in her profession as a counselor, the time came
when she was so crippled & afflicted with pain that she couldn’t continue. Because of some dishonesty
in her work place, the benefits that she thought she was paying in to for disability, etc. were not being
submitted, and she had absolutely no income, except for the welfare that was provided to her by the
Canadian taxpayers.

The first time I went to her house, she needed a wheelchair to get around and was in complete crisis,
shaking, fearful, and in obvious distress. Because of her financial situation, and the fact that she was a
childhood friend, I offered to treat her for no charge.

I started treating her in February of 2005, using the protocols as I had been taught. We worked together
usually twice a week. Her recovery was quite slow, but by July of that summer, she was out giving
softball coaching clinics. Her health continued to improve, without even a setback when her sister (who
refused my help) died of cancer in March of 2006. By the Fall of 2006, she had gone back to counseling
part time, 3 days a week, and in the Spring of 2007, was once again able to hold down a full time
position.

Needless to say, she couldn’t be more grateful or enthusiastic in her praise for the wonders of the EPFX
machine. Both she and I know without a doubt that it has saved her life.

Thank you once again for all that you put in to the development of the technology that is helping so
many people.

City Unknown

•
2 years ago I was diagnosed with bipolar disorder and spent some time in a psychiatric hospital.
They started me on a wide variety of medications (apx 10 different meds) I was hardly able to function in
my job or any other aspect of life because of these medications. I started as a client and after three visits
I had dramatic results, so dramatic that I purchased my own system. Within the first couple of months I
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was able to get off all of my medications and I have had positive life changing results from using the
QXCI/EPFX.

•
I have been running various protocols on myself over the past couple of years. My back used to
be in excruciating pain when I laid on my right side and that has completely gone away. I also have also
seen a significant change in my circulation, increased energy, relief from PMS, stress relief, and clarity of
thought all do to the QXCI/EPFX. I cannot imagine what my quality of life would be without this.

•
I have had the opportunity to spend some time with a 7 year old child that experiences dramatic
swing do to bipolar disorder. Since I have had the opportunity to run protocols on him he has balanced
out significantly.

•

I ran a 30 something year old adult for depression and stress. She found significant relief.

•
We have seen significant relief for clients who have been diagnosed by their physician with
fibromyalgia.

City Unknown

10 year old male. He has suffered from Asthma for all of his life. He was a frequent emergency room
attendance. Steroids were given each visit along with other drugs. He was treated 3 times with the QX
and for the last 4 years he has not gone back to the E room. He was treated monthly for the first 5
months and then a few other treatments since.
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City Unknown

I have been a practitioner since 2006. I have a male client who is 69 years old. Several years ago, he was
hit by a car and suffered a crushed ankle as a result. When I met him, he had already undergone two or
three reconstructive-type surgeries on his crushed ankle. The surgeries were successful in that he was
able to walk again fairly well, but he suffered with tremendous pain. His doctor offered several different
pain killing prescriptions which he could only use at night because of his very active lifestyle. When I met
him, he was considering have his foot amputated and being fitted for a prosthesis just so the pain would
end. Reluctantly, he consented to try biofeedback and the results were amazing!! After just 4 weekly
treatments, he was pain free for two months. At the end of the two months, the pain began to return,
so he came for another session. The next session left him pain free for nearly three months. Needless to
say, him and I were quite impressed and, of course, he was relieved to find that amputation would now
be unnecessary. Thank you Professor Nelson!!

City Unknown

One female client is a 55 year old and suffered from the fear of driving a car and would have visions of
blood and guts each time she drove. 6 treatments with the QX and she has no fear for the last 3 years.

City Unknown

I am an EPFX Practitioner. I have been using the system for about 1 ½ years. Over the course of a few
months, I worked on my daughter's warts. She had warts all over her shin on her leg and on the back of
one hand. She had these for several years and they kept spreading. She had seen a dermatologist and
(despite her fear of needles ) had taken shots directly into some of the warts. She said it seemed to
make them spread out a little but they didn't go away so she stopped going. She was willing to let me try
to help but she didn't want to come to my house so I could hook her up. The only way she was willing to
do it was if I worked on her while she was asleep at her house and I was at my house using her
fingernails on the test tray as DNA. I worked on her 8 times and the warts have disappeared completely.

City Unknown
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24 year old female. Her allergies keep her on weekly shots. She was treated 6 times 3 years ago and to
date has not had any more allergy problems.

City Unknown

I had a client come in that is in her 70’s and diagnosed with COPD. She has been on oxygen for many
years. She scheduled 4 treatments over 6 weeks.
After 2 sessions, she informed me that she had cut her oxygen intake in half. She goes to therapy at the
local hospital once a week, the therapists there also cut her oxygen in half during her therapy sessions
with them.
After 4 EPFX sessions, she told me she was sleeping all night without her oxygen.
After 6 sessions, she went to the mountains at an elevation of over 8500 ft. and did not even take her
oxygen with her.
It has been 6 months since her last EPFX session and she has not had any cases of needing the extra
oxygen.

City Unknown

#1)
40 year old white woman. History of nasal polyps and allergies. In ER the night before. Distressed as a
result of inability to comfortably breathe and emotional distress from repressing grief from having lost
her husband to Lung Cancer the year before and now responsible to raise 7 year old adopted daughter.
Diet consisted of candy and alcohol and minimal food, all hidden from even closest family members.
Rx: Steroidal spray, antibiotics, Armor Thyroid

EPFX revealed dehydration, Sugar Regulation risk, Inflammation, stress in Digestive System and stress in
Sinus. Homotox – sinus showed stomach violation and fungus. Also, virus miasm. GABA and serotonin
imbalance. Bodyviewer revealed large square on upper right with final dense foci over forehead.
Immune sarcode – emotions highest at 124. During session, client cried – symptoms of nasal polyps and
grief overlapping.
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Drs.recommended surgery.
Client took suggestions to control diet, allow grieving and to hydrate.
Client called 4 days later to say she woke up morning after treatment feeling 75% better (a miracle by
her account) and wanted to return sooner than scheduled appointment. She has come regularly for 3
years and uses spray infrequently, has learned to express her grief, avoided surgery and feels and looks
“better than ever.” Best of all, avoided surgery.

2)
52 year old white woman. Depression, overweight, migraines, musculoskeletal pain, menopausal sxs –
hotflashes, heart palpitations, multiple surgeries incl hysterectomy, breast reduction, and
urethral.blockage. Multiple car accidents. 3rd marriage, previous husbands abusive.
Rx: Ceprolex, Phentolin.

City Unknown

79 year old male, angry, stressed, not sleeping, having difficulty in his current relationship, problems
with digestion, and pain in his shoulders and back. He has had about 6 sessions, monthly for 1 hour.
His current companion tells me that he is not angry anymore and they are having a great relationship.
He tells me that he feels so much better. He is sleeping and having far less pain in his shoulders and
back. He
and his companion went out for dinner last week and he said that he could order his favorite foods and
not fear that he would have indigestion (and he didn't). His M.D. actually referred him to biofeedback
sessions and the client says that he is so glad he found me.

City Unknown

A 61 year old woman who was operated on for a benign tumor in her colon, 17 years ago, by a surgeon,
who ended up puncturing her colon in two places, because he was very agitated on account of the fact
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that his son had tried committing suicide the night before he was to perform the operation. In any
event, after the operation, my client got acute toxemia and almost died twice.
Afterwards, her intestines were plagued by adhesions so severe that they made it practically impossible
for her to defecate, to the point where she ultimately needed to undergo an operation for a colostomy.
She spent the next 15 years going from doctor to doctor, all to no avail. She has a full array of MRIs & CT
scans to attest to the degree of pathology at various points during her illness & subsequent healing
cycle.
She heard about me approximately two years ago and came in for an appointment, complaining about a
pain in the region next to the appendix and one in the area around the pancreas.
We started the stress reduction session and, by the end of it, she claimed that she no longer felt pain in
those areas. After the next session, she later reported that the blocking from adhesions had lessened to
the point she was finally able to have a bowel movement.
Subsequent sessions saw progressive benefits accruing, as attested by the MRIs and CT scans requested
by her primary care physician, which showed, among other things, an appendix that was virtually
normal, in every respect.
Though she is significantly better at this point, she has elected to have us continue working on other
issues, to see how they, too, may well improve through the remarkable technology of stress reduction
made possible through this device that you have brought into being.

City Unknown

Since starting to work with the EPFX device some of the most dramatic and easily observed results have
been with the "flu season" and its symptoms. A feeling of improvement and reduced fever is observed
within the first 30 minutes of treatment. This, however, is not uncommon for the type of work that I
have observed for many years except it amazes me that the EPFX is able to allow this result by removing
the energetic interference. I saw a 1 year old today that had a 103 F fever last night and through today.
She was at 102 upon presentation today. During treatment the fever spiked higher and then by the end
of treatment (45 minutes) the temperature returned back to near normal. The child was very
uncomfortable and would not allow me to work on her in the usual form of procedures that we do at
the office. I therefore began treatment with the EPFX device. By the end of treatment the child had
fallen asleep. Follow up phone conversation with the mother 4+ hours later and the fever was still much
reduced and measured at 99 to 100. Much improved from the 103 for the last 48 hrs. She had visited
the pediatrician earlier in the day and was released with a diagnosis of viral flu symptoms with no
medications prescribed. To allow me to treat the child when I otherwise could not was a great success in
my opinion.
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D.C., U.S.A

One client was a 9 year old child with a history of sexual abuse. She was having panic attacks at school
and at home. The principal wanted to place her in another school because she was disrupting the class.
After the first session, the child went back to school and the teacher wanted to know what she had
done, because she was calmer, more cooperative, more delightful, she was a different child.

Using the SCIO/EPFX and White Dove Homeopathy, I have kept herpes zoster from blistering, twice.
Which cleared quicker and the pain was reduced or no pain at all!

Plantar warts on the bottoms of clients feet dissolved with the SCIO/EPFX.

I myself had a knot (a hard swollen area) the come up on the top of my hand at the wrist, I used the face
roller on it and in 5 days it was gone, and no more pain!!! And there have been no more problems with
this again!

Clients have told me that after their first session on the SCIO/EPFX, they did not need to take their antidepressants for 7-10 days.

Everyone says they have more energy after a session. I have been a nervous person all of my life, I have
tried a lot of things myself (naturally) and things prescribed to me by my alternative physician. The
SCIO/EPFX was the only thing that would calm my nervous system. It is wonderful to be like a normal
person. Actually, I am the calmest I have been in over 30 years!

I did a session on myself once and the unconscious choice came up “shoulder” in the disease dictionary.
I had nothing wrong with my shoulder, but in 5 days I was beginning to start a rash of herpes zoster on
my shoulder. Thank you so much for creating this wonderful device. It is a lifesaver!!

City Unknown
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A few weeks ago a boy of six was referred to me for therapy. His grandfather had used the device last
year and had results so amazing, his doctors wondered out loud what he had been doing because
everything has normalized with him.

This young lad has been designated a boy with Autism and has been dealt with very harshly at school by
his teachers. His parents were and may still be contemplating changing school.

Suddenly good things are happening for him. He now uses the washroom daily as opposed to once every
four days or so. He sleeps well, and most alarming he is suddenly getting praises from his teacher for his
good behavior and for his academic achievements.

One of the things the EPFX/SCIO discovered was cow disease of some kind because he had been eating
too much beef. His parents were not surprised because he ate beef every day. He hated and could not
eat vegetables. Now he is able to eat his veggies and has been able to slow down on eating beef without
any problems. Nothing has worked so well for him as this device is now doing.

So impressed were his mother who works at a bank that she just can’t stop talking about this. One of her
co-workers heard her and asked to come and see for himself. He has a twenty year old son at the
University of Toronto who has a similar problem. The parents wanted to see if the therapy might help
their son and decided they would give it a try.

The young man came by with his father on a Thursday. The following Sunday his mother brought him for
his second therapy and said that whatever is being done she wants it to continue because the young
man had a better week-end than he had had for years.

He now comes for therapy twice per week as the EPFX/SCIO has recommended.

City Unknown
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I had a client - a woman - about 68 years old, that was diagnosed by her MD with diabetes shortly after I
began seeing her. She decided not to go on any of the recommended medication that her MD wanted
her to take. She wanted to try to control it via a good diet, exercise and the biofeedback. She would go
see her MD periodically for checkups, and when she would come to see me, she would always say the
same thing, that her MD said that this just does not happen without medication. She is controlling her
blood sugar and is feeling great. It has been over a year now. Her joint pain is much better and she says
that she feels better than she has in 20 years.

City Unknown

My 85 year old friend had been diagnosed with prostate cancer and began normal / typical medical
treatments that he was told would take five years to treat in order to be successful if at all. He came to
me and asked for therapy of which I gave him six treatments over a six month period. Each time cancer
appeared on the EPFX screen I "zapped" it. The result came back this month. His doctor gave him a
thorough battery of tests and couldn't find any cancer anywhere in his body. My friend told me that the
doctor said he didn't know what happened to the cancer but it isn't there anymore.

City Unknown

I have a case of Chrone’s. Stools normal and all pain gone with some supplements and two sessions.
A Gentleman with fertility problems. 3 visits and they are expecting.
A 25 year old female who never had a menstruation in her life. After one visit she started menstruating.
Elderly gentleman diagnosed with Prostate Cancer. Did cancer protocol and he came once a month for a
year. His check up with the Doctor, he is cancer free.
Lady on anti depressants for 1 year. After 2 sessions has been off meds for now 2 years.
The list goes on and on. Every day I am amazed at the response of my clients. I am blessed to have the
opportunity to work with such a device and share it with my community. Thank you for sharing this
technology with the world.

City Unknown
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Approximately 2 yrs. ago she took ill. The doctors didn't know what was wrong with her. She continually
was misdiagnosed with numerous things that I or she have never heard of and they still don't really
know what's wrong with her or what to do for her. They prescribed many drugs. Some with steroids.
Over the short course of two years her body started to fail. She had no feeling in her feet and could
barely walk having to use two canes. Her body including the face [especially the eyes] became very
swollen. Her body revealing tiny visible blood vessels. She was in extreme constant pain. She became
emotionally broken. This condition she suspected was the result of getting the flu shot but has no way of
knowing for sure.

She finally reached a point of being willing to try anything. That’s when she decided to try the EPFX
Device. I have had five sessions with her so far and continue to work with her. IMPROVEMENT right from
the first session. The tiny blood vessels are almost gone. Her body swelling has decreased tremendously.
She can now feel her feet. No more canes and is starting to walk on her own. Its helped to motivate her
to exercise Yoga and eat a healthier diet. The doctors are slowly taking her of medication [by her
request]. She has hope.

City Unknown

Client - Diagnosed with clinical depression.
gender-female age 48
client unable to barely get out of her car to go inside to convention. When going in she experienced the
EPFX - SCIO and felt better. Upon receiving frequency on a regular basis she started to feel better. Of the
therapy panels balancing the organs in the sarcode panel helped a lot. Acupuncture, NLP, auto zap was
used the first month on what programs were suggested to do. Today this client functions without having
had to get back on an allopathic drug. The continual balancing has helped her tremendously.

City Unknown

I purchased my EPFX/Scio device about a year and a half ago. Prior to that I was a client of a very
awesome practitioner here in Los Angeles area. She worked with me on training to ride my bicycle in
mountain bike races and ride my rode bike from San Francisco to LA for the California Aids Lifecycle
event. 7 days-577 miles. Well I had a crash on my bike just a few days prior to leaving for this 577 mile
ride. I hurt my shoulder so badly that I knew I couldn't ride. The pain was really bad. I called my
Practitioner right after the fall, before the emergency room visit. I really didn't want to hear from the
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"western medicine" world that I could not ride that event. It meant a lot to me and I did a lot of fund
raising and a lot of training to get that far. Any way I did a session on the EPFX and to even my own
surprise the pain lessened right away. Then I went and had an acupuncture treatment, then another
EPFX session over the course of 3 days. I used some herbs, and I used a lot of ice. After those treatments
I had such relief I never did go have a MD look and assess my trauma. I got to ride out on the 4th day
with all the other 2000 cyclists and I completed the ride with no problem. I now own my device and I
work with athletes here in the USA of different types. I use the device for pain management as well as
general stress reduction on professional cyclists and I have a couple of pro baseball players that have
had excellent results from the EPFX. I wouldn't want to give up working with this device. It’s done more
for me than just 'peak performance' and pain management. I KNOW that so much healing in so many
different ways can happen and do happen with the EPFX.

California, U.S.A.

Each day when I use the machine, I am in awe of the vast amount of correct and unusual information
that comes up. I have had good results with everyone I work on...if only to say "I feel better". There have
been tougher cases that have taken more time and more frequently to work on. In the end the health
problems are much relieved, and often times disappear completely. One lady came in who had been up
all night with stomach pains so bad she couldn't sleep. The main matrix showed "food poisoning...red
meat" right at the bottom. I asked her if she had had any red meat the evening before. She said no, she
had given up red meat. I went a little further up the matrix and saw "Wendy's, MacDonald's etc. fast
food restaurant". I asked her if she had been to Wendy's, or MacDonalds recently. She paused and
said..."oh, yes, I had a hamburger last night. I was down town shopping and got very hungry, and
"never" go to MacDonald's but needed a quick fix, so grabbed a hamburger. Sorry, I forgot about that as
it's not the normal thing I do." So, then I worked on food poisoning and also gave her a homeopathic
remedy for that. She felt better right away.

City Unknown

I've been working with a 58 yr old woman who by her description was "so ill she was unable to
function". She asked to try the EPFX to relieve her stress.... .

After her first treatment she said she "knew" this was the direction she wanted to take. We use the
information we get from EPFX to explore her life style contributions as well as many traumatic
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experiences she has had in the past. As I would give her "feedback" from the computer reports, she
would make connections and realize the impact her brother's death still had on her.

Today she says she "has a life" and energy and feels like the EPFX has been one of the biggest
contributors to the changes she has made.

Mississippi, U.S.A.

My brother had brain injury when he was only 8 months old. Ever since the accident, he has had
seizures. He has been heavily drugged ever since. From the year 2004 his symptoms were getting worse
and saw several specialists. By the time 2006 they were almost gave up on him.
EPFX HELPED HIM IMMENSELY. Now he is back to normal. He still takes the medication, but much less.
He couldn't even walk and was disoriented and had seizures more than 15 times per day sometimes.
Now no seizures. He plays mini golf 300 balls per day.
His speaking abilities are better than ever. Now he starts learning how to read. He used to read when he
was young. But his reading and speaking abilities were slowly degenerating as his symptoms were
getting worse. Our family is forever grateful for EPFX.
He still gets EPFX therapy once a week.

Vancouver, Canada

As a behavioral therapist I worked with a 10 yr old girl for 2 years using "traditional " cognitivebehavioral interventions. Although she made some progress, her mood swings were still quite severe. I
offered her the EPFX and using the information we acquired, she changed her diet/fluid intake,
discussed old traumas that she remembered as she became relaxed during a biofeedback session. Her
guardian/grandmother is thrilled with the results. As she says "now she a "normal" teenager... with a
"normal" school life, social life, and is on the honor roll. She has had a school aid since 2 nd grade. . . .
She is now 14 and her grandmother is meeting with the school to see if they can do a trial of no aid for a
semester in school before she goes to the high school.

Mississippi, U.S.A.
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My husband is a Type 1 (juvenile) diabetic, described as ‘brittle’ – signifying limited control. When he
experiences very low blood sugar episodes (insulin reactions), he goes into convulsions which, I am told,
‘rob’ his muscles of the glucose needed for him to regain full consciousness. He also exhibits poor
judgment and then altered consciousness during these episodes. In the first 15 or so years of our
relationship I had the assurance that if he was alone when this happened, at least the action of the
convulsions would bring him out of it, sufficient for him to get food / attention.

However the incidents of low sugar increased in frequency and his ability to ‘come out of it’ decreased,
even when I fed him glucose. It finally got to the point where the convulsions would stop and he would
lie there, pale and non-responsive, necessitating me calling the paramedics to give him IV glucose before
he could regain normal function. At its worst point, I called 911 five times within a month and was on
first name terms with the fire-fighters and paramedics who responded.

I asked a nurse friend of mine why I was noticing the decreased ability to withstand low sugar episodes
and she guessed, based on some reading, that it was probably liver failure and suggested I should check
with the local diabetic center for confirmation of this idea. I was told that the liver either gets to a point
of not storing the necessary glucose to release in case of an emergency, or no longer recognizes
emergencies and the necessity to release glucose – either way it is a known problem with diabetics.

My husband was scheduled for a second SCIO session at that time, so I went with him and told the
person running the session about the need for liver support. In the following week, my husband had a
further two reactions but came out of them very readily and was conscious by the time the paramedics
arrived. Since that time (about three years ago, the reactions have been significantly less frequent and
my husband is also able to feel a drop in blood sugar more readily, and remain functional for a longer
time with low sugar (so that he is able to eat glucose / food and prevent the convulsive stage). I was so
deeply impressed by this that I bought a machine for myself and run regular sessions on him.

Shortly before the two SCIO sessions he had an insulin pump fitted to try and stabilize his condition but
as he had not been using it for long I could not attribute the change to that. I would also like to add that
his doctor has said that he is no longer considered ‘brittle’ and the regular test results of kidney and liver
are good. In addition he has not had any significant change in his vision (previously he had to have
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a few vessels cauterized in his eyes). For a long term diabetic (37 years) this is considered unusual, as
serious secondary effects can manifest after only 20 years of having the disease.

City Unknown

The mother of a 9 yr old boy was "at her wits end" with him at home and school was ready to "place
him" in a "special classroom". I offered the epfx along with cognitive-behavioral therapy. Using the
data from the EPFX we discovered some unhealed feelings about a dog that died when he was age 2 and
how is father "managed it". We also saw some nutritional imbalances and mother slowly/reluctantly
corrected these.

After about 10 sessions, the school is impressed with the behavioral changes and are no longer asking
for evaluations to "place him". Mother is impressed with his progress at home, he no longer hits her in
frustration. His "protests' over homework are quite mild. He smiles when he arrives for his sessions and
asks the computer what he needs to do now. !!!!! and when the 'computer says" less sugar and more
fruit he DOES IT. .. truly amazing. . . .

Mississippi, U.S.A.

My mom had chronic fatigue for a long time. It was a slow process but gradually she was becoming
better and better. Now she goes to swim 3 times per week. And she can do the all the routine house
work. She couldn't even take a walk for least 5 years.

Recently, I worked on her rib pain. She had have this for about 3 years. The pain gradually was getting
worse. She couldn't even lie on her right side. After the EPFX balancing, pain dissipated.
She still has the pain but it was getting better. She tried to get diagnosis from Medical doctors but never
got one.
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She also has Gastritis and Esophagus Ulcer. She was diagnosed. After EPFX balancing, her digestion is
getting better.

She is getting balancing every week. She is a big skeptic but now she believes in EPFX.

Vancouver, Canada

I am the parent of a 2 year old girl who has had a complicated start to her life. During my pregnancy
with her, my membrane ruptured prematurely at 19 weeks. Having suspected something wrong, I went
to my
doctor and specialist who did not detect that that was in fact the case and I continued to leak amniotic
fluid for 5 weeks until it was confirmed that there was a problem. At 25 weeks I was hospitalized after
an ultrasound revealed that all but 4 small pockets of amniotic fluid had leaked out. A confirmed test at
labor and delivery confirmed that the amniotic fluid was leaking and I then spent 40 days in the hospital
on bed rest. At this time, it was a "miracle" that I had not gone into labor or had an infection. I attribute
this miracle to God's grace, but I also had seen my biofeedback practitioner to provide the necessary
information and therapies to give my body the ability to fight off any possible infection and to continue
to carry this baby as long I was able. The information and therapies were invaluable to me which
enabled me to continue this pregnancy.

Although my daughter came prematurely, at almost 29 weeks, she was respirated only 3 1/2 days which
is another miracle as babies without amniotic fluid are often born with hypoplastic lungs. She spent 55
days in the NICU and had very little complications for a child born under these circumstances.
Statistically, premature babies are born at high risk of vision, ear, lung, immune and internal
complication, however, having this device and the information it gave me was life saving for this little
girl. I knew what nutritional needs I had and was able to do my part to eat well and then to receive
therapies from the biofeedback machine during my pregnancy. I am forever grateful for this amazing
machine and the caring practitioner who helped me.

As my daughter has grown, I continue treatments with the device to help her overcome some of the
challenges that came from this difficult start. She responds very well to the therapies and has made
amazing progress. The Doctors and support people at developmental assessment are amazed at her
progress. They don't quite understand my commitment to this technology and how the information it
gives me benefits my ability to raise my daughter with the best possible odds in her favor, but they do
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marvel at how she has beaten the odds. She still has some challenges, but I am so grateful for this
amazing technology and how it continues to benefit her so very much.

I love this machine for myself and my children....I know that it has helped our family so much and will
continue to help us in our future as we desire to live life with increased wellness and vitality.

City Unknown

85 % of my clients ( I have about 150) report/call/email within 24-48 hours of their first session, that
they slept better than they have in years. And/or they didn't realize how tense they were until they felt
relaxed after a session.

Mississippi, U.S.A.

I have osteoarthritis and high cholesterol and do not want to do the typical medications. Both of my
knees have been replaced and I have had ankle surgery. For balance and flexibility I began doing T’ai Chi
Chih four years ago. This is a slow moving practice which circulates and balances energy and promotes
general well being and health. I am now a certified teacher. With my T’ai Chi Chih, the addition of the
SCIO program, and Louise’s guidance, I am eating more and more organic foods and I am able to almost
completely do without sugar. I was very addicted to sugar before our sessions. With these changes and
very few supplements, I am feeling better than I have ever felt. I have a feeling of general healing from
the inside out and feel connected to all things.

Albuquerque, NM

I have worked with students ranging in age from 7 through 16 years, the last 7 years using Sandra
Dillon’s Sounds in Syllables Multi-sensory Language therapy. In the past, I taught special education
students in private and public schools, worked with students with behavior issues in day camps and
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tutored in reading clinics. In the past two years of using the EPFX/SCIO biofeedback/bioresonanace
programs with all my dyslexia students, I have noticed incredible shifts in each of them!
I have seen reading rates improve, anxiety reduced, confidence soar and attention spans improve. I have
done therapy in conjunction with biofeedback and the biofeedback definitely enhances the therapy!

Comments from clients include:

“When I was treated for Dyslexia on the Biofeedback machine I felt confident with my reading. When I
had allergy problems and I was congested Louise would treat me and the next day I would feel much
better.” A.F. 13 yrs.

There is one case in which I only did Biofeedback (no reading therapy) weekly for about a year to help a
student get off of ADHD medication and improve learning. He was 9 years old when we began
biofeedback. He was living in his own world, didn’t communicate with his siblings much and had many
processing issues. In one year he has moved from Montessori school to public school. He moved from
isolation to sharing stories of school, friends and teaching me card games! I tested him using the
Woodcock Johnson Reading test and he tested out close to grade level in phonological processing after
one year of biofeedback and NO multisensory therapy yet! Wow! This has never happened before. (He
should have tested much lower.) He has been tested to the hilt and Mom has stated, “He would not
have tested that high if he had not had the biofeedback)” When I started reading therapy, a
multisensory Orton-Gillingham based approach, he seemed to process better than students I had in the
past. It was as if his brain was different. He caught on to the concepts more quickly and retained them
better. Wow! The biofeedback really helped change his brain and processing ability. Amazing!
See his comment below.
“I am doing better in school since I have been having Biofeedback with Louise. I got a good grade on my
spelling pre-test today. My Mom says that my language and conversational ability is better. I am more
focused and my behavior is much better since having Biofeedback. I use to take medication for ADHD
and I don’t need it anymore. Thank you! Louise” A.B. 10 yrs

Testimonial
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This is a testimonial of a middle aged woman with chronic fatigue who tried many therapies for ten plus
years.
After her tailbone was set, she felt tingling in feet and surges of energy going up the spine. This was
significant in getting the spinal fluid moving which affects everything. The next week she took a trip and
danced at a wedding till the wee hours of the morning! No chronic fatigue Here!
After 6 - 2 hour EPFX-SCIO sessions about 3-5 weeks apart and energetic work in the energy field and
resetting the tailbone, this is what NH said:
“I am handling things better. Something has shifted internally in me and I see it expressed in my life. It is
like moving blocks in my life. The real true complete version of me is starting to come out. I walk around
in grace, saying thank you. So much of my life has been miserable and I feel so happy. My partner is
changing and taking responsibility for his health. It feels like stuff is finally falling in line. I feel stronger
and more confident.
I am speaking up and asserting myself and it feels so good. I wouldn’t have done that before.” Thank
you, Thank you
NH Albuquerque

A woman came to me with sleep apnea and a host of problems including anxiety and digestion issues.
She had been in the hospital and on medications that made her sick. After one biofeedback session she
was feeling much better. After 6 sessions she was off the sleep apnea machine and beginning to live life
again. With the support of the EPFX-SCIO , some supplements and some energy work she was healthy
enough to pack up and move to another state. She sold her house, bought a EPFX-SCIO and is beginning
her own wonderful journey of helping others heal their issues! Yes!

DB Albuquerque

I am a EPFX practitioner of 15 years...one of the 'originals'. I recognized then as I still do today that the
EPFX represents a new paradigm in approaching health and wellness sorely overdue at this time
in history. One case that stands out for me at this time is due to me seeing the person again after 3
years, when he decided to become an EPFX practitioner and attended one of the training events I was
at. I had worked with this man, a 40 years old white male to support him in dealing with a case of Hep C
he picked up from numerous blood transfusions he had received a few years prior to our meeting.
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Typically, he was told by his 'Doctor' there was nothing to be done for him, a sentence my client refused
to accept. He found his was to a Licensed Acupuncturist in Western Canada who was also a referral
source
for my Quantum Biofeedback services. Together we helped this client through his challenge, and his MD
today reports him to be completely free of the Hep C virus. As stated, this client has now decided to help
others through a modality he knows has significant benefits by becoming a practitioner in Quantum
Biofeedback, specifically with the EPFX device. In m y experience over the years, this is not unusual,
where a former client who has benefited recognizes the vast need in our society to prevent deadly
disease through prevention, Stress Reduction and other Natural means.

City Unknown

I had a car accident in February of 2007 where a taxi cab ran a stop sign and broadsided me. Prior to this
accident I have been a frequent runner; running up to five times per week on average. I injured my knee
in the car accident to the point that it hurt most of the time; sometimes giving out such that I would fall.
There was nothing visible; no cuts or scars etc., but it was very painful; achy at times and other times
just sharp pains in my knee.It would just give out at times without any warning. I attended many physio
appointments as well as going for ultra sound, and an MRI arranged through the insurance company. It
was a very frustrating period during which my knee was extremely slow to improve. The insurances
company's doctor recommended that physio would not help my knee improve AND that there was
nothing evident on the MRI except a small amount of bone loss and thinning cartilage. I had NEVER had
any problems or pains with my knees prior to this accident. I was very disheartened and got very
impatient as I really wanted to get back to my running and it didn't look like that would ever happen. I
had to ice my knee after going for a walk, let alone a run. As is so often the case where we work in our
practice and don't ever think to help ourselves ( i.e.the shoemakers children never have any shoes), I
decided to try working on myself with the EPFX machine in December 2007. The incentive was that the
physiotherapist was talking about injections possibly being a solution for my knee injury. This did
not and does not appeal to me. With the use of the EPFX device, my knee has made drastic
improvements. I have begun running again and my knee has not given out as it did previously until last
week when I was shovelling snow, and I accidentally twisted my knee. My knee gave out and was quite
painful. I used the EPFX device on my knee that same day and the pain disappeared. I ran three miles
the next evening with no pain. I am continually amazed at the benefits derived through the use of the
EPFX device.

City Unknown
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I have a 12 year old male client who has been diagnosed with autism by a medical doctor. I have been
seeing him for 6 visits now and there has been MUCH improvement. He has a D+ average in math at
school. After the last time I saw him, he had two math tests and got 100% on both of them. Also, he
initiates and holds conversations without prompting. His mother is so excited, she calls me in tears of
joy.
I have a 35 year old women client who had ice cold hands and feet. After the first visit her hands and
feet were warm. She put her hands on me and they were very warm. She has not ever (that she can
remember) had warm hands or feet. She is very happy.

I have a 41 year old women client who has been diagnosed with TMJ and neck pain from a car accident
she was in 5 years ago. Since her first visit she has been experiencing dramatically less neck pain and she
reports of almost no TMJ symptoms.

City Unknown

My IC valve gets imflamed occasionally. With several zaps, it is normal again for a long time.

City Unknown

For years I have been diagnosed with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy with atrial fib. I use the ECG and the
Radio Ablation. I am not able to get off medication, but this therapy has relieved and strengthened me.
My last Echo in Jan. 2008, has showed an improvement in my numbers. I have also increased minerals
which is suggested by the "results."

City Unknown
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I had nervous breakdown for about 3 years ago. EPFX helped me to regain mental health and life back. I
used to have chronic fatigue but now I work full time and am a part time student and at the same time
manage 5 year old daughter.

I don't think I can do without EPFX.

Vancouver, Canada

1>The first two months my eye disease (I hope to spell it correctly) Mylacular Degeneration is totaly
gone (I wasn't ever working on it). 2>I have lost fifty pounds this year and I didn't even diet. IN fact I had
a horrible diet since I was traveling so much. I still have fifty or so to go. I am told by several people that
the EPFX has got my metabolisum normal so the weight is coming off. What ever I am happy
3> My ten year old grandson is ten and his entire life he has bad lungs. by Sept / Oct every year of his life
he has pneumonia but not this year.

City Unknown

Female about 55, with cancer and intense back pain. She was bent over, in intense pain and could not
get comfortable to sit or do anything. In the middle of my therapy, she said she could not sit there
anymore and jumped up and walked outside. Then she came back in and just sat down, with nothing
being wrong. I said, "do you realize what you just did?" She was no longer in pain. But having other
issues of alcoholism, drugs and mental instability she was not able to rationalize her situation.

City Unknown

I am a female and when I was 16 I was at the Doctor for one of my first yearly check- up and Pap Smear.
I received a call about a week later to come back, and they did another. It turned out I had extreme
dysplysia or a pre-cancerous condition caused by human papilloma virus. I was very young, just barley
sexually active and was going in for a biopsy. The biopsy found cancer starting to form on my cervix and
the Doctor was scheduling me for surgery. I said I wanted to try something else first, and being a very
open minded MD, she told me that she would love it if I could find another way. I worked with the EPFX
(QX version) on a regular basis and used homeopathy along with lifestyle changes (Diet). After 2 months
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there was no sign of any abnormal cells. I am 32 years old today and still have %100 healthy Paps. I have
had many more, smaller health crisis change for the positive over the years by working with the EPFX. I
cant even remember them all but I do know that the only time I have had to see an MD since I was 16 is
for broken bones, cuts and car accidents.

City Unknown

Recently a couple who have been longtime friends were visiting. The woman has suffered diagnosed
migraines for years. She currently has a prescription for the migraines which even with medical
insurance costs her $10 a pill. She does not like to take the medication and suffer the side effects and as
she felt the beginnings of a migraine she asked if I would hook her up to the biofeedback device. Having
never had a client with migraines, I used a written protocol. Within an hour after the 1-1/2 hour session
she was no longer experiencing any symptoms and was so energized that her husband and I were having
trouble keeping up with her when we went for a walk.

Thank you for all that you do.

City Unknown

Thank you so much for developing the EPFX. I cannot begin to tell you how incredible I find this machine.

Just recently I have had three successes. The first was with a friend of mine, age 55. She suffered with
acute hip pain for two months. I hooked her up and did one session with her. Her hip pain vanished by
the end of the session and has not returned.

Another friend, age 57, has suffered with a painful tailbone for a number of years. I did one session with
her and her pain has gone.

Last week, I strained the lower right side of my back. I could not stand up straight. I did one session on
myself and two hours later, my muscle strain was significantly better. After another session the next
day, my strain was gone.
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City Unknown

This last summer my son started with a simple cold and virus, he did not get better.
It went into his sinuses and into his chest and became a chronic, long term condition. They called it
bronhitis and treated it with drugs. He went on antibiotics twice and no getting better. I put him on the
Epfx repeatedly and the common message that kept appearing throughout and kept coming up was "cat
hair". Now, i didn't pay any attention to this because we have no cats, i know my son is allergic to cats,
so, we don't have any. The condition persisted and just wasn't getting any better, my son was even
losing weight. I kept going back to the Epfx, asking for a signal or a clue or a sign as to "what is going on
here?". Nothing made sense, but the "cat hair" thing kept coming up. I casually mentioned to my son,
that it was funny that "cat hair" kept coming up because we didn't have any cats.
He immediately told me that his girlfriend had two cats, that never went outside and were all over the
furniture all the time.
My son had been spending a LOT of time at his girlfriends, as you can imagine with two hormonal
teenagers. OH MY GOD !!!!! This was the answer, the Epfx was dead on, and was telling me this every
single time, i just wasn't listening. I kept my son away from his girlfriend's house with the cats for 3
weeks, and what do you know? Symptoms gone, he got better right away and all was well, no more
drugs, no more doctors appointments, no more losing weight, he could breathe again without coughing
and hacking. After that experience, i realized that you need to PAY ATTENTION to all the Epfx is telling
you, even if it doesn't make sense.

City Unknown

This is a personal testimonial that is the reason I know have a machine of my own. For about six months
or more I was having severe discomfort in my stomach. The pain had gotten to a point that I was unable
to sleep and eat. Because of blood sugar issues the lack of food was making me even sicker. I finally
broke down and went to the doctor for a diagnosis. They did blood work an exam and ultra sound.

After all the results the doctor basically told me the test results didn’t show any thing so I should just
take acid reflux medicine. I assured him that I know what acid reflux is and that I don’t have an issue
with that, and he told me there was nothing else I could do. That is when I met a practitioner in iowa
that uses the epfx. After about an hour and a half session she was able to reduce my stress and the pain
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and other discomfort was gone. I no longer have any problems with my stomach and that has been
about 2 years now. I am 41 years old and a female.

City Unknown

A year ago my wife suddenly she lost her memory for over 14 hours ,after more than 30 hours in the
emergency in the Grey Nuns hospital ,she was dignose with Global transient Ammnesia,my wife been a
nurse herself never when trough her mine will ever Happen to her.She work as homecare nurse with
terminalheal patient of diferent nationalities.
little by little her memory came bach.after she was realease from the hospital and y brouth to
our family doctor asking for help in order to stabalized her health after this traumatic situation,the
doctor showed us the repor from the hospital and he told us she is recovered,I said to him THIS IS A
MIRACLE ,I said also I feel very sorry you can not give a treatment to help my wife .
searching on the web I found a clinic in Edmonton,New Life,they help my wife for several week
,then I realized my wife was achieve a plato and did not show a improvement,,,every session cost us
about $500.
the I did became aware of the tradeshow Body and Soul in our city,in this location y meet Greg Banach I
did explain to him what happens to my wife ,He said bring her to my office . He was very professional
shown tranparency and integrity he did explained to us what the SCIO can do for people. he took only
three sesssion given my wife a new concept of life that is our history how and why with so thankfull to
professor William Nelson for this device so we can take of our health in our own hands.

Edmonton, Canada

Here's What My Clients Have to Say "I came to the office with extreme mental fatigue, brain fogginess
and anxiety. After the second week I felt so much better and the mental fogginess went away and I was
more calm and less anxious. I've learned a tremendous amount from my practitioner and she always had
great suggestions for things I can use in my everyday life that were easy to do. The Body Balance
formula is also great and has really helped."
- (Centennial, CO)

"I started with fatigue, allergies and difficulty sleeping. After the first treatment I noticed I had more
energy the next morning. I felt like I didn't need a cup of coffee to get going. A complete scan is a
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good indicator of overall health. Even in the absence of symptoms, people should obtain an initial exam
to determine overall health. Many diseases, conditions and syndromes remain asymptomatic for many
years."
- Performance Chiropractor (Westminster, CO)

"My complaints were dizziness, coughing, spinal cord injuries and lack of energy. After the first
treatment I noticed a suble shift of energy that seemed to move things in a positive and healing way. My
dizziness disappeared, the coughing subsided and I had more energy."
- Deneen (Denver, CO)

"My intial complaint was allergies and it was discovered through the biofeedback machine that the main
allergen was honeysuckle (which was growing outside my bedroom window). The practitioner relieved
all the allergy symptoms and desensitized me to the honeysuckle so I can now enjoy it. Perhaps the
most immediate and startling response was related to soreness and discomfort in both the hip and leg
sockets. This had been painful for at least six months. The sudden absence from pain certainly got my
attention!! Several times my energy level has been low and the SCIO has been able to send me long
distance therapies to enhance and boost my energy and overall immune system. There were other
occasions where my practitioner was able to identify specific food poisoning. This is a major advance in
science that bodes well for our good health. The wisdom of this scientific machine to correctly identify
what the body needs at a given time is nothing short of remarkable. "
- (Weaverville, North Carolina)(long distance)

"I started with Acne, thyroid, candida, herpes and exhaustion. After a couple of treatments long distance
I noticed more energy, no candida and less herpes breakouts. I love it. It has really helped my overall
health." - (Pasadena, CA)

"Sixteen year old female, has a variety of learning disability issues, including ADHD and Sensory
Processing Disorcer. Along with these issues comes a great deal of frustration, irritability and
oppositional behavior. The first thing I noticed after SCIO treatments was that she was calmer, more
cooperative and even-tempered. Her sense of humor has come out and she is acting more mature.
.....I'm excited about the changes !!"
- (Westminster, CO)
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"I had a small case of gingervitis pain. The practitioner treated me and in less than two hours the
swelling and tenderness was gone. One month later I went to the dental hygenist and there was no
gingervitis." (Estes Park, CO)

MY PERSONAL TESTIMONIAL

My personal experience with the treatments on the machine have been great. I was able to get rid of
migraines, PMS, hormone imbalances, left over trauma and emotions and fibrocystic breast disease. I
have been able to build my immune system, treat all my stressed organs, regulated and knocked out my
sugar craving. It has made me more conscious of the lifestyle changes I need to make to be healthier.
My digestion has improved greatly, along with my attitude and my energy level. The detoxing
treatments have allowed my body to get rid of the candida (yeast) and other bacterias and toxins in the
body. I am always amazed with the accuracy of the machine, not just because of my personal
experience, but through the experiences of my clients.

- Broomfield, CO

Last March, I had my appendix taken out and went through the usual 6 week recovery process. At some
point I was still experiencing complications that I felt was not the result of the surgery. I was
menstruating twice a month and experiencing severe pain.My gynecologist told me that I would need a
hystorectomy and had furthur concerns that I would be anemic. Fortunately, I was able to use the EPFX
for the pain and get some clues as to where the stress was coming from. After careful examination, and
looking at where the imbalances were, I asked my regular doctor to check my DHEA levels and my
thyroid. I started taking 5mg.of DHEA and a little progesterone creme and continued working with
the EPFX device. Within a month I started to experience normal and painless periods. I am very thankful
for this technology, It has made a huge difference in my life and I feel that it helped me avoid another
surgery.
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City Unknown

I would like to share an experience I've had with the EPFX. Shortly after I purchased it and took the
beginner's training a friend of mine went to her doctor with an acute pain under her right rib. The doctor
said she had gall stones and needed her gall bladder taken out. To make a long story short she decided
to go ahead with the operation and had her gall bladder removed. Although the doctor told her that her
gall bladder was "full of stones", there was only one small stone in it when they removed it.
Several months later she had not yet recovered from the operation as she could not keep food down,
plus she had no appetite and not surprisingly she had no energy. Now this is a small woman of Asian
decent and she had lost nearly 20 pounds. She was thin before the operation and now she was nearly
ematiated. She was scared and thought she was going to die. She is only 62 years old, looks about 35
and has always been healthy.
I asked her if she'd like to have a session on my new EPFX and she said she would. We had one session
approximately an hour and a half long and the next day she called to say that her appetite was back, she
felt so much better and she actually had some energy. From that day forward she felt like her old self.
She has since regained all her weight and has returned to her routine of working out at the gym 3 times
a week. She feels and looks great and has never needed another session since. Thanks so much Bill for
providing us with a tool to help restore health to those in need.

City Unknown

This testimonial is about a 60 year old male client who was in pain from kidney stones, previously
diagnosed from a doctor who assessed kidney disease. In the past I would have been able to say that I
sent the frequency which shatters stones. But I guess what I can say now is that I send appropriate
frequencies to relax the client's body, de-stress the kidneys and the body was able to eliminate the
stones as afterwards their pain and discomfort went away for good.

City Unknown

My mother passed away 3 years ago and I became very very depressed my Blood Pressure went to
230/130 and I went to the hospital. I have been having many problems with high blood pressure and
panic attacks and anixety. Last September I was at a Show , I sell at Large Fairs etc, I got sick my blood
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pressure went to 230/130 again I stopped eating food and drink just water.I saw a booth at the fair
called Quantum Biofeedback so because of what I had learn in the past and started to talk to the person
in charge at the booth. I must tell you that It was amazing ,it helped me so much. After one half hour of
being connected to your device I Felt so much better. It was ALMOST to good to be true. I was so relax
my bp went down and the next morning I woke up feeling wonderful. I went back to the booth four
more times over the six days i was at the fair and by the end of the fair I was so comfortable that I was
very amazed. I just want to tell you this now since I have decided to become a practitioner to see if I can
help more people with your invention.

D.C., U.S.A.

Prior to my introduction to the EPFX/SCIO I had been treated for breast cancer with conventional
allopathic practices, ie. lumpectomy, chemo-therapy and brachytherapy. Following this my father
passed away and the stress of the treatments and his loss created a downward spiral of severe clinical
depression. Despite the best efforts of my doctors to treat the depression with anti-depressants,
psychotherapy and my own personal therapeutic measures nothing seemed to help. I felt like Humpty
Dumpty and "all the kings horses and all the kings men couldn't seem to put me back together again." I
went to visit my counseling mentor and she suggested I try a session with the EPFX/SCIO. Within 4
sessions my depression abated and I was on the road to recovery, energized with a bright outlook on life
once again. I was so impressed with my remarkable progress that I invested in the EPFX/SCIO a few
months later.

I have been a counselor in the mental health field for the past twenty years and employed by facilities
which subscribe to "best practices" approaches to the treatment of mental illness. Needless to say, I
have counseled hundreds if not over a thousand clients by now, with the "best practices" approaches. In
my vast experience, I have not encountered the efficacy with these approaches compared to use of the
EPFX/SCIO. Too often I witnessed the debilitating side effects of long term use of pyscho-tropic
medications The best practices approaches are frequently unrealistic with certain populations of clients.
Despite the best efforts of both client and therapist the outcome of "stabilization" is mediocre at best
for the client dealing with chronic mental illness.

Since I knew that this concept could not be used in the traditional setting such as an outpatient mental
health clinic in the state where I reside, I decided to terminate my employment and become a full-time
solo practitioner. I did this to have the flexibility and freedom to utilize my counseling skills and
determine an efficient cost effective measure. I incorporate the stress reduction techniques through the
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use of the EPFX/SCIO with my clientele along with traditional therapeutic approaches. My clients are
repeatedly amazed at how accurate the EPFX/SCIO is with targeting stressors and in this current climate
of insurances demands for brief therapy, 6 sessions generally is adequate for resolution of the
presenting issue.

City Unknown

60-year old Caucasian female presented in 2005 with diagnosed wide-angle and narrow-angle glaucoma.
3 surgeries failed, she said, including "the last one which collapsed the left eye, removing 65% of vision."
Client said she felt desperate, felt she could no longer trust conventional medicine, said she could not
read a book without pain for more than 5 minutes (which was very difficult, she said, because she had
been an avid reader), could not drive without her eyes going out of focus for more than 20 minutes (also
very difficult, she said, because she worked 50 minutes from her home), was fearful of total loss of
vision and total loss of freedom of mobility in her life, and was experiencing "dreadful" side-effects of
anxiety, hyper-tension, and mood swings from the steroid and sulfa-based eye drugs prescribed for her.

Worked with her extensively on the SCIO at first, less so more recently although I still do sessions on her.
I made a number of diet and life style suggestions, all of which she implemented over time, a little at a
time. Worked with her spiritually, including Louise Hay affirmations plus did my own private work with
her (I'm an experienced counselor and an ordained spiritual healer). She chose to wean herself from the
drugs, doing her own research and making her own decisions on this. She now reads entire books
relatively easily, drives for 1-1/2 hours easily, has what she calls a "more-or-less" daily spiritual practice,
and is happy and optimistic about her life, she says.

50-year old white Caucasian male presented in January 2006 with high blood pressure diagnosis and
Doctor's prescription to take high blood pressure medicine. He refused and chose to seek what he called
"an energy solution." Did one two-hour SCIO session which included spiritual healing energy and
awareness processes simultaneously with the SCIO session. Client was very energy aware, absorbed and
processed everything beautifully. His pressure was normal, he said, at the next Doctor's visit one week
later.

City Unknown
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I had a couple SCIO sessions a few years ago. The second one was actually done while a
hurricane was coming in to my town, and we lost power for an extended time afterward, so I
had to stay elsewhere. When I returned there were many issues to deal with, so I put my notes
away and forgot about them. A year or so later, while in Mexico getting cancer treatments for
my boyfriend, the doctors discovered that I had a large ovarian cyst. Fortunately one of the
doctors treated me and the cyst was completely gone in 5 weeks, without any surgery. Then
when back home I was going through old files and papers, and found the prior SCIO notes. Sure
enough, all that time before, the SCIO had indicated that I had stressors for Ovarian Cyst!! If I
had followed the indications for lifestyle change, it may have never become an issue, but I had
forgotten because of stress.
Now I have my own machine and have found fascinating results from running it on myself. I am
attending training classes to get certified and begin using it to help other people.
Thank you for developing this advanced technology, which incorporate the teachings of so many of my
former mentors. Keep up the great work and hang tough!

City Unknown

I had been experiencing extreme stress and panic attacks for about a month. I asked a friend if she knew
a good hypnotherapist. She said no, but she went someone who did biofeedback, and she said the
results to be nothing short of amazing. She referred me to my practitioner. During my very first session, I
felt peaceful within the hour. During my second session I mentioned to her that I had been having
violent nightmares for about 2 months... ever since I moved into a new house. I had cleaned the
bedroom thoroughly, saged it, and prayed for peace and protection, but the bad dreams continued. I
hated that house and I wanted to move out... It just felt wrong. When I returned home from my session,
I felt differently about the house. Suddenly it felt like any other house. No bad feelings! I couldn’t
believe the difference! That night I slept peacefully for the first time, and I have continued to sleep
peacefully each night since. I don’t know how it works, but it sure does work! Quickly and easily. Thank
you!

Florida, U.S.A.
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Female client had been suffering from hemorrhage for seven years. Had to quit her job. Now after a few
sessions with the EPFX, a few changes in her diet, and some supplements she is taking, she is back to
work, very happy and doesn't miss an appointment.

City Unknown

I've known for years that I have gall stones but have decided to do the natuarl thing and not have it
removed. For year I've been on a "diet" but when ever I ate anything I wasn't supposed to I would get
sick. Ever since I have the device and have done session on myself I feel better, don't have the pain, I
have more food choices. I feel great! I can help people. I love my device!

City Unknown

1. One of my first clients, when I was still a neophyte with this technology, and largely unversed in the
nuances of this amazing software, came to me complaining that he had had a diseased kidney surgically
removed some eight years earlier, and was suffering from severe (phantom) pain in his left side, from
where the kidney was removed. His pain was so severe that he was on two strong narcotic pain
killers, the side effects of which were damaging his liver function, and he asked if I could help him with
the pain. I performed a stress relief and pain management protocol on him for about 50 minutes during
his first session with me. At the conclusion of the session he said he felt no more pain in the affected
area for the first time in years, and has since then reported periodically that this pain has not recurred.
He is an ardent referrer of other people to my business.

2. I have had success with the Stop Smoking protocol with three young men, all of whom were smoking
over a pack of cigarettes per day. In each case, having questioned them seriously to see if their desire to
quit was real and they were determined to succeed in stopping smoking, one 60 minute therapy for
each one enabled them to overcome the addiction and the craving and none have resumed smoking.

3. I have treated another middle aged man who suffered from an intense case of tinnitus, so severe that
he was almost suicidal by his own admission, and rendered completely unable to function in a business
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environment. In two separate sessions, while he still has a mild case of tinnitus, the shrillness of the
ringing in his ears was completely eliminated in one ear and is barely noticeable in the other ear.

4. I am a hypertensive diabetic, aged 70, and I regularly do therapy on myself, and am able to maintain
and control both my blood pressure and blood sugar with twice weekly sessions of the EPFX system, and
have been able to eliminate four of the five medications I was taking to control these symptoms, and as
a result feel energized and sleep better.

Bellingham, WA 98225

Two years ago, at age 49 I had a heart attack that required an immediate triple-bypass surgery. I had a
previous 7 year perfect attendance record working for the performance driven corporate America for
23+ years. Of course I was a dedicated work-alcohol and just graduated with my MBA on the road to
climb the ladder of achievement and success!
Totally unaware, I did know that my stress levels almost killed me and forced me to see the face of
death only to realize that I had NOT yet begun to live.

During my 10 month Universal reflection time and recovery I was introduced to the device and it has
been absolutely instrumental in my personal recovery, while changing my outlook on life and enhanced
wellness. I am so inspired with the EPFX as a state-of-the-art stress reduction educational tool that I am
returning to school to expand my alternative and natural health knowledge to share with clients. I am
also so healthy and full of energy that I am back working full time with 3 years to retire, as I continue to
build a solid Quantum foundation of clients. Thank you Professor Nelson for your extraordinary gifts and
amazing contributions to this world.

City Unknown

This is a testimonial for a client of mine whose date of birth is September 10, 1982. She has been
diagnosed with chronic sinusitis and has been suffering headaches for 6 months now. Since starting
therapy, her headaches have gone from constant day after day to the odd headache, perhaps one every
2 weeks. I have used biofeedback on my client 8 times since September, 2007 and the results have been
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great. She has not needed to take any of her prescriptions for her sinuses since she started coming to
me for biofeedback therapy. Her progress has been very promising. I did her last session tonight and her
sinuses are clear on the main matrix, all her numbers were between 56 and 98 when I typed in “sinus”
and performed a search in the main matrix. She says she has not had a headache in over 3 weeks.

City Unknown

My sister had been sick for a long time and she would do everything the doctors both natural and
medical would tell her. But she never got well. When I gave her a session with the device Radiation it
showed up more than once. Her husband investigated and found out that near their house was a
nuclear plant that had closed but the radiation was still around. Ever since she understands her
problems more and she knows how to take care of herself better.
I'm very thankful you made this EPFX. Thank You so much.

City Unknown

I would like to let you know that I had a car accident, my hand was broken and was swollen for a year. I
couldn't get it to go back to normal no matter what I did. The prognosis was that it would never go
back to normal. January 2007 I bought the EPFX because I was so impressed when I got a session. So I
said well if my hand is never going to work normal again might as well work on the rest of my body,
emotions etc! One year after, guess what? Yes! My hand is almost back to NORMAL!

THANK YOU SO VERY, VERY MUCH

Orange County, California

Man 40. Did a few nice things and balanced his hormones. Next day both he and his wife thanked me.
He woke her up in the middle of the night for the " Most amazing sexual encounter they have had in
years"
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City Unknown

One client is a young boy, he is 12 yrs old, his doctor diagnosed him as a insulin diabetic. His mother
asked me what we can do for him. Every time i give this child a session, it is remarkable to see how the
child reacts to the session. Through the EPFX we are able to stabilize his insulin and see wonderful
changes in the young boy. This is not all, there are countless testimonies of number of clients that the
EPFX/SCIO has helped to reduce stress in the body.

Ontario, Canada

I was a 37 year old female, living in Arizona. Although I never had a problem with allergies, I started to
develop severe attacks, and spent almost two years just waiting for each attack to go away, until they
became more frequent, and caused me more and more discomfort. An attack would consist of severe
itching, especially the eyes, extreme difficulty breathing, and sore throat. At one point, I went to the
emergency clinic thinking that I had strep throat, but it was just allergies, and I was given a steroid
inhaler, and several prescriptions. I used the inhaler a few times, when absolutely necessary.

My first experience with the QXCI, a two hour session, made me feel so much better. I went once more
the following week, and my allergies were completely gone for three months. Not only was I provided a
tremendous amount of relief (I am a singer, so this was huge for me), but it opened my eyes to other
aspects of natural healing, and made me take responsibility for the things that I put in my body. I am
now 39 years old, and no longer have problems with allergies. I know, from the amazing experience that
I had with the QXCI, that the energy of our universe is more powerful than any pharmaceutical drug out
there.

Arizona, U.S.A.

I have had rheumatoid arthritis for a couple of years and have a problem with pain medication, my
chiropractor has a Scio in his office and told me to come in for an appointment, and am I ever glad that I
did. The rheumatoid arthritis came up on the Scio and he gave me a correction and I have had no pain in
my joints since, I also have had my gallbladder taken out and would always have pain in that area which
was very uncomfortable, this also came up on the Scio and I was given a correction, and as like the
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arthritis, no pain in that area ever since. I was so impressed with the results that I have purchased my
own Scio unit for myself and my family.

City Unknown

I have had the privilege of working with the EPFX for 2 years. I have suffered with migraine headaches
for 38 years and have tried many therapies including: conventional medicine, yoga, mindfulness,
acupuncture, exercise and diet modification. In the last two years I have experienced a decrease in the
frequency and intensity of the headaches.
As a result, I have created many extraordinary personal and professional opportunities. I am grateful for
this technology and how it has had a positive impact on my life, the lives of my children, family and
friends.

City Unknown

One of the few non family members we worked with initially was a friend with multiple health issues. In
her forties, she has already had a stroke. She also deals with fibromyalgia and asthma. She is seeing
wonderful changes. After two sessions she said she could carry a load of laundry up a flight of stairs
without stopping to breathe. It’s been years since she could do that. She was amazed that she even had
better balance and could put on her socks without sitting down. She ran out of her muscle relaxant and
found she didn't need it. She is not having the cramping in her muscles that were so painful. I love the
way she put it. "I feel like the way I remember NORMAL being, its been a very long time."
Now that we are seeing results we are starting to work with more people outside of the family.
My husband's secretary has done two sessions with us. She felt immediate results. She was becoming
depressed from her weight gain and the troublesome cravings she would have. She felt very
down on herself and didn't know how to improve it. She, like the others we have worked with, had a
lifting of her depression. She said she felt brighter. She knew she had found the way to help herself. She
follows the recommendations of the SCIO and is amazed at the results. She has been addicted to a type
of soda produced by Weight Watchers. She buys it by the case and has been trying hard to cut back on
her 3-4 a day habit. She was down to one a day when I saw her the first time but it was a struggle. After
one session she was able to go the whole weekend without having any and, when she did have one later
in the week, found she no longer enjoyed it and couldn't finish it. She was very impressed.
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City Unknown

As a result of not so great doctors I had a hysterectomy when I was 21. Another time after being treated
for 'sinus infections' for a number of years I switched doctors to find out that I didn't have a 'sinus
infection' that was making me vomit regularly I had pre cancer of the stomach and esophagus for which
I had major thoracic surgery in my thirties. I bring this up because I am very greatful to the 'good'
doctors who saved me from various cancers and realize their are many like myself that put to much trust
in the fact that all doctors are good doctors and that is stupid and dangerous.

City Unknown

People with chronic depression experiencing a freedom from major symptoms only after 2-3 sessions.
A lady with leucemia who was ready for bone morrow transplant after going through chemo and
radiation for 2 years, saw the results of her blood test (after first session) get back to normal range.
She finally got hope and the will to live and deal with emotional issues contributing to her illness.
Another one with Glaucoma having to explain to her doctor that she had Quantum biofeedback sessions
after he wondered what was helping her eyesight getting so much better in such a short time. I have
heard and saw so many clients getting insights over their conditions and being able to turn their life and
health around with the help of the EPFX device that I think it is the most incredible tool to assist people
in their healing and personal growth.
Finally people have access to more SAFE options to address their stresses and it should remain that way.

City Unknown

One of my patients in Mexico was diagnosed with 2 tumors in the adrenals and she was ready for
surgery. She came to San Antonio had six session with me regarding that subject matter. She went back
to Mexico City got in the Hospital ready for surgery when they did the testing nothing was wrong with
her adrenals. They were healthy.
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This is my own experience I went to Cuernavaca to visit a friend that owns a SCIO and she is in sales
doing very good. She was explaining more on how to use the SCIO (my training was not very good – no
comments) I was experiencing a hormonal imbalance (some spotting), had an ear ache, and I was
extremely tired.

She gave me two sessions to show me more about the SCIO. I had planned to have a NMT doctor to
work on both issues when I returned to San Antonio.

After the two training sessions done on me, I was feeling revitalized, ear ache gone and hormonal
imbalance corrected. Amazing!

Here is another one done on me. I just purchased the SCIO. I came back for the basic training from
Mexico City. I had an appointment with my Chiropractor Neurologist Doctor that I trade sessions with. I
was diagnosed with Hypoadrenia. I came home hooked to the SCIO and the first thing that picked up
was Hypoadrenia which I was already aware of. I proceeded with the session. The next day I felt like a
new person no tiredness at all and continue like that.

I treat an MD from Mexico City here in the USA for depression. She has been doing real well just with
the SCIO as well as her daughter.

U.S.A.

My husband's GI surgeon (colon rectal specialist) introduced me to the SCIO. At the time (Dec 2005) I
had recently resigned my role as a systems process improvement consultant for a large hospital system.
Under my supervision had been a project called Integrated Model of Medicine where I was working with
chiefs of staff to get NIH grants for studies supporting the efficacy of holistic techniques. I resigned to
relocate and support my husband's health.

Immediately upon seeing the SCIO I made a plan to purchase one and begin a practice. I bought a Scio in
March of 2006. I found your videos online. I found Paul Drouin and Debbie Drake and purchased all their
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programs to self pace my own learning. I bought the Quantum Alliance encyclopedia and every protocol
I could find and I practiced night and day.

Approx. Nine months after my first Scio purchase, I met a woman with several brain tumors. She had
previously experienced lung cancer in 2003. In 2006 she was 70 and the cancer was in her liver, hip, lung
and brain. So many tumors were in her brain that the radiation oncologist radiated only the largest one
pressing on her cerebellum. She began seeing me weekly. I worked with rife frequencies, oxygenation,
the client began Budwig diet and cleansing. She used an infrared sauna and a solaris blanket.

At the end of her radiation, her MRI showed no cancer anywhere. She has remained a client of mine and
her scans remain cancer free. She had been given 6 weeks to live in 2006.

Her radiation oncologist became a client and sent me several patients.

City Unknown

I have had my device for about 2 years now and use it mainly on myself and family. I am 40 years of and
age and have suffered with endometriosis for 20 years. After multiple surgeries and a partial
hysterectomy the only thing left for me was a complete hysterectomy. Right around the time I bought
my device I was trying to make a decision as to what to do about this for I did not want to lose another
body part! Well, I'm sure you can guess the rest. I'm still hanging in there 2 years later and feel much
better with the use of my device.

City Unknown

My wife has LBBB and the EPFX identified bundle block. Additionally she had Hepatitis "C" and the EPFX
also identified virus with liver problems. The EPFX has made my wife's quality of life so much better. She
now has a positive outlook and her health has improved dramatically.

City Unknown
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This device is to help with stress management and pain management. I have personally found that it is
phenomenal to help with chronic back pain. I am a weekly member of our chiropractor and this machine
has reduced the pain, allows me to breathe better, and increase spinal flexibility all with the spinal
sarcodes. I am in consistent awe when I go on this machine and am working hard to get the word out for
more clientele for their benefit of this wonderful device.
City Unknown

16 months ago I had never heard of an Epfx/Scio. Over the past several years I have had gradually
increasing muscle tenderness and pain. It reached a peak one day when I had a severe allergic reaction
to an unknown substance. I went to the emergency room covered with intense hives. They gave me
steroids which relieved the itching, but I felt horrible and was in great pain. I talked to my brother about
it. He had recently been to a lady with an Epfx device. I figured I’d give it a shot. The cost was
considerably less than my trip to the emergency room. If it didn’t help then I’d have no choice but to
seek medical help.
The day I went there, everything hurt from head to toe, including my heart. There were big knots in my
neck. She took away my cell phone and wired me up. Over the course of the next hour and half, the
knots in my neck disappeared. My muscles relaxed to the point they just felt like normal muscles and
limber at that. Then she focused it on my heart. It felt like tiny little fingers giving my heart the best
massage ever. By the time she was done the relief I felt was so great that I just felt giddy and all could
think was “WOW”, Oh my God, WOW” I had to go on to work from there, and that was the only mistake
I made. I would really have been better off going home and laying down. At any rate I spent the rest of
the day sweating buckets and peeing a flood. A couple of days later the muscle pain returned but to a
much lesser degree. I went back for a couple of more treatments. Needless to say my heart fell in love
with the device. What really clinched the deal for me to decide to buy one was kind of odd little thing. A
few years ago I had Bell’s palsy. This may sound funny and laugh if you want, but ever since my nose
would get so cold and hurt that I felt like I wanted to put a sock on my nose. And I slept with a ski mask
on to keep my nose warm. I told the lady about that and asked if she could do anything for that. She
said, we’ll try something, and I could feel the tickle alongside my face. Later when I was out in the cold,
my nose was cold but it did not hurt! A year later and I still don’t have that painful nose.

City Unknown

In November 07 I started working with a client. I have attached information he was given in November
and in February 08 when he was retested. During that time frame he received weekly biofeedback
sessions from me, took medication and changed his diet.
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Item

Normal Range

Nov 07

Feb 08

Triglycerides

> 250

908

218

Total Cholesterol

> 200

229

175

LDL – bad

60-130

Undetermined due to extremely
high triglycerides

96

HDL – good

< 40

33

35

Liver – AFTA

10-42

32

18

Liver – ALTI

10-40

63

24

City Unknown

Story #1
I did about 5 EPFX sessions for a friend of mine. She has been diagnosed as being “legally blind” since
childhood. She had been working with her eye doctor in weekly sessions for about 2 years doing eye
exercises etc and making some improvement. Then, she asked me for a session. We decided to work on
the eye stress and strain. Each time after a session, she would go for her weekly eye doctor appointment
--he would be thrilled with her success-- her improvement was suddenly dramatic, her doctor verified
this and told her to continue what she was doing with me. So, we did-- each time with the same great
results as confirmed by her eye doctor. After a few months, she was able to get contact lenses. She and
her doctor attribute much of this to the fact that she was getting the EPFX sessions.

Story #2
Another story I would like to relate is with a friend of mine who is a nurse. She was working for a large
hospital at that time and was head of her department. She developed neuropathy. She was well
respected and cared for at the hospital. She knew everyone and they knew her! She had access to all of
their best doctors and none had been able to help her.
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I was in graduate school at the time and had just gotten my device. One of my fellow graduate students
was a nurse at this same hospital as my soon to be client. My friend asked me to come to the hospital
and do a demo for her boss, the woman with neuropathy. I did. The session lasted about 1.5 hours.

My new client was so relaxed when she got up she couldn’t believe it.... her job at the hospital was very
stressful. So, when she got off that table she was pleasantly shocked to discover that her neuropathy
symptoms were greatly reduced ---by about 75% according to her calculations. She asked if I would
come back and do another session the following week and I agreed to this second “demo.” After the
second session she reported that 100% of her symptoms of neuropathy were gone. She gave the credit
to the EPFX and gave me a big hug and many thanks. She continues to thank me to this day.

City Unknown

My QXCIdevice is an indispensible part of my practice. I have about 1200 patients at this time and can
handle about twice this amount; so, the practice is growing. This would not be possible without this
device. If I lost it today, I would buy yet another one tomorrow! At ths point nothing is possible, as far as
making ANY real advancement in the health of my patients, without this machine.

I have seen over the past 5 years now every known bacteria and virus come into my clinic. Few, if any, of
these would have ever been recognized were it not for this device. This is truly the most advanced
diagnostic device on the Planet at this time. Few of the successes that we have had would have been
realized were it not for this priceless tool. I am greatly indebted to its inventor.
We have successfully taken care of, and completely eradicated: Lymes, lupus, hepatitis, herpes, etc. And
we have been very successful with: MS, diabetes, cancer, aids, ECT. ECT, as a direct result, and because
of, this device. There is no known dis-ease that cannot be effectively dealt with the aid of this healing
tool.
I have directly recommended this device to over 1,000 naturopathic doctors here in the US. Regrettably,
I do not know how many have taken my advice to heart and gone ahead and are now using it. In time, I
hope a very large percentage of them will. If they want to be successful and effective healers, then, in
time, they MUST get it.

City Unknown, Canada
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I had a client (male, 52) who got shingles flair ups whenever in stressful situations. I would run standard
protocols and his relief would show up within 12 hours. His breakouts completely surrounded his torso.
I have worked on a young man (37) who has Down syndrome. His spinal cord is degenerating and
pinching nerves that operate his arms and legs and even his speech is affected. Running standard
protocols his mother states that she has seen improvement in his speech, most specifically and that he is
more balanced after a session. However, his condition continues to deteriorate...
After running the EPFX/SCIO on a client and after seeing a the numbers related to cancer, he went to a
doctor and was diagnosed with colon cancer. Easy to see Candida issues. Easy to see emotional issues

City Unknown

At age 49, I was diagnosed with breast cancer. (I was 53 in December.) I had small tumors on both sides
of my breasts and in one lymph node. Western medicine convinced me to go through chemo, radiation
and now I am on arimidex, a hormone therapeutic drug to suppress the estrogen that stimulates tumor
growth. Soon I hope to stop the arimidex. I am working on a deep seeded grudge attached to anger. I
also work with essential oils. FABULOUS!
Female client was diagnosed with 3rd stage ovarian cancer and was going through her second round of
chemo last summer. She was looking for support to strengthen her body from the tiring chemo
treatments. Gardening was on her mind yet the chemo was keeping her on the coach.
I gave her 4 to 5 sessions during the course of her chemo treatments focusing upon the cancer
programs. After her first session, she felt noticeably better. Continuing with the biofeedback, instead of
feeling worse and worse after each treatment, she felt better and better. The kicker is this . . . her last
scheduled treatment was canceled. After taking the procedural blood test, the oncologist at Dartmouth
Hitchcock found her "numbers" in the healthy range.

Barre, VT

Over the years I have used the EPFX on numerous patients with numerous health complaints. I am a
licensed acupuncturist and certified nutritionist.
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A woman of 62 with long standing depression sought great relief with just one EPFX session.

A Vietnam vet with Hepatitis came to me for preventative measures and he left, for the first time in 30
years, without a bunch of voices clamoring in his head.

A man from Virginia came with a benign tumor on kidney. He was experiencing back pain but did not
want surgery. The first thing that came up on the EPFX was "benign kidney cyst." After doing a series of
programs, he felt an instant relief of pain and then decided to buy his own machine to help others.

A business woman so stressed out at work was going in circles. EPFX sessions greatly calmed her down
and she said she hadn't felt so centered in years.

Annapolis, U.S.A.

I'm a practitioner that uses biofeedback daily in my practice. I also use it on family, friends, and myself. I
stared using it on myself in Aug of 2007. I was told my doctor that I had a large tumor on my thyroid and
the only thing I could do was to have it removed along with my thyroid, or I would not be able to
breathe or swallow. Well it is now Feb of 2008, and my tumor is down to almost nothing, with only using
the biofeedback weekly and natural supplements. I will continue to us it for myself and grandchild as
they grow and need a little help with their health.

Indiana, U.S.A.

My wife got our biofeedback machine in late July of 2007. She started using it on me to see if would help
with a shoulder problem I was having. I have gone to the doctor for about three years with the problem,
they sent me to a therapist for about two months, (that helped till i got down there), I got shots in the
shoulder, ( that did nothing), I went to see a to see a specialists, he took x-rays, (which showed nothing),
so we tried the biofeedback, two times a week for the first two months, and now every week, (more so
now for other things), and the shoulder doesn't hurt now. I'm pulling plaster off my parents house
getting ready to put new drywall up, and no problems with the shoulder. I would not have been able to
do this before the biofeedback.
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Thanks so much!

Indiana, U.S.A.

The subject is a 62 year old male and former football player who works out regularly. He is on
medication for gout, cholesterol and high blood pressure and possibly one for mood balancing.
The client had been diagnosed with gout 15 years earlier and had been on prescription medication for
this condition all of this time period. When I saw this man for a biofeedback session, he could hardly
walk due to pain in his right ankle. This has been the same site for previous gout attacks. He had seen his
doctor several days earlier. The doctor suggested he had pseudo gout which is a type of arthritis, and
not really gout. He was given another prescription drug for arthritis. He then say his physical therapist
later the same day. He saw his chiropractor three days later and his biofeedback session with me was
four days after he saw his doctor and received the new medication. He was still having the same
symptoms of pain and hardly being able to walk when he saw me for a biofeedback session. I use the
EPFX technology to detect stress in his system and followed the de-stressing techniques indicated by the
device. At the end of the session, the man stood without pain. He told me he felt soreness in the area
but not the throbbing pain he had been experiencing. When I checked on him the following day, he was
still pain free. He is, however, still taking the medication provided to by his M.D. - just in case. This has
been several months ago and on recent inquiry he was still pain free.

City Unknown

I have several excellent experiences and instantaneous healings with a few of my clients. Most recently I
have been working with a 25 year old female Client that was diagnosed with attention deficit disorder
and depression. She has been on medication to control the mood swings and depressive states. When I
originally began working on with her, there was an very low resistance level in the VARHOPE, as well ph
was way off and emotions were all over the board. Through continual balancing of the EEG, Submorph,
NLP panel issues, encouragement to the client with daily exercise emotion release stress reduction and
detox, my client has reduced her medication on her own after 3 weeks, increased wellness supplements
such as fatty acids on her own, began Yoga classes, and is feeling much better, fully able to maintain her
sustenance in her daily living with her husband and two year old child, which was an enormous burden
prior to the stress reduction biofeedback sessions.
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Another 10 year old child client I worked on for 7 consecutive sessions diagnosed with ADD, specifically
worked on links to parents and birthing traumas, utilizing stress reduction in Biofeedback panels,
nutrition, digestion sarcodes, detox, submorph, especially boosting spiritual growth/release of spiritual
oppression, spinal as well, with the last session being a solo 10,000 RIFE session....received a call from
the Mother one month later after she researched some ideas of naturally detoxing with cilantro etc. had
mentioned to her and increasing foods the child would be more open to - she virtually fed him hot dogs
and potato chips as he wouldn't eat anything else. I simply reduced the stress in his jaw, mind, as well
taste bud disorders coming up through birthing trauma and was relieved to hear the child is a fanatic for
exquisite foods, therefore canned corn (no vibration) and potato chips will not do. As I was saying she
responded a month later stating he was eating better as she experimented more with vegetables such
as fresh asparagus and snow peas, and she no longer had to hide supplements in his food.

City Unknown

I have been a Doctor of Chiropractic for 30 years, I have spent many weekends learning beyond my
schooling, Kinesiology, Acupuncture, Homeopathy, Chinese Medicine, Chakra and Aura Clearing, Herbal
Medicine, NLP, Emotional Clearing, Diets, Foods as Medicine, BEST, TBM, CRA, NL, NET all advance
Chiropractic techniques. All this and the EPFX have done wonders for me and mine beyond what I could
do with all this.

I had a severe pain in my upper back and had been worked on by colleagues but nothing seemed to
touch it until another colleague with the EPFX put me on her machine and found that the problem was
being caused by a dental issue...she zapped the dental issue and the pain in my upper back cleared up in
minutes. I have had many complaints that the EPFX balanced out.

City Unknown

I have a client who was diagnosed with double scoliosis. She is 53 years old and has been a ballet dancer
during her childhood years. She is 5'10" and weighs 135 lbs. Since I have had sessions with her (once per
month for 12 months) she is not experiencing any pain in her back. She can do physical activity without
feeling any pain. She is now
participating in the P90X exercise program and is becoming stronger every day.
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I have another client who is a female, 60 years of age average weight and height. She had been feeling
pain in her neck and shoulders from stress related activity. After our sessions, she feels taller and pain
free. We have also used the anti aging biofeedback therapy with amazing results. Her skin has visibly
changed and she is delighted with the results.

Client who underwent cancer chemo therapy and reconstructive surgery. She is a female aged 42
average height and weight. She was diagnosed with breast cancer. I saw her after her chemo therapy
and initial reconstructive surgery. She asked me to use the biofeedback therapy for hormone balancing
because her hormone levels were very low. It took 2 sessions before we could get a rectification.
However, her monthly cycle has returned to normal. We also had some amazing results with her second
reconstructive surgery. I had a session with her the day before and 3 days later. She felt no pain and was
able to go on interviews 2 days after her surgery. She was absolutely amazed since she could gauge the
difference between the first and second operations' results with and without the SCIO.

City Unknown

I have had my device for a year now and I have found much relief from my back aches and leg disorders.
I own my own business and cannot afford to be sick…if I get a flue, I hook up and the device brings be
back to functional.

My husband, also 48 has suffered greatly with a knee problem and a hip problem from an accident
involving a head on collision with a logging truck. The device has brought him over night relief and we
are both very grateful for the lack of pain in our lives that your device has brought to us.

My step son allowed me to hook him up when he has a disabling flue, and was given relief almost
instantly.

City Unknown, Canada

One middle-aged female client came to see me to relieve some of the stress related to physical
discomfort/pain/muscle weakness/stiffness she was experiencing in her sacrum, right knee, and right
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foot. She was combining chiropractic, physical therapy/exercise, and stress relief to increase her quality
of life. After three sessions, here are some words of testimony she provided:

"Between all that I’ve been doing for this (quantum biofeedback, chiropractic, and exercise), I managed
to go dancing with my husband last Tuesday and was pain-free for the entire dance 40-minute dance
session. I recognize I have a ways to go in getting all muscles engaged, balanced, and toned and I’m very
encouraged. Thank you for the part biofeedback is playing in this!"

Another middle-aged female client had been diagnosed by her medical doctor as having an acute
infection in surgical incisions on both her feet. She came to me for a session to relieve the stress
associated with the pain of the infection. Here are her words of testimony:

"Thank you for the quantum biofeedback work. The infection is almost completely out of my system. My
feet feel tremendously better than they did last week. My podiatrist assisted my healing by creating new
orthotics to fit my newly shaped feet. These have taken my pain level down by 50%. The other pain I
have is caused by the over-extended nerves, which I inflamed by my off-balance walking. Nerves tend to
take more time to settle down. Between your quantum biofeedback and that which my doctor is doing, I
am feeling so much better. Thank you!!!!"

I also did three sessions for a 12 year-old feline to relieve stress associated with an old fracture in her
tail. After the sessions, her tail no longer contained the kink associated with the fracture and she
tolerated petting along her back and hindquarters, which she was intolerant of previously, due perhaps
to the stress and pain of the old injury.

Idaho, U.S.A.

1st success story:

The EPFX device has saved my life and given my children the opportunity to live with a healthy mom. I
purchased my device in March of 2007, and attended training in Springfield, MO in July of 2007. While
there, I participated in the healing opportunities that were available to the participants. It was
determined that my chronic fatigue and pain were due to Lymes, which had most likely entered into my
spinal cord and cerebral-spinal fluid. Most likely I had had Lymes and when I received the lumbar
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puncture for the deliverance of interthecal morphine during labor, and the Lymes followed the blood
into the spinal cord.

After I had my daughter in 2001, I was never quite the same. I had "meningitis" type symptoms crushing fatigue, stiffness in my spinal cord, and pain upon movement and bending. I couldn't think as
clearly as before. My eyes were extremely photo-sensitive and being in large spaces or with large
crowds was overwhelming to the point I had to limit my lifestyle. (Prior to this, I had been a Flight
Attendant and worked in large multi-national corporations with no problems - this was new.) The
fatigue was life-altering. I had about 4 "good" hours per day in which I could function - not enough for a
mother of an infant! I was terrified to try allopathic medicine as I was concerned that I would receive the
label of "depressed" without any attention given to my physical state of being. I was currently using my
knowledge in Oriental Medicine to turn my situation around, but I couldn't get to the root of the
problem.

After my sessions in Springfield, I returned home and continued to balance myself on the EPFX as well as
take the homeopathic formulae that could best help me. What happened seems miraculous, although
the explanation is clear. At first, I felt "worse" - as my body stopped working in "status quo" mode,
making the best of a bad situation and trying to maintain homeostasis, but instead kicked in and started
fighting off the Lymes, Ameobas, and various fungi and bacteria – I really felt the truth of my health
state. After 6 weeks, I started to feel better! Now, nine months later, I am thrilled to report that I can
rise in the morning with my children, no aches or pains, care for them, care for our home, AND run my
business! I have been given my life back!!

2nd success story:

My brother,- a 33-year-old male was involved in a severe car accident in January 2006 (prior to my
purchasing the EPRX device). The injuries he sustained could easily have killed him, and thanks to a
wonderful team of volunteers out the little village town where I grew up, he didn't. JW was airlifted to a
level-1 trauma center, where his team of doctors did a wonderful job of keeping him alive and allowing
him to heal. A partial list of injuries included: cracked sternum and sacrum, all ribs were fractured, his
left arm was severely fractured in at least 2 places and they feared they may have had to amputate
(they didn't) , his lungs collapsed, he went into defib twice and was successfully recovered, the
processes on T9, T10, T11, and T12 were fractured, and a burst fracture of T12. Thankfully, no spinal or
brain damage was sustained. While he was in the trauma SICU, I visited every day and did what I could energy healing ("Healing Touch"). It was interesting how I could follow his relaxation on the monitors
while I worked. Usually, his breathing would become deeper, his heart rate would slow a bit, he would
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fall asleep, and he LOVED when I had my hands on him, offering and energetic outlet to the universe for
his impact trauma. JW recovered completely, and today is pain-free!! I believe that the highly-skilled
MDs, Nurses, and staff did a wonderful job, and without the high-tech intervention I would have lost my
brother. I equally believe that without my low-tech energy medicine touch that he would not be painfree today. Imagine what could happen if this were allowed in all hospitals?

Now, there was one thing - the humoral head of the left arm was necrotizing due to trauma. His
radiologist and MD were watching it closely, and it looked as though he may need a replacement. I
purchased my EPFX device in March of 2007 and in April of 2007 I placed the EPFX headband on his
damaged shoulder and hit the Injury/Pain button. I was hoping that at the next radiologist appointment
we would hear better news, but I was not prepared for the outcome. At the very next appointment, the
radiologist was stunned, I am told, to find that "all articulations are 100%." Our family MD, who is an
outstanding person as well as MD, wanted to know what I had done, and I had the opportunity to show
him. Imagine if it were allowed that a person like me could see patients of this MD - patients like JW,
trauma victims, chronically ill patients, if they could, in addition to their treatment from their allopathic
medical team, receive a balancing session. What if stroke victims could receive acupuncture in the ER as
they do in China and enjoy an 80% recovery rate? What if you were that patient - what if it were your
child, your brother, your spouse? Think of the billions of dollars that would be saved in time lost from
work, in additional PT, OT and the like, not to mention surgeries that could be prevented, as in the case
of my brother.

3rd success story:

My friend, LMC, had received bad news. Lung cancer. It looked to be encapsulated and she underwent
the thoracotomy to remove it. A few days later, great news, kind of. Not lung cancer - fungus. Fungus
that had encapsulated in her lung. She was relieved, although experienced the normal pain and
depression that follows such an invasive surgery. But, it wasn't cancer, thankfully. Six weeks later, she
returned to her work as a busy executive for a large multinational company. She struggled as she is over
50, so her healing, while progressing well, took a bit of time. Finally after a few weeks, she returned to
her internist who recommended that she take 2 months off to recover fully as she was clinically
exhausted. Well, that time off was not an option - she had used all her sick time and could not take that
time to heal - she had to return to work or resign. In desperation she visited a Wellness Center in
Springfield, MO, upon my recommendation and was seen by a practitioner. After receiving balancing
treatments, IV cocktails, homeopathic remedies, etc. for 2 months, while she continued working. She is
happy to report that after that two month period of homeopathics and balancing sessions, she feels like
herself again and was back at work performing at her pre-op level, and currently is looking for a new,
better position in which she will be required to travel 50% of the time - not an option for her 6 months
ago and prior to her balancing sessions with the EPFX device.
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4th success story:

One female client has bad news. Her Hepatitis C had gone undiagnosed for so long she was now in liver
failure. Unfortunately, her blood work revealed that she was too sick to be considered for transplant she has 2 years to live, given her state of health and statistically speaking. Could I help? Well, certainly, I
didn't know. I could only do what I knew to do, and could do safely to protect what health my client still
has. She decided to give it a try. I spent 3 days with her, and balanced her all three days. One week later,
she returned to her transplant specialist to check her blood work. Happily, she is now on the transplant
list. And we have moved our healing target to her not needed a transplant, but happy that it is available
to her if need be.

5th success story:

One client is an active, working 60+ year old male. He gets along just fine - but he had a lower back
problem that he lived with for 5 years. He also was tired much of the time, and had to just "suck it up"
and do what he needed to do. We did 1 balancing session for his lower back pain. After the session, we
were chatting as he was putting on his boots. Suddenly, he stood up and had a look of surprise and
amazement on his his face. He said he hadn't been able to put his boots on while standing for over 5
years, and here he was, doing it! He was awestruck, and honestly, so was I! He also received some
homeopathic for his fatigue and now, 9 months later, still reports that the back pain has not returned
and he feels like he has the energy of a 30-year-old.

6th success story:

A one-year-old infant boy was presenting with patches of eczema and his frustrated mom was looking
for a way to help him. After 3 balancing sessions and a few drops of homeopathic in his umbilicus, the
rash went away completely and has stayed away for 1 year.

7th success story:
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A 60+ year old woman with a history of trauma due to an auto accident. She had damage to her cervical
vertebrae and 20 years ago underwent a surgical procedure to fuse some of those vertebrae. She was
having headaches, tingling down her arms to her hands, and could not turn her neck. I did one balancing
session, and 1 week later she called to tell me the pain was gone from her hands, neck, and head, and
she could turn her head and drive again! She was very happy, as I was for her.

8th success story:

A 50 year old male with back problems for over 5 years. He had used acupuncture, chiropractic, PT, OT,
massage, etc. in the past to help alleviate his symptoms, but could not get to the root of his problem, so
relief was short lived. He was needed to use muscle relaxers, which he didn't really want, but needed.
After one balancing session he reports that he has not had pain since and can do his work without
medications.

City Unknown

I have a client who was 35 at the time, she and her husband had been married for 15 years and had not
been able to conceive and had done everything to get pregnant. She was told that due to her
endometriosis and Circulation issues that they were never conceive. I have work with her for three
sessions over a 2 week period. She cried the first session for 1.5 hours and never talked about a thing. I
just work with the stress and did short therapy for fertility. Three months later she was pregnant and
now has a son who is three years old.

City Unknown

I have a client; he was 78 years old when he came to me. He was 330lbs and 5’8”, nice man, he takes
pride in the fact that he is a great cook and never leaves a crumb. Needless to say, we had several
conversations about our diet, portion size and he did finally seek the advice of a licensed professional to
help him with that. He also joined the YMCA and began to swim after he lost his first 30 lbs, and decided
he may live awhile. When he came to me, his doctor had told him to go home and do whatever he
wanted to do, he was a time bomb and could go at any time form his heart, one dead kidney and the
other was only functioning at 30%, diabetes or a stroke, he had had over 30 mini’s. When this man
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made urine, he said it was dark brown and experienced constant kidney pain. The actual reason I began
working with him, was that he had three broken ribs caused by a fall. After my first session with him, he
was breathing with no pain and sleeping through the night. He had to get up to go to the bathroom
every couple of hours, so when he woke up in the morning after a full night’s sleep, he called to tell me
how he hadn’t believed a little bit of energy could do anything to help him, he was even still out of pain.
Would I please come back again soon to see what else his body would do that he didn’t know it was
capable of? Well, that was in the spring, and after three sessions, he planted the 130-plant garden all by
himself for the first time in years, with no help from his wife. By midsummer, he walked to his
neighbors, and totally blew them away. One last thing, he had a fatty tumor that several doctors had
refused to remove for over 30 years, it was the size of a softball, that tumor is gone today. So many
wonderful things happened with this client, I could go on and on, but you get the picture of what a
wonderful needed device this is. By the was the doctor was amazed that the kidney wasn’t really dead
after all, must have been faulty testing.

I work on my family:

We have overcome several sufferings, such as pain and stuffiness in the sinus area.

My three-year-old granddaughter was diagnosed with pneumonia, he ER doctor gave a prescription and
agreed that biofeedback and therapeutic grade essential oils would probably do the trick as well and his
scrip.
He was right.

Neuralgia

The family cat with a bloody runny eye, it is just amazing what happens with just one session.
City Unknown

I began using the qxci back in August of 2003, my first session I did not notice much of a change on the
second session, two day after the session my energy came back up to where it had been in my 20's
and I was 43 at the time. I was impressed and then decided to purchase the qxci. I had dealt with
extreme chronic fatigue from 1992-2003. I am a massage therapist and I was at a point the I would go do
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my work but then go right home to lay on the couch when done. I was just dragging myself through life
and also praying that God would let me die. I was also dealing with a lot emotionally I had been in a
martial art school and also dated the Instructor for 7 years and the school is a CULT. I had been through
a lot of abuse as a child like being raped at 5 years of age and paddled every day until 16 years of age. I
had
migraines every day for three years day in and day out, this was hell. I am Catholic and I would pray the
rosary during the migraines and sometimes 2x's in order to go to sleep. I would pray that God would let
me die or give me an answer. At this point suicide and any pain had been hooked up. There was not a
day that I didn't think about dying. At 16 I had gotten some help with the migraines and was doing really
well but the emotional piece did not go away. The abuse that I lived with while in the martial art school
was far worse than anything. My mother told me that she prayed that I would leave this school before
she would burry me. When I left this school I had far more to deal with.
My heart was shut down, my passions were gone and I felt no attachment to anyone and not even to
life. Not sure why I was having to live. I started doing counseling and did this for 8 years , it helped but
wasn't touching what I needed to get through with the PTSD. After August 2003 and having a few qxci
session I no longer needed the counseling and I do not know when this happened but I no longer
everyday think if this is the day I am to die. I have had the counselor check in several times to see if I am
still doing well, and I am. In fact I can remember the past but it doesn't have the triggers, it seems
like another life or another chapter in my life. In the past I could give you all the detail and be right
there, today I cannot. I have a friend who is a M.D and she has been impressed with how well it has help
with the emotional issues.
Since I was doing so well I decide to finish my 1500 square foot basement, I had stud in all the
wall and was working on pulling all the electrical wires. When, On June 9th of 2004 I had 3 30"
bifold doors fall on me and stuck me on the head and top of the shoulders. Two days later I had lost all
feeling down both arm while driving. I am still dealing with this today and I have numbness, loss of
arm strength and a bulge in the disc at C5-6. I have been told that I need surgery, fusion or disc
replacement done, but I have tried to put it off as long as I can. If it had not been for the SCIO I would
not
have done as well as I have. First my Doctor friend would tell me when thing got emotional to sit down
and do a SCIO session and it calms things right down. She also knows this from her own experience how
it helps with emotional issues. The pain and numbness has been so bad that it again brought up the
suicide piece but with a SCIO I have been able to help me get through this and now I do not even think
about the suicide when things get tough. While the pain was running down my arm was so intense I
could hardly stand it. I had a friend do a session on me with the SCIO. I had my doubts about this really
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working, until I had the roller used on my shoulder neck area for the nerve issue. Every time this friend
would roll the roller over this area it would shoot a pain down my arm and intensify the pain, which then
I would yell ouch. This didn't happen on the other side where the nerve was not pinched. So this made
me a believer that the roller was doing something. Not only am I dealing with the physical and
emotional issues with the doors having fallen on me I have had to cut my work load in half and have lost
a lot of client over this. I also have to continue to have the pressure to keep the work going on the
basement to hold the permit open, so there is this financial, emotional and physical stress. I also have a
lawsuit against Home Depot which adds a great deal of stress emotional. Then I am having to work in
pain and with numbness to not loose my house and everything I have work so hard for. This has had a
huge affect on my life financially, physically and emotionally. In the past I have always been very strong
and now I can not make my body work and push through thing. Also I have been having car problems
and have spent $7000-$9000 dollars on car repairs to try and fix my car and it isn't still right. On top of
this In August I left a fill line run on my salt water tank and killed all my fish and did $16,000 worth of
water
damage to my house. This only bought more stress on with dealing with the insurance company and the
mortgage company. Then at the end of August I had to put my little sheltie down which I had for 12
years.
Then a week later I had a client get fed through a corn chopper and ground up, which was a shock and
tripped off a lot of emotions. In October Home Depot sent me to see there physician and he did a EMG
which tripped off and pain and numbness to a level of 10 on a scale of 1-10 which I had been
maintaining at a level of 3 for some time. I still have not slept a whole night without waking up with pain
and numbness in my arms since June 9th 2004. And even with all this going on I still have been doing
very well considering all that I am under and dealing with. In fact my Dr friend commented that in the
past one of these things would have been enough to set me over the edge and she is amazed at how
well I am doing with all of this. I deal with life and stress in a much different way than I have ever done
in my life and I know that it is due to the SCIO.

Also I have in the past had to have massage work or other types of body work done to keep my
body going and out of pain with all the physical work that I do. The massage therapist that I was working
with has not been available to do my work with me since June 2006. Which I am amazed by this.
because in the past my body would be screaming at me. And the worst piece I am dealing with is the
numbness
and pain in my arms, which I know is better with the SCIO. This was proven after the EMG things were
not clearing and I did not have time to stop and do a SCIO session. Because of having to deal with work
and not feeling well. After 3 week's things still had not clear and only escalated to a 10. I called the
Chiropractor to get an appointment and he told me that he would not see me until a medical doctor saw
me. He also told me not to do anything to reduce the situation until I saw the Doctor. He saw me the
same day after a saw the physician and he tried to adjust me but I was so tight and did hardly move. I
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booked another appointment four days and did a Scio session that morning before since I wasn't feeling
much better after the first adjustment. In the past Dr Eskin could tell a difference when I had done a Scio
session before the adjustments. I would adjust very easily and would move a lot more in areas that he
couldn't get at other times. When he did that adjustment again things had moved vary easily and
adjusted in ways that I had never adjusted before. I was again impressed with the SCIO.

I have been working with a Chiropractor during this time and he and I have been trading work.
He will at times asking me where I am working because he can feel a sensation in a part of his body and
wants to know if I am working on that area. He has also noticed how it has helped him deal with life and
stress and his issues. If I haven't called him for a while he calls me wanting to know when I am coming
because he needs a touch up. He can tell that he stress is starting to build up and he doesn't deal with
things as well as he does when doing the SCIO sessions.

My sheltie started having seizures in 2003 and put him on Phenobarbital to try and control the
seizures. It wasn't doing very good job. Once I got the QXCI I started working on him at first I was trying
to reduces the stress on him from the seizures. As I soon discovered that If I did a session then it would
be a longer period of time before he would have one. The last year he had 2-3 seizures through out the
year and the drugs were not changed. I also notice that every time a did a session he would act a lot
more energetic and more like a pup. I had friends that knew and saw this happen with him. They even
asked me how long I was going to keep bringing hip back to life. Even the vet who I took him, comment
on how young and active he looked, he was almost 15 years old when I had to have hip put down for
heart issues. The vet would have put him to be about 6-7 years old. He had very little graying and eyes
were very clear, had no hearing loss no stiffness of joints and just very energetic. I was also recently told
by a judge an sheltie breeder that it shelties are very difficult to control with seizure medication and in
fact can not usually be controlled by medications and they do not know why, yet Aaron with doing quit
well and lived for 4 years with seizures and did not die due to the seizures.

As I have worked with my massage client what I have noticed is that after doing a SCIO session
there bodies are much easier to work on and the tissue is softer Some of these clients I have worked on
for 15+ years and never made or seen changes and improvement as I have since doing a Biofeedback
Stress Reduction. In the past I was only able to work things out to a certain level, with the SCIO I was
able to take things to a much deeper level and work on things I had never been able touch in the past. I
have body a builder and he is like working a brick. Three weeks ago I told him that I felt we need to do a
SCIO
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session, he feel that it doesn't do anything for him yet was willing to do the session. He came two weeks
later and his tissue had a softness,suppleness and flex ability to it that isn't even there after I have done
a massage session. I have also notice that when having a client focus on an emotional issue and then
repeatedly doing the NLP therapy what they and I have found is. That at the start of the therapy
it is very easy to focus on the problem with great intensity and ease to connect with it. As I run the
therapy I have them check into the situation at different points. What they and I have discovered is that
as I do the therapies the intensity or charge drops and at some point then they can not even connect
with the thought or feelings around this situation. They have also notice that they deal with life and
stress in a much different way and it may even be the situation that they work with on in the session.
I have a client, woman in her 50's that has had dizziness for 4+ months, exhausted all medical
avenues with no relief. She called me out of desperation to see if the SCIO my help. After the first
session, the next day she noticed that the sensation of getting dizzy would start by not manifest or is
was not the same intensity as before and would clear shortly. After the second session the dizziness has
not
been back and is doing rather well.
I have a male client in his 60's with balance issue has had this 4+ years, and in three weeks has
got rid of the balance problem. The medical doctors could not find anything wrong with him. He came in
after 3 weeks of working and told me, "That he had no idea how bad he was and was not ever going
back to feeling this bad again.
I have a female client 68 years old who had hip pain issues. The Doctor told her that she had
very little cartilage in the joint and needs a joint replacement. He has worked with me for 3 months now
and is walking better and at times pain free. When things get flared up then she books another session.
I have a client who is 50 who was in a car accident and rolled her car. She was sent out the back
window and lit on her head. She had 7 fractures of in her neck and when she came to me 6 months
later could not even turn her neck. Right after the first session she was able to turn her neck 4 inches
from side to side when she had no movement at the start of the session. I have seen her a total of 3
time
over three month and now she can turn her head and touch her chin to both shoulders. She has also
found the sessions to help with the depression and other emotional issues.
This is only a few things that I have notice I started working with the QXCI/SCIO back in August
of 2003.

Greeley, Colorado
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I had a bad accident in 2004 horseback riding. I was kicked on my right ankle by another horse. This was
really painful. I went back home and did test with the EPFX-USB. Next day I when to the hospital and did
test. The test was accurate.
My foot and ankle were badly injured. My tissues where stretched and the ankle bone was crack. The
doctors explained I needed crutches for 6 to 8 weeks before I could walk.

So I did electro medicine every day for one week 3 to 4 hours a day. Alternant cold and warm. I took
supplements that were suggested in the test with the EPFX-USB. After it was every 2 to 3 days for a
week. My foot and right leg turned to different colors.
After a week I was walking without crutches. I could feel the work being done in my tissues and
meridians. The energy flow was really working in my body.

So I could express I believe in this process of helping the healing in my body with the EPFX-USB.

Quebec, Canada

My husband's testimony is the loss of 42 pounds in 45 days. He has been overweight all of his life. He
tried various diets, having no long term results, usually ending up weighing more than before. Using the
EPFX, a special eating plan and mild daily exercise he lost the weight last fall and has not gained it back!
He loves to show people his belt that now
has at least 15 inches of unused notches. He is thrilled and is now in a better position to fulfill God's call
at the restorative retreat!

North Carolina, U.S.A.

I have been a practitioner of alternative/complimentary medicine for 15 years. I am licensed in massage
therapy, polarity therapy and cranio-sacral therapy. I have had advanced training with the EPFX. I do not
diagnose in any of my work. My intention is primarily for physical and emotional stress relief. The
magnitude of this device is tremendous. With it I have the capability to introduce relaxation and stress
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reduction to the body as a whole in a more efficient manner than any of my other therapies. So many
clients have reported improved sleep, mood shift, ease in breathing, even pain relief.

One client, a 50 y.o woman, came to me one winter in 2003, with congested breathing telling me that
she gets bronchitis every winter since she was 9 months old. She has had antibiotics and cough
suppressants, with only temporary relief. Since she was in the middle of such a stronghold of infection I
encouraged her to continue with the physicians orders and I could use the EFPX as a support measure. I
also consulted with a trusted doctor of oriental medicine. His suggestion was to begin sessions in the fall
prior to the onset of bronchitis.
So the following fall, she chose to see me weekly. I simply ran through a protocol of stress reduction in
the primary systems that were involved. She also chose to stay away from dairy products as they may
have influenced further mucous formation. December came and went without even a sniffle, as did
January and February. She was amazed, and frankly so was I. She was so excited with all the energy she
now had available to her, since her body was not fighting the typical infection she had had for 50 years.
The following autumn she returned, spacing our sessions every 2-3 weeks apart. Again, no bronchitis.
The following year, 2006, she returned again, we had only 3-4 sessions that winter. She has had no
symptoms of bronchitis again. This has changed her life, honestly.

City Unknown

I am currently a practitioner of the EPFX. I am an RN and had been administering chemotherapy for four
months. I became very ill with symptoms of someone who had received the drugs I had been
administering. I began losing my hair, my skin was very dry and the itching was terrible. The mental
fogginess was so bad that I had to quit my job for fear of administering the wrong medication. I was
having difficulty even reading a book because I couldn't remember what I had read the page before. The
fatigue was horrible. I couldn't make myself get out of bed in the morning and when I did, I went to the
nearest recliner and spent most of my day there. I didn't care about anything, even the things I enjoyed
the most. I was just too exhausted.

My place of employment had drawn blood to check my liver function, sent me to my family MD, and
sent me for an MRI of my brain. My liver function was normal, my family MD had no clue what might be
going on and suggested I ask the MDs where I was employed, and the MRI was normal as well. I felt as if
I had been let down by western medicine both as a nurse and as a patient. I knew I was not well and
knew I had to do something. I began seeking out alternative healthcare.
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I was given many vitamins and minerals to help with my fatigue but apparently my digestion was a
problem and I became even sicker not being able to metabolize anything I was taking. I began gaining
more and more weight. I came into contact with someone who had just purchased the EPFX. I was told
my body was poisoned with heavy metals and other toxins. This device described every symptom I had
and others that I had never verbalized. There was no way this person knew the things she was
telling me. I was so impressed I bought an EPFX myself. Since then I have detoxed my system, and feel
100% better.

I was also told by this practitioner that my body was saying hypoadrenia and when I began researching
this, something else began to emerge for me. I had been on medication for years for depression. I felt
the medication never really helped but it was the only thing that helped me to keep going. After
researching hypoadrenia I realized my symptoms that had been diagnosed as depression were actually
my stressed out adrenals. With the EPFX I was able to manage this stress and I am happy to report that I
no longer take medication for depression and I'm feeling great!

City Unknown

I have used the EPFX / SCIO since August of 2006. I have benefited in many ways. I would say the most
dramatic is my morning elimination of the bowels. I am 54 year old male. My diet is varied. I am a meat
eater. My evacuations were always pretty good. Since using the SCIO they are amazing. Within 10
minutes of rising, regardless of what I ate the past 12 hours I have a large well formed bowel movement.
By noon I usually have a total of 2 or often times three BM's.

Also, my spine and neck are pain free 100% of the time. The flexibility throughout my body is much
improved. Since using the EPFX / SCIO I have not suffered any sickness or disease. My energy is also
improved and stronger.

City Unknown

I had a client who came to visit my office in the summer of 2007. She had recently been diagnosed with
Stage 3 cancer of the breast. She used QXCI to balance stress for 3 months. She then had a mastectomy,
tummy tuck and boob job. Although, her surgeon had planned on chemo and radiation, after examining
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her tissue, they said that her chance of reccurance was only 9% and would therefore not require any
chemo or radiation. My client was elated. She attributed this success to dietary changes and the
balancing on the QXCI.

Birmingham, AL

A client had genital herpes and was quite stressed about it. She was taking acyclovir. Over a few
appointments we zapped the virus and she also took the Dr recommends vir-h and immunipoi
homeopathics. Just saw her again and she reported feeling great, no outbreaks at all and she is off the
acyclovir.

City Unknown

I have only been working with the QXCI for less than 6 months. I myself have suffered from chronic
headaches/fibromyalgia daily for over 15 years. Medication, exercise, chiropractic treatments had
offered limited relief. My usual headaches would be so bad that I would be so exhausted I was unable to
do anything extra with my family as my entire energy was spent at work. The headaches were so bad
that I was nauseated most days and would vomit at least monthly. Needless to say I also missed a lot of
work. I have been rebalancing the stress with the QXCI and I no longer have daily headaches. I had
forgotten what it was like to be PAIN FREE. In the last 6 months I have had less than 2 headaches a
month and only 2 headaches that I felt nauseated from (and no vomiting). I can't tell you how this has
changed my entire life and how hopeful I am about my future. I am a registered nurse and I see daily
how people suffer as the usual medical treatments are limited and frequently don't offer relief (and if
they do there are always the side effects of medications).

City Unknown

I have been working with the QXCI for less than 6 months. I gave my dad a stress reduction session for
his arthritis as he was having a flare up and considering a second knee replacement (he is 70 years old).
Within 2 days he called me to say he was walking up and down stairs without grabbing onto the railing
and pulling himself up. He told me " I haven't felt this good in 20 years". Did I mention he was a
skeptic.... but not anymore. Just knowing his senior years don't have to be spent in pain is worth more
than you can know.
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City Unknown

I recently gave a 62 year old lady a stress reduction session with the QXCI. I used the the anti aging
protocol and also balanced her varicose veins. After the session she was so excited because the vericose
veins had started to show a noticeable improvement. This with about a 1 hour session. Unbelievable and
very important to this lady.

City Unknown

On May 17, 2006 I had my first biofeedback session on the EPFX. I told him I wanted to quit smoking. I
was having difficulty breathing after using nicotine for 42 years. After my first session I could breathe
much better and have not smoked since. I did light up three cigarettes on my way home but put them
out quickly because they tasted terrible. The next day I woke up and told myself I didn't need this
anymore. That was almost two years ago. What is even more amazing is that I had no cravings and did
not gain any weight.

Washington, U.S.A

I would like to give a testimonial for my own health improvements with the EPFX device. When I started
working with the device, my general health is very good with the exception of one area, my hormones.
For at least 20 years or more I have suffered with heavy cramping during my ovulation cycle and the first
two days of my menstrual cycle. The last 5 years or so I have had heavy bleeding with thick dark clotting
as well on the first 2 days and it would last a full 7 days. After working on myself for approximately 2x
per month, for 2 months I started my menstrual cycle without pain! I had little to no forewarning
(usually
lots of pain). The cramping during my ovulation cycle stopped within 3 months, I have minimal cramping
just before I begin my cycle, and the bleeding only lasts for 3-4 days instead of 7! It has only taken a few
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short months to correct my cycle, when my O.B.G.Y.N could not figure out why I had so much pain. The
solution he could come up with was that I was having cysts that would erupt during that phase and that
was causing the pain. He did not offer any solutions to my problem. FYI.....he was a fertility specialist.

I also feel as though working with my clients, my health and energy levels are better! It makes me very
happy when I work with the device, I feel as though I have bonded with it and we are a team! I love how
it gives me pop up messages, they are very profound at times, even shocking!

City Unknown

I have owned the EPFX/SCIO device for 18 months. A couple of years before purchasing the device, I was
diagnosed for the second time with a primary breast cancer and underwent surgery and chemo
therapy. A year later, upon recommendation, I had my ovaries removed. All of these changes in my body
created a very stressful unbalanced system.
The EPFX/SCIO device has helped me identify what areas in my body were out of balance and given me
specific ways to correct those imbalances both by using the device and by using supplements and
adjunct therapies. In addition, I have used the device with three family members who have seen their
symptoms improve after having SCIO sessions with me. One of them was in a car accident and had a lot
of pain and digestive problems. These symptoms are now completely gone. Each time my six year son
becomes ill (like with a cold, headache, stomach ache, etc), I run a session on him. Since working with
him, the symptoms of his illnesses diminish more rapidly and he just doesn't get as ill any more.
My husband has suffered from bowel trouble and back pain. These symptoms have also gone away since
I've been working with him using the device.

City Unknown

I have had great success working with a QXCI practitioner, and I want to share it with all of you! As some
of you may know I have suffered with diverticulitis since March of this year. I have seen four doctors
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and have been on seven rounds of extremely strong antibiotics since then. The last few months I was
told if I did not have a bowel resection surgery. I was risking a perforated bowl which can be fatal or
have
lasting long-term complications. I decided to seek advice from Cleveland Clinic one the world’s leading
hospitals in gastrology . I knew if they said I needed the surgery I would have it. I was scheduled to go to
Cleveland on Thursday Oct 24 ,2007, Several days before that I was to attend a seminar in Atlanta GA.
The first day of that seminar Amy and I met a QXCI practitioner and we liked her instantly. As she
explained her work I felt led to have her work with me to remove my diverticulitis. I had my first
appointment with her Monday Oct 22. 2007 and then she felt strongly enough to do another
appointment on me Wednesday Oct 23,2007 on my way to Cleveland. The practitioner was also able to
accurately describe past traumas and illness and the residual effects of them on my body.

I had all the usual testing done on me while in Cleveland as well as bringing my past films, CT scans from
my other appointments for there review. This time when I met with the doctor I got very different
results. This is what I was told, " Jodi, I am a surgeon and I am telling you do not have surgery .. you do
not have diverticulitis" . I believe this was all healed and removed due to my work with God, the
QXCI practitioner and my body. My past films showed the diverticulitis just two weeks prior. I believe all
people are brought into our lives for reasons. I wish you all perfect health and that's why I am sharing.

City Unknown

I had been suffering from chronic migraines for the past 5 years. I tried acupuncture, chiropractic, and
traditional western medicine. Nothing was able to "cure" my condition, so I resorted to a pain
medication multiple times per week. However, through the QXCI EPFX/SCIO I discovered that the
problem didn't have anything to do with misaligned vertebrate, blocked meridians, muscle
inflammation, or anything to do with my brain; it had to do with inflamed lymphatics and stored
emotional trauma. As I worked on stimulating the lymph and the associated emotions with the devise
my headache disappeared.
DISAPPEARED.

City Unknown
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One client came to me Jan. of 07, main concern was weight loss and nutritional guidance. During initial
intake I found that her immune system and gastro-intestinal system was compromised, she had leaky
gut and candida, none of which was clinically diagnosed. The following is her testimony.

Over a year ago, I was overweight, weak, exhausted, and given to sickness the majority of the time.
Typically, it would take me well over a week to recover from numerous bouts of flus, colds, or sinus
infections.

My life coach designed a health renewal plan for me that included suggestions for diet, exercise and the
use of nutritional supplements. However, my health renewal plan also included something I had not
tried before: Quantum Energy therapy. This therapy has given me that extra boost over a wall that was
keeping me from improving my health and having the vitality to enjoy life.

Over the past year, Quantum Energy treatments have increased my overall energy, feeling of well being,
and given me more restful nights of sleep. My immune system is much stronger now, and I do not
become ill as often. If I do become sick, I recover more easily and quickly. Recently, after a rib injury, I
received two Quantum Energy therapies. These therapies greatly alleviated the excruciating pain I was
experiencing. As a result, I was able to continue with my regular activities without much discomfort.
Overall, Quantum Energy therapy has made a remarkable difference in my quality of health.

Someone might ask, "How often do you need a Quantum Energy therapy to feel better?" I actually felt
better after my first therapy. I then continued with monthly therapy for about six months. Currently, I
schedule a therapy every two - three months.

Today, I am a stronger, slimmer, and healthier person. I highly recommend Quantum Energy therapy to
support your overall

City unknown

Female: Age 24
Came to me in June of 07 with a severe case of yeast infection that had been plaguing her for over 20
years. Clinically diagnosed and every conventional treatment exhausted she arrived in my office in
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desperation. I found heavy levels of Candida, a compromised gastro-intestinal system with nothing
being done to correct this. She had already followed complete elimination diets and went completely
vegetarian in the hopes of controlling this to no avail. The following is her testimony.
I have suffered from chronic yeast infections for over 20 years. I have tried everything traditional
medicine has recommended and found only minor reductions in symptoms, but have never stopped the
discharge associated with this.
What I found amazing is that immediately after the first treatment of the Quantum Biofeedback
program, the usual discharge stopped. For me this was truly a breakthrough and when combining this
therapy and the specific nutritional recommendations Mr. Middleton gave me I have remained
symptom free ever since.
Thank you so much, my life has changed because of this and I am so grateful.
Buffalo, U.S.A.

Female: Age 36
Came to see me in the summer of 07. Clinical Diagnoses was depression and anxiety, suffering from
ongoing Migraines, presented with severely disrupted sleep patterns and chronic fatigue. She was taking
3 medications 2 for her depression and anxiety and one for blood pressure. She had exhausted all other
avenues of traditional approaches before seeing me.
My analyses showed severe dysbiosis, low Bowel Flora levels and a compromised GI tract.
Buffalo, NY
I came in to see my practitioner the summer of 2007. I was at probably the lowest point I had ever
experienced in my life. I was suffering from heavy depression and anxiety coupled with constant
migraines, low energy levels and poor sleeping patterns. I told him the first day that I wanted to do a
complete makeover and explained to him how I had been to pretty much every Doctor you could
imagine with no results. I was on several medications just to get through each day which clouded my
perception of life.
After approximately 4 weeks of therapies, nutritional protocols, personal training regimes and effective
relaxation techniques I have been symptom free and under the direction of my Dr. have been able to
eliminate my medications. I have had maybe one headache but not a migraine, I have had no bouts of
depression or anxiety, my energy level is incredible and I feel better than I have in so long that I am not
sure I have ever felt this good.
Male: Age 49
Personal Testimony:
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Approximately 9 years ago I had a severe injury to my left arm and both rotator cuffs. I was showing my
son how to perform a back layout on the gymnastic rings and just as I had achieved the full layout
position my left Bicep completely separated from the ligament attaching it to the radius.
At the same time this occurred, both rotator cuffs folded in and ripped. The Bicep Brachia was surgically
re-attached however there was very little that could be done for the rotator cuffs aside from Physio
which I did myself with great results. The only problem was chronic shoulder pain at night which
interrupted my sleep dramatically as no matter which side I laid on, within 2 minutes I would be
throbbing in pain.
I tried several NSAID’s with little or no relief and had resigned myself to the fact that this is what I could
expect for the rest of my life. Enter my introduction to the SCIO/EPFX. I had bought it with very little
training or understanding of how it worked or what it could fully do, but I understood the fundamental
aspects of its operation.
As my wife and I were working with it we became a little more familiar but still had no real
understanding of its capability or true use of it. One night I had gone to bed and she was working on it
from the living room on me as I slept and for the first time in 5 years, at that point, I had a full nights
sleep with no pain. This was the pivotal point for me and spurred me into getting certified.
Since then my strength and training capabilities have improved dramatically and I still get solid nights of
sound deep sleep without pain. As a practitioner I have witnessed some amazing results from using this
device and wish it would be an accepted medical device for analysis and therapy use.
Mississippi, U.S.A.
Female: Age 34
This patient came to me in Sept. of 2007 presenting with a clinical diagnoses of Depression and Anxiety.
She had been on 4 different medications over the last 6 years, finding only one of them giving her any
relief and even that was not a lot.
She finally went off medications over 2 years ago and has been dealing the best she can with this since
then, losing a lot of work time due to her flare ups. She came to me for help and over 2 months we
cleaned up her diet, I had performed 6 therapies with the EPFX and added specific neuro-transmitter
supplementation and have gotten her to a point of no flare ups for the past 3 months.
Buffalo, NY
In September of last year I came for help with a chronic issue of depression and anxiety. I have
exhausted every option available to me through the usual medical practices and all of the drug protocols
they have put me on.
Although I had some relief from this with medication, I came to the conclusion that I did not want to
continue taking them as the potential side effects would outweigh any good they may be doing me now.
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When starting with the EPFX program I was skeptical and a little scared as I had no idea how this was
going to work, but I prayed extensively for help and left myself in my practitioner’s hands. What I found
truly amazing, to me that is, is that after the very first session I began to feel a greater level of peace and
ease within me. After about the 3rd session I found myself in awe that I had no recurring bouts of anxiety
or depression in over 2 weeks, which for me is a miracle as I would deal with them on a daily basis.
By the time we finished the program over a 2 month time frame I had only one flare up and even it was
minor in comparison to what I have dealt with over the last 10 years with this issue. I have not been in
to see my practitioner for over 3 month’s now and I have had no flare ups and am finally at a point of
once again getting know the real me after hiding for so many years.
I am truly grateful for all of the help my practitioner has given me and to the EPFX program for all the
help and insight into what was occurring inside me so that I could understand how to make subtle
changes for a better, healthier, happier me. Thank you and God Bless.
Williamsville, NY

The pain started over four years ago. I was informed that I have Arthroporosis of the spine and knees. I
got Physiotherapy and pain pills, nothing helped against the pain and blocks in mine spine and knees. I
had two scopes on the right knee.
The doctors told me that in the near future I would need a knee replacement. Between my ribs on the
right side a nerve was blocked and the pain, travelling to the front, was sometimes so bad that I could
not breathe.
Another doctor told me, I had gallstones. So I was send to the University-Hospital for X-Rays. They found
out that it was Arthroporosis (Degeneration of the bones). They told me, they cannot do anything for
me but giving pain blocks. Also at the National Hospital they could not do anything.
They prescribed Radiofrequency-Therapy.(Burning off the nerves). They burnt three of my nerves of the
lower back.
At that time I weighed 124 kg and needed to walk all the time with crutches.
By the end of the last year I was at the Anglican Church introduce to a couple of two Therapists. I was
told that they can help people with conditions like me. They work at “Healthy Habits” with the computer
Program called SCIO.
At their office I got a therapy and the result was that I do need neither crutches nor painkillers. And
meanwhile my weight was going down to 92 kg.
I am not only free of pain, but can do so much more. I can walk and lift my arms higher than my head. I
can run my daily chores and I feel so much younger and more active. My knees are strong again.
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There is a friend of mine, she could only walk with a stick and had a lot of pain. Six weeks ago I drove my
friends there and they worked on her at a friend’s house. Directly after the Session she walked home
pain free and in a good mood, holding the walking stick in both of her hands above her head with a
happy smile on her face. Her walking is still strong, and no pain anymore.

City Unknown

One case was a caucasian woman age 44 who was seeing an M.D. for an addiction to drugs. She went
though his detox program and was expecting to have similar detox responses such as shakes, etc as she
did before, but she has transitioned easily through without anything, and even her doctor commented
on not understanding why she didn't have any detox responses. She had been seeing me 1 time/week
for 3 months at the time. She says, "The healing that I have received has been incredible."

City Unknown

I use the device for myself whenever my sciatic nerve and hip bothers me. This past week was a perfect
example. The pain was going all the way down my leg and ankle. I did the usual therapies for this stress
to my body along with the things that came up as unconscious choices. The next day all the pain was
gone again and I was able to do a full days work around the house plus see 4 clients. It is truly amazing
how effective the EPFX works in releasing pain.

Saskatoon, Sask.

Client #1 Young crippled girl 10 years old. She can stand but not alone. Has no muscle control with hands
or arms, legs or feet. Various muscles have occurrences of uncontrolled twitching. She is currently
being seen at UCLA. Diagnosis unknown.
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Client is hooked to the Quantum biofeedback device, usually with just the head harness. I reduce stress
through various program…biofeedback (reduce stress in nerves and reduce stress in spine). I can
visibly see the difference as she stretches and moves her arms and legs purposefully during treatment. I
also use NLP program and brain balancing program. The girl, who rarely speaks, starts talking when her
brain gets balanced. She once left my office and her mother tells the story that she was actually able to
speak to her father on the phone that night. They were thrilled.

Client#2 – Thirty something white female rushed to the hospital with an apparent overdose or bad drug
combination. She was unconscious and it was unknown how long the female was unconscious. There
was a faint pulse, oxygen was applied. The hospital emergency personnel worked on her for several
hours. The doctor then asked my client to go and get the medical power of attorney documents. He felt
that there was too much damage to the women’s heart and that she would fail by the end of the day.
My client called me and ask if I would do what I can. Since my client had the medical power of attorney,
I consented. I was able to get started within 20 minutes. I had never seen readings so low. I sent her
vitamins, mineral, enzymes and whatever else her body asked for, recalibrating every so often to get
new readings. Within 2 hours she was moving – although she was still unconscious. By sunset, she had
opened her eyes. The next morning she was off the ventilator, was talking and was released that day.

City Unknown

I was 59 when I first heard about and tried biofeedback. My chiropractor was the one to introduce me
to it. I had been diagnosed with arthritis and was on the doctor's waiting list for double knee
replacement. I was in great pain every step I took. I couldn't stand for long. I was afraid to dance, twist
or turn or step a wrong way, every move I did cautiously to avoid further damage or pain to my knees. (I
also had severe heart burn and bleeding hemorrhoids. The heart burn and hemorrhoids were gone after
just two sessions three weeks apart.) My knees started feeling better right away and now, after about
10
months of biofeedback, I am as good as pain free. I even did some dancing a couple months back with
no negative effects during or after. I walk and move effortlessly, forgetting that I had such severe
problems
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with my knees. I am now a certified biofeedback technician myself. I am sold on the success I've
experienced and want to share it with others.

California, U.S.A.

We are spending every summer in Greece and for the past 10 years my son had serious allergic reactions
to the air in our house, probably dust and mold because nobody lives in the house during the winter. He
usually sneezes nonstop and cannot sleep because of breathing difficulties. Twice he had to fly back to
Germany because he felt too sick to stay. He also had a skin fungus on his back with resulted in huge
white patches that never tanned and looked awful.
That summer after his arrival he started again with sneezing and breathing problems but he thought
that he could try out the Biofeedback program on the QXCI, and worked on releasing the stress on his
skin. He also worked with the allergy program and after two days he had no more breathing problems,
which was just amazing. By the end of our holidays he had a beautiful tan on his back and all patches
had disappeared. He actually worked with the device every single day because most of the people in the
village got interested when they saw my son's obvious changes.

Vancouver, Canada

I have owned an EPFX program/device since 2003.

I had a 55 year old woman client come to me in 2005 complaining of fatigue from having had
mononucleosis the previous year. When she came to my office I noticed that she had a wandering left
eye. She did not come to me about that complaint. About midway into the session she suddenly
exclaimed "I can see!". I asked her what she meant. She turned to me and said that her wandering eye
had straightened and she could see normally. I could see that her left eye had moved to the forward
looking position in sync with her right eye. I was not doing anything specifically related to the condition
of her eye.

She explained that when she was 5 years old she had been hit on the left side of the head by a football
thrown by one of her brothers and ever after that her left eye had wandered. She said that with great
effort she could bring it forward but could not hold it there. She said that this event was the first time in
decades that she had seen clearly without the effort of moving her left eye.
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This client came for 2 or 3 more EPFX sessions. She said that her energy had improved each time. She
said and I could see that her left eye still wandered a bit but she said that the condition had improved so
much that she could easily use her left eye anytime she wanted it to focus on the task at hand.

I called her in mid-2007 after having not seen her for more than a year and she said that her energy was
excellent and that her eyesight and wandering eye condition was still vastly improved.

With thanks for the work that you have done to bring this technology to the world.

Las Vegas, Nevada

My wife as taken training with the EPFX device and loves to do therapy for stress. My spine is pinned
together after breaking it many years ago. After a hard day of work, it often swells and causes pain. A
therapy with the EPFX keeps me from experiencing pain and allows me to go to work the next day.
Thank you for having the knowledge to create such a marvelous devise.

City Unknown

During my session with the EPFX my practitioner was able, through this process, to tap into the root of
many of the inner points that I would say blocked the balance in my body. She is able to reach these
points through the positive energy that is sent to these points bringing the body closer into the balance.
I mentioned before we started the session that I had a severe pain on the right side in my sciatica and I
thought I might have to see the chiropractor after seeing her that day. She said there was a great
possibility she would be able to take care of that problem. If I had not gone through it myself I would not
have believed it, but by the end of my appointment that pain was completely gone.

Being a person that carries her stress in her shoulder and neck I am always quite stiff. The release of the
stress that took place in just that one session released so much of the inner stress that I had been
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hanging on too, that by the time I left I felt so relaxed. It has been several days since my session and I am
still enjoying the relief of stress. As I walked out the door that day I felt like someone had washed the
lenses of my eyes. I could not figure out why my vision seemed so clear. Then I realized stress and
anxiety control so many areas of our being, including our eyes.

City Unknown

About 3 1/2 years ago I received a call from a women who asked for an appointment for her new
husband to have a session on the EPFX. Her husband had asthma and had suffered from it for many
years. She and her husband came and he said I was his last hope. He told me that the doctors had given
up on him getting any better and would only get worse. I put him on the EPFX and gave him a session.
He had an immediate responce to the balancing session I gave him on the EPFX.
He came each week for several more sessions and then came every two weeks for a while more.
He no longer took his inhaler or any other medication, which he decided, without my knowledge
He got better and better.
The University Of Montana called me and asked if they could come and film me and the Device, because
the University had started a new alternative medicine class and wanted to use this on a PBS program for
TV. They asked me to bring on some of the people who had experenced the Device.
This man and his wife were such a hit that the crew went to his small ranch and filmed him doing many
things that he had not been able to do for sometime. On the same program I had another man and his
wife. He had had back pain, which many doctors of serveal kinds, could not get him relived of.
I gave him a session and he came out of pain before the session was over. He could not beleive that in
fifteen minutes that the pain was gone.
He kept coming back for several sessions and never did the pain come back.
This University of Montana program aired on PBS TV in the Nortwest of the US.
I had a Lady come to me for sessions who had Multiple Sclorsis, after about three or four sessions, she
went for her MRI scheduled appointment and her doctor ask her what she was doing, because her
lesions had changed their advance.
I had a lady on who was going through chemotherapy for Leukema. She hadn't eaten for a week because
she was so nauseated. after only a few minutes she was not nausated and when we finished she wanted
food. She went through all her chemotherapy without anymore nausae and started gaining weight and
her hair back, she was able to walk and get back her strength.
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There are so many cases where people have come out of pain, that I can't name them all.
I have had people on the device for only 15 minutes and their back pain go compeletly.
One lady at the national Indian health conference in Arizona, cried and told me she had not been out of
pain in many years. I had her on the device for 15 minutes.
I've been doing sessions with my device for over 5 years and there are so many inprovements in
people’s health after being on this device. People begin to take responsiblity for their life and health.
I myself had amazing results with the EPFX. I had MCS and after this Device helping me to detox I was
able to take my life back. This device helps my body to balance frequencies and then my body begins to
bring itself back into homeostasis through detoxing.
I am 68 years old and I wouldn't be without this device.
I know that this device only helps each person to come back to balance and it is up to each person to use
these frequencies to help themselves. We each are our own healer and it dosen't matter what we use,
drugs, herbs, homepathics, EPFX or etc, the bottom line is we must utilitize the frequencies of anyone of
these to help ourselves.

City Unknown

November 1, 2007
I just wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for your assistance in helping me to “rebalance”
myself. During my session, I immediately could feel myself starting to heal from the inside-out. I felt a
great sense of peace and comfort and I felt immediately more calm and able to handle every day
stresses. One of the most beneficial effects from the therapy has been that I am able to rest much better
at night and get a good night’s sleep. Because of this, I have felt much happier than I have in a long time.
Thank you so much! I look forward to much better health and more sessions with you!

Toronto, Canada

September 16, 2007
I am writing to let you know that I feel great! Because of our session, my back isn’t hurting as it usually
does and I am able to sleep better at night too. Also, at least four people have come up to me and asked
if I had work done on my face! I guess the anti-aging program that you used on me really works.
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Thanks again for everything,

Toronto, Canada

During the 4 years that I have been working with the EPFX in a clinical practice, I have seen over 600
clients. I am continually amazed at the results I am getting in reducing the stress and the stressors of my
clients. People will come to me with ailments like diabetes, cancer, digestive disorders, usually after they
have had diagnosis and treatment from their M.D.'s. I support them in restoring balance to their health,
especially after challenging treatments like chemo and radiation.

City Unknown

Client # 1: had several health issues: #1 Restless leg syndrome for over 25 years as well as legs so itchy,
red, and broken out with rashes normally taking place during night hours. After 3 sessions on the EPFX,
balancing the areas of Allergies, Immune Systems, and Nutrition these symptoms completely
disappeared and have not returned. It has been 4months thus far with no restless leg, or dry, scaly,
broken out skin. This man is 85 years old and also has a pace maker.

#2. Same 85 year old with pace maker. When client first arrived he could barely walk up my front steps,
and had to be helped by the arm and steadied to keep him from falling. He was very thin and pale. His
story goes like this: 9 months prior he had gone to the doctor for a fall (he was very healthy and strong,
and an avid horseman) when they discovered he had high blood pressure, he also wanted something for
his restless leg syndrome of 25 years. Doctors put him on medications for the blood pressure and
restless leg. It had an adverse reaction and sent him to the hospital where they discovered they had not
given him the proper medications or dosages and he had suffered a heart attack. They did open heart
surgery. He began recovering so he thought under their care, and then they changed his medication. The
medication wasn't t working so they did heart surgery again and admitted they "messed up" during
surgery and had to put in a pace maker. And again gave another medication. After 3 months he was
back to driving and had driven to the store, got out of his car and simply passed out hitting the
pavement
face first. This completely busted his teeth, jaw and caused hemoraging in the brain. Rushed to the
hospital where they drilled 2 holes in his brain to relieve the pressure. IF this wasn't enough he had to
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endure 1 month of oral and face surgery to repair the jaw and teeth. Doctors had him on 3 different
medications. All of this happened in 9 months and on his 10th month of being sick he came to me and
still had some slight bleeding in the head that had not completely subsided. He had quit all medications
just a week before "cold turkey" and claimed the doctors didn't know what was wrong with him,
couldn't get any medications straight after 9 months, and he felt the medical doctors were going to send
him to his grave the way they were going with their so called treatments. So he decided to just quit
going to the "quacks" and stopped their medication. I did not put the head harness on client, and had
arm and leg straps only. Along with checking the "pace maker switch".

#3. Same 85 year old with pace maker. He had cataracts removed in the past, a few years back. Since his
heart surgery, and injury to the face and brain bleeding, his eyes had become worse. Doctors felt they
should remove the cataracts though small. He was against this because they would just come back
wanted them to prescribe reading glasses for his left eye. They wouldn't do it stating he still won't be
able to see anything, even with the strongest reading glasses. He was diagnosed with macular
degeneration. After 2 sessions with the EPFX, he called excited telling me he could see, it wasn't perfect
but enough to make out anything he looked at !. 2 days later he went to the eye doctor, could see so
well with the left eye that they honored his wishes and gave him plain reading glasses. He was thrilled
because he didn't have to succumb to their surgery wishes in order to obtain glasses.

To date Feb. 19-2008 it has been almost 4 months since his 3 sessions, I have personally seen client on
several occasions on a social basis, and he no longer needs assistance to walk, get in a car, he has gained
30 pounds, is strong "as an ox" he claims, chops wood, shovels snow, has a great appetite, has color in
his face, and wears his glasses and sees fine. And I forgot to mention, his wife told me "all those cancer
spots on his skin have all but just one fallen off". I personally don't remember them ever telling me that
he had these cancer spots, but was glad to hear this condition had taken care of itself as well.

Client # 4: My 15 year old daughter who suffered a concussion after falling off a horse. She suffered
from blurred vision, headache, neck pain. I performed a session within 24 hours and the EPFX showed
intercranial pressure, C1 vertebrae , and a host of other stresses her body attested to. She missed 3 days
of school and for the first 5 days slept constantly. After only 2 sessions she was free of the headache,
blurry vision and was no longer feeling the constant tiredness. Subsequent sessions have been done and
she is improving.

Client # 5: 53 year old man who suffered food poisoning from a hamburger which led to flu like
symptoms. 2 weeks later flu developed into diagnosed bronchitis that lasted for 3 months. This man is a
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mechanic for 37 years and has constantly been exposed to fumes, fuel, solvents, chemicals, etc. But
never had any illness or symptoms of asthma or breathing problems in the past. Asthma runs in his
family though he had never suffered previously with any symptoms of asthma in this 53 years. After 3
months of a bronchitis cough, wheezing and shortness of breath it became so severe he was rushed to
the ER and immediately given steroids and inhalers for diagnosed "adult onset" of asthma related to
allergies from his work environment. He was told to take Advair every 12 hours and Albuterol as needed
after that. The man became dependent on the inhaler throughout the day every time he was exposed to
paint fumes, car exhaust, or any form of toxin during course of work. This went on for over 6 months.
The episodes of not being able to breathe extended to whenever he was around pollens, hays, grasses,
animal hairs, weed spray, etc. and at night while trying to sleep. He could not breath at these
times unless he took Albuterol. It was suggested he follow up with a pulmonary specialist once the
bronchitis cleared. Instead he decided to have an EPFX session. So after one year from this flu turned
into bronchitis, adult onset of asthma diagnosis, he had 3 sessions on the EPFX and after the 3rd session
has not taken an inhaler, nor does he suffer from any form of wheezing, coughing, or not being able to
breathe. He is still currently around all of the same toxins at his mechanic job from fumes to exhaust,
paint, etc. and also has had not one episode of discomfort when stacking hay, or mowing lawns, mowing
weeds, burning smoke from slash piles, etc. It has been 5 months symptom free so far.

City Unknown

My personal experience with the EPFX has been eye opening and awe inspiring, to say the least! This
device found me in April of 2005 and if not for this device, I would not be here! At this point in my life I
had totally given up on doctors, and I say that politely! Eleven years ago, I almost died because of TWO
count them two doctors, at separate times in a three month period, both diagnosed me as being
clinically depressed and needing Prozac? Even though my compliant was sever abdominal pain and
chronic constipation. With in a few weeks of the last diagnose, I ended up in the emergency room and
had major surgery to remove a 15+ inch section of my bowel. This experience caused me to seek
alternative choices.

One personal example would be:
For years of unanswered questions as to my urinary tract infections. My clueless doctor threw every
anti-biotic at me that he could think of and than some! With absolutely no success. Then, I found the
EPFX (what a GOD send). This illness was not just contained to my urinary tract (bladder, kidneys and
urethra) but it also created these life crippling muscle CRAMPS (Charlie Horses) in my back. It took the
EPFX
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approximately 3 minutes to find the stressors and several sessions and life changes (recommended by
the system) to free me of what I thought would be a life long condition. I say this because, my
grandmother(gone now) and my mom (86 years old now) both have suffered from this and being the
guinea pigs to multiple doctors for many many years. My grandmother dead living with this condition,
but now I am at peace knowing that my mother and myself no longer have to suffer!

Example #2

This past summer my mother became disabled with arthritis, she would raise in the morning to spend
the first two hours of here day crying from the extreme pain in her hands. The doctor, bless his stupid
little heart, said the "she would have to learn to live with it and the pain". I step in with the EPFX and
began a regiment of only three session over a period of one month. My mother hands quickly responded
to the sessions not only does she no longer have pain in her hands, but the twisted and distorted finger
and knuckles have return to normal!!! Her doctor never asked what I did, he just said "whatever you are
doing, keep it up. It is working wonderfully".

Example #3

The client had an issue with his throat. In which every morning when he would stretch he would get this
stabbing pain in his throat and taste blood. His doctor said that he had ripe his esophagus and at would
continue to re-open if he continued to stretch. Will being that sometimes stretching is just a reaction, he
continued to tear the wound. One session in the EPFX and he has not ever had this problem again, and
he stretches everyday. That was two years ago!

Example #4
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She is an elderly women in her eighties who began having strokes on a weekly and sometimes daily
basis. Her family and doctor where preparing for the worst! And knew that by their standards, it was just
a matter of time before she would dye. Fortunately for her, one of her daughter refused to except the
doctor prognoses and came to me. In the out come of only two sessions, these strokes have completely
stopped and she has been doing wonderfully for the better part of nine months.

City Unknown

I am a 50+ year old female diagnosed with Lyme in 2003. Since June 2006 using the SCIO I have kept the
stressors of this disease in check and have not had to revert back to using antibiotics to keep this illness
at bay. I love having a healthy, drug free life and find several alternative health means to keep me
healthy, the SCIO biofeedback device being one of these. Without the use of the biofeedback I believe I
would still be going from my bed to the couch and the couch back to the bed. It is instrumental in my
health regime and will continue to be so.

City Unknown

I am a 58-year-old woman who has been treated for chronic daily (cluster) migraines for 23 years and
chronic allergies (environmental) and sinusitis for most of my life. In addition, for the past year, I've
been treated for chronic neck pain as a result of a shoulder surgery I underwent in 1/11/07. In
November
of 2007, I was diagnosed with sleep apnea.

I had been living on a host of medications, prescribed by a neurologist, a sleep disorder specialist (also
an neurologist), an ear, nose and throat specialist, a psychiatrist and a surgeon. In mid-December 2207 I
began having new severe symptoms including loss of sleep and appetite, weight loss, confusion, and
hyper-manic and obsessive-compulsive behaviors. On Jan. 20, 2008 my neurologist advised me to
immediately cease taking the calcium channel-blocker she had prescribed a month before. At the same
time, I made the decision to go off all the medications I was taking, including all pain meds, sleeping
pills, and nasal steroids. This catapulted me into drug withdrawal and a severe state of detoxing.
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On Jan 29 I was treated by a practitioner with the QXCI biofeedback machine. I subsequently had 3 more
treatments. As of today, I am pain-free, exercising regularly and eating normally. I am taking no
medications at all except bio-identical hormones. I am comfortable in my body for the first time in
memory.

City Unknown

I had a person come in for some facial work and instead we worked on her heart. I said I was seeing
some stress involving the EEG/ECG. She told me she had been having heart palpitations for at least 4
years now and had seen a Dr. for it. He told her it was just anxiety. She works for a Chiropractor and he
did some manipulation on her back, it seemed to relieve it originally but it wasn’t happening regularly
then. It continued to get worse, more constant, then daily until she came to see me. After 4 separate
sessions she said the symptoms completely subsided and has not had them since.

City Unknown

I am fairly new as a biofeedback specialist, but I think one of my most interesting and somewhat fun
client was a young women in April 2007 had been throwing up live tranparent worms. The doctor told
her that kind of worm was not found in humans so didn;t really believe her. It had gotten to the point of
her being very sick, not being able to keep anything down. I used Levi;s basic protocol on her and used
the auto zap button for worms I really wasn;t sure if it would really do the trick. The next day she called
me, she was so grateful. She did throw up but the worms were all dead. Has had no problems since. She
has been great advertisement for me.

South Dakota USA

When I first experienced the EPFX/SCIO I was 48 yrs. Old, I had been chronically ill for over 15 years on
disability, unable to work and was living in a quiet mountain community unable to live where my
husband’s work was due to such severe environmental sensitivities due to my health problems. I pretty
much had no life, my days were very simple, the most mundane thing could trigger severe physical
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reactions for me. I was introduced to the device through a practitioner friend of mine. I knew
immediately that this type of therapy would work for me because other energetic therapies
had helped, this device was so comprehensive I knew it would help me. However, I thought it would
take maybe 6 months to a year to get on my feet. However, within 6 weeks of receiving the EPFX/SCIO I
was
traveling to Canada for training. I still did not know if I’d be able to work but my husband was absolutely
impressed that I was well enough after using the device on my own without training the improvements I
had physically. I had not been able to do any traveling to speak of and here I was going on my own, by
myself and doing an intense training on top of it.

I had been misdiagnosed for years, I knew there was something else wrong with me. The original
diagnosis had been Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Viral Infections such as Shingles (herpes zoster,
Epstein barr,CMV to name a few); Chronic TMJ; Osteomyelitis of the Jaw; etc etc. However, I eventually
was diagnosed officially with Chronic Late Stage Lyme Disease. It is commonly known that many people
diagnosed with CFS actually have Lyme Disease. That being said and known I still had great difficulty
getting diagnosed and getting proper medical treatment for my condition. If I had not had the
EPFX/SCIO and had not been able to work on my own health issues with the help of this amazing tool I
can honestly say I would not be alive today.

The doctor that I work with concurs with my assessment. He knew how sick I was and how difficult it
was for me to get the help I needed. Many people with Lyme Disease have similar stories to mine. A long
term illness, lots of misdiagnosis, lots of difficulties with doctors and frustration with the medical
system. If I had depended on doctors only I can truthfully say I would not have made it. In all fairness
Lyme
Disease is a hard infection to figure out, but if William Nelson had not created this device, this tool I
would not be alive and that is no exaggeration.

I work full time now and my health has steadily improved since I began utilizing the EPFX/SCIO as part of
my overall health tool. I have utilized other tools such as Ozone therapy and anti biotic therapy to help
me recover from the vast infections I had as a result of Lyme Disease. I still suffer from chronic neuralgia
and pain but again it is through the EPFX/SCIO biofeedback that I am able to manage my stress related
issues post Lyme Disease. From the day I received this device to this day I continue to get better and
need less and less medication and medical intervention. I am a person who believes in integrative
medicine. Traditional medicine has a place, but if I had depended on traditional medicine alone I would
not have survived. This device (EPFX/SCIO) saved my life! I am currently 54 years old, I have a full time
practice utilizing the EPFX/SCIO as well as Ozone and other energetic therapies like REIKI. I am a miracle
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and I am able to work once again thanks to the EPFX/SCIO. The years of personal experience with
chronic health issues has helped me with my clients, I have a unique perspective and with my training it
has helped others to feel better and hopeful that they too can get their health back on track. The device
was most effective in helping me manage stress symptoms related to infection, pain, emotional stress,
toxins and much more. If I can be of any further assistance please let me know. If there’s more detail
that will help please advise and I’m happy to send it to you. I can’t say enough wonderful things about
this device, this isn’t second hand knowledge, this is personal experience.

Arizona, U.S.A.

Last April I went to AZ to visit a friend that has fibromyalgia. I had wanted to visit her for over a year but
because she was too sick and slept all the time, her husband said she wasn't seeing anyone or living
any kind of normal life. She told me that in March of last year, a friend of a friend had a biofeedback
machine that after only giving her one, four hour treatment, gave her the strength and energy to get out
of bed the next day. For two weeks she had been feeling great and wanted me to finally come and visit
her. I told her to make an appointment for me.

I got hemorrhoids when I had my first child back in 1975 and for 32 years had been struggling with them
with no relief. I had had hemorrhoid surgery in 1995 but they came back even worse. I had 6 invasive
infrared light treatments in 2006. When I went to visit my friend, they were just as bad as ever. I had
one, four hour treatment since I could only stay a few days and live in MN. I took an epsom salt bath
that
night. The next morning I woke up and they were gone! They were gone for about three months but
then came down a little. Well, my husband and I were believers by then and purchased a device in June.
I work on myself every week to two weeks and make sure I zap those hemorroids so I have not suffered
with them since last April.

Oh, and my friend who had no life because of fibromyalgia, she is doing so much better but needs
treatment to help her body heal itself.

Arizona, U.S.A.
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We have been using the EPFX device since May 2007. We initially purchased it to help my husband’s low
back pain. We had amazing results. He had a herniation at L4/L5 and the nerve was compressed. After
our first week of training we came back and worked on him every night for a week, then every other
night for a week and finally every three nights for a week. By the end of the second week he was already
getting relief from his symptoms. After the third week we went to weekly sessions for awhile and he was
99 percent pain free for the first time in a year and a half.

I used it on a friend who has many metal fillings in her mouth. She felt instant relief from her constant
tooth pain as soon as I started working the dental program. And she did not know that that is what I was
doing at the time. I had similar results with tooth pain I was having and my husband worked on me. The
next day I didn't have the pain!

I use the EPFX to help my other out with her arthritis pain. She has problems with her knees and
thumbs. The first time I worked on her the relief lasted for a week. the second time it lasted for 2 weeks
and the third time it lasted for a month. Now we hook her up about every 3 months unless she has
aggravated it. More impressive is how her attitude changes. She tends to be a very negative person, but
always becomes more positive following a session.

Another client had constant digestive upset aand was diagnosed with colitis. One session and she has
not had any further stomach problems.

I worked on a person who suffered terribly from allergies and was taking more benadryl, etc a day than
she should have. After the first session she took only 1 benadryl the entire week. After the second
session she did not have to take any medication and has not had a problem since.

City Unknown

Old Football injuries gone after first session I have been plagued with a football knee injury my entire life
and, at the age of 51. I've developed a little hip pain. The funny thing is that when I went to my first
treatment, I filled out his patient history and never mentioned either. The problem I did report was
fatigue which, I assumed, was stress related. During the "body scan" potion of my bio-feedback
treatment....... both my hip and my knee were designated as locations of probable pain. I was
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astounded! In addition, the scan produced many abnormalities and deficiencies, many which accounted
for my fatigue, and the machine noted at least a couple of problems that I wasn't even aware of. I was
then treated by the same machine while relaxing on the table. After the bio-feedback treatment and
some additional massage therapy, I left the clinic devoid of pain! I mean to tell you that my knee and my
hip did not hurt! My fatigue remained at bay for weeks as well. During follow-up visits I was introduced
to the electro-acupuncture procedure and found that to be most beneficial as well. I find that I have to
return to treatments once a month to remain pain free, in great spirits and full of energy.......and that's
just fine with me!

EPFX for ASTHMA, Back Problems
In early September I received my first assessment and treatment. Without any prior disclosure, the QX
SCIO identified several areas that I knew to be problematic and then treated those problems. I received
considerable improvement in many areas, but I was amazed how my asthma improved. I have suffered
many years with condition and the improvement was amazing.
In late January, I hurt my back at the gym. With two treatments, I improved from a pain level of 9 to a 4
with the first treatment. It went from a 4 to a 1 with the second treatment. I am a believer and am most
interested in purchasing one for each of my daughters, one who has suffered from Type I diabetes since
age 10 (She is now 25), and the other who was born with a profound speech disorder. I recommend it to
anyone who has tried traditional medical treatments without positive results.

Springfield, U.S.A.

Cervical Cancer Survivor Pain Freeze
I am a 53-year-old female, diagnosed with HPV cervical, vulva and vaginal cancer stage II-III, and large
non-cancerous uterine fibroid tumors. Medical procedures were performed: a Leep, Laproscopy, D+C,
and a Cone. After all the procedures, I was told I needed a complete hysterectomy, and probably
radiation. I instead choose an alternative route, taking supplements and an alternative treatment center
out west. It was very costly and I ran out of funds. I continued the supplements and became a patient of
Fred Eagles, who uses Quantum Biofeedback, as well as a form of Reiki. Fred’s hands-on healing almost
instantly relieves pain, which is awesome in and of itself, but the combination of the hands-on Reiki and
the most unique biofeedback machine I’ve ever used is felt deep in the body and the treatment usually
holds for 4 days to a week. Every session I’ve had has left me feeling much better than before the
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session. Increased energy, pain reduced or gone, mental clarity, and in my case, gradual but constant
decrease of symptoms. I have no pain at all now, and most symptoms are gone, and many unrelated
conditions are being treated with this holistic system; digestion, headaches, back problems, joint
problems, bone issues, adrenals, lungs, blood sugar, and a very unusual bonus- my hair. My hair had
always been stick straight and limp-no body. After my second treatment, I had gone to my hair stylist for
a hair cut. (She has done my hair for ten years) She informed me that my roots were growing in wavy/
with curl. She questioned what I had done? Nothing different. The only answer was the biofeedback.
And it continues to grow out wavy/ with curl. I can only say I feel good, and each treatment I feel better!
I cannot thank Fred Eagles enough for all the help he’s provided, and his introduction to the Quantum
Biofeedback merits praise-just short of a miracle…or maybe it is a miracle!!!!

City Unknown

1. My son broke his metacarpal in the right hand just 2 days after he made the basketball team and was
one disgusted child- we casted it and i ran him on the device at least once a week for three weeks and
he was able to play ball without the support of the cast in three weeks pain free and with normal
strength and has not had a bit of trouble out of it. That is probably 2-3 weeks ahead of time as it
normally would take 6 weeks to 80% strength on a fracture- even one that was not displaced 2.I have a
friend who had been vomiting for 5 days and could not keep anything solid down and very little liquids
and had her eating and drinking and able to assume her normal duties ( with decent energy level)after a
good night’s sleep the next day after running her that night.
3.Another friend was determined she was going to be worked on even at the beginning before I had
trained and said we could learn together. She has had some serious allergies, food intolerance and
depression and a attitude on life that the glass generally was half empty - she is now stable after 8
weeks and has a new lease on life - has gotten her diet under control is eating things she couldn't
tolerate before and has a new attitude that anything is possible and is training for a new job. Her whole
family is now taking turns coming once a week. Her son had evidenced some extreme mood swings and
after being seen a couple of times has decided to settle down and stick around and see what it is he
can do in this life.
4.Another gentleman had gone into cardiac shock, died, been brought back, had DM, cardiomegaly,and
pan hypopituitarism and was staying fluid shifted short of breath and could not finish his schooling at
age 48. He is now going back to school a half day a week for his practicums and is going to finish.
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Within 18 hrs of receiving my first session from the EPFX my severe toothache was gone and did not
return. I waited 3 weeks to visit the dentist and was pain free the entire time. My spouse awoke the
morning after her first session refreshed and invigorated. She was like a different person and noticed
that her thoughts were extremely clear and organized throughout the entire day. In addition to deep
relaxation and stress reduction I have seen rapid results with my clients releasing their addictions to a
variety of substances. Also, many clients have reported pain relief, including areas of their body that I
wasn't specifically working on.

City Unknown

I was a client having EPFX Biofeedback sessions for a few months when I realized how extremely
effective it was, not just for reducing my stress, but for correcting imbalances which allowed me to
become more healthy. I purchased the EPFX/SCIO in March of 2006 (almost 2 years). Since that time I
have worked on myself diligently and have achieved a high degree of good health with the assistance of
this biofeedback technology. I no longer fear not having insurance. I am more in control of my own wellbeing, both emotionally and physically. I was formerly on 3 different medications - one OTC (for
insomnia) and 2 prescription pharmaceuticals (for anxiety and depression). I am now sleeping well,
putting that money toward my daughter's education (she is becoming a nurse) and the best side-effect
of all; banishing toxicity from my body.

City Unknown

I had been diagnosed with a severe bladder infection and told to take antibiotic for 2 weeks then come
back and do a second round of antibiotics to make sure that the infection was gone. I called a fellow
practitioner to please do a session for me for the bladder infection. She did the session and I felt better.
She did a session for me every 3 days for 2 weeks, 4 in total. I went back to my doctor and she said that
the infection was gone and said that she would make sure to give me the same antibiotic in the future
because it worked so well. I told her that I did not take the antibiotic, that I had a biofeedback
practitioner do sessions for me, on her EPFX/SCIO biofeedback device, to get rid of the infection, as I
don’t want to take medicine unless I really have no other alternative. She said, well great, as long as it
worked.

City Unknown
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After fracturing the head of my right radius, before and after surgery I used the bone fracture protocol.
The surgeon prepared me for a 40-60% usage of "normal" when physical therapy and healing were
done. Except for the scar at my elbow, there is no indication that I ever had a problem; my range of
motion and strength is equal to the other arm and there are no aches or pains associated with this
event.
I credit the EFPX with this remarkable recovery.

City Unknown

I am a very sensitive person and I seem to have adverse reactions to most allopathic therapies. And as a
result my doctor has ask me to find another doctor. I Have been diagnosed with class 3 occultion TMJ
and Bruckisum with all the classic deterioration associated. I also have Scoliosis of the spine and have
been asked by my doctor to come in to see her once a month to avoid the associated pain. I have been
renting an EPFX intermittently for about a year from a doctor. I use it to balance my energy and it does
this very well . Although teeth could be a major health issue I believe the EPFX has helped me avoid
dental illness. As well by carefully following the proper use of the EPFX I have avoided much back pain
and very likely needless operations.

California, U.S.A.

I have personally felt a positive shift in consciousness since buying the device. The shift in awareness is
subtle however. There are chronic circumstances in my case. #1. Diagnosed with a mental illness
and on disability insurance income. #2. Dental complication includes 9 Gold crowns and 8 mercury
amalgams. The gold Crowns have mercury in them to. #3. Herniated Disk surgery twice.

The three complications are tied together I am thinking.

If not for the device I would never had decided to go to the dentist. I noticed a shift in energy as soon as
he removed the first of the eight amalgams. To date there are six amalgams left plus the Crowns. I plan
to go the distance and heal myself since our society doesn’t provide help for people like me.
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It was that persistent flashing on the demographics screen that forced me to take a look at this Dental
situation. It could turn out to be life changing.

I use the NLP and spinal sarcode program all the time. It helps my Mental situation and back.

City Unknown

After the birth of my first child (delivered by c-section), I never really recovered in the sense of energy
levels. At first, I attributed the fatigue to dealing with a newborn. However, the older he got the more
tired I became. I just accepted that I was a worn out Mom. After the birth of my second child (also
delivered by c-section), the worn out feeling turned to exhaustion. I made many trips to the
doctors/specialists complaining of the incredible fatigue and according to their tests there was nothing
wrong with me. This went on for about a decade in total – going from bad to worse. It took everything I
had to feed my children breakfast, make their lunches, get them dressed and ready for school. Thank
God the bus picked them up because I simply did not have the energy to drive them. After they would
leave for school I would have to rest in order to build up my energy reserves to clean up the kitchen and
perhaps do a load of wash. I would max out somewhere about 2 or 3 domestic tasks and then have to
rest again. I started to question my sanity as did my husband. If there was nothing wrong with me I
would ask, why do I feel so bad. My thought process and memory began to suffer, every day was an
ordeal. There was simply no joy in living.

Shopping for groceries was no longer something I would endeavour to do on my own as I needed the
children to load the shopping cart and unload the shopping cart into the car. They also had to bring the
groceries into the house and put them away for me - it was that bad. At several points I considered
suicide, as at that time I could see no way out of the darkness. I will never forget the time that I almost
got us all killed as I simply did not have the energy to steer the car into making a left turn in a timely
fashion. My car was a standard drive, making it more difficult for me in a weakened state to turn the
wheel. After that near accident, my husband started to seek out holistic alternatives as the medical
establishment kept saying there was nothing wrong. One of those alternatives involved a man running a
Quantum biofeedback device. We went to see him. Prior to the appointment, it took everything I had to
get dressed and put on my panty hose. I had hardly strength left in my arms to pull on the panty hose.
After getting dressed, I said to my husband that I was too tired to keep the appointment. He insisted
that I should go and that I could sleep the 45 minutes across town – and I did just that. After I was
hooked up to the device and the test was run, the Quantum practitioner told me that I was absolutely
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exhausted. According to his biofeedback device, my body’s ability to assimilate nutrients was virtually
non-existent. We proceeded to dialogue further.

In addition to the candida situation that was inhibiting my ability to absorb nutrients, it was also
mentioned that my digestion due to lack of enzymatic function was severely compromised. My body
was simply beginning the process of wasting away. I asked the practitioner if you are right, are you able
to help me? He replied that he encourages the body to do its own healing, however the body must be
given certain tools. I began a process of homeopathics, herbals, digestive support and candida cleansing.
Please bear in mind that I had been a prisoner in my own home for close to a decade and my world had
been steadily shrinking. Within one month of being on this multi-faceted program, I was strong enough
to take a part time job. When I made the journey back into the work force, my husband commented
many times “ I can’t believe what I am seeing. All of these changes in less than a month.” My response
was “You can’t believe it? Try being me! I have lost a decade of my life for what!”

At the time I had my Quantum biofeedback device appointment it was August 15 years ago and at the
rate of my decline I knew that I was not going to make it to Christmas of that year unless something
changed. I would not see my children at Christmas - I cried many tears over that. Since then, my first
husband has passed away from an unexpected heart attack. Had it not been for his loving concern and
seeking out holistic alternatives and the biofeedback device, my children would be orphans as both of us
would have passed away.

I am now happily remarried to my second husband (very healthy too, I might add). My children are
stable and enjoying their blended family. This would not have happened without the Quantum
biofeedback device.

Thank you Professor Nelson. You have helped to save 3 lives. I do not have enough words to thank you.

Alberta, Canada

I am more alert, feels much less stressed out and also begin to recognize my stress as soon as it starts to
build up. I begin to be aware of my emotions and most of all, I learn to be more prayerful as I recognize
the negative energy around me like feeling depressed for no apparent reason. My skin (face)seem to be
be more sun tanned(someone points that out to me) and healthy looking..In other word, I seem to look
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younger. I remember that my nephew was having headache one afternoon and yet he had to go to
work. I did the scio 'zapping' for him and when he returned later that evening, he told me that his
headache had diminished almost to 1.5 from the count of 7. I found out also that his lessening of his
headache concided with my 'zapping' him.

City Unknown

74 years old male, diagnosed as having restless leg and pain on the left leg for the past 25-30 years, was
taking 4 prescribed strong pain killer a day, after 8 visits to my office started reducing the medications
and after 6 months he was not needing any medications at all, visiting my office once a week for the last
2 years, he feels his stress has reduced and stress related leg pain is reduced as well. He continues
the balancing and body healing once a week.

57 years old male, quit smoking after 15 biofeedback and balancing visits. Overcame the stress which
was making him smoke. He was smoker since his teen years and stopped smoking completely for the
last
1 year. Visits my office for balancing and stress reduction sessions once every 2 weeks.

37 year old female, suffering from obesity, lost 40 Kg in 8 months. She was coming to my office once a
week for 8 months for balancing and biofeedback and stress related with obesity.

34 year old male suffering from stress, overcame the stress by coming to the biofeedback sessions to
overcome the stress related problems. His body was balanced and tuned in 8 weeks.

60 year old female, suffering from back pain, is visiting my office for biofeedback and balancing for the
past 8 months; she is in less pain and feels her body is balanced.

City Unknown
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Client had numerous surgeries over the last 3 years - Arthroscopy and then a right Knee replacement,
Prostrate surgery, Bypass surgery, Hip surgery followed by a replacement, Then the left knee
replacement, cataract removal in the right eye, surgery on his right shoulder.

Client was introduced to the device in January 2007. After his first session on the device he was able to
stand and walk without the crutch he was using when he came in for the session. The client improved
and has since been on the device for pain management, stress managment, high blood pressure. The
clinet has had an issue with his hormone levels and gets very low and depressed. Prior to being
introduced to the Scio he use to take Hormone injections, but we have been able to keep his hormones
balanced with the SCIO.

Client had a problem with vertigo to the point that she could not stand up and wanted to throw up.
After her first session on the device she was able to move around and even went out for lunch.

Client had a sore throat and a bad sinus attack, and had lost her voice. After one session the sinus
cleared, the throat was still a bit sore but she had her voice back.

City Unknown, Dubai

I have a young client who had school phobia when she first came to me. She could not ride the bus to
school without crying and becoming very frightened. She worked with the teacher and the counselor in
her school but she was getting to the place, she couldn’t even go to school. Within 2 sessions, she was
back at school with the teachers and counselors totally amazed. She wrote me a note thanking me
for helping her to enjoy school again. By dealing with her stress, she is excited and back to her exuberant
self.

North Carolina

I have a client who is also a good friend. She called to say her husband was home on the couch sick with
fever, chills, vomiting and felt terrible. He is 53 and very active. He does not have any big health issues
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except he takes a cholesterol lowering medication. I've tried in the past to explain to him what the EPFX
does but he always gave me a look like "that's very nice". So I went to their house and since he was
feeling so bad he pretty much was at my mercy. I hooked him up and he slept. His stress was influenza
so I did that protocol. Went away and when I heard from him the next day he said I don't know what you
did to me but I feel fine! He went back to work after being sick for one day. His wife wanted to know
why she did not have those quick results and I tried to explain that she has lots more issues than he does
and it just takes time.

City Unknown

TESTIMONIAL 1

AGE: 33
GENDER: FEMALES
DIAGNOSIS: ALLERGY FOR A LOT OF SUBSTANCES, EMOTIONAL CRISIS, PMS, FATIGUE

AFTER A TEST WITH THE SCIO AND AN ALLERGY TEST I FOUND A MEXICAN PLAN THAT WAS CAUSING
SOME OF HER ALLERGIES. I ASK HER TO FIND THIS PLANT FIRST IN INTERNET AND THEN IN HER HOUSE.
THE PLANT WAS IN HER KITCHEN, THEN SHE MOVED THIS PLANT TO ANOTHER PLACE IN HER GARDEN
AND THE PRINCIPAL ALLERGY STOPS INMEDIATLY. ALSO, WITH FOUR SESSIONS WITH THE
SCIO SHE EXPERIENCED A RELAX STATE, BETTER FEELINGS, EMOTIONS, AN ESPIRITUAL BALANCE AND
JOY.

TESTIMONIAL 2

AGE 48
GENDER MALE
DIAGNOSIS CRONIC CONSTIPATION, FATIGUE, INSOMIA
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IT TOOKS THREE SESSIONS TO STABILIZE HIS INTESTINAL ISSUE, I MADE THE RECOMMENDATIONS GIVEN
BY THE SYSTEM ABOUT GOOD FOODS, DIGESTION, NUTRITION, WATER AND EXERCISE. NOW HE FEELS
VERY WELL, BECOUSE THE TREATMENT INCLUDING ALSO THE EMOTIONAL BALANCE AND CHAKRAS
BALANCE.

TESTIMONIAL 3

AGE 49
GENDER MALE
DIAGNOSIS: MACULAR DEGENERATION, DEPRESSION, OBESITY

I STARTED THE TREATMENT WITH AN OVERALL TEST AND BALANCE, OPENING THE CHANNELS TO DETOX
AND ALWAYS INCLUDING THERAPY FOR HIS EYES. THEN I PROCEED TO BALANCE HIS METABOLISM,
TREAT THE ADDICTIVE ATTITUD TO FOOD, HIS COMPULSIVE ATTITUDE ALSO, AND HELPING HIM TO
REDUCE THE ADIPOSE TISSUE IN HIS BODY. AFTER 6 SESSIONS HE LOOSE 15 POUNDS, HE STARTED AN
EXERCISE PROGRAM, HIS VISION IS A LITTLE MORE CLEAR, NOW HE CAN READ BIG LETTERS WITHUT ANY
OPTICAL DEVICE AND HE FEELS MORE STABLE AND WITH ENERGY.

City Unknown, United Kingdom

I purchased the EPFX/Scio device five months ago. I had many hormone issues, and after visiting the
gynecologist I thought I was going to have to undergo many tests and possibly a hysterectomy. Five
months later all of my symptoms have disappeared.
City unknown

I had another man who fell off a roof and landed on his two feet. He broke his ankles and legs and was in
casts for several months. He was still having trouble with one ankle so he had surgery and they put a pin
in it which does not allow him to completely bend his ankle. He was in severe pain. He was about 15'
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into my working on him and told me the pain was completely gone. He came in on crutches and walked
out on his cast. The pain never came back. I still work on him to build the bones and also work on his
emotions since he lost his wife New Year's Eve from radiation burn. He says he always looks forward to
coming to my office because the EPFX makes him feel so good.

I have many others that include food poisoning, headaches, digestive problems, heart and a lot of
emotional imbalances. I use it on myself 3 or 4 times a week and feel great. I am 75 and look forward to
helping as many as I can for as long as I can.

City unknown

My son-in-law suffered a heart attack in September of 2007. He was rushed to the hospital and within 3
hours he had another one. Meanwhile I am working on him on the QXCI, working on both the heart and
anxiety, by 5:00 p.m. he had settled down and the Doctor was quite amazed how well he was coming
out of it. But he wanted to keep him in the hospital until morning. In the morning, the Doctor rechecked
him and said, “If I hadn’t seen this for myself, I would never believe it. The enzyme that shows there has
been a heart attack is no longer there…it is like he never had a heart attack.” They sent him home. We
continue to give him treatments to help prevent any future problems.

I was in a car accident 25 years ago, because of no insurance, I was treated as a second-class citizen. I
was sent home from the hospital with an infection in the femur that had been broken in two places. The
doctor that I was referred to in Spokane, WA (where I lived) did not catch the infection and thought the
“white” stuff surrounding the bone was a sign of healing. I probably do not need to tell you the bone
died, I have had 8 surgeries replacing the rod that holds the femur together because the bone kept
getting smaller and smaller. Because of the pain I lived with, unable to walk except short distances (like
from the bed to bathroom) I took pain pills. This led up to taking Oxycotin which I became addicted.
After a year, I was unable to care for myself, so sick all I could think about was death. The doctors would
not recognize that I was addicted in fear of a law suit. The children moved me to Meridian, Idaho, and I
was cared for day and night. A friend, who had been addicted on the same drug, recognized my
problem.
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My daughter called Aaron who had sold us the QXCI machine and asked what could be done for me.
With the help of the QXCI machine, I could control the pain and through the help of 3-day treatment at a
drug hospital, the GNLD supplements, and above all, God, I have not only been off the drugs for 3 ˝
years, but also do not even desire the drug. The QXCI treats my hips, legs and entire body so that I am
now able to live on my own. It is hard to even say thank you for this wonderful machine.

City Unknown, U.S.A.

1) 99 year old famous watercolor artist needed to be around for his 100th birthday celebration/art
show. Prior to working on him, I asked my prayer helpers (on the machine) to take over and I humbly
proceeded with the treatment. After many days of being in bed (and having Hospice come in) the day
after the treatment, he attended his 100th birthday celebration and stayed for 4 1/2 hours, painting
one-half of a picture which was auctioned off at said celebration. (for $7000 ~ with the understanding
that he would take it home and finish it.)

They wanted one more treatment for him so that he could make another event on February 10th. I
complied (with some reservations on my part) and he also made that. I did, however, decline any further
treatments for a number of reasons, those mostly being inbred teachings, my own intuitions, and the
fact that it was just out of my comfort zone.

2) 62 year old man with a history of emotional and physical abuse in his youth. Couldn't remember the
last time he was happy. He was so sweet and kind during the session, one could not help but feel a
mothering instinct towards him. When I spoke with him a few days later (I like to call and check on my
people after I have a session with them) his voice was so excited/elated. He was taking the day off to
spend with his daughter and he said, " I feel so happy! This is so incredible!" and he wanted to come
back before it wore off.

City Unknown

Tennessee, female, age 48, Registered Nurse on disability because of Glaucoma. She could not function
her duties any longer. After three (3) sessions on the EPFX working Eye Sarcodes, Biofeedback
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and Test matrix, she has been re-diagnosed as Glaucoma-free and is now fully functional in the
workplace.

Maine, age 70, male, retired computer specialist. Suffered severe pain for many years and endured
several surgeries for Kidney Stones. After a series of seven (7) sessions on the EPFX working on
Kidneys, Inflammation, Stones, Pain in Bodyviewer, Biofeedback and Test matrix, his stones have ceased
to be an issue.

Georgia, age 70, female, Psychologist. Diagnosed with Breast Cancer. She did undergo chemotherapy
and radiation sessions with her physician. However, by working on her with the EPFX for Cancer,
Emotions, Nutrition and coaching her regarding her lifestyle choices, she was the ONLY patient out of
the 9 whom she went into the chemo and radiation sessions with each time, DID NOT lose any hair, have
nausea or experience fatigue!! She is Cancer free.

Georgia, age 52, male, Operational Manager for Airport concessions. Diagnosed with High Blood
Pressure and Type 2 Diabetes. After a series of twelve (12) sessions with the EPFX, he is off ALL 4
medications for each condition, his blood pressure is normal, his sugar numbers are within normal
range.

Tennessee, age 58, male, Behaviorist trainer. Diagnosed 5 years ago with Type 2 Diabetes. His sugar
numbers were in the 400s, blurred vision, chronic fatigue in the afternoon, muscles were beginning
to atrophy. After a series of twelve (12) sessions with the EPFX working on Diabetes, Pancreas, DNA,
Nutrition and Emotions, his sugar numbers are within normal range, he no longer experiences blurred
vision, his energy has completely returned.

And, my most touching:
North Carolina, age 24, male, Financial Analyst. Suffered severe Brain Damage from a head-on collison
with a large dump truck. He was unconscious for 2 days with the hospital and physicians telling his
family that he probably would not regain consciousness, and, if he did, he certainly would be a vegetable
for the remainder of his life based on the severity of his head injuries. His family contacted me when the
physicians suggested they make funeral plans. I worked on Christopher for 11 straight hours with the
EPFX concentrating on first reducing the INFLAMMATION within his brain and then having him guide me
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(unconscious reality) in his unconscious state as to where I would work next ie Trauma, Shock to Brain
(medulla, cerebellum, etc.), Cerebral Spinal Fluid, Nerval Stim, Brain Stim, NLP Brain Scan, Biofeedback
for Brain Tune, EEG, ECG. I was able to tell his mother within the hour when he would regain
consciousness AND he did!! Now, after approximately 20 EPFX sessions and physical therapy he has
returned full time to his job using his BRAIN!!!

U.S.A.

My daughter was having health concerns. She was diagnosed with overactive thyroid at age 8. She was
on the highest doses of thyroid pills and then they had to put her on blood pressure pills because she
kept fainting.. At the same time she developed tourettes and asthma. Her conditions was getting worse
and they decided they needed to cut her thyroid out as the risks were greater keeping it in than taking it
out. We had a month to play with until they would pursue this further. In that month we went to a
naturopath in Calgary who did a type of biofeedback but not the same as the epfx.
With this they found out she had 6 amalgams in her mouth and her body was being poisoned.
So the next day we immediately went to a holistic dentist they took out all of her amalgams. Because
her adult teeth were in place they were able to do this.
When we returned home we had heard about a practitioner that did biofeedback that was closer to us.
So we started taking her to this practitioner. Shortly after her teeth was removed her symptoms started
to diminish. Her thyroid medications was reduced by half the blood pressure pills were cut out
ltogether.

I also noticed that her Tourettes the tics that she experienced wasn't as severe.
At this point I decided I needed to have an epfx for the health of my family. Today no one realizes my
daughter even has tourettes unless I tell them even the teacher at school says she notices very little.
My daughter has a session every 2 weeks and will often come to me and ask to be put on the machine.

City Unknown
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My husband has had trouble with depression for years and has been on medication for 8 years but in
recent years it has been burning his digestion when her started having sessions with the biofeedback he
was able to go completely off of his medications, feels much better emotionally and is able to deal a lot
better with what life throws at him. With the help of supplements and regular sessions about every 2
weeks he is able to deal with his depression.

City Unknown

My mother has had angina and heart trouble for a few years also, 2 years ago she was in and out of the
hospital with pain and irregular heart beat , but nothing would show up on the heart monitor. This was
very frustrating and made her anxiety even worse because she felt maybe it was in her head..
When she started having the biofeedback session the chest pain came to be fewer and fewer times in
the last year she has not been in the hospital once for angina or heart problems.

One man ending up in the hospital with severe edema and his kidneys were shutting down. He was
getting quite severe, so much so they called the family in because his kidneys had not worked for 3 days.
They immediately sent him to a bigger center for dialysis . He was a week in the hospital with dialysis
every day , they were preparing him for regular dialysis 3 times a week which meant he would have to
drive 4 hours a day to get this. When he first went in to the city I asked if he would like me to do
biofeedback on him since he already was a client. He agreed. So every day I did biofeedback working
with his kidneys and balancing the stress in the body. By the time he was to come home out of the
hospital his kidneys had started working, when he got his blood test done . The doctors had told him his
kidneys were working better than they have ever worked in years.

One lady who was a nurse had injury to her back and had many operations. She was interested in a
session with the biofeedback. Emotionally she was very distraught. When I first worked on her she
told me you won't be able to crack me. She had her guard up. I had 3 sessions with her over 3 weeks.
Later she told me how dramatic these sessions were for her. Because at that time she felt like life wasn’t
worth living any longer. After working with her she couldn’t believe the difference, and felt she was
finally able to cope with life again.
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I am presently working with a young adult, who for years has been on many medications for attentions
problems etc. His family was so worried because his mobility was getting worse and worse, and also his
thought patterns, emotionals. He hasn’t been able to get or keep a job. But with persistence from the
parents they gave him an MRI and found a brain tumor on the brain stem. they feel this tumor has been
there since he was 4 or 5 , but they can’t operate on, because of the positions. They were able to drill a
hole in his head to relieve the pressure and try to drain some of the fluid For 2 months I have been
working biofeedback on him weekly, his parents have been reporting, his mobility is much better , his
head and face is actually starting to change shape, He has way more enthusiasm, Even in his speech is
much better. He went for another MRI the other day so we are waiting to hear if the tumor has shrunk
or
what shape it is in.

City Unknown

My right sinus that was always clogged is mostly clear. My right knee and ankle that hurt for years I
hardly notice. I'm hitting the golf ball further after every session and I was a long hitter to begin with!
I'm sleeping better.

“Since other therapies were not working, I tried out the EPFX. I am amazed about what the device
picked up regarding my body’s needs. It not only detected but cleared the ringing in my ears. It reduced
my fibromyalgia stiffness and aching. Most importantly, it greatly reduced my SCIATIC NERVE pain!”
Around 50 years of age, female, relief after about 4 sessions. Pain return following year and relief after
another 4 sessions.
“I suffer from osteoarthritis and a severely deformed thumb joint. Since my initial session I am now pain
free in that joint and can grasp things and wring cloths out like “normal” people.” 64 years of age,
female, relief after initial session on Nov 19/07 and symptoms not returned as of Feb 19/08.
Age 39, female, goiter/hypothyroid/mucous swelling in throat. Mucous and swelling and lump
disappeared after initial session on Nov 19/07 and still good as of Feb 19/08.
Age 50, male, Sciatica. Pain reduced after initial session on April 10/07 and gone after second session on
April 17/07. He was also doing Chiropractic adjustments in conjunction.
Age 68, male, Lichen Planus, Back Pain, Sleep Apnea. Client since Feb 2/06 with frequent sessions in
beginning and now monthly for past year. Skin is “ebbs and flows” but seems to be improving as
reported on Jan 3/08. He claims his back is much better. He claims he can feel is toes again and feels
warmth in them again. He claimed on Jan 31/08 that his feet never get cold anymore, that he feels 4
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inches higher when skiing, and that he can feel muscles in his hip again. On Nov 16/07 he claimed that
his lower back is the best it has ever been in 45 years. He claims that his sinuses have improved as well.
He thinks his sleep apnea might be improving as well.
Age 62, female, pain down front of leg and eyes water. Pain relief down front of leg immediately after
each session and lasts from 1-3 months. Watering eyes stop immediately and lasts for about 1-3
months. Client since 2005. Working on these issues since May 25/06 every month or two. She has
arthritic fingers and claims that they feel better after each session too.
Age 35, female, autism. Initial was Oct 31/06. After this session she slept well, was more relaxed,
content, quiet. She was very calm during the session and just relaxed. She rocked back and forth a bit
and rubbed her hands gently during the session. The guardian was quite amazed at how relaxed she was
and how she was able to sit there for 1.5 hours without putting up a fuss. She had further sessions on
Nov 9/06, Nov 16/06 and Nov 29/06. The guardian noticed that she was starting to go the bathroom on
her own and change her clothes on her own.
Age 38, male, stressed, smoking addiction, anxiety. Initial was May 16/06, where he noticed reduced
anxiety and stress afterwards. After his second session on May 23/06 he noticed his smoking addiction
had been reduced. He returned on March 13/07 to assist with “house moving” stress and anxiety and
noticed that he could rationalize and think in a more clear manner without anxiety and fear and stress.
Age 74, female, leg pain. Had four weekly sessions starting March 20/06 and noticed leg pain improved,
gut not totally gone. Did other sessions afterwards periodically with ups and downs in health.
Age 46, female, arthritis. Had weekly sessions starting March 9/06 until April 24/06, then every other
week until July 4/06. She has reported that her fingers are better and pain is less after the first 4
sessions.
”After suffering for a few months of pain, my right elbow is now pain free in care of two sessions at
Healthy Waves.” Age 50-60, female, reported the above after sessions on Oct 3/05 and Oct 12/05.
Age 49, female, smoking and sweet addiction, headaches, tennis elbow. Sweet addiction reduced after
initial session on Feb 8/06. Smoking addiction reduced after initial session as well. She reported feeling
sick when she went too smoke.
Age 60, female, asthma and allergies and headaches. After initial session Dec 20/07 she was breathing
deeper, getting more sleep, dizzy/nausea and weepy following session, and yoghurt not settling either.
She was waking up in mornings without headaches, but they came back during the day. After second
session on Dec 24/07 she noticed she was able to take bigger breaths, but still got some headaches. She
also noticed floaters the following day and disappeared within the following week. She still wasn’t
getting her usual AM headaches.
Age 31, female, high blood pressure and stroke in 2000, fatigue, head/back/body pain. She had initial
session Apr 14/06, and further sessions Apr 21/06, May 6/06. After the first two sessions she noticed
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lower blood pressure. She reported feeling no pain and increased energy for 1.5 weeks after each
session.
Age 46, male, digestive issues, tight neck, lack of concentration/ focus/ forgetful. After initial session on
Nov 28/06 he reported on Dec 4/06 that he no longer had digestion issues, neck felt better, but
tightness returning, and that his concentration was good until Dec 3/06 when he noticed that he was
struggling to read again. Didn’t hear back to see how he is now doing.
Age 43, female, loosing vision in right eye with facial paralysis, diabetes, shoulder and hip pain, anxiety
with winter driving from accident. Initial appointment was Oct 23/06. On Oct 30/06, during her second
appointment, she reported that she was calmer, craving less, sleeping better, hip and shoulder were a
bit better, and arm was better. She had another appointment Nov 7/06 and reported that for 3 days
after her last appointment she had no pain and lots of energy.
Age 65, female, fatigue in eyes, endocrine, fibromyalgia/CFS, bones/ inflammation, digestive issues.
Initial session on Apr 10/07. On following appointment, Apr 16/07, she reported that her lower back was
more flexible. On Apr 20/07 she reported that it is easier to get up in mornings and energy didn’t drop
until 3-4pm now.
Age 35, male, anxiety, depression in AM, fear of death, sadness, worry, loses voice, worried about not
enough quality time with children. Had initial session on July 6/08 and second appointment July 13/06.
As of July 26th his wife reported that her husband was feeling much better, bought a camper to spend
more time with kids, is working more and mornings are no longer an issue. She reported that he is
feeling SOO much better!.
“This device correctly detected my lumbar injury, dental concerns, and numerous other minor issues. I
can vouch for the accuracy of those detected issues. It had an almost immediate effect on the sciatic
pain level. Over the next 8 or so hours, it was greatly alleviated by an estimated 85%. The reduction of
pain was measurable, almost immediate, and impressive.” Age about 45, male, reported this about 11
days after his initial session on March 15/07.
Age 64, female, SI joint, blood sugar, thyroid, cough, bronchial allergy issues. Had intial session Nov
10/06 and further sessions on Nov 17/06, Nov 23/06, Nov 30/06, and Dec 11/06. She noticed
improvement in her SI joint after the intial session and reported total pain relief in her SI joint after all
these sessions.
Age 69, female, knee and hip pain and shoulder issues. Initial session on April 29/05 and reported to be
able to lift arm when she left and shoulder was better after one session. She reported her knees were
better as well after that session.
Age 40, male, TMJ, lower back pain, stress with tachycardia, allergies, throat closes in when eating.
Client since 2005. He notices improvements either immediately or within 3 days of each session. His jaw
locked after one session and hasn’t bothered him since. His back is much better with occasional pain,
which he finds biofeedback better than chiropractor for his lower back and gets relief within 3 days of
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each treatment. He finds it very relaxing and reducing his stress and heart beat. After using the allergy
desensitization stress reduction program he found he could swallow much better for about 3 weeks.
Age 35, female, headaches, endocrine disorder, thyroid disorder. Client since 2005. Noticed headache
relief with distance treatment by the end of each sessions. It accurately detects hormonal stress
indicators. When hormones balanced naturally with herbs and natural hormone creams, no hormone
imbalances reacted on the Sport Program. Whereas, previously it showed almost every hormone
reacting and needing balanced. It accurately reacts to her thyroid and related blood sugar and syndrome
X type issues routinely.
Age about 70, male, headaches, rash, sinus congestion. One session on July 6/05 and reported no
headache after, rash cleared, and sinuses cleared. Saw reactivity to feathers and strawberries on Allergy
program. Client agreed after session that these are triggers for his symptoms.
Age 44, male, stress, lack of sleep, mild sleep apnea, body tension, pain in joints – right knee especially,
pain in left testicle. Initial session was Aug 31/06 and second session was Sept 7/06. On Sept 25/06, after
two sessions, he reported that his knees felt better, had better energy but still waking up at night. On
Oct 17/06, after three sessions, he reported that he still wakes up at 3:30-4:30 but can now get back to
sleep. He had another session October 31/06. On Nov 22/06, after 5 sessions, he reported that his leg
was good, sleeping okay, feeling like he slept deeper than usual, and prostate not bothering him.
Age 47, male, headaches, weight, blood pressure, neck tightness, stress. He had two sessions. His first
session was June 2/06. He reported on July 7th that he noticed less headaches and neck pain gone.
“I was so excited to see the improvement in my recent blood tests. BIOFEEDBACK has made a significant
difference in my overall health and well being. I recommend this treatment as an adjunct to everyone’s
current health care practice. I credit improvements noted during my dental check ups to Biofeedback as
well. Thank you Dionne for introducing me to this amazing device.” Age 61, female, started sessions on
Sept 19/05 with weekly sessions until Oct 25/05. Then she did every other week until April 25/06.
Age around 50, female, mysterious skin condition from hands to elbow that looks like worms under skin
that hurts when hit, her mom had it too, appears in mid 30’s. Not inflamed. After initial session on Feb
24/07, it disappeared until almost Oct 20/07.
Age 77, female, eye sight, fullness in ears/sinuses, allergies, ears, indigestion. Her initial session was May
17/07. A week after this session, on May 24/07, she reported that her sinus drained but ear acts up now
and again. On May 31/07, she reported after that after her last session she noticed her sinus drained
again and ear was less problematic. On June 19/07, her hearing had been good and better since last
session until June 19/07. She said it felt like it popped. On July 12/07 she reported that it has been her
best summer yet with head being clearer, no heaviness, and sinuses better. She noticed ear popping and
fullness as if volume turned up shortly after session. On July 31/07 she reported sneezing and digestion
still a slight issue. On Oct 2/07 she reported that sinus and head fullness was good. On Nov 1/07 she still
reported that her sinuses were better this year and indigestion a bit less. On Dec 7/07, her ears popped
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and drained after last session, but digestion not great yet. On Jan 10/07, she reported that she has less
headaches.
Age around 75, female, fatigue, depressed, painful feet and legs/polymyalgia rheumatica, bowel issues.
Less pain, more energy, bowels much better, ot walking after 1 session on Apr. 25/05.
Age 62, female, left shoulder supraspinatus tendon with tear, right knee baker’s cyst posteromedial
popliteal fascia. Looking at surgery for shoulder and knee at first session on April 25/06. After three
sessions, on July 4/06 she reported that shoulder was better. She wanted to focus on her knee after
that. After 4 more sessions, July 25- Sept 27/06, she reported on Oct 18/06 that her knee felt better and
shoulder better. December 13th, she reported that her shoulder was still good. On Mar 28th she reported
that her left knee and varicose vein was bothering her. She reported on her next appointment on May
2/07 that her varicose vein was better. She had further sessios on May 10/07, May 16/07, and June
19/07. On Sept 13/07 she reported that her left knee was better.
Age 66, female. Allergies, rash on hands, fatigue, left hip and sciatic nerve pain, weight, left knee
cracking and pain, toes numb and feel like tripping, hypothyroid (partially removed), stress. Client since
Dec 16/05. She indicated that her cravings were reduced after a couple sessions. Rash on hands is
reported to be better in late 2007 while on reduced carbohydrate diet and working on Insulin Resistance
and Syndrome X with her homeopath. On Nov 23/06 she reported mental clarity being better. She
always reports immediately after each session (almost monthly) that she is able to lift her left leg up
easier onto her right knee for tying her shoes. She has reported that her toes have not been as numb
after some sessions too.
Age 75, female, leg pain inside both legs, right hip pain into abdomen issues, scoliosis, and left shoulder.
Client since July 28/06. On Aug 9/06 she reported that she had less swelling in her ankle since her initial
session. After 5 sessions, she reported on Sept 29th that her right leg pain was better for 3 weeks after
her last session. After 2 more sessions, she reported on Oct 31/06 that she was able to do more stairs,
but still achy inside her legs. After 2 more sessions, she reported on Dec 11/06 that she still reported
that she can go up stairs better.
“I always felt energized after my biofeedback sessions, especially the first 24 hours. My Chronic Fatigue like symptoms of joint pain, swollen glands, brain fog, fatigue, and digestive upset always decreased in
severity. Dionne is a true professional who likes to help people.” Age 63, female.
Age 60, female, nerve deficiencies in both legs (left worse) from car accident. She has had several
sessions without huge improvement, but at one point she reported that she was able to walk better
with more stability and further.
Age 32, female, lower back pain with sciatica, stress, blood pressure. Initial Oct 5/07. On Oct 11/07, she
reported that she had diarrhea after initial appointment and bowels now loser and better. On Oct 18/07
she reported that she was still achy and swelling in lower back. On Nov 7/07 she reported that her finger
swelling was down, her back was really good after doing wood, after walking. On Dec 5/07 she said her
lower back still has less pain, but more between her shoulder blades. Her fingers were still swelling
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some. On Jan 8/07 she reported that her back was good until Dec 24th, which she blames her
chiropractic appointment on Dec 22nd for that recurrence of pain. She still gets lots of swelling in fingers.
She reported her elbows are not popping out as much. Her eyes are still watery though.
Age 64, male, arthritis in left shoulder. He had an appointment on March 7/06. He reported on
December 2007 that he could lift arm better and shoulder better, but some pain further down arm now.
Age 62, female, neck/shoulder tightness/pain, back/hip pain and bit down leg, blood pressure, sleep
apnea. Initial Oct 4/07. After 2 weekly sessions, she reported on Oct 18/07 that her neck released but
only lasted a week. On Oct 25th, she reported her neck was good, but only lasted a week again. On Nov
1/07 she reported her neck was better. On Nov 22/07 she commented that her neck was good but
flared up after recent swim. She said her hip was good at this point. She could notice her neck stress
release during her sessions.
Age 57, male, ulcerative colitis, arthritis, asthma. Initial session Nov 5/07. After two weekly sessions, on
Dec 3/07 he reported that colon pain was not as sharp. After two more sessions, on Dec 21/07 he
reported that he had no pain for 3 days after last session, then pain and swelling back but with no fever.
After the session on Dec 21/07, he reported on Jan 2/08 that he had pain for 3 days after his last
session, but felt much better for a longer time. He was starting to look better. On Feb 1/08 he reported
that he was feeling better still. Wondered if sending frequency of platinum helped, or the brain scan
program #22, or using reactivity of IgA with DNA program. Improvements seen more after doing these
programs.
Age around 50, female, sciatica. Pain reduced but not gone after one session August 10/05.
“This device profoundly helped my insomnia with one session. That night I fell asleep as soon as my
head hit the pillow and have been sleeping well ever since.” Age 35, male, Client since 2005. Did one
session by distance and reported that he slept well that night and thereafter or a few months.
swelling/hives/fever episode. He had an episode of swelling (organs, head, whole body) and
bumps/hives that only prednisone was mildly controlling. After one session, he reported that he
returned to normal shortly after.
Age 43, female, toothache. She reported that her tooth pain disappeared for only 4 hours after her
session before it returned.
Age 50, female, migraines, low back pain. Migraines improved after 7 sessions. Her lower back pain
improved immediately/ during each session, but only lasted a week or two. She reported that her liver
spots faded and her finger nails growing better.
Age 45, male, Irritable Bowel Syndrome, stress/anger. Digestion disturbances and anger tendencies
much better after two sessions. He was taking nutritional supplements from his chiropractor as well. His
chiropractor noted improvement in the stenosis area of his cervical spine.
Age 44, female. Osteoporosis, menopause 3 years ago, gastrointestinal issues, pain in lower back with
odd sciatic to foot., T8 and L5 narrowing, headaches – neck. After 3 sessions between Feb 16-Mar 9/07,
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she reported on March 16/07 that her neck and headaches were okay and that her back was good, but a
bit of gastritis still.
Age 27, female, infected sweat glands in arm pits and groin for past 3 years. Intial session was July
19/06. After two weekly sessions, she reported on Aug 3/06 40% less swelling and pain. After 2 more
sessions, on Aug 16/06, she reported 70% improvement.
Age 11, male, asthma. Improvement seen with asthma after 2 sessions.
“I’ve had 5 sessions of Quantum Biofeedback and love them. The sessions have reduced the mucous and
pressure around my throat, caused by my goiter. I can now swallow without the fear of choking. Thank
you.” Age 58, female.
Age 44, female. Severe left shoulder/neck/arm pain and muscle pain. She sees improvement overall
after each session, but pain returns after a 1.5 weeks. Still when the pain returns, she reports that it is
not as bad as it was before biofeedback. She has had 11 sessions since August 31/07.
“Under the recommendation of my Personal Trainer, I contacted Dionne for an initial assessment and
found that it helped my fatigue immensely after only two sessions. Currently, while working on my
lower back pain, I have seen great improvement after another couple of sessions.” Age 47, male
Age 64, female, diabetes with pin and needles pain in hands and feet, lower back/hip pain and legs stiff
at night. Lower back pain, leg stiffness, and needle feeling in feet and hands improved after first session.
Age 61, female, chronic head and neck pain from motorcycle accident in 1994, sciatic pain. Client since
March 10/06 for mostly weekly appointments. She notices head and neck pain release during/after
sessions, but it doesn’t always last. She sometimes reports that she wonders if her chiropractor makes
her feel worse. She notices improvement in her sciatic pain after her sessions for 1-4 weeks, but has
flare ups now and again.
Age 37, male. Crushed discs in lower back, knee caps lose, pop out, crackling in last 5 years. After two
sessions (July 31/06 and Aug 14/06) he reported on Oct 23/06 that his lower back was good and still
good as of early Feb 2008.
Age 47, female, chron’s since 15 years of age, sigmoid muscles weak in upper colon with pain, mass near
rectum. Initial session Nov 6/07. After two session, she reported on Nov 19/07 that she is still bleeding
some, still has some discomfort, but no longer constipated. On Nov 30/07 she reported that she is not as
constipated, has no pain anymore, stools are bigger, more gas, but still a little bleeding. On Dec 10/07
she reported that she has no pain anymore, still bleeding from mass, still no constipation. On Jan 3/08
she reported no constipation, no pain, bleeding stopped before Christmas, but still a little bit. On Jan
11/08, she reported that she still has gas, no pain, no constipation, bled a bit more, tired. On Feb 4/08
she reported less bleeding, no pain, little bit of cramping that might have been MSG, no bleeding in
Mexico on her holiday. On Feb 18/08 she reported less bleeding, a little pain, still tired, and still no
constpation.
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Age 58, female, high blood pressure, allergy, water retention. The following day after her session she
reported that she had lots of energy, felt great, had no bloating, and her eye redness was gone, and
allergies improved.
Age 47, female. Blood pressure, TMJ, anxiety, endometriosis. Client since 2005. She noted TMJ improved
after one session. She reported her anxiety was less after 3 sessions. She feels she needs sessions every
5 weeks or so to keep feeling good.
Age 44, female. Stress and anger, depression, menopause with insomnia. After first session she noticed
less anger and stress. After her third session, she noticed her phobia was reduced and could handle
encounters with spiders better.
Age 47, female. Sciatic/lower 4&5 lumbar discs, cancer. After first session, Dec 5/06, she noticed that
her kidney and bladder improved and wasn’t up at night. After two sessions, she reported on Dec 19/06
that she had less pain. After three sessions, she reported on Dec 27/06 that she was able to take less
pain medication. Her 6 sessions were completed in January 8/07. She reported in February 2008 that
this was the only therapy where she saw improvement in her health, would like to come back for more
therapy but doesn’t have the money right now due to cancer fighting hyperbaric chamber oxygen
treatments.
“I first went to Dionne because my stress level was so high I would wake up crying. After a few sessions,
my stress and adrenals were feeling much better - I could function without getting so worked-up. Now
every once and awhile when I feel overwhelmed (like before Christmas, etc.), I go for a “tune-up” and
can get through the holidays with no problems at all. I’ve also sent many clients and family to her - it’s
good to tackle problems from all angles - not just nutrition. Thanks Dionne age 31, female.

City Unknown

One case I would like to share is a recent session with a subject, while working in a bookstore. He was
experiencing congestion, copious mucus from his nose and running eyes. After a brief encounter, we
discussed his discomfort. In a 30 minute session of de-stressing his respiratory system including sinus,
lungs and using the Chinese six external pathogens wind, damp, dry , heat, cold and phlegm, he reported
the next day that he was feeling so much better. That evening after the session he began to cough up so
much mucus which cleared his head and stopped his headache. The next day he was feeling stronger, his
head was lighter and no mucus.
The second case I would like to share: A woman came to me after a lecture about stress and how it can
affect every organ in the body. She indicated that she really wanted a session. She came to the session
after having her first drink of wine for the day around 11:00am. She never mentioned that she was an
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excessive drinker or addicted to cigarettes. Using the approach given by some of the Masters I was able
to help her decrease her drinking to casual drinking of about ½ a glass of wine and no more smoking.
The NLP panel was used for addictions, organs were distressed and more than that her limiting emotions
were identified by her and coaching around the cause of addiction was provided. She was able to have
presented to her various ages of experiences which affected her and some stressors she had not begun
to even talk about. She had such a traumatic experience of loss of her mother and shortly after her
grandfather, who she was responsible for preparing the funeral arrangements and eulogized them
together. She described how those events changed her life and at that time experienced depression ,
almost to despair and hopelessness, which led her to seek mental health, but she was still tearful about
that time in her life. After a few sessions she was able to talk about those situations without tears and
stated she felt stronger and less paralyzed by those situations.
City Unknown, U.S.A.

I am 34 yrs old (female) not at the time of my 1st session I was 32. I have struggled with the diagnosis of
Learning Disabled most of my life. If you are like me and could not read a book and understand it no
matter how hard you try and people say try harder… There was not harder for me I spent my life
learning how to coop. So after my 1st session I noticed many changes I could made dissections faster. My
skin was less sensitive. And most of all my reading improved within the week. I could now understand
what I was reading as well as read almost as fast as my mother who had to read to me all my life. The 3
months before my 1st session with the EPFX my Dr. had me on 2 different RX for some type of walking
nomonia (flu). If it did not get better within the next week on it’s own my Dr would have needed to put
me on a steroid and she did not want to do that if we did not have to. That same night all of the
congestion in my chest brook up and I felt GREAT!
My son now 9 yrs old at the time of his 1st session he was 7. 1 - 2hrs session.. School testing, Dr., both
labeled him ADD. Eye Dr. said that his eyes were not able to follow without moving his head and also his
pupils would not diolate (shrink in the light).. By the next day his eyes were diolating. I noticed that the
balancing issue he had was correcting itself. To watch my son stand up and ride a skateboard down a hill
was awesome. He also had a lot of bumps on his skin that his Dr could not say for sure what they were.
It looked like hundreds of bug bits. With 1 week of his 1st session his skin cleared up too. Over the past 2
year my son has had many sessions and his new Dr cannot understand the old diagnosis of ADD she see
no signs of that. The school has recognized his improvements and at ever quarterly meeting they want
to know what RX my son is on. I am happy to report none. All who have watched this transformation
have been amazed.
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Female age 20
1 session
4 year with pain from Fibromyalgia
The day after her 1st 2hrs session her pain from the fibro was gone.
Also after 3 more session I found out she had wanted to end her life. She feels that with the EPFX she
would have done just that. This young person has done wonderful things over the last 2yrs and the pain
has not come back..

Female age 52. Back pain
1 session she said her back pain was gone.
She also felt a better overall sense of well being.

Female age 71
Diagnosed with Leukemia. She had spent 6 months going trough Chemo. Before, during and after she
had weekly sessions. After 1 yr her Leukemia was in full remission. She say that the EPFX helped her the
most with her depressions. After each session she would notice different changes. Like the pain in the
leg that lightened and even went away after a few weeks.

Female age 63
Sleeping issues
After 1 session she was sleeping better at night.

Male age 45
Addition to alcohol. He drank 12 or more beers per day.
1 2-1/2 hrs session 2 weeks later 1 more and he had been almost 2 week without a drink. This man also
had sleeping issues after 4 sessions he was able to sleep more hrs per night then he had in years.
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Female age 20
Deep Depression
3 sessions and she felt happier. The the need to hurt herself was gone.

City Unknown

June 25, 2007
I was in constant pain due to a shoulder injury. A doctor suggested it might be Arthritis. After trying
several ineffective treatments, he sent me to a Chiropractor who told me that I would have to keep
coming back to therapy until I was cured. That helped only for a short while. I was exhausted from trying
to live with this dull pain in my shoulder.

I also lived with a sinus problem which became chronic at certain times of the year.

Then I was introduced to EPFX / SCIO. I was amazed at the amount of information it disclosed about my
body. There were things that I did not tell, yet they came up in the reports. I also received an enormous
amount of information which gave me knowledge to take care of my body's needs.

During the first treatment I felt a strange sensation in my sinus area, as if it was opening up, and I was
able to breathe easier. The following morning I felt a sense of energy and well being. During this same
session, Mari also worked on my shoulder pain and that is now non-existent.

To me, the most important part of this treatment is that it is so gentle on my system. There are no drugs
to take, so I did not have to worry about side effects.

I highly recommend this system to anyone looking for a treatment for their ailments.
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Orange County, CA

19 July 2007
Two months ago during a routine blood test I tested positive for Hepatitis B. Immediately I decided to be
proactive and scheduled a second blood test which confirmed the initial one.
I scheduled several sessions on the Quantum machine and decided to increase drinking XanGo
mangosteen juice to about 1/4 to 1/2 bottle a day. In addition, my practitioner referred me to a Chinese
herbalist who administered acupuncture and sent me home with herbs to use daily.
After using the Quantum machine I felt more energy and more positive about overcoming the Hepatitis
virus.
I just received the results of a follow-up blood test and there is no evidence of any Hepatitis in my
system. The doctor was amazed.
I know that my regime was responsible for ridding my system of this virus and I will continue scheduling
regular sessions on the Quantum machine, drinking XanGo, and using the Chinese herbs daily.

Orange County, CA

On a personal level, I was diagnosed with Raynaud's disease about a decade ago. Very briefly, this is a
very painful reaction to cold in the hands and feet. With this disease, my husband and I had opted to
live in the south. I would not even shop in the freezer section of grocery stores, due to the pain resulting
from just reaching for the frozen foods...just walking in that aisle could elicit a painful response in my
hands. I had been introduced to traditional biofeedback with the original diagnosis. It only worked in the
clinical setting, but was useless in the actual outside world. The pain and suffering just happened when I
was exposed to the cold.

This year we moved to Iowa for family reasons. It has been the worst winter in over 50 yrs. In spite of
this, I have been able to carry on normal daily life, as well as shovel snow. I owe this newfound quality
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of life to my work with the EPFX biofeedback. I have worked to balance my own body as well as using a
dedicated Raynauds protocal biofeedback session. I began working on myself months before moving to
Iowa, and have continued to work to balance my body. I can now say that life in the cold is not
intolerable, and certainly not painful as it had been in the past. I can even shop in the frozen food
section of grocery stores. THis may not sound like much to most folks, but to those with Raynauds, this
is HUGE!!! I thank God every day for this device (EPFX) and my quality of life these days.

Iowa, U.S.A.

Case#1 Female, age about 34

- presented with physician diagnosis of shingles
- symptoms were depression, pain on site of lesions
- one short session on EPFX was given
- client called a few days later and said the lesions quickly healed in 2 days and she had no pain
- also the burn she had sustained a day before her session healed so quickly that she couldn't believe
her eyes!
- about 4 months later another session was given because the shingles returned very mildly. The client
claims that the lesions were gone by bed-time that day. Amazing.

Case#2 Myself, male age 43

- was stung by wasps at my mother's farm last summer -sustained about 15 bites to my forehead and
eyebrow, within 2 hours my right eye was swollen completely shut and eyelid was swollen to the size of
a hen's egg.
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- swelling lasted all night and to next afternoon when I put myself on the device (3 p.m.) by 4:30 p.m.
the edema was 50% less and by 6 p.m. the edema was 95% gone! With a 3 hour session the edema had
decreased by about 95%!
- by 9p.m. that evening no one could tell that I had been bitten.

Saskatchewan, Canada

Female 58 years old, had been diagnosed with lung cancer by her licensed medical doctor prior to her
visit with me.

She understood that EPFX sessions do not cure the cancer but can put her body at stress free level - if
she decides to - and then her body could fight at its best :
1- the side effects of medical treatment
2- the underlying possible emotional reasons
3- the underlying possible physical or physiological reasons : toxins , fungus......

Then, she accepted to receive EPFX sessions.
After few months of medical treatments and EPFX sessions her doctor believes that she was unusually
strong and her healing was above his expectations compare to other patients. So healing have occurred.

Montreal, Canada

Male, Age 49, Perryville, Missouri, USA, 4 EPFX sessions in 2005.
Presented with extreme stress and pain associated with second episode of lung cancer.
Good attitude but significant pain in area where lung had been removed (upper right lobe) as tumor had
reappeared in same area following surgery.
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Unable to find relief of pain and continued stress. No significant pain relief using prescribed medications.
After each EPFX session pain level dropped from level 8-9 to level 3. Able to continue working with much
less pain detected. Able to support social activities with children and spouse.
Decided to undertake additional chemotherapy and radiation. Traditional cancer therapy procedures
proved successful, rapid recovery. Individual survives as of February 2008.
Greater joy and satisfaction expressed. Overall vitality returned, able to work with little discomfort.

City Unknown

An 11 year old boy, diagnosed with ringworm by the family M.D. He had been excused from school as
the ringworm lesion was 3 ˝ inches in diameter. I used the main matrix to bring up the tinea items and
did nine minute therapys on the reactive tinea funguses. The fungus paled in color for 24 hours then
started to inflame again. We gave therapy on two more occasions within 48 hour intervals and within a
week the lesion completely receded with no evidence of it being there. There has been no reoccurrence
of the fungus in over a year. I was most sorry we did not photograph as evidence, but this was doctor
and school authority diagnosed.

A 22 year old female, with a reoccurring eye infection was unable to wear her contact lenses and was
told by her optometrist and ophthalmologist that she would have to give up wearing her contact lenses.
During a three month period, she made approximately 7 visits to her optometrist who conferred with his
partner optometrist, and then she went to an ophthalmologist. She had been given antibiotics, which
somewhat cleared the infection for a few days, but it continued to reoccur. They were unable to help
her and advised she was allergic to wearing any type of contact lense. I used multiple eye therapies from
the QXCI and looked for reactive pathogens in the main matrix. After each session she would improve
and after the fourth session there was no reoccurrence and she has been clear and wearing her contact
lenses for four months.

A 29 year old man, bedridden for two days with severe localized abdominal pain and diarrhea. He was
diagnosed by his osteopath with a worm infestation in his colon and put on an herbal remedy which
took
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effect within hours. I had put him on the QXCI at his request as he was feeling too ill to help me pack for
my overseas trip and I gave him some usual therapies but didn’t have time to study the matrix results.
As no one had been on the unit since he had, the matrix results were there for him. The particular worm
he had been diagnosed and treated for by the osteopath was the top red in the worms subheading on
the main matrix. We concluded by researching the worm to find out that this particular worm causes
abdominal pain in the region Paul had been complaining of. Paul did see dead worms in his feces.

A 50 year old man with very painful toothache in lower molar. I used the QXCI to give therapies to the
reactive the pathogens relating to dental infections. I also used the QXCI to delve into the cause of
the infection and it stated that there was decaying bone and flesh under the molar. Within an hour, John
was not feeling any more pain. He made an appointment with his dentist for the next day. At first they
were unable to find any infection, but as John had been in so much pain on the previous day, they
persevered. It was discovered that John had decaying flesh and bone under the molar from previous
dental work. It was removed and John put on antibiotics.

My daughter had crater type lesions on both her feet for four years. They were doctor diagnosed as a
type of wart family and treated but wouldn’t go away. We tried over the counter remedies at the
doctor’s advice but still the warts multiplied. We visited a QXCI practitioner and the first visit was
unsuccessful. The second visit he spent more time on the pathogen and within a month the lesions were
completely gone and seven years later have not reoccurred.

City Unknown

I have been a Biofeedback Technician now for approx. 3 years and I have seen well over 500 clients
during that time. I can honestly say that every person that I have seen has had some positive results
from the rebalancing done with the device.
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I am currently working with a General Practitioner MD here in Alexandria, La. and have been working
with numerous patients that she referred to me. Several of my clients were cancer patients and each
have seen improvements in their conditions. One patient was completely emotionally broken after going
through her radiation treatments and surgery. She was on a regular daily dose of nerve meds. and was
on the verge of having a nervous breakdown when I met her. Within approx. 3 weeks and approx. 3
sessions, she called me and told me that "I am not 100% yet but I now feel that I can make it". She has
been able to regain her life and emotionally begin to deal with some childhood traumas and situations.

I also have been working with another cancer patient that has pancreatic cancer that surgery was not an
option for. He just recently received his best test results and is now "stable". He was originally given
basically no hope by MD Andersons. I am also working with his son who was diagnosed schizophrenia
and has been doing therapy for approx. 8 months now. He has now started working again and claims
that the device and therapy done is the only thing that has ever helped him. His family continually tells
me that it is so nice to "have him back". He is not 100% but he has improved greatly since he began
doing sessions with the EPFX.
Alexandria

Hormonal Balancing
One of my most exciting cases occurred about 2 years ago when I worked with a client who was having
great difficulty with peri-menopausal hormonal issues, in particular depression. She had seen her doctor
who recommended anti-depressents and hormone replacement, which she refused.

During her third session, she experienced a profound reaction to the frequencies, causing the buttock
area and the back of her legs to becoming extremely hot. This soon passed. Since this time, three years
ago, she continues to experience complete relief from these depression symptoms.

Emphysema
I have just begun working with a 40 year-old woman who has been diagnosed with emphysema and
aspergillus fungus in the lungs. After our first session, I was able to see that she actually did not have
aspergillus, but rather a variety of other funguses (candidas) affecting her. We worked on these, as well
as general strengthing of her body and improvement of energy flow.
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An x-ray she had about two weeks after our session, showed a significant decrease in size of lung
lesions. Her doctor was astounded.

Recovery from Traumatic Childhood Abuse

I did some long-term work (over a two year period) with a woman who had experienced traumatic child
sexual abuse at an extremely young age (1-1/2 years). She is now in her late 40s and has been
undergoing psychological counseling for many years.

She feels that the biofeedback sessions she has received (about 30) have been much more beneficial
than all her years of counseling. I notice a great change in her demeanor, she is much more confident
and far less fearful. She had been off work for several years because of mental health issues related to
her abuse experience. Recently she purchased her own EPFX device, and is starting a practice!

Recovery from Old Emotional Trauma

Last summer, when traveling in Slovakia, I did a single session on an elderly woman who was
experiencing a great loss of vitality, basically feeling worn out. She had not received any specific
diagnosis from her physician, however her vitality was at such a low level, that she appeared to be
literally dragging her self around.

While doing our session, I discovered that she had lost a child in infancy some 50 years earlier. During
the session she had a pronounced reaction, she began to sweat profusely, and then feel nauseated. This
lasted for about 10 minutes, then it passed. After the session she immediately had a very large bowel
movement, and when she emerged from the bathroom she looked like a different person.

She has maintained this feeling of vitality for the past 8 months, and has gone on to seek the services of
a homeopathic doctor, and work at improving her diet and lifestyle.

Chronic Lower Back Pain
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About 2 years ago, I began doing sessions with an elderly woman, who for the last many years (10-15)
had experienced a feeling of heaviness in her lower back so sever that she was unable to stand for any
length of time. After our first session she reported that the feeling of heaviness had left and it has not
returned to this day.

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

I did several sessions with a middle-aged man who was battling with a severe case of chronic fatigue
syndrome. After a few sessions we were able to see that much of his problem was due to bad dental
work and a multitude of un resolved emotional issues. He is still dealing with many of his symptoms, but
his overall demeanor is much improved, as I see he has been relieved from much of the chronic anxiety
that he dealt with, and his condition is slowly improving.

Mental Health/Outlook

I have done about 7 or 8 sessions with a woman who was so filled with anger and resentment that it
dominated her outlook completely. Over the course of our sessions together she has made such
dramatic strides in this area, that it can only be described as a personality change.

Ovarian Cancer

About two years ago I did some work with a woman who had invasive ovarian cancer. Along with her
biofeedback sessions, she worked to improve her diet and used FAR (infrared) therapy to improve her
condition. Three months after I first saw her she returned to her doctor, because there was a surgery
scheduled. She asked that another MRI be done before the surgery, but it was refused. When the
surgeon “opened her up” he found that the cancer had completely dissolved.
Winnipeg, Manitoba

I am a female, age 49, who suffered with severe back pain for over 13 1/2 years. My mobility in life had
greatly decreased over the years. My husband had to do much of the housework, and my life activities
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were severely curbed. I could do some hiking, but no longer could I play golf, go skiing or horseback
riding. Any long periods of standing or sitting gave me pain. I was only comfortable in a horizontal
position or swimming.

My regular GP recommended some physical therapy and to also see an osteopath. I had been given
much advice over the years as to the reasons for my back spasms. I had a disk that slipped and pinched
nearby nerves and sent me to bed in agony for days on pain medication. I was told to do many different
exercises to strengthen muscles, to lose weight, to put a 1/4-inch lift in my left shoe. I did all of these
things, but even with treatments, my back only got worse.

Since I did a lot of reading, I came across a paragraph in a book that mentioned biofeedback. Then a
doctor at Ft. Bliss Army Medical Center in El Paso, TX mentioned it to me. And then a friend told me
about it. I figured I had better pay attention! I made an appointment with a biofeedback specialist in
town and after my very first treatment, I was 90 percent better. There had been an emotional
blockage/connection to the pain which was cleared using the biofeedback energy. At my next
appointment, I still had some twinges here and there, but this session plus one session per month for six
months cleared all remaining problems.

Today, 2 1/2 years later, all my back strength has returned and I have the same flexibility as I had as a
teenager (although I doubt I would attempt a back flip now)! I have my life back and am enjoying every
moment.

City Unknown

I had some dental surgery and was in terrible pain for 9 months after. My whole entire right shoulder,
going down my arm was hurting. I could not sleep or work; I could not function from day to day…. I was
doing Electro Acupuncture – Mora, in an MD’s office that was as puzzled as myself to the cause of my
debilitating pain. I had numerous tests, blood work, CAT scans, and MRI and nothing was showing as a
problem. I tried all kinds of therapies: acupuncture, massage, prolo therapy, supplements without any
help.

And then, I discovered a Biofeedback (QXCI) practitioner 2 hours away from me and decided to give it a
try. I was desperate for some relief after 9 months of the debilitating pain. The session was so relaxing…I
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fell asleep and wake up to being pain free. It was a true miracle… I didn’t want to believe that I was
actually feeling back to normal. I sat in the chair and started crying…I couldn’t stop crying driving back in
the car for the next two hours….I was afraid that was a temporary relief and the pain will come back any
time now…. I was wrong! It never came back!

City Unknown

On at least 4 separate occasion I have had a sore throat and I had my husband or daughter use the auto
zap on the EPFX machine for Flu, pathogens, virus and bacteria and within one to one and half hour the
sore throat was gone and did not come back. I was 59 years old at the time. I work in a retail store so I
am exposed to virus and bacteria all the time. I'm so glad I have the EPFX machine to avoid the doctor's
office and the pharmacy lines.

I have done sessions on two 76 year old women. One knew she had a mini-stroke, diagnosed by a
medical doctor. Her cheek, lips, and gums were numb and out of control she could only drink from a
bottle or glass with the use of a straw. She could not hold the liquid in her mouth. After her first session
on the EPFX she could feel her cheek. After the second session on the EPFX the following week she could
drink from a bottle and a glass without the use of a straw. The other woman had all sorts medical
problems and out of frustration and anger it landed her in a mental facility. Her biggest complaint was
headaches and insomnia. After her first sessions she was not having headaches and was sleeping
through the night which she could not remember how long it had been ince she slept through the night
and did not have a headache. On one of her subsequent sessions I was attaching the EPFX harness and
she got very stressed because she could feel a migraine headache coming on. I did a search for migraine
in the test matrix and set the program to run for 3 minutes and she asked if I found anything for
migraine and I said yes. She replied well it is going away. She said I didn't know how I was going to get
home because she said she would have been throwing up in her friend’s car. She then replied where
were you years ago when I was younger.

I have another client that came to me because of twitching muscles and heart palpitations. Since she has
been coming for sessions on the EPFX she said that the muscle twitching is greatly reduced and her
heart is not giving her the palpitations that it once did. She said that she has noticed she is much more
relaxed than she has been in a long time.
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My husband starting sneezing with lots of sinus drainage this morning and this afternoon I begin a
session on the EPFX on him and tonight the sneezing and sinus drainage is greatly reduced.

City Unknown

My mother is 70 yrs old. I am able to reduce her stress level and see where her energy level is by using
the scalar scale. When I first started giving her treatments, the scalar scale indicated that her energy was
almost exhausted. I immediately started giving her various food supplements and weekly treatments
with the scio. That was eleven months ago. Now, she is strong and the scale has been indicating that her
energy has increased and it is now on alert. I am thankful for the scio because it helps me to know what
is going on with my mother’s health.

Inglewood, California

I have a 68 year old female client who had four sessions with me before leaving Canada to winter for 3
months in the southern US. She told me that she has a fairly severe allergy to cats and that she would be
in the presence of felines during her visit south. I offered to work on desensitizing her allergy once a
week, in Virtual, for the 3 months that she would be gone to see if she would notice a difference. She
recently e-mailed me with the following message:

"Thank you for the allergy boosts, I didn't have hardly any problems over the weekend. What a relief!!!!
We're going back into Phoenix this next weekend so will appreciate any extra boost you can give me.
You
can't imagine how much easier it is to breathe. Thanks again."

City Unknown

Once of the most positive experiences that one of my clients has had was with the EPFX. She has been
living with MS and her eyesight has progressively gotten worse over the years. She loves to read and had
bought herself a special device to magnify the words in the books she loves to read.
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She has been continuously getting biofeedback sessions and started noticing results right away. She can
see a lot better now and her mobility has also improved tremendously.

City Unknown

I have been working with the EPFX for a year now as a practitioner, having been a client prior to that
time.

I am a now a 65 year old female. At age 62 I sought medical care on 06/10/05 because of severe lower
back pain and left hip and leg pain. I had been unable to walk without pain and limping and had been
taking 4 500mg of ibuprofen at a time, 3-4x a day without relief. A good night's sleep was a fond
memory!

A report of X-rays on 06/10/05 indicated a small osteophytic spur at the superior portion of the
acetabulum
Further impressions:
1. L5-S1 Disc disease seen on lateral and magnification views
2. Otherwise normal appearing lumbo-sacral spine.

I received physical therapy for the next several months with no relief. The physical therapist suggested
further investigation and possibly an
MRI

On 10/03/05 an MRI of the lumbar spine was performed.
The report states:

*

No lumbar fracture or neoplastic marrow replacement are present
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*

No evidence of disc space infection and no intraspinal mass

*
There is some facet arthropathy at the L5-S1level. No focal disc herniation or significant canal or
foraminal stenosis
*
At the L4-5 level there is dehydration and narrowing of the disc with central and left-sided disc
herniation/bulging facing the anterolateral aspect of the thecal sac and protruding into the inferior
aspect of the L4-5 neural foramen. There is facet arthropathy and mild spinal stenosis at L4-5 as a result
*
There is mild bulging of the L3-4 disc without focal disc herniation or significant canal or
forminal stenosis. There is some facet hypertrophy
*

No abnormality of L1-2 or L2-3 present

*

Two neural cysts noted in the thecal canal at the level of S2

Impression: CENTRAL AND LEFT-SIDED L4-5 DISC BULGE WITH MILD L4-5 SPINAL
STENOSIS

THE RECOMMENDATION FOR ALLEVIATING THE CONDITION WAS STEROID INJECTIONS
INTO THE SPINE TO BEGIN IMMEDIATELY.

I SAID, " NO THANK YOU, I'LL LOOK FOR ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS."

The next week I was invited to a demonstration of the EPFX device and immediately scheduled an
appointment. By the third session I was no longer limping and the pain and discomfort was noticeably
diminished. Improvement continued steadily as I continued with regular sessions. I was no longer taking
ibuprofen for pain, and I began exercising to strengthen my back and legs and overall strength training.

And I had a goal: In August of 2006 I led a rather strenuous pilgrimage to Ireland that involved a lot of
walking, hill climbs, clambering over fences, rock walls and megalithic tombs...and I did it...without the
aid of medications or steroids.
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That's not all! Two months later I unexpectedly went on a pilgrimage to Egypt...and there managed 12
intense days...climbing the 750+ uneven rock steps to the top of Mount Sinai, a 6-7 hour camel-riding
trek in the Sinai desert and sleeping two nights on the ground in a desert canyon and on sand dune. In
September 2008 I will be returning to Egypt with my own group for another go at Sinai's mountain
camels, and desert!

THERE IS NO WAY ANY OF THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE FOR ME WITHOUT THE
EPFX QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK DEVICE.

City Unknown

Shortly after receiving my SCIO last year I had a session with an elderly lady, who had been suffering
from sciatica for over a year and a half. Following the session she called me the next day to say that
when she awoke she discovered that her sciatica had completely gone. When contacted several months
later she reported that it had never returned.

My second example is that of a 63 year old man who had suffered severe sinusitis since 7 of years age.
Again, after just one session he experienced amasing results. By the following day his sinuses (for the
first time in 56 years) were clear and his breathing unlaboured. Approximately 2 months later he
experienced a slight return of the condition and after one more session he now states that it no longer
bothers him at all.

Although not all of my cases have had such speedy results, the benefits gained from them have been
obvious. Many of my clients have had very stubborn conditions that have required several appointments
before they have attained the results they wished for. One such case is that of a middle aged woman
with a candida condition. Although, on this occasion, she needed 3 sessions before she was finally
returned to good health, she was nonetheless delighted that the problem, which her doctor and other
specialists had failed to correct, had now completely gone.

City Unknown
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I have a client who is a 38 year old male that went into a deep depression and ended up starving
himself. The client was found by family unconscious in his apartment. He was rushed to the emergency
room and spent several months in rehab. When he came into my office he was using a cane and needed
help from his mother. The client had little to none social skills. He did not even hardly look at me or
speak a word to me during his treatment. When the client’s mother asked if I could help him I told her I
did not know, but I would do what I could. We set up weekly treatments and got him on some Dr
Recommends nutrition. In just a couple treatments we could see his improvements. He was talking more
and we actually worked on his balance, as the medical doctor’s assumed he may have had a stroke. This
client was extremely faithful to his treatment plan and with in a couple months he was walking without
his cane. His mental status and physical abilities continued to improve. He went back to his doctor for
his regular checkup and he told them what he had been doing. The doctor was amazed by his
improvements, and told him to continue whatever he was doing because that type of treatment could
do more for him then conventional medicine. This clients has claimed that the EPFX treatments has
literally changed his life.

Buffalo

"I have had the good fortune to have experienced several of the SCIO therapies now and am very
pleased to report that I feel much better andoverall and my 'disposition' now is excellent. I feel as if I
have been liberated from something and now feel very positive, in a kind of out-of-the-blue way. I think
I have managed to overcome emotional old attachments and in fact have become more aware of the
benefit of working on things now that previously I was unaware of. But of course the wonderful machine
picked on this and is helping along, which is a real bonus.
Also on a physical level I should like to add that straight after the first treatment my heart palpitations
(which had been going on for 3 years or so) just went, from one day to the next, and this alone was
incredibly important for me. My kidneys too which had been troubling me for many years, giving me
very uncomfortable pain have completely stopped hurting me now, and that again is very wonderful and
very
important to me. I have been around and involved in many alternative therapies over the years (I am in
my late 60`s) and the SCIO has proved to be one of the most powerful therapies I have ever
experienced.
I am very grateful to have found the SCIO."
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"Three years ago I was diagnosed with prostate cancer and subsequently underwent an operation for its
removal, and also underwent radiotherapy. Unfortunately, at the beginning of this year the psa level in
my blood went up alarmingly and at that time I consulted a clinic, with a view to having an analysis on
the SCIO device. At the outset I was rather skeptical of its use; but when I was given the analysis I was
amazed at the personal knowledge the device put out. Consequently, my practitioner advised on various
things that I should do to try and reduce the likelihood of the cancer getting hold. With the help of my
medical consultant and following the advice given, I am very pleased to say that the blood test that I had
in April showed an almost zero figure for psa. I have continued to follow the advice and now hope
that further blood test will show the same low psa count. I still don’t know how the machine can do
what it does, but the advice given as result of the analysis and therapy given certainly seems to have
worked."

"Having suffered with poor digestion and severe bloating, I tried a number of dieticians and practitioners
who put me on really difficult elimination diets all to no avail.
In January I started seeing a practitioner on a fortnightly bases for diagnosis and treatments. She found
that I was indeed intolerant to wheat and sugar but apart from those I began to eat normally. Gradually I
began to feel better and now feel that I am in control. I still get occasional flare ups but I know why!!
As a side issue, I am 49 and for the last year or so my periods had become very erratic and light –
presumably getting ready for the menopause. Then in March I came on after exactly 30 days as I have
done all my life. The same has happened for the last four months – the only thing I can put it down to is
the SCIO!!!!!"

City Unknown, United Kingdom

A few weeks ago, I worked with a 32 year old male. He has been ill for about a year. Very tired, gets ill
after eating. The doctors could not find anything. On his own, he begin to notice how different
foods affected his stomach.
When he came for his session, he was eating no gluton and his diet was mainly fruits and vegetables.
However, he was still very thin, tired and still had stomach problems.
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What I learned from his EPFX/SCIO session was that his primary concern was "hydration". Also a colon
and liver cleanse was suggested. His life force/seratonin level was also low. His system was extremely
acidic.

The EPFX/SCIO said that stored stress and unprocessed emotions were causing problems in the stomach
area. According to the EPFX/SCIO he also had a lot of anger. Abandonment came up in the aura scan.

As we talked about this, he said his father had abandoned him when he was a young child. Bringing the
idea that he still had some anger around this and that his emotions could be the cause of the stomach
problems was really surprising to him because he thought he had dealt with this.

The next day, this man was smiling. He had color in his face and said he was feeling better already.

I spoke to his wife today (two weeks later) and she said he is feeling much better. He is drinking more
water, eating foods that help to alkaline his system, is on a colon and liver cleanse and doing some
other simple things suggested by the QXCI/SCIO.
They are both very happy he came for a session. He is very optimistic about a complete recovery.

Vista, CA

Case 1 – 57 year old multiply handicapped women
An advocate for a multiply handicapped 57-year-old woman states:
Up until she was rescued from her family of origin at age 16, this woman was abused in every
possible manner, including put down a well the way some people drown excess cats.

Her medical diagnosis was/is Ushers Syndrome which is characterized by macular degeneration and
profound deafness. This is compounded by developmental delay. Her IQ was determined 6 years ago to
be 86. She was told as a child that she would never learn to read and could not see the words much less
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read a combination of words. The medical community dismissed her and she was on maintenance care
only.

Her health as she experienced it 9 years ago was:
Frequent severe headaches/migraines that caused her to black out.
Severe muscular cramping and muscle tension
Lack of good sleep due to nightmares and muscle pain
Inconsistent body temperatures ranging from very cold to night sweats
Frequent injuries due to falling, tripping and bumping into things
Almost no socialization due to social barriers, even though she worked full time

Initially we used a restorative optometrist to help open her vision field (1/4 inch in diameter at the
beginning). This was followed by a physical therapist using the original osteopathic palpation method,
which helped alleviate many symptoms and increased function. Approximately 5 years ago, the PT
reached an impasse that he was not able to move through.

At that time the EPFX was used for one session. Resonant Frequency Pattern was found to be over
2,400,000. In that one session the practitioner was able to balance and rectify the client causing the
barrier to therapy to be resolved. Two years later, the osteopathic practitioner moved and an EPFX
became the primary modality for this client. She continues to exhibit visible and observable progress
and requests sessions based on her awareness of her body functionality. Currently the EPFX therapy is
being supported by nonforce chiropractic. Annual and as needed (primarily to resolve problems caused
by constant use of hearing aids) medical visits are maintained and her primary care physician’s
comments are congratulatory with instructions to continue.

Changes observed by the client and others:
Headache free for 3+years
No fistulas in the macula as confirmed by the optometrist. Only rare use of glasses.
Improved field of vision and significant reduction in accidents and falls
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Improved speech which enhances better socialization and supports a tremendously improved quality of
life
Muscular symptoms are easily ameliorated when and if they arise
Good sleep – a dramatic reduction of nightmares and an increased sense of safety
Able to interact with members of family of origin without fear and with healthy, appropriate boundaries
set by the client
Improved attendance at work with additional tasks learned, assigned, and successfully performed
Reading improved currently at a 2-grade level.
Vocabulary constantly improving
Active learning and conceptual understanding increasing paced by the client
Social development progressing
More self-managing and independent

Case 2 – 1 month old Baby E
Baby E was brought to an EPFX practitioner with “baby acne”, slightly mucousic eyes, fussy and a
constant desire to nurse. The practitioner did a one-half hour session during which the baby slept
soundly.
The next day the mother called the practitioner and reported amazement that the acne had cleared up,
eyes were bright, shiny and clear and Baby E was back on her 4 hour nursing schedule. The baby
continued to be healthy and experience normal development.

Case 3 – Nasal Polyp

A client called to cancel her appointment due to a sinus infection that was so severe that she
could not drive. When asked if she wanted the session to be conducted long-distance, she
readily agreed. The session was conducted.

The next day the client called and said she felt much better. In fact, she had had a normal urge to blow
her nose. Upon doing so, she expelled a polyp the size of her little finger. The client has reported
improved health, particularly in the sinuses since that time.
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Case 4- DF improved productivity

A resort dining room supervisor was experiencing frustration, a lack of productivity and
deteriorating relationships reportedly due to the pressures of her job. She wanted to grow
some other career options to plan for aging and retirement but felt unable to do so. The
downward spiral had begun to affect her relationships on the job and the compounding
pressures brought her to the EPFX practitioner.

After two sessions and a bit of coaching with self-management techniques, the woman was:
Able to manage her normal schedule effectively even though the schedule demands had not changed. In
fact, the company expanded and the pressures increased.
She was able to stabilize her personal relationships and rebuild them.
She was able to be proactive in advancing her business plan to build her post retirement career options.

Case 5- LM Panic attacks

A woman on disability who was able to work part-time and trying to regain her health so she
could work full time began experiencing panic attacks. They were severe enough that it
jeopardized her part time job and further progress on the goal to regain full employment.

After 3 sessions, the panic attacks subsided. She was able to regain her part-time schedule and actively
started to pursue her goal of full-time employment. Occasionally she has requested a tune-up session,
but her progress has been consistent. Her budget has limited the sessions or she would be able to make
faster progress.

Case 6- CA Severely Autistic 23 year old

This client (severely autistic with cerebral palsy) was given a session as a demonstration session
to show her caregiver the EPFX. Following the session, during the next 24-48 hours, the
caregiver noted that the young woman was able to do several things that she had not ever
done before. She maintained those new behaviors and has built on them. This caregiver is
extremely observant and documents progress carefully.
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Case 7 – Myocardic Infarction
As a practitioner, I see the benefits of the EPFX all the time. The changes are sometimes subtle
and sometimes people don’t want to acknowledge them, but they are there. The EPFX is my
primary healthcare tool. I do have a primary care physician, but have not had healthcare for
over 10 years and do not intend to get any. Each system has some benefits, but the
pharmacological risk and the disease basis of allopathic medicine are too much for me.

About 10 months ago, I started to get readings indicating myocardio infarctions on the EPFX
when I did sessions on myself. When another practitioner did sessions, they did not notice or
observe such indications. An iridologist mentioned to me that I should pay some attention to
my heart and I continued to work on all levels having to do with the heart.

One afternoon, I started feeling constriction in my chest. It was at an unusually strong level, not
heartburn or attributable to anything else. I went to my device and did the test and myocardial
infarction came up boldly on the main matrix. I started to balance my system and gradually
over the course of ½ hour the symptoms subsided. During to process, I had an overwhelming
feeling of sadness. I could not attribute the sadness to anything in particular, but had the sense
it was an over-all systemic feeling which was then released. I continued to work on the fear,
body balance, nutritional balance and most anything that came to mind. After the session, I
relaxed and observed my body’s response to the realignments The next day I consulted an
intuitive who confirmed without my information about the preceding events that I had indeed
had a pretty serious heart attack.

Since that time, I have not had any indications of a related weakness or vulnerability in the
heart or pericardium. I continue to do regular EPFX sessions for myself and have sessions done
on my behalf by other practitioners. I am so very thankful for this device and its tremendous
contribution to my health and wellbeing as well as to those throughout the world that are wise
enough to use it. Thank you Doctor Nelson for not only your pioneering work but also the
tenacity to work to make this available to the population at large.
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City Unknown

I am B.L., aged 53, suffering from acute eczema (Atopic Dermatitis) for more than four years. During the
last four years, I had been suffering from torturous itchiness and rashes for most part of my body,
especially my face, neck and both hands and other parts of my body. The itchiness was so bad that I
suffered sleepless nights trying to scratch to stop the itchiness, so much so that the skin from my elbow
became hardened. The dermatologist whom I went to told me that the eczema had turned into
psoriasis!

I had seen so many doctors. They prescribed all kinds of medications, including steroids, but none of
them helped to reduce the rashes and itchiness. Apart from the doctors and skin specialists, I also tried
many other alternative methods. Some of them helped a bit, but none of them could cure my skin
disease.

One fine day, my friend, who is also a client of an EPFX practitioner, she strongly recommended him to
me. She told me that she knew of a number of eczema cases fixed by him. As I had exhausted all
avenues of finding a cure to my skin disease, I had no other choice left, I came to visit him on the 23 rd of
Oct 2007. As I have tried all kinds of treatments available, he introduced me to Biofeedback. He told me
that there should be no problem to ‘de-stress my stressors’, so that my body can heal itself!

I had my first Biofeedback ‘de-stress’ session with the EPFX on the 23rd of Oct, 2007. After the first
session, I felt slightly better. On the second session, I agreed to take photos of me on the 26th of Oct,
2007. I went to see him twice a week with only Biofeedback sessions. The improvements were amazing.
Photos were taken again after the eleventh session on the 7th of Dec, 2007. Since then, I went to see him
once a week for other problems as well.

Photos taken on the 26th of Oct, 2007: The top six pictures.

Photos taken on the 7th of Dec., 2007: The bottom four pictures.

***********************************************************
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Photos taken on 26th Oct, 2007

Burlington, On

Photos taken on 7th Dec, 2007
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Age 52 – numbness in left hand completely subsided after one session.

Age 30 – Grief after loss of infant daughter substantially improved after 2 sessions. “I feel like I’m back in
my body.”

Age 1 - cough and cold symptoms cleared up after one session.

Age 1 – documented amblyopia improved after one session.

Age 60 – documented twitch in left eye and tremor in left hand substantially improved after one session.

Age 8 – “sour” breath eliminated after one session.

Age 30 – “Biofeedback is a proactive way of supporting my health. I feel wonderful.” After two sessions.

Age 61 – “I feel more connected to who I am” after one session.

Age 34 – suffered loss of infant. “I can breathe again.” After two sessions.

Age 61 – documented extreme pain in back and shoulders (as a result of job as hairdresser) completely
eliminated after two sessions.

Age 31 – suffered loss of infant. “I am no longer afraid to leave the house” after one session.
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Age – 3 months – quit screaming hysterically when touched, after one session.

Age 37 – Dramatically improved digestion after two sessions.

Age 28 – found courage to change jobs after three sessions.

Age 4 – severe documented amblyopia substantially improved after three sessions.

Age 19 – enrolled in college and ended relationship with abusive boyfriend after three sessions. Note:
timed therapies improved her ability to learn so well that she earned a 3.0 her first semester.

Age 30 – suffered loss of infant “Please thank the person who created this EPFX. Tell him I love him”
after one session.

Age 55 – “I’ve never done anything that has made such a difference in my health.” After three sessions.

Age 42 – “My lab results came in. My thyroid score is now perfect.” After one session.

Age 26 – “This was amazing. I stopped coughing” (after having a dry cough for 3 years) after one session.

Age 70 – extreme pain in back substantially improved after one session.

Age 30 – documented broken ribs stopped hurting after one session.

Age 47 – “Thank you. Thank you. I feel 15 years younger” after one session.
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Age 56 – “ I can breathe through my nose again” (plugged sinus for 4 years) after one session.

Age 55 – lost 25 pounds after five sessions.

Age 26 – My headache is gone” after one session.

Age 43 – extreme pain in right hip (documented congenital displacement) substantially improved after
three sessions.

Age 6 – eczema substantially improved after one session.

Age 83 – severe pain in both legs and middle of back completely healed after one session. Ringing in ear
completely gone after four sessions.

Age 23 – migraine headache substantially improved after one session.

Age 46 – addiction to pot almost eliminated after one session.

Age 61 – extreme pain in right shoulder that could not be alleviated by a physician or chiropractor
completely eliminated after one session.

Age 60 – fear of being in enclosed space completely eliminated after one session.

Age 67 – documented heart condition substantially improved after six sessions.

Age 71 – documented case of depression substantially improved after three sessions.
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Age 48 – severe back pain substantially improved after one session. Eliminated after two sessions.

Age 67 – acupuncturist who could “feel” as the device worked on her acupuncture channels, “This
device is a miracle. I feel wonderful” after one session.

Age 8 – documented severe eczema completely eliminated after five sessions.

Age 66 – documented Parkinson’s. tremors in hands that he’d had for eight years intermittently stopped
after three sessions (client stopped sessions after his wife quit waiting on him)

Age 78 – documented dizziness and ringing in ears substantially improved after two sessions.

Age 54 – documented lupus in remission after four sessions.

“01/14/08
Testimonial EPFX
Colorado, South Dakota, USA

“I am a 36 year old soccer player from Scotland and had knee surgery several years ago. It cost
$15,000.00. Last Spring I had one EPFX Biofeedback session which focused on the stress that I was
experiencing from the pain in my knee (that the surgery did very little to help). Three days later both
knees felt better than they had in many years. It cost $150.00. Since that time I have referred my whole
family, my girlfriend and her whole family and several teammates to my biofeedback therapist and they
all have had wonderful results. Stress truly is the root of all disease.

David from Texas”
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“Thursday, 17 January 2008

Patient: (name withheld for privacy reasons

Address: Casablanca, Morocco

Date of Birth: 28/08/1997

Gender: Female

First Consultation: 27/02/2003

Presenting Complaint: Respiratory dysfunction, Asthma related symptoms. Adenoidectomy performed
at 18 months. Overweight.

Presently being treated with Seretide 500 (serre-tied) is a medicine which is used in asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease.

QXCI was used for testing and therapy application: Programs used were NLP, Biofeedback, EEG, ECG to
treat for stress related to anxiety fear and worry. Prescribed Psor 200 S/D and Thuja 200 1 X Week for 4
Weeks.

Second Consultation: 27/03/1003
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There was a marked improvement immediately following the first consultation with some acute attacks
controlled with homeopathic remedies and Seretide 250 (note reduction of dose).

Tested and treated with QXCI, Used therapy suggestions from QXCI. Prescribed Tub. 1M , 1X Week for 4
Weeks and Bell 30, as required for acute Asthma symptoms.
Recommended Homeopathic Remedy Kit for the home.

Third Consultation: 29/04/2003

Patient continues to improve, less frequency of Asthma attacks, using Homeopathic remedies and
Seretide 125 (note reduction of dose) to control.

Tested and treated with QXCI. Prescribed Calc. 30, 1 X every other day for 2 Weeks. Natural Vit/Min
supplement.

10/05/2003: Telephone consultation for acute attack Asthma/Cough

Prescribed Ant.-t 30, as required for acute

Fourth Consultation: 27/05/2003

Patient makes very good progress, after reduction of Seretide patient is now free of allopathics.

Test and treat with QXCI. Prescribed Calc. 100, 1 X for 5 days, Ant.-t 30 to hold for acute attack.

Fifth Consultation: 23/09/2003
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Patient improved in all respects, weight is now normal for age and height. No allopathic drugs
being used.

Preventive Treatment Plan: Using QXCI, Desensitization program for allergies and immune
system improvement.”

“January 21, 2008

Patient: (name withheld for privacy reasons)
Address: Augsburg, Deutschland
Date of Birth: 22/01/1931
Gender: Female

First Consultation: 30/05/2007
Presenting Complaint: Overweight, post spinal operations trauma, fluid draining on legs from below
knees, knee joint problems.
Main symptom patient wanted addressed was continuous profusion of fluid oozing from both legs
below knees coming from pores (no wounds or scars).
Patient had this problem for months without conventional treatments able to address the condition (she
was told to use bandages to soak up the fluid).

SCIO was used to test and treat: SCIO Suggested therapies used, main therapy NLP, Short Sarcodes,
Patient Superconscious, Nutrition/Homeopathy.

Home prescription: Homeopathic remedy suggested by SCIO was send to patient.
Liquid ……….. to be taken 3 X at 15 minutes interval.
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Client was asked to contact three days after taking the remedy.

Second Consultation: 09/06/2007
Presenting Complaint: Other complications resulting from patient having endoscopie; bowel movement
affected.
The main complaint, the oozing of fluid from both legs had stopped and has not returned after a single
session on the SCIO

The patient is at present still under SCIO treatment for other symptoms.”

Case 1:
A 44 year old manager working a very strenuous busy job UPS with:.
Bilateral Knee Pain:
Stress History: In September, 2000, working for UPS – “I was working on the belt, repetitively jumping
down 3 feet and jumped one too many times and I could not stand.”
Diagnosis: Lateral meniscus tear.
Treatment: Arthroscopic surgery in October, 2000 to repair the tear and shave the patella and physical
therapy for 3 months.
Post Surgery and PT: Not able to bend at the knees properly. Developed chronic pain in both knees.
Worse in the winter months requiring Vicoden for pain management.
“I was a wiener, complaining all the time about my knee and my back pain. I could not go horseback
riding or climb stairs or go bowling without severe pain. It also limited my gardening and my life
considerably.” I was depressed, negative and often in a bad mood.
Biofeedback Session: One 1 ½ hour session
Post Q.B. Results: R.C. felt immediate pain relief and started doing squats as she left our clinic. She has
been out of knee pain for over 2 months.
“I have been back to bowling and bocce ball. I walked 4 miles the other day without pain or swelling. In
the past, if it wasn’t a pill, it wasn’t really medicine. I had a narrow mind to thinking outside the box
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towards alternative health care. Now I tell everybody, you’ve got to understand, Q.B. will help you to do
things you never did before. It will help you with problems you have forgotten, that will come out during
the session. You are going to feel better. I feel more energetic, and can go bowling and do whatever I
want. I also can handle stress way better and am able to calm other people down. Q.B. reduced my knee
pain and my stress which powerfully changed my life. I am so glad I opened my mind and tried QB.”

Case 2: Initials: C. P.
22-year-old female student who gets into an auto accident and while being examined they find a
cancerous nodule on her thyroid.
Stress History: Started with no Symptoms
Auto accident – December 4, 2006- Injured neck. Put on Vicodin, Valium, Relpax for migraines,
Compazine for nausea, Naproxen – Joint pain and a muscle relaxant. Tried Elavil – as migraine
preventatives – made her sleep 22 hours a day. Started Effexor 2 days later, – had adverse reactions –
Wake up with heart racing, chest tight, thought she was dying, muscle spamming, difficulty breathing
swallowing, could not think straight. Was perscribed Allegra for allergies and sinus congestion – adverse
reactions- constantly made nose run.
Medical Diagnosis: Thyroid Cancer – Diagnosed after injury in Dec 2006 – routine check up – found a
nodule on thyroid.
Dec 26 2006 - Complete Thyroidectomy, Perscribed. Remeron – for nausea while going through
radiation – adverse reaction of swelling and lethargic. Darvocet post thyroidectomy operation – gave me
nightmares.
Post Surgical Symptoms: Tired, weak, nauseous, constant pain, muscle aches, could not think or
concentrate, constipation, abdominal pain, hungry but could not eat, nausea, attention deficit,
degenerated, very sickly, whole body hurt, total fatigue, migraines, muscle aches, joint aches, neck pain,
general body weakness. Sleeping 18 hours a day.

Biofeedback Sessions – Six 1 ½ to 2 hour sessions from April 17th to July 17th.
April 17th, 2007, First Session
Taking– Valium, Relpax, Compazine, Naproxen, Allegra, and Levothroid
Symptoms: Sick of being in pain, had zero energy, depressed, pessimistic, unmotivated, apathetic,
withdrawn, felt sick all the time and slept 14-16 hours a day. Not able to concentrate, difficulty driving,
and could not go to work or school. Did Radioactive Iodine Treatment and spent one week in isolation
after taking two pills of radioactive iodine I131.
July 17, 2007- last session.
Off all medications except Levothroid.
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Feel great. A little tired. Still having some constipation with difficultly digesting proteins. I am much
more active. No migraines in 3 weeks. Can focus better, still having problems with linguistic elements,
word formation. Started taking Omega and Iron, multi vitamin and mineral, helping. Sleeping average 9
hours and have good energy throughout the day. Much less muscle and joint pain. Increased range of
motion in neck and back areas. No longer depressed. She feels optimistic and motivated.
“Quantum Biofeedback lifted this black cloud out of my body comprised of pain, negative feelings,
thoughts and sickness, illness and weakness. I’ve been much better at being able to stay in the present
and try to focus on positively and healing and taking care of my body. The sessions have helped me
overall to heal my body, bringing my taste back, helping me sleep, making me be more in touch with
changing my activities and lifestyle, directing me on how to take care of myself so I can heal better. I’ve
recommended it to just about everybody I know who is suffering from ailment that they have not been
able to treat. Either if Allopathic medicine has not worked or they want a more holistic approach.”

Case 3:

Stress History: Middle aged woman struggling in a crisis trying to find happiness and her true self.
Symptoms: Depression, hopelessness, loneliness, lost, mental fog, easily brought to anger. GI stress.

She did a number of Q.B. sessions over a 6 month period.

“This is a fantastic healing process. It gets down to the core of what’s true for you. It is truly holistic
involving the mind, body spirit and emotions. I found the emotional awareness from coming out of this
process to be life changing because it clarifies what the truth is and where you are stuck. Then it goes to
the next step and provides remedies for reducing stress from the energetic, physical, beliefs and
feelings. The affirmations to address negative beliefs and feelings have been very helpful. Also the
homeopathic and herbal remedies have been great for reducing physical blocks. I have also been able to
resource ideas to address spiritual dilemmas. The whole process is a fascinating journey into the heart
soul and spirit of your truth. The results are magical as I was on a downward negative spiral and this
process turned that around by contemplating new ways to look at things. I realized that because of my
family of origin neglected me and suppressed my core spirit and as a result, I developed unhealthy
patterns. I am now engaged in rethinking my basic core beliefs and realizing the only limit to my
freedom are these core beliefs that I bought into for 40 years. I am now in the process of peeling the
onion and releasing them so I can actually be who I really am. I’ve tried everything hundreds of
therapeutic modalities, religion, prayer and Quantum Biofeedback has reduced my stress and really
brought me the clarity I needed to heal.”
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“Here’s my story. I have a 10 year old son who was perfectly normal until he was vaccinated at age 4 ½.
He changed radically and fundamentally. His diagnosis: Asperger’s Syndrome and ADHD. For the next
several years he suffered in school and was taken to a slew of top doctors and specialists (including
psychologists, psychiatrists, speech therapists, and occupational therapists). He was put on every form
of Ritalin and a variety of other medications. Nothing helped; depression was added to his diagnosis

We were desperate parents willing to try anything and then heard about an alternative bio-feedback
device (EPFX) that could help our son. After spending hundreds and thousands of dollars on prescriptive
drugs and doctors, seeing the bio-feedback practitioner was a bargain. Within the first session we saw
incredible results. After only eight months of therapy our son has been healed of ADHD and more
significantly, of Asperger’s Syndrome. All this without one prescriptive drug. I give all the credit to EPFX.

My son is living proof that alternative therapies work and that people don’t need to be pumped up with
prescriptive drugs to be healed. Shame on you for trying to dash hope from people who really could
benefit from these therapies.

Sammamish, WA 98075”

“January 29th, 2008

I have been a client of the EPFX machine for the last fifteen years. I not only have benefited greatly in
more ways then one, but my daughter has reaped the benefits a thousand times over. I adopted my
daughter at birth only to find that she had crystal meth, marijuana and perhaps alcohol in utero. She
seemed to be fine as a baby and the EPFX machine continued to cleanse and support her systems on a
quarterly basis since she was born. Touches of gonorrhea, aids, cancer and many other signs showed up
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on her screen as an infant. When she was two her eyes would not work together and she showed many
signs of sensory integrations issues. She began day care and focusing, playing with other children
became increasingly more obvious that her nervous system was very taxed from all of the chemicals
during in the womb. Her teacher kept a close eye on her and knew her almost better than I (her mother)
did, of her day to day basic interaction with other children. I continued to go to Bill for treatments and
every time she returned to school she was a more focused, calmer, more stable child. Her teacher was
amazed at the progress that my daughter was making. She was especially impressed by the clarity and
awareness of my daughters play for many months after her treatment with the EPFX machine.
Today my daughter is five years old. Her eyes are much straighter and she is beginning kindergarten in a
main stream public school. I attribute this miracle to the EPFX machine. I truly believe that without this
machine my daughter would be in special education and have many more physical problems than she is
having today.
Thank you so much.”

„My story is that I was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia & chronic Fatigue after a car accident in 1991. I took
$1500 worth of drugs a month, I could not function, I had horrible deep muscle pain, exhaustion that
kept me from getting out of bed sometimes, and a severe depression that made me suicidal. I was under
psychiatric care though I knew I was not crazy but I didn't know what to do. The drugs turned me into a
zombie and I just wanted to die to be free from the pain and misery, the side effects sometimes were
worse than the pain but I kept at it, hoping something would work....I was only 39 years old! I began to
develop the inability to use my left hand and right foot. I could not recall common words and my mouth
would not want to work properly to form words sometimes. My doctors advised me to purchase a
wheelchair as I was developing signs of Multiple Sclerosis even though a brain CT showed no lesions and
they told me there was nothing more they could do for me.
My medical doctors were giving up on me, I couldn't fathom it and I also couldn't accept it. An
acquantaince of mine told me about the device and I drove 3 1/2 hours across my state to find the only
practitioner around at that time. I had incredible results after the first session.
I was pain free for the first time in 10 years for two entire weeks. I was joyful, the depression had lifted, I
began to sing again around the house and I wanted to go out and do things again. After a year of
receiving sessions irregularly because of the distance, I decided I needed to have my own device in order
to see if I could continue to help myself find a path to wellness that had been missing with this disease.
Now, 6 1/2 years later, I have had such incredible results with the device in my life and my family. I no
longer have Fibromyalgia nor Chronic Fatigue nor Depression. I do seek proper medical care when the
need arises but my MD and I have a great relationship where she knows that I am proactive in my
approach to health and she allows me room to de-stress my body first before resorting to invasive
procedures. If it does not help me to use the device in an agreed upon time period, I agree to undergo
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her procedures. The only time I have had to do so is when my gallbladder ceased functioning and I had
to have it removed surgically.
I have been able to get off all prescription medication with the exception of thyroid glandular and my
health has never been better. I'm 54 years old now and I look and feel like I'm ten years younger.

One other thing occurred with me that you may include in your FDA letters if you see fit. I had been
using the device for 5 1/2 years when suddenly my VARHOPE scores dropped, my P/E Ration went from
normal to 80/50 and I began seeing stress related to thyroid cancer. I went to my doctor and had a scan
done and we discovered a large mass under my jaw as well as 2 thyroid nodules, one the size of a pencil
eraser, the other the size of a pin head. I had a thermogram done of the masses and the temperature
increase between the normal tissue and the nodules was significant and I was sent to an oncologist who
confirmed thyroid cancer. His immediate reaction was that he needed to remove at least the right lobe,
possibly both lobes. I refused. I told him I wanted to see what I could do with nutrition and
supplementation along with biofeedback for stress reduction and he was adamant that I did not have
time to spare "wasting" it on things that don't work. I insisted that he was not going to cut into me until I
knew I had at least tried.
After approximately four months I went back and this time the biopsy showed no cancer cells and the
nodules had begun to shrink. He said I had no more cancer. That was a year ago.
Oregon”

“A 51 year old woman, who at one point in her life had been an elite softball pitcher, and in fact, is in
the Canadian & British Columbia Hall of fame 7 times, was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis when
she was 40 years. Though she tried to continue to work in her profession as a counselor, the time came
when she was so crippled & afflicted with pain that she couldn’t continue. Because of some dishonesty
in her work place, the benefits that she thought she was paying in to for disability, etc. were not being
submitted, and she had absolutely no income, except for the welfare that was provided to her by the
Canadian taxpayers.

The first time I went to her house, she needed a wheelchair to get around and was in complete crisis,
shaking, fearful, and in obvious distress. Because of her financial situation, and the fact that she was a
childhood friend, I offered to treat her for no charge.
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I started treating her in February of 2005, using the protocols as I had been taught. We worked together
usually twice a week. Her recovery was quite slow, but by July of that summer, she was out giving
softball coaching clinics. Her health continued to improve, without even a setback when her sister (who
refused my help) died of cancer in March of 2006. By the Fall of 2006, she had gone back to counseling
part time, 3 days a week, and in the Spring of 2007, was once again able to hold down a full time
position.

Needless to say, she couldn’t be more grateful or enthusiastic in her praise for the wonders of the EPFX
machine. Both she and I know without a doubt that it has saved her life.

Thank you once again for all that you put in to the development of the technology that is helping so
many people.
February 18, 2008”

Testimonials

#1)
40 year old white woman. History of nasal polyps and allergies. In ER the night before. Distressed as a
result of inability to comfortably breathe and emotional distress from repressing grief from having lost
her husband to Lung Cancer the year before and now responsible to raise 7 year old adopted daughter.
Diet consisted of candy and alcohol and minimal food, all hidden from even closest family members.
Rx: Steroidal spray, antibiotics, Armor Thyroid

EPFX revealed dehydration, Sugar Regulation risk, Inflammation, stress in Digestive System and stress in
Sinus. Homotox – sinus showed stomach violation and fungus. Also, virus miasm. GABA and serotonin
imbalance.
Bodyviewer revealed large square on upper right with final dense foci over forehead.
Immune sarcode – emotions highest at 124. During session, client cried – symptoms of nasal polyps and
grief overlapping.

Drs.recommended surgery.
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Client took suggestions to control diet, allow grieving and to hydrate.
Client called 4 days later to say she woke up morning after treatment feeling 75% better (a miracle by
her account) and wanted to return sooner than scheduled appointment. She has come regularly for 3
years and uses spray infrequently, has learned to express her grief, avoided surgery and feels and looks
“better than ever.” Best of all, avoided surgery.

2)
52 year old white woman. Depression, overweight, migraines, musculoskeletal pain, menopausal sxs –
hotflashes, heart palpitations, multiple surgeries incl hysterectomy, breast reduction, and
urethral.blockage. Multiple car accidents. 3rd marriage, previous husbands abusive.
Rx: Ceprolex, Phentolin.

EPFX revealed Homotox Stress in Pineal, Pituitary and Hypothalamus – multiple pathogens, link
emotions, anxiety. NLP: self doubt, submissive and misunderstood. Multiple miasms: leprosy, syph and
tetanus. Unc. Reactivity correlated with mother related trauma and sexual abuse in marriage.
Client left looking like a different person after long session (almost 3 hours.) She went home and
changed her diet. Lost 25 pounds, did some extreme self care and altered her realationships. Depression
lifted. She is starting a business and feels like a “new person.” All symptoms drastically reduced. 1 st

I have osteoarthritis and high cholesterol and do not want to do the typical medications. Both of my
knees have been replaced and I have had ankle surgery. For balance and flexibility I began doing T’ai Chi
Chih four years ago. This is a slow moving practice which circulates and balances energy and promotes
general well being and health. I am now a certified teacher. With my T’ai Chi Chih, the addition of the
SCIO program, I am eating more and more organic foods and I am able to almost completely do without
sugar. I was very addicted to sugar before our sessions. With these changes and very few supplements, I
am feeling better than I have ever felt. I have a feeling of general healing from the inside out and feel
connected to all things. Thank you, Louise for your direction and guidance for better health.
GM, Albuquerque, NM

Biofeedback/Bioresonance for Dyslexia and Learning
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I have worked with students ranging in age from 7 through 16 years, the last 7 years using Sandra
Dillon’s Sounds in Syllables Multi-sensory Language therapy. In the past, I taught special education
students in private and public schools, worked with students with behavior issues in day camps and
tutored in reading clinics. In the past two years of using the EPFX/SCIO biofeedback/bioresonanace
programs with all my dyslexia students, I have noticed incredible shifts in each of them!
I have seen reading rates improve, anxiety reduced, confidence soar and attention spans improve. I have
done therapy in conjunction with biofeedback and the biofeedback definitely enhances the therapy!

Comments from clients include:

“When I was treated for Dyslexia on the Biofeedback machine I felt confident with my reading. When I
had allergy problems and I was congested my therapist would treat me and the next day I would feel
much better.”
A.F. 13 yrs.

There is one case in which I only did Biofeedback (no reading therapy) weekly for about a year to help a
student get off of ADHD medication and improve learning. He was 9 years old when we began
biofeedback. He was living in his own world, didn’t communicate with his siblings much and had many
processing issues. In one year he has moved from Montessori school to public school. He moved from
isolation to sharing stories of school, friends and teaching me card games! I tested him using the
Woodcock Johnson Reading test and he tested out close to grade level in phonological processing after
one year of biofeedback and NO multisensory therapy yet! Wow! This has never happened before. (He
should have tested much lower.) He has been tested to the hilt and Mom has stated, “He would not
have tested that high if he had not had the biofeedback)” When I started reading therapy, a
multisensory Orton-Gillingham based approach, he seemed to process better than students I had in the
past. It was as if his brain was different. He caught on to the concepts more quickly and retained them
better. Wow! The biofeedback really helped change his brain and processing ability. Amazing!
See his comment below.
“I am doing better in school since I have been having Biofeedback. I got a good grade on my spelling pretest today. My Mom says that my language and conversational ability is better. I am more focused and
my behavior is much better since having Biofeedback. I use to take medication for ADHD and I don’t
need it anymore. Thank you! ”
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A.B. 10 yrs

Testimonial

This is a testimonial of a middle aged woman with chronic fatigue who tried many therapies for ten plus
years.
After her tailbone was set, she felt tingling in feet and surges of energy going up the spine. This was
significant in getting the spinal fluid moving which affects everything. The next week she took a trip and
danced at a wedding till the wee hours of the morning! No chronic fatigue Here!
After 6 - 2 hour EPFX-SCIO sessions about 3-5 weeks apart and energetic work in the energy field and
resetting the tailbone, this is what NH said:
“I am handling things better. Something has shifted internally in me and I see it expressed in my life. It is
like moving blocks in my life. The real true complete version of me is starting to come out. I walk around
in grace, saying thank you. So much of my life has been miserable and I feel so happy. My partner is
changing and taking responsibility for his health. It feels like stuff is finally falling in line. I feel stronger
and more confident.
I am speaking up and asserting myself and it feels so good. I wouldn’t have done that before.” Thank
you, Thank you
NH Albuquerque

A woman came to me with sleep apnea and a host of problems including anxiety and digestion issues.
She had been in the hospital and on medications that made her sick. After one biofeedback session she
was feeling much better. After 6 sessions she was off the sleep apnea machine and beginning to live life
again. With the support of the EPFX-SCIO , some supplements and some energy work she was healthy
enough to pack up and move to another state. She sold her house, bought a EPFX-SCIO and is beginning
her own wonderful journey of helping others heal their issues! Yes!
DB Albuquerque
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To Whom It May Concern:

My personal experience on the EPFX is all I have to offer. I hope this helps.

I am a female and when I was 16 I was at the Doctor for one of my first yearly check- up and Pap Smear.
I received a call about a week later to come back, and they did another. It turned out I had extreme
dysplysia or a pre-cancerous condition caused by human papilloma virus. I was very young, just barley
sexually active and was going in for a biopsy. The biopsy found cancer starting to form on my cervix and
the Doctor was scheduling me for surgery. I said I wanted to try something else first, and being a very
open minded MD, she told me that she would love it if I could find another way. I worked with the EPFX
(QX version) on a regular basis and used homeopathy along with lifestyle changes (Diet). After 2 months
there was no sign of any abnormal cells. I am 32 years old today and still have %100 healthy Paps. I have
had many more, smaller health crisis change for the positive over the years by working with the EPFX. I
cant even remember them all but I do know that the only time I have had to see an MD since I was 16 is
for broken bones, cuts and car accidents. The EPFX is my first choice for my healthcare. It is my right to
use whatever system I wish with regards to my body. Freedom is an inherent God given right!!!!

By the way, I have records somewhere that prove the truth to my testimony.

Thank you.

“I had a couple SCIO sessions a few years ago. The second one was actually done while a
hurricane was coming in to my town, and we lost power for an extended time afterward, so I
had to stay elsewhere. When I returned there were many issues to deal with, so I put my notes
away and forgot about them. A year or so later, while in Mexico getting cancer treatments for
my boyfriend, the doctors discovered that I had a large ovarian cyst. Fortunately one of the
doctors treated me and the cyst was completely gone in 5 weeks, without any surgery. Then
when back home I was going through old files and papers, and found the prior SCIO notes. Sure
enough, all that time before, the SCIO had indicated that I had stressors for Ovarian Cyst!! If I
had followed the indications for lifestyle change, it may have never become an issue, but I had
forgotten because of stress.
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Now I have my own machine and have found fascinating results from running it on myself. I am
attending training classes to get certified and begin using it to help other people.
Thank you for developing this advanced technology, which incorporate the teachings of so many of my
former mentors. Keep up the great work and hang tough!“

“I had been experiencing extreme stress and panic attacks for about a month. I asked a friend if she
knew a good hypnotherapist. She said no, but she went someone who did biofeedback, and she said the
results to be nothing short of amazing. She referred me to Brenda. During my very first session, I felt
peaceful within the hour. During my second session I mentioned to Brenda that I had been having
violent nightmares for about 2 months... ever since I moved into a new house. I had cleaned the
bedroom thoroughly, saged it, and prayed for peace and protection, but the bad dreams continued. I
hated that house and I wanted to move out... It just felt wrong. When I returned home from my session,
I felt differently about the house. Suddenly it felt like any other house. No bad feelings! I couldn’t
believe the difference! That night I slept peacefully for the first time, and I have continued to sleep
peacefully each night since. I don’t know how it works, but it sure does work! Quickly and easily. Thank
you!

Land O Lakes, FL

EPFX/SCIO machine is an effective diagnostic tool that accurately identifies and balances the issues I
have. After having a session, I feel a sense of well-being, am calmer, I sleep better and feel deep
relaxation. I am always amazed at how many things the EPFX/SCIO is correcting at the same time and on
my physical, emotional and spiritual bodies. I see the Quantum Biofeedback EPFX/SCIO as essential
complementary medical support.

Land O’Lakes, FL

I have received several treatments on the Biofeedback SCIO device. The results have been beyond my
expectations. I have received 100% relief on the specific areas I went to address, as well as with ailments
of which I may have not been aware. I trust completely that due to my therapist’s knowledge and
expertise of this miraculous state-of-the-art modality completely adds to my confidence in the whole
experience. The responsibility that my therapist projects in terms of her commitment to help maintain
my well being, both physically and emotionally, is highly respected by me and my loved ones. Whether
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using the Quantum Biofeedback EPFX/SCIO device for preventive measures or actual ailments, I have
100% faith that I will attain perfect results.

Land O’ Lakes, FL

“This device is to help with stress management and pain management. I have personally found that it is
phenomenal to help with chronic back pain. I am a weekly member of our chiropractor and this machine
has reduced the pain, allows me to breathe better, and increase spinal flexibility all with the spinal
sarcodes. I am in consistent awe when I go on this machine and am working hard to get the word out for
more clientele for their benefit of this wonderful device.”

“In November 07 I started working with a client. I have attached information he was given in November
and in February 08 when he was retested. During that time frame he received weekly biofeedback
sessions from me, took medication and changed his diet.

Item

Normal Range

Nov 07

Feb 08

Triglycerides

> 250

908

218

Total Cholesterol

> 200

229

175

LDL – bad

60-130

Undetermined due to extremely
high triglycerides

96

HDL – good

< 40

33

35

Liver – AFTA

10-42

32

18

Liver – ALTI

10-40

63

24

“Story #1
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I did about 5 EPFX sessions for a friend of mine. She has been diagnosed as being “legally blind” since
childhood. She had been working with her eye doctor in weekly sessions for about 2 years doing eye
exercises etc and making some improvement. Then, she asked me for a session. We decided to work on
the eye stress and strain. Each time after a session, she would go for her weekly eye doctor appointment
--he would be thrilled with her success-- her improvement was suddenly dramatic, her doctor verified
this and told her to continue what she was doing with me. So, we did-- each time with the same great
results as confirmed by her eye doctor. After a few months, she was able to get contact lenses. She and
her doctor attribute much of this to the fact that she was getting the EPFX sessions.

Story #2
Another story I would like to relate is with a friend of mine who is a nurse. She was working for a large
hospital at that time and was head of her department. She developed neuropathy. She was well
respected and cared for at the hospital. She knew everyone and they knew her! She had access to all of
their best doctors and none had been able to help her.

I was in graduate school at the time and had just gotten my device. One of my fellow graduate students
was a nurse at this same hospital as my soon to be client. My friend asked me to come to the hospital
and do a demo for her boss, the woman with neuropathy. I did. The session lasted about 1.5 hours.

My new client was so relaxed when she got up she couldn’t believe it.... her job at the hospital was very
stressful. So, when she got off that table she was pleasantly shocked to discover that her neuropathy
symptoms were greatly reduced ---by about 75% according to her calculations. She asked if I would
come back and do another session the following week and I agreed to this second “demo.” After the
second session she reported that 100% of her symptoms of neuropathy were gone. She gave the credit
to the EPFX and gave me a big hug and many thanks. She continues to thank me to this day.”

“Patient: Female
Age 56
Buffalo NY

Came to me Jan. of 07, main concern was weight loss and nutritional guidance. During initial intake I
found that her immune system and gastro-intestinal system was compromised, she had leaky gut and
candida, none of which was clinically diagnosed. The following is her testimony.
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Over a year ago, I was overweight, weak, exhausted, and given to sickness the majority of the time.
Typically, it would take me well over a week to recover from numerous bouts of flus, colds, or sinus
infections.

My life coach designed a health renewal plan for me that included suggestions for diet, exercise and the
use of nutritional supplements. However, my health renewal plan also included something I had not
tried before: Quantum Energy therapy. This therapy has given me that extra boost over a wall that was
keeping me from improving my health and having the vitality to enjoy life.

Over the past year, Quantum Energy treatments have increased my overall energy, feeling of well being,
and given me more restful nights of sleep. My immune system is much stronger now, and I do not
become ill as often. If I do become sick, I recover more easily and quickly. Recently, after a rib injury, I
received two Quantum Energy therapies. These therapies greatly alleviated the excruciating pain I was
experiencing. As a result, I was able to continue with my regular activities without much discomfort.
Overall, Quantum Energy therapy has made a remarkable difference in my quality of health.

Someone might ask, "How often do you need a Quantum Energy therapy to feel better?" I actually felt
better after my first therapy. I then continued with monthly therapy for about six months. Currently, I
schedule a therapy every two - three months.

Today, I am a stronger, slimmer, and healthier person. I highly recommend Quantum Energy therapy to
support your overall.

Female: Age 24
Came to me in June of 07 with a severe case of yeast infection that had been plaguing her for over 20
years. Clinically diagnosed and every conventional treatment exhausted she arrived in my office in
desperation. I found heavy levels of Candida, a compromised gastro-intestinal system with nothing
being done to correct this. She had already followed complete elimination diets and went completely
vegetarian in the hopes of controlling this to no avail. The following is her testimony.

J.R.
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Buffalo, NY
06/15/07
I have suffered from chronic yeast infections for over 20 years. I have tried everything traditional
medicine has recommended and found only minor reductions in symptoms, but have never stopped the
discharge associated with this.
What I found amazing is that immediately after the first treatment of the Quantum Biofeedback
program, the usual discharge stopped. For me this was truly a breakthrough and when combining this
therapy and the specific nutritional recommendations Mr. Middleton gave me I have remained
symptom free ever since.
Thank you so much, my life has changed because of this and I am so greatful.
Sincerely,
J.R.

“Male: Age 49
Approximately 9 years ago I had a severe injury to my left arm and both rotator cuffs. I was showing my
son how to perform a back layout on the gymnastic rings and just as I had achieved the full layout
position my left Bicep completely separated from the ligament attaching it to the radius.
At the same time this occurred, both rotator cuffs folded in and ripped. The Bicep Brachia was surgically
re-attached however there was very little that could be done for the rotator cuffs aside from Physio
which I did myself with great results. The only problem was chronic shoulder pain at night which
interrupted my sleep dramatically as no matter which side I laid on, within 2 minutes I would be
throbbing in pain.
I tried several NSAID’s with little or no relief and had resigned myself to the fact that this is what I could
expect for the rest of my life. Enter my introduction to the SCIO/EPFX. I had bought it with very little
training or understanding of how it worked or what it could fully do, but I understood the fundamental
aspects of its operation.
As my wife and I were working with it we became a little more familiar but still had no real
understanding of its capability or true use of it. One night I had gone to bed and she was working on it
from the living room on me as I slept and for the first time in 5 years, at that point, I had a full nights
sleep with no pain. This was the pivotal point for me and spurred me into getting certified.
Since then my strength and training capabilities have improved dramatically and I still get solid nights of
sound deep sleep without pain. As a practitioner I have witnessed some amazing results from using this
device and wish it would be an accepted medical device for analysis and therapy use.”
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“Female: Age 34
This patient came to me in Sept. of 2007 presenting with a clinical diagnoses of Depression and Anxiety.
She had been on 4 different medications over the last 6 years, finding only one of them giving her any
relief and even that was not a lot.
She finally went off medications over 2 years ago and has been dealing the best she can with this since
then, losing a lot of work time due to her flare ups. She came to me for help and over 2 months we
cleaned up her diet, I had performed 6 therapies with the EPFX and added specific neuro-transmitter
supplementation and have gotten her to a point of no flare ups for the past 3 months.
Buffalo, NY
In September of last year I came for help with a chronic issue of depression and anxiety. I have
exhausted every option available to me through the usual medical practices and all of the drug protocols
they have put me on.
Although I had some relief from this with medication, I came to the conclusion that I did not want to
continue taking them as the potential side effects would out weigh any good they may be doing me
now.
When starting with the EPFX program I was skeptical and a little scared as I had no idea how this was
going to work, but I prayed extensively for help and left myself in Mr. Middleton’s hands. What I found
truly amazing, to me that is, is that after the very first session I began to feel a greater level of peace and
ease within me. After about the 3rd session I found myself in awe that I had no recurring bouts of anxiety
or depression in over 2 weeks, which for me is a miracle as I would deal with them on a daily basis.
By the time we finished the program over a 2 month time frame I had only one flare up and even it was
minor in comparison to what I have dealt with over the last 10 years with this issue. I have not been in
for over 3 month’s now and I have had no flare ups and am finally at a point of once again getting know
the real me after hiding for so many years.
I am truly grateful to the EPFX program for all the help and insight into what was occurring inside me so
that I could understand how to make subtle changes for a better, healthier, happier me. Thank you and
God Bless.
Williamsville, NY”

“Finding help – Finding friends
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The pain started over four years ago. I was informed that I have Arthroporosis of the spine and knees. I
got Physiatherapy and pain pills, nothing helped against the pain and blocks in mine spine and knees. I
had two scopes on the right knee.
The doctors told me that in the near future I would need a knee replacement. Between my ribs on the
right side a nerve was blocked and the pain, travelling to the front, was sometimes so bad that I could
not breathe.
Another doctor told me, I had gallstones. So I was send to the University-Hospital for X-Rays. They found
out that it was Arthroporosis (Degeneration of the bones). They told me, they cannot do anything for
me but giving pain blocks. Also at the National Hospital they could not do anything.
They prescribed Radiofrequency-Therapy.(Burning off the nerves). They burnt three of my nerves of the
lower back.
At that time I weighed 124 kg and needed to walk all the time with crutches.
By the end of the last year I was at the Anglican Church introduce to a couple of two Therapists. I was
told that they can help people with conditions like me. They work at “Healthy Habits” with the computer
Program called SCIO.
At their office I got a therapy and the result was, that I do need neither crutches nor painkillers. And
meanwhile my weight was going down to 92 kg.
I am not only free of pain, but can do so much more. I can walk and lift my arms higher than my head. I
can run my daily chores and I feel so much younger and more active. My knees are strong again.
There is a friend of mine, I will name her Vera. She could only walk with a stick and had a lot of pain. Six
weeks ago I drove my friends there and they worked on her at a friend’s house. Directly after the
Session she walked home pain free and in a good mood, holding the walking stick in both of her hands
above her head with a happy smile on her face. Her walking is still strong, and no pain anymore.”

“I am a 58-year-old woman who has been treated for chronic daily (cluster) migraines for 23 years and
chronic allergies (environmental) and sinusitis for most of my life. In addition, for the past year, I've
been treated for chronic neck pain as a result of a shoulder surgery I underwent in 1/11/07. In
November of 2007, I was diagnosed with sleep apnea.
I had been living on a host of medications, prescribed by a neurologist, a sleep disorder specialist (also
an neurologist), an ear, nose and throat specialist, a psychiatrist and a surgeon.
In mid-December 2207 I began having new severe symptoms including loss of sleep and appetite, weight
loss, confusion, and hyper-manic and obesessive-compulsive behaviors. On Jan. 20, 2008 my neurologist
advised me to immediately cease taking the calcium channel-blocker she had prescribed a month
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before. At the same time, I made the decision to go off all the medications I was taking, including all pain
meds, sleeping pills, and nasal steroids. This catapulted me into drug withdrawal and a severe state of
detoxing.
On Jan 29 I was treated by a practitioner with the QXCI biofeedback machine. I subsequently had 3 more
treatments. As of today, I am pain-free, exercising regularly and eating normally. I am taking no
medications at all except bio-identical hormones. I am comfortable in my body for the first time in
memory.”

““Since other therapies were not working, I tried out Healthy Waves. I am amazed about what the device
picked up regarding my body’s needs. It not only detected but cleared the ringing in my ears. It reduced
my fibromyalgia stiffness and aching. Most importantly, it greatly reduced my SCIATIC NERVE pain!”
Around 50 years of age, female, relief after about 4 sessions. Pain return following year and relief after
another 4 sessions.
“I suffer from osteoarthritis and a severely deformed thumb joint. Since my initial session I am now pain
free in that joint and can grasp things and wring cloths out like “normal” people.” 64 years of age,
female, relief after initial session on Nov 19/07 and symptoms not returned as of Feb 19/08.
Age 39, female, goiter/hypothyroid/mucous swelling in throat. Mucous and swelling and lump
disappeared after initial session on Nov 19/07 and still good as of Feb 19/08.
Age 50, male, Sciatica. Pain reduced after initial session on April 10/07 and gone after second session on
April 17/07. He was also doing Chiropractic adjustments in conjunction.
Age 68, male, Lichen Planus, Back Pain, Sleep Apnea. Client since Feb 2/06 with frequent sessions in
beginning and now monthly for past year. Skin is “ebbs and flows” but seems to be improving as
reported on Jan 3/08. He claims his back is much better. He claims he can feel is toes again and feels
warmth in them again. He claimed on Jan 31/08 that his feet never get cold anymore, that he feels 4
inches higher when skiing, and that he can feel muscles in his hip again. On Nov 16/07 he claimed that
his lower back is the best it has ever been in 45 years. He claims that his sinuses have improed as well.
He thinks his sleep apnea might be improving as well.
Age 62, female, pain down front of leg and eyes water. Pain relief down front of leg immediately after
each session and lasts from 1-3 months. Watering eyes stop immediately and lasts for about 1-3
months. Client since 2005. Working on these issues since May 25/06 every month or two. She has
arthritic fingers and claims that they feel better after each session too.
Age 35, female, autism. Initial was Oct 31/06. After this session she slept well, was more relaxed,
content, quiet. She was very calm during the session and just relaxed. She rocked back and forth a bit
and rubbed her hands gently during the session. The guardian was quite amazed at how relaxed she was
and how she was able to sit there for 1.5 hours without putting up a fuss. She had further sessions on
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Nov 9/06, Nov 16/06 and Nov 29/06. The guardian noticed that she was starting to go the bathroom on
her own and change her clothes on her own.
Age 38, male, stressed, smoking addiction, anxiety. Initial was May 16/06, where he noticed reduced
anxiety and stress afterwards. After his second session on May 23/06 he noticed his smoking addiction
had been reduced. He returned on March 13/07 to assist with “house moving” stress and anxiety and
noticed that he could rationalize and think in a more clear manner without anxiety and fear and stress.
Age 74, female, leg pain. Had four weekly sessions starting March 20/06 and noticed leg pain improved,
gut not totally gone. Did other sessions afterwards periodically with ups and downs in health.
Age 46, female, arthritis. Had weekly sessions starting March 9/06 until April 24/06, then every other
week until July 4/06. She has reported that her fingers are better and pain is less after the first 4 sessions.
”After suffering for a few months of pain, my right elbow is now pain free in care of two sessions at
Healthy Waves.” Age 50-60, female, reported the above after sessions on Oct 3/05 and Oct 12/05.
Age 49, female, smoking and sweet addiction, headaches, tennis elbow. Sweet addiction reduced after
initial session on Feb 8/06. Smoking addiction reduced after initial session as well. She reported feeling
sick when she went too smoke.
Age 60, female, asthma and allergies and headaches. After initial session Dec 20/07 she was breathing
deeper, getting more sleep, dizzy/nausea and weepy following session, and yoghurt not settling either.
She was waking up in mornings without headaches, but they came back during the day. After second
session on Dec 24/07 she noticed she was able to take bigger breaths, but still got some headaches. She
also noticed floaters the following day and disappeared within the following week. She still wasn’t
getting her usual AM headaches.
Age 31, female, high blood pressure and stroke in 2000, fatigue, head/back/body pain. She had initial
session Apr 14/06, and further sessions Apr 21/06, May 6/06. After the first two sessions she noticed
lower blood pressure. She reported feeling no pain and increased energy for 1.5 weeks after each
session.
Age 46, male, digestive issues, tight neck, lack of concentration/ focus/ forgetful. After initial session on
Nov 28/06 he reported on Dec 4/06 that he no longer had digestion issues, neck felt better, but tightness
returning, and that his concentration was good until Dec 3/06 when he noticed that he was struggling to
read again. Didn’t hear back to see how he is now doing.
Age 43, female, loosing vision in right eye with facial paralysis, diabetes, shoulder and hip pain, anxiety
with winter driving from accident. Initial appointment was Oct 23/06. On Oct 30/06, during her second
appointment, she reported that she was calmer, craving less, sleeping better, hip and shoulder were a bit
better, and arm was better. She had another appointment Nov 7/06 and reported that for 3 days after
her last appointment she had no pain and lots of energy.
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Age 65, female, fatigue in eyes, endocrine, fibromyalgia/CFS, bones/ inflammation, digestive issues.
Initial session on Apr 10/07. On following appointment, Apr 16/07, she reported that her lower back was
more flexible. On Apr 20/07 she reported that it is easier to get up in mornings and energy didn’t drop
until 3-4pm now.
Age 35, male, anxiety, depression in AM, fear of death, sadness, worry, loses voice, worried about not
enough quality time with children. Had initial session on July 6/08 and second appointment July 13/06.
As of July 26th his wife reported that her husband was feeling much better, bought a camper to spend
more time with kids, is working more and mornings are no longer an issue. She reported that he is feeling
SOO much better!.
“This device correctly detected my lumbar injury, dental concerns, and numerous other minor issues. I
can vouch for the accuracy of those detected issues. It had an almost immediate effect on the sciatic
pain level. Over the next 8 or so hours, it was greatly alleviated by an estimated 85%. The reduction of
pain was measurable, almost immediate, and impressive.” Age about 45, male, reported this about 11
days after his initial session on March 15/07.
Age 64, female, SI joint, blood sugar, thyroid, cough, bronchial allergy issues. Had intial session Nov
10/06 and further sessions on Nov 17/06, Nov 23/06, Nov 30/06, and Dec 11/06. She noticed
improvement in her SI joint after the intial session and reported total pain relief in her SI joint after all
these sessions.
Age 69, female, knee and hip pain and shoulder issues. Initial session on April 29/05 and reported to be
able to lift arm when she left and shoulder was better after one session. She reported her knees were
better as well after that session.
Age 40, male, TMJ, lower back pain, stress with tachycardia, allergies, throat closes in when eating.
Client since 2005. He notices improvements either immediately or within 3 days of each session. His jaw
locked after one session and hasn’t bothered him since. His back is much better with occasional pain,
which he finds biofeedback better than chiropractor for his lower back and gets relief within 3 days of
each treatment. He finds it very relaxing and reducing his stress and heart beat. After using the allergy
desensitization stress reduction program he found he could swallow much better for about 3 weeks.
Age 35, female, headaches, endocrine disorder, thyroid disorder. Client since 2005. Noticed headache
relief with distance treatment by the end of each sessions. It accurately detects hormonal stress
indicators. When hormones balanced naturally with herbs and natural hormone creams, no hormone
imbalances reacted on the Sport Program. Whereas, previously it showed almost every hormone
reacting and needing balanced. It accurately reacts to her thyroid and related blood sugar and syndrome
X type issues routinely.
Age about 70, male, headaches, rash, sinus congestion. One session on July 6/05 and reported no
headache after, rash cleared, and sinuses cleared. Saw reactivity to feathers and strawberries on Allergy
program. Client agreed after session that these are triggers for his symptoms.
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Age 44, male, stress, lack of sleep, mild sleep apnea, body tension, pain in joints – right knee especially,
pain in left testicle. Initial session was Aug 31/06 and second session was Sept 7/06. On Sept 25/06, after
two sessions, he reported that his knees felt better, had better energy but still waking up at night. On
Oct 17/06, after three sessions, he reported that he still wakes up at 3:30-4:30 but can now get back to
sleep. He had another session October 31/06. On Nov 22/06, after 5 sessions, he reported that his leg
was good, sleeping okay, feeling like he slept deeper than usual, and prostate not bothering him.
Age 47, male, headaches, weight, blood pressure, neck tightness, stress. He had two sessions. His first
session was June 2/06. He reported on July 7th that he noticed less headaches and neck pain gone.
“I was so excited to see the improvement in my recent blood tests. BIOFEEDBACK has made a significant
difference in my overall health and well being. I recommend this treatment as an adjunct to everyone’s
current health care practice. I credit improvements noted during my dental check ups to Biofeedback as
well. Thank you Dionne for introducing me to this amazing device.” Age 61, female, started sessions on
Sept 19/05 with weekly sessions until Oct 25/05. Then she did every other week until April 25/06.
Age around 50, female, mysterious skin condition from hands to elbow that looks like worms under skin
that hurts when hit, her mom had it too, appears in mid 30’s. Not inflamed. After initial session on Feb
24/07, it disappeared until almost Oct 20/07.
Age 77, female, eye sight, fullness in ears/sinuses, allergies, ears, indigestion. Her initial session was May
17/07. A week after this session, on May 24/07, she reported that her sinus drained but ear acts up now
and again. On May 31/07, she reported after that after her last session she noticed her sinus drained
again and ear was less problematic. On June 19/07, her hearing had been good and better since last
session until June 19/07. She said it felt like it popped. On July 12/07 she reported that it has been her
best summer yet with head being clearer, no heaviness, and sinuses better. She noticed ear popping and
fullness as if volume turned up shortly after session. On July 31/07 she reported sneezing and digestion
still a slight issue. On Oct 2/07 she reported that sinus and head fullness was good. On Nov 1/07 she still
reported that her sinuses were better this year and indigestion a bit less. On Dec 7/07, her ears popped
and drained after last session, but digestion not great yet. On Jan 10/07, she reported that she has less
headaches.
Age around 75, female, fatigue, depressed, painful feet and legs/polymyalgia rheumatica, bowel issues.
Less pain, more energy, bowels much better, ot walking after 1 session on Apr. 25/05.
Age 62, female, left shoulder supraspinatus tendon with tear, right knee baker’s cyst posteromedial
popliteal fascia. Looking at surgery for shoulder and knee at first session on April 25/06. After three
sessions, on July 4/06 she reported that shoulder was better. She wanted to focus on her knee after that.
After 4 more sessions, July 25- Sept 27/06, she reported on Oct 18/06 that her knee felt better and
shoulder better. December 13th, she reported that her shoulder was still good. On Mar 28th she reported
that her left knee and varicose vein was bothering her. She reported on her next appointment on May
2/07 that her varicose vein was better. She had further sessios on May 10/07, May 16/07, and June
19/07. On Sept 13/07 she reported that her left knee was better.
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Age 66, female. Allergies, rash on hands, fatigue, left hip and sciatic nerve pain, weight, left knee
cracking and pain, toes numb and feel like tripping, hypothyroid (partially removed), stress. Client since
Dec 16/05. She indicated that her cravings were reduced after a couple sessions. Rash on hands is
reported to be better in late 2007 while on reduced carbohydrate diet and working on Insulin Resistance
and Syndrome X with her homeopath. On Nov 23/06 she reported mental clarity being better. She always
reports immediately after each session (almost monthly) that she is able to lift her left leg up easier onto
her right knee for tying her shoes. She has reported that her toes have not been as numb after some
sessions too.
Age 75, female, leg pain inside both legs, right hip pain into abdomen issues, scoliosis, and left shoulder.
Client since July 28/06. On Aug 9/06 she reported that she had less swelling in her ankle since her initial
session. After 5 sessions, she reported on Sept 29th that her right leg pain was better for 3 weeks after
her last session. After 2 more sessions, she reported on Oct 31/06 that she was able to do more stairs,
but still achy inside her legs. After 2 more sessions, she reported on Dec 11/06 that she still reported that
she can go up stairs better.
“I always felt energized after my biofeedback sessions, especially the first 24 hours. My Chronic Fatigue like symptoms of joint pain, swollen glands, brain fog, fatigue, and digestive upset always decreased in
severity. Dionne is a true professional who likes to help people.” Age 63, female.
Age 60, female, nerve deficiencies in both legs (left worse) from car accident. She has had several
sessions without huge improvement, but at one point she reported that she was able to walk better with
more stability and further.
Age 32, female, lower back pain with sciatica, stress, blood pressure. Initial Oct 5/07. On Oct 11/07, she
reported that she had diarrhea after initial appointment and bowels now loser and better. On Oct 18/07
she reported that she was still achy and swelling in lower back. On Nov 7/07 she reported that her finger
swelling was down, her back was really good after doing wood, after walking. On Dec 5/07 she said her
lower back still has less pain, but more between her shoulder blades. Her fingers were still swelling some.
On Jan 8/07 she reported that her back was good until Dec 24th, which she blames her chiropractic
appointment on Dec 22nd for that recurrence of pain. She still gets lots of swelling in fingers. She reported
her elbows are not popping out as much. Her eyes are still watery though.
Age 64, male, arthritis in left shoulder. He had an appointment on March 7/06. He reported on
December 2007 that he could lift arm better and shoulder better, but some pain further down arm now.
Age 62, female, neck/shoulder tightness/pain, back/hip pain and bit down leg, blood pressure, sleep
apnea. Initial Oct 4/07. After 2 weekly sessions, she reported on Oct 18/07 that her neck released but
only lasted a week. On Oct 25th, she reported her neck was good, but only lasted a week again. On Nov
1/07 she reported her neck was better. On Nov 22/07 she commented that her neck was good but
flared up after recent swim. She said her hip was good at this point. She could notice her neck stress
release during her sessions.
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Age 57, male, ulcerative colitis, arthritis, asthma. Initial session Nov 5/07. After two weekly sessions, on
Dec 3/07 he reported that colon pain was not as sharp. After two more sessions, on Dec 21/07 he
reported that he had no pain for 3 days after last session, then pain and swelling back but with no fever.
After the session on Dec 21/07, he reported on Jan 2/08 that he had pain for 3 days after his last
session, but felt much better for a longer time. He was starting to look better. On Feb 1/08 he reported
that he was feeling better still. Wondered if sending frequency of platinum helped, or the brain scan
program #22, or using reactivity of IgA with DNA program. Improvements seen more after doing these
programs.
Age around 50, female, sciatica. Pain reduced but not gone after one session August 10/05.
“This device profoundly helped my insomnia with one session. That night I fell asleep as soon as my
head hit the pillow and have been sleeping well ever since.” Age 35, male, Client since 2005. Did one
session by distance and reported that he slept well that night and thereafter or a few months.
swelling/hives/fever episode. He had an episode of swelling (organs, head, whole body) and
bumps/hives that only prednisone was mildly controlling. After one session, he reported that he
returned to normal shortly after.
Age 43, female, toothache. She reported that her tooth pain disappeared for only 4 hours after her
session before it returned.
Age 50, female, migraines, low back pain. Migraines improved after 7 sessions. Her lower back pain
improved immediately/ during each session, but only lasted a week or two. She reported that her liver
spots faded and her finger nails growing better.
Age 45, male, Irritable Bowel Syndrome, stress/anger. Digestion disturbances and anger tendencies
much better after two sessions. He was taking nutritional supplements from his chiropractor as well. His
chiropractor noted improvement in the stenosis area of his cervical spine.
Age 44, female. Osteoporosis, menopause 3 years ago, gastrointestinal issues, pain in lower back with
odd sciatic to foot., T8 and L5 narrowing, headaches – neck. After 3 sessions between Feb 16-Mar 9/07,
she reported on March 16/07 that her neck and headaches were okay and that her back was good, but a
bit of gastritis still.
Age 27, female, infected sweat glands in arm pits and groin for past 3 years. Intial session was July
19/06. After two weekly sessions, she reported on Aug 3/06 40% less swelling and pain. After 2 more
sessions, on Aug 16/06, she reported 70% improvement.
Age 11, male, asthma. Improvement seen with asthma after 2 sessions.
“I’ve had 5 sessions of Quantum Biofeedback and love them. The sessions have reduced the mucous and
pressure around my throat, caused by my goiter. I can now swallow without the fear of choking. Thank
you.” Age 58, female.
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Age 44, female. Severe left shoulder/neck/arm pain and muscle pain. She sees improvement overall
after each session, but pain returns after a 1.5 weeks. Still when the pain returns, she reports that it is
not as bad as it was before biofeedback. She has had 11 sessions since August 31/07.
“Under the recommendation of my Personal Trainer, I contacted Dionne for an initial assessment and
found that it helped my fatigue immensely after only two sessions. Currently, while working on my
lower back pain, I have seen great improvement after another couple of sessions.” Age 47, male
Age 64, female, diabetes with pin and needles pain in hands and feet, lower back/hip pain and legs stiff
at night. Lower back pain, leg stiffness, and needle feeling in feet and hands improved after first session.
Age 61, female, chronic head and neck pain from motorcycle accident in 1994, sciatic pain. Client since
March 10/06 for mostly weekly appointments. She notices head and neck pain release during/after
sessions, but it doesn’t always last. She sometimes reports that she wonders if her chiropractor makes
her feel worse. She notices improvement in her sciatic pain after her sessions for 1-4 weeks, but has
flare ups now and again.
Age 37, male. Crushed discs in lower back, knee caps lose, pop out, crackling in last 5 years. After two
sessions (July 31/06 and Aug 14/06) he reported on Oct 23/06 that his lower back was good and still
good as of early Feb 2008.
Age 47, female, chron’s since 15 years of age, sigmoid muscles weak in upper colon with pain, mass near
rectum. Initial session Nov 6/07. After two session, she reported on Nov 19/07 that she is still bleeding
some, still has some discomfort, but no longer constipated. On Nov 30/07 she reported that she is not as
constipated, has no pain anymore, stools are bigger, more gas, but still a little bleeding. On Dec 10/07
she reported that she has no pain anymore, still bleeding from mass, still no constipation. On Jan 3/08
she reported no constipation, no pain, bleeding stopped before Christmas, but still a little bit. On Jan
11/08, she reported that she still has gas, no pain, no constipation, bled a bit more, tired. On Feb 4/08
she reported less bleeding, no pain, little bit of cramping that might have been MSG, no bleeding in
Mexico on her holiday. On Feb 18/08 she reported less bleeding, a little pain, still tired, and still no
constpation.
Age 58, female, high blood pressure, allergy, water retention. The following day after her session she
reported that she had lots of energy, felt great, had no bloating, and her eye redness was gone, and
allergies improved.
Age 47, female. Blood pressure, TMJ, anxiety, endometriosis. Client since 2005. She noted TMJ improved
after one session. She reported her anxiety was less after 3 sessions. She feels she needs sessions every
5 weeks or so to keep feeling good.
Age 44, female. Stress and anger, depression, menopause with insomnia. After first session she noticed
less anger and stress. After her third session, she noticed her phobia was reduced and could handle
encounters with spiders better.
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Age 47, female. Sciatic/lower 4&5 lumbar discs, cancer. After first session, Dec 5/06, she noticed that
her kidney and bladder improved and wasn’t up at night. After two sessions, she reported on Dec 19/06
that she had less pain. After three sessions, she reported on Dec 27/06 that she was able to take less
pain medication. Her 6 sessions were completed in January 8/07. She reported in February 2008 that
this was the only therapy where she saw improvement in her health, would like to come back for more
therapy but doesn’t have the money right now due to cancer fighting hyperbaric chamber oxygen
treatments.
“I first went to Dionne because my stress level was so high I would wake up crying. After a few sessions,
my stress and adrenals were feeling much better - I could function without getting so worked-up. Now
every once and awhile when I feel overwhelmed (like before Christmas, etc.), I go for a “tune-up” and
can get through the holidays with no problems at all. I’ve also sent many clients and family to her - it’s
good to tackle problems from all angles - not just nutrition. Thanks Dionne age 31, female.

Improvement Statistics for Common Ailments:
Low Back/Leg Nerves/TMJ: 27/29 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Knee: 4/5 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Shoulder/Neck/Elbow/Arm: 9/11 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Fatigue &/or Insomnia: 9/9 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Digestion/Bowel: 8/9 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Craving or Addiction: 10/10 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Depression/Anxiety/Phobia/Stress:10/10 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Sinus: 3/3 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Headaches/Migraines: 5/5 IMPROVED OR SYMPTOM FREE.
Note:
a) Unsuccessful clients not included unless 4 or more sessions completed.
b) Data derived from recorded statements of Healthy Waves clients as of 07/07.

Owen Sound, Ontario”
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“This letter is written in response to the unlimited stress reducing potential of the device call the EPFX. I
purchased the device to maintain a holistic approach to the health of my entire family. I have found that
the gentle frequency should never be taken for granted. It does provide the people I work with a sense
of wellbeing and assist their body through stress reduction in making shifts toward improved health.
Emotions are the foundation of all illness and can be managed by a few sessions with the EPFX only if
the subject is ready to change. The education I have been provided from Quantum Alliance has allowed
me to have confidence in working with people with any level of stress. Quantum has a built in education
to help people appreciate the advanced technology they have at their finger tips, safety precautions ,
methods of training subjects and all of the how to use the device.
One case I would like to share is a recent session with a subject, while working in a bookstore. He was
experiencing congestion, copious mucus from his nose and running eyes. After a brief encounter, we
discussed his discomfort. In a 30 minute session of de-stressing his respiratory system including sinus,
lungs and using the Chinese six external pathogens wind, damp, dry , heat, cold and phlegm, he reported
the next day that he was feeling so much better. That evening after the session he began to cough up so
much mucus which cleared his head and stopped his headache. The next day he was feeling stronger, his
head was lighter and no mucus.
The second case I would like to share: A woman came to me after a lecture about stress and how it can
affect every organ in the body. She indicated that she really wanted a session. She came to the session
after having her first drink of wine for the day around 11:00am. She never mentioned that she was an
excessive drinker or addicted to cigarettes. Using the approach given by some of the Masters I was able
to help her decrease her drinking to casual drinking of about ½ a glass of wine and no more smoking.
The NLP panel was used for addictions, organs were distressed and more than that her limiting emotions
were identified by her and coaching around the cause of addiction was provided. She was able to have
presented to her various ages of experiences which affected her and some stressors she had not begun
to even talk about. She had such a traumatic experience of loss of her mother and shortly after her
grandfather, who she was responsible for preparing the funeral arrangements and eulogized them
together. She described how those events changed her life and at that time experienced depression ,
almost to despair and hopelessness, which led her to seek mental health, but she was still tearful about
that time in her life. After a few sessions she was able to talk about those situations without tears and
stated she felt stronger and less paralyzed by those situations.

I have practiced as a therapist for over 20 years and have found nothing in those years to equal
the connection of a practitioner to a device that reduced stress like the EPFX. Having it has
changed my life and enabled me to guide my family through stressful experiences and lessened
and eliminated stress In their lives to the present. I believe that every family needs this
technology in their homes or know a qualified practitioner who will help train them and their
bodies access new ways of handling stress and taking back their power to maintain a healthy
life.
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Thank You, Dr. William Nelson for your dedication to the Healing of Humankind.
USA”

“I am a Certified Biofeedback Specialist. In February of 2006 I had an opportunity to experience the
EPFX. My session lasted about 2 hrs. I had no idea what to expect. I had talked to my Doctor and my kids
Pediatrician I know enough to know that this could not hurt me or my children. I am 34 yrs old (female)
not at the time of my 1st session I was 32. I have struggled with the diagnosis of Learning Disabled most
of my life. If you are like me and could not read a book and understand it know matter how hard you try
and people say try harder… There was not harder for me I spent my life learning how to coop. So after
my 1st session I noticed many changes I could made dissections faster. My skin was less sensitive. And
most of all my reading improved within the week. I could now understand what I was reading as well as
read almost as fast as my mother who had to read to me all my life. The 3 months before my 1 st session
with the EPFX my Dr. had me on 2 different RX for some type of walking nomonia (flu). If it did not get
better within the next week on its own my Dr would have needed to put me on a steroid and she did not
want to do that if we did not have to. That same night all of the congestion in my chest broke up and I
felt GREAT!

Thanks for your time,
Ocala, FL

(I had a form of Dyslexia all of my life Sorry for the spelling.. please call me if you have any question 352817-1495)

My son now 9 yrs old at the time of his 1st session he was 7. 1 - 2hrs session.. School testing, Dr., both
labeled him ADD. Eye Dr. said that his eyes were not able to follow without moving his head and also his
pupils would not diolate (shrink in the light).. By the next day his eyes were diolating. I noticed that the
balancing issue he had was correcting itself. To watch my son stand up and ride a skateboard down a hill
was awesome. He also had a lot of bumps on his skin that his Dr could not say for sure what they were.
It looked like hundreds of bug bits. With 1 week of his 1st session his skin cleared up too. Over the past 2
year my son has had many sessions and his new Dr can not understand the old diagnosis of ADD she see
no signs of that. The school has recognized his improvements and at ever quarterly meeting they want
to know what RX my son is on. I am happy to report none. All who have watched this transformation
have been amazed.
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Female age 20
1 session
4 year with pain from Fibro mialiga
The day after her 1st 2hrs session her pain from the fibro was gone.
Also after 3 more session I found out she had wanted to end her life. She feels that with the EPFX she
would have done just that. This young person has done wonderful things over the last 2yrs and the pain
has not come back..

Female age 52. Back pain
1 session she said her back pain was gone.
She also felt a better overall sense of well being.

Female age 71
Diagnosed with Leukemia. She had spent 6 months going trough Chemo. Before, during and after she
had weekly sessions. After 1 yr her Leukemia was in full remission. She say that the EPFX helped her the
most with her depressions. After each session she would notice different changes. Like the pain in the
leg that lightened and even went away after a few weeks.

Female age 63
Sleeping issues
After 1 session she was sleeping batter at night.

Male age 45
Addition to alcohol. He drank 12 or more beers per day.
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1 2-1/2 hrs session 2 weeks later 1 more and he had been almost 2 week without a drink. This man also
had sleeping issues after 4 sessions he was able to sleep more hrs per night then he had in years.

Female age 20
Deep Depression
3 sessions and she felt happier. The the need to hurt herself was gone.”

“June 25, 2007

I was in constant pain due to a shoulder injury. A doctor suggested it might be Arthritis. After trying
several ineffective treatments, he sent me to a Chiropractor who told me that I would have to keep
coming back to therapy until I was cured. That helped only for a short while. I was exhausted from trying
to live with this dull pain in my shoulder.

I also lived with a sinus problem which became chronic at certain times of the year.

Then my therapist introduced me to EPFX / SCIO. I was amazed at the amount of information it disclosed
about my body. There were things that I did not tell, yet they came up in the reports. I also received an
enormous amount of information which gave me knowledge to take care of my body's needs.

During the first treatment I felt a strange sensation in my sinus area, as if it was opening up, and I was
able to breathe easier. The following morning I felt a sense of energy and well being. During this same
session, my therapist also worked on my shoulder pain and that is now non-existent.

To me, the most important part of this treatment is that it is so gentle on my system. There are no drugs
to take, so I did not have to worry about side effects.

I highly recommend this system to anyone looking for a treatment for their ailments.
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Orange County, CA”

“3 October 2007

After traveling for about 36 hours, and being on a plane for almost 15 hours, I was exhausted, my body
was dehydrated, and I was uncomfortably constipated. For a couple days I tried all the usual home
remedies - to no avail.

When my therapist explained some of the wonders of the Quantum machine, I readily admit that I was
skeptical at best, but figured it was worth a try. So I decided to “experiment”.

I was pleasantly surprised at the extraordinary results! Mari worked on deficiencies and imbalances, and
within 12 hours of my Quantum session, I was improved and my bowels “normalized”.

I highly recommend a Quantum session for travelers in similar situations.

-Anonymous World Traveler”

“19 July 2007
Two months ago during a routine blood test I tested positive for Hepatitis B. Immediately I decided to be
proactive and scheduled a second blood test which confirmed the initial one.

I scheduled several sessions on the Quantum machine and decided to increase drinking XanGo
mangosteen juice to about 1/4 to 1/2 bottle a day. In addition, Mari referred me to a Chinese herbalist
who administered acupuncture and sent me home with herbs to use daily.
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After using the Quantum machine I felt more energy and more positive about overcoming the Hepatitis
virus.

I just received the results of a follow-up blood test and there is no evidence of any Hepatitis in my
system. The doctor was amazed.

I know that my regime was responsible for ridding my system of this virus and I will continue scheduling
regular sessions on the Quantum machine, drinking XanGo, and using the Chinese herbs daily.

Our bodies know how to heal themselves if we just give them the right material to work with.
-Anonymous, Orange County, CA”

“September 27, 2007
Dear Friends:

I can't believe what has just happened. I have been in the worst emotional health place in a long time.
My intestines and stomach have been a mess.

I have had a friend work on me before with this (Quantum) machine and never have I had such a turnaround as when my therapist worked on me with her Quantum Machine.

This session cleared parasites, my emotions, my whole body, and mental and spiritual bodies. I had
major bacteria and needed lots of depression treatment. It even balanced my hormones.

It uses electrical protocols, accesses, and then treats. It works on 10 different levels at the same time.

I think you can experience more of the difference when you are at the bottom.
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I had an 86% improvement in just my first treatment! WOW WOW WOW!!!

This is so advanced and really works!

The best money I have ever spent.
Orange County, CA “

EPFX Testionials
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Hormonal Balancing
One of my most exciting cases occurred about 2 years ago when I worked with a client who was having
great difficulty with peri-menopausal hormonal issues, in particular depression. She had seen her doctor
who recommended anti-depressents and hormone replacement, which she refused.

During her third session, she experienced a profound reaction to the frequencies, causing the buttock
area and the back of her legs to becoming extremely hot. This soon passed. Since this time, three years
ago, she continues to experience complete relief from these depression symptoms.

Emphysema
I have just begun working with a 40 year-old woman who has been diagnosed with emphysema and
aspergillus fungus in the lungs. After our first session, I was able to see that she actually did not have
aspergillus, but rather a variety of other funguses (candidas) affecting her. We worked on these, as well
as general strengthing of her body and improvement of energy flow.

An x-ray she had about two weeks after our session, showed a significant decrease in size of lung
lesions. Her doctor was astounded.

Recovery from Traumatic Childhood Abuse
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I did some long-term work (over a two year period) with a woman who had experienced traumatic child
sexual abuse at an extremely young age (1-1/2 years). She is now in her late 40s and has been
undergoing psychological counseling for many years.

She feels that the biofeedback sessions she has received (about 30) have been much more beneficial
than all her years of counseling. I notice a great change in her demeanor, she is much more confident
and far less fearful. She had been off work for several years because of mental health issues related to
her abuse experience. Recently she purchased her own EPFX device, and is starting a practice!

Recovery from Old Emotional Trauma

Last summer, when traveling in Slovakia, I did a single session on an elderly woman who was
experiencing a great loss of vitality, basically feeling worn out. She had not received any specific
diagnosis from her physician, however her vitality was at such a low level, that she appeared to be
literally dragging her self around.

While doing our session, I discovered that she had lost a child in infancy some 50 years earlier. During
the session she had a pronounced reaction, she began to sweat profusely, and then feel nauseated. This
lasted for about 10 minutes, then it passed. After the session she immediately had a very large bowel
movement, and when she emerged from the bathroom she looked like a different person.

She has maintained this feeling of vitality for the past 8 months, and has gone on to seek the services of
a homeopathic doctor, and work at improving her diet and lifestyle.

Chronic Lower Back Pain

About 2 years ago, I began doing sessions with an elderly woman, who for the last many years (10-15)
had experienced a feeling of heaviness in her lower back so sever that she was unable to stand for any
length of time. After our first session she reported that the feeling of heaviness had left and it has not
returned to this day.
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Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

I did several sessions with a middle-aged man who was battling with a severe case of chronic fatigue
syndrome. After a few sessions we were able to see that much of his problem was due to bad dental
work and a multitude of un resolved emotional issues. He is still dealing with many of his symptoms, but
his overall demeanor is much improved, as I see he has been relieved from much of the chronic anxiety
that he dealt with, and his condition is slowly improving.

Mental Health/Outlook

I have done about 7 or 8 sessions with a woman who was so filled with anger and resentment that it
dominated her outlook completely. Over the course of our sessions together she has made such
dramatic strides in this area, that it can only be described as a personality change.

Ovarian Cancer

About two years a go I did some work with a woman who had invasive ovarian cancer. Along with her
biofeedback sessions, she worked to improve her diet and used FAR (infrared) therapy to improve her
condition. Three months after I first saw her she returned to her doctor, because there was a surgery
scheduled. She asked that another MRI be done before the surgery, but it was refused. When the
surgeon “opened her up” he found that the cancer had completely dissolved.

“Case 1 – 57 year old multiply handicapped women
An advocate for a multiply handicapped 57-year-old woman states:
Up until she was rescued from her family of origin at age 16, this woman was abused in every
possible manner, including put down a well the way some people drown excess cats.
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Her medical diagnosis was/is Ushers Syndrome which is characterized by macular degeneration and
profound deafness. This is compounded by developmental delay. Her IQ was determined 6 years ago to
be 86. She was told as a child that she would never learn to read and could not see the words much less
read a combination of words. The medical community dismissed her and she was on maintenance care
only.

Her health as she experienced it 9 years ago was:
Frequent severe headaches/migraines that caused her to black out.
Severe muscular cramping and muscle tension
Lack of good sleep due to nightmares and muscle pain
Inconsistent body temperatures ranging from very cold to night sweats
Frequent injuries due to falling, tripping and bumping into things
Almost no socialization due to social barriers, even though she worked full time

Initially we used a restorative optometrist to help open her vision field (1/4 inch in diameter at the
beginning). This was followed by a physical therapist using the original osteopathic palpation method,
which helped alleviate many symptoms and increased function. Approximately 5 years ago, the PT
reached an impasse that he was not able to move through.

At that time the EPFX was used for one session. Resonant Frequency Pattern was found to be over
2,400,000. In that one session the practitioner was able to balance and rectify the client causing the
barrier to therapy to be resolved. Two years later, the osteopathic practitioner moved and an EPFX
became the primary modality for this client. She continues to exhibit visible and observable progress
and requests sessions based on her awareness of her body functionality. Currently the EPFX therapy is
being supported by nonforce chiropractic. Annual and as needed (primarily to resolve problems caused
by constant use of hearing aids) medical visits are maintained and her primary care physician’s
comments are congratulatory with instructions to continue.

Changes observed by the client and others:
Headache free for 3+years
No fistulas in the macula as confirmed by the optometrist. Only rare use of glasses.
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Improved field of vision and significant reduction in accidents and falls
Improved speech which enhances better socialization and supports a tremendously improved quality of
life
Muscular symptoms are easily ameliorated when and if they arise
Good sleep – a dramatic reduction of nightmares and an increased sense of safety
Able to interact with members of family of origin without fear and with healthy, appropriate boundaries
set by the client
Improved attendance at work with additional tasks learned, assigned, and successfully performed
Reading improved currently at a 2-grade level.
Vocabulary constantly improving
Active learning and conceptual understanding increasing paced by the client
Social development progressing
More self-managing and independent

Case 2 – 1 month old Baby E
Baby E was brought to an EPFX practitioner with “baby acne”, slightly mucousic eyes, fussy and a
constant desire to nurse. The practitioner did a one-half hour session during which the baby slept
soundly.
The next day the mother called the practitioner and reported amazement that the acne had cleared up,
eyes were bright, shiny and clear and Baby E was back on her 4 hour nursing schedule. The baby
continued to be healthy and experience normal development.

Case 3 – Nasal Polyp

A client called to cancel her appointment due to a sinus infection that was so severe that she
could not drive. When asked if she wanted the session to be conducted long-distance, she
readily agreed. The session was conducted.
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The next day the client called and said she felt much better. In fact, she had had a normal urge to blow
her nose. Upon doing so, she expelled a polyp the size of her little finger. The client has reported
improved health, particularly in the sinuses since that time.

Case 4- DF improved productivity

A resort dining room supervisor was experiencing frustration, a lack of productivity and
deteriorating relationships reportedly due to the pressures of her job. She wanted to grow
some other career options to plan for aging and retirement but felt unable to do so. The
downward spiral had begun to affect her relationships on the job and the compounding
pressures brought her to the EPFX practitioner.

After two sessions and a bit of coaching with self-management techniques, the woman was:
Able to manage her normal schedule effectively even though the schedule demands had not changed. In
fact, the company expanded and the pressures increased.
She was able to stabilize her personal relationships and rebuild them.
She was able to be proactive in advancing her business plan to build her post retirement career options.

Case 5- LM Panic attacks

A woman on disability who was able to work part-time and trying to regain her health so she
could work full time began experiencing panic attacks. They were severe enough that it
jeopardized her part time job and further progress on the goal to regain full employment.

After 3 sessions, the panic attacks subsided. She was able to regain her part-time schedule and actively
started to pursue her goal of full-time employment. Occasionally she has requested a tune-up session,
but her progress has been consistent. Her budget has limited the sessions or she would be able to make
faster progress.

Case 6- CA Severely Autistic 23 year old

This client (severely autistic with cerebral palsy) was given a session as a demonstration session
to show her caregiver the EPFX. Following the session, during the next 24-48 hours, the
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caregiver noted that the young woman was able to do several things that she had not ever
done before. She maintained those new behaviors and has built on them. This caregiver is
extremely observant and documents progress carefully.

Case 7- PS Cancer

This 63-year-old woman was diagnosed with leukemia at age 23 with a prognosis of death in 6
months. Throughout her life she had repeatedly been diagnosed with various kinds of cancer,
had many types of radiation and chemotherapy. At the onset of the EPFX sessions, she had
recently been moved to an assisted living facility with an inoperable back tumor, suspected
abdominal tumors, and a variety of other physical symptoms including residual effects from a
stroke, diabetes, obesity, and depression. She denied the use of any additional chemotherapy
or radiation. The prognosis was not good and she started having a series of TIAs (mini strokes).

At the onset of her EPFX therapy, we worked on the depression as well as balancing her basic
body functions. She got some relief from the depression and started actively participating in the
sessions and doing mental self-management between sessions.

The TIA’s continued and the practitioner would check on her by phone. Hearing slurred speech
was a good indicator of another TIA and a short session to balance the brain function corrected
the speech generally within an hour or two.

After basic stabilization, work was done on the cancer miasm. This was indicated by the fact
that the client’s mother had died of cancer when the client was 15. After the miasm stabilized,
the client made better progress in regaining function and balance.

She still has significant physical issues and is more self-managing and balanced. Her quality of
life has improved significantly and she is an active participant in the social life of the facility and
is now able to even travel outside of the facility.

Case 8 – Myocardio Infarction
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As a practitioner, I see the benefits of the EPFX all the time. The changes are sometimes subtle
and sometimes people don’t want to acknowledge them, but they are there. The EPFX is my
primary healthcare tool. I do have a primary care physician, but have not had healthcare for
over 10 years and do not intend to get any. Each system has some benefits, but the
pharmacological risk and the disease basis of allopathic medicine are too much for me.

About 10 months ago, I started to get readings indicating myocardio infarctions on the EPFX
when I did sessions on myself. When another practitioner did sessions, they did not notice or
observe such indications. An iridologist mentioned to me that I should pay some attention to
my heart and I continued to work on all levels having to do with the heart.

One afternoon, I started feeling constriction in my chest. It was at an unusually strong level, not
heartburn or attributable to anything else. I went to my device and did the test and myocardial
infarction came up boldly on the main matrix. I started to balance my system and gradually
over the course of ½ hour the symptoms subsided. During to process, I had an overwhelming
feeling of sadness. I could not attribute the sadness to anything in particular, but had the sense
it was an over-all systemic feeling which was then released. I continued to work on the fear,
body balance, nutritional balance and most anything that came to mind. After the session, I
relaxed and observed my body’s response to the realignments The next day I consulted an
intuitive who confirmed without my information about the preceding events that I had indeed
had a pretty serious heart attack.

Since that time, I have not had any indications of a related weakness or vulnerability in the
heart or pericardium. I continue to do regular EPFX sessions for myself and have sessions done
on my behalf by other practitioners. I am so very thankful for this device and its tremendous
contribution to my health and wellbeing as well as to those throughout the world that are wise
enough to use it. Thank you Doctor Nelson for not only your pioneering work but also the
tenacity to work to make this available to the population at large.

To Whom It May Concern;
I am 69 yrs. old. In August of 2007 I started getting pains in my upper arms, from my elbows to my
armpits whenever I would exert myself to climb stairs. At first that was the only time I got the pains,
then they would come when I wasn't doing anything. My doctor thought the pains were because I
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wasn't metabolizing my food properly. My friend had a bio feedback machine so I went to her and she
helped me with the pains. Then I started having shortness of breath. The machine helped with the pain
but it would come back again. While all this was happening my friend phoned me and asked if I could go
to Cardston with her. She told her me daughter was coming to visit her other daughters home in
Cardston. She thought that they could try a new protocol on me if I came so of course I went. Her
daughter put me right on the machine as soon as I got there. I was on for quite a while and when I
finished I felt much better than I had for a long time. I could breath normally and had no more pain at
all. I had started having pains in the middle of my chest on the way to Cardston that day and I was
having a hard time breathing by time we got there. I was feeling so much better after the treatment
with the bio feedback machine that I felt I would probably skip my appointment with the specialist the
next day, but my daughter wouldn't let me. The specialist found after numerous tests that I'd had a
heart attack but that it had had somehow stopped in the middle of it, which is something he'd never
seen before and couldn't explain. I did require an angiogram which thanks to the bio feedback machine I
was alive to experience that delightful process. I feel I owe my life to my friend and the bio feedback
machine. I am buying one for myself and my family.

City unknown

To whom it may concern
last week March 11 2008 I had a client who has been diagnosed with Tourettes syndrome.. In my
opinion this was not the case, This man was obviously stressed about something.I ran the sleep and
relaxation bioresonance frequencies of the EPFX for twenty minutes and ran a bioresonant nerval pulse
to deal with the rapid eye movement and the tic on one side of the face. This man called in to see me
today Saturday five days later to thank me for my help as all his symptoms have gone. All this client
nodded was some relaxation to solve his problem and in this case it worked perfectly in one session
City unknown

To whom it may concern
On Tues last week March 10 2008 I saw a client who could not sleep very well and suffered severe pain
in the lungs when laying on the side at night and this of course brought about the bad sleeping habits. I
ran the Sleep and relaxation bioresonance for this patient for 30 minutes and also ran bioresonant EPFX
therapy to relax and ease the lungs.
This client is now sleeping well and all pain in the lungs has gone This demonstrates how stress relief
using bioresonant therapy helps restore homeostasis and allow the body to take over and heal itself
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City unknown

One year ago I was introduced to the EPFX Biofeedback Device. At that time I had severe Meniere's
Disease that would put me out of commission for days at a time. I was having them two or three times a
month.
I purchased one of these wonderful devices and began using it on my family and myself. I have not had
any sign of Meniere's for the last nine months. I can't say Thank You enough to professor Nelson for
making this awesome knowledge available for us.

City unknown

Gender: Female
Age: 77
Length of time seeing practitioner: about 6 months
Symptoms and/or disease(s):
What they experienced and any healing that may have occurred: My client, after the death of her
husband of 50 years was distraught and in a state of great stress, mourning and sadness. Over the
course of about 5 sessions there was a marked improvement in her mood and preoccupation with the
loss of her husband. She also found that she had a greater ability to interact on a daily basis with people
and activities in her life. She continues to progress positively in processing her grief with her willingness
and the assistance of Quantum Biofeedback sessions.
Lehigh Valley, PA
Gender: Female
Age: 51
Length of time seeing practitioner: 1 month
Symptoms and/or disease(s):
Stressed out about losing her pet dog and a friend who tool great advantage of her and her home.
Extremely depressed.
What they experienced and any healing that may have occurred:
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She experienced calmness and could not believe how much energy she had after 2 sessions.
Lehigh Valley, PA

Gender: Female
Age: 30s
Length of time seeing practitioner: 1 visit
Symptoms and/or disease(s): Asthma
What they experienced and any healing that may have occurred:
Client did not have any asthma attacks (though she had exposures that would have put her in the
hospital) for more than 5 months after therapy with Quantum Biofeedback.
Lehigh Valley, PA

It is with joy that I´d like to share what I experience
with the QX/SCIO.
I have been working with this wonderful tool for 2,5 years now. I am a homeopath and I felt for 3 years
ago I wanted to have something more than just my remedies.
Suddenly I found myself buying the SCIO sent as a gift from heaven. The first year I just made som
analysis and didn´t really understand how it all worked.
Second year things started to happen. Clients reported about healing processes that made me surprised.
A newspaper asked if they could write about me and some clients. They did, and suddenly people called
from many places and said that they always had been looking for a machine like this, that measured so
many things in an energetic level. I was surprised myself of what happened with some of the clients, but
had to believe it was true.
Things like, " could sleep all night, which a hadn´t been able to for 20 years",
"could after one treatment suddenly walk on my leg that I hadn´t been able to after a not well done
operation ".
"a muscle in my back that had been in atrophy started to work again"
"felt a feeling of happiness that I haven´t felt for a very long time "
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"the machine told me to take a homeopathic remedy for my heart and after some weeks intake I could
walk several kilometers without being tired, which I hadn´t been able to for 20 years without being
completely exhausted after 500 meters" and several other cases.

The machine is amazing.

The other day a mother called and told me her daughter didn´t have to do the planned operation on
cervix. All the bad cell degenerations were gone after taking remedies made from SCIO.
Thanks a lot !
City Unknown, Sweden

I would like to relay to you my personal testimonial with my grand-daughter, (who I will call Miss J), who
is now 4 ˝ years old. Little one has been suffering for the past few years with respiratory problems. Her
pediatrician called her issues “Irritated Airwaves”. She was too young to have it called asthma but her
doctors had prescribed a regular dosage of “Singulaire” even at the age of 3. Anytime she had a cold it
would end up as a respiratory Bronchial issue with coughing and she would be put on a breathing
apparatus (Nebulizer) with Pulmacort to keep open the bronchial passages. She would be on this
regimen every 4 hours round the clock until her condition got better. She would recover and be better
for a few weeks until she got sick again the following month and the same regime would start over.
She also had been given a blood test for allergies about a year ago and it showed close to a hundred
allergies. Her mother and I were at a loss as to how to deal with so many issues and worried about the
effects of long term use of the Pulmacort on her liver.
In Sept. of 2006 I experienced my first Quantum Biofeedback Demo which showed many issues that I
was dealing with. I soon realized that this new Stress reduction technology might also be good for my
grand-daughter. So in January of 2007 she had her first Biofeedback session. It showed so many allergies
that the Chiropractor that was treating her said that she would work on her Digestion issues first and
relieve the stress in that area; when the digestion got better the allergies might clear up.
She continued weekly sessions over the next few months, then bi-weekly sessions for a few more
months, and then monthly maintenance sessions after that. From the first session in Jan. of 2007 until
now, March of 2008, she has not needed to be on the Nebulizer at all!!!! Her health has continued to
improve and her allergies have cleared up tremendously. It’s still hard to believe that in December of
2006 she was still on the monthly Nebulizer treatments and after January 2007 she didn’t need them.
She continues to be Nebulizer free – which is over a year now.
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I can’t imagine what her life would have been like if she would have had to continue on the same path
she was on. This wonderful device has been like a miracle and continues to help improve not only my
own health but that of my whole family. I feel truly blessed.
City Unknown
I have 5 children and all have been tested and have had drastic results because of the treatments and
information provided to treat their issues. Most of my children have had a virus that resulted in multiple
warts all over their body. After treatment and nutrition they all have been relieved of the warts. I am
completely happy and look forward to raising my family healthy and happily.

City Unknown

I am a fairly new EPFX member. I think it’s the most remarkable tool given to us, the public. It has helped
my husband and myself so much. He cracked a hip a year ago and at first it was thought to be a hip
replacement-only to discover it was only cracked. A real blessing. The recovery went well and he is
walking without a cane. He is 83 years old.
I have a heart condition and a back that gives me trouble. With the help' of the EPFX I am able to keep
us both going.
Anchorage,Alaska

Female, 59, diagnosed by M.D. as having fibromyalgia. Lived in constant pain and could barely walk. Had
not been able to bend over for years.
Started bi-weekly EPFX/SCIO treatments November 2007. After 2nd treatment reported her pain level
had gone from 9 to 2. After 4th treatment reported pain-free, only some pain when the weather
changes. She can now reach her own feet to put on her socks and shoes and clip her own toenails!
(which is a big deal to her) Her outlook on life has changed 180 degrees!
Norman, Oklahoma
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Case # 1 (My own case)
I am 76 years old. I am born as a farmer’s daughter and my love were always plants and animals. In the
run of my life I had several professions, between them I was an agricultural scientist at the Technical
University of Berlin/Germany. I was also some years a personal manager in a big Food Chain in Germany

Case # 1 Fibrosis
An African lady, 44 years old. She came with the Diagnosis Fibrosis, and asked, if I can help her to avoid
the operation, this was scheduled for Tuesday in two weeks. This was Friday.
First and second session SOC 101 I worked with her, and found a lot more “weak spots” that needed to
be assisted.
I rescheduled her after the first session for 2 week later and she came. The next Monday she went to the
Hospital for the last tests before the operation.
They could not find any reasons for an operation and she happily went home.
Case # 2 Stroke
In March last year I was called to come to the home of a women, who had a stroke and her whole right
side was paralyzed. Her Sister had come from Australia to take care of her. The Sister was very
demanding and dominant and was telling her a lot, what she can do, to become quickly better.
During the session I got the feeling, that the client had already given up and did not want to work
towards healing and recovery. Although I did my best (with my own experience in the background) I
could not encourage her to believe in her healing and recovery. After a few days I was asked again to
come to her home. She was slightly better, but I still had the feeling, she had given up and she did the
exercises, she was told to do, only half heartedly.
“This Soul needs peace!” When the sister called me, I told her this and I talked with her for a long time
and she understood. We aggreed, that she will not anymore hold her back with prayers, but will let her
go.
This was one of the cases, when I had to spend more time in counseling the family members than only
working with the client.
Case #3 and # 4 (One of our clients tells the story herself)
This was an Article in the local Newspaper of Ladybrand/South Africa
“Finding help – Finding friends”
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The pain started over four years ago. I was informed that I have osteoporosis of the spine and knees. I
got Physiotherapy and pain pills, nothing helped against the pain and blocks in mine spine and knees. I
had two scopes on the right knee. The doctors told me that in the near future I would need a knee
replacement. Between my ribs on the right side a nerve was blocked and the pain, traveling to the front,
was sometimes so bad that I could not breathe.
Another doctor told me, I had gallstones. So I was send to the University-Hospital for X-Rays. They found
out that it was osteoporosis (Degeneration of the bones). They told me, they can not do anything for me
but giving pain blocks. Also at the National Hospital they could not do anything.
They prescribed Radiofrequency-Therapy.(Burning off the nerves). They burnt three of my nerves of the
lower back. At that time I weighed 124 kg and needed to walk all the time with crutches.
By the end of the last year I was at the Anglican Church introduce to a couple of two Therapists. I was
told that they can help people with conditions like me. They work at “Healthy Habits” with the computer
Program called SCIO. At their office I got a therapy and the result was, that I do need neither crutches
nor painkillers. And meanwhile my weight was going down to 92 kg.
I am not only free of pain, but can do so much more. I can walk and lift my arms higher than my head. I
can run my daily chores and I feel so much younger and more active. My knees are strong again.
There is a friend of mine, she could only walk with a stick and had a lot of pain. Six weeks ago I drove my
friends there and they worked on her at a friend’s house. Directly after the Session she walked home
pain free and in a good mood, holding the walking stick in both of her hands above her head with a
happy smile on her face. Her walking is still strong, and no pain anymore.

City Unknown

Female client, 60 years old, severe spinal degeneration. In constant pain. Bent at the waist. Can only
walk a few steps at a time, with a cane. Having undergone 3 spinal surgeries, the last to remove all the
metal from her spine which was at her insistence. The M.D. had diagnosed her condition as irreversible
and had prepared her for not being able to walk at all soon.
Began regular weekly EPFX/SCIO treatments in February 2007. Was pain-free after the first treatment.
Her back (and her spirits) have healed nicely over the next couple of months. Now she walks, dances and
even rides her horse.
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Norman, Oklahoma

Female client, 39 years old, career woman, newlywed. Wanting children.
Diagnosed by M.D. as having gone into early menopause (hot flashes, night sweats, irregular periods),
and having no chance to have children. Started regular EPFX/SCIO treatments in October, 2007. All
symptoms of menopause were relieved by December 2007. Many other health issues were also relieved
including digestive difficulty and constant worrying.
Became pregnant early February 2008!
Norman, Oklahoma

My 3.5 year old son woke me up at 2:45 am to ask me to 'zap' him because he was so sick. Sudden
onset, seal bark, voice altered due to swelling of VC, fever, etc. I worked with him for 2.5 hours,
balancing out all systems as well as zapping the pathogens. Croup came up high in reaction, resonance,
etc. I zapped it for 6 minutes. Well, miraculous. Croup gone by the morning, fever gone and residual
cough was all that was left. Amazing!
I have started taking supplements based on the devices readings and all areas have improved
dramatically. The device has been successful for me in blasting the herpes virus too.
Thanks again for everything you have done/are doing. I hope to meet you and learn directly from you in
the coming years. I have a 2 and 3 year old, so traveling to the Congress this year is out, especially
considering my husband is a Chartered Accountant and it's tax time. I have so many questions.

City Unknown

I have purchased an EPFX Scio device and have had many positive results. My client is a 51 year old male
who has attested to having felt relief after 40 minutes on the device. He states that the intense stabbing
sciatic pain at his L4 through down to his legs was immensely relieved. He has had two prior microdiscectomies which entailed removing 60% of his L4, one in 1999 and another in 2002. His L3 is
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degenerating as well. Medical prognosis indicates no future improvements. He had experienced pain
and spasms, sciatica,and they are now, four weeks later, still less intense. This intense pain had been
constantly present for many years and now he feels that after the session his level of pain has been
reduced by 60%. He is visibly calmer and relaxed.
Thank you for the wonderful device and opportunity to share the great results with my family and
clients.
City Unknown

First of all allow me to thank you for doing what you do. You have changed our lives and given us hope. I
am a homemaker and mother of three beautiful boys. During my first pregnancy with twins, one of my
sons suffered an accident at birth. All my life I had placed my trust in doctors. I did what they said and
followed every recommendation. After a year of trying to find out what was happening to my son, I lost
all faith in my family doctor and the other doctors dealing with my son. I began reading and educating
myself looking for alternatives. I could not sit back and not do anything, there had to be a way. Deep
down I always trusted the body's ability to heal itself and in the power of love. My love for my son and
his well being lead me into the energy path. We first experienced the EPFX in Montreal at an
Osteopath's office and it was like an awakening for us. We had driven 6 hours and our lives would never
be the same since. About 3 years ago, my son, was diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy by a doctor overseas
because doctor's here in Canada did not know what to tell me.
Thanks to the EPFX my son has improved his speech, his confidence and self-esteem for starters. We are
able to help him when his stress his very high with relaxation and stress management through changes
in nutrition and just being in tune to his perception of reality. It is a God's sent. It has made a huge
difference in our daily life and most of all it has given us the tools to take responsibility for our health. I
can honestly say that the whole family has learnt and is continuously learning. Again, we cannot thank
you enough and maybe someday everyone will experience this wonderful device.
City Unknown, Canada

I have a client, a boy at the age of 8, with chronic stomach pain for several years. Before they came to
see me in my office, the kid, could not stay in school for more than 2-3 hrs., because of the stomach pain
he has been experiencing at that time and his parents ware very frustrated, because by their words they
have tried everything and nothing seemed to work. After only one visit having him on the SCIO for about
2 hrs. his parents reported that the child had no more pain at all! His mom came to me in about three
days after I have seen him and she said: "Your device has healed my son!" These words were absolutely
priceless to me! I absolutely believe, that we (the human beings) have to help each other and hearing
something like this makes me very happy! I thank God every moment for being able to help people in
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need and for helping me work in such field! I also thank a lot Prof. Nelson, for his tremendous work that
he putted together this amazing device, that helps us a lot in our practices!

City Unknown

I bought the QXCI because my son (22 in 2004) had a very serious accident which left him deeply brain
damaged. Hence the main focus of my using the device originally was very much to help him progress …
Whilst my son HAS made some progress, he is by no means better – still unable to talk, walk, eat or do
anything for himself at all.
My elderly mother, who now is beginning to suffer from Alzheimer’s, used to complain to me continually
that she couldn’t do this or that because of her knees. I ran many sessions on her and amongst a myriad
of things, also addressed her knees. Later when commenting to her that she no longer seemed to be
having trouble with her knees, she flatly denied EVER having had trouble with her knees – so that had
worked too!
For myself: -

- on first getting the device, I had been suffering from very annoying shoulder pain for some time. Of
course, I ran a session on myself, concentrating on spinal therapy and shoulder from short sarcodes and
whatever else from biofeedback and within half an hour the pain was gone!
I then came down with flu – a horrible day in bed, where the only times I got out were to go and work
on my flu on the device – many times during the day. The following day, whilst still not feeling great, I
was able to get up and go out, driving a friend on a sightseeing trip and walking a little bit now and
again. I still felt weak but had banished all sinus issues and aches and pains.
I often used to have times when I would feel very nervous for no apparent reason at all. I came to learn
that when that happens, I have to go to Release Spiritual Oppression and Body to Soul Connection in
biofeedback – problem disappears (maybe with a bit of help from reverse psychic attack etc. and
dispelling 2nd brain engram in NLP). These days this nervousness very rarely comes to me ….
Feel Good Factor – very important for me considering my life changes. Chronic Fatigue – very good for
me!
Sydney, Australia
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I have a client who is female, age 80, who had breast cancer in the early 1980's. The doctor removed her
right breast, lymph nodes and muscle tissue from her shoulder. Leaving her right arm very swollen,
shaky and unable to use it. After one session with the EPFX, she said the shaking got worse for a short
time, but then the shaking lessened and she has been to start using her arm again. For example she has
been able stir with her right hand. Something many take for granted, but she was extremely happy to be
able to do this simple task again. The swelling in her arm has also come down.

Another client female, age 28.
Had severe menstrual cramps and mood swings every month. After 2 sessions her period caught her off
guard because she did not have the usual bad mood and the pain that warned her of its coming. She
experienced about 1 hour of cramping as compared to the 3 - 4 days of pain which used to the norm.
City unknown
At 2 yrs old I was diagnosed with asthma. At 3 I had my tonsils taken out in hopes of resolving the
asthma. Most of my childhood years I went to the MD 3 times a week for allergy shots, kept my inhaler
close at hand, and spent many nights in the emergency room for uncontrollable asthma attacks. As an
adult, the first thing I would pack to take anywhere was my inhaler. I could never be without it. After
becoming a biofeedback technician and doing biofeedback on myself, relieving stress, I not only no
longer have asthma attacks, I no longer even own an inhaler! This has been the case for over 2 years.
City unknown
I am writing to tell you my experience as a client after 2 sessions with the SCIO.
I am an English 34 year old woman who has spent 22 years suffering from depression, fatigue, acne,
psoriasis and weight issues. I have spent the last 10 years training as a Shiatsu Practitioner,
Acupuncturist and eating healthily, exercising and generally searching for good health.
My first SCIO session told me that my biggest issue is sugar regulation and the Homeopath who was
taking the session advised me to cut out all processed sugar. This I did and immediately lost 3 stones of
weight and my depression lifted and has not returned. My energy is now strong and there’s lots of it. I
feel like a different person.
City Unknown
I have had the SCIO since December 2007 and done the basic training. I am not working as a practitioner
yet as I want to complete all the training and really understand the physics and the software before I
start. However I have been doing practice sessions, about 5 a week, with friends and family and am
always astonished at how accurate the SCIO is. I think the bonus from working with people I know well is
that I can recognize their issues and strengths and building confidence with every session.
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City Unknown

To whom it may concern,

I am writing in support of the EPFX device. I have seen firsthand lives change thanks to this amazing
device. One of the amazing testimonies that I would like to share is a husband and wife that had been to
our office. They had been in several times and their circulation had shown stressed. The clients tried to
correct the stress using herbs and other nutritional means, but they continued to show stressed. We
recommended that the couple go for a checkup and stress test with their medical physician and within
one week both clients were scheduled for open heart surgery. Had those clients not had the experience
of the EPFX, who knows how long it may have been before they experienced a full blown heart attack.
This device is a wonderful way to educate clients on lifestyle changes and make them aware of what
stress can do to their bodies and how it affects their physical health.

City unknown

Before receiving my own EPFX I was taking 3 asthma pills 3 times a day leaving me extremely groggy and
lethargic. I also was using 3 medihalers, 1 2x a day and 2 3x a day. After many txs and the use of the
EPFX device I now only use 1 medihaler maybe 1-3x a month if that. This medihaler is the least strength
and is not a steroid based one. I have more energy, am more alert mentally and feel like I did when I was
in my 20s. I am presently pushing 60 yrs old. I have not felt this healthy in about 35years. This device has
been a godsend to me.

Seattle, WA
Here are 2 cases.
A 69 years old woman with hypothyroidism, using Thyroxin 0.1mg 1tablet or 1.5 tablets each other day.
otherwise healthy Came Jan. 2005 and had 5 times Scio treatments each 3 weeks. Gradually reduced
Thyroxin and after 5th time totally none. After about one year she came for SCIO because slightly
symptoms came back and the last time Jan. 2008. She manages well without Thyroxin.
A 62 years old man with frozen shoulders on both side came on May 2005. He has been 2 years away
from his job. Half invalid, cannot wash teeth nor hair, com, wear etc. otherwise healthy. His wife helped.
In the beginning abduction and elevation was 30 deg. on both side. After 3 Scio therapy 80 deg. on both
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and after 4.s 80/90. Aug.2005 went back to job. Sept. 2006 no problem with shoulders. Total treatment
was 7 times.

City Unknown

Age 38, has suffered with bursitis for over 5 years. I treated her for this condition twice in the same
week and the pain did not return for over a month. She and I are both delighted with the results as she
was beginning to believe that surgery was her only option.
Also, same client has suffered with over production of mucous at night, which would wake her with
coughing frequently (sometimes as often as 7-8 times per night). This had been happening almost every
night for several years. Ran her on Scio, Timed Therapies page for mucous membranes all night for 2
consecutive nights and the 3rd night she reported only being woken once with mucous. The 4th night,
no mucous problem at all. She was told to report to me when and if the mucous returned. 3 weeks later
she called to report that mucous was beginning to bother her again in the night. Again, ran all night on
Scio. It has now been five weeks and the mucous has not returned.

City Unknown
I was experiencing awful stomach imbalances after going through a very stressful 6 month period where
in my Mother died, then my 22 year old niece died, I sold my thriving business in California, left my
home of the last 20 years, said good bye to my friends and clients and moved across country to
Connecticut where I started a new life and business. I experienced frequent feelings of nausea, my
appetite was erratic and I felt that my whole digestive process was not operating as it should.
I had been introduced to Energy Medicine and biofeedback years previously and was already sold on the
benefits and invaluable information that this technology offers for health and healing one’s self. I was
introduced to the EPFX after 9 months of constant digestive discomfort and after the second session,
much to my surprise and delight, all my symptoms just vanished and have not returned in the year
following. I was so impressed that I purchased this Quantum Biofeedback device for my personal use
and I know that my health and well-being can be monitored and helped to keep balanced and vital using
this wonderful system.

City Unknown
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A 52 year old male from Scandia, MI was diagnosed by his medical doctor with diabetes. His sugar level
was around 300 for several months nothing he had tried would bring it down. He tried medication, diet,
exercise, supplements. Two days after 1 EPFX stress reduction session he reported his sugar had
dropped about 200 points this is now three weeks later and he reports his sugar is still down in the
normal range.
A 43 year old female from Negaunee, MI was diagnosed by her medical doctor with fibroid tumors in her
breast. After 12 EPFX stress reduction sessions in one year she reported after her last mammogram the
fibroid tumors has reduced a significant amount.

City Unknown, U.S.A.

In "03, I had three chronic "places" in spine causing persistent pain. Saw a chiropractor. Immediately
upon beginning "electrochiropractic", the pain was eliminated, and the need for chiropractic! Several
times when pain has returned during the last now almost five years, I have successfully used QXCI
'spinal" to, again, immediately (overnight!) eliminate ALL last vestiges of pain. I have NOT seen a
chiropractor since the QXCI-almost five years now! and don't need one anymore!...Note: one arealumbar-is the result of a lumbar spine operation when I was 9 yr. old
City Unknown

For myself, I was under a fair amount of stress while being sole driver of a 2007 spring road trip from
Florida, Alabama, South Carolina and back. On the return trip, somewhere in Georgia, my back started
hurting, and by the time I arrived at the family home in Alabama I could not walk, stand, sit. Crawled to
bed, where sleeping was near impossible with the pain. The next morning I began destressing my body
utilizing the many panels indicated by my stress points; by lunch, I was walking again. Within 36 hours of
the incident I was able to drive back to Florida. Chronic back pain for me has usually meant 3-5 days
home, in bed and unable to move. What a blessing I was able to recover so quickly, and my subsequent
chiropractic visits were minimal.

Client stories:
I was working with a chiropractor in New York last year. One of her patients, the mother of a 2-year old
girl, asked me to help find the stress points for her daughter, diagnosed with Bell's Palsey since birth.
Beautiful child, but with no eyelid or mouth movement on one side. Working the various EPFX programs
on head, neck, shoulders, nerves, etc., after two sessions, the mother could see the changes in her little
girl - her smile was visible for the first time in her life.
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Several older gentlemen clients have come to me with digestive complaints of constipation, and also
incontenance. Working with the stress points found in digestion and kidney/bladder, each of them have
found relief within hours.
Two men have stress sessions regularly for pain in their back and knees. Each of them have shared that
nothing allows the dissipation of pain as quickly as stress relief that experienced using EPFX biofeedback
devise.
One even called me the day after his first session to say he went dancing that night with his girlfriend,
for the first time in years. What a hoot!
One young woman called me while away visiting a friend. She had come down with a flu-like condition
and was unable to drive home, but as a school teacher had to get back to work. With one session,
working specifically on the stresses indicated in her upper respiratory and digestive systems, she was
able to obtain relief sufficient to make the 500-mile drive home but 36-hours later. She called me en
route to say thanks, the EPFX worked way faster than the over-the-counter meds she had been taking.
An elderly woman diagnosed with significant arthritis had three sessions and pain relief for the first
time. She subsequently called months later to say not only was her neck acting up, but now her low back
was causing her difficulty, she was hunched over, could not walk or work without great difficulty. Stress
indicators on the low back appeared to be related to kidneys not arthritis, and within an hour, she
advised me the pain was gone and she was walking almost straight again. We then did arthritic stress
balancing for her neck and shoulders with similar results. For me, the amazing part of this is knowing
that research has proven standard biofeedback methods will enable relief of arthritis, but oftentimes in
no less than 10-20 sessions. With the EPFX in this particular situation, it was less than 5!
Other children's stories:
Last year, the grandmother of an 8-month-old boy called me, and with permission of the child's parents
we tried to alleviate the pain of a diagnosed rash and allergy condition. The child had been in & out of
hospital twice in as many months, had been given a particular medication and flu shot, was always
crying and not sleeping. Indications of stress patterns with the blood and sugar levels led me to inquire
about the eating/feeding habits of the parents with the baby, a history of their hereditary issues. From
what I learned, we were able to determine the cause of the apparently allergic reactions, items were
removed by the parents, and the baby's diet was changed as well. 30-days later the family reported a
complete return to normal. Unfortunately, about six months later when the child was sick again and
placed on a specific antibiotic, the parents forgot it was the 3rd item showing allergic reaction in the
prior session. He was referred to a specialist, who confirmed through blood work what had been
indicated by the EPFX session, and a $200 bottle of medicine had to be prescribed to remediate the
acute allergic reaction.
Just recently that boy's now 5-month-old sister was gravely ill with RSV and I was called to do stress
relief session on her lungs and related systems. After two back-to-back sessions, she was breathing
normally and did not have to be placed on breathing aparatus. The nurses indicated total surprise. What
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could have been a 5+ day in hospital during Christmas week results in dismissal from hospital in less
than 48 hours.

Closer to home, I was visiting my daughter's family one weekend; they had just come in from church and
my 7-year-old grandson was hurting. He had fallen off the play equipment and bashed his head on a
steel plate, causing a lump on his head the size of a golf ball, literally. Using the head harness like a hat
over the area, I did the stress reduction techniques related to head, neck, shoulders and nerves. His pain
was gone within the hour. That evening his mom called to tell me that the young man believed the EPFX
devise really works -- the knot was by then reduced by half, and there was no more pain.

City unknown

I have been using the Quantum Biofeedback for about 7months and loving it every day. My own story is
that before i purchased the device I had 5 session in about 3months and what an experience. I first
experienced on device was at the trade show. And on the main matrix it showed that I love ball point
pens and that was weird because it picked up on that vibration. It also picked up that I have 5 mental
pins in my teeth and I do because I have a root canal and the lists goes on on on. But my full 2hrs session
second time blew me away because it recognized that I had certain food allergies that i had no clue of
and that was cause of some of my blockages. And once he opened up my channels the little aches and
pains i would get where gone. And I stop eating the foods that weren't compatible with my body and I
have more energy and no more swelling in my body. After the third session I had lost 10 pounds and I
start to go back to the gym because the swelling was gone. Whatever he did with that amazing device I
decided to purchase one myself because when we become more conscious of our own selves than the
world can experience peace on earth but until then.I hope that the love and light grows in your heart.
My first client 40 year old male with an injury in right arm did about 9 session in 4months to change that
frequencies of the muscle tissue and put the body back into balance. Also I had alot of blockage in the
neck and shoulders due to the injury. And after the 9 session his arm has more movement and less pain.
Second client is a female 47 that came for 5 session with the embarrassment of sweating too much in
the underarms, I worked on her lympathic system because we needed to send the frequencies to that
area to clear the blockages. And just after 5 session she felt the difference.
City unknown

I am a 50 yr old female. My symptoms were IBS, a wart, and Candida.
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After receiving treatment, my digestion got much better and my Candida symptoms subsided. The wart
remained, but that didn't surprise me because my Dermatologist has been trying to get rid of it for 5
years, with no success.

City unknown

I have been a patient of a practitioner in New Mexico for more than a year. I have, together with my
partner, just recently become a new user of the SCIO. When I first went for treatment I was in deep
depression. After my first session I realized that my depression was gone. I wanted to get on with my
life. I went for a second session before coming back to Washington state. I had picked up a food
poisoning along the way somewhere and was suffering from the effects of it for many months. Dr's were
unable to help me. The SCIO detected the type of poisoning I had and began to correct it. After returning
to Washington I was "sub spaced" and the treatment continued. Last Dec.4th I broke my shoulder. The
ball was shattered. I called and asked for a "sub space" for my shoulder. My Dr. was happy to report on
Feb. 14th that I was healing nicely, he said I was the best at that point that he had ever seen. He
released me until Sept when I will go back for a re-evaluation. My pain is gone and my range of motion is
improving.
My Partner went to the same bio-feedback tech in August. He had a lot of anger issues and problems
with self esteem. Had had several bad experiences that had left him in a state of depression. After
several sessions he has improved a lot and no longer has the bouts of anger. His health has improved a
lot and he is enjoying life.

City Unknown

We decided to see a practitioner because my two-year-old daughter had a severe sleep problem. She
had never slept through the night and the wakings increased to a level where none of our family could
function anymore. The practitioner suggested I go on the EPFX also and then my daughter. We were
amazed to see the results and how we mirrored each other exactly.
Since then we have been using gentle sleep training methods and my daughter sleeps all night from
7.30pm until 6am in her own room.
She slept with us before. This is a transformation. We have also used the EPFX Device just prior to
conceiving my son and when he cried for nine hours one night we were able to find out that the exact
cause was a back injury and treat it appropriately rather than a doctor guessing.
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We have found the device to be particularly useful for indicating our children's health issues and we
believe it is a very valuable tool.
City Unknown, UK

I want to give input regarding the EPFX and how helpful the system is in supporting someone who is
under stress. One of my clients was in the hospital, very ill, unable to get up because he was too weak.
They did not know what was wrong with him and had undergone numerous tests and waiting for results
of other tests. They were extremely worried. She called me on the advice of one of her friends.
I told her I could not tell her what was wrong, and that I certainly could not cure anything; however, my
experience with the EPFX is that it can help assist the body by assisting in the stress he was going
through during this time.
The next morning she called and said that he had gotten up and walked around the hospital. He was still
ill, still weak, but was feeling a little better with a little more energy. She said the session had to have
been the reason, because everything else had remained the same.
He remained in the hospital for ten more days, and I provided another session for him. The doctors
discovered he had an intestinal blockage and he was receiving massive amounts of antibiotics. She feels
he did as well as he did because of these sessions of stress reduction. The last time I talked to his wife,
she said he is still recovering and getting better day by day.

Austin, Texas, USA

Three years ago I became disabled by what is called " Spinal Stenosis ". This had taken away about 80%
of my life as i knew it. Until I became involved with the EPFX at least 4 days of my week I was bed or
couch ridden due to the pain and the effects of Spinal Stenosis. I was informed that surgery was not an
option due to the severity of my particular case at this time.
Since I have been involved with the EPFX i now get out of bed every day and am able to go to a gym and
complete a physio routine 5 days per week for about an hour and a half to two hours. When I started I
was able to complete about 10 to 15 minutes and not more than two days in a row. I am a single father
of my 8 year old son and much to his pleasure we can do many things of which I was unable to do before
together. Prior to my introduction to the EPFX I would have told you that this was a whole bunch of
smoke and mirrors as I am the most skeptical person I know. After working with this device for the last 6
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months I still do not understand much of what the device has to offer as it is such a vast amount of
information but what i have learned is to trust in things that one does not always understand. I may not
learn it all in my life time but will leave this earth knowing what it has done for me and the life it has
allowed me to regain.Thank you for your attention to my experience. I have had my E.P.F.X. for about 8
months now and have worked with a few clients but have concentrated mostly on my own healing and
now feel that I have the energy and mental state so that I may now begin to help others.
Prince Rupert, British Columbia
V8J2B9

I am 59 year old female residing in New Jersey and was diagnosed 5 years ago by physicians with CLL a
form of non-curable leukemia. The disease was slowly getting worse despite my trying everything like
changing my diet and emotions etc. I also went to acupuncturists in NYC but they also could not help
and the herbs did not change much either. The progression of the disease was fairly slow but there were
signs that things were getting worse. I looked like I was suffering from mumps that alone was kind of
embarrassing and disturbing. My daughter got introduced to the EPFX approx 8 months ago and started
to work on me and balance my body, remove stressors etc. It did not take very long for me to feel and
look normal and I felt great.

Now I have an EPX and am very grateful to the inventor and everybody that helped further this device.
My blood count returned to normal. The worrying part of my disease has been almost totally eliminated
from my life. My husband has diabetes II also confirmed by physicians and so far he has been able to get
his glucose numbers down to around 120 fasting and his worries are strongly diminished as well.

New Jersey

Client: I had a Client who came to see me about the nonstop migraine she had since she got back from
her trip two weeks prior. She had gone for massages, acupuncture and to her physiotherapist. I spoke to
her the next morning after the session. She informed me that that was the first time she was able to
sleep. Headache/migraine was gone and she did not have to take pain killers. Prior to this she was taking
painkillers every 4 hours. She never had the headache again. She had indicated that she would give me a
written testimonial which I still no not have. I suppose people get healthy and then get busy with other
things. I did go back to the house as her husband who is a Psychologist wanted to see the device. He
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used conventional biofeedback in his practice many years ago. I did hear from the wife that her husband
was impressed with the device and had encouraged her to see me about shingles she had. She did see
me once and then had to go out of town. She also brought her Sister in Law, a Lawyer who worked for
some Ministry in the States. She too indicated that she felt peaceful for the first time in a very long time
and was able to sleep better. I have had good results from two other Clients who were diagnosed with
vertigo.
My massage Therapist was just in awe. Said she felt such peace in her heart. She has mentioned to
others and am hoping that I will have the pleasure of seeing these individuals.

City Unknown, U.S.A.

Age: 9, male, digestive disorder with behavioral problems, asthma, chronic ear or throat infections.
Parents had worked extensively with a nutritionist as well as doctors to care for problems seen including
food restrictions of wheat, dairy, nuts in addition to drugs and monthly secretin shots. Child was having
another behavioral episode as well as much fatigue. The EPFX helped “find” the mitochondrial
connection that was interfering with his progress. Given this information the nutritionist put him on
other supplements. Parents occasionally ask for a session when child is in crisis and see changes but
have not stepped into a regular session protocol.
Female, age 45, severe neck/back pain with numbness in right hand. Neurologist did not find herniated
discs or any cause he could identify and said “maybe viral or bacterial problem in nerve” and would have
to let it heal by self. Person was on medical leave for 3 days and the session was done on Sunday before
going to work for the first time since Tuesday. In session the Res. Freq. Pattern was 22,000,000. I was
able to help the person clear their person, home and office space prior to late afternoon meeting with
supervisors that was an attempt to fire her for what they considered “wrong doing” but could not get
other employees to collaborate that anyone was hurt or offended. Clients pain and numbness has
decreased and is healing and work environment has changed with individual bringing less attention to
her and what she is doing.
First and only session.
Male Child, 11 years old, diagnosed as ADHD and school difficulties, got one session and noticed the
adrenals were showing as a high score indicating decreased function along with ADHD symptoms. With
questioning, learned he was not sleeping well (parent had no idea) and that he was looking for caffeine
drinks for energy. Gave him homeopathic adrenal support and he is doing much better. Second session
he immediately went to alarm status as he did not want to be there for the session but mom had
insisted.
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City Unknown

I just want to let you know how grateful I am for all the wonderful improvements I have seen with my
little girl and her ADDHD condition. Without EPFX biofeedback sessions I don't know what I would have
done because I most certainly am not open to any drug treatments; too many side effects and
dangerous in my opinion. Thank you, thank you, thank you for all the help and support you give us.
City Unknown
I would like to thank you for your help in my recovery. I am much further than the doctors expected
after my injury. I would like to address this as a testimonial for other’s that may need such help with
their rehabilitation.
In May of 2003, I had an arthroscopy to remove some loose particles of bone in my right knee. I
subsequently contracted a staph infection at the wound sites. It invaded the knee joint leaving me
compromised with much damage to the joint. After 5 additional surgeries and much therapy with
antibiotics and more than a year of physical therapy, I was left with serious mobility problems and
chronic pain. I was fortunate enough to have had SCIO therapy. After this therapy, I am able to walk
without a cane except when I am very tired or walking on uneven surfaces. I still have some chronic pain
when I have overdone but it is easily managed with occasional ibuprofen. I have not required any
narcotics for pain since these therapies. I would not hesitate to recommend this therapy to anyone who
has health issues of any kind or even as a mode of management for routine health issues. This has truly
made a difference in the quality of my life.

City Unknown

I have high blood pressure, cholesterol, and type II diabetes. A few months prior to being introduced to
the EPFX-SCIO energetic medicine device for stress reduction my doctor had increased by diabetes
med's from 2 tablets to 4 tablets a day. The day after receiving my first session in March 2004, I decided
to stop taking all of my med's to see what would take place over the next few days. I monitored myself
daily as I have always done and the results were amazing right from the start.
My blood sugar and blood pressure levels were optimal and cholesterol in a safe range. It has been five
months now since my first session and I am still prescription drug free and feel better than I have felt in
a very long time.
City Unknown
1. Male 42 years, diagnosed with chronic Lyme disease for at least 30 years.
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Discovered by the SCIO device, diagnosed by the allopaths, made visible by Living Blood Analysis. He was
in a wheelchair for 2 years when he was 16 years. No specialist knew for ten years. Last half year treated
with the SCIO, allopathic treatment with antibiotics, special diet. LBA of last month, clean blood no
spirochetes left. Fit as a fiddle and is able to work as a normal person. Ever so happy!!!

2. Girl 2,5 years old diagnosed with acute leukemia. When I visited her she was more dead than alive.
The SCIO could treat all the infections of anti-biotic resistant bacteria and the side effects of the
chemotherapy, so the child survived the treatment.
The SCIO found a possible cause of the cancer. The girl slept on top of a very strong Hartmann cross.
After treating this spot with copper pegs, she completely recovered.

3. Woman 70 years. Already 2,5 years in and out the hospital with large intestine problems, chronic
diarrhea, being operated for colon cancer of course with all kinds of complications. I met her for the first
time, sitting in a wheelchair with an almost bursting belly and open wounds at the underbelly that
wouldn't heal. They wanted to do skin transplantation. I treated her with the SCIO, the wounds closed
within 4 days naturally. The second treatment stopped the chronic diarrhea.
So she could leave the hospital in two weeks after staying there for months!!! Now she is a very proud
healthy grandmother of her first grandchild.

4. Male 48 years already 30 years (!) Crohn's disease. At the point of taking out his large intestines. Just
one treatment with the SCIO within 2 days no more diarrhea and complete normal production up untill
now already for a year. I was surprised as well, this was almost instant energetic/electric healing. And an
advice to follow a blood group diet, that works really well.
5. Boy 12 years old, one of a twin. Asthma from 2 months old after virus infection, 10 years of constant
low dosis of antibiotics. Learning problems etc. After 3 SCIO treatments the last half year, his asthma has
gone, no more antibiotics, no more colds and his brain starts to "open up".
Very happy parents and child that can breathe again.
6. girl 16 years old already for 3 months in a chronic fatigue state. In bed at 19.00 hardly being able to
follow her school. One treatment with the SCIO in the morning. We found out that kissing a lost love
gave her some nasty virus, plus a tiger mosquito-bite in decorative bamboo plants from China in a
french hotel another virus and the coxsackie virus did the rest. Her immune system couldn't handle it.
Treating all of them and boosting her immune system and heart, gave
instant healing.
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I phoned her the same day at 20.00 if she was in bed already, but got a very happy mother at the phone
telling me that they were still at the table talking, laughing and being surprised of what happened that
morning. The girl was totally symptom free and felt normal again. She is doing her exams now in a
normal way.

7. girl 18 years old. diagnosed with Eppstein Barr. So headaches, swollen glands, fever etc. Lots of
sleeping. One SCIO treatment during the treatment you could see the glands getting normal. So healthy
again in two days.
8. Male 81 years old. Frozen shoulder with lots of pain. One SCIO treatment, frozen shoulder was gone
in 1 day.
9. Male 51 years, for 8 years diagnosed with collitis ulcerosa, one treatment with SCIO gave normal
bowel production in 2 days until now.
10. Woman 42 years She had a major ski-accident 20 years ago, broke a neck vertebra. She always had a
headache and nobody could touch her neck. After a very precise SCIO treatment, the headache
disappeared and she could be touched again.

City Unknown

I am 59 year old female residing on the East coast of the U.S. and was diagnosed 5 years ago by
physicians with CLL which stands for chronic lymphatic leukemia. The disease was slowly getting worse
even though I was changing my diet and emotions etc. I also went to acupuncturists in NYC but they also
could not help and the herbs did not change much either. The progression of the disease was fairly slow
but there were signs that things were getting much worse. I looked like I was suffering from mumps that
alone was kind of embarrassing. My daughter got introduced to the EPFX approx 8 months ago and
started to work on me, it was not long before I looked fairly normal and felt great. Now I have an EPFX
and am very grateful to the inventor and everybody that helped further this device. I have normal white
blood count. The worrying part has been almost totally eliminated from my life. My husband has
diabetes II also confirmed by physicians so far he was able to get his glucose nos. down to around 120
and his worries are starting to be eliminated.

New Jersey
Thank you for the opportunity to provide you with my testimonial.
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I am a new EPFX practitioner. My very first client was a male in his forties who needed a hip
replacement. He was on oral as well as patches for pain medication. I did not note the name of the drug
as hesitate to keep medical info. He told me he was taking far more than the recommended dosage just
to be able to function at work. He also stated this medication did not take away the pain just made it
more bearable. He came for 6 appointments in December and when he walked in he was hardly able to
drag his right leg and walked with a cane. After his first appointment he marched up and down the hall
and could not believe the difference the session made. He said the pain was reduced by at least 60%.
When he returned for his next appointment he said the pain stayed abated for a day and a half. I started
out with a protocol and then worked with the muscle protocol and acupuncture points for hip and back.
In later sessions I added regenerate hip in the Biofeedback option. He had his surgery in January 2008
and I have not seen him since.

I have seen clients with various issues and use the A-Z protocol books regularly. I have had success with
the Insomnia protocol. I have had several clients for a fertility issue and hope to have success with that
protocol. The Natives in this area have been supporting me and believe in energy medicine.
City Unknown

Since 2002 I have been working with the QXCI-concept and in autumn 2007 I did my update to the SCIOconcept. As my university education is in behavior science and as I have a great deal of experience of life
(I am 66 years old) it has been natural for me to specialize my work on the whole human being. Every
client of mine through the years have had some form of stress "parked" in their body. To mention a few:
I have had a woman who was diagnosed FMS, Fibromyalgia Syndrome. Very soon the QXCI-concept
showed problems with mercury. She was poisoned by mercury. No doctor had realized that! After the
teeth-fillings have been removed she slowly recovered. To-day she still now and then has some pain but
the doctors tell her she isn't sick anymore. Since a month ago she's back to a full-timed work. Clients of
these diagnosis often have a very strong will. The client and I together with the marvelous QXCI-concept
we have used her strong will in a positive way to cure. This whole process has taken about three years
and she still comes but not very often and then just to keep her health at a good level via the SCIOconcept.
Some years ago a very depressed woman came to me with a diagnosis of breast-cancer. But the doctors
were not too sure but wanted to treat her as they use to do. But she didn't want to. Some years before
she had broken her arm at the same side. The client (she is now 72 years old) signed a paper to me
where she declared she wanted to try the QXCI-concept instead. Together with all the showed
frequencies from the QXCI-concept we first concentrated to get rid of the stress in her head. After about
half a year she did want to put joy back in her life. Together with this work we always worked with the
"Degeneration panel" sometimes showing breast cancer sometimes not. I am sure that together with
her will to go on living the QXCI and now the SCIO concept have kept the cancer back.
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I have counted clients from my computer data and I am sure that at least 30 of my clients from the two
last years would be happy to tell the world about how grateful they are! Grateful to your work with this
concept of being able to heal body and soul. Everything starts in your head and it seems that stress, in
different forms, is the most common murder of today.
We have reached a point where almost every individual on this planet knows that we must work
together for our survival. This is such a huge force under the surface in human minds. In the long (and
to-day "long" is short) run n o t h i n g can be won and n o b o d y can win anything through fighting.
Every single person on earth is now forced to start their training of how to co-operate. This is the
challenge of to-day. There is no longer any victory in fighting against humanity! Every fighter who thinks
one level under the surface knows that - when almost every man on earth knows he must co-operate to
survive - there will only be thin, rapid victories in the short run. No doubt these very short victories will
then fight the fighter and put him in a rather bad situation. This co-operating knowledge of human
beings is the most important tool for our survival!

I AM so grateful and I AM so proud of being an ambassador of yours and I AM so convinced that one day
when time has come - and it seems to be that we are there now - most of human beings will pay tribute
to your work for a balanced health of people!

City Unknown

2 year old with sore and red eye – did an EPFX balancing and recommended washing eye frequently with
“Sunrider fruit & Veggie wash” next day child diagnosed by Doctor with pinkeye and received
prescription. Mother did not give child prescription. Day 3 did second balancing with EPFX by Day 4
child’s eye was recovered.
Similar Pinkeye experience with a younger sibling.
54 year old Lady arrived at house having been bitten by a bee near her lip. Bite was swelling rapidly.
Used EPFX head band over bee bite, searched matrix for appropriate remedies and provided
frequencies. Spent about 15 minutes with client. Next day the only indication of the bite was a tiny dark
spot. Client had noted improvement prior to leaving.
26 year old male with minor crush injury to hand – very painful. – head strap on hand – used pain
program and he felt a reduction in the pain while the program ran, completed the session balancing
stressors and hand healed quickly with no other intervention.
City Unknown
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1. I treated a 59 year old female virtually. She had just had a car accident and was in a state of shock.
Difficulty sleeping and calming down. After the treatment she felt a load had been lifted off her. She was
calm and able to sleep and able to put the accident in perspective and learn from it instead of being
frightened. She was very grateful for the treatment.

2. I treated a 51 year old male virtually with a long term knee injury. He felt almost immediate pain and
inflammation reduction. On another occasion he was extremely upset due to a sleep disorder. I used the
brain wave program and other calming programs, all virtually, and he calmed down so much he said he
slept like a rock. This result was very impressive because he had been experiencing extreme amounts of
mental/emotional/ physical agitation prior to the treatment.
3. I treated a 50 year old female virtually. I have treated this woman for four months virtually for a
variety of conditions which have improved. These include: insomnia, nervousness, emotional issues,
neck/head/knee/hip pain, eye strain, flu, fatigue, stress, pollution stress and dental problems. This client
is very impressed with the results from the device.

I appreciate your hard work and dedication and am very grateful to have this technology at my
fingertips.
City Unknown
Man 47 years old
Medical doctor. Could not eat - food stuck in stomach. Vomiting after 6 hours. Keep losing weight. Lost
his job. New training to be a laboratory assistant! The problem started 10 years ago after a ayurvedic
course where he practiced sensing the fullness of his stomach instead of feeling hunger as regulation of
food intake.
Has seen him 3 times. Working an digestion in any shape - and very much on mental problems. Brain,
NLP etc. Heavy work - very rejective. Could not take any digestive enzymes or anything else. Last time
worked on allergies.
Saw him today. He felt and looked much better. He now had much more hope and wanted to continue,
because he never before tried anything besides psycopharmaca that helped to be able to eat.
City Unknown

Young man 28 years ("D")
Depression. Burn out syndrome
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D passed his University degree on Copenhagen Business School in june 2007. As a very clever student
he made the last year in ˝ year. Got a job in another part of the country. His fiancee denied to move
with him. In december he had a nervous brake down. Moved back to where he came from - continued
working but reduced time.
Medicated with Cepramil -antidepressant 30mg. Dose had been highered as he felt very bad.
Came to me 7th of january. Found besides adrenal problems and connected hormonal problems, psychic
problems with guilt, shame etc. Further: heavy metals, allergies, old emotional traumas, dysbiosis and
viral infection
Worked with anti stress at all levels.
Ordered dietary supplement - specially B5.
Saw him second time 18th of january. Worked on EEG. Neurologic repair etc.
Saw him last time on the 8th of febr. He had stopped his medication 5 days earlier and felt much better.
Could now see a new life. Had given up his "heavy" carrier by now. Understood the necessity of a brake
while restoring himself. Had had the first amalgam feelings removed ( supported the proper way with
the SCIO) Stopped dairy products. etc.
He is now much better and has learned important things about himself knowing that a new way of living
has only just started and that he is not fully recovered. We continue the SCIO work with him.

City Unknown

Girl 17 years.
February 2007 severe mononucleosis. treated with penicillin. Recurrent tonsillitis over spring treated
with antibiotics one more time. Was offered tonsillectomy in July. Refused as things were better.
August-sept. tonsillitis twice more. treated with antibiotic once. Once again offered tonsillectomy in
October. Came to me to see if I could help. I saw here twice in a period of 3 days. Worked on here twice:
stress reduction. Much talk on unspoken stressors in her life. Worked on immune, infection and
specially on Epstein-Barr.
Ordered vitamins and minerals. And to exclude dairy products from the diet. There has been no
problems since. She now only eats small amounts of dairy products and has stopped vitamins. The
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weather in our country is dark and wet during winter - and nearly impossible to stay out of infections and she has had none in her tonsils.
City Unknown

It is with great pleasure that I am sending you this email. After receiving notice from my oncologist 2
years ago that I only have six months to live due to cancer, I found out about the EPFX device in Mexico.
When I returned to the States, I purchased a device and went through the training, thinking if it only
helped myself and family it would be worth every penny. People started to find out what I was doing
and before you know it, I had people coming to my office during my lunch hour at my job. Or, asking me
if they could come to my house for session.

As of November of 2007, I have quit my full time job and I am now helping over 200 clients with stress
reduction. The results are amazing. I am honored and blessed to be a facilitator to this device and I give
thanks everyday that the EPFX is in my life.
City Unknown, U.S.A.

I was suffering from chronic fatigue and depression, after running myself bi monthly on the EPFX I am
now a much happier person and I now have the energy to do the things I need to do without feeling
tired all the time.
My father was in a very bad auto accident some years ago and suffers from chronic pain, especially in his
shoulder. After his first session with the EPFX his shoulder felt better and he continues to receive relief
with his bi monthly sessions.

City Unknown

Using the EPFX has helped to change the lives of many of my clients. One client, a 40 year old male,
suffered from narcolepsy; he had been to neurologists and cardiologists and all were unable to isolate a
specific cause. Using the EPFX we were able to reduce the burden on his nervous system and not
provide a cure but help his body to remove blockages to the proper functioning of his nervous system.
On his third visit he claimed that he was virtually symptom free and felt like he was getting his life back.
We did not do this therapy to subvert any one's authority or to go against the established medical
system, we tried this to give him another option. I will see him for his fourth appointment this week and
we are both anxious to see what his life will hold without these handicapping symptoms.
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A male client age 81 was suffering from cellulitis. He had been on intravenous antibiotics for days and
there was no help. His condition was not advancing but neither was it improving. The doctors were
concerned and had plans to change and increase his antibiotic regimen. He was connected to the device
for several hours working to boost his immune system and hopefully increase the efficacy of his
antibiotic therapy. The following day he reported that his symptoms had improved approximately 50%
and the attending physician, seeing this improvement, decided not to change or increase the drug
therapy but instead to lower the dosage and move into observation. The next day, two days after the
EPFX session, he was discharged from the hospital. It is this joining of traditional and alternative that
allowed this client to recover in such a way, thank you for the ability to help.

City Unknown

I have seen dramatic differences in my patients. One woman in her late 40's developed a Bell's palsy
from a viral infection. After two sessions, she was back to normal. Her primary physician was amazed.

City Unknown

We began our quest for better health when our close friends and family began to fall ill to various
conditions and diseases. Our practitioner came to the house and ran sessions on three people, once a
month for 6 months. One person was having serious male problems, including pain in the groin,
frequent urination, etc. The second person had been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease at the age of 45
and the third had chronic pain and emotional disorders from a trauma which involved the death of a
child at his home.
After the first meeting each of the men noticed an immediate improvement in their overall feeling of
well being and felt much more relaxed and able to cope with their health issues. The education about
personal lifestyle choices, nutrition and relaxation techniques offered by our now very popular EPFX
technician has been invaluable. The guys waited eagerly for their next appointment, excited about the
progress they could experience. It was wonderful to see the newfound hope each had, compared to
their bleak futures if they accepted traditional health care ideologies. Surgeries, radiation,
chemotherapy and heavy drugs were lurking just around the corner.
Through the next six months each never missed their scheduled visits here at our home. What
wonderful fellowship we had sharing the experiences together and watching what could be called lots of
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little miracles. Bit by bit, piece by piece, little by little subtle changes were taking place in the lives of
these honest, good hardworking men.
Pain began to vanish, sadness and depression lifting, joy and laughter being restored. The constant
shaking of Parkinson’s subsided noticeably after just one session and has all but disappeared now. The
groin pain and discomfort completely gone and a newfound peace and restful sleep were the outcome
for the two others.
Each of the men continue to have their Quantum Biofeedback sessions regularly. Their experiences
were so powerful for themselves and their families they ALL purchased their own device to use in
helping their own friends and family suffering from diseases and symptoms the traditional doctors could
not seem to heal.
This device and the education that accompanies it have been literal lifesavers for many people. Many of
them do not have health insurance and need help, especially with the stress that sickness brings. Thank
you Dr. Nelson for giving us hope for the future health of ourselves and our children. We will continue to
believe and do the good work we have been blessed to be able to do because of your research.

City Unknown
I am writing to be my own testimonial I have been a client of the EPFX/SCIO for 4 years. I am a 46 year
old professional married woman, with my own healing practice. I have been working with a colleague
for the last four years during which, I have noticed profound changes regarding my energy level, vitality
and overall health. Recently I purchased my own EPFX machine/Scio, and I have been able to reduce my
stress, anxiety and worry especially about the future, our world and our family finances 100%.

I was at the beginning training in Redondo Beach California and started coming down with a cold which I
was able to reverse with the EPFX in about two days (with rest of course) most people have been ill with
these virulent strains of cold/flu for 2 weeks or more.
In summary, I must say that this machine has assisted me in decreasing my stress, and therefore enabled
me to integrate healthier life practices. I look forward to integrating this amazing healing modality into
my practice. Thank you so much for creating this much needed device for our work in the world.

City Unknown

When I get the optical migraines, I give hormones to myself and what usually takes 3-4 hours to remedy
itself now takes around 5 minutes. I was very glad and each time I start with the "torn picture" look, I
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zap hormones. One of these days I'll find out which hormones I need and take them but until then-thank you.
Las Vegas, NV

I started weekly sessions with a SCIO practitioner (Tampa, Fl) in June, 2007 because I had been in an
automobile accident (suffering herniated disks in my neck and lower back) the previous year and then,
subsequently, developed an auto-immune disorder, Myasthenia Gravis (losing muscle strength in my
upper body). By the time I began biofeedback treatment, I had lost my massage business, my retirement
savings, all enjoyment in life and any hope for a return to health and normalcy. I was, in fact, planning to
commit suicide the following May, my 50th birthday, if I was not “better”. Within JUST THREE WEEKS,
my practitioner and I discovered that at age 12, I had experienced such a loss of control and
empowerment in my life within my family that I began to mentally say, “I want to die”, whenever life
became too overwhelming for me. What an incredible insight it was to realize that I had been carrying
this self-destructive message with me for 37 years…..and that I was literally trying to kill myself from
within!
With that understanding, my practitioner and I have since been doing age-progression protocol each
week to treat, invert and remove all negative messages and frequencies from my conception to my
current age. I will honestly say that it has not been easy reliving the emotions, feelings and life
experiences for the last 50 years in just 1 year, but it has been so incredibly amazing to see myself
transform from someone who was previously just “surviving life” to this new and wonderful
person…..ME…..who wants to “LIVE LIFE”!
AND, I am so convinced of the effectiveness of this type of energy treatment that I am now a SCIO
practitioner myself!
Florida, U.S.A.

I have many sessions with the SCIO biofeedback system and find it to be amazing technology. It picks up
what is going on in my body with incredible accuracy and is great at giving clues as to what is causing
those symptoms at different times. As a alternative healer, I often use this information to know what
supplements I need, and what alternative health care or even standard medical care I might need to
address whatever the issue in my body happens to be, long before it becomes a major physical issue. I
have also done much emotional work with SCIO and it always picks up accurately the exact emotions
that are bothering me at a particular time. These emotions are not things the therapist using the
machine can notice outwardly, but the SCIO picks them up very well. I have been "balanced" with the
SCIO to change the frequency of certain emotions or beliefs that don't serve me well in life, and I have
noticed incredible breakthroughs in how I emotionally react, or don't react, to outside stimuli. It has
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helped me release unconscious negative beliefs from my childhood which were holding me back from
success and happiness as an adult and I notice the differences that occur in my life after being treated
with SCIO. I also have been alerted to vitamin and neurotransmitter deficiencies in my body during a
SCIO session and once I took those supplements, I felt much better. The SCIO has correctly identified
known food allergies and sensitivities that I have and even alerted me to some I was not aware of at the
time. This technology has so many applications and could be so useful in health care to narrow down
what the possible cause of a symptom might be and also to treat the emotional component of illness. I
would highly recommend SCIO to anyone who wants to take responsibility for their own health and who
might be suffering from vague complaints that standard medical care doesn't seem to be able to
address. They are often related to nutritional deficiencies or emotions we harbor and SCIO is great for
pointing us in the right direction for self care.

City Unknown

I am a art student at Savannah School of Art and Design and I suffer from Migraine headaches, that
doctors cannot find the reason for. They have been so bad that they send me to bed under the covers.
The SCIO balancing sessions are the only thing that have made any difference. Since doing the Scio
sessions the headaches are nearly gone and the quakity of my life has greatly improved. Thanks so much
Scio!
Savannah, U.S.A.

A year ago I was introduced to the SCIO. After being in the hospital and not getting any help I went
home to wait for my time to be with the Lord. My Mom heard of a guy that had a funny box and
computer that helped folks and wanted to know if I would try it. Having no place else to go I tried it.
Within two weeks the practitioner had my pain nearly gone. The doctors could not find the problem and
after just 6 sessions I was on my way to having my health back. The computer showed fibromyalgia and
Lupus during my sessions and when they were addressed the symptoms went away. The pain was gone
and I was helped so much I bought a device and am now a practitioner. I am a 55 year old male with
congestive heart failure. A heart in atrofib most of the time and with emphysema. I have diabetes but
that is better. My quality life has improved to where I can now help others with the help of God and the
SCIO. I am sure my heart will improve and will my lungs.
In the past year I have helped folks with fibromyalgia. A lady 45 was disabled and now she has returned
to work fulltime. She is pain free most of the time and able to live a full life.
A male 74 has epilepsy so bad he could not function. He is now off his meds and has no more seizures.
City Unknown
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I've had the EPFX/SCIO for about a year. My confidence in the equipment increases on a daily basis. I
had an abscess in a tooth and the EPFX identified the exact tooth. I'm using the EPFX to avoid a root
channel. When I first started the therapy the pain was excruciating every time I hit it with the water
from the dental pik. Now I can use the dental pic without pain.
I have owned the device for almost one year and use it only for myself and family. For years I suffered
from a great many allergies. I have been treated by several traditional medical establishments without
much relief. Before I started using the machine I had extreme difficulty sleeping because of mucus that
drained into my throat causing me to choke. Since using the machine I have minimal mucus drainage.
For the past few years I have had Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, a condition which seems to be very difficult
for traditional doctors to treat. The machine not only detected (it does not diagnose) stress from an
energetic reaction to Chronic Fatigue, but it immediately relieved the chronic tiredness that I was
experiencing. This relief lasted for a couple of weeks but with each subsequent use of the machine after
the tiredness returned, the periods of relief lengthened.
My husband and I recently completed a 30 day cruise. A virus spread through the ship and I got the
virus. My lungs become congested and I developed a severe cough. Because I had my EPFX machine
with me, I was able to use it to locate the stress caused by the virus. Upon using the EPFX, my cough
stopped immediately and the congestion in my lungs began to break up. Within two days I was feeling
back to normal. Based on past experience, I would have been sick for at least two weeks without the
benefit of using the machine.

One of the features that I appreciate most about the machine is its ability to detect vitamin, mineral,
amino acid and other deficiencies in the body. Then I can increase my supplements or work with my
doctor to correct the stress. I take a prescription for an under active thyroid gland. When the machine
indicated that my thyroid was still stressed, I checked the prescription bottle and found that I was only
taking half the prescribed amount. I immediately began taking the prescribed dosage. Since then I no
longer get an indication of a stressed thyroid gland.

City Unknown

My 83 year old mother fell down and hit her head and shoulder on a table. After getting her back to bed
at 4:30a.m. I immediately got on the EPFX and did a session. The next day her neck popped once and she
had a small bruise on her arm and that was it. I have helped her with so many pains(dental, knee, back,
bowel problems). Her doctor said she looks and acts younger than she did 5 years ago. The Senior
Center has noticed such a difference in her they have offered to have my office there.
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All my successes seem so small in nature to some. But I have helped all my clients in one way or another.
I no longer have a pain in my hip so I can sit again. My daughter’s knee injuries from sports, have no
more pain. My sister with bi-polar has seen great improvements, the results have put our family back in
touch with her. I have calmed animals, now able to interact with man. A dog bite on my granddaughters
face seemed to melt away, leaving no scares. Just being able to use this device to direct us to a more
healthy lifestyle is an amazing plus.

City Unknown

Female, age 58 now. At the age of 51 I woke up one day and couldn't walk and was in extreme pain. I
had been to five doctors who could find nothing wrong, the sixth doctor diagnosed it as poly-myalgia.
Long story short, I never took the predizone they wanted me to but was going to an acupuncturist twice
a week and two doses of 200mg celebrex for the pain. Someone introduced me to the EPFX, I had five
different sessions with different people, all of which gave me the same results. I was so impressed I
bought the machine and learned how to maneuver around in it over a weekend. In less than one month
I was off celebrex, not going to the acupuncturist anymore and pretty much pain free. Besides helping to
relieve pain, it made me realize how my emotions and diet were the number one factor of my sickness. I
am using this machine daily to help and teach others how to live a healthier life.

White Caucasian Female, Age 57, extremely obese. When she first came into my clinic she was using a
walker and could barely walk. After one month of weekly sessions she was walking much better with the
walker and was not experiencing the pain that she was when she first came in. After a year she has lost
close to 80 pounds and is walking without a walker. Our sessions are still ongoing and she is improving
each day. She claims this machine has saved her life.
Age 72, White Caucasian Female. Before I met her had knee surgeries on both knees and was in
extreme pain. Through auto meridian therapy, Auto Trivector, and blood therapy and proper nutrition
we were able to cut the inflammation. And then all of a sudden with the wonderful weather we
sometimes experience in Indiana she experienced contact dermatitis. The dermatologist couldn't pin
point the cause. When we put her on the machine it showed contact to pollen. She would have bouts
with this from Spring, Summer and Fall. When the slightest breakout started she would come to my
office and we would do an hour session on therapy and she would go home and be good for another
three to four weeks. Now that winter has come we are progressively working to balance the whole
system so that the immune system can keep on top of any possible breakouts come spring. It was
amazing how each time the balancing done with the machine would stop the dermatitis in its tracks.
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White Caucasian Male, Age 67. When he came to me he was a veteran on approximately 12 different
medications. Most of them medications to offset the effects of each other. He had limited movement in
his neck. He would need to turn his whole body to see to the side instead of turning his head. The very
first time he was on my machine I was just going through and trying to balance the whole body. I had a
small office in the front on our store which was pretty sound proof to the rest of the building. All at once
while running through some therapies there was a loud crack. As he was a rather large man, I had
expected the chair to just fall out right underneath him because I was sure he had broken one of rods in
it. My husband came running in from the back of the store because he thought something had
happened. Hollis just sat there very still. I asked him if he was alright. He started to move his head from
side to side and said he hadn't been able to do this for 25 years. He was so impressed with the results of
the machine that he bought one for himself and I believe is off most of the prescriptions that he was on.
I have numerous testimonies of being able to balance the adrenals and thyroid to help with fatigue and
depression. I also have quite a large following with the amish in this area. Many young folks who have
been wanted children and with the help of the frequencies and balancing properties of this machine are
now on their way to growing their families.
I have also worked with ADD and Autistic children with great success.
City Unknown

I became a Certified EPFX practitioner because of the life changing events that took place after
discovering and sending my daughter to a practitioner 4 years ago. At the time my daughter was 9 years
old and was clinically/professionally diagnosed as severe ADHD, ODD, Severe Depression and she also
dealt with the challenges as dyslexic. We had been following the allopathic course of the psychiatrists on
and off for 3 years beginning at age 6, but always dealt with the side effects of the meds. On the second
round of meds (which we felt we had to administer at age 9 because she was failing fourth grade in
public school and had one of those obstinate teachers who expected everyone to learn the same and
behave the same, so on... so we placed her back on adderall and zoloft), she became a very aggressive
loner, she became violent and suicidal. I called a close friend of mine and asked her to help me find the
right spiritual healer to take my daughter to because I felt instinctually she needed some spiritual help.
She said another friend of hers had been hearing about a practitioner who did Biofeedback and maybe
that would give us some relief. That first and the subsequent sessions changed us forever. We were able
to understand just how nutritionally stressed her body and brain were and I immediately began a regime
of vitamins, minerals, fatty acids and amino acids with a healthy diet. Within three months off of the
meds all signs of that scared angry suicidal little girl were gone. The Stress Reduction sessions were
amazing enough that she knew within three sessions that she, even at age nine, was going to be okay.
Today she is a beautiful 13 year old doing extremely well in school and very involved in sports and
friends. I continued the EPFX sessions until the practitioner moved away and then my friend and I
decided to purchase and become Certified EPFX practitioners to continue to help our own families as
well as reach out
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and help others learn to help themselves. After hearing your testimony I thank God for the gifts he
bestowed upon you to give this technology to us and I continue to pray for blessings to you and to all
those who truly understand the gift of natural healing.

City Unknown

Client Specifics:
Age: 35
Gender: Male
Incident leading up to treatment: Client was originally referred to a Psychologist for an evaluation in
May 2006. He had been a Tappan chef at a Japanese restaurant in late 2005 when a dramatic accident
occurred. Client was building a "volcano" on the cooking surfaces when the liquid alcohol he was using
for the flame spilled and burned a young girl who was at the table with her family. The accident created
a melee at the restaurant and the client was deeply traumatized. He blamed himself for what occurred
and could not trust himself to cook at the Tappan table again.
Symptoms/ Diseases: Client was diagnosed by the Psychologist with symptoms associated with PTSD,
and had for years been suffering with sadness, moodiness and profound depression. He admitted that
he had been also abusing alcohol on a daily basis. Client was 15 lbs. underweight, did not sleep well and
rarely exercised. He had little social interaction outside of work.
In addition, the client had had numerous injuries over the course of his life which included the following:
right eye sight failure from a broken nose, right ear hearing impairment from a fall, right ankle injured
(twice), right wrist injured (twice).
Treatment duration: (1) 2- hour session each week for 10 weeks, at which point he was further
evaluated by the psychologist.
Healing experience: Claimant made a profound improvement most notably on the first session, and
continued progress with each session thereafter. His anxiety and fear from the incident lessened with
each visit and after 10 weeks he felt comfortable returning to his duties at the Tappan table.
In conjunction with the energetic work on his emotions, we worked on his other injuries as well, starting
with his right ankle. He loved to play baseball, and this injury prevented him from being able to run.
After two sessions using the pain treatment off the spinal program for less than 20 minutes, he had no
pain and was able to exercise with no restrictions.
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Following that, we addressed his right hand using the same course of treatment, with all pain leaving
this area in just one session. His hearing and eyesight were addressed in later sessions with marked
improvement as well.
The psychological re-evaluation as a follow-up stated that the client appeared far more cheerful,
outgoing, and upbeat than the initial evaluation 7 months earlier. Client returned to a full work schedule
with no limitations and no anxiety or fear. His energy level had risen dramatically and has reduced his
alcohol intake to half of what it was. He has a fuller social like, a girlfriend and generally feels very
positive about his life. He has put on weight, his spirit is better and he has less anxiety about the
accident.
City Unknown

I am an EPFX technician and have very good results with the system; not only for myself but for my
family as well.
My daughter is a cautious believer in the system but when her children are not feeling well she phones
me to “have a look “ into their health and see what’s wrong with them. Last week my 2 year old
granddaughter continued to have a fever and was on her second anti biotic session. It still did not make
her feel better so I scanned her through sub space and found several viruses and bacteria. I balanced her
through your medicine protocol and within the hour she started playing again, where before she was
lethargic and laid on the couch all day. Needless to say my daughter was very grateful for having her
daughter well again.

City Unknown

I wish to inform you of the benefits I received from the EPFX. I was diagnosed with cervical cancer over a
year ago and was advised to go through chemo therapy. I decided to not do the chemo and work
through the EPFX. I can say that I am totally cancer free without the effects of the chemo. I am totally
convinced that the EPFX system has helped me to regain my health without any negative side effects,
which I would have endured with chemo.
The system helps me to decide which supplements I need and have nutritional balance. It picks up old
trauma that might have caused the cancer and balances the frequencies as I need them.
The EPFX system is the best system I have ever come across in natural healing.
THANK YOU for developing such an all inclusive healing system.
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City Unknown

I have a friend that went to the Dr for a back ache. After x rays they told him they wanted to remove one
of his kidneys but didn't think he had any cancer. *Long story short - he had a session on the EPFX device
which hinted he may have a sac of parasites on his adrenal gland then found out what kind of parasite.
He then traced that particular parasite back to Vietnam.* Shortly before this assessment, he lost his son
to a car accident on Christmas day. He had told his son not to come and visit him because he was
fighting with his girlfriend so he held on to this guilt which I learned probably caused this manifestation.
He leaned for a short while towards allopathic medicine but they sent him home and put him with
Hospice care. Now he has decided to live and is taking advantage of alternative methods like
homeopathy, EPFX sessions, additional energy work, etc and is doing great.
City Unknown

In August 2000 I started having difficulty with my ears, they were running and itching all the time. I went
to my Doctor who immediately sent me to a specialist Dr. The Dr. would give me antibiotics and suck the
liquid out of my ears with a high powered vacuum. A severe case of Otitis Media that was the diagnosis.
I followed this protocol for about eighteen months then I got fed up this would only work until the
antibiotics wore off then the infection was back. I started losing my hearing as well and I wanted to
sleep all day I had floaters in my eyes, ringing in my ears and still lots of liquid seeping out of my ears. I
really was at my wits end with conventional Doctors. I then went to a Naturopathic Doctor hoping for
better results. I worked with a Dr. for over a year and my ears were still running. I had other symptoms
as well high fevers around the full moon and complete exhaustion, strange as it may seem all other
symptoms just became that's the way I was. I thought for sure I was dying and no one knew why, at this
point I am only working two days a week due to complete exhaustion and ill health.
In August 2005 I finally got to the bottom of my health issues after having a session with a practitioner
of Toronto. She also works with a Homeopathic/Naturopathic Doctor. She hooked me up to an EPFX
biofeedback machine. The data that came out was quite amazing. I seemed to have contracted Malaria
and there were issues with my digestion, parasites and worms. It was amazing how good I felt after my
session I finally had answers to my questions. I had been to Mexico in February 2000 I had come home
with a lot of bites all over my body. It was the turning point in my life I finally had hope to feeling better.
Approximately two weeks later after receiving proper treatment from the Homeopathic/Naturopathic
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Doctor I was beginning to feel the best I had felt in five years. It took a five more sessions on the EPFX
and six months of treatments but I am fully recovered.
City Unknown

1) 2 year old girl with autism - after one session was more alert, slept better, and was more even
tempered.

2) lady with chronic back pain her entire life is pain free about 97% of the time- only hard work brings it
back temporarily. She is one HAPPY camper- this was after two sessions.

3) A Lady that was on strong medication for 8 years for excruciating migraines-hospital visits for shots at
least once a month hours of missed work and family time and life in general--------is now after 4
biofeedback sessions is now migraine free for three months WITHOUT any medication- she has taken an
aspirin during menstruation time to time - but the fact that that even works is a miracle - this woman
could NOT miss 24 hours without her heavy medication- this lady has not had another biofeedback
session since and is still laughing ---this lady is my best walking advertising.
City Unknown

I worked with a client who recently went through an ugly divorce. She had been partners in business
with her husband for years and had to literally start over every aspect of her life. She came to me in
hysterics because her husband was coming to pick up all of the furniture on top of the fact she was
starting a new career in two days. She was a mess. I did a stress relief protocol on the EPFX/SCIO device
and worked with her for about 90 minutes. When she left, she didn't feel much different but two days
later when her x showed up, she felt great and everything went very smoothly, also she started her job
and loved it from the beginning. She was so happy with the treatment she sent her sister in who was a
'Katrina' victim with an injured leg. I recently talked with the sister who moved back to Louisianna. She
was sending a friend in for a session who was visiting Albuquerque because she was so impressed with
how the EPFX/SCIO device had helped her with her leg pain which totally disappeared.

City Unknown, U.S.A.
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After having a full hip replacement on Jan 4, I was released from the hospital Jan 7. My wound was
completely healed and I did not need bandaging as ordered by the surgeon when I got home. I also did
not need in-home physical therapy as I was healing faster than they imagined. However 6 days post
surgery, I still didn't have a bowel movement due to the pain medication. I put myself on the EPFX/SCIO
and before I finished the protocol, I was in the bathroom. Without getting too graphic, I released large
clumps of fecal stones that literally slid out without any pain.
City Unknown

I am 43 years old I have no children and my hormones have been over active my testosterone levels stay
high. This causes crystals to form in my ovaries which turn in to tumors. My gynecologists wanted to put
me back on strong birth control pills, which I don't need to be on, to control the crystals. The only other
solution he offered was to have a surgery to remove my ovaries. I started my EPFX stress reduction also
listening to the health advice the device give me about taking care of my body and my mind. I am able to
keep my hormones balanced my mind and body relaxed. I don't get colds or suffer from allergies I had as
a child. I also work on my mother and other family members. This is my health insurance and I am very
satisfied. Thank you so much Bill Nelson,
Brady, Texas

I am a 52 year old female, who has been told I have fibromyalgia and a RA factor of 22. Since I have been
using the EPFX in the last year my RA factor has drop to 2. My resistance was -318 and it is now 44. Still
chronic but very much improved. My muscle and joint ache has also greatly improved. I have more
energy and a much improved outlook on life. Thank you very much for making the EPFX available. I find
that now I only have to have a session once a month to still keep feeling better.
City Unknown

ANOTHER CASE I HAVE IS FRON A 30 YEAR OLD FEMALE FROM MEXICO CITY THAT BURNED HER HAND.
THE NEXT DAY SHE VISITED ME. THE HAND HAD NO BLISTER OR INFLAMATION. SHE COULDN'T BELIEVE
HER EYES. I JUST SAW HER THAT TIME BECAUSE SHE IS VERY HEALTHY.
I HAVE SEEN THE WONDERS THAT THE EPFX CAN DO WITH A THREE YEAR OLD MALE FROM MEXICO CITY
THAT HAS CHRONIC GRANULOMATOUSE DISEASE. I'VE BEEN WORKING WITH HIM FOR 6 MONTHS NOW
AND HIS RECOVERIES HAVE BEEN QUICKER THAN BEFORE. TWO WEEKS AGO WE MADE HIM A CAT SCAN
BECAUSE HE HAD AN INFECTION AND THE DR. SAID THAT HIS BLADDER WAS HUGE. IT WAS UP TO HIS
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BELLY BUTTON. NEXT WEEK HE HAD A ULTRASOUND TO SEE IF A GRANULOMA WAS OBSTRUCTING HIS
URINARY TRACT. WHAT WE SAW WAS INCREDIBLE. THE DRS COULDN'T BELIEVE IT. THE BLADDER WAS
NORMAL SIZE.
Mexico City, Mexico

Here are some stories.
I have been taking calls from practitioners in our biofeedback clinic for 18 years.
Recently a newly married woman was told she had to have her ovaries removed because of tumors. Her
mother had the EPFX/SCIO and gave her numerous biofeedback sessions. She went back to her doctor
several months later and he admitted that she no longer needed to have an operation.
Our Clinic has seen thousands of clients over the past 18 years for EPFX sessions. We have never had to
advertise and the appointment book is full for at least a week in advance. We have many clients that
have been with us for years. We have clients that see us to stay well after dealing with particular health
issues and many have come for minor health issues and major medical problems all have receive
natural, non-invasive support, stress reduction and wellness enhancement. We have worked with
humans from birth to old age, pregnant and nursing moms. No one has ever had a problem from the
EPFX sessions. The majority of the recipients of this work are extremely grateful for this state-of-the-art,
innovative, non-invasive support for their health.
City Unknown
I am a QXCI Practitioner, qualified specialized Nurse (in MS), Bach flower remedy practitioner and
member of the Complementary Medicine Association (UK). I want to help to validate use of the
incredibly beneficial technology of the QXCI SCIO for health. I have been using the QXCI SCIO for about
one and a half years now. Here are a few summaries of the beneficial effects of using this technology to
detect the stressors to the human body.
*
Hugely obese female client, with a goal of weight loss. QXCI detected a need for support in the
mental and emotional areas. Used SCIO to help balance these areas. Discussed various mental issues
which were holding her back. Treated gall bladder hypothalamus connection (to break it). Treated using
the most strongly indicated homeopathic remedies. Used background therapies for weight loss and to
break up adipose tissue. Advised to drink more water. After this one session, client has lost so much
weight that she has to wear different clothes - this is without diet or exercise changes. We will follow
this up until she achieves desired weight.
*
30 year old female with an inflamed/infected right knee. Knee swollen and painful, unable to
weight bear without pain. Had visited GP who prescribed a course of antibiotics. Client did not wish to
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take antibiotics due to recurrent vaginal yeast infections. I advised client that I would not be involved in
her decision about medication, but that whatever she decided, I was prepared to treat her at short
notice. SCIO detected a very strong reaction to the energy of a sac of pus under the skin (with a name
that I can't remember!) Treated this from the test matrix results page several times. Ran autozap top
infectious agents twice. Supported white blood cells and immune system. Immediately following
treatment the pain was decreased on weight bearing. The next morning the knee had returned to
normal without antibiotics, and stayed healthy.
*
42 year old smoker, with a 15 a day habit for 23 years. Unable to quit using nicotine patches,
despite three serious attempts. Also suffers from endometriosis and infertility, multiple allergies, other
addictive habits, depression and sleep disorders. We used a program of three sessions to quit smoking.
First session involved running the test, then using addiction release treatments, NLP, brainwaves and
mental and emotional balancing, followed by the stop smoking program. Two days later we ran the
smoking program again in a half hour session. 4 days later we ran the smoking program again, and
another session as per the first. She quit smoking without a struggle, could not believe how good she
felt, has slept better and also drunk less wine. She has been smoke free for 2 months and is loving it.
*
Two year old child with recurrent low grade fevers and chest infections for 6 weeks. Generally
robust, at time of treatment, listless, chest slightly rattly (loose),runny nose, pale with bloated abdomen,
often complaining that eyes hurt, low grade fever. Mother had recently visited GP and used a course of
antibiotics; did not wish to use another course. Advised that she should not omit to seek medical help
and advice as usual, but that we could use the SCIO to detect any ways in which we could also support
her system. SCIO detected a very strong reaction to the energy of the condition Encephalitis. Also a very
low reaction to the energy of a parasite which can affect the brain. Encephalitis zapped repeatedly. Top
parasites zapped repeatedly. Immune system, lymph and mental and emotional state supported.
Parasite measures for hygiene and prevention explained to mother ( without frightening her with
specifics, which are not necessarily a physical reality). Child ran a fever that night of 39 degrees C, and
since then (6 weeks) has been in good health with no fever or eye pain.
City Unknown

One morning my husband awoke with a severe pain in his back and stated that it felt like he had been
kicked while sleeping. He got out of bed and staggered over to the SCIO which was sitting on the kitchen
table and proceeded to work on himself in an attempt to relieve the pain. He was grey in color and the
sweat was pouring off his body so fast that I laid towels on the floor around him to catch it where it
dripped. As I watched him on the SCIO I considered that I might have to take him into emergency, but
the location of the pain, the fact that I recognized the symptoms as being the same as those shared by
friends in the past and the fact that he had a big meal of spinach the night before convinced me that he
was passing a kidney stone and I knew that the doctors could do no more for him in the moment than
provide pain medication which hadn't proved to be very effective to others in this situation in the past.
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The main matrix supported our belief that kidney stones were involved as most of the items on the first
page were connected to the kidneys in some way. He followed the lead of the SCIO, going the
treatments recommended through the Nelson Report, the risk profile, the auto focus zap and so on.
While working on pain in the spinal area of the program he became a firm believer in the SCIO's ability
to release the stress as the pain gradually decreased with each heartbeat. Within a half an hour he was
pain free and able to get on with the day.
The pain returned later that afternoon and he returned to the SCIO again to relieve it with the same
results. He also worked a lot on the kidneys and did the auto focus zap on kidney stones. He hasn't had
the problem since, and far as he knows has not passed a stone. He continued to pay attention to the
kidneys while on the SCIO for the next few weeks and chose remove spinach and other foods that are
rich in oxalate from his diet for about six months. He also quit taking antacids such as Tums and Rolaids,
which he had been used quite heavily in the past.
Needless to say, all of our friends, who have gone through an experience like this and relied on their
medical doctors for help, envy the speed with which he was able to relieve the pain using the SCIO.

City Unknown

I have pages upon pages of a written diary concerning my progressive symptoms, so this will be a major
attempt to condense excessively!! Around 1995, after being on a natural form of lithium for depression
prescribed by our chiropractor for a number or years (2-3?), I started to have itchy red spots on my
lower arms. We had it checked by our MD General Practitioner. He felt it was an allergic reaction to the
lithium, had me quit taking the lithium cold turkey, which I did, as I was so hoping I could do without it.
Eight days later my suicidal tendencies returned and I knew I needed to get back on the lithium quickly.
(Since then I have learned you should never go off lithium cold-turkey, as it may not work if you try to
start taking it again.) My red spots on my arms had become less intense when I was off the lithium, so I
basically came to the conclusion that it was probably the lithium, too, and it would just have to be a side
effect.
From 1995 to 2005, the lesions on my arms became more in number; had spread to my legs, unbearably
itchy at times. The lesions would be open sores; ooze a little, a few would bleed (possibly from the
itching-can't remember) then dry up and have little nodules in a circle, not ever disappearing entirely.
My health progressively deteriorated. The right backside of my neck was always very swollen and hard; I
was always very tired, weak, aching in any or all parts of my body; some mornings I could not step out of
bed or walk on my feet for about half an hour after waking; my back was always in pain; I could not
stand for more than 15 minutes without having to sit down because of the pain; my lower back ached
climaxing in excruciating pain at about 5 a.m.; arms and/orlegs waking me up tingling and being asleep;
fitful sleep; brain fog; ringing in ears. I had started writing down symptoms that became more intense in
the summer of 2005 with intentions of, once our new insurance coverage for the year became available
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in 2006, going to our General Practitioner to have some tests ran to try to figure out what was wrong.
My husband and I decided to go on a natural three month cleanse starting in October of 2005 before we
went to our General Practitioner. The first month, October, was detoxing the liver and kidneys; second
month, November, was using natural antibiotics to reduce harmful organism count and the third month,
December, was to deworm and rebuild immune system. September-October I was starting to develop
more symptoms, and my lesions on my arms and legs were getting more numerous and extremely itchy.
My husband and I worked out in the sun five days a week and had developed a few other spots of
concern on our bodies. We were going to wait until January of 2006 to go to a dermatologist (before we
went to our General Practitioner) to have a full body scan to check out spots, moles of concern and had
made appointments for January to do just that. However, my aches had become so intense, we decided
to go to the dermatologist in October of 2005 instead of waiting. I really was not even that concerned
about showing her my lesions on my arms and legs since I still felt they were an allergic reaction to the
lithium. I received a $150 poor-excuse for a full body scan from the dermatologist, all the spots I had a
concern with she said were nothing to worry about. As I was leaving the exam room, and had forgotten
to ask her about my lesions on my arms and legs, she said: "Oh, by the way, those spots you have on
your arms and legs are pre-cancerous basal cell carcinoma. It's not IF they are going to turn to cancer,
it's only a matter of WHEN they turn to cancer." She wanted to use laser zapping on them that day, but
the expense was going to be outrageous, so I opted to get a prescription for some cream that was
suppose to remove the lesions. We did research on what was in the cream; decided that was not the
route we wanted to go, as the side effects sounded worse than the cure. We decided to do some
research on the Internet about basal cell carcinoma to see if there were alternative natural things we
could do. We had started our natural cleanse the day of our dermatologist visit and were concentrating
on that. From October to December my symptoms intensified. After I would wash my hair and comb it,
it would come out in clumps to where I'd have a grapefruit size wad of hair in my hand; my upper arms
and legs became very cellulite-looking-like ripples of waves on a very hard sandy beach; I was
excessively urinating; the lesions were climbing up to my upper arms and upper legs and face. I had very
hard nodules on the corners of the crease of my arms, about cherry size, that hurt so bad I would
massage them at night and during the sleepless nights. Upon awakening, my eyes would be matted over
and I would find it would take increasingly more time--up to half an hour--before they would focus.
Floaters in my eyes became so intense I could hardly see past them! The brain fog was becoming foggier
to the point that I couldn't even finish thinking about what I was thinking, let alone trying to actually
finish a sentence! Now the lesions were taking more and more time to heal with one I was dealing with
at that time that hadn't healed (dried up) for around nine months.

We went on vacation from December 9, 2005 until December 21, 2005. On our way to Arizona to visit
our son, the first night traveling my arms became so uncontrollably itchy that I took out my comb and
just dug underneath my winter coat. When we arrived at the motel and I took off my winter coat, I
noticed I had black specks all over my arms. I picked up a couple and looked at them, but since the lining
of my coat was black, I just figured it was fuzz off my coat that I had accidentally dug, too, when I was
itching my arms so much and didn't think too much about it. The next couple of weeks were very busy
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but following are some symptoms I noticed: (We were starting into the last month of the three month
cleanse we had been doing.) I had extreme restless nights, the front and back of my ears itched enough
to wake me. Inside my ears felt like I had bugs crawling around and plugging my ears. The hard, aching
and swollen right side of my neck (for the last ten years) had gone down and felt okay for the first time
in ten years! The lower right back aching was gone. I felt better than I had in years!! That was the
"calm".
Now, for the storm. We arrived back home and on December 27, 2005, I continued my research on the
Internet concerning basal cell carcinoma. All of a sudden, I noticed black specks coming out of my
lesions on my arms. A few, then a few more, then a few more, then a lot more. Then I started feeling
some creepy, crawly sensations just beneath my skin; had four hours of light, interrupted sleep that
night.

12/28/05: TONS of black specks, biting, itchy, creepy crawly feelings under skin. Saw "fuzz" of blue, red,
white, black coming out of skin. Some fuzz were like straight small twisted yarn (three fold), some were
like fuzz balls you'd pull off clothing, some kinky. Researched more on the Internet; somehow got linked
up to a "Morgellons Disease" website. There was a long list of symptoms and there was not ONE I did
not have. It told of a remedy in 1600's of putting warm honey and bacon grease on a person's entire
body and scraping with a sharp instrument to draw the black specks out. So, I took a bath in the evening;
drained the water and poured very warm honey and emu oil over my body starting at my shoulders until
I had poured honey/emu oil over my entire body (except my head) and scraped my body in sections with
a dull knife. I had literally hundreds of black specks come out as I ran the knife over my entire body
(except head--I had not felt them in my head (yet). The black specks came out the thickest in the crease
of my arms (the hard nodules were now gone), my waistline, hands, fingers, but the black specks were
coming out everywhere. When I drip-dried off (couldn't stand the idea of having a fuzz-ball from the
towel come off on me, so I opted to drip-dry), fuzz started FLYING out of my arms--again all shapes,
sizes, colors. That night the crawling was extreme and intense and I felt "them"--the creepy, crawling, all
over in my face, head, ears and all over my body. Absolutely not a second of sleep. My honey/emu oil
treatment really seemed to activate the "bugs"--creepy, crawly parasites all night with them going up to
face and forehead. Ears were plugged and crawling feeling. It was as if they were an army starting at my
feet and moving in unison to the top of my head. I just laid on my back in bed and didn't move. The
feelings were so intense that I truly thought I was not going to live to see the next day. The black specks
on my legs were always bigger and thicker than the black specks on my arms. The leg specks resembled
more the thicker hair on my legs.
12/29/05: Did honey/emu oil treatment, only a few black specks. Felt them crawling throughout the
day, itching, biting, black specks, fuzz. In bed, my hands fell asleep and felt like they were literally about
to explode with bugs crawling all over; everywhere, in them. I looked at my hands and they were
extremely swollen and black, as if encased with the black specks waiting to come out of my skin. Called
my grown children to tell them good-bye as I didn't think I would survive much longer. My husband and I
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had taken upon ourselves to isolate ourselves from everyone since there was no data out on whether
this was contagious or not. A fitful two hours sleep.

12/30/05: Warm honey treatment, but produced nothing. Fewer black specks, less itching, fewer creepy
crawling feelings. Slept four whole hours. Woke up at 4 a.m. with ears itching and crawling so put emu
oil in them and it seemed to help a lot. Fell back to sleep until 6a.m.; fell back to sleep until 9:30a.m.
What a relief to sleep finally.
12/31/05: Still a few black specks; feel movement LOTS every once in a while. Continuous movement
throughout 24 hour period. Seem to be much worse at night. Skin on arms and legs full of skin lesions
(one on arm still an open sore). I can see some places where the "bugs" have crawled under my skin-there are raised white-ish tracks, some straight, some squiggly. Ears itchy; buggy--not nearly as severe.
Tolerable now. Baths seem to make the biting, crawling, itching more durable, so I take 2-3 long baths in
the middle of the night often. I still have "feelings" around my mouth a lot. Quite often it feels as if
something is dropping down from my eyelashes to my eyelids, almost "spidering" down, but we don't
see anything.

During this time period, my husband and I had remembered a friend who had had concerns with
parasites and had done some sort of Biofeedback. We had kept the information of the Dr. who had
worked on her and decided to contact this Dr. who lived 800 some miles away to see if I could make an
appointment to go out to Colorado and have her work on me. We called her; it was going to be very
costly, but we felt it was very urgent and necessary. Of what we had looked up on the Internet
concerning Morgellons Disease, if we decided to go to our General Practitioner, it would have involved
mega tests; a possible diagnosis of "pseudo-parasititis" (especially since I'd been on lithium for about 12
years!). I could not have handled that, since along with all my other symptoms, depression had always
been a norm for me. The Medical world did not know HOW people contacted Morgellons Disease; they
did not know
WHAT it was; they only knew the end result was DEATH either by suicide or liver failure. Not the odds I
wanted to chance if I could help it.
And I knew I was heading that direction ever so quickly. At this point, I was very weak, the last thing I
wanted to do is travel, but we would do what we had to do. We decided to call our friend in Colorado to
see if she still felt, after about six years in passing, that her Biofeedback sessions had proved to be
beneficial. I contacted her, she said not to go to the Dr. she went to, that her Mother-in-law had bought
a Biofeedback device (the EPFX) and her expertise was in the field of Parasitology. We contacted the
Practitioner in Colorado.
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1/02/06: Expelled around 10 floating bright blue/purple "bubble bugs" in bowel movement. They were
bright neon bulbs attached to something. They reminded me of tiny gazing balls, for lack of a better
description. I wish I would have saved them, but did not.

l/03/06: In evening, had a big white "snot glob" (again, for lack of a better description) beside my right
thumb nail about the size of a pea. It just seemed to appear out of nowhere ever so quickly. It stung like
I was getting cut with multiple razor blades--like a zillion razor blades slicing this way and that way.
Threw it in the sink and rinsed it down the drain before I even thought about saving it for examination-just wanted to get rid of it quick. My thumb was only slightly red--no cut marks. Multi-colored ball of
fuzz tonight. It was actually pretty--blue/white. After bath removed two big black specks off hand that
looked like charcoal pieces--fairly good sized, not the usual black specks. My husband and I watched
fiber grow out of same right hand, palm side, to about 1 inch long. My husband had bought a
microscope and taken pictures of many of the "things" that have come out of my skin. Several black
specks came out of my hands tonight.

1/04/2006: Had my first session on the EPFX late at night. There was much activity going on with the
crawling, biting at around 10p.m.-12a.m. I could actually feel "things" dying off as I was being worked on
with the EPFX, as they bit real hard and then nothing. No activity for a while and I was able to sleep!!
Wonderful!!

1/25/06: No movement until late afternoon--only slight. During 10p.m.-3a.m. much movement again all
over my body. Lots of soaking in the bathtub.

1/26/06: The movement has not been as extreme as initially since the sessions on the EPFX. Still have
forehead, arms, legs movement daily. Evenings around 10p.m. -2a.m. are the worst for crawling, biting.
My right lower back has hurt a few days since December, but not nearly as severe as years before. My
ears do not itch or have crawling feelings in them anymore. Right side of neck is still sore, but not
swollen anymore. Lesions on arms and legs are still visible, some new ones, open lesion on right arm still
not healed.
This is March 27,2006: Things got so intense, I stopped writing a diary, so I don't have exact dates of
when I was on the EPFX, but I had regular sessions in January and February around every three days with
my Colorado Practitioner or putting myself on. We could see remarkable improvements with each
session. Some events that have taken place and that I have not kept a diary as to the exact day, but all
taking place within this time frame are: One evening after bath and drip-drying, I combed my wet hair.
As usual, had a big hand full of hair that had fallen out. Cleaned it all off my hand; looked down and
there were 2 more hairs about an inch long. I thought perhaps I'd just overlooked them, but knew better
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because I had made 100% sure I'd cleaned my hands off. Took those 2 "hairs" off my hand--looked just
like my head hair--many more appeared. My husband and I then started watching numerous hairs grow
out of my skin on the palm of my hand. They stuck straight up as they grew about an inch long. Don
tried to video them, but they didn't really show up.

I started getting bruises on my arms, stomach, legs. Small yellow, then turning dark yellowish black.
Around 20-30 bruises. I do not remember how long I had these. They didn't hurt.

My right front side started to have a dull ache, every day progressively becoming more painful until it
was so painful I couldn't have anything touching it and could not move because of the pain. By this time,
we had purchased an EPFX and I was calling the help-line quite frequently. Several days/nights my side
became so painful, we thought I'd end up in the emergency ward at the hospital. One night, 11 p.m., it
was to that point, but I called the help line. A practitioner walked me through different programs to put
myself on, finishing up with me at 1a.m. (our time). What devotion!! She had previously worked on
stressors with my liver during two sessions on the EPFX, which had helped tremendously, but I think
perhaps I was detoxing myself too much and too quickly?? That night seemed to really help the severe
pain in my liver and the pain never reached that point again. My right side was tender for about a year
and still tender now only when I eat something I shouldn't.

During one period of time, it kept feeling like something was building a spider web inside my arms and
legs. I could feel something weaving the webs and then climbing down them. (We've since heard an
explanation of this from others who have had this as one of their symptoms. They said it could be the
bacteria actually networking--building antennas to communicate with one another in the opposite arms
and/or legs....??)

I had a number of sores on my scalp. One day (and one day only), I felt something going in and out of
one of the sores ALL DAY LONG constantly. It felt like it was crawling into the sore; then coming out on
top of my head, repeating it constantly. I tried to put hydrogen peroxide on it, but it didn't seem to
phase it. Had some pretty blond hair there by the end of all of it!!

A rash, different then my skin lesions on my arms, legs and face, started to appear on my front neck. It
was pinkish little nodules and had an indescribable intense itch. I felt if I itched it, it would spread but I
could not keep from itching it. It kept spreading until it covered my whole front neck, about 6-8 inches
from top to bottom in the shape of a triangle. It became a deep reddish-purple. The itching was so
intense that, of all the bizarre symptoms, I came closest to ending my own life at that time. It lasted for
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weeks. It was at about this time that the Practitioner who was working with me from Colorado asked me
to e-mail Prof. Nelson to ask him what we could do, as we seemed to hit a plateau. We did e-mail Prof.
Nelson, as we all felt there was little hope; perhaps, even though I had seen great results with the EPFX,
nothing could be done and death was inevitable. Prof. Nelson called and talked to us on the phone; gave
us some areas to work on and talked to us so lovingly about emotional issues that I brought up to him.
Don and I were very emotional after his phone call--to think the inventor of this device, someone so
busy would take time to talk to and console us!! After we did some of the things he suggested, we saw a
big turnaround with my health. (I cannot remember the time frame of this, sorry, but sometime in early
February).
I lost 60 pounds in less than three months during January through March. I had changed my diet
extremely eating only organic raw fruits and vegetables. Even though I was so weak and so sick, my body
also felt so good getting healthy nutrition. (Sad to say, I have gained most of the weight back.)

At one point I had an extremely hard time swallowing--like there was a big lump in my throat. I couldn't
catch my breath and my heart seemed not quite right. I did take homeopathics for over a year, which I
know helped much.
It took about seven months, January through July of 2006, before I actually began feeling my strength
return and symptoms diminishing.
2/20/08: On Morgellon's Disease websites, we have read that it is believed in 80% of Morgellon's
Disease cases, Lyme Disease is an underlying factor. We had found a deer tick on me about 15 years ago
and I had wondered when I was starting to have deteriorating health if Lyme Disease might be an issue. I
have worked with it much on the EPFX as it did seem to be an issue. I know if we would not have had the
EPFX device things would have been hopeless. We saw such results every time I had a session and
marveled at the intensity of the programs the device encompasses. Today I still have lesions on my arms
and legs; they are dried up now, but I do get new ones from time to time and they do itch sometimes,
occasionally they itch a lot, but NOTHING compared to the worst of times. They are not open, oozing
lesions, just red. The squiggly and/or straight white raised areas where the "things" did whatever they
did just under the skin on my arms are still visible scars, but fading away. Sometimes I still have "
feelings" around my mouth mostly, sometimes on the scalp of my head. I stopped taking lithium when I
started working with the EPFX in January of 2006; have never looked back. I do not suffer from
depression--it's hard to remember the desperate feelings I use to have (and for most of my life up until
these last two years)! After I lost so much hair, when it started growing back in, it stuck straight up all
over the place (not quite the "do" I was after!), but now it's nice and thick as it had been in the past and
I'm not losing hair anymore. The brain fog is gone. My eyes get matted over once in a while. Our
computer crashed recently and we lost all the pictures my husband had taken of my flying things"~black
specks, fuzz. We had sent some of the pictures to our Practitioner in Colorado when she was working on
me, but I don't know if she still has them. I try to work on myself at least once a week. Sorry, I did have
intentions of condensing this, but you pretty much got it all!! I do feel bad I'm making it your
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responsibility to condense this. Hope this helps. I think I didn't leave any of my symptoms out!! I hope I
got across the intensity, the bizarreness, the hopelessness I felt until coming in contact with the EPFX,
and even then it was a real struggle with wondering what strange symptom would show up each day
and if there would ever be an end to it.
City Unknown

I purchased the devise about six months ago and have had some great success with one particular client.
She is in her 50's, suffers from severe migraine headaches that her MD is attempting to treat with drugs.
She has her sleep disturbed each and every night from her splitting headaches, sometimes only sleeping
thirty minutes at a time. She has two small children that were recently adopted from Russia. During her
four trips to Russia during the adoption process, she developed Chron's disease and again, her doctor is
attempting to treat this huge problem.
She was referred to me by another patient and we have had three sessions. Her last session was this
past week, I used the encyclopedia protocol for migraine headaches and she told during our phone call
two days later that, after our session, she slept four uninterrupted hours the first night and has slept
longer, deeper and better without the severe pain she had. She refuses to take any medication that her
MD has prescribed, while she still suffers from the headaches, she says they are much better. She says
she is 'counting the days' until our next session! She is anxious to get started on the Chron's disease and
some other minor problems she would like to deal with. Being a full time school teacher and again, a
parent of two children, one that is two, the other is one, keeps this wonderful lady extremely busy.

Thank you for all of your efforts with this wonderful device.

City Unknown
Rest assured that the EPFX is the best in Energetic Medicine. Since I have the EPFX-Scio in June 2005, my
husband has been helped so much psychologically when I correct the energy with the brain waves
program. The correction is done instantly.
You have all my admiration for this wonderful tool. Really the energetic medicine is the frontier of the
future in Medicine.

City Unknown
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In March, 2007, the owner of the local health food store sent a 38 year old white male from Bayfield,
Colorado, to me asking that he not render his diagnosis. He appeared healthy and robust. He is an
outfitter by profession.
First Visit: After testing, I asked how long he had the West Nile Virus as it was #3 in red in the test
matrix. He said that was why he came to see me. On every panel I read "food poisoning" and asked what
this meant to him. He reported that he had been suffering from such severe food poisoning for 5 years
that after eating a spoiled scallop in a local restaurant that if he ate any fish, including eating potatoes
fried in oil that fish had been fried in, he would go into shock and had to visit the hospital for a shot.
Three Days Later: Client called to report no headache for the first time in a year followed by an extreme
headache in which he self treated with homeopathics for the first time since contracting the West Nile
Virus.
2nd Visit, 2nd Week: Client has a small headache. I delivered the DNA protocol for the West Nile Virus
and Food Poisoning.
Three Day Later: Client reports no headache.
3rd Visit, 3rd Week: Client has had no subsequent headache and vitality is returning. I delivered the DNA
Protocol for the West Nile Virus and Food Poisoning.
4th Visit, 4th Week: Client remains headache free and reports that vitality has returned. I delivered the
DNA Protocol for the West Nile Virus and Food Poisoning.
24 Hours Later: The client calls to report that he has eaten 2 dozen shrimp and raw yellow fin tuna the
night before with no ill effect and clam chowder for lunch just previous to the call.
The client requested a closing appointment before moving to Kauai the following week.
This client called February 20, 2008, to report that the symptoms of the food poisoning and the West
Nile Virus have not returned and that he remains well, and that he almost exclusively eats fish 2 meals a
day.
Many thanks for this device.
Bayfield, Colorado

Client Age 44

I have a current client who came to me after seeing her OBGYN. The Ultra Sound showed that her uterus
was "covered" with cysts. They wanted to do a complete hysterectomy, as she was pre-menopausal. She
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did not want surgery, so she came to me to see if there were other options. I asked her to give me a
month to see what we could do.
After only 2 weeks of regular treatments on the EPFX in addition to other simple suggestions and
mineral supplementation, she went back for a scheduled Ultra Sound and they found NO cysts. We were
also able to identify kidney stones on the EPFX, which were also gone in the 2 week period!
City Unknown

Thank you for making the EPFX. I have a client that has a history of migraine headaches for over 10
years. She is over 40 and has found that if she gets a shot (or 2) of Demoral in the beginning of the
migraine she can usually get it under control. If she doesn't (which happened last month) her migraine
can last a month or longer. She will be throwing up along with the pain. She had gone the doctor to get a
shot of Demoral (she moved to Colorado a few years earlier) and the doctors here wanted to try other
things - which she had already tried and had found that hadn't worked.
After struggling with doctors, missing work, being in terrible pain, throwing up, crying and totally
frustrated she called me.
The first session we did on a Saturday night, I talked to her on Sunday - the pain had gone from the front
to the back but was still hurting. I did another session Monday night and talked to her on Tuesday and
she was not in pain. She was very thankful and glad she had called me.
City Unknown

60 yr male...pesticide poisoning severe case, had to relearn walking reading etc, diagnosed with chronic
lymphocyctic leukemia... over 2 yrs ago..he was told he would not live a yr without chemo......with
chemo MAY live 2 yrs. in a fatigued weakened state then. He has passed the two year mark and health is
stronger and quality of life greatly improved.

City Unknown

My boyfriend has done several SCIO sessions for me. I suffer from teeth clenching/grinding during sleep
which my dentist confirmed. During my first session, the program brought attention to possible TMJ.
The next day following my session, I noticed a much more relaxed, loose feeling in my jaw that lasted for
quite awhile. We've since done follow-up sessions which seem to offer relief.
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City Unknown

My clients say that they have greatly benefited from being hooked up to the EPFX-SCIO. they say that
they feel better when they leave, that they do not feel so discouraged and most are willing afterwards
to make healthier changes in their lifestyles. Categorically, they show lower stress levels on the
computer. When they leave the session, they smile and act much more relaxed. Most say that they feel
as if a weight has been lifted from their shoulders. Some say that their hearts feel lighter.
My clients confirm to me that the use of this device allows individuals to figure out how to relax more
and release stress from themselves.
My personal experience with this device is that it assists me in realizing how to release stress and
thereby enjoy living with ease to a greater extent.
I appreciate professor Nelson's work and research in providing and teaching me how to utilize this
device.
City Unknown

I have had my device for two years and use it for myself and my family. My first treatment was for
edema in my feet. I did not want to take blood thinners so went to a local practitioner and by the end of
the treatment (two hours) the swelling in my feet dissipated. I was so impressed that I bought a machine
and do weekly treatments to maintain a balanced body. The QX has changed my life, I am learning new
things every day. I have been so lucky to receive exceptional training from trainers that want to come to
the big island of Hawaii and feel blessed to be around other successful users. Thank you for this
wonderful device.
Hawaii

With a lifetime passion, study and personal practice of natural and integrative therapies I am very
excited to have chosen the EPFX Quantum Biofeedback system to compliment my journey of formal
education, practice and requests to assist others towards wellness.

As a professional with 30 years experience and respected track record in psychology, child development,
self awareness, health and wellness; specializing in central nervous systems disorders such as Autism,
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Aspergers, ADD/ADHD, Mental Health, etc I am very excited with how the EPFX assists me in helping
others.
For me the device is twofold, as I firmly believe “practice what you preach”. To this end I have put
myself on the machine 25 times plus over the past 8 months. I do not believe the gains I have made in
my own health and vitality could have been accomplished without this therapeutic approach to assist in
stress management. I have found the information the system feeds back does not necessarily provide a
missing piece of the puzzle but does serve as a central piece of the puzzle towards optimizing health. It
provides education, retraining and self awareness that has allowed me to implement changes that have
had the “biggest bang for the buck”, the most affect/impact towards overcoming health issues and
optimizing my personal wellness.

City Unknown

I am a practitioner in Lakewood, Colorado. I've had my device for about one year. As I receive them, I'll
gladly send on my client's testimonials. They too are interested in supporting this wonderful technology,
which has brought them relief after doctors gave up.

Diagnosis: Bladder Cancer
A 45 year old white male diagnosed with a golf-ball sized mass in his bladder came to see me, wishing to
avoid surgery and possible subsequent cancer treatment. One day after our first session, a small hard
mass was passed in the urine, the consistency of a fingernail. The client reported easier passing of urine
and less blood present. Four days after the session, tissue was expelled in the urine. A second session
was held on day 8. Two days later gallstones were expelled in the feces, and more tissue was expelled in
the urine. Pain on urinating and blood in urine have both disappeared. Client is scheduling a follow up
MRI to assess status of mass.
Diagnosis: Cerebal Palsy and Cornelia De Lange
A 28 year old white male, severely deformed and having difficulty with movement, breathing and
swallowing; periods of agitation and flayling. After first session began, client noticeably relaxed and
began to look around the room, taking interest in his surroundings. Breathing normalized and
swallowing was more normal. Effects seem to have lasted several weeks after session.
Diagnosis: Down’s Syndrome with Autism
A 19 year old white female. Her mother informed me that at age 12 she was a happy, outgoing child,
able to dress and feed herself, able to hold a pen and draw rudimentary pictures, who liked to sing and
watch TV. A traumatic event at age 16 caused her to withdraw inside herself and shut down. By the time
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I was consulted, she had stopped eating and was losing weight. She was constantly constipated, with
hard stools the size of walnuts. During her first session, she literally came out of herself, first looking
around the room, then gazing at her mom, then she started smiling at and cuddling with her mother.
Her appetite has returned, she is back to being a happy person with interest in her world, and her bowel
movements are more normal again.
Diagnosis: Shingles and a malodorous vaginal discharge
A 88 year old white female diagnosed four years ago with shingles, and suffering from a drainage of pus
and malodorous fluid from the vagina which required her wearing a pad. After first session, her shingles
flared, so she came in for a second session the next day. Following the second session, both her shingles
and her discharge completely cleared up. She was ecstatic!
City Unknown

22 year old college student who was suffering from anxiety, stress, rapid heartbeat, and panic episodes.
She began to work with the EPFX practitioner to manage her level of stress better. She was having a
difficult time adjusting to college on account of travelling away from home on her own. She began to
receive the EPFX treatments and within two months her symptoms were greatly relieved and she was
restored to better emotional balance which reduced her levels of stress. She has less anxiety and more
peace and calm.
55 year old homemaker who was suffering from acute anxiety and stress due to conflict with her
husband over money and upset around her father’s estate (who had recently died). She sought help
from an EPFX practitioner who began to give her once a week sessions lasting two hours. She found
within four sessions that her stress levels were greatly reduced and she was able to communicate better
with her husband.
64 year old professional woman was suffering from chronic fatigue and depression. She was very
concerned that she would have to stop working entirely because her fatigue levels were so great. She
began to have weekly EPFX sessions and within three sessions noticed a dramatic reduction in her
fatigue symptoms and a much more positive and optimistic mood and a much greatly improved
reduction to stress.
City Unknown

There was a 20 year old girl who had body tremors and the doctor could not stop them without trying
medication. Her father said no meds. So after being referred to me we began some sessions on the
biofeedback. After 4 times the improvement was so impressive that the Doctor arranged at the end of
his day for me to come in with her and hook her up and show him what was making the difference.
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There was a 75 year old man who could hardly walk because of the pain in his legs and feet. He had all
the scans and checkups from the medical side, with no diagnosis. He had a referral to me, and after 2
therapies, he is 50% better and so happy.

City Unknown

I've been a regular user of the Scio since I bought it, in July 2007 for me and some friends of mine: as
concern my friend’s -age 30 up to 66 - they report - for a 66year-old woman- after 2 sessions a decrease
in her overwhelming anxiety together with a recovery of sleep ;- for a 56-six friend of mine after I had
treated her very difficult relationship with Mother and Sister - which had made her very sad and
depressed a sudden improving after only one session.lasting till to-day.- for a 30year patient a very quick
disappearance of the pain she had had in the back since her 6th year after 1 session.
As concern me --I'am 66- and though I'm still in poor health yet – I’ve noticed a real amelioration of the
red dark spots on my face a softening of the arteries in my legs a rejuvenation of the face-muscles especially the eyes and cheeks muscles and from time to time the positive effects of fitted neurotransmitters on the intense pain in my knees and back.

City Unknown

I have been working with my quantum SCIO for approx 3 years and have witnessed many miraculous
healings as a result of using this device. I have studied Homeopathy but use only the SCIO to produce
remedies.
2 years ago, my 21 year old daughter came down with a serious sore throat, very high temperature and
general feeling of unwell. She had blood tests at the doctor, who thought she had tonsillitis and put on
antibiotics until her blood tests returned, but her symptoms persisted and got much worse that night. I
completed a SCIO session and did up an acute remedy with those she responded to. The Chinese ‘clear
the evil heat’ one (forgotten name of it) and others for the throat, tonsils, glands, etc. After one dose
her temperature came right down and after acute dosing over the first 24 hours she felt much better in
every way. She did return to the doctor after the weekend to get the blood results and he told her she
had Glandular Fever - and could not believe she had recovered completely from it in 5 days.
I had a patient who during a general session asked to be desensitized from chocolate as they had an
addiction which was creating issues for them. I desensitized chocolate along with some other allergens I
was treating and she later advised me that when she went shopping two days later, she had none of the
addiction cravings when walking down the aisle where the chocolate was sold, she said she felt
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absolutely nothing when she had previously been unable to walk down that aisle without buying
multitudes of chocolate.

I treated a client who had suffered depression for fifteen years. At home, before coming for her session
she told me she was sitting in the shower screaming. During the session which covered many therapies I
ran Reverse Psychic Attack in Biofeedback until Max Rectified and she said she felt something click inside
her head. Her depression immediately disappeared and she took herself off anti depressants. She claims
her life has been changed completely and has not suffered a relapse in the last two years.

My aged mother (84 years) sometimes gets into fits of anger at her family, depression and general
unhappiness which is quite uncharacteristic. Since having SCIO, every attack has been related to psychic
attacks as being the major cause of this personality change. After I have done the session and included
these therapies to flick off any entities she comes back to normal immediately and is her happy self.
I sprained my ankle whilst on holiday and could not walk without pain. I had my SCIO with me and put
myself on pain therapy for 10 minutes which completely removed all pain from the area. I was able to
walk normally around the tourist spots without any pain whatsoever. I repeated this process once again
in the next 24 hours when pain resumed and had the same results. The ankle healed and did not cause
any disruption to my life whatsoever.
These are just some of the things that have shown immediate and obvious results. There are other cases
where issues have been multi layered and taken time to see results, but I can say that the SCIO is a truly
miraculous invention; one that I believe will assist people with their health issues far into the future.
City Unknown

We have had our EPFX for a little over 2 years and feel that it is the best money that we have ever spent
for our health and the health of our family.
We purchased the program because my husband has Hepatitis C and my niece had cancer at the time
and they were both feeling a lot of stress not to mention the extend family.
What has happen since then is nothing short of miracles.
My husband’s story is: at the time of purchase he was 55. He has had hepatitis c for approx. 30 years. He
was dealing with many digestive discomforts. He had constant itching with no rash, depression and
relentless fatigue. We did our home work and Interferon was the very last thing he wanted to do. The
side effects are terrible and the results are very low. We decided to go with diet changes and
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biofeedback. The stress reduction that he gets with the device has made all the difference in his and our
lives. His digestion and itching issues are few and far between. The depression is gone and he is running
circles around me. We are so grateful.
My niece’s story is nothing short of amazing!! At 26 she was diagnosed with cancer while she was on
vacation in Hawaii. She was out on a trail and could not breath. She was rushed to the hospital and after
doing x-ray a large tumor was found next to her heart. She was spewing blood from her nose and
mouth. They did emergency radiation and shrunk the tumor. She was stabilized in the hospital in Hawaii
and flew home to Seattle, Washington. She went through 3 biopsies to try to determine the type of
cancer to no avail as the tumor was too damaged from radiation. She was put on a cocktail of 5 different
chemo’s and lots of radiation. She went into remission and we were very grateful but the stress of all
the treatment took its toll. At age 28 she was in full blown medically induced peri- menopause. Hot
flashes, night sweats, anxiety, insomnia, and deep depression. All of her doctors told her that there was
no way she could every have a baby as all of her eggs were destroyed with treatment.
I started to work on her in all of the area’s that showed stress. She had a great response and we were
thrilled. Then she called me one day to tell me she was pregnant!!! We were thrilled!! Of course the
doctors were highly concerned and told her she was a high risk and watched her like a hawk. She was 6
months pregnant at the time. She had a beautiful, perfect baby boy 9 pounds several ounces. He is 1
years old and doing great and so is she. She gives the program so much of the credit and would have
done this testimonial herself but she doesn’t do computers. If you need it from her we will find a way.
I personally have had great success in harmonizing my hormones. I am 53 and was able to get off of
hormones and do just stress reduction with the EPFX. I was in two bad car accidents in my teens and
struggle with debilitating back pain at times. The EPFX has been a God sent in this area too.
One of my favorite testimonials is of a little 3 year old boy who was brought to me. His mother smoked
methamphetamine while she was pregnant. At birth she left the child with his grandmother. He was out
of control. He would not be potty trained and they went through day care after day care because of out
of control behavior. When he came to me he was so out of control I didn’t know how I would get him in
the straps. His grandmother had to hold him and I was only able to put the head strap on. Within 30
minutes we saw such an amazing change in him that we were both brought to tears. He walked out of
my office on his own two feet. I talked to his grandmother a few days later and she said he was doing
great. I talked to her a month later and she said that it is nothing short of a miracle. He self potty trained
and the day care workers are amazed. He has been in the same one for months with no problem. That
was one session!!! It is a year later and he is still doing great!!
I could go on and on and we are so grateful to have the freedom to have this technology in our lives for
amazing stress reduction!! It has been said for years that stress kills and what better way to address it.
City Unknown
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This is some of the experiences I had working on the QXCI.
Had a referral from a client to put her father on the QXCI. He was only to be here for a month. At the
beginning of the month he was put on the QXCI when he informed me that ten years previous he had a
quad - by-pass and he never felt good after that. His Matrix was large and had a lot of the four colors
confirming what he said.
The matrix in the red and purple was examined for vitamins and herbs - showing the lack of or not
needing them. Also the food that was needed or to be avoided. This has a tendency to repeat
throughout the other color levels.
Also you may be wondering why that I am not bothering about other information that showed up in the
matrix. To me the major factor is the food, vitamins, minerals and herb. Everybody is UNIQUE!!!!! If you
feed your system the correct things that you are lacking or avoid the things that do not agree with your
system, the problems that were starting to show up in the old/previous Matrix have disappear or are
moving out of your system by showing now in the yellow or blue level, next time gone all together.
Since he had a problem with communication - due to the lack of understanding English completely and I
having some free time, took him to the vitamin/herb store and pick out what the QXCI was stressing for
his system. From there we proceeded to the grocery store. There I showed him what his system needed
and the fruits and vegetables that were to be avoided. At his daughter's place I did kinesiology on all the
vitamins and herbs, which his system informed me how many he was to take each day and for how long.
At the end of the month he came back for another session on the QXCI and when he came into the room
he said that he felt so good. Hadn't felt like that in years. The QXCI confirmed what he was feeling inside.
The QXCI showed only 15 lines in blue (no other color). The matrix was very small which it should be
when a person is healthy.
Now about the daughter - she had decided to go on a vegetarian diet. The QXCI (she had all four colors)
showed in the red that the diet was triggering a bowel disease where it was not absorbing the nutrients
from the food. Also she needed amino acids for support. In the red it also showed that she was picking
up radiation from her cell phone. I suggested two homeopathic remedies to support her system. She
returned a month later informing she was feeling good. The QXCI confirmed that fact as it only showed
ten lines in the blue. Also she purchased a different cell phone and by not appearing in the matrix that
the new cell phone was ok.
QXCI - Sport repair
My 9 year old nephew came for a visit with my brother, as they live out east and I only see them every
few years. While they were here, my nephew hit the floor screaming and my brother explained that he
had a pulled muscle in the groin that had occurred while playing sports. My nephew had gone for all
types of therapies and nothing worked. Promptly I got my nephew on the QXCI - went through the
procedure and then to the sport therapy program. Through the other sections Dr. Nelson talks a lot,
when we came to the sport program silence reign - which my nephew said the program was not
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working. Two minutes later my nephew was hollering - I told him he had to examine the pain - was it
biting or was it releasing. I just love watching the eyes get as big as saucers. He informed me that it was
releasing.
He is now eleven going on twelve and he is back playing sports. There has been no re-occurrence with
the pain in the groin from the time he was put on the QXCI.
QXCI - Enhance Learning
Also another program I occasionally use on my nephew through sub-space is the enhance learning. Last
year's report card - the last two terms - he had 6 A's. I said to him that he was holding steady. He
informed me that he had improved. I said I still see the same number of A's. His retort was, he went
from A- to A+.The enhance learning does work.
City Unknown

As you will discover in the testimonial, my wife had a stroke last May, and we returned to Seattle and
interminable appointments and visits with allopathic doctors, who prescribed multiple pills, up to and
including Prozac, for the effects of the stroke, and for her ensuing depression. Nothing worked, until we
discovered the EPFX. We went to a conference in the Seattle area, and my wife had a 1/2 hour demo
session during a lunch break, and that short treatment brought the color back into her cheeks, the zest
for life which she has always had returned, and the depression was beaten. As a result, we purchased
the EPFX, and we have been reading, attending lectures, demonstrations, seminars, etc. on all forms of
energy healing or other forms of alternative medicine ever since. And of course I treat my wife and
myself regularly on the EPFX.
We returned to our beach house last December with the EPFX and with a new mission: to help the
people of Honduras and Central America with the healing energies of the EPFX. I have been treating
family, friends, neighbors, and any visitors we encounter who can use the treatment, and we are getting
very positive results. My wife´s brother has had rheumatoid arthritis for 20 years or so. His hands and
feet are crippled, twisted and deformed. I have been treating him through subspace every Wednesday
evening since mid-December, and he states that he is pain free for the first time in years.
My wife had a stroke - a Transitory Ischemic Attach, or TIA - in May 2007. She was incapacitated in her
speech, her memory and in her left peripheral vision, but we were fortunate that there was little
physical damage noticeable from the stroke. Through the summer, we visited allopathic doctors who
gave pills to counter the effects of the stroke, to lower her blood pressure, to thin her blood and to
combat the deep depression she was suffering. Their diagnosis was depression, and they treated that
with a Prozac substance. These pills produced unwanted side effects, which led to further depression.
She could only focus on her illness, on negative repercussions from what had happened to her brain. Her
vivacious, gregarious fun-loving personality had disappeared as a result of the stroke, or of the
treatments that ensued. By chance, we attended a health fair and came across the EPFX in August.
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She sat in for a half hour demo treatment, and this short encounter resulted in the color returning to her
cheeks, her smile and personality returning. She was now able to focus enough to read books and enjoy
movies. During her depression, she could not concentrate enough to read - one of her favorite pastimes
and passions. We continued to visit an EPFX practitioner as needed, and we were convinced enough of
the efficacy of this treatment device that we purchased the EPFX in late August-early September and are
in the process of training to be full practitioners. My wife is not using any of the allopathic drugs including Prozac, which she quit cold-turkey with no ill effects - and an occasional treatment on the EPFX
keeps her stress level low, and her energy level and spirits high. She credits her recovery to the EPFX
machine, I consider the EPFX the key factor in her cure, seeing that it lowered her stress level and
eliminated her negative thought patterns to the point where she could focus on positive outcomes.
From there, her positive attitude allowed her body´s own natural healing capacity to complete the cure.
Thank you, Dr. Nelson!
City Unknown

I received a frantic call from a young woman that had heard about the EPFX and had hope that it would
help her. She had been to the doctor, her toes were turning black and they were unable to tell her what
the problem was and that it appeared they would have to remove the foot. Without much further
advise they stated the surgery would need to be done quickly. So she called and wanted to try the EPFX
but was unable to get to my office. Shortly after working on her in subspace she was already feeling
brighter and better able to handle what may be. She stated that the machine picked up her problems of
that day. The highest reactive number was portal circulation. Later we learned that the doctors were
thinking this may be an issue for this woman and scheduled a test for her.
After her doctors heard how well she was doing they couldn't wait to learn more about what it was we
were doing.
City Unknown

I am a clinical councilor in NSW Australia. Before I brought the SCIO Bio-feedback I decided that I would
have regular treatment on it myself and the result was me purchasing it. I chose the SCIO to work with
drug addiction and to release the stress and anxiety that drug addiction brings not only to the user but,
to the whole family.
I find that the SCIO Bio-feedback is the most useful tool in presenting to the client where there stress lay
in the physical sense and then using the information that is gathered to release this on a conscious level.
Female, age 27…. weekly treatments 4 duration 1 ˝ hour sessions then another 3 sessions monthly.
Exercise and meditation used in conjunction 2005
REASON FOR VISIT< She smoked pot daily for 10 years and suffered from sexual abuse.
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“The Scio with the guidance of my practitioner helped me move forward very fast like no other therapy
before. I have since gone on to be a life coach and my life has completely changed thank you.
NSW, Australia

34 year old
REASON FOR VISIT Heavy drug user pot and ecstasy
Treatments every week for 3 months infrared saunas, diet change exercise.
He went back to study and is now working again and getting his life back together His mood swings are
less, less anxiety and more focused. “I was very skeptical at first how could this machine help me. Wow.
Every time I experienced a very deep sense of relaxation and was able to cope with the day to day
anxiety … I try and maintain a regular once a month treatment
Thank you for saving my bacon and the person who put the amazing machine together.
NSW, Australia

October of 2006 I had just lost my father in law and was going through a lot of physical ills myself. Daily I
experienced 3-4 panic attacks, I was losing weight, I was tired, and stomach problems every day. I had
daily issues with allergies that I had never experienced before. November of 06 I received the EPFX and
immediately trained to learn more about what was happening to my body. The stress and imbalance
was grand. It took time, but with gentle therapy on the EPFX it only took 3 short weeks to turn my daily
misery into living again. The panic attacks completely went away, the stomach issues subsided, and I
gained back the weight. Allergies have not been an issue sense. I use the EPFX now for continued
balance at the first sign of imbalance.

City Unknown

A year ago when I first started using the EPFX I had an elderly lady that was having blood pressure issues
that were out of control. Her normal range, even on medication, continued to stay around 220/120. She
had moments of passing out, constant ills and she felt her family physician was over medicating her
trying to control the blood pressure and felt this was causing a disturbance in her own body. After
several sessions with the EPFX this "young" lady took her health back into her own hands. It gave her the
energy she needed to see a brighter world. She seeked another physician that agreed with her use of
the EPFX and assisted in her needs to change to natural alternatives to assist in balancing her blood
pressure and other issues.
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She currently takes Hawthorne for her blood pressure and cranberry to control urinary problems. And
the only other thing she uses to stay balanced and in harmony with her body is the EPFX. This woman
knew that she was not well. Everyone thought that she was going to die a year ago. Now her eyes are
bright, her step is peppy, and she is a vibrant, healthy woman.
City Unknown
This young boy is about 8 years old. His married sister asked me if I could try and help him as his parents
were going through a divorce and he was exhibiting aggressive behavior. In class he would roam about,
would not follow direction and was having fights with his classmates.
I had him sit with his sister and had the head harness around his middle. The test revealed large
numbers of emotional issues. I followed the protocol I have for dealing with this form of stress as well as
mentioning that others have found that diet might have some effect on his mood. The unit indicated
that his sugar intake was above normal.
After one session his sister related to me that his disposition had seemed to improve. She set up another
appointment and I focused on the same issues as before as well as any that the unit indicated. The sister
told me that he was now getting happy faces in school and his teacher noticed his changed disposition.
He was scheduled for future appointments, but the mother was unable to keep them. I have since heard
that this young man was removed from school due to bad behavior.
The difference between the time he was having the stress reduction treatments and when he was no
longer having them was very evident.

City Unknown

I'm a naturopathic physician (National College of Natural Medicine, class of 2001), practicing in Oregon. I
bought my "Q", as I call it, last July, and have incorporated it into my practice. Most of my in-person
sessions are 1 1/2 hours long, and I usually just go where "Q" says. These are some of the results I've
seen with my patients:
1. JL, 65 year old white male with chronic, moderately severe back pain. An inventor, he was curious
about the QXCI, but didn't expect to get any results. He called the day after his 1 1/2 hour session to tell
me that his back felt better before he got home, and by that evening his back pain was gone. He was
both surprised and excited.
2. DN, 68 year old white female, with type 2 diabetes, uranium (hair analysis), and chronic yeast
overgrowth since college. She's had several QXCI sessions, but the most memorable was the Herxheimer
reaction she had the day after I used the small pad over her abdomen and "zapped" Candida.
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3. JP, 34 yo white female marathon runner. She tends to overtrain, and gets frequent symptoms of
hypoglycemia. The day after her session,
she reported that she just felt happier, calmer, and without the usual
nausea and aches.

4. MS, 69 year old white female. She is a friend, and I was demonstrating "Q". In the process, I found
some indications of breast cancer, and asked if she was scheduled for a mammogram any time soon.
She said her doctor was watching one suspicious spot, so she called him and moved up the
appointment. On biopsy, they found the earliest stages of intraductal carcinoma. She has had surgery
and radiation, and is doing very well.
5. PG, 49 year old white female with Hepatitis C, rheumatoid arthritis and dizziness. I used her as a
subject, via subspace, while in beginner's training in Boulder. While working with the brain balancing
program (in the EEG/ECG program, one of my favorites), I found the apparent energetic cause of her
dizziness and apparently corrected the imbalance. She is very happy that the dizziness is gone, since it
was impacting her day-to-day wellbeing.
6. ST, 55 year old white female. Her husband called one evening, asking for help for his wife, who had
been experiencing almost constant nausea and vomiting for three days, and was of course getting
weaker. I told him she would need to go to the local emergency room if the vomiting didn't stop soon. I
worked on her via subspace and she almost immediately stopped vomiting. She was much improved by
the next morning, and made a full recovery in another day.

7. JB, 60 year old white female, who experiences frequent headaches originating from a stiff neck due to
tension. The spinal/sarcodes panel usually stops a headache before it becomes severe.

City Unknown

1. A 45 years old woman in Miami, Florida who has Sinusitis for 5 years. After 2 treatments with the
EPFX (in 2 months period), her sinus reduce to almost no sign.
2. A 57 years old man in Switzerland, who just found out that he has Diabetes. After just one treatment
with the EPFX, his sugar level reduce 40 points (measured before and after with blood-sugar level
device).
3. A 37 years old man in Venice, Florida, who has back pain for 2 years because of his job as a cook. After
2 treatments with the EPFX, his back pain is gone.
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4. A 33 years old woman in St.Peterburg, Florida, who has insomnia for more than 10 years. After one
treatment with the EPFX, she has been going to sleep at 10.00 PM every night and forever stop taking
sleeping pill.
5. A 50 years old man from Naple, Italy,who has cigarette addition (smoke 40 cigarettes a day), with 2
times treatment of the EPFX, he now smokes about 10 cigarettes a day.And he is looking forward to stop
smoking permanently.

City Unknown

1. Male client; 54 yrs. Presenting with deteriorated spinal column/multiple systems failure.
Causation: Jobsite accident in Russia, 2002.
Medical Diagnosis; Irreparable damage from misinformation on analgesics that should have been used
long enough to send client back to Canada, within 5 days. Drugs were used for 6 wks before a fellow
Canadian warned him to stop the drug. Neurologists told client to get affairs in order as he was bound
for a life of wheelchair and would remain quadrapalegic.
Biofeedback results to date; After first session client's pain subsided, after second session could flex
enough to put on shoes and touch toes. Client is now riding horses again and working full ten hour shifts
welding again. Currently sessions are addressing the damage from the drug especially heart valves. Very
optimistic outlook.
2. Male client; 62 yrs. Presented with torn diaphragm, and acute inflamed knees.
Causation; Knee injury from 36 yr old car accident and bungled knee surgery.
Medical Diagnosis: Too be a lifelong disorder, expect early retirement.
3. Female client; 78 yrs. Presenting with acute asthma and right shoulder injury.
Causation; Asthmatic for 25 yrs. and 2006 injury incurred on public bus system.
Medical Diagnosis; Asthma-expected lifelong under doctors care with inhalers and home med
equipment. Shoulder; medically documented and under litigation.
Biofeedback results to date; Client no longer required any asthma meds after fourth session but carries
inhalers just for preventive measures.
After 3 sessions - harness, shoulder inflammation is 80% gone and has regained almost full use of arm.
Inflammation that was migrating to right breast is gone.
Many more testimonials successfully working with ADD, black depression, scoliosis.
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City Unknown

Female, age 48

I purchased the EPFX so that I could do biofeedback on my damaged spine. I had been in several
different kinds of accidents (including auto), and no matter how much Chiropractic work I had done, my
neck and back had more and more pain. I worked with the spinal portion of the biofeedback and within
a month had no more back and neck pain. It's been one year and I haven't been in any consistent back
pain. If my back ever bothers me, I apply biofeedback and the pain subsides for a long period of time.
It has been 100% successful for my back pain management.
My Client's success stories:
Client #1
Female, age 30, pregnant
I came to the EPFX practitioner because I was under a great deal of stress. Not only was I working full
time, but I was 4 1/2 months pregnant and getting married. My husband-to-be was basically freaking
out because too many changes were happening in his life too soon, which caused me to panic. I also had
to set up the entire wedding, mostly on my own. I was afraid I was going to lose my baby. I was having
issues with blood sugar, insomnia, anxiety, stress and kidney pain. After about three sessions with the
biofeedback, I was feeling a difference in my stress level. I was feeling calmer and was able to sleep
through the night. I think the reduction in the stress helped my blood sugar issues and my kidneys quit
hurting. Even though the wedding is now over, I'm going to continue with the biofeedback sessions
because it is helping me feel so good. My energy levels have picked up and I am able to work a normal
day. My new husband and I are both getting along so much better!

Client #2
Male, age 38
I came to the EPFX practitioner because I was under a great deal of stress. I hated my job, I had a crappy
childhood with an angry father, and I had really low self-esteem. I needed to get a new job, but was
panicky because I hated speaking in front of other people. I had the practitioner work on all of my
emotional issues. I've had about 6 sessions now and my life is beginning to change. I even spoke in front
of the crowd at my wedding, AND had a job interview where I had to present myself in front of a group
of people. I did OK. I felt really good about it. I didn't have the panic that I thought I would. I'm beginning
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to feel more calm and feel more confidence in myself. I'm beginning to release some of that old anger
and resentment. I want to continue to have biofeedback sessions so that I can continue to be a better
person.
Client #3
Male, age 18
I play soccer in school. I've played soccer since I was a little kid.
My knees have been hurting me for a really long time, a lot of years. For the last two years I've had to
wear knee braces and have been in so much pain that I lived on pain pills during soccer season. I decided
to have some of the EPFX biofeedback done on me because my girlfriend's mom has one and offered to
try to reduce the pain in my knees. I was pretty amazed, because after only one session I didn't have
much pain at all. After a couple of sessions, I didn't have any pain, and I haven't had to take any pain
medication or wear my knee braces at all this year. I'm not sure how it works, but I'm sure happy I had it
done, because I thought I would never be able to play soccer again

City Unknown

A client came into my office with lock jaw, also known as TMJ. The client had been dealing with his issue
for several weeks and had seen 3 different medical doctors, with no results. The client could not open
his mouth more than to fit a straw to drink. He could not speak very well and the pain was indescribable.
After being in my office for 40 minutes and going through a TMJ protocol the client was able to open his
mouth, as if nothing happened. The client had full mobility back with no pain. Thanks to the EPFX.

A client came to my office after surgery for lymphatic cancer. The client was also experiencing insomnia,
and a very bad case of shingles. Our goal for this session was to reduce pain and help with gaining
relaxation for sleeping. The session lasted 2 hours and the client fell asleep in the chair during the
session. After the session the client returned home and slept all the way through the night until the next
morning with the pleasant surprise that the shingles had disappeared.
Thanks to the EPFX.

While I was on a business trip to Miami, I received a phone call from a very disturbed grandmother in
North Carolina. The grandmother was in tears because her grandson had contracted a flesh eating
disease that was spreading rapidly. The condition started on the Childs forearm and spread to both his
legs in less than 24 hours. The doctor scheduled emergency surgery for the next day. The plan was to
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remove any infected tissue. Without any thought I cut my meetings short rushed back to my room with
the Childs demographics..
I asked for the child to be relaxed and sleeping if possible. The session lasted for 3 hours from a holistic
view of mind, body, spirit. By the next morning the flesh eating disease disappeared from the legs and
forearm. The EPFX helped this child keep his arms and legs!
A client came into my office after being hit by a bus. She luckily had minimal injuries but lost the
strength in her left wrist. She went for x-rays and there was no break but the wrist was extremely
tender. This particular client is a massage therapist and needed the mobility of her wrist in order to see
her clients. After one session of EPFX, this client was able to put pressure on her wrist and 75% of
mobility returned.
I was personally experiencing food poisoning from rotten milk. I had pail complexion, cold sweats, and
nausea. I also had a full work day ahead of me. After 20 minutes of blood cleanses on the EPFX I had my
energy back, I did not feel nauseous, and circulation returned to my face.
A client came into my office with the complaint of a planter’s wart on her right hand. She had said she
tried everything but nothing made it go away. After 15 minutes of EPFX the wart disappeared the next
day.
A client came into my office with a pulled groin, due to a water skiing injury over 15 years previous. He
was planning on having surgery but wanted to try something non-invasive first. I scheduled 5 sessions
over a 4 week period. After the 3rd session pain had reduced but only for 48 hours. After the 5th session
pain subsided for 7 days. More session were scheduled with a practitioner in Dubai, the client’s home
city. He was only passing through. Thanks to the EPFX he avoided surgery.
A man 52 years of age was wearing reading glasses for the past 4 years. After only 3 sessions on the
EPFX reading glasses were no longer needed. This was done by simply stimulating and strengthening the
eye muscles which cause the eye to lose its shape and the lens to be misshapen, therefore blurred.
Thanks to the EPFX.
City Unknown, U.S.A.

As a practitioner of this amazing bio-feedback device, I have noticed many instant and comfortable
effects from using the EPFX device.
Ex. Gall bladder discomfort released with bio feedback, viral conditions subdued, skin irritations,
emotional baggage released to assist in toilet training a 4 year old grandson. Autism grandson helped
with bio-feedback treatments, heart issues with husband helped after open heart surgery,
Anonymous practitioner,
City Unknown
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I'm 29 years old. I'm a Nutritionist in Portugal. I'm a practitioner of Scio. I have started a few time ago so
I've few patients.
My best treatment was in last year, in November a male 32 years old that suffered from insomnia since
he was 18 years old. He also smoked 40 cigarettes/day and was a soft drugs addict (only inhales he
doesn't injects himself). It was only needed 2 treatments to cure the insomnia, and I also made a
desintoxication and he smokes 2-3 cigarettes/day and never more touched drugs. Now he is making a
treatment a month. In the present he is completely different, healthier, always in a good mood and
changing many negative aspects of his life.
City Unknown, Portugal

I have been a QXCI/SCIO practitioner for about 10 years. There have been so many "miracles" that it
would really take too long to mention them all. A few highlights come to mind.
1. Client with MS and diabetes, had a failed kidney transplant and was hardly able to walk when he
started treatment on the QX. After 6 months of weekly treatments he was taking part in ballroom
dancing competitions again. The neurologist was astounded and said "I don't know how it works but just
keep on doing it because it works!
2. Lady with a severe facial twitch had one treatment and hasn't had the problem since.
3. Case of fibromyalgia, 2 treatments and supplements and she was pain free and referring other
sufferers for QX treatments.
4. Babies with colic, well after 1 or 2 treatments.
5. Several national swimmers used to come for regular sessions especially before competitions (galas)
and called me the "feel good lady".
City Unknown

My personal experience is that I did a lot of blood cleansing and liver parasites showed up. This didn't
completely surprise me as I am allergic to mosquito bites and had a weak liver, inherited from alcoholic
parents.
I worked on it very thoroughly using the SCIO and then realized two things:
a) I had had a low grade pain in my liver, which I now noticed wasn't there.
b) I didn't feel angry any more
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This was three years ago and the problem hasn't shown up anymore since then and I'm still not angry.
City Unknown

I have been a practitioner for 5 years with a practice in Arcata, California and also in Eugene, Oregon for
the past year and a half. I have had the opportunity to work with almost 700 people and almost always
these people relate many ways in which the EPFX device has helped them. Many times the information
they receive helps them to make changes in their diets and lifestyles in ways that facilitate significant
improvement in their health. Also, the feedback that I receive from my clients after each session is they
feel more relaxed and energized, so I know their stress is being reduced.
A client recently sent me an email that a recent visit to her chiropractor revealed that her scoliosis is
gone and her spine is now staying in place after having regular session about once a month for the past
year. Yesterday I saw another client for the third time and she is feeling very positive about her weight
loss since we started working together 2 months ago. She also feels as though her depression is being
unraveled as she has a much more positive outlook on life and her intestinal difficulties are gone as long
as she stays away from foods that we have identified as causing an allergic reaction.
Female client was diagnosed with glaucoma by her optomologist and so we worked on her stress levels
for three sessions and when she returned to her doctor for re-testing the pressure in her eyes was
normal and has remained so for 6 months now. We now do sessions about once every 4-6 weeks.
I have helped several people to stop smoking by helping them to achieve a very relaxed state of mind
and running the program in ways that encourage their brains to not crave tobacco. I see at least one
person per month for this reason and usually one or two session is all it takes for them to give up this
hazardous habit.
I have used the EPFX device on myself and all of my family members with great success for things such
as headaches, sprained muscles, and back pain. I am always happy with the results that I get. I couldn't
be without this device at this point. I am so happy to be able to have this tool available for my personal
and professional use. Reducing stress simply allows the body to heal itself as it knows how.

Thank you so much for making this technology available to all of those you are using it and for all future
practitioners. I would be happy to provide any further details on these cases as needed.
Oregon
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I see many people who are living with HIV. Most people have told me that their CD4 counts (as tested at
the hospital) have improved by a hundred at least and then continue to improve. One person was on the
list for a liver transplant and now the hospital has determined that he doesn't need it.
The mind affects the body and as we take responsibility for our wellness we get well. The SCIO helps us
help ourselves. It enables us to work in harmony with our natural healing ability and gives us confidence
that we can understand ourselves and can live peaceful creative lives.
Working with the SCIO to help people has transformed my life, since I retired I now plan to use all my
skills to bring the happiness I've found to as many people as possible. I intend to remain well and
productive all my days.
City Unknown

I saw a young woman who had been suffering from anorexia for six years. She couldn't understand what
was happening to her and knew that if it continued she would die. She also had liver problems as she
had been born with hepatitis from her mother.
Before seeing her I read the information about liver problems and anorexia that came with the Scio
programs and I saw that it said of anorexia that it could be linked with liver problems.
When she saw me I showed her the text and her whole face changed, the relief that she wasn't mad or
stupid and didn't have a death wish.
We worked on all the organs, hepatitis, stress and emotions following the suggested process for
anorexia using the SCIO.
The next thing I heard was an email saying that her life had changed the fixation about food had gone
and now she was putting on weight, 4 kg in two weeks.
City Unknown

I am a 60 year old woman. One year ago, I began having EPFX sessions for severe back pain caused by a
prior injury to my L4-L5. When I began my sessions, severe pain restricted my walking to less than 10
minutes.
Thanks to my sessions with the EPFX, I can now walk briskly for over one hour

As I began feeling better with each session, I also became more conscious of the quality of food that I
was eating. Over the past year, I have significantly changed my diet. My diet has vastly improved and I
am more conscious of making healthy choices in all areas of my life. My stress level has significantly
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decreased and my back pain has been extraordinarily minimized. I am functioning at a higher level in all
areas of my life than I could have ever imagined one year ago.
I am so grateful to you for having provided us with the technology to help ease my back pain and lower
my stress level. I hope that the EPFX will be a integral part of my health practice for the rest of my life.
City Unknown

I was on my second day of training and needed to apply the SCIO to someone so I rang my friend in
England and she willing agreed; as it was evening time there she relaxed and went to bed. I was in
Seattle and worked on her applying the things I had learned so far. I knew she was very stressed and she
had high blood pressure so I worked on these and a clean-up of the blood.
She rang me the next day saying "I don't know what you did to me, but I feel fantastic; and I checked my
blood pressure this morning and it was 130/82 the lowest it has been".
I didn't know that she had a blood pressure monitor, so we both learned great lessons as to how
effective the SCIO is. We later replicated the effect by checking her blood pressure before and after
applying the SCIO process.
Seattle, U.S.A.

When one client began to feel uneasy about her health, her suspicion was confirmed when one of her
legs became paralyzed. The following day it was the other leg’s turn. Her doctor immediately referred
her for tests to the Somerset West hospital. The results indicated that she suffered from MS. Thereafter
her health rapidly deteriorated and she was hospitalized a few times before being referred for further
tests. The neurologists, however, were reluctant to perform a biopsy procedure with the risk of total
paralysis and an MS specialist’s opinion was sought who confirmed the earlier diagnosis and said that
two thirds of her spinal cord between the second and third vertebrae had been damaged and that she
had lesions on her brain. Her husband, had to face another shock. The specialist advised him that
patients in such extreme cases usually had at most a year to live.
"He told me they couldn’t do much for her other than giving her cortisone and antidepressants and that
I should start arranging for someone to take care of the children," said her husband whose work
required him to be away from home every other month. At that stage, their children, two boys and a
girl, were 13, 11 and five years old.

Her husband, wanting to know more about the disease, searched the Internet for information and found
the website of a Dr. who suffered from MS and managed to cure himself by drastically changing his diet
and taking various food supplements. He was one of a growing number of physicians and researchers
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who believed that a strong link existed between diet and diseases such as MS. This theory is supported
by statistics that indicate a much higher incidence of MS in the wealthy, developed countries where
people eat lots of rich foods high in animal fats. The exception is Japan where the traditional rice-based
diet is more typical of the foods consumed in poorer countries.
The Dr. also believed that saturated (animal) fats, especially those found in dairy products, could be
linked to the development of MS. Analysis of brain tissue showed that patients with MS had a higher
level of saturated fats than people who did not have the disease. Studies have also shown that a diet
low in animal fats, supplemented with immune-boosting nutrients can dramatically improve the health
of MS sufferers.
Her husband was convinced that this was the way forward since it was evident that conventional
medication such as cortisone wasn’t going improve his wife’s condition. In addition to the visual sideeffects of cortisone, she suffered attacks similar to epileptic seizures. They consulted a naturopath, who
strongly believed in the body’s ability to heal itself provided it gets the correct nutrition and QXCI
treatments and the woman’s diet was immediately changed. She also started with QXCI treatments once
per week and taking numerous vitamin and mineral supplements as well as other nutrients, including
procydin.
"I believe in the QXCI in combination with procydin and prescribe it to all my patients. Its major benefit
is that it strengthens the immune system and also stimulates blood circulation," said the naturopath.
Essential fatty acids, especially omega 3 found in flaxseed oil, are some of the other important nutrients
to be taken when treating MS. Essential fatty acids are important for the reconstruction of the myelin
sheath and also help to fight infections. The strategy of changing her diet, adding nutritional
supplements, as well as treatment with QXCI/electro-magnetic pulses to destroy harmful pathogenic
micro-organisms, paid off. Within two to three months her condition started to improve and less than a
year after receiving the death sentence an MRI scan showed that her lesions had healed! She now
religiously follows her low-fat diet of fresh fruit vegetables and fish (no meat or dairy products) with a
wide variety of nutritional supplements and takes procydin three times a day.
City Unknown

I have a private practice and have been an EPFX practitioner for almost 5 years. About 2-3 years ago, I
had a family bring their son in to see me. He was about 20 years old and had been in a coma for six
months following a traumatic brain injury (head slammed against a concrete sidewalk). He had to use a
walker and he had some speech impediment. I did a one hour session with him addressing the brain and
various lobes of the brain, brain wave balancing, physical trauma, emotional trauma, balancing brain
chemistries and basic physical support. The next day, he came with his mother for her appointment. I
spoke to him and gave him a big hug. He asked me to stand across the room. At that point, he put his
walker down, walked unassisted across the room to me, and gave me another hug. He has not used the
walker since. This is why I do what I do. Gratitude.
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I had a client (female, about 60 years old) that fractured a rib riding a roller coaster with her grandsons.
She was in lots of pain for two weeks. When she told me about it, I asked her why she hadn't called me.
She stated that she didn't know the EPFX could help with that kind of trauma. I worked on her by
isolating the low torso and upper torso, assisting her circulation, lymphatics, nerves, muscles, bone and
pain in those areas. I also ran the pain management program. The next morning her pain was gone and
the following day she was back in the gym.
I had a friend that was bipolar and depressed. She was in her early 20's, doing psychotherapy 2-3 times a
week and on several medications. She started cutting herself with razor blades and became suicidal. I
explained about the EPFX and asked if I could work with her. I ran the NLP programs for NeuroPeptide
balancing, emotional balancing, dissipate karma, ascension stimulation, higher purpose alignment,
anger, depression, self image, release negativity, bipolar depression, self destruction and several others.
I also balanced the brain waves. The next day, she called to say that she had awoken in a different body
and was happy and peaceful and calm for the first time in years.

City Unknown
I am a 51 year young female. Twenty one years ago I was diagnosed with chemical toxicity that had
ultimately shut down my lungs and circulatory system. I was on oxygen and high doses of steroids to
stay alive. Testing proved I was lacking in enzymes to break down organics. My physician cut my
Synthroid dose in half to slow down my metabolism that had my blood pressure at 200 over 150 laying
in bed simply trying to breath. A long journey with no hope to recover from the medical field sent me in
the direction of homeopathy and all it had to offer. After 10 years with an ND and the use of a
biofeedback machine I was slowly getting better. Off the steroids and oxygen only when necessary. Then
I encountered the EFPX and in an amazingly short time (relative to the 10 previous years) I am oxygen
free, steroid free, lungs recovered, thyroid in balance with no Synthroid and actually healthy enough to
have a total hip replacement just three months ago. Knowing that attitude, intake and output are very
important to the healing of one’s body, it was just not enough for my extreme condition. The addition of
the EFPX sped up the process greatly. I would never want to be without it.
City Unknown
I have had the EPFX for 3 years and would like to share my very first experience. I had received my
system and began the journey of learning how to use the device for the first time. I must admit that I
was a sales person and left corporate America because I was mentally and physically exhausted and just
burnt out. As I began my journey I realized I had no clue about how the physical body worked. How the
digestion processed worked, how the body detoxifies, how we should eliminate, how the body will tell
us what is going on if we were just taught to listen – this fascinated me.
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The very first month just dove in and then went to my first week of training and certification process. In
class there were 35 people and only three were interested in working on the EPFX for business reasons
the others were there to heal themselves. This blew me away and was intrigued by every testimonial
that I had heard on how the system found the root causes to their medical issues and people were
getting off of their prescription drugs, getting control of their diets, learning what food sensitivities they
had, and the list goes on and on. Well in training I had learned that I was sensitive to gluten, shellfish,
and grapes (ie wine). It blew me away because they were the very things that I consumed every day for
the last 25 - 30 years. I then cut them out of my diet to see how I felt and headaches went away, my
sinuses cleared up, and I started losing weight. The EPFX is such an amazing tool for awareness and how
easy it is to understand if we would just listen to what our body is saying.
City Unknown

I have had a device for three years now and it has changed my life in so many ways.
Personally - as I began my journey to understand how my body worked the EPFX told me such much
about my mental and emotional health and how it affected my physical body. I had an active childhood
but was mentally abused by my father which I later figured out defined me and created my negative
belief system at an early age. I would constantly get a message of negativity disorder on the screen
which would make me angry, frustrated, and sad. I then asked a few close friends if I was negative which
they confirmed. WOW I did not believe this about myself and this started my journey of enrichment,
thought processes, and wanting to change this aspect of negative self thought.
When you going into the test matrix of emotions, flower essences, and Bach flowers the stressors that
appear are so right on it bring tears to my eyes. This is why I know without a doubt that if the
information appears 2 or 3 times I follow the trail to balance and bring my body back to harmony.
I AM SO VERY GRATEFUL AND FILLED WITH GRATITUTE THAT I WAS INTRODUCED TO THE EPFX AND
WILL USE IT FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE IN ACHIEVING OPTIMAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS - MENTALLY EMOTIONALLY - AND PHYSICALLY.
City Unknown
I have been a massage practitioner for fifteen years. Having recently acquired the EPFX, I began
experimenting with helping my clients' muscles to relax using the EPFX, while I am also doing bodywork
for them. I use a particular bodywork technique called Spinal Reflex Analysis (SRA), part of which
involves applying pressure to muscles until they relax. When clients are connected to the EPFX for
muscle relaxation, I find that the muscles release significantly more quickly and easily, and that my
clients experience less pain.
Recently, I did my first session like this with a client for whom I had done SRA in the past. In addition to
the benefits of increased muscle relaxation, that evening she called me with a surprise report. Within a
couple of hours of our session, her vision was completely normal, i.e. 20/20. She has worn glasses for
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many years, and for two years has struggled with spasms and worsened vision in one eye. When I saw
her again a few weeks later, she told me that her vision had stayed improved for over a week, though it
did gradually return to its more usual state.
City Unknown

In June of 2006 I began experiencing itching in various places on my body. I mean everywhere. For
approximately the previous ten years, about once a year, I would have my hands start itching and this
would result in deep cracks to the point of having to wear gloves. I had gone to a dermatologist who
charged me $100 to tell me he really didn't know what was causing it. Of course they would prescribe
different creams, cortisone based and so eventually my hands would improve until the next year when it
would happen again. The difference in the 2006 outbreak was that the itching would move to different
places in my body. I would itch until I was black and blue or would dig the skin open. The most
uncontrollable itching you can imagine. Some place would improve and then it would start in another. I
can honestly say that there was no place on my body that did not itch at one time or other. I went to my
regular doctor four different times trying to see if I could get some relief. She could not help me other
than to prescribe pills for allergies and different creams. The general thought was it was some sort of
eczema. So I went on a journey of using the natural approach which involved chiropractic and
acupuncture.
I hadn't seen a huge chance from these things. The itching had been going on for ten months when we
first talked to my practitioners. They had been working with the EPFX Quantum biofeedback approach
for some time.
My husband felt after seeing what the Quantum biofeedback concept involved that this could be of help
to me. I must say I was reluctant at first but due to my desperation to get help I went. At this point my
left foot had become so swollen, itching, oozing having not been able to wear shoes on that foot for
months.
The tops of my hands were so itched open that I would have to wear gloves or sleeves long enough to
cover them up. I was truly miserable. After just several treatments I would have to say I started to see
improvements.
I honestly don't remember how many treatments I had total but I can say that the symptoms have all
disappeared and my hands look absolutely normal, to the point of people not believing that they could
ever look like this again. I have been able to wear real shoes for quite some time and am so happy I took
the chance and tried this method of treatment. I have since recommended this to others who have
likewise seen extreme benefits from it. I will definitely be using this method of treatment for any other
physical problems that I or my husband experience.
City Unknown
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Age: 30 Female
I haven't been diagnosed with anything but I can tell you it adjusted my back. I had been suffering for
days with back pain, there was pain just to get out of bed. So I got on the QXCI machine for about an
hour and I got out of the chair and my back felt much better. During the day I could feel my back pop
and crack like as if you were at the chiropractor. The next day I woke up and I was pain free. Have been
for the past year. It was amazing to feel your spine and muscles move and adjust themselves.
City Unknown

I want to take a moment to thank you for all the SCIO sessions you have given me. They have been lifechanging. In particular, the last treatment helped my lower back spasms and has given me tremendous
freedom from the pain after six months of living with them. This progressive and non-invasive treatment
has been so outstanding that I know I will live a long and healthy life with this SCIO available to me.

City Unknown

Immediately after my session with the EPFX I felt an unusual sense of wellbeing and inner peace. I am
not sure how bio-feedback works and I was passive and sleepy during the session, but for sure it is
effective: After only one session I was able to sleep well while I had been suffering from insomnia; I felt
clear and peaceful in my mind, while I had been having obsessive thoughts lately; I had no desire to
drink alcohol, while I was having a few glasses of wine on a daily basis; and my usual resistance to
exercising was gone as I found myself naturally wanting to move my body.
The chiropractor puts your bones back into alignment, bio-feedback does the same for your entire
organism and your brain.
My practitioner is compassionate and down to earth and she uses topnotch equipment. I highly
recommend her.

City Unknown

I have numerous testimonials and super success stories during the 4 years I have been working with the
EPFX device. This client came to me wanting to try alternatives to chemotherapy. I worked with her for 3
months, and through the EPFX, was able to identify the causal factors which led to the growth of the
tumor, specifically heavy metals, parasites and stress. We eradicated each factor with weekly
treatments on the EPFX as well as adjunct methods for cleansing, breaking down the tumor, eliminating
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parasites, metals and reducing stress at work and in personal relationships. My client was extremely
compliant with various suggestions and lifestyle changes.
After only 3 months, the tumor was gone at her next check up!
City Unknown

I have done very few sessions as I just felt I was not ready. However after returning from my advanced
training I did two very gratifying sessions.
1) 79 year old female, that was in constant pain and utterly tired for months came to me for help. She
said she has had multiple doctor visits, had all sorts of different prescriptions and nothing helped. I ran a
full session on her and then other programs as I saw fit. I checked with her that evening and she said she
already felt so much better. I also did another 30 minute session next morning. The following morning
she called me and said she had not felt so good and energetic in over 10 years and said "wow that
machine of your sure did something great".
2) I visited a neighbor (a 75 year old male) and saw that he had very serious gout pain and couldn't even
walk. I asked if he wanted to give Biofeedback a try and said I'll try anything. Again I ran various pain
programs. Nothing seemed to have changed the next day. He wanted me to try again. I ran another
session and 2 days later he went golfing!!! Please bear in mind that I advised both clients to continue
taking whatever medication the Doctors had prescribed but both of them were certainly delighted with
the suddenness of relief when nothing helped previously.
City unknown
To whom it may concern:
For several years, I dealt with what has come to be known as “restless leg syndrome”. It began as a
creeping feeling in my legs during my waking hours-a need to move my legs around while sitting-that
was really impossible to resist.
Eventually, it got to the point that, while sleeping, I would move my legs around so much that it was
impossible for my wife to sleep in the same bed with me. I spent months (years?) on the couch. At one
point, I did go to a M.D. who prescribed Mirapex to stop the leg movements. He said it was used in the
treatment of Parkinson’s patients, but that some success had been seen with restless leg people when
used in small doses. I did try the Mirapex, and it did help some, but not completely. Moreover, I didn’t
like the idea of using some mysterious prescription drug of unknown origin, and with who knows what
side effects. I quit using the drug and the symptoms persisted
Finally, I sought the help of an efpx/scio practitioner. One of the first things that came up in the
biofeedback session was that I had a very high caffeine toxicity. I dearly loved my morning coffee
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routine, (and I mean I DEARLY loved my coffee) but at her urging I quit drinking coffee that day. I haven’t
had a cup of coffee since (about three years).
Almost immediately after my biofeedback sessions I noticed the restless leg symptoms decreasing and
now they are gone completely.
I have no doubt in my mind that the efpx/scio sessions are responsible for the cessation of the restless
leg symptoms that I was experiencing. The biofeedback work had the compounding effect of balancing
my body directly, while, at the same time, making it easier than I could have ever imagined to give up a
coffee addiction that had been with me my entire adult life (30 plus years).
Thank you Dr. Nelson for bringing the efpx/scio to us.
City Unknown

“I have a private practice and have been an EPFX practitioner for almost 5 years. About 2-3 years ago, I
had a family bring their son in to see me. He was about 20 years old and had been in a coma for six
months following a traumatic brain injury (head slammed against a concrete sidewalk). He had to use a
walker and he had some speech impedement. I did a one hour session with him addressing the brain
and various lobes of the brain, brain wave balancing, physical trauma, emotional trauma, balancing
brain chemistries and basic physical support. The next day, he came with his mother for her
appointment. I spoke to him and gave him a big hug. He asked me to stand across the room. At that
point, he put his walker down, walked unassisted across the room to me, and gave me another hug. He
has not used the walker since. This is why I do what I do. Gratitude.

I had a client (female, about 60 years old) that fractured a rib riding a roller coaster with her grandsons.
She was in lots of pain for two weeks. When she told me about it, I asked her why she hadn't called me.
She stated that she didn't know the EPFX could help with that kind of trauma. I worked on her by
isolating the low torso and upper torso, assisting her circulation, lymphatics, nerves, muscles, bone and
pain in those areas. I also ran the pain management program. The next morning her pain was gone and
the following day she was back in the gym.

I had a friend that was bipolar and depressed. She was in her early 20's, doing psychotherapy 2-3 times a
week and on several medications. She started cutting herself with razor blades and became suicidal. I
explained about the EPFX and asked if I could work with her. I ran the NLP programs for NeuroPeptide
balancing, emotional balancing, dissipate karma, ascension stimulation, higher purpose alignment,
anger, depression, self image, release negativity, bipolar depression, self destruction and several others.
I also balanced the brain waves. The next day, she called to say that she had awoken in a different body
and was happy and peaceful and calm for the first time in years.”
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Herpes Zoster
Date
Scio #
07/06/10

877
95
110
138
160
170
207
198
223
282
339
420
433
447
471
498
527
551
563
608
609
616
618
644
653
682
815
832
835
842
883

CSI %
100.00%
100.00%
65.00%
100.00%
100.00%
40.00%
59.00%
81.00%
83.00%
100.00%
100.00%
26.00%
85.00%
60.00%
39.00%
100.00%
98.00%
78.00%
12.00%
43.00%
54.00%
100.00%
47.00%
62.00%
100.00%
15.00%
100.00%
85.00%
100.00%
9.00%
44.00%

Dr's Input
Scio Output
Herpes Hormonic Type2 UTIHerpes 1&2
Herpes Zoster L+ eye
Not seen
Shingles
Not seen
Shingles
Not seen
Shingles
Not seen
Herpes
Not seen
Shingles R+back
Herpes
Old Shingles
Herpes
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Simplex
Herpes
Herpes
Shingles
Singles R+ arm
Herpes
Shingles face &R+Eye
Shingles L+ side
Shingles R+ arm
Shingles R+face
Herpes
Shingles L+ hand
Varicella Virus
Shingles L+face
Herpes
Shingles R+
Herpes
Shingles R+face
Shingles
? Shingles
Herpes Zoster
Shingles R+side
Not seen
Shingles ?
Herpes Zoster
Herpes
Herpes Zoster
Shingles R+ Side
Shingles R+ side
Shingles L+ chest
Herpes Zoster
Shingles below R+breast
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Zoster
Herpes
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Simplex lower lip
Herpes cold sores
Shingles L+ chest
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Value

122

126
106
120
97
107
105

120
80
102
120
73
93
102
116
97
103
134
97
105
58

Herpes Zoster
Date
Scio #
07/06/10

877
95
110
138
160
170
207
198
223
282
339
420
433
447
471
498
527
551
563
608
609
616
618
644
653
682
815
832
835
842
883

CSI %
100.00%
100.00%
65.00%
100.00%
100.00%
40.00%
59.00%
81.00%
83.00%
100.00%
100.00%
26.00%
85.00%
60.00%
39.00%
100.00%
98.00%
78.00%
12.00%
43.00%
54.00%
100.00%
47.00%
62.00%
100.00%
15.00%
100.00%
85.00%
100.00%
9.00%
44.00%

Dr's Input
Scio Output
Herpes Hormonic Type2 UTIHerpes 1&2
Herpes Zoster L+ eye
Not seen
Shingles
Not seen
Shingles
Not seen
Shingles
Not seen
Herpes
Not seen
Shingles R+back
Herpes
Old Shingles
Herpes
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Simplex
Herpes
Herpes
Shingles
Singles R+ arm
Herpes
Shingles face &R+Eye
Shingles L+ side
Shingles R+ arm
Shingles R+face
Herpes
Shingles L+ hand
Varicella Virus
Shingles L+face
Herpes
Shingles R+
Herpes
Shingles R+face
Shingles
? Shingles
Herpes Zoster
Shingles R+side
Not seen
Shingles ?
Herpes Zoster
Herpes
Herpes Zoster
Shingles R+ side
Herpes Zoster
Herpes Zoster
Herpes
Herpes Zoster
Herpes cold sores
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Value

122

126
106
120
97
107
105

120
80
102
120
73
93
102
116
97
103
134
97
105
58

David Analysis
DATE
11/10/10
14/10/2010
18/10/2010
19/10/2010
21/10/2010
23/10/2010
25/10/2010

26/10/2010
28/10/2010

29/10/2010
01/11/10

03/11/10
04/11/10

08/11/10
08/11/10
09/11/10

10/11/10

SCIO#

1195
1199
1201
1212
1213
1215
1216
1217
1219
1222
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1235
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
958
1259
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1269
1270
1271

CSI%

59.00%
100.00%
9.00%
36.00%
100.00%
64.00%
100.00%
68.00%
100.00%
96.00%
100.00%
43.00%
52.00%
100.00%
100.00%
12.00%
100.00%
100.00%
20.00%
97.00%
91.00%
25.00%
100.00%
23.00%
72.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
25.00%
12.00%
69.00%
26.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
40.00%
100.00%
27.00%
39.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
87.00%
86.00%
29.00%
100.00%

DR's INPUT
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?
H?
H+
H?
H?
H?
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H+

SCIO OUTPUT
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
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11/11/10
12/11/10
13/11/2010
15/11/2010

18/11/2010
20/11/2010
22/11/2010
23/11/2010
24/11/2010
25/11/2010
26/11/2010
29/11/2010
29/11/2010

30/11/2010
07/12/10
02/12/10
03/12/10
04/12/10
06/12/10

09/12/10

1272
1273
1274
1275
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1285
1286
1288
1290
1291
1289
1293
1294
1296
1298
1299
1301
1302
1303
1305
1306
1307
1308
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1295
1318
1320
1324
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1339
1344
1345
1346

100.00%
100.00%
23.00%
21.00%
100.00%
83.00%
100.00%
17.00%
65.00%
15.00%
100.00%
41.00%
57.00%
95.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
84.00%
19.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
21.00%
100.00%
43.00%
45.00%
96.00%
32.00%
100.00%
28.00%
100.00%
100.00%
24.00%
41.00%
100.00%
26.00%
31.00%
100.00%
100.00%
47.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
38.00%
30.00%
100.00%
27.00%
17.00%
86.00%
12.00%

H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
HH+
H?
H+
HH?
HH+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
HH+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
HH?
HH?
H+

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
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09/12/10

104
1347
1350
687
690
691
692
695
701
469
470
478
481
488
491
30
51
40
37
90
71
68
121
112
104
101
187
186
184
177
173
166
163
161
160
197
201
203
205
206
207
210
213
217
223
224
237
238
245
255
259

63.00%
18.00%
100.00%
100.00%
11.00%
71.00%
100.00%
80.00%
13.00%
58.00%
88.00%
100.00%
36.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
71.00%
61.00%
63.00%
61.00%
27.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
96.00%
83.00%
100.00%
9.00%
100.00%

20.00%
42.00%
100.00%
83.00%
100.00%
100.00%
81.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
HH+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H?
H
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?
H+
H+
H+
HH?
H+
H+
HIV

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
AIDS
Retroviruses
HIV
H
Not seen
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
HIV
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Retroviruses
HIV
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Retroviruses
HIV
HIV
Not seen
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260
265
267
268
269
270
271
273
274
276
277
281
289
295
319
323
325
328
330
331
332
336
337
341
342
344
349
351
352
353
355
360
363
367
368
371
372
376
379
403
404
405
411
413
416
418
420
421
425
426
435

100.00%
100.00%
20.00%
100.00%
11.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
47.00%
100.00%
80.00%
51.00%
100.00%
100.00%
51.00%
79.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
78.00%
96.00%
51.00%
16.00%
72.00%
24.00%
79.00%
31.00%
100.00%
82.00%
22.00%
100.00%
82.00%

100.00%
100.00%
26.00%
100.00%
26.00%
45.00%
100.00%
100.00%

H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
TB?
H+
H+
H?
H+
HH+
H?
H+
H?
H?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+

Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
HIV
AIDS
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Retroviruses
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Retroviruses
HIV
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
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502
515
526
528
536
546
547
553
555
561
563
565
568
541
573
576
579
581
587
591
593
595
596
601
602
607
609
610
611
613
615
618
623
627
628
649
652
653
654
656
657
658
662
665
668
683
684
686
815
816
818

17.00%
17.00%
100.00%
87.00%
10.00%
51.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
79.00%
12.00%
100.00%
100.00%
46.00%
100.00%
100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
72.00%
80.00%
16.00%
100.00%
54.00%
100.00%
88.00%
21.00%
100.00%
47.00%
92.00%
100.00%
24.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
20.00%
56.00%
100.00%
44.00%
100.00%
15.00%
75.00%

H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?
H+

Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
AIDS
Not seen
Not seen
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Retroviruses
Not seen
Retroviruses
HIV
Not seen
HIV
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820
821
823
825
827
829
830
832
835
838
841
874
883
887
890
896
902
903
906
907
908
909
911
913
917
918
919
920
921
922
924
925
926
928
929
930
933
937
938
939
940
942
944
946
948
949
951
952
953
954
960

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
85.00%
100.00%
67.00%
65.00%
79.00%
44.00%
61.00%
100.00%
46.00%
100.00%
35.00%
34.00%
9.00%
11.00%
100.00%
49.00%
100.00%
99.00%
50.00%
100.00%
51.00%
100.00%
100.00%
38.00%
9.00%
86.00%
9.00%
42.00%
41.00%
100.00%
61.00%
100.00%
9.00%
13.00%
14.00%
74.00%
68.00%
100.00%
100.00%
84.00%
100.00%
100.00%
15.00%

H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H?
HH+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H?
H?
H+

HIV
Retroviruses
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Retroviruses
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Not seen
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
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26/04/2010
03/04/10

26/07/2010

27/07/2010
04/08/10
04/08/10
05/08/10
05/08/10
06/08/10

961
963
964
965
966
969
970
973
974
975
976
977
983
986
989
470
729
946
874
949
954
986
987
960
976
992
993
999
1000
1004
1006
1008
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1053
1054
1055
1056
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076

41.00%
41.00%
100.00%
31.00%
20.00%
100.00%
32.00%
100.00%
100.00%
95.00%
100.00%
13.00%
100.00%
20.00%
44.00%
88.00%
100.00%
74.00%
79.00%
100.00%
100.00%
20.00%
9.00%
15.00%
100.00%
100.00%
69.00%
77.00%
30.00%
100.00%
100.00%
25.00%
74.00%
37.00%
79.00%
61.00%
34.00%

H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
HH+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
?H
?H
H?
H+
H+
H+
?H
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses

H?

Retroviruses

H?
H?
H?
H?
H
H+
H?
100.00% H+
100.00% H+
H?
H?
H+
89.00% H?
H?
100.00%
100.00%
85.00%
100.00%

HIV
HIV
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Retroviruses
HIV
Not seen
AIDS
Retroviruses
Coxsakie virus
HIV
Not seen
Viral Infection
AIDS
H,Retroviruses
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV
HIV

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
HIV exposure
HIV
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Not seen
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05/08/10
14/08/2010
16/08/2010

19/08/2010
20/08/2010

23/08/2010
24/08/2010
25/08/2010
26/08/2010

27/08/2010

28/08/2010
30/08/2010
31/08/2010

01/09/10

1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1103
1104
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1118
1120
1121
1122
1123
1125.00%
1126
1127
1128
1129
1131
1132
1133
1134
1138
1139
1140

100.00%
14.00%
10.00%
98.00%
100.00%

?H
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses

H+
?H
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H?
H+
H+

53.00%
100.00%
10.00%
64.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
10.00%
100.00%
100.00%
49.00%
100.00%
44.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
80.00%
24.00%
9.00%
17.00%
54.00%
100.00%
97.00%
100.00%
80.00%
100.00%

H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H?
H?
H+
H?
H+
H?
H+
H?

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses

80.00%
56.00%
100.00%
100.00%
50.00%
20.00%
100.00%
100.00%
39.00%
53.00%
9.00%
100.00%
25.00%

H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
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1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147

27/09/2010
28/09/2010
29/09/2010
30/09/2010
07/10/10
1185
07/10/10
08/10/10
11/10/10
12/10/10

13/10/2010
14/10/2010
18/10/2010
19/10/2010

41.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

H+
H?
H+
?H

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses

1152
1154
1159
1160
1161
1168
1169
1170
1173
1175
1179
1182
1183

16.00%
54.00%
100.00%
100.00%
80.00%
100.00%
100.00%
73.00%
100.00%
100.00%
32.00%
39.00%
1005
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

1192
1193
1194
1195
1197
1199
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1210
1212
1213
1215
1216
1217
1219
1222
1224
1239
1240
1241
1242
1237
1238
1247

100.00%
28.00%
40.00%
59.00%
100.00%
100.00%
9.00%
100.00%
21.00%
9.00%
100.00%
43.00%
100.00%
100.00%
36.00%
100.00%
64.00%
100.00%
68.00%
100.00%
92.00%
100.00%
23.00%
72.00%
100.00%
100.00%
25.00%
100.00%
100.00%

H?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+

HIV exposure
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses AIDS
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses AIDS
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
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23/10/2010

29/10/2010
28/10/2010
01/11/10

03/11/10
04/11/10

25?11/2010

26/11/2010
27/11/2010
29/11/2010

01/12/10

1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1301
1302
1303
1305
1306
1307
1308
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1320
1324
1327
1328
1329
1330
1332
1333
1334
637
992
993
999
1000
1001
687
690
691
692
695
701
703
705
706
710

100.00%
25.00%
12.00%
69.00%
26.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
21.00%
100.00%
43.00%
45.00%
96.00%
32.00%
100.00%
28.00%
100.00%
100.00%
24.00%
41.00%
100.00%
26.00%
31.00%
100.00%
100.00%
47.00%
100.00%
100.00%
38.00%
30.00%
100.00%
36.00%
100.00%
96.00%
77.00%
30.00%
100.00%
100.00%
11.00%
71.00%
100.00%
80.00%
13.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H?
H?
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H?
H-ve
H?
?
H?
H?
H?
H?
H+-ON ARV
H+
H?
H+
H+-ON B
HH+
H+-ON B
H+-A
H+-B
H+

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
H+
HIV
HIV
HIV
FASCIOLOPSIS CERCARIA
H-RX
AIDS
Viral Infection
HIV
Not seen virus unsoecified
HIV
HIV
HIV
Not seen
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02/12/10
04/12/10
06/12/10

28/12/2010
29/12/2010

712
719
721
722
729
739
745
746
748
749
750
753
755
756
757
1329
1330
1332
1333
1334
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
772
774
775
776
777
779
847
849
854
862
863
868
1353
1349
1350
1347
1346
1345
1344
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391

100.00%
88.00%
100.00%
15.00%
100.00%
30.00%
100.00%
84.00%
40.00%
62.00%
100.00%
100.00%
37.00%
17.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
38.00%
30.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
33.00%
50.00%
67.00%
61.00%
39.00%
42.00%
100.00%
42.00%
93.00%
100.00%
100.00%
11.00%
78.00%
70.00%
78.00%
805
100.00%
21.00%
9.00%
100.00%
18.00%
12.00%
86.00%
17.00%
100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

H+-A
H+
H+
H+
H+-A
H+-A
H+
H+-A
H+
H+-A
H
H-?
H+
H?
H+
H+
H+
H?
H-ve
H?
H?-=TB
H+-TB
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+
H+-A
H+-A
H+
H+
H+-TB
H+-A
H?
H+
H+-TB-TBRX
H=-TBRX
H+-B
H+
H?
H+-A
H+-A
H+
H+
H+
H+
H-ve
H+ on Bac
H on ARV's
H+ on ARV”s

Not seen
Retroviruses
Autoimmune disease
HIV
ANTIVIRALS
HIV
Not seen
HIV
HIV
Retroviruses
ANTIVIRALS
HIV
VIral Infection
HIV
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
TB
Autoimmune disease 113
Not seen
Retroviruses
Immunopathology
HIV
VIral Infection
HIV
HIV
HIV
AIDS
VIRUS UNSPECIFIED
TB
HIV-RETROVIRUSES
AIDS
HIV
Not seen-tb
TB
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
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30/12/2010
03/01/11
04/01/11
05/01/11
06/01/11
07/01/11
08/01/11
10/01/11
11/01/11
13/01/2011

1392
1393
1396
1400
1401
1402
1403
1405
1406
1409
1410
1411
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
35.00%
100.00%
86.00%
28.00%
78.00%
34.00%
26.00%
42.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
33.00%
100.00%
68.00%
51.00%
100.00%
100.00%
91.00%

H+
H?
H+
H+
H+ on ARV”s
H+
H?
H+
H-ve
H?
H+ on ARV”s
H?
H?
H+ on Bac
H?
H?
H+ on ARV”s
H+ on ARV”s
H+ on Bac
H?
H?
H+ on Bac

Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
Retroviruses
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VALUE
95
79
81
93
139
52
77
78
73
88
74
77
103
57
66
73
123
82
69
77
65
82
84
94
108
76
69
80
73
74
120
87
86
67
72
132
75
79
79
45
71
78
72
80
82
76
69
39
78
99
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81
73
73
59
97
60
58
87
83
93
86
103
169
79
72
63
77
82
77
74
61
88
82
88
71
69
92
71
89
79
71
78
54
92
107
77
62
92
95
92
96
103
90
77
59
92
86
74
79
84
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93
96
96
108
101
79
101
106

94

112
109
104
99
99

125
93
96
95
118
94
108
104
118
104
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96
97
102

99

103
120
93
103
97

95
97

71
90
109
105
94

110
120
94

Page 31
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91

97
95
107

95
95
103
98
72
73

95
103
123
114

107
97
95
98
102
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101
106
114
102
116
103

101

120
100

103
105
94
96
117
107
103
100
120
101
104
100

117
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110
109

106
92
100
98
109

101

62
112
83
76
62
94
72
51
72
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78
60

105
105
72
83
86
77
87
92
62
78
55
75
64
91
59
72
55
77
84
85
84
57
56
74
74
75
98
Page 35
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83
88
83
71
85
84
76
76
81
80
81
78
62
42
134
93
78
59
73
68
72
58
93
60
95
83
79
81
76
87
54
78
102
75
87
93
139
52
77
78
73
88
74
94
108
76
69
82
84
80
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73
74
120
87
86
67
72
132
75
79
45
61
88
82
88
71
69
92
71
89
79
71
78
54
92
77
62
92
95
92
96
103
77
59
92
96
96
65
101
95
91
115
108
101
111
101
136
101
103
100
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94
99
96
105
97
75
94
100
100
116
107
100
100
106
96
103
77
59
92
71
113
51
96
121
97
102
110
91
105
116
104
108
95
123
100
66
76
100
56
65
92
93
84
79
74
72
68
56
86
98
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69
98
83
93
115
54
97
92
69
96
89
74
67
79
91
91
82
80
70
61
87
64
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CBR SCAN Pts
NO

NAME
190 YANELISO MABHONGO
189 MPUKUZELA KHUTHALA
188 NOKWAKA MKHABELA
187 PITI KUMALO
186 VUYOKAZI NOGQALA
185 COLUMBUS BUNGE
184 TOBILE VUMA
183 MLINDELI TSHETSHA
182 NOMACE MKUMBUZI
181 DELEEN MORRISON
180 OTHRO BAYANA
179 NATASHA MINNIE
178 PUNYEZLWA MANDLANA
177 VUYISILE GWEGWE
176 MERRIMAN MAQUBELA
175 NOKHAYA MBALI
174 CATHERINE NODADA
173 MBULELO TOYISI
172 NOZUKILE MPETSHENI
171 ZONISELE MAFUMBUKA
170 NOCAWE NDZUZO
169 ANDILE GCAWU
168 DALUXOLO MXOKOZSLI
167 JEFFEREY ZWILBI
166 PATRICK ABDRABU
165 POLICE SOHEL
164 DANISWA NKOMENI
163NOLUBABALO MAXABA
162 PERCY R
161 NOMVULO JACK
160 TOBEKA NYAKA
159 LAWANCE CANDLOVU
158
157 AVUYA BOLA
156 DUMILE GODONGWANE
155 TEMBINKOSI NKWATENI
154 LUWKA NGONYAWA
153 MANDLA MDA
152 ANNIE ROSSI
157 JACOS KOLI
150 NOMBONISO SIVEWU
149 ZANDISILE SOMKEBE
148 BRIDGET VICE
147 KEVIN MINNIE
146 JONSEPHI NABENI
145 NKOSINATHI YASO
144
143 NONYAMAWKO MBI
142 VUYELWA MAVUME
141 MAMANA RASI

AGE
5YRS
38YEARS
50YRS
35YRS
29YRS
54YEARS
23YEARS
58YEARS
38YEARS
43YEARS
25YEARS
23YEARS
19YEARS
52YEARS
62YEARS
60YEARS
62YEARS
46YEARS
48YEARS
60YEARS
25YEARS
32YEARS
67YEARS
53YEARS
35YRS
23YEARS
31YEARS
27YEARS
72YEARS
42YEARS
36YEARS
49YEARS

SEX
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M

SCIO SCAN OUTPUT
102=WORMS,103=TB,100=SYPHILIS,CHLAMYDIA
5667-97 EXTRA PYRAMIDAL SYSTEM DISORDER
6078-116 CERVIX FEMALE DISEASE
3700-109 RETROVIRUSES.TB NOT SEEN
3700-104 RETROVIRUSES.TB NOT SEEN
6302-127 CAPTOPRIL-BP
6854-113 GASTRO.7456-99 HIV.TB NOT SEEN
3700-95 RETROVIRUSES
3337-91 BP.2147-98 VAGINITIS.
??
NOT SEEN
1916 FLU
1776-84 AMENORRHOEOA.5462-38 AIDS.
6379-99 PROTEASE INHABITORS/KILLS
4113-82 BLOOD SUGAR BALANCE
6074-98 PANREAS DISEASE.
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
1850-37 CMV.TB NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
3700-103 RETROVIRUSES.WARTS NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
3330-80 BLOOD SUGAR
5623-73 DM.6352-40 INULIN
6886-108 TB
5789-103 LOW BACK PAIN
4998-96 TB
6867-108 TB.H NOT SEEN.BAILS NOT SEEN
NONE SEEN
NONE SEEN
329-77 TB
328-59 DM

10YEARS
70YEARS
48YEARS
29YEARS
58YEARS
65YEARS
82 YEARS
31YEARS
49YEARS
37YEARS
A
51YEARS
43YEARS

F
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M

329-71 TB.H NOT SEEN
140-121 SKIN.329-93 TB
328-76 DM.329-60
5840-37 NERROUS SYSTEM LESIONS.

28YEARS
31YEARS
67YEARS

F
F
F
Page 1
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140
139 CHRISTIAN VUKE
138 PATRICK MDYWE
137 SHEPHED NGQELENI
136 VUYISA MTSHAU
135 VICTORIA COTAMA
134 JACKSON TIMAKWE
133 NOTOMBI POZISA
132 YONELA NOGQALA
131 NQSAKELE MALAWANA
130 ZANEMVULA SKEYI
129 SIQHAZOLO SIKHUNDLA
128 NOPUMZILE NHITHIZA
127 NOEIGHT VIMBANI
126 SAM LESSING
125 NOMTHANDAZO DINSU
124
123
122
121 MAVA MRWEBI
120 EBENVEZER GXAMTHWANA
119 MAWETHA FIXIZOLO
118 ELSIE MNTUNDINI
117 THOBILE GWAYISE
116 VOHATISIT RATAZA
115 LINDIE MJANYEWA
114 PETEKA TIWA
113 MAHONGA TETYANE
112 SISAUDA PEYANA
111 MINTOMTSHA NGOLOTHI
110 SIHLE RASMENI
109
108 VICTOR MADONYELA
107 NOMTHULI MAXAMBELA
106 ZIMBONGWE JEZILE
105 CHARLEY MACLEAN
104 JACKY MDLOPIN
103 NOZUKO QAWUKA
102 LIZO MAHZAKA
101 JAFTA FRANCOIS
100 NOTAPINDE MATHEKA
99 VUYANI NTWALANA
97 LOWRENCE EDKINS
96 MARTIN MARILLIER
95 LUMKA MATHOLE
94 KANGELWA FIKIZOLO
93 NOPASILE KUTYANE
92
91 NOMONDE BOMELA
90 NHOMBENTHA MKETO
89 NANCY XOXAMI

72YEARS
52YEARS
61YEARS
34YEARS
67YEARS
70YEARS
18 YEARS
9YEARS
40YEARS
60YEARS
53YEARS
59YEARS
78YEARS
34YEARS
30YEARS
28YEARS

M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F

37YEARS
52YEARS
51YEARS
66 YEARS
33YEARS
67YEARS
49YEARS
72YEARS
81YEARS
25YEARS
32YEARS
18 YEARS

M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M

NOT SEEN
6196-123 CHROME ORORATE BLOOD SUGAR

46YEARS
12YEARS
18 YEARS
53YEARS
A
32YEARS
71YEARS
24YEARS
57YEARS
51YEARS
43YEARS
55YEARS
39YEARS
29YEARS
70YEARS

M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F

1132-100 RENIM.9204-106 DM
62-113 CALAMUS-SEDATIVE
NOT SEEN
1730-141 BLADDER MERIDIAN
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
5865-116 PARAPLEGIA.5983-109 STRKE.
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
??
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN

36YEARS
50YEARS
45YEARS

F
NOT SEEN
F
??
F
6867-102 TB.HAEMATOMA NOT SEEN.
Page 2

TB NOT SEEN
NONE SEEN

NOT SEEN
6091-115 BONE DISEASE
NOT SEEN
7582-120 BLOOD GLUCOSE PROBLEMS.
7582-120 BLOOD GLUCOSE PROBLEMS.
6053-112 VIRAL INFECTION
NOT SEEN

CBR SCAN Pts
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37

KUNJULW NCOLIWE

32YEARS

F

NOT SEEN

ZIMBINI MAGOBIANE
THANDO BUSO
NTOMSOZUKO MOLOSE
SANELE MAZITSHANA
UNESIWE NDOBENI

34YEARS
15YEARS
16YEARS
C
A

F
F
F
F
F

?
NOT SEEN 2332-115 HEAMOPHILUS STREP?
NOT SEEN
?NOT SEEN

NOKWENZEKA MGUBASI
VIRGINA FATSHA
ELLIAT MAYAKA

45YEARS
76YEARS
65YEARS

F
F
M

5882-100 PNEUMOTHORAX
NOT SEEN

SIPHOKAZI DAMASE
UNATHI HLALAPHI
SIKHUMBUZO SIBA
MIRRIAM NDELA
NORKANYISO NJENSO

15YEARS
21YEARS
71YEARS
72YEARS
33YEARS

F
F
M
F
F

NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN
CA COLOUR

EDWARD NATHUMBU
VELIVELI FAKENTWENI
ANDILE ZONGWANA

88YEARS
70YEARS

M
M

ANDILE GATYENI

5853-156 OSTEOMALACIA

GRACE NDZONDA
NOSIVE KOBO

57YEARS
31YEARS

F
F

SIPHENATHI BEDE

17YEARS

F

ALBERT NKETYANA
ANTHONY FORTUNE
NTOMBIKAYISE PUKANEKO
NOSIPHIWO NZIPHO
NOLOYISO NGCUKUVA

56YEARS

M

3340-142 CHEST INFECTIONS.H NOT SEEN

19YEARS
40YEARS
24YEARS

F
F
F

NOT SEEN

TEMBA GIBENI
AKHONA XAYIMPI
NOFUSILE MZIWA

55YEARS
23YEARS
52YEARS

M
M
F

NTANDO JANI
NEMVWOOANA NYEZI
SINDISWA FEKISI
NOMBULELO HANDANI
DUMISANI WEWE

14YEARS
35YEARS
35YEARS
29YEARS
39YEARS

F
NOT SEEN
F
3700-94 RETROVIRUSES.TB NOT SEEN
F
F
M
H NOT SEEN
Page 3
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36
35
34
33
32
31
30
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

LYNNETTE LAVELER

54YEARS

M

NOKHAYA VOLIBI
MARY MORRISON
NTSIKA PUPA
UPINGTON NJONGO
ALICE ZWENI
ADRIAAN PRETORIUS
ZUKISWA MQEKE
DOROTHY VAN ZYL
MTUTZELI MGWEBA
CYNTHA DANDALA

23YEARS
54YEARS
A
58YEARS
68YEARS
61YEARS
31YEARS
60YEARS
A
41YEARS

F
F
M
M

H NOT SEEN
4998-71 TB.5897-116 PULMONARY EMPHYSENIA

M
F
F
M
F

3931-88 BLOOD GLUCOSE.4113-78 BLOOD SUGAR
NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN

ZILINDILE MFEYA
MHLANGABEZI MBANSATHA
ASANDISWA NOVAMBELA
NCBANTU SONJICA
NONDUMISO MKETO
NATHANIEL SKUNYANI

74YEARS
23YEARS
22YEARS
61YEARS
38YEARS
A

M
M
F
F
F
M

THANDEKA MDINI
NOZUKO MSONGELWA

30YEARS
40YEARS

F
F

NOMFUNDISO FIKA

37YEARS

F

WINILE NGAVENI
ALICE ZWENI
ADONIS MNCEDI
AUDREY MORRISON
A.P PRETORIUS
ABANE LANGFORD MSINSO
ANDILE ZONGWANA
AGRENET SIGULA

38YEARS
67YEARS
60YEARS
65YEARS
59YEARS
55YEARS
57YEARS
7OYEARS

F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F

ANDILE GATYENI

30YEARS

M

AYAZ KHAWAR
ANTHONY FORTUNE

26YEARS
47YEARS

M
M

TANDO BUSO
VICTORIA COTAMA
CONSTANCE MATSHA

15YEARS
66 YEARS
55YEARS
37YEARS
62YEARS
26YEARS
35YEARS
71YEARS
67YEARS

M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
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ZUKISWA MYEKI

MILA BROOKS
NOMANDE BOMELA
RATAZA WHAT IS IT?

328-86 DM,9090-112 DM
NOT SEEN
4113-79 BLOOD SUGAR PANREAS.2828-110 DIABETES
NOT SEEN
BP NOT SEEN.NO UTI

CBR SCAN Pts

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
284
285
286
287
288
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
304
305
306
307
396
397
398
399
400

SIZAKELE HOBOYI
ZANELE NTSHINGA
MLAMLI NGUBO
PHAKAMILE NDIYABONIA
BONISWA NYATHI
SOGETY KALAKANDLA
SIVUYILE LUJABE
MLIBO LUJABE
NOMONDE TINTO
NOMATEMSA MXUTU
MZOLISI TSHINSANA
NOAZWAKAZI MLILWANA
NTOMBIFUTHI NDELELENI
MLAMLI MAPHUNDU
NOMELIOO MDA
MZIMASI MDOKO

17YEARS
22YEARS
73YEARS
37YEARS
43YEARS
56YEARS
38YEARS
34YEARS
53YEARS
15YEARS
67YEARS
44YEARS
21YEARS
41YEARS
41YEARS
25YEARS
42YEARS
25YEARS
18 YEARS

MANDLEKHOSI GADELA
49YEARS
MTHELELI SOTHIYA
81YEARS
NOLOYISO MKUMBUZI
35YEARS
VELEGOLI MAKHOSONKE
74YEARS
LWAPI DEBELI
A
LUZUKO KOTI
A
KWEZI MKUPA
A
ZWELETHU MANGQOYIYAA 35YEARS
NOZIKHUMBUZO COTSHANA A
NOLUSINDISO COKO
A
LENNOX VITHEKA
A
NOSINOTI MASEBENI
72YEARS
BANGANI MANSWANYA
A
NONTUTUZELO NGULE
A
MAKORINTE MZAMO
A
VUIKHAYA BATATA
8YEARS
TEMBEKA TSHALAMBA
5YEARS
KAMVELIHLE QONGE
44YEARS
ASAVELA MANXABA
A
TAZAMA NGWENYA
DORAH MPAKO
83YEARS
MANDISA PAYI
27YEARS
MDIKENI FENTA
35YEARS
DANIEL NGESI
MHWABANTU SANKENKE
A
NOMXOLISI NGOMBA
A
RAUSE MNYAMANA
36YEARS
SINOVUYO KHONZAPHI
7YEARS
ASIPHE ROZANI
16YEARS
LINDIE NDAMASE
21YEARS
ALFRED BOMVANA
70YEARS

F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M

102=WORMS,103=TB,100=SYPHILIS,CHLAMYDIA
108=HYPERGL,107=WORMS,116-PANCREAS
97=DM,101=KETOACIOSIS,82&86,B/S,SUGAR/GLUCOSE
115-117=HYPERTENSION,WORMS=102,TB=93,DM76&79,8
101,102DM 96 TB
103+96=TB
125=HIV
111=TB 114=HIV
113=ECHINOSTOMA REVOLUTUM/TAPEWORM
96=TB,102=HIV,103=PROPIONI BACTERIUM INFECTION
93-HIV
NOT SEEN
106=TB
5623-109 DM
96=HIV
37=TB
126=HERPEES SIMPLEX,95=RETROVIRUSES
105+173=IMMUZEN UNICITY,110=TB,94 CHLAMYDIATRAC

M
104+108=TB,118=H
M
149=HIV,125=AIDS
F
5619-118=DM,329-112 TB,1246-97 KIDNEY
M
5383-90,704-81 ANAEMIA.7465-94 HIV
F
M
F
M
F
6883-90 DM.1884-101DIABETES.
F
F
1919-101 BLOOD FLUKES.
F
F
5588-101 STOKE.5586-113 CEREBRAL DISORDER
F
M
NOT SEEN
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
1748-93 ADNEXITIS.5657-100 ENDOCRINE DISORDER
M
8877-134 LIVER REPEATED INJURY-CHRONIC HEPATIT
TIS
F
6053-103 VIRAL INFECTION
F
5311-74 VARICELLA ZOSTER
M
252-98 TB.
M
NONE SEEN
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CBR SCAN Pts
401 AXOLILE MATSHAYA
402 SIPOKAZI PILISO
403 MTHEMSEWI NOROZO
404 PUTUWA MBU
405 NONZOLO NOMTATA
406 NONYANISO SOLWAUDLE
407 NONTSIKELELO GQWETA
408 DILIKA MTSHEMLA
409 SIVUYILE MAGADANGA
410 MXOLISI MAGANGANA
411 AYANDA NKULA
412 NOGEZILE STESEVU
413 VUYISA MAYA
414 SIPHLO MXEGO
415
416 GRIKA KURU
417 TENJIWE MAZULA
418 SIYAMBULELA KOMANI
419 FEZILE NDZENDLE
420 SIUDVILE NTSHOFU
421 SIZAKELE HOBOYI
422 SIZAKELE MAYIYA
423 NOSEBENZILE MCINJANA
424 NOSEBENZILE MCINJANA
425 SIBUSISO MKHITLU
426 NOZUKO NJEYANE
427 WILFRED JACOBS
428 DINO KHUMALO
429 WILLIAM SONTUNDU
430 TAMSANQA NDZONDZO
431 MBULELO NDLELENI
432 MTAUDAZO MDIQOHI
433 NOLITHA MLANJENI
434 THANDEKA SIRAYI
435 LUNGILE VACO
436 NTOMSOVUYO VENGAME
437 NOSENLE MCOUASE
438 XUMANA KAUANA
439 BONGA MOFU
440 PETER JANUARY
441 XOLISA KETWA
421 VUYISWA NGIJANA
442 REGINA NGWANE
443 BONAKELE SIKHOTHA
444 NOSEBENZILE SIXONO
445 NOYILONI PIYOSE
446 LUNGA TILELA
447 FUNEKA DLALI
448 MAKUKISI PUZA
449 VUYISIWE JONES
450 NONKUMBULO MKILE

2YEARS
23YEARS
53YEARS
40YEARS
21YEARS
60YEARS
48YEARS
73YEARS
23YEARS
72YEARS
48YEARS
63YEARS
34YEARS
55YEARS

M
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
M

NONE SEEN
?
NONE SEEN
4998-80 TB
NONE SEEN
4113-78 DM
5585-156 HAEMOGLOBIN DISEASE.
3330-94 BLOOD SUGAR.
5560-112 BRAIN TUMOUR.
5572-103 CANCER
5296-97 VIRUS INSPECIFIED
2777-131 CONFUSION.3330-90 DM
5301-110 H.1078-100 TB
4104-124 ANAEMIA BALANCE.

44YEARS
A
44YEARS
38YEARS
49YEARS
28YEARS
66 YEARS
68YEARS
68YEARS
27YEARS
30YEARS
42YEARS
39YEARS
65YEARS
32YEARS
49YEARS
12YEARS
45YEARS
31YEARS
43YEARS
32YEARS
87YEARS
69YEARS
20YEARS
46YEARS
32YEARS
28YEARS
75YEARS
75YEARS
52YEARS
80YEARS
6YEARS
41YEARS
72YEARS
25YEARS
39YEARS

M
4998-95 TB.618-109 VIR COMBO REMEDY FOR VIRUS
F
5658-110 ENDMETRIOSIS
M
3700-120 RETROVIRUSES.
M
F
6274-105 HERPES.3700-94 RETROVIRUSES.
F
NOT SEEN
M
5462-124 AIDS.2349-112 PYOCYANEUS.
F
3909-146 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE.
F
3909-100 ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,5622-107 DM,7253
M
8522-101 VIVRAMED RXMENT 6053-124 VIRAL INF
F
6053-103 VIRAL INFECTION
M
M
M
5983-103 MINI STROKE
M
M
M
F
F
M
4998-109 TB.H NOT SEEN
F
F
M
3930-95 BLOOD ETHANAL.172-BLOOD SUGAR
M
NOT SEEN
M
F
5618-113 DM.5412-102 AIDS
F
F
2481-135 BP.3931-93 BLOOD GLUCOSE.
M
NOT SEEN
F
F
4998-89 TB.
M
5867-67 PARATITIS.
F
M
6086-101 LYMPH DISEASE.
F
2120-97 YERSINA PESTIS-RASH
F
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CBR SCAN Pts
451
452
453
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465

THAMSANQA ZOZO
MAMPOYI TSIU
ZINTLE SOMACALA
BONGA SIDULE
NOMONDE NIKELO
NOLUNGILE VONGWANA

32YEARS
79YEARS
12YEARS
22YEARS
50YEARS
50YEARS

M
F
F
M
F
F

MANDISA RWEXANA
UNA HAWKER
ZIYANDA BAUA
JANET NOPHESHEYA
SIYANDA MBUBE
SIYANDA MBUBE
NOTOZAMILE XUZA

35YEARS
58YEARS
9YEARS
55YEARS
19YEARS
19YEARS
60YEARS

F
F
F
F
M
M
F

467 NONCEBA RAWE
26YEARS
468 GWEN ZIETZMAN
57YEARS
469 KIDWELL KULU
A
470 NOKUANELE SOMTSUEWA 48YEARS
471 BONYIME TITI
38YEARS
472 RONNIE STIGLING
46YEARS
473 MICHAEL NOTYEPHUSI
A
474
475 STONDINI MAVIVANA
65YEARS
476 PHILELEA NTONGANA
27YEARS
477 NOXOLO BOKOLO
37YEARS
478 VELISWA MPOSELWA
34YEARS
479
480 PETE SIROYIYA
70YEARS
481 NKOSINATHI NGERI
37YEARS
482
483 NONTANDO DINSINDLELA
33YEARS
484 TASFY ABOL
18 YEARS
488
489 AFIKILE CUMBE
11YEARS
490 ANGEL RUFFER
24YEARS
491 APHENDULE MATISO
14YEARS
492 VICTOR MERANE
74YEARS
493 NOLINDILE MATYHOLO
77YEARS
494 MBUYELWA MATWA
36YEARS
495 ALVINE MANDELA
75YEARS
496 NOVUMILE MAQUNYANA
70YEARS
497 TEMBA CLEOPA MUGANDELA46YEARS
498 NOWANDILE BATYI
80YEARS
499 MNCEDISI MSESWA
47YEARS
500 ZOLA MJALI
A
501 JAMES
JAMES NOLAU
58YEARS
502 SITHEMLELE SILONGOTYA 39YEARS
503 BONGUMSA MYEKA
45YEARS
505 CLIFFORD NJOVA
54YEARS
506 MAXMILLAN GCASA
56YEARS

F
F
M
F
F
M
M

4995-102 STREPTOCOCCUS PYOJENERS.

NOT SEEN
3700-106 RETROVIRUSES.4998-84 TB.

M
F
F
F

BOTH NOT SEEN

M
M

NOT SEEN
NOT SEEN

F
M

3700-97 RETROVIRUSES.
2145-104 VERUCA-PLANTAR WART.
NOT SEEN
F
5456-89 ABCESS
F
NOT SEEN
F
NOT SEEN
M
NOT SEEN
F
3330-95 BLOOD SUGAR.
F
2201-104 CHROMOSOMES 21 Q STROKE
M
5620-100 DIABETES
F
3330-81 BLOOD SUGAR.3337-89 BP
M
3955-119 BLOOD PYRUVIC ACID.
F
6053-96 VIRAL INFECTION.5311-120 HERPES
M
1440-98 THYROIN.
M
NOT SEEN
M
5624-96 DIABETES-RENANT.
M
8879-111 TB
M
3330-82 BLOOD SUGAR.3700-94 RETROVIRUSES
M
3330-86 BLOOD SUGAR.3700-136 RETROVIRUSES
M
5619-126 DIABETES ENDOCRINE.
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507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221

MASIBULELE TUBENI
MXOLISI MOMKELI
THANDIKHAYA NQEKETO
NYANA NGOMI
PETER RAMAKATSA
MELISSA LAUCHENDE
BONGIWE FUMBATA
SAMSOM LUSIKI
PINKY NJANDA
NOWINILE GILADILE
EDITH SOMPETA
BUSISIWE MADALA
VATISWA BUBESI
MNINAWA NDASENI
TEMSAKAZI MTIRARA
DEBORAH MBOTOZA
TOKOZWAYO MONCESA
MANDLA LIZWI
DAWN RICHARDS
FLORIDA SOLDATI
MLOLO MBIZA
OLGA SITSHEKE
TREVOR MINNIE
EDWIN MARTIN
AMOS KOLWANE
AYANDA BLEKIWE
AMOS KOLWANE
FUZILE SIYAMCELA
VIRGINIA NONGONGO
NOLULAMO MACHI
JOSLINA SECA
NOSIPHIWO DINSANA
MZOXOLO GAWEBE
NOVUMILE MAYADANA
LETICIA PLAATJIE
ZANDISILE NSONGO
SIPHIWO NPHANSANA
NOKHALOTI MTEMBU

8YEARS
46YEARS
33YEARS
63YEARS
52YEARS
19YEARS
40YEARS
53YEARS
53YEARS
97YEARS
73YEARS
26YEARS
44YEARS
39YEARS
34YEARS
51YEARS
79YEARS
47YEARS
48YEARS
54YEARS
75YEARS
A
A
33YEARS
A
26YEARS

5462-96 AIDS.
6074-134 PANCRASE DISEASE
3931-89 BLOOD GLUCOSE.
6076-104 LUNG DISEASE
704-110 ANAEMIA
5924-122 SECRETORY DISTURBANCE
6055-127 FUNGUS INFECTIONS
5564-118 BRONCOSPASM-ASTHANATIC BRONCHITIS
6867-95 TB.6053-97 VIRAL INFECTION
5456-119 ABCESS
3965-127 URINE ACETO ACETATE PLUS ACETONE
4998-102 TB.5489-113 HYPER IMMUNE RESPONSE
3700-103 RETRVIRUSES.9942-97 TB
4998-94 TB GASTRO NOT SEEN.
1924-97 GONOCOCCINUM.6092-114 JOINT DISEASE
3965-130 URINE BLOOD ACETONE.
5738-114 BP.2479-125 BP.5621-119 DM
6825-96 FASCIOLOPSIS CERCARIA.

33YEARS
53YEARS
26YEARS
65YEARS
11YEARS
A
69YEARS
79YEARS
56YEARS
A
A

M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F

YOLANDA MBELESI
VIKA MXEKWA
LINDIWE HLALUKANA
MANQUEZA MTHETHELI
SIYANDA CAWE
TINA WILLIAMS
MZWANDILE NCIWENI
VUYO GAQISA
NOMXOLISI MANKUNSWANI
NOVUSILE NOZITWANA
ZISANDA MBEKENI

13YEARS
39YEARS
39YEARS
27YEARS
15YEARS
22YEARS
50YEARS
27YEARS
60YEARS
44YEARS
12YEARS

F
M
F
N
F
F
M
M
F
F
F

8484-125 NORMASISATION OF HEART.
1777-97 ANOPLOCEPHALA.
2066-111 RHINOPNEUMONITIS-SINUSITIS
8877-134 LIVER REPEATED INJURY-CHRONIC HEPATIT
4160-113LIVER DISEASE,1942-98 HEPATITIS
FLAW IN CHROM 916 22
WEAKNESS IN PARIETAL LOBE,1900-106 ECHINOCOCCU
304-96 TB
1415-117 DM,2721-88 BP
2597-119 RETINA,5849-117 NERVE CRANIAL OPTIC2
2146-98 VARICELLA

6247-82 INSULIN.1884-84 DM
1078-112 TB MIASM
121-128 DM.5621-112 DIABETES
5495-178 ALHEIMER'S DISEASE
1250-82 SELENIUM DEF.
5999-111 KIDNEY INFECTION.
5301-94 HIV.5987-115 TB.
AS IN 378
5539-119 ACUTE & CHRONIC BACTERIA.
10014-101 THYROID HOMONES T3T4.
5301-102 HIV.8380-110 CANDIDA ALBICANS.
6048-112 CHRONIC INFLAMMATION
3700-91 RETROVIRUSES
?? 6867-102 TB.5683-130 GALLSTONES
6883-93 DIABETES.TB NOT SEEN
6883-105 DM.5462-107 AIDS
6013-141 VA B1 DEF.
3700-117 RETROVIRUSES.
4998-99 TB.
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222 MABOYCE NJEMLA
223 MARAIS GERALDING
224 NOTHEMBA POSWA
225 DOUGLAS SINTWA
226 ZIZIPHO MFANTA
227 TABO NDLANSAMANDLA
228 LENNOX HENDRICK
229 MZIMHLE DAKI
230 KULUKAZI MFINGEWAMA
231 MICHEAL SMITH
232 BATANDWA MBULE
233 ALFRED MQANA
234 MASANDE MAYAKA
235 ABNER JARA
236 MRS S DUKADA
237 MYEKISWA MCIZA
238 TEMBIKHAYA MAHLASELA
239 BABALWA NKATSHANE
240 NCEBAKAZI JEZILE
241 JAMES CHRISSIE
247 MKHULULI MBELANI
243 NDILEKA YISA
244 TAMSANQA NGWANE
245 TEWBAKAZI MQUBI
246 MANDLA MAGOGO
247 YOLISWA NGEDE
248 SIKHUMBUZO MFUSI
249 SHORTTY PELISA
250 THOMPSON MKANMBAPHI
251 NOMBEKO MAGQAZANA
253 ALBERTINA MSOPERO
254 RONALD NGQUVA
255 NOKWANDISA NAKANI
256 MONICA NTSIZI
257 MKULULI MBELANI
258 MABLE SAAERS
259 NOLUFEFE VININDWA
260 LUTHANDO MATHE
252 ANDERSON CANTI
261 DINGISO GCINIKAYA
262 NOSART MPOFU
263 NOKHAYA SILO
264 NOSANDISE MKETANE
265 LUNGILE SISWANE
266 KAIZER NDZUNGU
267 NOSANDLA MTHANDEKI
268 NTSIKA PUPA
269 INGA NGCIVENI
270 NOKWANKAA ZAPE
271 TANDISA FIKI
272 FUNDANGAYE MBIKO

63YEARS
17YEARS
34YEARS
64YEARS
13YEARS
18 YEARS
50YEARS
44YEARS
34YEARS
52YEARS
14YEARS
51YEARS
20YEARS
66 YEARS
38YEARS
67YEARS
36YEARS
32YEARS
17YEARS
49YEARS
40YEARS
35YEARS
64YEARS
32YEARS
23YEARS
43YEARS
54YEARS
28YEARS
69YEARS
60YEARS
22YEARS
61YEARS
36YEARS
26YEARS
39YEARS
32YEARS
A
35YEARS
62YEARS
A
45YEARS
66 YEARS
60YEARS
58YEARS
82 YEARS
37YEARS
20YEARS
10YEARS
36YEARS
35YEARS
53YEARS

M
5983-121 MINI STROKE,ALCOHOL=3930-104
M
5724-114,1850-120H.ZOSTER,H-NOT SEEN
F
4998-108 TB,6053-108 VIRAL INFECTION
M
EKG-MINERAL IMBALANCE,POTASSIUM&MAGNESIUM,33
F
COVERT EMOTION TENSION,3700-102 RETROVIRUSES,5
M
M
BLEEDING RETINA,BP170/110
M
RETARDED STROKE-1988,CHECK CHROMOSOMES
F
URTICARIA FULLY ALLERGY WORK OUT
M
B/S 24,7,KEOTIS
F
TB?SCABIES FUNFUS
M
ALCLHEL,BP UP LIVER,OLD TB
M
H? SCAN
M
3700-99 RETROVIRUSES
F
3924-107 CHOLESTEROL.
M
5987-104 TB.HIV
M
4998-100 TB.3700-104 RETROVIRUSES
F
1880-95 DYSENRTY.5462-101 AIDS
F
5612-118 DEMENTIA DISORDER
F
2366-93 PID.6092-106 JOINT DISEASE
M
3202-104 OXALIC ACID-GOUT
F
235-124 GLIARY NEURALGIA. NERVE DISORDER
M
5663-105 EPIDIDYMITIS
F
5489-118 HYPER IMMUNE RESPONSE.
M
NOT SEEN
F
3909-84 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE PLUS ACETONE
M
F
M
5764-121 INJURIES ACCIDENTS
F
5462-133 AIDS.3337-93 BLOOD PRESSURE
F
3700-1112 RETROVIRUSES
M
6253-40 DM,BP NOT SEEN
F
6379-104 PROSTATE INHIBITORS-HIV
F
3700-99 RETROVIRUSES
M
5713-101 HAEMOTURIA
F
6057-124 IMMUNE WEAKNESS
F
6867-101 TB
M
8796-99 AUTO IMMUNE DISEASE UNDEFINED
M
5619-115 DIABETES ENDOCRINE
M
F
3903-98 ACETO ACETATE & ACETONE
F
4113-97 BLOOD SUGAR
F
1440-111 THYROXINE
M
6867-100 TB.6053-101 VIRAL INFECTION
M
5550-83 PROSTATITIS.5795-119 LUNG CANCER
F
597-117 TB.3312-114 CANDIDA
M
1993-93 MONILIA.6867-96 TB.
M
8524-97 VIVRAMED
F
5880-105 PLECIRISY.
F
3700-102 RETROVIRUSES.
M
4998-107 TB
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273 MZUXOLILE BANGO
274 TOBEKA JAKUJA
275 BONGANI NGAYO
276 VULELWA MADLETYANA
277 ZIYANDA TAMBO
278 MARWANDE BOOI
279 SIBINSILE VIMBELO
280 RIGHT YUTHU
281 MOLISWA MBIKO
282 NESIWE GARA
283 NKOSINATHI GWAMA
526 NOLUTHO MANZANA
527 NOLUNGILE DAYIMANE
528 BUYISWA MANGOLA
529 DLEZE GCALEKA
530 QAZIYANA MABONA
531 OWEN TEMBA GUDLA
532 JONATHAN BERLYN
533 SIYABULELA HLAZO
534 NOVUMILE TUBENI
535 GEDION LUSASA
536 WELLINGTON NDABENI
537 PUMLA NDILA
538 LISO JOBELA
539 NKOSINCEDILE TYALA
540 BEATRICE MOTASO
541 BUYILE MARUNDELA
542 MABOOI VUMA
543 SIPOKAZI KANDA
544 NDUSAPO TYHOPHO
545 SIYABULELA MZAYIYA
546 RICHMOND MQOMBOTI
547 SIKHUTALI MAHLALA
548 TONEKAMKIZWANA FODO
549 RIA DELPORT
550 SIVUYILE TYEKELA
551 NOMVELISO SEMSEM
552 ZINTONGENI SIGWAGWA
553 BULELWA GWEBITYALA
554 NOLUSAPO TYOPO
555 BANELE SOJI
556 NOGCINILE NGAMLANA
557 MBONISWA DODOBALA
558 VUYISILE MLAHLENI
559 TEMBA MANGIDA
560 ZUZILE MKALIJA
561 NONTSAPO GUQAZA
562 REUBEN MPAYISA
563 BULELWA MZUKU
564 TEMBISA GQUTYANA
565 NOCWAKA NONTSANGE

32YEARS
31YEARS
A
22YEARS
35YEARS
A
45YEARS
A
21YEARS
43YEARS
A
38YEARS
60YEARS
36YEARS
57YEARS
82 YEARS
74YEARS
31YEARS
53YEARS
59YEARS
75YEARS
46YEARS
70YEARS
20YEARS
32YEARS
58YEARS
39YEARS
59YEARS
15YEARS
61YEARS
41YEARS
74YEARS
35YEARS
53YEARS
57YEARS
25YEARS
27YEARS
69YEARS
27YEARS
61YEARS
70YEARS
57YEARS
56YEARS
57YEARS
60YEARS
60YEARS
51YEARS
59YEARS
74YEARS
32YEARS
41YEARS

M
F
M
F
F
M

6221-113 ANTIVIRALS
8523-89 VIVRAMED
3330-86 BLOOD SUGAR..
6854-100 GASTRO.
6379-99 HIV
5971-238 TETARRRY.MUMPS
5462-109 AIDS
3931-77 BLOOD GLUCOSE
329-109 TB.VIVRAMED
650-104 FLU.5306-97 HERPES

F
6867-95 TB,5306-91 H
F
2146-80 VARICELLA VIRUS.
F
4998-115 TB.
F
303-98 TB
M
2828-89 DIABETES.
M
6351-132 INSULIN
M
5902-105 RADIATION EXPOSURE
M
5572-103 CANCER
F
3330-83 BLOOD SUGAR.
M
1025-124 PROSTATE.
M
1850-149 CMV.
F
5626-125 KETOADOSIS.5862-110 PANCREATISIS
F
5626-125 KETOADOSIS.5862-110 PANCREATISIS
M
2934-103 ABCESS.
F
DM 9.3.BP
F
4998-94 TB
F
4113-81 BLOOD SUGAR
F
NOT SEEN
F
3330-88 BLOOD SUGAR.3909-101 ACETO ACETATE
M
3330-88 BLOOD SUGAR.3909-101 ACETO ACETATE
M
BOTH NOT SEEN
M
5306-97 H.5115-96 CANDIDA ALBICANS.
F
7253-93 HEADACHE BLOOD PRESSURE.
F
7643-12 PREGNEMOLONE
M
NOT SEEN
F
5306-102 HERPES.
M
6867-99 TB
F
5987-100 TUBERCULOSIS.
F
3330-88 BLOOD SUGAR.3909-101 ACETO ACETATE
F
NOT SEEN
F
541-130 RHEUMATISM.
F
5862-106 PANCREATITIS.3931-88 BLOOD GLUCOSE.
F
NOT SEEN
M
3330-84 BLOOD SUGAR
F
5625-118 DIABETIC
F
NOT SEEN
M
3337100 BLOOD PRESSURE
F
6053-107 VIRAL INFECTION.
F
1776-88 AMENORRHEA.
F
4048-97 ANAEMIA.4998-94 TB
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566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616

FUZILE MZAMO
KHONA XOTO
SIBONGISENI MAHLULO
QIQA LUPUWANA
JAMA NCAMANI
NQABISA BODLOKA
SIYANDA NOKWE
MALUNGISA LUMKA
ZUKISWA KANKU
TEMBEKA MAGWANYA
SIMPHIWE MPAPHELE
ELSON NDZAMBU
NARIETTE VAN VUUREU
NWABISA NTSEPO
PUMEZA MNDELA
THAMSANQA NJEMLA
DYALVANE NDYEBO
NOMBEKO SOMANA
MEGGIE GQOLODA
NODATINI MLINDI
MILISWA XWAYIMPI
NOSOPHE TUTHANI
RAYMUND THERON
PATRICK NGOMANI
SILOLAMA N. SIZIBA
THOBEKILE MNXINWA
NOLUBABALO DLALI
NTOMBOMZI DUDUNGAYO
VUYO JOLOBE
NOKHOMBA MGCIWENGI
WINSTON MANTAMBO
NOBONILE TITI
TEMBELA MHLANA
NOKWEZI SOBUWA
MAYIZE NTOLO
SALISWA GUDUBOYA
NONELWA MAHLANGENI
QONDISO NOSIMAMELO
MADODA NYEMBEZI
NOMFUNDO NYATI
LOYISO NABAYENA
PENGA NDLALA
NOWETHU KONKWANE
SIPHO NDAKISA
BUSISIWE WUTU
VULITHEMBA LAMSI
FUMANEKILE NTWANA
FEZEKA TYUMSE
SIKHANYISO MAZINYANE
NOMAWAKHA NGONYAMA
OYAMA GAFENI

64YEARS
17YEARS
25YEARS
97YEARS
63YEARS
30YEARS
16YEARS
45YEARS
37YEARS
39YEARS
47YEARS
63YEARS
39YEARS
40YEARS
46YEARS
45YEARS
48YEARS
54YEARS
50YEARS
76YEARS
28YEARS
28YEARS
54YEARS
28YEARS
60YEARS
30YEARS
33YEARS
42YEARS
72YEARS
23YEARS
36YEARS
38YEARS
66 YEARS
43YEARS
52YEARS
30YEARS
45YEARS
32YEARS
62YEARS
53YEARS
29YEARS
45YEARS
44YEARS
85YEARS
35YEARS
52YEARS
62YEARS
37YEARS
40YEARS
28YEARS
9YEARS

M
M
6867-100 TB.5777-81 KYSPHOSCOLIOSIS
F
5942-108 SORE THROAT
M
NOT SEEN
M
303-102 TB
M
NOT SEEN.4998-92 TB
M
NOT SEEN
M
618-97 REMEDY FOR VIRAL INFECTIONS&PREVENT
F
NOT SEEN
F
NOT SEEN
M
2509-127 GASTRO.OTHERS NOT SEEN
M
6825-94 FASCIOLOPSIS CERCARIA.
F
NOT SEEN
F
5306-95 H.5296-94 VIRUS UNSPECIFIED
F
NOT SEEN
M
9941-100 TB.7480-95 H.
M
2828-140 DIABETES
F
NOT SEEN
F
5624-100 DIABETES.6060-111 INFECTION.
F
4998-94 TB.4994-99 NEPHITIS
F
6053-96 VIRAL INFECTION.5311-120 HERPES
F
6221-106 ANTIVIRALS.
M
3952-135 BLOOD PROTEIN TOTAL
M
5644-141 EARACHE.5615-129 DEPRESSION
M
4998-103 TB .3930-84 ETHANAL.5572-103 CA
F
5301-103 HIV.5646-122 ECZEMA
F
5301-102 HIV.5606-102 CYSTITIS
F
7465-98 HIV.4998-117 TB
M
7296-86 BP.2480-93 STRESS
F
8522-101 VIVRAMED FOR VIRUS INFECTION
M
5880-126 PLEURISY.5301-72 HIV
F
5749-90 ANAEMIA.662-104 INSOMNIA.
F
9941-105 TB.3700-123 RETROVIRUSES
F
2349-102 PYOCYYANEUS-PUS CAUSING BACTERIA
M
6060-113 INFECTION.
M
4998-63 TB.9942-108 TB.5301-73 HIV EXPOSURE
F
6379-87 H
F
5867-110 PAROTITIS
M
3330-85 BLOOD SUGAR.7253-82 BP
F
6843-98 MUMPS
M
2152-86 BACTERIAL WENCH
M
6379-98 HIV
F
5928-73 SHINGLES
M
1939-93 HERPES ZOSTER
F
5987-93 TUBERCULOSIS
M
5301-99 HIV
M
3202-102 ACID OXALIC
F
5296-101 VIRUS UNSPECIFIED
M
5714-93 HEMJOLEGIA
F
304-106 TB.
M
NOT SEEN
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617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667

CHAZISA CONI
46YEARS
AVIWE NDUVA
19YEARS
VICTOR MBALANE
56YEARS
MIHLALI HLALUKANA
80YEARS
BABALWA MBONDA
38YEARS
MLUNGISI MBOVANA
73YEARS
NOBOM NOGUDE
49YEARS
LINDOKUHLE MKWAMBI
12YEARS
SIMAMKELE DAMANE
7YEARS
TOBIUS NDZONDA
62YEARS
THOBEKA NDAMASE
48YEARS
KOLISWA SABA
44YEARS
NONIKISI MANDENZDE
80YEARS
RICHARD ZINGANI
79YEARS
RIA ROODT
51YEARS
SIYAMAZI MJONGOZI
13YEARS
SIHLE TITI
21YEARS
ALICIA QULEKA
64YEARS
SHERILEE STEINBERG
38YEARS
NOMSA BAVU
30YEARS
TESHONA MULUGETA
25YEARS
NOWINILE NAKIDANA
80YEARS
NOSEBENZILE PHANGWA
64YEARS
NOSIVE MATINJWA
31YEARS
NOBONGILE SOBUZA
50YEARS
KHOLISWA NDUNGANE
31YEARS
ARTWELL QINA
57YEARS
DORA DWEBA
75YEARS
MYEZO NTONGANTO
76YEARS
MKOKELI CAPUKO
50YEARS
MKHUMBUZI NOMATHAMSANQA
55YEARS
VIVIAN DANGEZELE
70YEARS
ZANDISILE XUZA
51YEARS
WESIZWE XHALISA
24YEARS
ZAMA RAWE
55YEARS
LIZEKA LIBALA
40YEARS
BALISWA PONDO
26YEARS
ZOLISWA MNTONINTSHI
60YEARS
FIKISWA NONGCO
22YEARS
NOCWAKA NONTSANGE
44YEARS
GORERUMENT JALI
53YEARS
LIZIWE MDIZWA
28YEARS
MONGEZI NOZAKUZAKU
44YEARS
ALFRED NGOMITI
45YEARS
NONKONZO NKALWANE
53YEARS
NOKHAYA NGWANDLA
42YEARS
VUYOKAZI MWELI
32YEARS
SANELISE GCOLOTELA
8YEARS
TIMBELA DYAN
38YEARS
MOHAMED MUSA
27YEARS
QAQAMBILE MJINDI
55YEARS

F
2944-120 ACUTE PULPITIS
F
5462-123 AIDS.5725-102 HERPES
M
NOT SEEN
F
6033-92 WORMS.
F
6071-107 HEPATITIS A+B.
M
7296-100 BP
F
NOT SEEN
F
F
F
6074-103 PANCREAS DISEAS.
F
NOT SEEN
F
6056-124 OPPORTUNISTIC INFECTIONS.
F
5625-107 DIABETEIC KEPOACIDOSIS,
M
5711-86 HEART FAILURE
F
2480-128 ANGIOTENSIN
M
2146-75 CHICKEN POX
F
1912-86 ECLAMPSIA
F
3330-88 BLOOD SUGAR.
F
3930-137 ETHANAL
F
5630-118 DIPLOPIA.
M
1994-90 MALARIA.
F
4998-117 TB
F
5651-85 ELEPHANTIASIS
F
5738-103 HYPERTENSION
F
5541-106 BACTEREMIA
F
6057-105 IMMUNE WEAKNESS
M
5407-117 HERPES.
F
646-87 PALSY.6263-116 HERPES.
M
5620-136 DM
M
3901-117 ABCESS,
F
5899-110 PYELITIS.
F
3337-88 BP.6825-98 FASCIOLOPSIS CERCARIA
F
6059-145 IMMUNE WEAKNESS
F
3135-89 CONDYLOMATA
M
5551-97 PROSTATITIS
F
NOT SEEN
F
5724-97 HERPES
F
6055-138 FUNGUS INFECTIONS
F
5818-103 MORNING SICKNESS.
F
4048-97 ANAEMIA.4998-94 TB
M
NOT SEEN
F
2372-90 PNUEMONOCYTIS CARRII PNEUMONIA
M
2828-87 DIABETES
M
7296-95 BLOOD PREASURE.
F
3909-77 ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE.
F
5456-80 ABCESS.
F
3909-78 ACETO ACETATE & ACETONE
F
6363-88 GERMAN MEASLES
M
8522-91 VIVRAMED RX FOR VIRAL INFECTIONS
M
1994-98 MALARIA
M
4998-88 TB.5470-151 ADENOISS
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668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718

FEZIWE LUWACA
AMOS KOLWANE
NOBANTU XEGO
DYAKALASHE SIKELE
BABA DELIWE
NONAMBALI MTALWA
LUVUYO GQONYANA
NOKWAKA MAFUNANA
ROLAND NOFFKE
ETHELINA MBEBE
GIMA GENAMO
NOSEBENZISWA MJOKWA
OLGA TINI
WANG-ZHI FENG
KHUTHALA MATHOLE
MIHLE MDELE
NTOMBUKONA MAHASHE
ZUKILE MFIKI
NOTANDEKILE MTETENI
BUKIWE GLEDWANA
NQUTNELA SITSHEKE
MAWANDA GIDIMISANI
GORGE STANFORD
NOSIPHO MGODUKA
MKHUMBULE DYANI
NYANGILIZWE CWESI
LUCAS GAXELEKA
NOLIZILE MAVUZO
LIKHONA BUNGE
JAMES MBUNGULWANA
NOKWEZI MATU
AMOS KOLWANE
NOZIPHIWO NTONGANA
LORRETA VANESSA
NOVOTI MGIDI
NONDUMISO ZWIDE
ABUS MOHAMED
NYAMEKA RANA
MALIVIWE MAQANDA
PUMELELE PIKA
WILSON MAKASI
YVONNE N. TEMBANI
NONDWE MAREZUKA
WONGA MUTONINSTHI
MUINAWE QOQI
PILISIWE MASONDWANA
CECILLIA DYALIVANE
NOXOLISA MAQHINA
NANDI BOMKAZI
MICHELLE KLACKERS
JANINE JOSEPH

28YEARS
60YEARS
66 YEARS
67YEARS
56YEARS
74YEARS
52YEARS
55YEARS
64YEARS
39YEARS
55YEARS
55YEARS
21YEARS
27YEARS
6YEARS
27YEARS
43YEARS
40YEARS
28YEARS
68YEARS
12YEARS
58YEARS
35YEARS
50YEARS
50YEARS
64YEARS
49YEARS
22YEARS
85YEARS
60YEARS
70YEARS
62YEARS
36YEARS
98YEARS
43YEARS
26YEARS
35YEARS
40YEARS
75YEARS
81YEARS
48YEARS
35YEARS
42YEARS
41YEARS
17YEARS
43YEARS
27YEARS
28YEARS
42YEARS
39YEARS

M
M
F
M
F
F

3897-100 GASTRO ENTERROCOLI.7480-107 HIV
5999-111 URINARY TRACTINFECTION
5862-101 PANCREATITIS
1078-113 TB
3330-82 BLOOD SUGAR.
3330-81 BLOOD SUGAR.9882-110 CA.CERVIX
2798-117 LYMES 1.BACTERIA SPIROCHETE BORRELIA
F
5002-67 COXSACKIE.
M
2007-85 MELANOMA.6640-132 MERCURY AMALGAM
F
5623-107 DIABETES MELLITUS
F
??
F
3330-91 BLOOD SUGAR
F
2174-125 CHROMOSOME 17P NEUREPATHY PALSY
M
5565-101 BRUISE
M
10237-103 HERPES SORES
F
4998-94 TB.3700-97 RETROVIRUSES
F
NOT SEEN
F
3700-95 RETROVIRUSES
F
3337-84 BLOOD PREASSURE.
F
8522-115 VIVRAMED RT FOR VIRUS INFECTION
F
6076-106 LUNG DISEASE
M
1962-99 HISTOPLASMOSIS
M
6053-104 VIRAL INFECTION
F
6053-101 VIRAL INFECTION
F
304-119 TB.6379-111 HIV
F
4998-112 TB
M
NOT SEEN
F
5296-101 VIRUS UNSPECIFIED
M
3918-98 BLOOD CARBAMAZEPINE.
M
3337-100 BLOOD PREASURE
F
3700-97 RETROVIRUSES
M
3909-95 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE
F
7465-136 HIV
F
3930-152 BLOOD ETHANAL
F
1924-99 GONOCOCCINUM
F
6045-101 ACUTE INFUMMATION
M
5539-103 BACTERIAL INFECTION ACUTE&CHRONIC
F
4998-122 TB.6379-103 PROSTATES,KILLS VIRUSES HIV
M
3700-109 RETROVIRUSES
F
8819-99 DEPOSITION DISEASE.
M
6060-102 INFECTION.
F
3960-107 BLOOD TRIGLICERIDES.
F
NOT SEEN
F
3337-91 BP.6825-111 FASCIOLOPSIS CERCARIA-PAN
M
NOT SEEN
F
6060-99 INFECTION
F
2721-84 RENIN
M
4998-102 TB
F
5488-101 ALLERGIC REACTION
F
3932-170 BLOOD IRON
F
4998-84 TB.3700-94 RETROVIRUSES.
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719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769

LANELE VALA
VULISANGO MLATHA
KANYISO MLATHA
LUVUYO DYANI
ZAMIKHAYA MGODI
NOLUNGILO JIKIJO
SIPHENKOSI HLWAYI
MADLAMINI MLOKOHLA
ZUSAKHE CHARLES
RWATYITYI NQATOTO
SHADRECK Z. TABANE
NOYILONI PIYOSE
MPAFANE MATEZA
TRYPHINA NGESI
OLGA SONGCA
NOMA ARAB,TOLOFANE
CHRIS NAIDOO
ZITAPILE TISHI
WASHINGTON QWELE
MTLAKI PASI
NOSISA TAMBO
ZOLIWE NTSHONGWANE
LULEKA MADYIBHI
MLAMLI KUTU
NOTEMBA BAM
ZIPHATHELE MBIZA
TEMBELANI MZAMO
MGODINI NQALATHI
BONGIWE MAHLASELA
SILINDILE MTEBELE
NOMTHETHO MATOLA
MFUNDO TIMAKWE
NOWATHILE GCALEKA
KALIPILE POSWA
MVUZO NUKU
PELELISA MAQEGU
NOMZEKELO HLUSATIKA
NOMVULA NTSHUNGUZI
SANDISO MADOLO
XOLISWA FUNO
PHUMZILE NGALATHI
BONGILE VUMISA
NONDIPHE BONXA
NOFANELE CUBEKA
ZAMUXOLO NDABAYIPHELI
VUYELWA MTSHMBA
NOMBUSO MDIZA
NOBATHTHE SIRAYI
LANDELO MARADEBE
MAZIKHETHILE DLUTU
BULELWA NDLONDLOLO

25YEARS
58YEARS
58YEARS
45YEARS
30YEARS
50YEARS
24YEARS
73YEARS
26YEARS
68YEARS
53YEARS
78YEARS
33YEARS
58YEARS
61YEARS
43YEARS
49YEARS
61YEARS
64YEARS
65YEARS
50YEARS
34YEARS
60YEARS
39YEARS
48YEARS
46YEARS
39YEARS
68YEARS
46YEARS
25YEARS
51YEARS
38YEARS
54YEARS
60YEARS
24YEARS
14YEARS
29YEARS
32YEARS
35YEARS
49YEARS
52YEARS
31YEARS
23YEARS
49YEARS
51YEARS
33YEARS
27YEARS
35YEARS
76YEARS
74YEARS
42YEARS

M
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F

5625-100 DIABETES KETOACIDOSIS
5625-100 DIABETES KETOACIDOSIS
4998-93 TB.8796-99 ACETO IMMUNE DISEASE
7480-96 HIV.8522-96 VIVRAMED VIRAL RXMENT
3700-115 RETROVIRUSES
3909-93 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE ACETONE
NOT SEEN
5914-105 PULMONARY HYPERTENSION.
5462-105 AIDS
4998-108 TB.7296-97 BP.
8523-105 VIVRAMED.
4998-89 TB.6022-103 IRON DEFICIENCY.

6825-110 CERCARIA FASCIOLOPSIS
7296-92 BLOOD PRESSURE
3337-103 BLOOD PREASURE.
6819-94 PANCREATIC FLUKE
3930-79 ETHANAL.3700-101 RETROVIRUSES
8851-134 HYPETENSION.
1919-115 FLUKES.7667-111 HEPATITIS D.
4998-86 TB.5301-97 HIV EXPOSURE
4998-66 TB.
3330-78 BLOOD SUGAR
M
5749-95 SICKLE CELL ANAEMIA.4998-63 TB
F
3945-107 BLOOD PHENOBARBITAL
F
5752-104 HYPOTHYROIDISM.1102-96 TELLIRIUM.
M
4998-75 TB.5749-82 HYPOPLASIA.
M
4998-76 TB
F
4998-92 TB.5301-94 HIV EXPOSURE
F
5301-100 HIV EXPOSURE.9661-114 PREGNANCY TEA
F
6053-110 VIRAL INFECTION
M
6867-115 TB.
F
2181-92 CHROMOSOME.1 Q.
4998-86 TB
M
1942-101 HEPATITIS.LIVER INFLAMMATION.
F
3700-120 RETROVIRUSES
F
5540-100 BACTERIURIA
4998-68 TB.2675-15 CREATIVE
M
3700-106 RETROVIRUSES.4998-67 TB
F
6867-105 TB.5623-110 DIABETES MELLITUS.
M
3330-96 BLOOD SUGAR.5619-97 DIABETES
F
1942-98 HEPATITIS-LIVER INLFAMMATION
F
4998-59 TB.8796-113 ACETO IMMUNE DISEASE
F
4998-51 TB.
M
3700-96 RETROVIRUSES.4998-77 TB
F
6049-121 IMMUNOPOTHOLOGY
F
4998-79 TB.
F
4998-99 TB
F
1919-101 FLUKES BLOOD.
M
4998-66 TB
F
3930-100 ETHANAL
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770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820

EMIHLE MPANDE
13YEARS
LIZEKA MHLAWULI
33YEARS
NOMFESANE NOHAJI
36YEARS
NOBUNTU MJAMBA
26YEARS
NOXOLO NTINGISO
33YEARS
SITHEMBELE TAMBULE
32YEARS
NANGAMSO BASE
25YEARS
NOZUKO NJEYANA
30YEARS
BENJAMIN MNQAYI
88YEARS
ZANELE MOLIEA
40YEARS
ZOLISWA VIMBANI
42YEARS
NOSIPHO MBOMBO
38YEARS
NOLUFEFE NDAMASE
41YEARS
VUYISWA LANGA
46YEARS
ELMAR MEYER
47YEARS
JOYCE SIQHOLA
67YEARS
ESTER ROZANI
77YEARS
JONGIHLANGA NDONYELA 39YEARS
KAGELANI SITONGA
33YEARS
MKULANA MANGQEZA
60YEARS
ATABIA MOHAMED
38YEARS
LINDELWA MADODA
36YEARS
NOMXOLISI SIBALI
39YEARS
NONTANDO MUGXOZANA
31YEARS
SIZIWE SANGQU
31YEARS
MFEZEKO SMITH
22YEARS
MAZWELINZIMA MQAVULE 54YEARS
NONTUTUZELO MATSHONISELO
46YEARS
GOODMAN THATHA
53YEARS
NTOMBIYAKHE LANGA
29YEARS
ADAM ABAS
27YEARS
XOLISA BEJU
52YEARS
SIPHIWO NOLUTSHUNGU
42YEARS
SIBABALWE SOBUYE
34YEARS
VIVIAN MAZITHSANA
85YEARS
MICHAEL TYHOPO
64YEARS
BUSISWA NGOZI
36YEARS
MALWELWE NWAYINWAYI 57YEARS
JONGILIZWE MAGULA
48YEARS
SANDILE BAWUTI
52YEARS
SIVIWE MKRWALA
35YEARS
SIPELELE FUKULA
12YEARS
LENATHI MKHOSANA
54YEARS
ANELE RWEXANA
17YEARS
LETICIA MAKHAMBULE
57YEARS
TABISA MABIZA
31YEARS
YOLISEKA NGCOBOZI
22YEARS
THELMA MPAKO
69YEARS
BABALWA NDLELENI
20YEARS
NOAMEN DYASI
42YEARS
MZUKISI TWAYISE
53YEARS

M
3945-91 BLOOD PHENOBABITONE
F
F
4998-74TB.5306-110 HIV.
F
8221-102 PID
F
6379-91 H.4998—71 TB
M
8524-95 VIVRAMED RX.
F
4998-77 TB.5462-116 AIDS.
F
5296-140 VIRUS UNSPECIFIED.
M
4998-74 TB
F
4998-108 TB
F
9941-111 TB.5462-123 AIDS.
F
1793-104 BONE CARCINOMA.
F
5489-124 HYPER IMMUNE RESPONSE
F
3909-115 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE
M
3936-132 BLOOD URIC ACID
F
3909-104 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE PLUS ACETONE
F
5899-104 PYELITIS.5738-107 HYPERTENSION
M
4998-72 TB.8524-97 VAVRAMED H RX
M
5296-125 VIRUS UNSPECIFIED.
M
3931-77 BLOOD GLUCOSE.
F
112 HIV
F
107-B TU MYCOBACTERIUM.78 RETROVIRUSES.
F
106 BACTERIAL INFECTION.109 MYCOBACTERIUM
F
134-BACTERIURIA.101-VIRAL INFECTION.
F
M
F
104-HIV/EXPOSURE.
F
M
115-VIRAL/MIXED INFECTIONS.
F
114-VENERAL DISEASE.115-IMMUNE PATHOLOGY.
M
108-PLEO-NIG:ASPERGILLUS NIGER 5X/LYMPH.
171-BLOOD CHOLESTEROL.150-HYPERPLARIA-SWELL
M
M
BLOOD GLUCOSE FASTING.BLOOD ETHANAL.
F
165-IMMUNE WEAKNESS.
F
103 BLOOD PREASSURE.
M
109-HEPATITIS A.LIVER.BLOOD PRESSURE
F
98-FLUKES BLOOD.105-TRICHINELLA SPIRALS.
M
149-LYMES.137-EBV
M
128-HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS
M
98-CHROMOSOMES 12 Q HISLIDINEMIA.
M
131-HASTING DISEASE-ACQUIRED HEMOLYTIC ANA
M
5301-101HIV,5597-102 CONVULSION
M
FFC
M
5306-91 H
F
3700-93 RETROVIRUS,6074-100 PANCREAS DISEASE,333
F
5928-110 SHINGLES,5987-106 TB,5723-134 HERPES,5306
F
4998-79 TB
F
6867-112 TB,8887-107 DM
F
5301-102 H,4998-97 TB,6867-108 TB
F
5805-107 MASTITIS
M
4998-91 TB,3552-126 CRANIAL BONES FRONTAL,7465-10
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821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
842
843

XOLISANI BLAAI
GEORGE TROLLIP
SAMKELO JOJOZI
NOWINILE NDALANA
NOLWANDISO NONJINANA
NOLIZWI NAMBA
TSWANA MATLAKA
VUYISILE GWEBANI
NOVANGELI SIGUQA
JACKSON MATSILI
ZOLANI SEPLANE
NOBANTU MAQINA
LULAMA MTEMBU
ALICE SKEFILE
NOSAMKELO DIKILOKWE
ANN-SARRAH SONGCA
ZUBENATHI MDUDUMA
SIMPHIWE MNGUNI
NOWANELE DYUBELE
NOTHOBILE HLOMA
NANCY NKWENKWANA
NOKUKHANYA MBUNGU
NCEDISWA MKHOKHELI
NOVOTILE MKENENE
NOVELILE MAQELANA
LINDA JELE
NTOMBOXOLO GARANE
TANDIWE MKOLWANE
SIZWE DOKOLWANA
COLLEN TUTSHENI
ZAMOMZI MAYANA
BUYISA NXELEWA
THELMA CITHANI
EMELY TAPU
NOMAXESIBE NDLELA
SITEMBELE SOBUZA
ZANELE MAQUBUDA
SITEMBILE DUBENI
BONGIWE MQUQU
CORINNE LULAMA MBETE
NOZUKILE ZONO
NOKUBONGA PALI
XOLILE MATHIKINCA
JALFRED JASSON
NYAMEKA MOMOZA
ANGELINA NOKHEPEYI
EUNICE MDAZUKA
NTOMBENTSHA GIQWA
NOCINGILE XEGO
NOTHOBILE KHININDA
NOKHAYA QEJA

22YEARS
60YEARS
25YEARS
67YEARS
35YEARS
33YEARS
75YEARS
60YEARS
36YEARS
56YEARS
40YEARS
56YEARS
50YEARS
65YEARS
23YEARS
74YEARS
11YEARS
39YEARS
60YEARS
77YEARS
22YEARS
26YEARS
24YEARS
54YEARS
59YEARS
62YEARS
52YEARS
27YEARS
49YEARS
55YEARS
8YEARS
33YEARS
78YEARS
74YEARS
35YEARS
28YEARS
19YEARS
48YEARS
33YEARS
59YEARS
53YEARS
25YEARS
52YEARS
55YEARS
35YEARS
74YEARS
67YEARS
70YEARS
46YEARS
62YEARS

M
9942-102 TB,3700-106 H,2357-120 STAPHYL EPIDERMIS A
M
5543-110 BANTI'S DISEASE-SYNDROME
M
4998-107 TB,7758-114 HIV
F
6867-93 TB,5301-94 HIV
F
4998-80 TB
F
8827-134 DEPOSITION DISEASE,4160-109 LIVER DISEASE
M
4998-66 TB
M
4998-9 TB,329-96 TB
F
5987-99 TB,5306-102 H
M
4998-70 TB,H+-NT SCREENED
M
6086-130 LYMPH DISEASE
F
4998-85 TB,5647-108 DERMATITIS,8862-110 SKIN,H+-NT S
F
4113-97 BLOOD SUGAR BALNCE ,9941-104 TB,3700-102 R
F
8801-113DM,57420168 BP
F
5301-116H,1939-105H.ZOSTER
F
5625-107 DIABETEIC KEPOACIDOSIS,5623-110DM
M
NT SEEN
M
4998-90TB,5301-103 H
F
4998-90 TB,5785-125 LEUKEMIA ACUTE
F
6819-57PANCREATIC FLUKE,5625-50 DM.6720-116 BP
F
9942-56 TB
F
CRANIAL BONES,FACIAL MAXILLAR 3561-123
F
4998-94 TB
F
5607-106 GLYCOSURIA,4113-111 DM,4998-89 TB
F
2828-122 DM
M
5311-122 HERPES,2.1940-102 HERPES SIMPLEX
F
5620-102 DM
2147-106 VAGINITI,2166-102 OVARIAN CA,9881-106 CERV
F
M
3930-107 BLOOD ETHANOL NT SEEN
M
3909-100 ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,5622-107 DM,7253
M
2146-52 VARICELLA
F
??
F
1884-95 DM
F
5526-115 APOPLEXY,3337-89 BP,6230-112 CHANNEL SLO
F
NT SEEN
F
4998-88 TB,H-NT SEEN
F
9885-103 UTERINE FIBROID DISEASE,7015-115 FT FEMAL
M
6024-109 VIITILIGO,4998-81 TB,HYDROCELE NT SEEN
F
5306-101 H,4998-87 TB
F
5734-116 HYPERGLYCAEMIA,2721-120 RENIN,STROKE N
F
6230-114 BP,6213-106 BP&DM,3337-124 BP
F
4998-68 TB,5881-129 PPNUEMONIA,8232-106 HIV/AIDS
M
4998-87 TB
F
6082-102 PHAECHROMOCYTOMA
F
4998-108 TB,9942-117 TB
F
2721-98 BP.9246-109 DM
F
2511-124 GLUCOGON.UTI NOT SEEN
F
2479-118 BP.4992-100 PANCREATITIS,GASTRO.
F
3909-99 ACETONE
F
5725-59,10237-58 HERPES,COLD SORES,3813-129 STD A
F
3700-97 RETROVIRUSES,10241-95 SCIATIC PAIN,5624-41
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844 GRACE NCUKANA
68YEARS
845 MELIKHAYA MTAKATHI
32YEARS
846 DESMOND SONAMZI
60YEARS
847 NTOMBENTLE DIKI
39YEARS
848 SIHLE QEZU
19YEARS
849 CHUMISA PAPANI
18 YEARS
850 NONTUTHUKO MAGAQA
33YEARS
851 VUYOKAZI NKEUKCELE
27YEARS
852 NOMVUYISO SIMANGA
22YEARS
853 ZAKHELE NGQELENI
64YEARS
854 NOLOYISO MTSHIZANA
26YEARS
855 KHULILE TUTSHANA
64YEARS
856 ZIYANDA GODLOZA
25YEARS
857 STEVEN MSUTHWANA
72YEARS
858 BUYISWA MBIYOZO
77YEARS
859 LANCE BOTES
42YEARS
860 GLADYS POLE
79YEARS
861 OLGA ZONDIWE NDLALA
60YEARS
862 XOLILE TUTSHANA
34YEARS
863 HEADMAN MQWELO
41YEARS
864 ROSE BOVANA
86YEARS
865 OKUHLE MSIPA
10YEARS
866 ALBERT PELU
66 YEARS
867 ZIBUZELE MATAMBA
64YEARS
868 NOMAKULA MDONGWANA 35YEARS
869 MVELISI BODLINGWE
32YEARS
870 ALICIA MABONGO
68YEARS
871 MXOLISI SONTUNDU
67YEARS
872 SIYOSILE TAMBO
901 THEMBA MAGALA
48YEARS
902 ZIBELE ZOZI
46YEARS
903 NOVELILE BUNZI
38YEARS
904 BONISWA LAJOBODA
60YEARS
905 NELISA GANA
45YEARS
906 ASAVELA NOMNGONGO
9YEARS
907 NOMASIBULELE NOMNGONGO
32YEARS
908 SONWABILE NTSHIDO
35YEARS
909 NOMKITA BOKILE
23YEARS
910 NOTOBILE MADAYILE
65YEARS
911 MZOXOLO VUTHELA
25YEARS
912 NDIYEKHAYA MPINI
56YEARS
913 MONWABISI NGQUNDULO
30YEARS
914 DEZET JONAS
56YEARS
915 SIPIWO MPHANGANA
55YEARS
365THABISA
ALLICIA
MATAMBO
QONGO
67YEARS
314 MOYAKAZI PUNGUZWA
18 YEARS
315
316
317 NTOBEKA JOKAZI
14YEARS
318 SICELO BIKITSHA
A
319 BUSISIWE MZAMO
37YEARS

F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F

4149-108 BONES OF LOWER ARMS-RADIUS,ULNA,57926111-112 NEUROSIS,320-97,MANIANDELIRIUM
3367-128 INSOMNIA,8840-121 DM,5622-110 DM 7253-94 B
3700-95 H,4998-74 TB
6867-113 TB
5462-123 AIDS,4991-90 EAR,5681-103 BOIL
3954-97 BLO PROTEIN,3337-85 BP,1132-98 RENINN
3819-105,VIRAL INFECTIONS ALL
4998-57 TB,5307-98 CMV
9941-109 TB,6819-105 PANCREATIC FLUKE PARASITE
5306-100 H+,4998-93 TB,5462-101=AIDS
3930-65 BLOOD ETHANOL,5773-126 JAUNDICE,LIVER
438-119 PROGESTERONE,5658-115 ENDOMETRIOSIS
1926-134,4113-62,3337-80,BP3330-64 DM,2484-113,RENIN
3930-107BLOOD ETHANOL,7253-80 BP,4133-79 DM &5617
4998-116 TB
252-110 TB 6011-125,5942-116 SORES THROAT.6
9881-107 CERVICITIS DISEASE
4998-66 TB
4998-76 TB,5307-97 EBV,CMV,HHVH
4998-127 TB
6048-106 CHRONIC LUFRAMMI,5834-97 NEMARTODIASIS
1375-99 ALLOXANTIN,7686-107 AFLATOXIN
374-87 IDS PANCREAS DISEASE,3909-85 BLOOD ACETO
8879-107 TB,3700-100 RETOVIRUSES
5773-125 JAUNDICE,1332-110 GLUCONIC ACID,6867-122
2479-127BP,3931-105 BLOOD GLUCOSE
??
2622-130 NERVE SPINAL LUMBAR(GENITO-CRURAL/FEM
6867-110 TB
4998-62 TB,
4998-93 TB
3909-101 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,303-114 T
5625-103 DM.ABCESS NOT SEEN
4998-62 TB.H NOT SEEN
4998-76 TB.H NOT SEEN
4998-71 TB.H NOT SEEN.
5306-120H,4998-95 TB
5621-107 DIABETES.3909-78 BLOOD ACETO
4998-60 TB.H NOT SEEN
4998-74 TB.9942-107 ATYPICAL TB
4998-79 TB.H NOT SEEN
3909-87 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE PLUS ACETONE
4998-110 TB.8853-173 HYPERTROPHY PROSTATIC
?NT SEEN

F
?NT SEEN
F
2349-103 PYOCYANENS
F
3700-103 RETROVIRUSES,1078-99 TB,6289-111 THYROID
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320 TEMBINKOSI SOKHAHLELEKA50YEARS
321 MADODENI NYONDO
23YEARS
322 NWABISA BOOI
21YEARS
323 NTOMBOYISE ZUNGU
37YEARS
324 MAUD SALAZE
A
SIBONGILE SPHANGA
29YEARS
326 TEME QUAN
A
327 MATU SIXIMBA
71YEARS
328 NTANDO MANGCOTYWA
A
329 ASITHANDILE NINTSAMA
10YEARS
330 ABDULAHI SIYAYI
35YEARS
331 MBULELO MALUNGA
26YEARS
332 NONKOLISO BLAAI
37YEARS
333 BUYISWA NOMBOKOTWANA 32YEARS
334 SUSANNA WITHSTOCK
81YEARS
335 MANDISI MATSHAYA
51YEARS
336 PHINDIWE MAHLOKOMANE 30YEARS
337 THANDO BANGO
19YEARS
338 ZENANDE NQEKETO
26YEARS
339 ISAAC DLAMINI
28YEARS
340 FANILAKHE MNXINWA
69YEARS
341 NOAH PULUBA
39YEARS
342 NOMAYANDA SIKHUHKULA A
343 NOBULHE MPAMA
26YEARS
344 NONKOLISO JOJA
30YEARS
345 VUYISWA BUHLUNGU
50YEARS
346 PELELISA MBANSATHA
26YEARS
347 NOMFANELO PONGOMA
45YEARS
348 NANGU HLANGANISA
13YEARS
349 NOMBULELO MOHAMBA
31YEARS
350 BUYISWA MGOLOMBANE
52YEARS
351 MTUTUZELI MGODWANA
44YEARS
352 LUNGILE GOGODLA
48YEARS
353 ZINTATU MAJEZI
20YEARS
354 LUTHULI VELENKOSI
75YEARS
355 TAMSANQA MAYA
52YEARS
356 MTHETHO FOKWE
26YEARS
357 NKOSANA NOROYIYA
57YEARS
358 DASI MHLABAWUHAMBI
69YEARS
359 SAHLUKO SIQUKUQUKWANA68YEARS
360 THANDILE NDUDANE
26YEARS
361 DELALINE SADABO
32YEARS
362 THELMA MAKRWEDE
A
363 NOLUNGILE MAKINA
A
364 TINY SAPEPA
66 YEARS
365THABISA MATAMBO
29YEARS
366 SIMILO MAFUTA
15YEARS
367 NOLIZANA NKUMBI
38YEARS
368 ZIMBINI KOHLISO
11YEARS
369 NTSHUMAYELO NQUNQU
70YEARS
370 SIGAZI BOOI
44YEARS

M
404-123 ALCOHOL
M
4998-95TB,H-NT SEEN
F
55301-93 HIV
F
6867-92 TB,H-NT SEEN
F
5623-103 DIABETES MELLITUS,6819-97 PANCREATIC FLU
M
6867-99 TB,H-NT SEEN
M
649-159 FLU
F
3909-105 BLD ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,,4113-78 BLO
M
5306-120 HIV,5987-101 TB,6055-117 FUNGAL INFECTION
M
7639-100 MISCELLANEOUS BACTERIA
M
4998-106 TB,H-NOT SEEN
M
7480-93 H+,304-96 TB
F
5462-103 AIDS,6886-118 TB
F
NT SEEN
F
NT SEEN
F
4113-84BLOOD SUGAR-PANCREAS,3700-93 RETROVIRUS
F
4998-64 TB,9941-98 TB
M
5297-94 ,5298-96=WARTS,7456-97 HIV
F
1772-110 WORMS
M
5928-107 SHINGLES
M
4113-86 BLOOD SUGAR,5734-102 HYGLYCAEMIA,3909-10
M
303-106 TB,H NT SEEN
F
NT SEEN
F
4998-106 TB,5681-126 FURUNCLE,BOIL
F
6091-121 BONE DISEASE
6819-103 PANCREATIC FLUKE,5625-100 DIABETIC KETOA
F
F
6005-103 VAGINITIS
F
6867-111 TB
F
4998-90 TB.5572-104 CANCER.
F
3700-95 RETROVIRUSES
F
5622-102 DM,BP NT SEEN
M
4998-90 TB,5301-97 HIV
M
5725-102 HERPES,H-NT SEEN,TB-NT SEEN
F
4998-98 TB,5972-105 ANAEMIA
M
NOT SEEN
M
CHLAMYDIA 2366-112.H NOT WORM
M
3886-111 ASCARDINUM WORM
M
NOT SEEN
M
4979-107 BACTERIAL INFLAM.CYSTITIS
M
3886-60 ASCARDINUM WORM
F
5301-71 HIV.TB NOT SEEN
F
5462-104 AIDS
F
3700-93 RETROVIRUSES.659-123 BP
F
2043-98 PNUEMOCOCCINUM.H NOT SEEN
F
3337-106 BP.3330-83 BLOOD SUGAR
F
6867-105 TB
M
1900-88 ECHINOCOCCUS GRANMOSIS
F
4998-102 TB.H NOT SEEN.GASTRO NOT SEEN
F
2336-94 MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIA
M
6094-119 OSTEOPROSIS.2126-122 TAENIA
M
?NOT SEEN
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371
372
373
374
375
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
230
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961

LUNGISWA MSHWASHWA
17YEARS
NOVUSILE DLATU
A
NOMKITA FLORIDA SODATI 60YEARS
MLOLO MBIZA
75YEARS
OLGA SITSHEKE
61YEARS
ALLICIA QONGO
67YEARS
ZAMELE DINISILE
36YEARS
ASCAR MTSHA
47YEARS
ADANIS TEMBINKOSI
36YEARS
JELEZI MAXON
42YEARS
FEZEKA PATILE
38YEARS
NTOMBODUMO MKUTU
33YEARS
NOMBEKO NGQAZEKA
48YEARS
WINNIE MAGODOLE
11YEARS
NOMZWAKHE MDITSHWA
30YEARS
SIYAVUYA GUQA
31YEARS
NOKHULULEKILE QOYI
39YEARS
THELELA MLOMBILE
55YEARS
NOLUFEFE SICHOLO
50YEARS
NOLUBABALO NKOMYAHLAB 27YEARS
NOZUZILE DYALVAN
42YEARS
GAWENI MBALANE
76YEARS
NYAKA SOMBUZI
50YEARS
MTHUTHUZELI MAGADLA
27YEARS
FARINGTON PUKWANA
74YEARS
NYUSHU GANGATA
54YEARS
PATIZWE MADILOYI
32YEARS
NOMAMISSION DLOKWANA 37YEARS
ZANDISILE VANTO
34YEARS
TEMBA MBANGA
36YEARS
CHARLTON SODUMO
77YEARS
THEMBAKAZI KOMNYE
25YEARS
NOWONGILE MAGULA
59YEARS
XOLILE TSHICO
38YEARS
ELLEN NAZO
53YEARS
TOZAMA TSHEMBESE
27YEARS
LUYANDA KHALANKOMO
14YEARS
LINDEKA NKETO
XAKILE SOTONDOSHE
58YEARS
KEVIN FARR
A
NOKUPHUMLA JADEZWENI 36YEARS
YALEZWA NOGAKA
29YEARS
LUNGISWA HANU
20YEARS
MCEBISI MVUNDLELA
42YEARS
DINIWE BETHWAYO
64YEARS
FIKISWA GENGE
30YEARS
NOLITHA VANTO
51YEARS
VULIKHAYA DYAKO
70YEARS
NOKHANYO NGAMLANA
20YEARS
VELILE MKHUNQA
43YEARS
NDAWO BIKITSHA
29YEARS

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M

6867-104 TB.3700-109 RETROVIRUSES
5646-116 CHRONIC DERMATITIS-ECZEMA
6247-82 INSULIN.1884-84 DM
1078-112 TB MIASM
121-128 DM.5621-112 DIABETES
2540-119 DM.INSULIN.
5724-119 HERPES
6886-95 TB.4998-81 TB.
9942-117 ATYPICAL TB.
4998-78 TB.H NOT SEEN
5301-103 H.4998-80 TB
4998-73 TB.
3375-101 LM 78 ACUTE ARTHRITIS.
9942-93 ATYPICAL TB
1078-95 MIASM TB
5301-104 HIV.4998-71 TB
3909-85 ACETO ACETATE & ACETONE
H NOT SEEN
6867-105 TB AND PARA TB.
H NOT SEEN
5749-107 SICKLE CELL ANAEMIA
737-114 ANAEMIA
4998-85 TB.7465-103 HIV
4998-55 TB.MONILIA NOT SEEN
5781-112 LEAD POISINING.
5624-101 DM
4998-96 TB.H NOT SEEN
3700-100 RETROVIRUSES.
4998-108 TB.H NOT SEEN.
5362-101 BRANCHITIS ACUTE.
4998-96 TB.5688-114 GERIATRIC
8232-120 H.
5749-113 SICKLE CELL ANAEMIA
4998-100 TB.H NOT SEEN
5622-106 DM
4998-73 TB.5306-101 H
5456-104 ABCESS.
4978-108 SKIN DISORDERS
M
4998-68 TB.
M
DR T.
F
4998-102 TB.5306-100 H
F
4998-75 TB.H NOT SEEN.PALSY NOT SEEN.
F
H NOT SEEN.4998-123 TB
M
NO H SEEN.4998-68 TB.1302-123 PENTACHLOROE
F
926-113 DM.4113-89 BLOOD SUGAR BALANCE.
F
NOT SEEN
F
1884-102 DM.8801-132 DM.
M
3917-106 CALCIUM.5860-102 PASET'S DISEASE
F
5871-104 PEPTIC ULCER.6079-105 ULCERS DISEASE
M
6379-117 H.4998-110 TB
M
4998-88 TB.6379-110 H
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962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
856
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011

NOMPUCUKO DUKADA
NTOMBIZUKILE NGOMTHI
27YEARS
NOMWEZO MADOLWANA
44YEARS
NOLUZILE MAKRWALANA
50YEARS
NTOMBEKHAYA NTANJANA 45YEARS
PHUMELELE MANGQISHI
74YEARS
NONDUDULU MANASE
A
BENJAMIN TUNZANA
50YEARS
ENO MARILLIER
62YEARS
ZIMASA TIMAKWE
28YEARS
KEVIN OBODO
43YEARS
ZANELE GUQAZA
28YEARS
NOMPUMLELO NOFEMELE
ZINGISWA NTAKANA
33YEARS
NTOMBOMZI MDODA
54YEARS
NWABISA MZUKU
36YEARS
RACHEL KOFUMANI
64YEARS
NOTUSILE BUNGANE
51YEARS
CHRIS TAPIWA MUSUKUTUA
SIMLINDILE BUYILE
39YEARS
NOANDILE DELEKI
66 YEARS
PATEKE NKEBE
28YEARS
ZIMKHITHA MAKHABA
15YEARS
SANDILE KUSE
52YEARS
PHUTHUMILE MBINA
34YEARS
GRAEME ALEXANDER
52YEARS
`
8YEARS
MXOLISI MNGOMEZULU
26YEARS
NOLUSAPHO TILE
73YEARS
MKENKELELE MDLENI
77YEARS
NOPASIKA ZEMBE
30YEARS
NOPUMZILE BARHU
71YEARS
SIMONGILE MABANDLA
43YEARS
LILITHA SIGUCA
19YEARS
STEVEN MSUTHWANA
73YEARS
MVELO MGOLOMBANE
19YEARS
MABOKOMFANA NTSWAYI A
NOMFUNEKO MANGXA
22YEARS
FAKIWE GOLA
73YEARS
NOKWANDA TOPHI
60YEARS
ANDISWA MBUKUQWA
TEFENI ORIANA
27YEARS
EUNICE GWADISO
75YEARS
NOMAKHOLWA MAGADLA
33YEARS
LINDA QOBO
48YEARS
MZINGISI MQWETI
37YEARS
LONDOLOZA NCANCASHE 17YEARS
NOUSO OWOH
26YEARS
UNATHI NGXIZA
16YEARS
NOBOMANA NOTSHOKOTSHA68YEARS
AYANDA NELANI
12YEARS

4992-103 PANCREATITS.6825-98 FASCIOLOPSIS C
F
4998-103 TB.7480-109 H SHINGLES NOT SEEN
F
4998-37 TB.H NOT SEEN.
F
4998-73 TB.
F
H NOT SEEN.5762-106 INFECTIONS MOMONUCLEOSES
M
5617-109 DM
M
1139-112 MERCURY TOXICITY.
M
4998-41 TB.H NOT SEEN.SHINGLES NOT SEEN
F
5647-49 DERMATITIS.STRESS NO SEEN.
F
7266-108 SHINGLES.
M
4048-102 ANAEMIA.8878-109 ABNORMAL NEUTROPHIL
F
6057-122 IMMUNE WEAKNESS
4998-61 TB.H NOT SEEN.
F
4998-83 TB.
F
5301-92 HIV.4998-79 TB
F
3700-100 RETROVIRUSES.
F
3330-106 BLOOD SUGAR.
F
4113-101 BLOOD SUGAR BALANCE.6352-96 INSULIN
M
5899-120 PYELITIS
M
644-109 EBV.
F
5625-109 DM.9942-116 TB.
F
4998-66 TB.5306-98 H
F
624-108 ANTI HIVES.
M
3337-131 BP.4113-119 DM.
M
6033-112 WORMS.4998-85 TB
M
10237-159 HERPES SORES
F
3886-92 ASCARDINUM
M
9942-99 TB.5462-109 AIDS
F
7253-98 BLOOD PRESSURE.
M
3930-130 ETHANAL.5476-114 ARDS.
F
9942-96 TB.7480-96 HIV
F
303-118 TB.6379-65 H.
M
3930-80 BLOOD ETHANAL.
F
6071-105 HEPATITIS A,HEP B.
M
5626-131 KETOARCIDOSISI.2440-126 INSULIN
M
3958-105 BLOOD NA.
M
6018-105 VIT E DEF
F
5749-94 ANAEMIA.
F
4998-82 TB.1939-99 HERPES ZOSTER.
F
1078-81 TB.5306-95 HIV
F
6055-106 FUNGUS INFECTION
F
329-102 TB.8848-120 CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE
F
5623-105 DIABETES MELLITUS.
F
4998-87 TB.5876-51 PERTUSIS
F
6074-109 PANCREAS DISEASE.
M
3700-94 RETROVIRUSES.4998-110 TB.
M
2146-78 VARICELLA 3700-78 RETROVIRUSES.
M
4998-85 TB.3700-74 RETRVIRUSES.
M
646-83 FASCIAL PAIN,BELL'S PALSEY.
M
5623-81 DM.2196-121 EYE DISORDERS,BP.
M
2146-92 VARICELLA VIRUS
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1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1047
1050
1051
1053
1054
1055
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

AVUYILE MNIKINA
MONICA MATSHETSHISA
EVELYNA BHAM
DAVID SHAND
AMOS HLOBO
AYANDA DUDUMAYO
MFOXO MLUNGISI
NAN

13YEARS

FUNDISWA MTSHIKILE
JONGIKHAYA KWEBA
MNCEDISI LINYANA
BONISWA NODADA
LOYISO GALENI
AZIPHELI TAMBO
SEBENZILE KHOALI
PORTIA NCAMBA
THEMBISILE KWEZI
NOMBONAKALO GAMKA
NOMFUNDISO PETER
WLLIE SIBEWU
NOZUKO MBAZI
QUBUDA MALINGE
MADODA LUGOGO
SIPHOKAZI MBUQWA
LUKHANYO GORGE
NOMALADY MEHLOMABI
BONGISA MXAMBULE
NONZWAKAZI MAHAMBA
ALUNCEDO TYEKELA
NOPASIKA DLOVULA
THEMBAKAZI DILANGO
SONWABO CETYWA
JONGIKHAYA BATYI
MICHAEL MABANDLA
NOLIME GECA
NOMBA MAGWENTSHU
BUKIWE GELEDWANA
BULELWA MAHAMBA
HOTYAZANA NOTENJANA
FUNISELA NOMBULELO
MAWETU MBEKI
LUTHANDO GCUWA
PATRICIA MALIBENI
VUYISA SAMBUDLE
NOMAKHOLWA TSHITSHIZA
NOMASISTER MNQIWU
LULEKA MEHLWANA
SIMBONGILE MABANDLA
SANELE NGONYAMA
TENJIWE PLAATJIE

58YEARS
50YEARS
50YEARS
67YEARS
11YEARS
9YEARS
42YEARS
24YEARS
39YEARS
40YEARS
50YEARS
63YEARS
25YEARS
44YEARS
49YEARS
31YEARS
39YEARS
33YEARS
18 YEARS
60YEARS
12YEARS
60YEARS
21YEARS
38YEARS
28YEARS
47YEARS
23YEARS
60YEARS
27YEARS
46YEARS
75YEARS
34YEARS
46YEARS
11YEARS
64YEARS
44YEARS
21YEARS
30YEARS
21YEARS

71YEARS
54YEARS
70YEARS
21YEARS
A

19YEARS
31YEARS

F
F
F
M
M
F
M

4998-58 TB.3700-54 RETROVIRUSES
3700-62 RETROVIRUSES.4998-65 TB.
1919-93 FLUKES.6072-126 CIRRHOSIS.
546-185 SENSES HEARYNG.
926-104 DIABETES.7253-97 BP.
3700-83 RETROVIRUSES.4998-81 TB
5686-111 GASTRITIS.1880-101 DYSENTRY.

F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
M

3931-100 BLOOD SUGAR.2478-102 BP
5725-104 HERPES ZOSTER.
7319-123 VIT B BCO HIGH DOSE
BLOOD PRSSURE
TB,FEVER,IMMUNE WEAKNESS
5311-78 CHICKEN POX
6867-54 UTILIN 'S' RED/BACTERIAL DISEASE
3700-70 RETROVIRUSES
6867-67 UTILIN 'S' RED/BACTERIAL DISEASE
3700-72 RETROVIRUSES.4998-84 TB
4998-58 MYCOBACTERIUM
5543-115 SPLEENOMEGALY.5648-85 EDEMA
6407-157 HEPAPLEX/LIVER,HEPATIC.
3700-78 RETROVIRUSES.
3909-89 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE PLUS ACETONE
8224-105 FLU 30C
3930-97 BLOOD ETHANAL.RETROVIRUSES
RETROVIRUSES.4998-64 MYCOBACTERIUM

2174-105 CHROMO 17P
TB,FEVER,IMMUNE WEAKNESS
6819-96 PANCREATIC FLUKE PARASITE
3700-64 RETROVIRUSES.4998-91 TB
3764-92 MINERAL DEFICIENCY
4998-66 MYCOBACTERIUM
RETROVIRUSES.3930-97 BLOOD ETHANAL
1857-108 BREAST CARCINOMA
346-166 ACUTE CHRONIC TONSILLITIS,PHARYCYITIS
5301-99 HIV EXPOSURE.4998-67 MYCOBACTERIUM
7100-175 3M/DENTAL MATERIAL
3312-101 CANDIDA.5788-52 LEUKORRHOEA
3700-74 RETROVIRUSES.4998-69 MYCOBACTERIUM
3700-86 RETROVIRUSES.MYCOBACTERIUM
5987-109 TUBERCULOSIS
7296-86 BLOOD PRESSURE
3700-73 RETROVIRUSES.4998-68 MYCOBACTERIUM
3886-85 ASCARDINUM WORM.RETROVIRUSES
3819-113 VIRAL INFECTIONS.
5724-101 HERPES.3700-74 RETROVIRUSES
2082-115 STREPOTOCOCCINUM HAEMOLYTICUS
1850-100 CYTOMEGALERIRUS
3700-71 RETROVIRUSES.6867-75 BACTERIAL
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CBR SCAN Pts
1070 SINDISO NTLOKWANA
1071 NOMVUSELELO WITBOOI
BUSISWA NGOZI
LEUNOX HENDRICK
GEORGE DINGISWAYO
1075 BUYISWA MPEKULA
1076 NANDIPHA MAGANGWA
1077 MIYA FUTSHANE
1078 ALUNCEDO NKQWILISO
1079 AMANDA GANENI
1080 NJENGEBADI MAGCANYA
1081 MAROYI KHAHLELA
1082 MZUKISENI NONO
1083 ZUKISANI DUNTSA
1084 NOMVULA NTULI
1085 FUNEKA SIDLAYIYA
1086 NOMPENDULO TATANI
1088 MTHUNZI SOTYATO
1089 PRIMROSE QOLE
1090 ZONGEZILE TWAYA
1091 ZIMUZI DUKADA
1092 NTOBEKO FUTSHANE
JACKY T. MDLOPHI
1093 LANDISILE TONGANI
1094 LITHA MALIWA
1095 LUYOLO SINONO
1096 NTOMBIKAYISE BOYA
1097 SIMO FAKU
1098 SIDNEY MHLONITSHWA
1099 SOLOMON PINDILE
1100 MTANDENI SHUKUMA
1101 NOMFEZEKO YOLWA
1102 MAVUYISILE MTSHUTHA
1103 NONDUMISO NONXITI
1104 NOKHANYO NUNU
1105 NOZUKO MANKUMBA
1106 NOSIBOLEKE MQIQU
1107 NTOMBOXOLO MPAHLENI
1108 NEZIWE NJEMLA
1109 SIPHO MPONDO
1111 PHILILE MADIKANE
1112 SIZEKA MAGQIRANA
1113 THULISA MAGQAZANA
1114 NOMANGWEKAZI NTINZI
1115 MANDISA MDINA
1116 MLOTHA MPUKU
1117 NONZWAKAZI MAHLANA
1118 CERLINE HANISE
1119 VUSUMUZI NDIKO
1120 THOBEKA S.GQWAKAZA
1121 BHONGCONGCO TAMBANA

32YEARS
35YEARS
36YEARS
51YEARS
70YEARS
68YEARS
22YEARS
75YEARS
15YEARS
8YEARS
76YEARS
60YEARS
40YEARS
23YEARS
25YEARS
62YEARS
24YEARS
51YEARS
53YEARS
60YEARS
35YEARS
31YEARS
44YEARS
59YEARS
33YEARS
28YEARS
40YEARS
37YEARS
74YEARS
41YEARS
71YEARS
39YEARS
68YEARS
30YEARS
39YEARS
30YEARS
35YEARS
41YEARS
34YEARS
35YEARS
38YEARS
24YEARS
18 YEARS
36YEARS
36YEARS
82 YEARS
89YEARS
30YEARS
62YEARS
44YEARS
54YEARS

M
3700-92 RETROVIRUSES.5988-98 BONE TUMOURS
F
1785-118 BRONCHIECSTASIS.RETROVIRUSES
F
643-101 EPILEPSY COMBO REMEDY
M
3931-104 BLOOD GLUCOSE
M
1993-100 HERPES ZOSTER.97 RETROVIRUSES
F
3330-88 BLOOD SUGAR.98 RETROVIRUSES
F
5939-99 SIMULATED COMPLAINTS.9315-100 GOUT
M
7036-115 PANCREAS.3953-109 BLOOD PROTEIN
M
1939-83 HERPES ZOSTER.6053-82 VIRAL INFECTION
F
78-RETROVIRUSES.67-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
80-BACTERIAL.60-RETROVIRUSES
F
7302-120 DIABETES.
M
86-RETROVIRUSES.68-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
6033-97 WORMS.1784-108 AMEBA HEPAS ABCESS
F
66-RETROVIRUSES.90-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
7253-75 HEADACHE BLOOD PRESSURE
F
64-RETROVIRUSES.68-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
2336-143 MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIA
F
7296-94 BLOOD PRESSURE
M
68-RED BACTERIAL.
F
63-MYCOBACTERIUM.
M
92-RETROVIRUSES.91-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
84-BACTERIAL.85 MYCOBACTERIUM
M
86-RETROVIRUSES.68-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
70-BACTERIAL.58-RETROVIRUSES.
M
71-RETROVIRUSES.83-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
70-RETROVIRUSES.5623-111 DIABETES MELLITUS
M
83-RETROVIRUSES.83-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
5551-108 PROSTATITIS-BENIG PROSTATIC HYPERT
M
2336-111 PNEUMONIA.97-RETROVIRUSES
M
8685-120 PROSTATE CASUAL CHAIN
F
OVARIAN CA.LT?
F
2046-102 PAPILLOMA VIRUS-HUMAN
F
3901-141 MELIODOSIS
F
105 RETROVIRUSES.67-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
6851-97 SAMKEHL COLI
F
3868-72 ASCARDINUM WORM CAUSES EPITEPSY
F
72-RETROVIRUSES.73-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
83-RETROVIRUSES.83-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
86-RETROVIRUSES.68-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
10237-110 HERPES#HERPES SORES
F
8337-99 BLOOD PRESSURE
F
88-RETROVIRUSES.62-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
5301-99 HIV EXPOSURE.4998-67 MYCOBACTERIUM
F
84-BACTERIAL.66 MYCOBACTERIUM
M
112-RETROVIRUSES.5572-117 CANCER/DEDIC
F
121-CALCIUM.117-POTASSIUM
F
89-BACTERIAL.75-RETROVIRUSES
M
6819-110 PANCREATIC FLUKE PARASITE
F
73-BACTERIAL.64-RETROVIRUSES.
M
91-RETROVIRUSES.83-MYCOBACTERIUM
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1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1131
1130
1132
1133
1134
1135
1137
1138
1139
1140
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
980
1152
1154
1158
1159
1161
1163
1162
1164
1165
1193
1194
1197
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
459
1209
1210

JUDITH PICANE
NOBONGILE WALAZA
PHELO SOSHANGANA
NOZUKILE ZWENI
BULELWA MBHABHA
LUNGISWA HEMZA
NOSIPHE GAGA
NO-AMEN MBOBILANGA
NTOMBOVUYO YEBENI
MATHENJWA P.M
XOLISWA JOJO
GCINEKA NOMLALA
BAFUNDI NQEKETO
NONGEZILE MADIKIZELA
SINOVUYO ZIMEMO
NONCEDILE MFIKI
TABISA NOMRHWABAYI
ANDISWA GQAZA
VUYELWA DIMFI
MKULULI LANGA
SINALO DELIHLAZO
ABRAHAM TOLBERT
LIKHO MADOLO
GCINA VABAZA
NKUMBUZO SODAWE
NOKUZOLA MANZENZE
AYANDA MTSALA
HERBERT HULLEY
CHRIS T.MUSUKUTWA
BABALWA SOROBHO
NOBONGILE NYEBE
ZOLA MPONCO
NONTEMBEKO TOBANI
NOTHOBILE MABULAWA
NOMAMBALI MASETI
JACQUILINE SEMANE
MAKHETHA ROZANI
SINOYOLO MATHITHI
NOKWAKHA MESILANE
CINGANI MJODWANA
FIKISWA NXUZA
SABELO MBEKENI
FAWZIA TOBIN
NOMALUNGA FODO
DEKUTHINI GIJANA
JOYINILE MBATSHUMBATSH
LINDILE ZWAYI
ASANDILE MANTSHULA
MISS U.HAWKER
BELU MAZANTSANA
ALBERT XATALAZA

64YEARS
44YEARS
34YEARS
40YEARS
27YEARS
26YEARS
23YEARS
41YEARS
29YEARS
33YEARS
43YEARS
56YEARS
67YEARS
22YEARS
65YEARS
29YEARS
30YEARS
30YEARS
41YEARS
7YEARS
72YEARS
7YEARS
18 YEARS
28YEARS
38YEARS
9YEARS
45YEARS
54YEARS
20YEARS
48YEARS
52YEARS
30YEARS
38YEARS
57YEARS
36YEARS
60YEARS
15YEARS
46YEARS
40YEARS
40YEARS
38YEARS
31YEARS
30YEARS
39YEARS
50YEARS
43YEARS
15YEARS
90YEARS
68YEARS

F
2166-108 OVARIAN CARCINOMA
F
99-MYCOBACTERIUM.59-RETROVIRUSES
F
7665-109 HEPATITIS B.5773-101 JAMDICE/LIVER
F
74-BACTRIAL.72-RETROVIRUSES
F
96-MYCOBACTERIUM.55-RETROVIRUSES
F
77-RETROVIRUSES.88-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
84-RETROVIRUSES
F
85-RETROVIRUSES
F
84-RETROVIRUSES.92 MYCOBACTERIUM
M
6033-109 WORMS.
F
84-MYCOBACTERIUM.
F
RETROVIRUSES
M
1850-97 CMV.
F
5622-106 DIABETES.3337-93 BLOOD PRESSURE
F
75-RETROVIRUSES.76-TB
F
2479-106 ANGIOTENSIN.5809-100 MELITURIA
F
84-BACTERIAL.85 MYCOBACTERIUM
F
78-BACTERIAL 75-RETROVIRUSES
F
98-RETROVIRUSES.76-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
5798-91 LYMPHADENITIS
M
91-BACTERIAL.83-RETROVIRUSES.
M
6076-103 LUNG DISEASE
M
3922-92 BLOOD CERULOPLASMIN
M
3501-85 HIV EXPOSURE.
M
5822-117 MUMPS
F
1939-111 HERPES ZOSTER
F
66-RETROVIRUSES.76-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
3924-90 BLOOD CHOLESTEROL
M
3952-115 BLOOD PROTEIN.TOTAL
F
76-RETROVIRUSES.74MYCOBACTERIUM
F
81-RETROVIRUSES.60-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
6033-118 WORMS.
F
75BACTERIAL.80RETROVIRUSES
F
78-RETROVIRUSES.52-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
2095-49 SCHITOSOMA MANSANI PARASITE
F
6449-124 FIGURE TONE/TO LOSE WEIGHT
M
5301-101 HIV EXPOSURE
M
2146-64 VARICELLA/CHICKEN POX
F
93-RETROVIRUSES.92-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
60-RETROVIRUSES.5987-108 TUBERCULOSIS
F
83-RETROVIRUSES.72-MYCOBACTERIUM
M
76-RETROVIRUSES.83-MYCOBACTERIUM
F
5869-111 PELRIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASE
F
80-BACTERIAL.54-RETROVIRUSES
M
85-BACTERIAL 78-RETROVIRUSES
M
102-RETROVIRUSES
M
75-RETROVIRUSES.5938-110 SILICOSIS
F
5978-112 TUBERCULOSISI.5884-112 PORTAL CIRRHOSIS
F
5780-84 LANYNGITIS.
M
66-MYCOBACTERIUM.
M
89-MYCOBACTERIUM.87-RETROVIRUSES
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CBR SCAN Pts
1211
1289
1383
1429
1452

NTOZINI BANABAS
NOPHELELEPHI GANYAZA
SISIPHO MAGONA
WILLIAM SCHOEMAN
THOBILE GXUMISA

51YEARS
66 YEARS
45YEARS
41YEARS
44YEARS

M
F
F
M
M

3683-127 NAZI CRACK AMPETAMINE
81-MYCOBACTERIUM.8881-116 CHRONIC INFLAMMATION
6827-106 SHEEP LIVER FLUKE
6014-115 VIT B2 DEFICIENCY
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CBR SCAN Pts
INPUT
CSI
MEASLES
DEAF AND DUMB.
PID BROWN DISCHARGE
ALCHOL H ? TB
? TB UTI
ALCHOL BP 200/100
GASTRO
1OO?TB JAUNDICE TB FINGERS
PID BP 130/70
STAFF
NOSE BLEEDING ( EPISTAAIS)
FEVER.FLU
PREGNANT
EBV – 104
DM B/S 12.2 MMOL/LT
DM 24.8 HYPERTENSIVE
118 DM
TB,H+
TUMOUR ON LUMBER GASTRO 145 KIDNEY PAPILLANA
VAGINAL WARTS HERPES
FITS (FIRST TIME) H ?
?TB
28,7
BS 15.3
TB FINGERS H? GASTRO + VIRAL INFECTION 38
GASTRIC BONE PAINTS
?TB 96
IMMUNO PATOLOGY 29 BATS TB TESTED 2002
PARKINGSON INSULIN TOXIN ? VA? NEWRO LEVEL 3/5
DM 28.7 HYDROCLE
SHINGLES R+
B/5 13.6 UTI RHF
ON ARVs and TB Rx
SKIN RASH ? H ? TB
? TB ? H ANEMINIA SENT FO ELISA
EPILEPSY SCINCE 1997
GOUT TOPHI L + BIG TOE R+BTHUMB ALCHOLISM
HEART?
ON ARV'S AND TB RX
CD4 210
MONILIA ON TB RX
NEURO? RAYNAULDS SYND
?TB ?H MVA ALCOHOL H
?TB ?H TN FINGERSS
ON ARVs TB FINGERS
HCHYESIS / DERMATITIS H +
R+ SIDE BELLS PALSY
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DVT R+ KEG BP 170/110 BS 13.1
?TB ?H SHINGLES L+ CHEST
ON ARVS ? TB
TB ON RX
STRESS
B/S BP 170 /110
DC WHITISH DREAMISH
SEVERE CHICKEN POX
DELIVERED IWK ASO,LEG EMSOLI, TIGHT, INFECTION EDEMA
B/S 12.0
TB FINGERS H?
B/S 7.6 BP 130/80
TIGHT OH TB
?
ANAENMIA TB FINGERS
UTI/ D.C PID
ON ARV's
ON INSULIN
CHICKEN POX
OSTEOMYELITIS LT KNEE
TB?
BP 200/100 DIABECTIC FOOT R+ B/S 9.0
B/S 10.8 3P 120/70
ON TB Rx
ON ARVs
SHINGLES
STROKE L+ SIDE 2008 B/S 4.4 SCAM. MIN, HORMEMESSIS, VIT, SHORTAGE.
FITS,GRANDMA SEIZURE
PARAFFIN INTOXICATION
VH MINERALS INFECTIONS ??
?TB ?HIV
TB ON RX
STROKE BP 150/100 BPS 13.8
GASTRO ? HIV
ON TB Rx
TB-RX DEFAULTES
CA. THREAT. SMOKINS
ANAEMIA R+ KIDNEY HAEMATUNA, BILHARZIA? CA
HERPES ZASTER 4 EYE
GASTRO
B/S 23.8 BP 150/100
BODYSCAN
UTI,36WKSPREG
?TB
HAEMATOMA. ON TB Rx
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CBR SCAN Pts
20WKS PREG ?RUSELLA
PHYSICAL EXAM
SKIN RASH
PREGNANT 32WK
?? RED EYES ALLERGY ? WORMS. UTI L+ SIDE PAINS
MONILIA SORES IN MOUTH

LUNG OP.1981,POST TB
DM.BP
UTI
24WKS PREG BLEEDING FELL
?TB ? H DISCHARCHING EARS. MATODITIS
R+ WRIST. OSTEOMYEHTIS
L + R KNEE REPLACMENT BP 160/100
SCAN FOR CANCER
TOTAL BODY SCAN + FRV CANCER HEART CHOLESTROL
RHF ODEMA TIGHT
TB-RX,EMACIATED
L+ LEG ULCER
TB SPINE
?TB CD4 350
SHINGLES RT SIDE OF CHEST
H+-RX,TB+?
?APPENDIX
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
?TB ?H ANAEMIA
MONICA FUNGW
CD4193 ON ARVs
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CBR SCAN Pts
DO ALL. FALL BODY SCAN

BRAIN SCAN CA SCAN
HAND FOOT AND MOUTH ? HEAVY METALS STEVEN JOHNSON ?POISONS/TOXINS
PHYSICAL EXAM
TB/?
B/S 4.6 CHECK HORMONES
OLD TB OF 1970/80
B/S 7.9
L1 DIEABETIC FOOT B/S 16.7
BILHARZIA HAEMATURIA TB?
B/S 8.2UTI
PILES
BP 200/110 UTI

FIBROID O BLEEDING
DROP, BURN WOUND HANDS
STREES
??
HIV INFARCT
KELOID R + CHEST OLD SHINGLES 5 YEARS AGO)
GASTRO
L+ LEG ULCER
ABCESS NOSE UTI
VITILIGO
SKIN RASH ? ALLERGY
UTI
NEURO? RAYNAULDS SYND
SHINGLES R+ SIDE
UTI PREGNANT ANGER FEAR
RHF VITILIGO
OSTEOMYELITIS 4 KNEE
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CBR SCAN Pts
SHIINGLES R+ CHEST
SMOKES NO DAGGA 2ND TIME FITS ?H+ NO TOXINS
SCREY TREAT ANS SAVE B/S 8.6 PERIPHERAL NEURITIS
H? B/S 16.1 TB FINGERS TIGHT ANAEMIA
SCAUD Rx D +SAVE DIABECTIC 11.9 ALCHOL UP BP 170/100
TB OU Rx SWOLLEN R+SIDE BELLS PALSY CA SCAN
ON ARVs + TB Rx SCAN SAVE +Rx
CD4 24 ? TB
OLD SHINGLES TB? SCAN + SAVE
DO EEG AND BRAIN SCAN. TREAT FITS 2ND TIME STARTED LAST YEAR.
(CA.SCAN.OF.HEAD) SUSMANDIBULAR STONES
?H+? PERIPHERAL NEURITIS
FITS FIRST TIME SEIQURES EEG SCAN +Rx
SCAN +Rx
B/S 19.9 SCAN + SAVE
SOAN +SAVE
RASH R+ ARMPIT MONILIA
SHINGLES R+ BACK ?H
PENILE SORE CHICKEN POX, LUES
TB FINGERS H?
HYDROLELE DRAINED
D/C L + EAR PAINFULL UTI
?H ANAEMIA
GASTRO
OLD TB. H? SCAN + SAVE
BS 12.2 UTI BP 110/70
H?TB? GASTRO
B/S17.4
B/S12.7 BP 130/60
STROKE R+ SIDE BP 170/100 SAME
STROKE L+ SIDE
B/S 19.9 BP 100/60.. GASTRO
H+??TB ARTHRITITIS
R+ EYE LOST 3YEARS AGO R+LEG OFF 2009 ??URINE ?SUGAR RAYNAULDS?
ALLERGY SCAN+Rx?VIRUS MAST CELL REALTION INFECTION?
RETARDED SCAN CHROMOSOMES
ONRx
TB SPINE OLD SHINGLES
PSCHIATRY PILLS SCAN EMOTIONS, VIT PSCHIATRY
CD4 60
FUNGAS FACE
ALCOHOL PAROTITIS
ALCOHOLIC PANCREATITIS PAROTITIS B/S 16.2 BP 170/100
RHF ANASARKA HYDROLELE SCAN = Rx
DC 1ST TIME DIEBECTIC
JAUNDICE ODEMA ?GAIL BLADDER CA LIVER
MUMPS, PAROTITIS TB? HIV? VIRUS
CHICKEN POX
LIVER CA? TB? H? ASATES?TIGHT
OLD TB ?NEW TB TIGHT.
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?STRE PROCCUS?STAPHYLOCOCCUS SORES ON FACE R+ SIDE
CD4 400 KAPOSI GASTRO
ALCHOL HEPATOMEYALY TIGHT?TB?H
ON ARVs GASTRO ? CAUSE?
hH SKIN RASH TB?? (H+2008 OCT)
B/S 28.2
OEDEMA BURN WOUND TIGHT
B/S 26.7 HICCOUGH TB
BELLS PALSY ?VIRUS H?
TUMOUR R+ SIDE ? CA ORGANSIM TB ? VIRUS
H+ 2006 FEB
B/S 14.6 CONFUSED? MENNINGJITIES
NO ARVs
BP 200/110 ANEMIA ??
ON TB Rx ON ARVs
CA UTERUS CANTENETER
ON TB Rx ON ARVs
ABCESS STRMILL TAYNEUS
H? SHINGLES R + ARVL
? TB NOT ON ARVs
?CA? TB? ABCESS
B/S 22.4 BP 140/80
DM22,4-RX,TB-RX
ON ARVsTBTBPIELS +ANAL FISSURE
STI DROP
BELLS PALSY L+ FACE
FITS SINCE 1983
OU Rx FOR BOTH ARVS TB Rx
CHEST? TB
SHINGKE FACE AND EYE
BELLS PALSY R+
ONTB Rx AND ARVs
BELLS PALSY R+ SIDE x 2 WKS PREGNANT 22WKS SA
VAGINAL BLEEDING?CG ANAL ITCH
B/S 11.3 BP 170/100
HEAD INJURY R+SIDE MVA HEADACE 1993
??SAME +SAVE
B/S 12.2
?TB NOT ON ARVs
BP 200/95 B/S 13.3
DYSPHASIA TB FINGERS
DM20.6,BP150/100
OLD TB,OEDEMA
L+SIDE MUMPS
SHINGLES L+ H?
OLD AND NEW TB HOLE L+CHEST
?TB. NO ARVs RASH.SCAM. SAVE Rx
B/S 8.2 ON Rx FITS
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CBR SCAN Pts
TB?,H+?
BP 180/110 B/S 11.9
R+ SIDE MASTODITUS ? ABCESS
HALLUCINATING ALCHOL X 1 WK
DM35+,BP120/70
OLD TBMLOSS OF WEIGHT,NEW TB
LUMP L + NECK ON ARVs
STRESS,SORE FEET,ET LOSS,LOA,DIARRHOEA
APPENDICICITIS SCAN Rx
DVT L + R ABCESS OSTEOMYELITIS
CHICKEN POX
CHICKEN POX
CA OESOPHAGUS. GALL STONES REMORE
SCAN +Rx
ANAEMIA FAT TB? HIV?
ON ARVs LOST LEFT EYE RECTAL/ANUL CA GYNAECOMASTIA PROSTALE. PERIANA SORE
ON ARV's
SHINGLES R+ ARM H?
?STROKE
BP 190/110 GYNAGCOMASTIA PROSTATE ETHANOL
SEVERE ATHRITIS
HEADACHE,STRESS
DVT,OEDEMA-BOTH LOWER LIMBS
H+-TB-RX
?TB SCAN
LT EYE KERATOCONUS BLIND X 1 MNTH
ON ARVs TB FINGER
MISCARRIAGE? BLEEDING SCAN +Rx LUMP OCA
PLANTAR WARTS SCAN + Rx
SUB MANDIBULAR ABSCESS LT
L+ SIDE PAIN? SINUS?
?TB ?H SCME +R+
DM-ON INSULIN-8.3
SROKE RT SIDE NOV 2008
BP 130/70
B/S 15.2 BP 110/70
?KIDNEY STONES
SHINGLES R+FACE? EYE?
OVERWEIGHT BP 190/100 CHECK HORMONES, PITITARY, PINEAL, CUSHING ACTH
OBESITY
B/S 20.8 SAME + Rx
H+2008 NO ARVs SAME + SAVE
B/S 11.9
BS 12.1 ON INSULIN. PILES
R+MANDISULAR ABCESS. GOUT. ? DM? ALCHOL ?
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CBR SCAN Pts
CHROMOSOMES? CHECK NLP MANDIBULAR RETARED4D MALFORMED LE JAW
R+ SIDE HERNIA?? OVERWEIGHT? HARMONES
B/S 23.6
DEFAULTY TB Rx. ALCHOL VOMITING
?TB? TB FINGERS. ANAEMIA?H
IRREGULAR PERIODS
PID.DC.
TB-FINGERS-TIGHT
LAPAROTOMY FOR INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTOR NOT ON ARVs. ON TB Rx. SKIN RASH
R+BBREAST CA? LIVER (CA) ???
B/S 20.5
? TB NOT ON ARVs
TB+ 2008 ANAEMIA SCAN
GASTRO ON TB Rx
DISCHARGE. UTI. 4 KNEE
B/S 9.4
B/S 8.8 STROKE 1 YEAR AGO R+ FULLOUT CATARACTS R+
B/S 14.3
B/S 20.6
ON INSULIN 14.8 IU DIABECTIC B/S 32.2
OLD TB =1980 WEIGHT DOWN
RANDOM BLOOD SUGAR HI BIASETIC *1990
?H LIPOMA NECK. CYANOSIS
WEAK MANHOOD UTI
URINE CATHETEER 2MTHS PROSTRATE
PAROTITIS ON ARVs ON TB Rx
ACID FAST TB SAM+SAVE CANCER?
CA? TAYROID SOITRE IODANE SHORTASS
VAGINAL SORES
TB FIBGERS + TOES. GASTRO
RETARDED CHECL CHROSMES
SCAM +SAVE
UTI B/S HI
B/S17.9 BP 170/100
?SHORTAGES ECSEMA OF LEGS ? INFECTION
TB DEFAULTER ALCHOL
TB FINGER ?HIV
HEART OP 2006 DRAINED HEART
ECCHINOCOCCUS? TAPEWORMS FITS CHECK WORM
L+SIDE PROPTOSIS, CHECK L+ EYE L+SINU CA?NEURO?
?SPLEEN CA. TUMOUR L SIDE KIDNEY SCAN + SAVE
HEPATITIS A? JAUNDICE
RETARDED AT BIRTH, SCAN TEETH DNA VIT MINERALS
FITTED – NO Rx LOOK FOR WORMS EEG BRAIN SCAN Rx FITS EPILIPSEY ZAP
ABCESS (ANUS) GASTRO
BP 150/100 UTI
LOOK FOR CANCER BEHIND R+ EYE BRAIN SCAN
CHICKEN POX ( VARICELLA ZOSTER)
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CBR SCAN Pts
BODY SCAN + BRAIN SCAN STROKE LAST MNTH L+SIDE ALOHOL
L+ CHEST H ZOSTER Rx
PEROTITIS NECK GLANDS
RHF ODEMIA BP 270/100 FAT UP CAUSE OF HEART PROB
EPILEPSY EEG FITS CYSTICERCOSIS? WORMS
HAND + FACE BLISTERS
BLEEDING RETINA BP 170/110
RETARDED STROKE 1988 CHECK CHROMOSOMES
URTICARIA FULL ALLERGY WORKOUT
B/S 24.7 KETOIS
TB? SCABIES FUNGUS
ALCLHEL BP UP LIVER OLD TB
H? SCAM FOR
DM,BP
PID? HORMONES? THYROID?INFECTION ETC
H?TB ?H H.SORES
GASTRO
MVA. TRAUMA. SCAN VERTEBRAL BACK INJURY BRAIN INJURY BRAIN + EYE SCAN
JOINTS PID UTI
GOUT R+ FOOT ETHANEL
L+EYE PAINFULL
HYDROCELE R+ TESTES DRAINED
GASTRO
ASSAULTED CANT BENT
B/S 5.7 GALLSTONES CANCER
?
LT FRONTAL LOBE
DM13.8,BP-150/80
PREGNANT
STABBED 1980- QUADROPLEGIC SCAN BACK FIND LEVEL O4 LESION
ASDBABCESS DRAINED L + SIDE
NECK GLANDS
??BLOODY URINE ?KIDNEY STONES R+ UTI
SCAN + Rx
ON ARVs SHINGLES L+SIDE ON TB R x
ON ARVs + TB Rx
B/S 13.7 BP 120/70 CHECK = Rx
BODY SCAM
B/S 10.9 BP 140/40SCAN + Rx
B/S HI UTI
B/S 5.4 WEIGHT UP CHECK HAEMONES
?TB ?HIV SCAN + Rx
ON tB RX INCONTINENT
ANAEMIA ON ARV's
ORALSORES MONILIA ?TB
ON ARVs ? TB TIGHT
?TB H+ EYES (H+ LAST WEEK)
WAS ON ARV
TB FINGERS, SILICOSIS, ITCY EYES
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CD4 259 ON ARVs
B/S 20.4 BP 15/90
GASTRO
H+-CD4-400
PAROTITIS FITS SCAN + TREAT.
JOINTS B/S 14.9 SAVE + Rx ETHANOL
B/S 24.3 BP 160/90 SCAN + Rx
H+ JUNE 2009 ?TB
H SIMPLEX ( COLD + FLU) SCANTS
TB FINGERS H ?
H+-ON ARV'S
SHINGLES LT HAND
TB ON RX H+ ON RX
TB ON RX
DM 27.6
DM15.3
SHOULDER OP FOR DISLOCATION X3
LAPAROTOMY FOR TUMOUR
DM2.0
PROSTATE?CA.INCONTINENCE
KAPOSI SARCOMA
DM 11.9
BREAST NODULE
BOILS BOTH ARMPITS
DM 9.3.BP 170/100
BOILS ALLOVER BODY.TB ON RX
AMPUTATED L+ LEG 2006.B/S 6.6
WARTS RT HAND
DM B/S 9.6
DM 14.6,BP140/70
H+,PSORIASIS
ORAL SORES,TB H+
OLD POLIO,BP200/100,-RX,DM9.7-RX
MEMORY LOSS
BULLET WOUND-SHOT THROUGH SCROTUM & BUTTOCKS
SHINGLES LT FACE-NOV 2009
TB-RX
FITS H+ ON ARV'S
DM 9.6
H+ ARV'S ORAL SORES
SEVERE ATHRITIS&DISFIGUREMENT ASTHMATIC
TB-STOPPED RX 2009
DM 35-ON INSULIN,OLD TB-RX
DM 35+,UTI
H+-ARV'S,TB+
BP-RX,OLD POLIO@ 4YRS
SHINGLES RX H+
28WKS PREGNANT
H+,TB-RX.ANAEMIA
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??
SCOLIOSIS
DYSPHAGIA,ANAEMIA,TB-RX
LT UNDESCENDED TESTES,HERNIA RT PULLED UPTESTES
H+,KAPOSI SARCOMA
HAENATURIA ++,BILHARZIA?
H+ ON ARV'S
BLEEDING POST STARTING PERIOD
LAPAROTOMY DONE FOR FIBROID UTERUS-2008
TB,COUGH,GASTRO,JOINT PAINS,H+?
DM 29.4 BP 130/70
?PORPHYURIA?
H+-ARV'S
TB-FINGERS
H+-ARV'S,TB+
DM 14.9 UTI
DM 11.9
DM B/P 8.6 FUNGUS.UTI
TB-RX,UTI
CHICKEN POX
STROKE??,WEAK,H+
KIDNEY STONES-REMOVED=RT KIDNEY
CONFUSSED,HEARING VOICES,ALCOHOL
?CA,LIVER,HEPATOMEGALLY,ALCOHOL,H+
SKIN RASH,?ALLERGY.H+?,TB+?
UTI??
H+,TB-NECK NODES
STRESS,HYPERTEMIA,BP170/100
H+,TB+
TB+,H+-ARV'S
INSOMNIA,ANAEMIA,HYPERTENSIVE-RX
NECK GLANDS,?TB,CA
SEPSIS RT FOOT,DOG BITE,BLISTERSx1/7
ULCERS.SYPHILLIS??
TB?,H+?
ALLERGIC,??TO SULPHUR,H+
PAROTITS TB??
DM B/S 16.0 BP 170/90
MUMPS
CRUSH INJURY TO RT FEET,GANGRENE
H+??
SHINGELS RT FACE
?SHINGLES,?TB.?H
FITS.RT HAND BEAN WOUND HIV.TB
TB+-RX,H+-ON BACTRIM
BP ON RX.LT FOOT GOUT.ALCOHOL.
H+ ON ARV'S TB OLD
ASSAULTED-ON HEAD-1986,PARALYSIS,FITS/SEIZURE ON RX
H+,TB?
SHINGLES-RT SIDE
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HEAD INJURY #BOTH JAWS REPAIR DONE
?TB?SHINGLES?HIV
RT SIDE MASS
ENCOPRESSES?RECTAL PROLAPSE
HEPATOMA
??BP160/100,RT LEG AMPUTATED
H+-ARV'S,SHIVERING
RETINAL DETOCHMENT?CATARRACT? RT EYE?
DM 18.1 NAUSEA BP-RX
BOILS RT LEG H?
CYSTITIS UTI
BLIND-LT&RT,GLAUCOMA CATAARCT??
ANARSAKA,RHF,LIVER&PROSTATE??
HYPERTENSION
CHICKEN POX
ECLAMPSIA 180/110 TAXAEMIA OF PREG AT 26/40
DM 5.9-RX
PHYSICAL EXAM
SUDDEN BLINDNESS,B/S 5.5,BP120/80
FEVER COUGH,SWEATING?MALARIA EXP
TB-RX
ELEPHANTITIS RT LEG,LYMPH DRAIN PROBLEM
BP170/110,TOXAEMIA OF PREGNANCY
DM 20.4,UTI
H+ TB?
HERPES Z.LT FACE
BELL'S PALSY RT HERPES,UTI
DM 28.6 BP ON RX
AXILLA ABCESS
BACK PAIN,POST MVA,KIDNEY STONE REMOVED-2004
DM 27,2,BP 150/100
TB-COMPLETED RX,H+
VAGINAL WARTS,DISCHARGE,29WKSPREG
CHECK PROSTATE BP 200/110,FAT
H+ ON BACTRIUM TB RX COMPL.CA SCAN
H+ ?TB.SHINGLES RT SIDE
SKIN RASH
PREGNANT 34WKS

BELLS PALSY LT SIDE BP,140/90
DM 23.9,RT FOOT LESION
? ABSCESS LT BREAST,H+-ARV'S,?TB
DM 13.5,PID,DISCHARGE(CANDIDA)
?HEART SHIFT TO RT,MEASLES? RASH??
H+-ON BACTRIUM
RT LEG LYMPHOEDEMAx5YRS,DVT??
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CBR SCAN Pts

DM 14.8,HEADACHE

CA?,UTERUS,VAGINAL BLEEDING,DM
LIA
COXAKIE VIRUS??,SUBCUTANEOUS PASTULE
??
DM 7.9-RX
BELLS PALSY RT
HEAD&SCALP AECERATIONS ASSUALTED
H+-ON BACTRIUM&BCO,TB-RX
BP210/150
H+-ON BACTRIUM&BCO,TB?
H+ ON ARV'S GENERALISED OEDMA
TB-RX,?LIVER CA,ANASARKA,OEDEMA
FUNGUS
?TB?H
H+
TB RXED H+ ON BACTRIUM
OLD TB 2002
ANAXIA,TB FINGERS
H- TESTED
FITS??ON CARBAMAZEPINE
ABERE KNEE AMPATATION RT LEF.
BP160/90,GALLSTONES OPERATION
CATHETERINSITU?? CA
DM 14.5
H+ NOT ON ARV'S
VAGINAL BLEEDING DC CA??
H+-ON BACTERIUM
ASTHMA TIGHT
H+-ON ARV'S,SEPT 2009
TB? H+ ON BAC.BLUE NAILS.BUDOES LT INJURED
OEDEMA,DVT,BP160/90
OLD TB,WT LOSS
STROKE?LT SIDE 07/2007,MITRAL VALVE REPLACEMENT-1990
H+-TESTED ST MARY'S
DIABETIC 22,8,HYPERTENSION
H+ ON ARV'S ?TB
CHICKEN POX
BP 170/110
CHEST PAINS
ACUE RASH
ABD PAINS.VOMITING,ANAEMIA?
SEIZURES,EPILEPSY BELLS PALSY
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CBR SCAN Pts
H+ TB?
DM-RX
TB DEFAULTED.TB FINGERS
H+ CD4 232 TB ?
SEPTIC SORES ALL OVER BODY
BP 120/70,DM9,7-RX,BELLS PALSY
SKIN CANCER?
BP 160/100
MENORRHAGIA?CAUSE ANAEMIA
WHEEZE?TB,JOINTS,BP110/70
H+-RX,TB-COMPLETED RX-2008
TB+x3,ANAEMIA,OEDEMA
HEPATITIS YELLOW URINE
DM 24,3,BP 160/100-RX
GAUGLION ON WRIST,BP150/90
DM-ON INSULIN,STROKE RT SIDE 04/2009,BP160/100
COUGH DM ON GLUCOPHAGE
HEART FAILURE,ALCOHOL
DM 10.4,BP-RX
STROKE 2009.INCONTINENTAL UTI.
H+-ARV'S 2002,TB-RX-2010
COUGHING
DM B/S 12,3
TB+.ANAEMIA.VOMITING BLOOD
FITS-ON PHENOBORBITONE&CARBAMAZEPINA
FORGETFUL
H+,?TB ANAEMIA
OLD TB
H+ ON ARV'S 2009
H+-2009,20WKS PREGNANT
TB,H+-RX
TB+,H+
LT EYE BLIND GLAUCOMA
28/40 PREGNANT
JAUNDICE++,H+,VE?
CHICKEN POX
H+-CD4 700 ARV-,VAGINAL WARTS,DC,TB?
?TB,?H,ANAEMIA,PREGNANT
H+,TB+,ARV'S
DM 10.9
DM,HIGH,BP140/70
JAMDICE?MONILIA?H?TB
H+-ARV'S,TB-RX
H+-ARV'S,TB-RX
H+,?TB,LT NECK GLANDS <>
H+-03/2010,?TB,SKIN RASH
H+CD4=440,?TB,MUMPS
CD4=587,H+-2000,TB-2004
?CA FLUKES WORMS
CA OESOPHOGUS?TB LAST YEAR
RT SIDE PAIN,ALCOHOL LIVER CIRRHOSIS,CA?
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FITS,SEIZURE-2006
LEUS,PYPHILIS SORE LEGS,??DISCHARGE
H+,TB??
PID,APPENDICTOMY-2003
H+-2008-ARV'S,TB-RX-2009
H+-2007-ARV'S,NECK GLANDS RT SIDE
H+-2004,?TB,DC,UTI
FUNGUS-FACE& EARS,H+,TB?
?TB,TB-FINGERS
H+-2009,?TB
H+ ARV'S,TB-SWOLLEN FEET
H+--2007 ARV'S,KAPOSI SARCOMA,TB
DM 22.6 BP200/100
H+-2010,TB+
GOUT,URIC ACID,BP,DM,CHOLESTEROL
DM ON TREATMENT B/P 6,6
DM,B/S,HI,BP160/90,??UTI
H+ON ARV'S-2007,TB,PRESTOPPED
?TB?HIV?H NAILS,ANAEMIA
DM B/P HIGH,BP 140/90
ABCESS LT AXILLA.
TIGHT??H TB
??LYMPHOEDEMA,ELEPHANTITIS
H+2006-0 ARV'S,?TB
DISCHARGE UTI
??JAUNDICE
LT BREAST LUMPS
OLD TB NEW LLUMP ABSCESS
?WARTS,PID
HEAD INJURY?CSF LEAKAGE LT EAR
DM 18.3,BP 140/90
ALCOHOL,GASTRO,DARK RINGS
H+,KAPOSI SARCOMA
DM 13.3,BP 160/90
SWOLLEN,ETHANOL,CARDIOMYOPATH?,KIDNEY
FITS,-RX,H?,TB?,WORMS?
TB FINGERS?H?
DM,B/S,HI
LIPOMA HEAD?
ON DAGGA,TB-FINGERS,ALCOHOL++
2ND TIME FITS,??,SEIZURRE
?
AUTISM FROM 3YRS
DM 11.3
SHINGLES BELOW RT BREAST ?H
AUXILLA ABSCESS,?H TB?
DN 5.1-INSULIN
H+-2009 ARV'S,TB?,PREG 28WKS
LT BREAST ABSCESS,?CA
HEAD INJURY MVA,?TB,?H
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CBR SCAN Pts
FUNGUS,?TB,?H
SPLENECTOMY-2008
TB-RX,H+-ARV'S
OLD TB-RXED
H+-ARV'S-,TB-RXED-2009
HEPATITS?,JAUNDICE?
OLD TB-2002,TB-NOW,H?
TB-RX
H+-ARV'S,TB-2007-RXED,?TB-NEW
?TB,?H,ANAEMIA,PREGNANT
RT ARM,CELLULITIS INFECTION
RT FINGERS,H+-ARV'S,?TB,IMPETIGO,H.ZOSTER MONILIA
DM,B/S-18.0
DM 14.4,BP,170/120-INSULIN
CHICKEN POX,H??,VARICELLA L
DM-9.9-RX,JOINT PAINS
CHICKEN POX
TB?,H+-ON BACTRIUM
OLD Tbx6YRS,ANAEMIA,Wt
DM 9.8,BP170/90,LT SIDE WEAK-STROKE?
H+-2009,CD4-65,?TB,ARVFELL,BLEEDING FROM EARS,?CONCUSION
H?,TB?
DM,B/S19
DM,B/S 17.5
HERPES HOMONIS TYPE 2,UIT
DM-10.3,BP108/70
D/C,NO MENSES,THYROID,OVARIAN CYST
RT PAROTITIS,ALCOHOL
DM 26,9 BP 200/100
CHICKEN POX
SHINGLES LT CHEST,H+,TB-RX
DIABETES 20.4
BP 230/140
CHICKEN POX
H+-ARV'S,TB-RX
28/40 PREGNANT
HYDROCELE VITILIGO,?TB
? H TB SPOTS
STROKE LT SIDE,BP 130/110 DM
DM 19,BP180/120
H+-ARV'S,?TB-OEDEMA,24 WKS PREGNANT,H SPOTS
TB
ALCOHOL?TB NOSEBLEED BP 200/120
H+-2007,TB-2006
DM-8.7-RX,BP-120/70
DM,UTI
JOINTS,GASTRO,PROPTOSIS LT EYE,AATHRITIS,DM 27,BP150/90 STROKE
DM,H,ASTHMA,BP
COLD SORES,HERPES SIMPLEX LOWER LIP,MONILIA
RT LEG TISCIA,DVT,BP175/110,DM??
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AMPUTATED RT ARM MVA,APRIL'10
MENTAL PROBLEM,SMOKES DAGGA
DM 6.4,BP 150/100,PAINFUL LT LEG,INSOMNIA
?TB,H+,CD4-1021-ARV'S
SWOLLEN RT KNEE? INECTION
?H,PAINFUL RT EAR,ABSCESS RT AXILLA
PREGNANT 25/52,ECLAMPSIA.BP 160/110
CHIICKEN POX,?VARICELLA
?TB,?H,GASTRO,MONILIA
DM 4.3-RX
H+-2001,TERMINATED PREG @ 8/52
LONGER LIVER<>ETHANOL
BLEEDING D/C
DM-RX,B/S A.A,BP 190/100
DM,B/S 18.1,BP 160/100
SCAN
OLD TB,CA?,TB? DYSPHAGIA
?CA
TB-RX,H+,CD4-25,ARV'STB+,H+,TB-RX,URINE RETENTION,PROSTATE?
?TB TIGHT
ARTHRITIS,RHEUMATIC FEVER
DYSKINESIA,FOXUNI? LEUS
DIABETIC,B/S 14.8
PAROTITIS RT,H+-ON BACTRIM&B.CO,TB?
?POISON
DM 19.8,BP 170/100
GOUT,TOPHI RT WRIST&TOES
DOWN SEX
OLD TB,ALCOHOL, NEW TB?,H+?
TB FINGERS?TB,?H
H+CD4-63,TB-RX
DIABETIC-RX
DM,PHARYNGITIS,ABSCESS
H+,TB+-RX
H+-RX,TB-RX
LEUS?GUMMA SORE RT LEG ?H,TB-2006
H+-2007 ARV'S,CD4-?TB+
DM 8.7
?H,?TB
TB-2004,TB-FINGERS,HICCOUGH
?TB?H
DM 12.2-RX
PROSTATECTOMY DONE,TB DEFALTED
DM 22.1
LT BREAST NODULE
ETHMOID&FRONTAL SINUSITIS
LT SUBMANDIBULAR ABSCESS
TB,H+,THYROID GOITRE<-->
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OVERWEIGHT,ALCOHOL
TB,H-EYES
HIT ABOVE HEART
TB,H+?
DM21.1-ON INSULIN,UTI
TB,H+?,HISTOPLASMOSIS CRYPTOCOCCUS
SINUS,FLU
DM 19.5,OEDEMA
TB,H+,MONILIA
STIFF NECK,MENINGITIS
?H,?TB,FUNGUS?,UTI
TB,H+,TB FINGERS,OLD TB
TB+,H+
FITS,TOOTH ABSCESS
ALZHEIMERS?,TOXINS?,HEAVY METALS
DM,B/S11.9
TB,H+,MONILIA
H+,PENIAL WARTS
VOMITTING LONG ROUND WORMS
HERPES,?PENILE STD
BP 160/90,DM 18.7
TB,H+,GASTRO
TB,H+,GASTRO
BREAST ABSCESS LT
H+,KAPOSI SARCOMA LEG
DM 22.8
PID??,ECTPIC,APPENDIX
TB FINGERS?H?
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS
H+ PREG
BP160/90,DM 9.7
TB,HIV
TB,HIV,RT LEG /FOOT SHINGLES
TB,H+,BRUISES ON BUMS,BLEEDING,ANAEMIA
CONSTIPATION
STD DROP?H,?TB
SEIZURE? EPILEPSY
RT LEG OSTEOMYELITIS
URINE CATHETERx10,PROSTATE??,CA?
FITS/SEIZURES-1972
H+,TB?,ANOREXIA,BLUE NAILS
TRAUMA,RT LEG
DM 4.4,UTI,BP 150/90,INFECTION
TB,H-VE-2 NOV
DM 30,5,BP130/100
?TB
FITS?,TAPEWORM?M,ECHINOCOCCUS
H+,CD4197/207,GASTRO,?TB
?TB,?H,ANAEMIA,GASTRO
LT LEG LYMPHOEDEMA,?WORMS
?TB,TB FINGERS,ANAEMIA,BP 180/110
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H+,PALPITATION,?TB
SKIN RASH,?H,MVA RT ARM& AHND DAMAGED
DM 32.2-ON INSULIN
OLD TB=1980,WEIGHT DOWN
DM
DM 22.1 BP
H+ LAST WEEK RT SIDE SHINGLES
H?H EYES.TB RX 2YRS AGO
H+ ARV'S TB JUNE 2009
H+ CD4 202.ARV'S TB+ 2008 RX
H+ 2002.TB
H?TB?COUGH
REITERS SYNDROME LT KNEE ATHRITIS DC/UTI
H?TB.SHINGLES LT SIDE 2007
H+ ON ARV'S.TB 2008
H?TB? NECK GLANDS
DM 15.7 NEW
H-ST MARY'S BP 150/110
H+ NOT ON ARV'S.?TB
HIV+CD4 1400
DM 11.6 UTI.ANAEMIA.
DM 17.3.?TB?H.ANAEMIA
H+?TB
MONILIA TB? DEFAULTED RX
BACTRIUM SULPHUR ALLERGY BP 210/110
DM NEW B/S +35
TB+ H+ NOT ON RX
H?H EYES TB?JOINTS.
H?H FINGERS TB?
TB ON RX ? HIV.
?TB??
H+ ON ARV'S.TB 2008
OLD TB ANAEMIA
H+ON ARV'S TB ON RX
DM 12.7 ON ORAL RX
H+ ON BACTRIUM.TB 2008 COMP. RX
RT TOOTH ABCESS
H+ ON ARV'S.TB ON RX.SKIN RASH.RT EYE
H EYES.TB FINGERS JOINTS ?TB
PHYSICAL EXAM
H+ TB RX
BELL'SPALSY RT.TB.?H
APPENDICECTOMY DONE 2010 JAN.
H?TB?TOXINS?
DM B/S 28.0
LIPROMA LT CHEST
DM 6.8
JAW GROWTH X5YRS .LIPONIA LT ARM
ACUTE ABD.PID.APPENDICITIS?
H+ CD4? ?TB.
H+ ON BACTRIUM?TB.CD4 600
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DM
H?TB? SHINGLES?
H+ NOT ON RX.TB ON RX
H+ CD4? TB?
H+ 2004 ON ARV'S
DM 9.6 NEW
DUPERTRUYNS?ARTHRITIS?TB?TOXINS
H+ ON ARV'S.TB ON RX.SHINGLES.LT CHEST
LT HAND DERMATITIS,STRESS,H O TESTED
SHINGLES RT BUHOCKS
ANAEMIA.DIZZY.NEUTROPHILS
H+ 22WKS PREG.
H+ ON ARV'S CD4=40 TB
H+ ON ARV'S.TB ON RX
H+ ON ARV'S.TB ON RX
H+ 2009 ON ARV'S.H EYES
DM B/S 13.8.BP 160/90
DM 20.1 ON INSULIN UTI
BP 25/130?PROPTOSIS INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
CHICKEN POX VARICELLA VIRUS
DM 31.6 BP 200/100 TB ON RX
TB 2008 H+ 2010
CHICKEN POX
DM 19.1 BP
?H?TB MONILIA
H.ZOSTER SHINGLES
APPENDICITIS?PERITONITIS
H+ ON ARV'S.TB
DM RT EYE BLIND BP 170/100
TB+ RX 7YRS AGO
TB+ ON RX.H??
H+X 1/52.?TB? H.
? PAROTITIS ALCOHOL BP 220/130 PANCREAS
HEPATITIS?B?C JAMDICE #
DM 11.6 UTI
CHEST PAIN OEDEMA KIDNEY HEART
ALCOHOL?DM THIAMINE
ANAEMIA KIDNEY HEART OEDEMA
?TB?H SHINGLES
H?TB
H TB ON ARV'S
TB+3YRS AGO H.EYES
DM 17.4 BP 160/95 ASTHMA
H+ ON ARV'S ?TB COUGHING H CD4 108
OEDEMA #ADRENALS HEART KIDNEY 150/90
H+ X 1/52 TB?
CHICKEN POX
H-SKIN?TB UTI
BELL'SPALSY
BLIND,DM,BP 130/90
CHICKEN POX
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ANAEMIA,H EYES TB?H?
H?
HEART FAILURE,ALCOHOL, FLUKES?
ALCOHOL?LIVER
BP 160/90DM B/S 11,0
TB ON RX.HERPES.H FINGER
TB HIV GASTRO
DM 15,6 BP 270/160
SHINGLES LT BACK.HEYES.
DM?SKIN RASH BP 170/100
DM 26.1 ON INSULIN BP 170/100
CHICKEN POX
CHICKEN POX
TB+ ON RX VOMITING BLOOD
TB?H? NOT ON RX.IMMUNE??
TB+ RXED 2008 H? ON ARV'S
H+ JUNE 2009 ON BACTRIUM
MONILIA ,GASTRO,TB FINGERS,ANAEMIA
EDEMA ALCOHOL CIRHOSIS LIVER CA ??
BOTH ANKLES ARE BLACK.?OVER 1/3.LIVER
TB+ COMPLETED RX.JUNE 10 H?
DIABETIC 19.6 ON RX
FEVER
H+ ON RX.TB COMPL RX
TB+ ON RX.2007 H+ ON ARV
CHICKEN POX
PORT WHINE SPOT(LT)ASTHMATIC RX
TB EXPOSURE
DM.B/S
H+ AND TB ON RX
MINERAL SHORTAGE PSORIASIS
APPENDIX?ANAEMIA WORMS
BLUE EYE BLEEDING
RT BREAST NODULE H?CA
LARYPITIS
H+ ON ARV'S TB?
THYROTOXICESS.PROPTESIS
VAGINAL BLEEDING?CA.?CERVIX CA
H+ JUNE 2010.CD4=69 ON ARV'S
BELL'SPALSY
ENDOCARDITIS TB+ FINGERS
ULCER BP 200/110 MMHG
TB? HIV?
FITS H? TB?
H+ ON FOLIC ACID & BCO .KAPASI SORCONA?
SHINGLES? H?
PALOTITIS
WILM'S IMMUNE?LT KIDNEY.?TB,H?
?TB ?H
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H+ 2008 RT SIDE MASS?CA?TUMOURS
H+ 2008 ARV.TB? DYSPHOGIA MONILIA
FITS TB? H AMPATH.
RHF OEDEMA RT EYE BLIND BP 170/110
SHINGLES.ASTHMA
DM B/S.HI.H? EYES.BP 160/100
HEADACHE? STRESS
DM B/S 24.0 BP 130/70
SHINGLES LT SIDE
H ON BACTRIUM ?TB.
TB FINGERS.H?
DM.B/S 22.00
H+ ON ARV'S JAN 2010.TB+ RX
APPENDICITIS? WORMS
H+ 2010 TB?
DM B/S 14.4 ON RX.BP ON RX
H+ ON ARV'S,TB+ STOPPED RX MAY 2010 ANAEMIA
?TB .COUGH H+
DM B/S 18,1 ?H ?TB BP 160/100
H+ NEW STARF ?TB
?TB H+ ON ARV'S
H+ NOT ON ARV'S.?TB
H+ ON ARV'S TB STOPPED RX JUNE 2010
TB FINGERS /TB ?H
?H LUNG ABCESS?TB
H+ ?TB 2004 COMPL.RX GASTRO
DR T.LT LEG.HEARING LOSS LT EAR POST TB
H+ 2002 NOT ON ARV'S TB?
PROSTATE CA? HEIMPLEGIA RT
H+ MAY 2010 ON ARV'S TB?
PROSTATE?CA? HYPERTROPHY
?UTERINE CYST?CA? FIBROID
MASS IN ABD.?CA?FIBROID.
? CA?FIBROID.H+ ON ARV'S
H+ 2009.NOT ON ARV'S.TB?
H+ AUG 2010 GASTRO
H+ ON ARV'S.FITS ON RX.? ?TB.
H+ 2007 ON ARV'S TB COMPL RX
H+ ON ARV'S 2010/03 ?TB GASTRO
H?TB? GASTRO H EYES??
H? TB SHINGLES RT NECK
PREG.37/40.TOXAEMIA.FITS H? EDEMA
LT SIDE CHEST PAINS ?TB
H? TB+ MONILIA
H+ 03/2010 ON ARV'S TB BELLS PALSY
URINARY RETATION,PROSTATE HYPERTROPHY
PARKINSONISM TOXINS?
H EYES.TB FINGERS
PROSTATE ?CA
H+ ARV'S TB JUNE
TB? FINGERS ?HIV.
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ALBINO.SKIN CANCER
H+ ON ARV'S ANAEMIA.TB?
JAMDICE HEPATITIS
H+ 2003 ARV'S 2004 TB+ 2007 RXED
H+ ON BACTERIAL FOLIC & FESO VIT BCO
H+ 2007 TB+ 2007
H+ 2007 ON BACTRIUM ?TB
H+ ON BACTRIUM TB+ STOPPED RX
H+ ON ARV'S.TB+ ON RX.GASTRO
H+ CD4 182 ON BACTRIUM,FOLIC,VIT BCO TB+COMPL RX
H+ ON BACTRIUM,TB?ANAEMIA
PENIS WART? ?CA ?TB
DM.B/S 14.7 BP 170/100
H+ ON BACTRIUM.?TB
DM B/S 10.7 BP 120/80
H+ ON ARV'S ?TB.
H+ ON ARV'S ?TB
H+ ON BACTERIUM FESO 4 FOLIC ACID BCO
RT NECK GLANDS ANAEMIA?HIV?TB
H+ ON ARV'S 2009 ?TB
OLD TB ?NEW TB ?H
BRONZE SKIN
PENILE WARTS H? TB? CMV
PAROTITIS & NECK GLANDS H+ ON ARV'S
SHINGLES RT EYE?H?
H+ MOTHER # FINGRES TB FINGERSANAEMIA?
CHOLESTEROL,GOUT
OLD BILHARZA BP 190/110
GASTRO WORM?H+ LADY FRERE
H+ ON BACTRIUM,FOLIC ACID,BCO
?TB TB FINGERS.BP ON RXED
H EYES/HANDS TB?
TB+ RXED 2007 H+ 2009
? LIVER CA ?TB
FULL PHYSICAL EXAM
CA ANUS CA PENIS
CHICKEN POX
H+ ON ARV.?TB
H+ JULY 2010?TB?CD4.SKIN RASH
H+ ON ARV'S TB RX=2007 OEDEMA
H+ ON ARV'S TB+ RT OESTEOMALACIA
H+ ON BACTRIUM MENORRHAGIA ?TB
H+ TB? V/BOILS.
JAMDICE ?TB? HIV
H+ ON ARV'S.TB+ STOPPED
H+ ON BCO.TB+ COMPLETED RX 90'S
OEDEMA LIVER CA? RED URINE?TB?NEW
PHANYNGITIS,SORE NECK
TB? OLD TB,LION FACE,LEPRASY
H+ ON ARV'S + TB ON RXMENT
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CBR SCAN Pts
LEPRASY,TB ? ALCOHOL, LIONFACE
?LEPRACY LT FOOT SOLE?TB ?H
H+ ON ARV'S ,TB? ULCER CA?
BODY SCAN
H+ TB? GASTRO #
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CBR Updated
CBR no
1215
1216
1217
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1227
15
16
17
18
19
20
1228
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1229
1230
1231
1232
36
37
1233
459
40
41
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
51

AGE
47 yrs
53 yrs
76 yrs
72yrs
39 yrs
20yrs
50yrs
30 yrs
46 yrs
22 yrs
39 yrs
48 yrs
35 yrs
38yrs
61 yrs
22 yrs
23 yrs
74 yrs
46 yrs
41 yrs
60 yrs
31 yrs
61 yrs
68yrs
58yrs
11 yrs
71yrs
54 yrs
32yrs
39 yrs
25 yrs
24 yrs
54 yrs
37 yrs
10yrs
58yrs
35 yrs
14 yrs
23 yrs
26 yrs
70yrs
44 yrs
29yrs
40 yrs
42 yrs
68yrs
58yrs
56 yrs

SEX
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
Page 1

CBR Updated
152
53
1243
55
56
57

66 yrs
17 yrs
10yrs

F
F
F

31 yrs
57 yrs

F
F

1244
1245
61
62
1246
1247
65
1248
1249
68
69
70
71
72
1250
1251
75
1102
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
84
958
1259
1260
1261
1262
1258
91
958
1260
1261
1262
1263
97
98
99
100
101
102

47 yrs
72yrs
70yrs
88yrs
36 yrs
31 yrs

m
m
m
m
F
m

41 yrs
33 yrs
33 yrs
72yrs
71yrs
21 yrs
15 yrs
25 yrs
33 yrs
65yrs
39 yrs
26 yrs
50yrs
34 yrs
22 yrs
24 yrs
35 yrs
30 yrs
15 yrs
78yrs
8 yrs
48 yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
30 yrs
35 yrs
78yrs
48 yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
30 yrs
43 yrs
55 yrs
51 yrs
58yrs
24 yrs
71yrs

m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
Page 2

CBR Updated
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
1264
1256
1266
152
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

33 yrs

F
m
53 yrs m
18 yrs F
12 yrs F
547 m
18 yrs
32yrs
25 yrs
82 yrs
73 yrs
49 yrs
67 yrs
33 yrs
66 yrs
51 yrs
52 yrs
37 yrs
50yrs
42 yrs
23 yrs
31 yrs
34 yrs
79 yrs
60 yrs
53 yrs
72yrs
41 yrs
9 yrs
19 yrs
70yrs
67 yrs
34 yrs
62 yrs
52 yrs
72yrs

m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m

67 yrs
32yrs
29yrs

m
F
F

46 yrs
51 yrs

m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m

37 yrs
49 yrs
37 yrs
82 yrs
65yrs
51 yrs

Page 3

CBR Updated
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
165
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
1267
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

29yrs
43 yrs
70yrs
10yrs

m
F
m
F

49 yrs
36 yrs
43 yrs
73 yrs
28 yrs
31 yrs
28 yrs
23 yrs
53 yrs
67 yrs
32yrs
26 yrs
61 yrs
49 yrs
46 yrs
62 yrs
61 yrs
62 yrs
53 yrs
20yrs
23 yrs
25 yrs
43 yrs
39 yrs
56 yrs
23 yrs
54 yrs
30 yrs
36 yrs
51 yrs
38 yrs
34 yrs
22 yrs
75yrs
37 yrs
43 yrs
56 yrs
38 yrs
34 yrs
53 yrs
15 yrs
67 yrs
44 yrs
21 yrs
41 yrs
41 yrs

m
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
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CBR Updated
205
206
207
208
1268
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

25 yrs
42 yrs
25 yrs
18 yrs
10yrs
49 yrs
81 yrs
35 yrs
74 yrs
15 yrs
22 yrs
50yrs
27 yrs
60 yrs
44 yrs
12 yrs
64 yrs
63 yrs
17 yrs
34 yrs
64yrs
13 yrs
18 yrs
50yrs
44 yrs
34 yrs
52 yrs
14 yrs
52 yrs
20yrs
66 yrs
39 yrs
67 yrs
35 yrs
32yrs
11 yrs
49 yrs
46 yrs
35 yrs
64 yrs
34 yrs
23 yrs
44 yrs
54 yrs
69 yrs
28 yrs
66 yrs
63 yrs
23 yrs
62 yrs
36 yrs

F
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
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CBR Updated
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
718
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1195
1196
1197
1199
1200

26 yrs
38 yrs
32yrs
35 yrs
35 yrs
62 yrs
46 yrs
67 yrs
61 yrs
58yrs
82 yrs
38 yrs
21 yrs
10yrs
37 yrs
36 yrs
53 yrs
32yrs
32yrs
22 yrs
35 yrs
46 yrs
70yrs
25 yrs
43 yrs
41 yrs
31 yrs
12 yrs
24 yrs
27 yrs
63 yrs
39 yrs
17 yrs
38 yrs
24 yrs
33 yrs
24 yrs
43 yrs
33 yrs
74 yrs
54 yrs
58yrs
29yrs
33 yrs
62 yrs
82 yrs
43 yrs
31 yrs

F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
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CBR Updated
1201
1212
1213
1241
1215
1216
1217
314
1218
1219
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
386
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

35 yrs
50yrs
32yrs
50yrs
47 yrs
53 yrs
76 yrs
14 yrs
72yrs
39 yrs
14 yrs
AGE
37 yrs
50yrs
23 yrs
21 yrs
37 yrs
A
29yrs
Adult
71yrs
Adult
10yrs
35yrs
26yrs
37yrs
32yrs
81yrs
51yrs
30yrs
19yrs
26yrs
28yrs
69yrs
39yrs
A/
26yrs
30yrs
50yrs
26 yrs
45 yrs
13 yrs
31 yrs
52 yrs
44 yrs
48 yrs
20yrs
75yrs
52 yrs
26 yrs
57 yrs
69 yrs

m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
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CBR Updated
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
1269
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
1270
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

68yrs
26 yrs
32yrs
A
66 yrs
29yrs
15 yrs
38 yrs
11 yrs
70yrs
44 yrs
17 yrs
60 yrs
45 yrs
61 yrs
53 yrs
95 yrs
26 yrs
95 yrs
33 yrs
54 yrs
26 yrs
65yrs
12 yrs
70yrs
79 yrs
56 yrs
55 yrs
78yrs
45 yrs
13 yrs
39 yrs
39 yrs
37 yrs
8 yrs
16 yrs
22 yrs
70yrs
2 yrs
34 yrs
53 yrs
47 yrs
22 yrs
71yrs
41 yrs
73 yrs
23 yrs

m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
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CBR Updated
410
411
412
413
414
1271
416
417
418
1272
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

72yrs
48 yrs
64 yrs
34 yrs
56 yrs
18 yrs
44 yrs
48 yrs
44 yrs
38yrs
50yrs
29yrs
66 yrs
68yrs
68yrs
28 yrs
31 yrs
42 yrs
39 yrs
69 yrs
36 yrs
79 yrs
12 yrs
46 yrs
34 yrs
43 yrs
33 yrs
88yrs
69yrs
20yrs
47 yrs
34 yrs
76 yrs
75yrs
52 yrs
80 yrs
6 yrs
41 yrs
72yrs
26 yrs
40 yrs
32yrs
79 yrs
12 yrs
23 yrs
87yrs
50yrs
50yrs
36 yrs
58yrs
58yrs

m
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
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CBR Updated
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
1167
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
1273
505
506
507
508
509
510
511

10yrs
55 yrs
19 yrs
19 yrs
61 yrs
31 yrs
27 yrs
57 yrs
47 yrs
38 yrs
46 yrs
74 yrs
65yrs
24 yrs
37 yrs
34 yrs
10yrs
71yrs
37 yrs
51 yrs
34 yrs
18 yrs
46 yrs
68yrs
60 yrs
36 yrs
11 yrs
24 yrs
14 yrs
74 yrs
77 yrs
36 yrs
85yrs
70yrs
59yrs
80yrs
47 yrs
50yrs
58yrs
39 yrs
45 yrs
68yrs
56 yrs
8 yrs
46 yrs
39 yrs
64 yrs
53 yrs

F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
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CBR Updated
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562

19 yrs
40 yrs
53yrs%
54 yrs
98 yrs
73 yrs
26 yrs
47 yrs
39 yrs
34 yrs
51 yrs
80 yrs
47 yrs
38 yrs
60 yrs
36 yrs
57 yrs
82 yrs
74 yrs
31 yrs
31 yrs
53 yrs
59yrs
75yrs
46 yrs
70yrs
20yrs
32yrs
58yrs
39 yrs
59yrs
15 yrs
61 yrs
41 yrs
74 yrs
35 yrs
53 yrs
57 yrs
25 yrs
27 yrs
69 yrs
27 yrs
61 yrs
7 yrs
57 yrs
56 yrs
60 yrs
57 yrs
60 yrs
51 yrs
59yrs

m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
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CBR Updated
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
597
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613

74 yrs
32yrs
49 yrs
64 yrs
17 yrs
25 yrs
9 yrs
63 yrs
30 yrs
16 yrs
45 yrs
37 yrs
39 yrs
47yrs
63 yrs
39 yrs
40 yrs
46 yrs
45 yrs
48 yrs
54 yrs
50yrs
76 yrs
28 yrs
28 yrs
54 yrs
28 yrs
60 yrs
30 yrs
33 yrs
42 yrs
72yrs
23 yrs
36 yrs
38 yrs
66 yrs
43 yrs
52 yrs
30 yrs
45 yrs
32yrs
62 yrs
53 yrs
29yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
85yrs
35 yrs
52 yrs
62 yrs
37 yrs

F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
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CBR Updated
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
723
624
1274
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664

40 yrs
28 yrs
9 yrs
17 yrs
19 yrs
56 yrs
8 yrs
38 yrs
73 yrs
49 yrs
12 yrs
50yrs
62 yrs
48 yrs
44 yrs
80 yrs
79 yrs
51 yrs
13 yrs
21 yrs
64 yrs
38 yrs
30 yrs
25 yrs
80 yrs
64 yrs
31 yrs
50yrs
31 yrs
57 yrs
75yrs
76 yrs
50yrs
55 yrs
70yrs
51 yrs
24 yrs
55 yrs
40 yrs
26 yrs
60 yrs
22 yrs
44 yrs
53 yrs
28 yrs
44 yrs
45 yrs
53 yrs
42 yrs
32yrs
8 yrs

m
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
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CBR Updated
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715

38 yrs
27 yrs
55 yrs
28 yrs
60 yrs
66 yrs
67 yrs
56 yrs
74 yrs
Adult
52 yrs
55 yrs
64 yrs
39 yrs
55 yrs
55 yrs
21 yrs
27 yrs
6 yrs
27 yrs
43 yrs
40 yrs
28 yrs
68yrs
12 yrs
58yrs
35 yrs
32yrs
50yrs
64 yrs
49 yrs
22 yrs
85yrs
69 yrs
70yrs
62 yrs
36 yrs
98 yrs
43 yrs
26 yrs
35 yrs
40 yrs
75yrs
81 yrs
48 yrs
35 yrs
42 yrs
41 yrs
17 yrs
43 yrs
27 yrs

m
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
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CBR Updated
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766

28 yrs
42 yrs
39 yrs
25 yrs
58yrs
7 yrs
45 yrs
30 yrs
50yrs
24 yrs
73 yrs
26 yrs
68yrs
53 yrs
78yrs
33 yrs
58yrs
61 yrs
43 yrs
49 yrs
61 yrs
64 yrs
65yrs
50yrs
34 yrs
60 yrs
39 yrs
48 yrs
46 yrs
39 yrs
68yrs
46 yrs
25 yrs
51 yrs
38 yrs
54 yrs
60 yrs
24 yrs
14 yrs
29yrs
32yrs
35 yrs
49 yrs
52 yrs
31 yrs
23 yrs
49 yrs
51 yrs
33 yrs
27 yrs
35 yrs

F
F
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
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CBR Updated
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817

76 yrs
71yrs
42 yrs
13 yrs
33 yrs
36 yrs
26 yrs
33 yrs
32yrs
25 yrs
30 yrs
88yrs
40 yrs
42 yrs
38 yrs
46 yrs
41 yrs
47 yrs
67 yrs
77 yrs
39 yrs
33 yrs
60 yrs
38 yrs
36 yrs
39 yrs
31 yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
54 yrs
46 yrs
53 yrs
29yrs
27 yrs
52 yrs
42 yrs
34 yrs
85yrs
64 yrs
36 yrs
57 yrs
48 yrs
52 yrs
35 yrs
12 yrs
51 yrs
17 yrs
57 yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
69 yrs

F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
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CBR Updated
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868

20yrs
42 yrs
53 yrs
22 yrs
60 yrs
25 yrs
67 yrs
35 yrs
33 yrs
75yrs
60 yrs
36 yrs
56 yrs
40 yrs
56 yrs
50yrs
65yrs
23 yrs
74 yrs
11 yrs
39 yrs
60 yrs
77 yrs
22 yrs
46 yrs
62 yrs
68yrs
32yrs
60 yrs
39 yrs
19 yrs
18 yrs
33 yrs
27 yrs
22 yrs
64 yrs
26 yrs
64 yrs
25 yrs
72yrs
77 yrs
42 yrs
79 yrs
60 yrs
34 yrs
41 yrs
86yrs
10yrs
66 yrs
64 yrs
35 yrs

F
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
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CBR Updated
869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919

32yrs
68yrs
67 yrs
48 yrs
26 yrs
24 yrs
54 yrs
59yrs
62 yrs
52 yrs
27 yrs
49 yrs
55 yrs
8 yrs
33 yrs
78yrs
74 yrs
35 yrs
28 yrs
19 yrs
48 yrs
33 yrs
59yrs
53 yrs
25 yrs
52 yrs
55 yrs
35 yrs
74 yrs
67 yrs
70yrs

m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F

48 yrs
46 yrs
38 yrs
60 yrs
45 yrs
9 yrs
32yrs
35 yrs
23 yrs
65yrs
25 yrs
56 yrs
30 yrs
56 yrs
55 yrs
67 yrs
36 yrs
47 yrs
36 yrs

m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
m
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920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970

42 yrs
38 yrs
33 yrs
48 yrs
11 yrs
30 yrs
31 yrs
39 yrs
55 yrs
50yrs
27 yrs
42 yrs
76 yrs
50yrs
27 yrs
74 yrs
54 yrs
32yrs
37 yrs
34 yrs
36 yrs
77 yrs
25 yrs
59yrs
38 yrs
53 yrs
27 yrs
14 yrs

m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
m

58yrs
36 yrs
29yrs
20yrs
42 yrs
64 yrs
30 yrs
51 yrs
70yrs
20yrs
43 yrs
29yrs

m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
m

27 yrs
44 yrs
50yrs
45 yrs
74 yrs
A/M
50yrs
62 yrs

F
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
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971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021

28 yrs
43 yrs
28 yrs
Adult
33 yrs
54 yrs
36 yrs
64 yrs
51 yrs
Adult
39 yrs
66 yrs
28 yrs
15 yrs
52 yrs
34 yrs
52 yrs
8 yrs
26 yrs
73 yrs
77 yrs
30 yrs
71yrs
43 yrs
19 yrs
19 yrs
Adult
22 yrs
73 yrs
60 yrs
Adult
27 yrs
75yrs
33 yrs
48 yrs
37 yrs
17 yrs
26 yrs
16 yrs
68yrs
12 yrs
13 yrs
Adult
71yrs
54 yrs
70yrs
21 yrs
Adult
Adult
12 yrs
58yrs

F
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F

F
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1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1236
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
150
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072

50yrs
50yrs
67 yrs
11 yrs
18 yrs
42 yrs
70yrs
24 yrs
39 yrs
40 yrs
50yrs
63 yrs
26 yrs
44 yrs
49 yrs
31 yrs
5yrs
32yrs
50yrs
35 yrs
31 yrs
43 yrs
82 yrs
62 yrs
33 yrs
29yrs
58yrs
40 yrs
54 yrs
74 yrs
33 yrs
43 yrs
24 yrs
30 yrs
23 yrs
49 yrs
33 yrs
24 yrs
39 yrs
38 yrs
17 yrs
58yrs
40 yrs
39 yrs
63 yrs
27 yrs
24 yrs
12 yrs
31 yrs
41 yrs
36 yrs

m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
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1169
1171
1172
1166
1168
1170
1173
1167
718
1082
1174
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1311
1310
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323

35 yrs
26 yrs
52 yrs
9 yrs
41 yrs
46 yrs
37 yrs
51 yrs
Adult
58yrs
18 yrs
35 yrs
46 yrs
24 yrs
18 yrs
61 yrs
30 yrs
33 yrs
45 yrs
33 yrs
38 yrs
32yrs
22 yrs
34 yrs
42 yrs
66 yrs
5yrs
63 yrs
64 yrs
37 yrs
42 yrs
57 yrs
43 yrs
41 yrs
32yrs
58yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
44 yrs
49 yrs
42 yrs
41 yrs
24 yrs
49 yrs
49 yrs
30 yrs
5yrs
40 yrs
9 yrs
7 yrs
52 yrs

F
m
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
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1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1339
1340
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1384
1385

34 yrs
77 yrs
8 yrs
35 yrs
22 yrs
25 yrs
36 yrs
80yrs
67 yrs
23 yrs
65yrs
33 yrs
31 yrs
63 yrs
41 yrs
28 yrs
31 yrs
33 yrs
35 yrs
27 yrs
55 yrs
64 yrs
39 yrs
27 yrs
57 yrs
48 yrs
38 yrs
30 yrs
3yrs
27 yrs
71yrs
56 yrs
25 yrs
30 yrs
59yrs
24 yrs
14 yrs
24 yrs
24 yrs
21 yrs
26 yrs
23 yrs
11 yrs
53 yrs
21 yrs
26 yrs
32yrs
36 yrs
74 yrs
32yrs
45 yrs

m
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
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1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1388
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1222
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435

34 yrs
32yrs
29yrs
38 yrs
46 yrs
41 yrs
26 yrs
23 yrs
22yrs
16 yrs
33 yrs
22 yrs
9 yrs
11 yrs
28 yrs
33 yrs
35 yrs
26 yrs
20yrs
34 yrs
29yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
73 yrs
22 yrs
25 yrs
40 yrs
13 yrs
66 yrs
25 yrs
43 yrs
19 yrs
53 yrs
35 yrs
33 yrs
80 yrs
44 yrs
31 yrs
8 yrs

m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
m

25 yrs
14 yrs
25 yrs
28 yrs
41 yrs
23 yrs
35 yrs
31 yrs
31 yrs
31 yrs
19 yrs

F
F
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
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1436
1437
1438
1440
1439
1442
1441
1443
1444
1445
1446
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1458
1457
1455
1456
1457

32yrs
74 yrs
33 yrs
57 yrs
17 yrs
33 yrs
76 yrs
28 yrs
24 yrs
65yrs
47 yrs
16 yrs
51 yrs
51 yrs
32yrs
44 yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
69 yrs
11 yrs
35 yrs
36 yrs

F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
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IN PUT
H+on ARV”s”TB+Stopped Nov 2009.
H+2009 on Bacterium Bco,?TB Anaemia.Dry lips
?TB?H,TB1975,Leprosy,Lionface.
Masson R+ thigh.x6yrs ago.Osteomalasia??Ca
Gastro.H+ on ARV”s,TB+on Rx
Yelloweyes?Jandice??cause Hepatitis A?orC?
R+ Leg Prosthesis 1988 Amphtated.
H+on ARV's since 06/2010?TB fingers.TB+onRx Since 06/2010 Anaemia
Diabetic Hypertension
H+TB+ to start Rx monday.
H+on Bactrium ?TB.TB fingers Anaemia
?TB?H Anaemia
?TB fingers.H?
Bp 200/110 UTI
Piles B/s.18,3??
B/s 8.2 UTI
Gastro
Bilharzia Haematuria TB?
L+ Diabetic Foot.B/s 16,7
Anaemia TB fingers H?TB?
B/s 7.9
Old TB + 1970/80s
B/s 4.6 check Hormones
?TB Old ?
Physical Exam
b/s .7.9
Laughing x 1/52 on TB Rx since 5/2009
Hand Feet mouth ?Heavy metals Steven Johnsin?Poisons?Toxins
Brain scan Ca.scan
?H?TB,
H+ defaulted therapy.TB defaulted therapy
Drop.H?(Ethopian)
Allergies?TB?H
Do all.Fun body Scan
Cd4 193 on ARV”s
?TB?HParatitis,Anaemia.,
R+ knee?Bursitis?? infection
Monicia Fungus
?TB?H Anaemia
Rubede German measles??
TB+on Rx MDR 2008 HIV?Vomiting.
Dysphagia TB?Ca oesophogus
H+ oct 2010 shingles ?TB.
Anaemia H+ Ampath oct 2010?TB.Old TB 2005 Rxed
H+ 2009 TB Rx Dec cd4=372 2009
Bells palsy R+side ??H+ on ARV's 2004 TB Rx 2004
H+ on Bactrium,Bco.TB on Rx Sep 2010
H+ on ARV's TB+ on Rx cd4=92 R+ stroke.
H+ on ARVS.TB?
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Check for Gall Bladder+gallstones
Shingles RT side of chest.
Chicken Pox
TB spine
?TB Cd 4 350
TB spine
Gastro TB fingers
Dm.B/p 160/100 UTI
TB on Rx .
RHF
oedema Tight
H+ not on Rx.TB?
Total body scan + for cancer hearf/chalesterst
H+ not on Rx TB+ not on Rx.on Bco,Bactrium
H+ on ARV's TB tread compl July 2010
Scan for cancer
L+R knee Replacements Bp 160/100
#Rt wrist.Osteomyelitis
?TB?H Discharging ears.Mastoiatis
24weeks Preg.Bleeding Fell
H eyes TB ? ?ulcer Anaemia
H+ 2005 on ARV's TB Rxed 2006
UTI Pregnant Fear Anger
?Fibroils .Cancer
H+ TB+ not on Rxmed
Stricture L+ arm
H+ (ampath)TB + 2006
H+ 2009 Bactrium folic Bco.H fingers
White nails ?TB fingers H fingers
H+ on ARV's since 04/10/2010.TB Rx since 27/09/2010
H+ on ARV's?TB
Skin rash ?Allergy.
H? fingers?TB fingers parotitis?Alcohol
H?TB?
Fits on Rx.B/s 6.4
H+ on ARV's ?TB
H+ on ARV's Tbx2 white nails
H+ on ARV's?TB
UTI Pregnant Fear Anger
H? fingers?TB fingers parotitis?Alcohol
Fits on Rx.B/s 6.4
H+ on ARV's ?TB
H+ on ARV's Tbx2 white nails
H+ not on ARV's TB?
Ca threat,smoking
?HIV Infarct.
TB R+ defaulter
TB on Rx .
Gastro?HIV
Stroke,Bp 150/100 Bps 13,6
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TB on Rx .
?TB?HIV
VH minerals,infections?
Paraffin intoxication
Fits.Grandmal seizure
Dm 7.1 Bp 150/100
Shingles RT side of chest.
ON ARV”s
H+2002 TB+
Dm,Bp 120/70
Hypertension.Diabetes,Bp zadros
TB? H? H- sores
Osteomyelitis L+knee
Chicken Pox ( varicella)
On Insulin.Dm
On ArRV”s H+
TB+TB fingers Lung Abcess H?
H+on ARV's TB Rx 2009 Monilia.
Anaemia ??H?TB?
Monilia.Anaemia.TB fingers.
? ? bloody Urine? Kidney stones rt UTI
Old TB,Tight
Dm 7.6 Painful lower limbs
TB
Dm 12.0 on Rx
Infection,Oedema Delivered 1/52
Chicken-Pox
D/c whitish,dreamish
B/s Bp 170/110
Stress
TB on Rx .
?TB on ARV”s
?TB?H.Shingles
DR T KEG Bp 170/110 Bs 13.1
R= side Bells Palsy
H+?I+diyosis Dematitis
HIV on Rx
TB?H?
?TB,?H,mua,Alcohol H
Nuero? Raynaulds syn
TB on Rx.monilia H+
H+cd4 210
Heart?
Gout to Phil+Big toe R+B thumb
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Epilepsy sore 1997
Dm.Anaemia TB ?H?
Skin rash ?H,?TB
On ARV”s and TB Rx
B/S 13.6 UTI RHF
TB + 2008 H+ RT Shingles
H+ TB on RX
Parkinsonism?Toxins??
Boils.TB?H+2001
?TB96
gastric Bone Pains
Anemia,TB Fingers H? Gastric
BS.15.3
Dm 28,7 Hydroule
?TB Old ?
Viginal wants.Herpes
TB,V
TB,Tumour on lumber,gastro,145 kidney papillara
TB; H+
DM B/S 11.8
DM B/S 24.8 Hypertension
DM B/S 12.2
H+ TB 2007
Pregnant
fever flu
nose bleeding ( epistaxis)
staff
PID Bp 130/70
TB jaundice Tb fingers
H+ gastro TB?
alcohol BP 200/100.
? H ? TB.
HIV.TB
PID. Brownish discharge
deaf&
H+ not on Rx.?TB
2nd time fits ? H+ toxins
Dm8,6 Perpheral neritic
Dm16,1 TB fingers tight.Anaemia
Dm11.9Alcohol 6p170/100
Bells PalsyRtside TB on Rx
TB Rx.H+ on ARV's
125=HIV
?TB Old ?
Fits 2ndtime x1yr
Submandibular stoner.Ca?
?H+?Peripheral neuritic
Fits1sttime
TB,H+
Dm B/s 19,9
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H+,TB
H+,TB, RASH R+Ampit,Monilia
shingles rt back . H?
penile sore chicken pox
?TB TB fingers
TB ? H TB fingers
Hydrocele drained
Dc. lt Ear painful UTI
TB H? Anaemia
hepatitis A? Jaundice
retarded at birth
fits onRx .Epilepsy.
Tb Anal Abcess gastro.
Dm BP 150/100 UTI
? Ca posterior rt Eye
chicken pox ( varicella)
Jaundice Hepatitis ?ca ? Liver
Stroke LT side x IMTH ALCOHOL
H+ ,LT Chest H.ZOSTER RX
Parotitis, Neck Glands, Tb+, H+
Bp 270/100, RHF, Oedema, Fat
EPILEPSY
hand& face Blisters.
bleeding Retina Bp 170/110.
Retarded Stroke 1988 check chromosomes
urifcaria fully Allergy workout
B/S 24.7 keotis Ketoacidosis
TB? Scabies Fungus
old Tb. BP. liver.Alcohol.
H?
DM BP
overweight
5987-104 TB H not seen
TB? H? H- sores
gastro
brain Injury+ eye scan MVA.
Trauma
joints PID UTI
Gout rt Foot Ethanol
lt Eye painful
hydrocele
H+ gastro
Absalatted cant bend
diabetic
? DRS friend.
lt frontal lobe 4 yrs ago

Scan Vertebral injury back

DM BS 13.8 BP 150/80
B/S 13.7. Bp 120/70. check= Rx
Pregnant
paraplegia DM BP
H+ lt side Abcess Abdomen+ pain
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neck glands
? ? bloody Urine? Kidney stones rt UTI
Scan +R+
HIV.TB
OH ARV”s+TB RX
body scan
Dm 10.9 Bp 140/90
Dm D/s Hi.UTI
overweight
?TB/HIV
TB-Rx incontinent
H+.TB+.Monilia.Anaemia
?H?TB,Oral sores,Monilia.
On ARV”?TB Tigh
H+,H+eyes.TB?
H+ was on ARV”s stopped by Nurses
TB fingers,Silicosis,ITCHY Eyes
TB?? H
H+ Cd+259
13/20,4-BP 15/90
TB.H+.Gastro.
H+ cd4 400
Parotitis Fits,scan+TREAT
Dm14.9
Dm.24.3
H+ JUNE 2009 ? TB
H Simplex(cold+Flu)scans
TB fingers H?
H+ ampath.on Bact.Bco.folic oral sores
Alcohol
Chicken pox .small for 12yrs.Check chromosomes
White nails?Calcium ?Magnesium Shortage
H+ on Back Bco folic.TB fingers Anaemia
?Fungus of fingers and nails.
Fits,Bells Palsy Backache
L+ Breast Nodule.?CA
H+on Bacterium 2009?TB
H+ 2010 on ARV's.TB?old Shingles Rx face
TB+ on Rx
H+ on Bactrium?TB ?2/12
Torn Biceps Rx
R+ knee ?infection?TB Cancer?
Old TB?/new TB
Diabetes m.b/s 18,3 months/lt
?Leprosy ?Exposure.
Shingles R+ eye TB compl 2010/06.
H+ ARV's?TB.Anaemia
diabetic
Oedema Incontinent Liver Ca?
H+ on ARV's.TB+ on Rx
Dystonia month.Extra-pyramidal poison?Brain Trauma
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H+ ?TB.
TB+ 4yrs ago TB fingers H fingers
TB fingers ?Anaemia ?H fingers.
White latest lives animals?Ca ?mg Shortage
H+ on ARV's TB defaulted Nov 2009
H+ 2009 on Bacterial Bco,?TB Anaemia.
?TB ?H?TB 1975,Leprosy,Lion face
L+Breast Nodule
R+thigh x6yrs ago.Ostomalasia??Ca
Gastro.H+ on ARV's,TB+on Rx
Ethmoid + Frontar Sinusitis
L+Submandibula Abcess
TB,H+-THYROID GOITRE<->
Overweight Alcohol
TB H-eyes
HIT ABOVE HEART
TB.H+.Gastro.
Dm 21.1 on Insulin,HTI
TB.H+Cryptococcus Histoplasmosis
Sinus, Flu
Dm 19.5
TB,H+,monilia
Stiff Neck?meningitis
?H? Fungas?UTI
TB H+ TB fingers,old TB.
TB H+ TB fingers,old TB.
Fits.tooth Abcess
ALZHEIMERS?Toxins?HEAVY METALS
Dm.B/s11,9
TB,H+
H+,Penail warts
Vomiting Long Round Worms
Herpes.?Penis STD
BP160/90DM 18,7
TB,H+,Gastro
TB,H+
Breast Abcess H+
H+,kaposi sarcoma Legs
DM 22.8
PID?? Ectopic Appendix.
TB
Neurofibromatosis
H+ Pregnant
BP 160/90. DM 9.7
TB.HIV
TB. HIV. Rt leg/ foot shingles
TB. H+ bruises on bums. Bleeding Anaemia
constipation
std drop ? H ? TB
Sezures?Epicepsy
Rt Leg Osteomylitis
urine catheter x 10 yr? Prostate ? Cancer
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Fits/seizures 1972
5301-71 HIV.TB not seen
Trauma Rt eye
Dm4.4.UTI.Bp 150/90.Infection?
TB H-ve 2 Nov
Dm 30,5.Bp 130/100
?TB Old ?
Fits ?Tapeworm?Echinococcus
H+ Cd4 197/207,Gastro,?TB
?TB?H,Anaemia,Gastro
lt leg lymph oedema? Worms
? TB TB fingers Anaemia BP 180/110
H+ Palpitations ? TB
skin rash ? H MVA rt arm &hand damaged
DM 32.2 on insulin
old TB= 1980. weight down
DM
? H lipoma neck cyanosis
weak man hood UTI
urine catheter x2/12 prostate
Paratitis on ARV”s,TB-Rx
Urine Catheterx2/12 Prostate
Acid fast,TB.sam+sore,Ca?
Bp.Ca?Thyroid.Goitre?
Viaginal sores
TB Fingers,+Toers,Ejasrro
Retarded from birth
scan&sore
Dm Hi.TB on Rx UTI
B/s 17,9 Bp 179/100
Eczema of Legs ?Shortage
Alcohol H.TB deffauted Rx.
Old TB.TB fingers
H?TB? Allergic Rash ??
Heart op done in 2006
fits
sinus Ca? Neuro? Lt side proptosis check lt eye
jaundice ca liver? Oedema.
mumps. Parotitis
chicken pox
? ca liver . Ascites. Tb on Rx
old TB completed Rx .new TB
? streprococus? staphylococus.sores
H+ on ARV's TB 2007.Shingles
alcohol hepatomely tight ? TB? H
TB+ H+ gstro
H+ .skin rash
DM 28,2
Old TB.Oedema.Old Burns Abd&R+urrist
B/s 26,7 Hiccough TB
Bell”s Palsy Since birth
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Tumour R+side?Ca organism.?TB?virus
H+-2006 Feb
Dm 14,6 Confused.?meningitis
H+.TB?
Anaemia.Bp 200/110
Anaemia,TB fingers ?TB,H+2008 not on Rx.
TB-Rx,H+ Rx
Cancer uterus
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rx
H+ 2009 not on Rx.TB ?Gastro +
Shingles Rt arm#H?
H+TB?
?Abcess.?Ca
Dm 22.4 on Rx.TB on Rx
Dm 22.4 on Rx.TB on Rx
H+ on ARV”s.TB-ve
H+ on Bactrium
Piles and fissure
STI Drop
Bell”s Palsy L+ face
Fits++since 1983
Our Rx for both ARV,TB Rx
Chest ?TB
Shingles Face Rt eye
Bell”s Palsy L+ since one day
TB Rx H+-Rx
Bell”s Palsy 22/40 pregnant
Viginal bleeding?CA.Analitch
B/s 11.3 Bp 170/100
Head injury R+side MVA Headache 1993
Alcohol H.TB deffauted Rx.
Dm 12.2
Dm 13,3 Bp 200/95
Dysphasia TB fingers
Dm 20,6 Bp 150/100
Old TB.Oedema
L+ side mumps
Shingles L+Hand
Old &new TB,Hole Lt chest
Rash
Dm 8.2 Fits
TB?H?
Bp 80/110,B/s 11.9
Mastoditis R+side?Abcess
Hallucination.Alcohol.
Leaking heart valve op done
Dm 35+Bp 120/70
Old TB .Loss of weight.new TB
H+ on ARV”s.TB Lump L+ neck
Stress,sore feet.weight loss LOA Diarrhoea.
Stress,sore feet,weight Loss,LOA Diarroea
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Appendicitis
DVT L+R abcess,osromylitis
chicken pox
chicken pox
Ca.Oesophogus.Gallstones removed 2009
? H lipoma neck cyanosis
H+ TB on Rx Anaemia.
Anaemia felt,TB?H?
H+-Rx,La+Lf eye Rectal/mul Ca Gynaecomasela,prostate,perrana sore
H+ on ARV”sTB
Shingles R+ Arm H?
?Stroke
Bp 190/110 gyrogcomastia prostate ethanal
Dm 17,6 on Insulin
Severe Arthritis
Headache,stress
DR T.Oedema both lower limbs
H+.TB on Rx
chicken pox
Keratoconus L+ 1/12.Blind
H+-ARV”s,TB fingers
Stress,Backache
Miscarriage?Bleeding clots Lnmp October 2009
Plantar warts both feet.
Fits H+ on ARV's
TB RtLung on Rx
Hypertension Bp 130/95
L+leg kaposi HIV +on ARV”s
Submandibular Abcess L+
Lt sick pains sinus
?TB?H SCME +Rx
Lost cood??
Diabetic on Insulin 8.3
stroke R+side Nov 2008 slurred speech
Borderline Dm.7.7 Bp 110/70.Asthma
Dm 15.2 Bp 110/70.Asthma
?Kidney stones
Shingles R+ face
Overweight,Bp 190/60 hormone neck Pultary,Pined,cushing
Obesity.
B/S 20.8 same+Rx
H+TB on Rx.Anaemia
B/S 11,9
?TB fingers,H,?Alcohol,L+ eye Blird
B/S 12.1-insulin
?Alcohol Rt Nandisular abscess Gout,?DM
mandibular Retarded,malformed chromosomes?check Mlp,L+ jaw
R+ sicle Hernia ??overweight Hormones
Dm23.6
Alcohol.vomiting.?TB on Rx
?TB,TB fingers.Anaemia.
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Irregular Periods
PID,DC
TB fingers.Tight
TB abd on Rx.H+.Laparotomy 2009
R+ Breast? Ca
B/s 2,5
? TB not ARV”s
Anaemia.TB 2008
Gastro-TB Rx
Discharge.UTI.L+ knee pain
B/S9.4
catarract Rt eye.Bp 170/110 Dm 8.8 Stroke x 1/7 Rt face fallout Lt arm fallout
B/S 14.3
H+onARV”s
Shingles L+Hand
TB on H+on Rx
TB on Rx
Dm 27.6
Dm 15.3
malaria x 3 2001 shoulder Op for dislocation x3
Laparotomy for Tumous 2009
Laparotomy for tumous 2009
Dm 22,0
Prostate?ca,Lucotinence
Kaposi sarcoma.H+
Dm 11.9
Breast nodule
Boils both armpits
Dm9.3Bp 170/100
Boils alloverbody.TB on Rx
Amputated L+Ly 2006.B/s 6.6
Warts Rt hand
Dm B/s 9.6
Dm 14.Bp 140/70
H+Psoriasis
Oral sores.TB.H+
Old Polio.Bp 200/100 on Rx.Dm 9.7 on Rx
Loss of memory
Bullet wound shotthru scrotum+buttock
Shingles L+face November 2009
TB on Rx
Fits H+ on ARV's
Dm 9.6
H+ARV's Oralsores
Sever Arthritis+Disfigurement Asthmatic
Dm bs 15.7
DM 35.0 on insulin. Old TB on Rx
TB . Stopped Rx last year.
DM + 35 UTI
H+ on ARVS. TB?
BP on Rx . Old polio at 4yrs of age
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shingles Rt.
28wks pregnant
H+ TB on Rx Anaemia.
??
Scoliosis
dysphagia. Anaemia TB on Rx. H?
lt undescended testes hernia rt & pulled up testes
TB ++ on Rx
H+ . kaposi sarcoma
Haematuria++ ? Bilharia.
H+ on ARV's
Bleeding Past starting Piriods
Laparotomy done for For Fibroid Uterus 2008
TB cough.gastro.Joints Pains.H?
Dm 29.4 Bp 130/70
?Porphyuria?
H+on ARV's
TB fingers,+Toers,Ejasrro
H+ on ARV's-TB++
Dm 14.9 m+I
Dm
Dm B/s 8.6.Fungus.UTI
TB on Rx UTI
Chicken-pox
Stroke ??weak 7 H+
Kidney store Removed R+Kidney
Confused.Hearing Voices.Alcohol
?Ca Liver.Hepatomegally.Alcohol H
Skin Rooh?Allergy H+?TB?
UTI??
H+.TB neck nodes
Stress.Hypertension Bp 170/100
H+.TB+
TB.H+on ARV'
Insomnia Anaemia Hyportensive on Rx
Neck glands,?TB?ca
Sepsis Rt foot.Dog Bite Blisters x 1/7
Ulcers.Syphillis??
TB?HIV?
Allersic??to sulphur.H+
Parotits TB ??
Dm b/s 16.0 Bp 170/90
Mumps. Parotitis
Crushljucy to Rt foot,Ganprene.
H+??
Shingler Rt face
?shingles?TB?H
Fits.Rt hand bean wound HIV.TB
TB+onRX . H+on Bactrim
BP on RX .lt footgont. Alcohol.
H+ on ARVs TB old .
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Assoulted on head 1986-R+side.paralysis.Fits/seizuers.on Rx
H+TB?
shingles R+ side
Head injury #Both jaws Repair done wiring also done
?TB?Shingles ? HIV
R+ sidemass
Encopresses?Rectal prolcopse
Hepatoma
??Bp 160/100 R+ leg Amputated
H+ on ARV”s.shivering
Retoinal detochmont?catarract?R+ eye?
H+
DM BS 18.1 Nausea BP on Rx
boils rt leg. H?
cystitis UTI
blind both eyes ? glaucoma ? catarract
anarsaka.RHF.Liver & prostate
hypartension
chicken pox
Eclampsia 180/110 toxaemia of pregnancy at 26/40
DM 5.9 on Rx
physical exam
sudden blindness B/S 5.5 BP 120/80
fever cough sweating? Malaria exposure
TB on Rx
Elephantiasis rt leg .Lymph drain problems
BP 170/110 .Toxaemia of pregnancy.
DM 20.4 & UTI
H+ Tb?
Herpes Zoster
Bell palsy rt herpes. Uti
DM 28.6 BP on Rx
Axilla Abcess .fits
back pain post MVA kidney stone removed 2004
DM 27.2 BP 150/100 on Rx
TB completed Rx H+
vaginal warts. Discharge. 29Wks Pregnant
Check Prostate BP 200/110 Fat high
H+ on BACTRIM TB RX completed.Ca scan
H+ TB .Shingles Rt Side
Skin rash? H?
Pregnant 34 wks.
H+TB on Rx.Anaemia
H+TB on Rx.Anaemia
TB Rx comp Nov 2009 H+ 2009
body scan
L+ side.Bp 140/90
Dm 23,9 R foot Lesion
Abcess.H+ ARV”s?TB
Dm 13,5 P.I.D Discharge(comdida)
? Heart shift to Rt.Meastes?Rash??
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H+ on Bactrium
Malaria??weak
Rt Leg Lyurpoedema x5yrs DVT??
H? tested 24/03/2010 Gastro
Catherter insuti??ca
Dm 14.8 Headache
Old TB .fever TB fingers?new TB?
Dm 6/7 15.7 Abcess Rt hand
Ca?uterus.Vaginal Bleeding.Dm
Viricent's Argina.Borrelia Vincent
coxakie virus ??Subcutaneous Pastules
??melanomic
Dm 6/517.9 on Insulin&Glucoph
??melanomic
Dm7.9 on Rx
Bell”s Palsy Rt
Head&scalp Lacerations.Assoulterd
Shingles Lt chest
H+TB+
H+ on Bactrium&Bco.TB on Rx
Bp 210/150
H+ on Bactrium &Bco.TB?
H+ on ARV's Ganeralised Oedenia
TB on Rx?Liver Ca.Arasarka Edema
fungus? TB?H
?TB?H
H+ TB on Rx Anaemia.
TB Rxed H+ on Bacteria.
Old tTB 2002.
Anaxia,TB fingers
H-tested
Fits??on Carsamarepire
above knee ampatation rt leg BP 150/90
BP160/90 gallstones op 2000
catheterinsitu??Ca.
Dm 14,5
H+ not on ARV”s
Vaginal Blood Dc.ca??
H+ on Bactrium
?TB.Asthma Tight
H+ on ARV”s Sept 2009
TB?H+ on Bac.Blue nails.Budoes L+ingninal
Oedema Dvt Bp 160/90
Old TB wieght loss
Shoke?L+side 07/2009 Replacement 1980 mitral valve
H+ tested St Marys
Diabetic 22.8 Hypertensive
H+ on ARV”s ?TB
chicken pox
Bp 170/110 .Toxaemia of pregnancy.
Chest Pains
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Acrie Rash
Asa pains.vomiting.Anaemia?
Seizures,Epilepsy Bells Palsy
H+TB?
Dm on Rx
ARV”s therapy
H+ cd4 232 TB?
Septic sores all over body?strept
Bp 120/70 Dm 9.7 on Rx.Bells Palsy
Skin cancer?
Bp 160/100 Rx heartfailure,Tight,Oeema
Menorgia?cause Anaemia
Wheeze?TB.Joints Bp 110/70
H+ on ARV”s.TB caupl Rx 2008
TB+x3 Anaemia Oedema
Hepatitis.Yellow urine.
Dm 24,3 Bp 160/100 on Rx
Ganglion on wrist .Bp 150/90
Dm on Insulin.Stroke R+ side 01/2009 Bp 160/100
Caugh Dm on Glucophape.
Heart failure Alcohol.
Dm 10.4 Bp on Rx
Liver,Hepatonesaly.Stroke 2009 Incontinent UTI
H+ on ARV”s2002.TB on Rx 2010
Coughing
Dm B/s 12.3
TB+ Anaemia .Vomiting blood
Fits on Phenobasitone&Carbamazepine
Forgetfuness
H+?TB Anaemia
Old TB .fever TB fingers?new TB?
H+ on ARV”s 2009
H+2009.20 weeks Pregnant
TB,H+ on ARV”s
TB+HIV
L+ eyeblind glaunoma
Old TB -new TB ??
Janundice H HIV-ve?
chicken pox
H+ cd4 700 ARV- DC TB? Vaginal warts
? TB? HIV anaemia pregnant
H+ TB. ARVDm B/S 10.9
Dm Hi BP 140/70
jaundice? Monilia ? H? TB
H+ on ARVS TB on Rx
H+ ARV- TB on Rx
H+ ? TB. Lt neck glands
H+ 03/2010? TB. Skin rash
H+ cd4 440? TB mumps
H+ 2000 TB 2004 cd4= 587
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?CA Flukes worms
Ca Oesophogus?TB last years.
Right side pain.Alcohol Liver Cirrhasis
Fits,seizures 2006
Lues,Pyphilis sore on left??Discharge
H+?TB Anaemia
PID.Appendicectomy in 2009
H+2008 on ARV.TB Rx 2009
H+ 2007 on ARV”s.Neck glands R+ side
H+2004,?TB,Dc,UTI
Fungus Face&ears H+ TB ?
?TB,TB finger
H+ 2009 ?TB
H+2009 ARV”s TB swollen fat
H+ 2007 ARV”s,kapasi Sarcoma TB-ve
H+ 2010.TB+
Dm 22,6 Bp 200/100
Gaut,uric Acid,Bp,Dm Choresterol.
Dm on treatment b/s 6.6
Dm B/s Hi Bp 160/90 ?? UTI
H+2007 on ARV”s,TB prestopped Rxmot
?TB?HIV?H nails.Anaemia.
Dm B/s Hight,Bp 140/90
Axilla abcess L+ ?TB.H+ 2003 Rx.TB completed Rx
Tight H?TB?
??Lymphoedema Elephantaisis
H+2006 on ARV”s?TB
Discharge.UTI.PID
Neck glands TB ?H?
??Jamdice
L+breast Lummps
Old TB new Lump Abcess
?warts PID
Heart injury?csf Leakage L+ ears.
Dm 18.3,Bp 140/90
Alcohol,Gastro,Data rings Ab on R+
H+,kapasi
Dm 13.3Bp 160/90
Swollen,Ethanal, cardiomyopethy?
Fits on Rx,H?TB? Worm?
TB fingers? HIV?
Dm.B/s Hi
Lipoma Heart?
On Dagga TB fingers Alcohol #
2nd time fits ??
FFC
antism from 3 yrs
DM 11.3
shingles below rrt breast? H
axilla Abcess H? TB?
Dm 5.1 on insulin
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H+ 2009 ARV- TB? Preg28 wks
lt breast abcess ? Ca.
head injury MVA on 2010 ? TB ?H
fungus? TB?H
Spleneclomy 2008
TB on Rx H+ on ARVS
old TB Rx ed.
H+ ARV- TB Rxed 2009
Hepatitis? Jaundice?
old TB 2002 TB now. H?
TB on Rx
H+ ARV- TB 2007 Rx ed ? TB now
?TB ? H
rt arm cellulitis? Infection
H+ ARVs? Rt finger fungus TB. H-zoster monilia
DM b/s 18,0
DM 14,4 BP 170/120 on insulin
chicken pox H?? varicella Zoster.
DM 9.9 on Rx . Joint pains.
chicken pox
TB? H+ on bactrim
old TB x 6 yrs? New TB. Anaemia
DM 9.8 BP 170/90 lt side weak ? Stroke
H+ 2009 cd4 65? TB ARVCold sore.Herpes Simpler Loner montlia lip
Rt legtidia Dr T Bp 175/110 Dm??
Amputated R+ ArmMVA.April 10
Mental Problem.smokes Dagga
Dm 6.4 Bp150/100 Insomia Painful L+ Leg
?TB,H+ cd4 1021 on ARV”s
Swollen R+ Knee?Infection
?H,Painful R+ Ears.Abcces R+ Arilla
Pregnant 25/52.Eclampsia Bp 160/110
Chicken pox?varicella
?TB?H Gastro,monicia
Dm 4.3 on Rx
H+2001.Terminated Pres H 8/52.
Large Liver <>Ethanal
Bleeding DC
Dm on Rx.B/s9.9. Bp190/100
Dm B.s 18.1 Bp 160/100
Scan
Old TB ca ?TB ?Dyphagia.
?CA Flukes worms
TB on Rx.H+cd4 24 ARV
TB+H+ on TB Rx Urine retention prostate?
?TB tight
Athraitis.Rhuematic fever
Dyskinessia foxin ?Lues
Diabetic B/s 14.8
Paratitis R+.H+ on Bac&Bco?TB.
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?Poison
Dm 19.8Bp170/100
Gout Topic cirist R+&toes
(down)Sex
Fell,now bleeding from ears ?concussion.
H?TB?
Dm B/s19.
DM b/s17,5
Herpes Homonis Type I+ UTI
Dm 10.3 Bp 108/70
D/c Nomeses.Thyroid.Ovarian cyct
R+ Parotitis,Alcohol.
Dm 26.9 Bp 200/100
Chicken Pox?varicella
Shingles Lt chest.H+ TB on Rx
Diabetes 20.4
Bp 230/140
chicken pox?varicella
H+ on ArvV”s TB on Rx.
28/40 Pregnant
Hydrocele Vitiligo?TB??
?H TB Spots
Stroke L+ side.Bp 130/100 Dm
Dm 1.9 Bp 180/120
H+on ARV”s?TB Oedama H.Spots 24weeks pregnant.
TB Rxed H+ on Bacteria.
Alcohol ? TB Nosebleed Bp200/120
H+ 2007 TB 2006
Dm 8.7 on Rx Bp 120/70
Dm,UTI
Arthritis,Dm 27.0 Bp 150/90,stroke.Joints Gastro Proptosis R+ eye
Dm Hi.Asthma.Bp
Old TB,Alcohol New TB?R+side pain
TB fingers?TB?HIV.
H+ cd4 63.TB on Rx
Diabetic on Rx
Dm.Pharyngitis Abcess
H+ TB+ on Rx
H+ on ARV”s TB on Rx
Luer?Guma sore R+ Left?H?virus TB 2006
H+ 2007 on ARV's cd4 ?TB+
Dm 8.7 on Rx Bp 120/70
?H?TB
TB 2004 TB fingers Hicough
?TB?H Gastro,monicia
3909-87 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone.4992-83 chronic Pancreatitis.5622-103 Diabetes.
Prostatectomy done 2010.TB defaulted
Dm 22.1 Bp
H+ last week Rt side shingles
H?H eyes,TB Rx 2yrs ago
H+ARV”s TB June 2009.
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H+ cd4 202,ARV”S TB + 2008 Rx.
H+ 2002.TB
H?TB?Cough
L+ knee Athritis Dc/UTI,Reiters Syndrome
H?TB,Shingles L+ side 2007
H+ on ARV”s.TB 2008
H?TB?Neck glands
Dm 15.7 New
H-St Mary”s Bp 150/110
H+ not on ARV”s.?TB
HIV+ cd4 1400
Dm 11,6 UTI,Anaemia.
Dm 17,3?TB?H,Anaemia
H+?TB Anaemia
Moilia TB?defaulted Rx
Body in Sulphur allergy Bp 210/110
Dm new b/s +35
TB + H+ not on Rx.
H?H eyes TB ?Joints.
H?H fingers TB?
TB on Rx ?HIV.
?TB??
H+ on ARV”s 2009
Old TB Anaemia
H+on ARV”s on Rx
Dm 12.7 on Oral Rx
H+on bacteria TB 2008 Comp.Rx,2001.cd4 226
Rt tooth Abcess
H+on ARV's. TB on Rx. Skin rash. Rt eye
H eyes.TB fingers joints?TB
Physical Exam
H+ TB Rx
Bell's Palsy Rt,TB ?H
Appendicectomy done 2010 Jan.Acute Abdomen. ?TB ?H
H+TB?Toxins?
Dm B/s 28.0mmol/lt
Lipoma Lt chest
Dm 6.8mmol/lt
Jaw Growth x5yrs. Lipoma Lt arm
Acute Abd. P.I.D,Appendicitis?
H+ cd4? ?TB
H+ on Bactrium.cd4= 600. Tb?
Dm 11.3mmol/lt.
H? TB?. Shingles?
H+ not on Rx.TB on Rx.
H+ cd4? TB?
H+ 2004 on ARV”s
Dm 9.6mmol/lt new
Du Pertruyns? Arthritis? TB? Toxins.
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rx.Shingles.Lt chest
Lt hand dermatitis,stress,H tested.
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Shingles Rt Buttock
Anaemia.Dizzy.nuetrophilis ?
H+ 22 weeks Pregnant
H+ on ARV”s cd4=40 TB
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rxment.Shingles.Lt chest
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rxment.Shingles.Lt chest
H+2009 on ARV”s.H eyes
Dm B/s 13.8mmol/lt. Bp 160/90mmHg.
Dm 20.1mmol/lt, on Insulin. UTI
Bp 250/130mmHg. ?Proptosis Intracranial Pressure raised.
Chicken pox varicella virus
Dm 31.6mmol/lt. Bp 200/200mmHg. TB on Rx
TB 2008. H+ 2010
Chicken pox?varicella
Dm 19.1mmol/lt. Bp
?H. ?TB. monilia
H.zosters, shingles.
Appendicitis?Peritonitis
H+ on ARV”s.TB?
Dm. Rt eye Blind. Bp 170/100mmHg
TB+Rx7yrs ago.
TB+on Rx.H??
H+x 1/52.?TB?
?Parotitis. Alcohol. Bp 220/130mmHg
Hepatitis?B?C. Jaundice
Chest Pain, Oedema, kidney, Heart.
Alcohol ? Dm, Thiamine.
Anaemia. kidney. Heart. Oedema
?TB.?H. Shingles
H? TB
H+on ARV”s.Tb
TB+3yrs ago H.eyes
Dm 17.4mmol/lt. Bp 160/95 Asthma
H+on ARV”s.cd4 108. ?TB, coughing.
Oedema? #. Adrenals. Heart. Kidney. Bp 150/90
H+x1/52 TB?
Chicken Pox?varicella
H-skin?TB UTI
Bell”s Palsy Rt side,TB?H
Blind,Dm,Bp 130/90
Chicken Pox?varicella
Anaemia H eyes TB?H?
H+
Hepatomegally,Oedema,Heart?Heart failure,Alcohol,flukes?
Alcohol?Liver
Bp 160/90. Dm b/s 11,0mmol/lt
TB on Rx.Herpes.H fingers
TB HIV Gastro
H?
?Appendicitis.
Dm 15,6 Bp 270/160
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Shingles Lt back.H eyes.
Dm?skin rash Bp 170/100.7,6
Dm 26,1 on Insulin Bp 170/100
Chicken Pox?varicella
Substance abuse
TB on Rxment. Vomiting blood.
Dysphagia. Tb? Ca Oesophagus
H+ not on Rx.Immune Reaction
TB+ Rxed 2008H+ on ARV's since 2007
H+ June 2009 on Bactrium
Monilia,Gastro,TB fingers,Anaemia.
Edema. Alcohol. Cirrhosis liver Ca??
Both feet black from ankle to Lower 1/3. liver?
TB+ completed Rx June 2010. H?
Diabetes B/s 19.6 mmol/lt
Fever
White lateral lines on nails?Ca?Magnesium shortage, worms
TB fingers? Anaemia?H fingers
TB+ 4yrs ago. TB fingers. H fingers. Anaemia.
H+?TB
Dystonia month ,Extra-pyramidal
H+on ARV's TB+on Rx
Oedema, Incontinent. Liver Ca?
Diabetic
H+ ARV's?TB .Anaemia
Shingles Rt eye.TB compl.2010/06
?Leprosy?Exposure.
Severe Chicken Pox
Diabetes m.b/s 18.3 mmol/lt
Old TB ?/new TB
Rt Knee ? Infection?TB, Cancer
Torn Biceps Rt
H+ on Bactrium?TB ?2/12 Pregnant
H+on ARV's??TB
??H ?TB ??
TB,H+ on Rxments
TB+on Rx
H+ on ARV's.TB ? Old Shingles face
Bullet insitu June 2010,shot Lt face. Bells Palsy Lt, Gastro. Tb fingers. H?
H+on Bactrium 2009
Lt Breast Nodule.?Ca.
Tb? HIV?
TB H? Alcohol
Fits ,Bells Palsy,Backache.
?Fungus of fingers and Nails
H+ on Bactrium Bco folic.TB fingers Anaemia
White nails?Calcium?Magnesium Shortage
Chicken pox.small for 12yrs. Check Chromosomes
Alcohol
TB -H+ ampath.on Bactrim.Bco. Folic acid. oral sores
Cough
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H+ defaulted Rx,ARV's?TB Anaemia.
Diarrhoea,Chestpains
Dm b/s16.1 Bp 140/80
Chicken pox
Rt Shingles on Bactrium.H+
H? TB?Shingles Lt chest
Mass?Abcess?Ca Lt Neck on ARV's TB Rx
Stress,Backache
Fits Bells Palsy Backache
Osteo athritis
V.warts STI.Condylomata?Cmv,HPV?
H+ on ARV's TB+ comp.Rx July 2010
Overweight?Hormones Dm on Rx.
Blind both eyes(Headache)
TB+2010 Rx.H+ stopped Rx ??self.
TB on Rx H Ampath.
Bilateral large neck glands.TB?H+ not on ARV's
?TB Glands neck ?H
H+ 2003 not on Rx.?TB on Rxment for Psychosis.since 10/2010
H-ve rapid test?TB
H? fingers TB ?
?H Ampath -ve.
Anaemia,TB fingers,
H+ on ARV's TB ?32 wks GA
?Leprosy Lt foot sole has hole.?TB ? H
TB fingers Anaemia ?TB?H
Diabetic B/s 10.4,Hypertensive,Cramps alkaline
Old TB 2009 H fingers ??Completed Rx 2010.TB fingers.
H+ on Rxment 08/2010.TB+ 2008 Rxed.Allergic Rash to facial Cream.??
H+ stopped Rx TB completed Rx
Dark Facial skin.?Vit, oils, minerals
Dc Vaginitis ?H TB?
H+ ARV's TB? Kaposi Sarcoma
Monilia ?TB H+ on ARV's
H+ not no Rx.TB+in 1990's
Spasticity Lt side?Brain?chromosomes.Scan
Petechial Bleeding.Lt leg.?H? TB
Scan for Hormones,minerals,not glands
H+ on ARV's TB comlpeted Rx.
H+ on ARV's 03/2010 TB on Rxment Sept 2010
H+ on ARV's 2009 ?TB
H+ 2009.Not on Rx.TB?
H+ on ARV's 2009 TB old Nov?TB Cough
H+ on ARV's?TB
H+ not on Rx?TB Skin Rash
Measles
Lymphnodes Parotitis.
Chicken -pox Varicella ?
Chicken pox
Diabetic 21.7 parotitis,nodule Lt Blood.
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H+ not on Rx,Candida,TB?
TB ?
Chicken pox
H+ on ARV's TB+.
H+ Ampath.TB?
H+ not on Rx.?TB defaulted Rx.
H+ ? TB cough
diabetes 21.6,TB on Rx 1/52
TB fingers HIV?
H-ve.tested.GA 31 wk preg.PMHx.TB bones.operated
On TB Rx since 1/52.?HIV
Pregnant 33 wks H-ve
Physical Exam
Shingles H?TB?Asthmatic on Rx
H+ not on Rx TB Rx.shingles
Gonococcal infection, drop.Syphilis??STI
H+ on ARV's x1/12?TB.
18 wks Preg.Discharge Brownish.
Dc UTI ?H
H+ 2007 on ARV'sTB completed Rx 2007
Hypertensive not on Rx
?Lt/Rt heart failure.Oedema.Bp
PID,H+ not on Rx.,TB?
H+ on ARV's TB comp Rx
Gastro H+ on ARV's TB?
TB Spine
? Pregnant
Vag.warts-CMV.HPV.
H? TB?on Bactrium?? Gastro.
TB on Rx H? Painful
Skin Rash??Hypertensive on Rx
Oedema,Lung Ca?TB?.RHF,Anaemia,Portal hypertension
34wks GA.Rubella
H+ on ARV's ?TB
TB fingers ,H fingers.Amputated Rt arm Alcohol
H+ on ARV's 2009.?TB completed Rx
Chicken pox.perinantal injury to head
H+ on ARV's Anaemia TB Rx.AIDS.
Chicken pox D/c
H+ on Bactrium Bco on Rx.Shingles(Lt)side
H-ve 22wks Preg
HIV+ TB? Neck glands
H? TB? (TB 2006)
Diabetes on Rx.Leposy??
H? TB? Skin rash?
Skin rash H?
H+ not on Rx.Kaposi?TB compl.Rx 2009
Lip? Ca?H+ 2005 not on Rx
Ca liver Jaundice.TB fingers old TB
TB comp.Rx 07/12/2010 H on Rx
Fungus H? ??
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H? TB?says tested-ve
H+ 11/2010 Anaemia TB?
H-ve Ampth?TB fingers?
H+ on Bact.Bco.folic.TB on Rx Alcohol.fungus.
H+ on ARV's TB on Rx
H+ on ARV's,TB compl.Rx 10/2010
HIV+.not on Rx.TB?
H? TB? Neck glands,fits on Rx.
Chicken pox
Chicken pox D/c
TB?H+?
Chicken pox
Enuresis Melanoma Pinworm
?Anaemia worm?
H+ on AZT for feotus.TB?
R+ Knee Bursitis.H+on ARV's TB?
H+ cd4 1 TB? Scurvy?Bleeding gums
Scurvy?Bleeding gums,H?
Ca Rt jaw operation done 2009 grafting
H+ not on Rx.TB?
?H ?TB 2nd -ve
H eyes H -ve hosp
? Thyroid PID?
Dysphagia Ca oesophogus??Anaemia old TB
TB ?H? White lines on fingers nails
H+ on ARV's ?TB
Severe Shingles ?TB.
Lt eye,Mitral & Tricuspid valve-look insufficiency.Gastro
Diabetes on Rx ?H TB on Rx Joint pains
H+ on Bactrium Bco.ferrous and Folic.Anaemia
Polio Rt leg.H? TB?
Vaginal warts Herpes?Chicken pox H?
H+ ARV's for 5yrs. Drop.TB
Mast cell Reaction??Itching H+ & ARV's
34wks GA.Preg.H+ on prophylaxis
TB fingers TB? H?
Old TB new TB ? H?
H+ on Bac,old TB?TB,Axilla Abcess Lt
Chicken pox(varicella)
Tinea corpus,H?TB
Chicken pox
Chicken pox
H?TB? Anaemia Gastro
Rash?measles
H+ on Rx TB on Rx
R+ face Shingles H?TB
H+ Herpes,fingers.Pneumocystis Carinii
31wks Preg.Rash??
Fits?Ecchinococcus?TB Rxed.H?
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Shingles H?
Coughing?TB old TB
Rash on back spreading to lower legs and face since 3/12 ago
Old TB new TB Broncho Constrictions
Lt Breast Nodule ??
? TB?H
Physical
H+ on Bactrium,Folic Acid,Bco Thiamine TB?Gastro+
H?? sores on Rt Leg.Preg36wks
Old TB?new. Dysphagia
H+ on ARV.TB on Rx.Liver Fluke??
shingles Back
TB on Rx,Anaemia.
Rt Mandibular Abcess??Ca
H+ not on Rx.TB?Neck glands Rt
H+ TB? Gastro H
H+ on ARV's TB?Gastro
H+ on ARV's.confused.
Old TB,TB fingers.cough.
H+ on ARV's,TB comp Rx
H+ on ARV's 2005,TB treated 2000
Rt Side pain?Liver??kidney
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CSI %
64.00%
100.00%
68.00%
67.00%
100.00%
100.00%
75.00%
92.00%
24.00%
100.00%
43.00%
52.00%
100.00%

100.00%

12.00%
100.00%
100.00%
20.00%
97.00%

12.00%
91.00%
71.00%
25.00%
100.00%
23.00%
72.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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100.00%

74.00%
16.00%

100.00%
100.00%
25.00%

12.00%
69.00%
29.00%
26.00%
47.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
40.00%
100.00%
37.00%
27.00%
39.00%
100.00%
40.00%
37.00%
27.00%
39.00%
100.00%
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100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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87.00%
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100.00%

99.00%
45.00%
83.00%
100%%
69.00%
50.00%
42.00%
68.00%
20.00%
56.00%
27.00%
46.00%
30.00%
100%%
81.00%
14.00%
16.00%
43.00%
22.00%
19.00%
100%%
12.00%
13.00%
100%%
89.00%
40.00%
56.00%
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6867-100TB.6053-101 Viral Infection

100.00%
13.00%
100.00%
11.00%
100.00%
45.00%
12.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
85.00%
19.00%
33.00%
55.00%
61.00%
56.00%
100.00%
59.00%
97.00%
75.00%
100.00%
56.00%
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9.00%
36.00%
100.00%
44.00%
64.00%
100.00%
68.00%
67.00%
100.00%
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86.00%

29.00%
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100.00%

100.00%
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9.00%

9.00%
89.00%
17%%
60.00%
100.00%
100%%
57.00%
46.00%
10.00%
100%%
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53.00%
100%%
17%%
89.00%
66.00%
89.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
65.00%
100%%
100%%
98.00%
87.00%
100%%
87.00%
40.00%
9.00%
9.00%
9.00%
100%%
100%%
57.00%
99.00%
96.00%
100%%
62.00%
13.00%
11.00%
43.00%
51.00%
100%%
100%%
21.00%
78.00%
100%%
100%%
11.00%
100%%
100%%
31.00%
100%%
30.00%
64.00%
79.00%
100%%
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12.00%

100%%
34.00%
100%%
100%%
20.00%
46.00%
14.00%
9.00%
100%%
71.00%
14.00%
100%%
57.00%
75.00%
89.00%
45.00%
38.00%
85.00%
23.00%
100%%
14.00%
50.00%
58.00%
100%%
72.00%
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23.00%
100%%
100%%

100%%
27.00%
56.00%
15.00%
41.00%
36.00%
100%%
100%%
100.00%
90.00%
62.00%
37.00%
100%%
60.00%
91.00%
99.00%
24.00%
100.00%
100%%
53.00%
100%%
19.00%
53.00%
20.00%
10.00%
100%%
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56.00%
13.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
13.00%
61.00%
95.00%
12.00%
69.00%
90.00%
9.00%
15.00%
44.00%
100%%
27.00%
15.00%
100%%
100%%
32.00%
11.00%
71.00%
100%%
100%%
80.00%
88.00%
16.00%
100%%
13.00%
93.00%
100%%
49.00%
100%%
100%%
53.00%
100%%
100%%
35.00%
100%%
39.00%
18.00%
19.00%
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34.00%
63.00%
73.00%
88.00%
18.00%
100%%
15.00%
16.00%
41.00%
29.00%
100.00%
66%%
59.00%
100%%
100.00%
39.00%
72.00%
100.00%
53%%
10%%
53.00%
71%%
30.00%
100%%
14%%
100%%
100%%
10%%
100%%
100%%
84.00%
40.00%
62.00%
100%%
45.00%
100%%
100%%
66%%
37.00%
17%%
100%%
12.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
33.00%
50.00%
67.00%
61.00%
39.00%
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100%%
38.00%
100%%
41.00%
100%%
41.00%
100%%
100%%
42.00%
93.00%
100%%
97.00%
100%%
100%%
39.00%
59.00%
97.00%
60.00%
54.00%
66%%
41.00%
100%%
61.00%
26.00%
65.00%
100%%
44.00%
45.00%
33.00%
100%%
35.00%
100%%
70.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
23.00%
32.00%
100%%
22.00%
77.00%
100%%
12.00%
19.00%
9.00%
74.00%
99.00%
50.00%
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100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
55.00%
44.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
85.00%
68.00%

9.00%
100%%
62.00%
24.00%
39.00%
11.00%
100%%
78.00%
21.00%
70.00%
100%%
14%%
70.00%
100%%
34.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
78.00%
80.00%
100%%
100%%
79.00%
100%%
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46.00%
92.00%
42.00%
21.00%
79.00%
45.00%
100%%
100%%

100%%
70.00%
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36.00%

74.00%
11.00%
100%%

100%%
100%%
64.00%
64.00%

100%%
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41.00%
100%%
100%%

100%%
72.00%
100%%
23.00%
88.00%
20.00%
9.00%
100.00%
44.00%
71%%
76.00%
100%%
69.00%
9.00%
32.00%
100%%
69.00%
100.00%
100%%
30.00%
100%%
100%%
20.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
19.00%
25.00%
35.00%
86.00%
100%%
74.00%
37.00%
79.00%
61.00%
43.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
99.00%
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20.00%
75.00%
100.00%
18.00%
100.00%
100.00%
71.00%
100.00%
55.00%
85.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
32.00%
21.00%
44.00%
100.00%
36.00%
9.00%
56.00%
100.00%
75.00%
97.00%
59.00%
100.00%
56.00%
100.00%
61.00%
55.00%
33.00%
19.00%
85.00%
100.00%
16.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
12.00%
100.00%
14.00%
45.00%
100.00%
11.00%
100.00%
13.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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100.00%
19.00%
62.00%
100.00%
32.00%
39.00%
9.00%
58.00%
73.00%
16.00%
21.00%
47.00%
88.00%
100.00%
83.00%
100.00%
17.00%
65.00%
15.00%
100.00%
41.00%
100.00%
57.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
21.00%
100.00%
100.00%
43.00%
45.00%
96.00%
32.00%
19.00%
100.00%
10.00%
28.00%
100.00%
100.00%
24.00%
41.00%
100.00%
26.00%
100.00%
31.00%
61.00%
100.00%
59.00%
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100.00%
100.00%
35.00%
100.00%
47.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
67.00%
30.00%
100.00%
27.00%
100.00%
17.00%
86.00%
12.00%
18.00%
100.00%
9.00%
100.00%
35.00%
100.00%
21.00%
100.00%
49.00%
42.00%
51.00%
34.00%
100.00%
62.00%
60.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
72.00%
36.00%
59.00%
100.00%
100.00%
74.00%
70.00%
41.00%
100.00%
100.00%
18.00%
21.00%
10.00%
26.00%
43.00%
50.00%
80.00%
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100.00%
100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
56.00%
100.00%
100.00%
32.00%
42.00%
65.00%
35.00%
100.00%
86.00%
28.00%
61.00%
78.00%
53.00%
34.00%
21.00%
100.00%
26.00%
42.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
33.00%
100.00%
68.00%
51.00%
100.00%
100.00%
91.00%
18.00%
64.00%
55.00%
100.00%
15.00%
71.00%
53.00%
33.00%
100.00%
93.00%
15.00%
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10.00%
62.00%
40.00%
100.00%
15.00%
27.00%
24.00%
36.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
9.00%
100.00%
67.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
84.00%
90.00%
9.00%
32.00%
28.00%
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6867-58 Utilin”s” Red Bacterial.4998-62 Pleo Ut”s” Mycobacterium.3700-52 Retroviruses.5987-99 Tuberculosis
6867-102 Bacterial.4998-67 Mycobacteriam.3700-77 Retroviruses.5987-94 Tuberculosis
4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-78 Retroviruses.3903-88 Mycobacterium Leprae Leprasy
5853-92 Osteomalacia
6867-77 Bacterial.3700-73 Retroviruses.4998-70 Pleo UT”s” Mycobactrium
8112-118 Liver,gallbladder.1945-105 Herpatitis A.5684-93 Cholelithians
5624-110 Diabetes.6074-103Pancreas disease
3700-88 Retroviruses.4998-71 Mycobacterium.5987-106 Tuberculosis
6352-110 Insulin.5625-93 Diabetes Katoacidosis.
3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-79 Pleo Ut”s” Mycobacterium.5462-110 AIDS
6867-83 Bacterial.4998-71 Mycobacterium.3700-77 Retroviruses.
4998-96 Mycobacterium.3700-103 Retroviruses.5547-103 Anaemia.5462-98 AIDS
6867-84 Bacterial.4998-79 TB.3700-57 Retroviruses.
Bp not seen. No UTI
4113-79 blood sugar pancreas.

2828-110 diabetes

not seen
328- 86 DM 9090-112 DM
4998-50 Mycobacterium.3700-66 Retroviruses.
not seen
not seen
3931-88 blood glucose. 4113-78 blood sugar.pancreas
not seen
4998-71 TB 5897 -116 Pulmonary Emphysemia
H not seen.
3700-73 Retroviruses
4998-90 Mycobacterium.3700-123 Retroviruses
8221-97 Chlamydia Pneumonia.3700-82 Retroviruses
3700-69 Retroviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.5462-110 AIDS
H not seen.
3700-77 Retroviruses.4998-82 Mycobacterium.3932-98 Blood iron
4995-138 Streptococcus.6045-107 Acute Inflammation
3700-94 retroviruses. TB not seen
not seen
2067-89 Rubella/German measles.5806-108 Measles.
6867-82 Bacterial disease.3700-65 Retroviruses.4998-86 Mycobacterium
4998-91 Mycobacterium.5987-112 Tuberculosis
4998-94 Mycobacterium.3700-82 Retroviruses.
3932-108 Blood iron.4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-84 Retroviruses
3700-94 Retroviruses.6867-88 Bacterial disease.4998-67 Mycobacterium.
4998-96 Mycobacterium.3700-108 Retrovirues.5985-120 Nerve Crainal 5.5867-102 Paralysis
3700-76 Retroviruses.4998-73 Mycobacterium
3700-69 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium
3340-142 chest infections. H not seen
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6073-95 Gallblader Disease
2146-70 Varicella

5853-156 Osteomalacia
4998-91 Mycobacterium.1911-104 Entaamoeba Coli
1884-104 Diabetes Insijoidus.5623-99 Diabetes Mellitus

3700-80 Retroviruses.6867-94 Bacterial.4998-98 Mycobacterium
3700-73Retroviruses.6867-112 TB,4998-80 Mycobacterium.5826-120 Myocadial Infection
3700-74Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium.6008-113 Veneral disease

6867-148 Bacterial.5296-134 Virus Inection.3700-120 Retroviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.
6053-107 Viral Infection.3700-87 Retroviruses.6086-112 Lymph Disease
5949-99 Polycystic Ovareis.9876-115 Follicle Stimulating.
6867-89 Bacterial.3700-86 Retroviruses
6092-103 Joint disease
6867-88 Bacterial disease of TB.4998-51 Mycobacterium.3700-67 Retroviruses
6867-68 Bacterial.4998-80 Mycobacterium.3700-72 Retroviruses.
6867-109 Bacterial.4998-102 mycobacterium.3700-132 Retroviruses
5749-99 Anaemia.4998-78 Mycobacterium.5489-101 Hyper immune response.3700-75 Retroviruses
3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium.
4998-108 Mycobacterium.6867-107 Bacterial.
6867-81 Bacterial.3700-45 Retroviruses.
3886-68 Ascardinum worm caurses epilepsy.5925-69 Epilepsy seizures
3700-71 Retroviruses
6867-91 Bacterial.3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-89 Mycobacterium
3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium.
4998-108 Mycobacterium.6867-107 Bacterial.
3886-68 Ascardinum worm caurses epilepsy.5925-69 Epilepsy seizures
3700-71 Retroviruses
6867-91 Bacterial.3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-89 Mycobacterium
6867-107 Bacterial.4998-69 Mycobacterium.3700-72 Retroviruses.
not seen
not seen
not seen
not seen
5983-109 stroke.8801-112 Dm.5865-116 Paraplegia.6078-104 Pancreas disease
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not seen
not seen
1730-141 Bladder meridian.
not seen
62-113 calamus-sedafire.
3935-87 Lead.3909-85 Blood Acetone.1132-100 Reuim.9204-106 Acn.
not seen
6886-109 TB.6053-112 Viral Infection.303-105 TB.
1052-131 Bp 5620-123 DM.7582-120 Blood glucose problems.
1052-131 Bp 5620-123 Dm.7582-120 Blood glucose Prostems.
not seen.
6091-115 Bone Disease.
not seen
16196-123 Chromie ororate Blood sugar Regulation Pancreas
not seen
3700-80 Retroviruses .6867-87 Bacterial.4998-63 Mycobacterium.5456-94 Abcess.
5573-93 Candida.3700-82 Retroviruses.6867-97 Bacterial.4998-70 Mycobacterium.
3932-96 Blood Iron.6867-83 Bacterial.4998-64 Mycobacterium.5543-102 Splenomegally.
None seen
TB not seen
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5840-37 Nervous System Lesions.
328-76 Dm 329-60
140-121 skin.329-93 TB.
329-71 TB.H not seen
329-77 TB
Noneseen
Noneseen
6867-108TB H notseen.Boils not seen
4998-96TB
5789-103 Low Back Pain.5761-110 INDIGESTION
6886-108 TB viral infection 38
5623-73Dm.6352-40 Insulin
3330-80 Blood sugar.
not seen
3700-103Retroviruses.warts not seen.
not seen
1850-37 cmv. TB not seen
not seen
not seen
4113-91 blood sugar. 5462-103 aids
6074-98 pancreas disease
3337-83 blood pressure
4113-82 blood sugar balance
6379-99 protease inhibitors/kills some viruses HIV Tb not seen
1776-84 Amenorrhoea 5462-38 Aids
1916 flu
not seen
??
3337-91 Bp. 2147-98 vaginitis.
6886-108 TB 5845-100 obstructive jaundice. 6867-100 TB. 3700-94 retroviruses
6854-113 Gastro. 7456-99 HIV. TB not seen.
6302-127 Captopril- BP.
3700-104 Retroviruses. Tb not seen.
3700-109 Retroviruses. TB not seen.
6078-116 cervix female disease
5667-97 pyramided system disorders. 5985-96 Nerve cranial 5 nerve disorder.
3700-69 Retroviruses.6867-74 Bacterial.4998-74 Mycobacterium.5462-111 AIDS
102=worms 103=TB 100=Syphilis,Chlamydia
108=Hypergl.107=worms 116=Panreas
93=Dm.101=KETOACIDOSIS 82+86Blsupis\glucose
115+117=Hypertention.worms=102.TB=93Dm=76+79,84
101,102Dm.96TB
103+96=TB
11=TB 114=HIV
111=TB 114=HIV
133=ECHINOSTMA REVOLUTM|Tapeworm
96=TB 102=HIV 103=Propioribcterium Infertin
93=HIV
not seen
106=TB
5623-109Dm
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96=HIV
37= Tb
126= herpes simplex 95= retro viruses
105 ( chicken pox) 173= immune unicity. 110= TB . 94 chlamydia trachomatis
4998-83 Mycobacterium
108-TB 118=H
149= Hiv 125=Aids
5619 -118 DM 329-112 TB 1246-97 kidney
5383-90 704-81 anaemia. 7465-94 HIV..
4160-113 Liver Disease. 1942-98 hepatitis
flaw in chrom 916 22
weakness in parietal lobe..1900-106 Echinococcus Gr .5531-105 Ascariasis
304-96 TB
1415-117 Dm . 2721-88 Bp
2597-119 Retina. 5849-117 cranial optic 2
2146-98 Varicella
8877-108 repeated liver injury
5983-121 mini stroke ,3930-104 Alcohol.
5724-114 H Zoster, 1850-120 H Zoster.
4998-108Tb 6053-108 Viral Infection
EKG-Mineral Imbalance Potassium& Magnesium 3337-110 LM 40 blood Pressure.6075-104 RHF.
Convert Emotional Tension. 3700-102 Retroviruses. 5560-100 brain Tumour.
3281-119 Hives .5920-123 ALLERGIC or Anaphylactic Purpura.
4113-82 blood sugar 2597-71 retina 5625-109 Dm keto acidosis.
2201-88 chromosomes 21q stroke. 2174-79 chromo 17p neurofibromatosis.
6101-120 Toxicity General.
5622-98 Diabetes
3312-92 candida
4113-90 blood sugar. 5728-113 Hyportension
6221-98 Antivirals
3700-99 Retroviruses 5623-115 Diabetes Mellitus. 3337-38 blood pressure
3924 1007 Cholesterol. 5468-161 Addiction
4998-100 TB. 3700-104 Retroviruses.
1880-95 Dysentry 5462-101 Aids . 5627-100 Diarrhoea
5612-118 dementia Disorbers.
2366-93 PID . 6092-106 joint Disease. UTI not seen.
3202-104 Oxalic Acid -gout .3930-81 Ethanol.
3935-118 blood lead. 3955-112 Pyruvic Acid -blood..
235-124 Gliary Neurolgia. Nerve disorder.
5663-105 Epididymitis.
5489-118 Hyper Immune Response. 1880-93 Dysentry
not seen
3909-84 blood Aceto Acetate plus Acetone
5164-121 Injuries Accidents
5462-133 Aids 3337-93 blood pressure 5625-122 diabetic ketoacidosis. 5624-108 Diabetes Renal
5619-115 diabetes endocrine.
4113-100 blood sugar. 3337-89 blood pressure.
3700-112 retroviruses. 2550-104 estrone.
6253-40 DM Bp not seen paraplegia not seen
6379-104 protease inhibitors- HIV
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3700-99 Retroviruses
5713-101 Haematuria.5301-104.104 HIV.5835-102 NEPHRITIS No kidney stone seen.
6057-124 Immune Weakness.
6867-101 TB.6060-116 Infection.
6867-93 TB.8796-99 Auto Immune Diseases Understand.
796-103 Bp 3903-98 ACETO ACETATE+ACETONE Fasciolopis cercaria 6825-104.
4113-97 Bloodsugar.3337-97Bp.3700-94 RETRO VIRUSS 5657-101 ENDOCRINE DISODERS.
1440-111 THYROXINE
6867-100TB.6053-101 Viral Infection
5550-83 Prostatitis 304-108 TB.5795-119 Lung Cancer.5899-100 Pyelitis.3700-91 Retroviruses
5987-117TB.3312-114 CANDIDA 6867-100 TB.4998-77TB
1993-93 Monilia.6867-TB.6369-96HIV
8524-97 Vivramed HIV
5880-105 Pleurisy.8522-102 Vivramed.
3700-102 Retroviruses.
4998-107TB
6221-113 Antivirals
8523-89 Vivramed
3330-86 BloodSugar..1132-112 Reunim-Bp
6854-100 Gastro.303-99 TB.60221-93 ANTIVARALS
6379-99 HIV
5971-238 TETANY.341-104 Munups.
5462-109 Aids.4113 BloodSugar,3909-88 Acetate+Acetone.5301-99HIV
3931-77Blood Glucose.5862-30 Pancreatitis
329-109 TB.8522-94 Vivramed
650-104 F.5306-97 Herpes
4986-123 Candida Albicans.9941-100 Mycobacterium.6867-88 Bacterial.3700-78 Retroviruses.
3930-119 Blood Ethanal.
3114-70 Variala/Chicken pox
495-91 Magnesium Chloride
3700-59 Retroviruses.4998-56 Mycobacterium.6021-106 Iodine Dificiency.
4973-109 Candida Albicans.5462-103 AIDS
3886-113 Ascardinum,worm-Epilepsy.1009-79 Bell's palsy.
8841-86 Fibrinoid Necrosis
3700-73 Retroviruses.4998-68 Mycobacterium
4998-97 Mycobacterium.5724-116 Herpes.3700-68 Retroviruses
4998-60 Mycobacterium.
3700-92 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium.
4077-137 Rheumatism of Acid.4998-50 Mycobacterium.6091-116 Bone Disease.
6867-94 Bacterial.
1918-106 Fasciola Hepatica.5862-99 Diabetes Mellitis.
6867-94 Bacterial.4998-78 Mycobacterium.5783-75 Leprosy
6867-91 Bactrial.4998-79 Mycobacterium.5462-99 AIDS.
3700-95 Retroviruses.4998-68 Mycobacterium.
6826-95 Fasciolopsis
1730-123 Bladder meridian.1918-90 Fasciola Hepatica.
6867-100 Bacterial.3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-85 Mycobacterial
6379-104 protease inhibitors- HIV
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6867-82 Bacterial.4998-68 Mycobacterium.3700-81 Retroviruses
3700-93 Retroviruses.4998-101 Mycobacterium.
4998-115 Mycobacterium.3700-139 Retroviruses.6867-100 Bacterial.
5834-83 Nematodiasis.8930-96 Magnesium Chloride
6867-58 Bacterial.4998-62 Mycobacterium.3700-52 Retroviruses.5987-99 Tubercullosis
6867-102 Bacterial.4998-67 Mycobacterium.3700-77 Retroviruses.5987-94 Turberculosis.
4998-TB.3700-78 Retroviruses.3903-88 Mycobacterium.
?not seen
5853-92 Oesteomalacia.
Bacterial
?not seen
2349-103 Pyocyanens
3700-103 Retroviruses.1078-99 TB.6389-111 THYROID
409-123 Alcohol
4998-95 TB.H not seen
5301-93 HIV
6867-92 TB.H not seen.
5623-103 Diabetes Mellitus.6819-97.Pancreatic Fluke 3909-87 blood,Auto Acetate+Acetone Acetone.5997-107 urethritis
6867-99TB.,H not seen
649-159 Flu
3909-105 Blood Aceto Acetate+Acetone 4113-Blood sugar
5306-120 HIV,5987-101 TB.6055-117 Fungal Infections
7639-100 Miscellaneous bacteria
4998-106 TB H not seen.
7480-93H+,304-96TB
5462-103AIDS.6886-118TB
not seen
?not seen
4113-84 Blood sugar-panceas 3700-93 Retroviruses
4998-64TB,9941-98TB
5297-94,5298-96}warts 7456-97 HIV
1772-110 worms
5928-107 Shingles.
4113-86 Blood sugar.5734-102 Hperplycaemia,3909-109 Blood Aceto Acetate.
303-106 tb H not seen
not seen
4998-106 TB,5681-126 Furunde Boil.
6091-121 Bone disease
6819-103 pancreatic fluke. 5625-100 Diabetic keto acidosis
6005-103 vaginitis
6867-111 TB
4998-90 TB 5572-104Cancer 5597-100 convulsions.
3700-95 Retroviruses.
5622-102 DM. BP not seen
4998-90 TB. 5301-97 HIV
5725-102 Herpes .H not seen. TB not seen.
4998-98 Tb .5972-105 Anaemia
not seen
CHLAMADIA 2366-112.H not seen,TB seen
3886-Ascardinum worm
not seen
4979-107 Bacterial Inflam.Cytitis.5998-111 Urinary Retention 5919-94 SCHISTOSOMIAS IS -Blood FLUKES
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3886 -60 Ascardinum worm
5462-104 AIDS 2580-118 Carity occupied by Vitreousotumor.Eye Srcode
3700-93 Retroviruses.6825-98 Fasuolopsis cercaria-Dm.Pancreas 5997-123 urethritis.659-123 Bp
2043-98 Pueumococcinum.H not seen.TB not seen
3337-106 Bp.3330-83 Blood sugar
6867-105 TB
1900-88 Echinococcus Granmosis
4998-102 TB,H not seen,Gastro not seen
2336-94 Mycoplasma
pneumonia. Tb not seen 5937-103 Anaemia 5690-98 gastro. 5301-90 HIV
6094-119 Osteoprosis. 2126-122 Taenia crassiceps worm
not seen
6867-104 TB 3700-109 retroviruses. Palpitations not seen
5646-116 chronic dermatitis Eczema
5301-105 HIV 5679-103 fracttures
6247-82 insulin .1884-84 Dm
1078-112 TB
121- 128 DM 5621-112 diabetes
6085-156 haemoglobin disease. H not seen. Lipoma not seen. 5495-178 alheimers disease. 5586-156
1250-82 selenium def. 7602-70 UTI
5999-111 Kidney Infection.5900-115 Pyloneprhritis
5301-94 HIV.5987-115 TB.3700-30 Retroviruses
As in 378
9941-119 TB 5539-119 Acid &chronic bacteria.5891-124 Prostatis.
10014-101 Thyroid Hamares T3T4.7296-79Bp.
5301-102 HIV 8380-110 Camdida Albicans.
6048-122 Chronic Inflammation.6581-99 Gastro
3700-91 Retroviruses.No Retardation seen
??6867-102 TB.5906- kidney stones 5683-130 Gall stones.
6883-93 Diabetes.4113—96Blood sugar Bal.5618-112 Diabetes.6825-118 Fascolopsis
6883-105 Dm.5462-107 AIDS.6099-109 Bp
6013-141 VABI Def.2798-122 Lymest.Bacteria Spirochete
Ethonol.6886-106 TB 3700-117 RETROviruses
4998-99 TB
3700-39 Retroviruses.6867-94 Bacterial.4998-70 Mycobacterium
8484-125 normalisation of heart
1777-97 anoplocephala magna( 10x) parasite that can affect brain 6033-101 worms .
6104-113 brain disease syndromes. 2066-111 rhino pneumonitis- sinusitis.
8877-134 liver repeated injury – chronic hepatitis.
6053-107 viral infection.
5311-74 varicella zoster.
252-98 TB 8877-131 repeated liver injury - chronic hepatitis
not seen
not seen
3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-79 Mycobacterium.
not seen
4998-80 TB
not seen
4113-78 DM
5592-115 Congestine L+ heart failure.3958-97 Blood sodium.9942-108 TB.
6883-102 Dm.3330-94 Blood sugar.8879-108 TB.
5560-112 Brain tumous.5560-112 Brain tumour.
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5572-103 cancer.6082-92 Adrenal tumous
5296-97 Virus inspecified.
2777-131 Confusion.3330-90 Dm.
5301-110 H.1078-100 TB
5749-101 Sickle cell Anaemia.3337-83 Blood Pressure.4104-124 Anaemia balance.
6867-82 Bacterial.3700-99 Retroviruses.4998-92 Mycobacterium.
4998-95 TB.618-109 vir combo Remedy for virus infection.
9885-102 uterine fiodo disease.5658-110 Endolletriosis.
5539-100 Bacterial Infection/Acute and chronic.3700-120 Retroviruses.
2075-107 Shigella Paradysenterae.6867-87 Bacterial.4998-78 Mycobacterium.3700-81 Retroviruses
6274-105 Herpes.3700-94 Retroviruses 5296-103 virus.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5462-124 AIDS.2349-112 Pyocyaneus.
9942-109 TB.3909-146 Blood Aceto Acetate &Acetone.
9942-109 TB 3909-146 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.
8796-104 Aceto Immune disease undefined.8522-101 Vivramed Rxment 6053-124 viral Infection.
5296-98 Virus unscified.6053-103 Viral infection 6057-111 Immune weakness
6061-102 Thrombosis.5560-102 Brain Tumour.5983-103 Mini Stroke.

4998-109 TB.H not seen
6825-100 fasciola cepcaria 168-Bp.3909-85 Aceto Acetone.3930-95 Blood Ethanal.172-Blood sugar.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5618-113 Dm.3909-91 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5462-102 Aids.
2881-135 Bp.3931-93 Blood Glucose.7253-101 Bp.6825-100 Fasciolopsis cercaria.3700-113 Retroviruses.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
4998-89 TB
5867-67 Paratitis.
6086-101 Lymph disease
2120-97 Yersina Pestis-Rash

4995-102 Streptococcus Pyojens
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Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
3700-106 Retrviruses.4998-84 TB

both not seen
Not sen
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5472-102 Hypoadrenia-Stress Syndrome.
9135-84 FCS 11//stop excessive uterine bleeding hormones.3700-97 Retroviruses.5297-131 Warts condo myloma.
2145-104 Vernuca-Plantar wart.
5984-109 Trchinosis
6886-104 TB
8851-104 Bp 5738-108 Hypertension.7253-96 Bp
None seen
2941-98 Jaw ostitis.5456-89 Abcess
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
3330-95 Blood sugar.5497-130 CA Head of Pancreas.
5462-108 AIDS 5588-62 Stroke.2201-104 chromosomes 21 Q stroke.
5625-112 Diabetes 5827-113 myocardial Ischernia.5592-110 congestive heart failure L+ ventricle
5625-112 Diabetes ketoacidosis 6076-112 Lump Disease.3330-81 Blood sugar.3337-89 Bp
3955-119 Blood Pymvic ACID
6053-96 Viral Infection.5311-120 Herpes.varicella zoster.
1440-98 Thyroin.5605-109 cushing”s syndrome.
not seen
5624-96 Diabetes -ranal.3330-88 Blood sugar.5617-107 Diabetes Brittle.
8879-111 TB.6052-107 Breakdown of resistance to Infection
56198-104 Diabetes Brouce.3330-82 Blood sugar 3700-94 Retroviruses.
4998-79 Mycobacterium.3700-73 Retroviruses.5484-96 Alcoholism.
3700-136 Retroviruses.3330-86 Blood sugar.5623-116 Diabeties mellitus.
5695-117 Gout.2037-103 Peridontitis 5619-126 Diabetes endocrine.3930-91 ethonal
Flaw in chromosomes 2,5,17,20 5462-96 AIDS
3924-104 chelestorol 6074-134 Pancreas Disease
3931-89 Blood Glucose
6076-104 Lung Disease.3930-137 Blood ethanol.6057-100 Immune weakness
704-110 Anaemia 3932-114 Blood Iron.TB not seen.
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5924-122 secretory Disturrance.
6055-127 Fungus Infections.
5664-118 Brouchospasm-Asthmatic Brouchitis
2167-120 chromo 10 P/immune deficiency 6867-95 TB.6053-97 Viral Infection 6056-111 opportunistic Infection
5456-119 Abcess
3330—104 urine Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone.5657-118 Endocrine disoders
4998-102 TB 5489-113 Hyper Immune Response
3700-103 Retroviruses.9942-97TB 5749-108 Anaemia(sickle).5786-107 Leukemia chronic
4998-94 TB Gastro not seen.
1924-97 Gonococcinum 6092-114 Joint Disease
3965-130Blood urine Acetone &Aceto Acetate.5459-109 Acidosis
5738-114 Bp 2479-125 Bp 5621-119 Dm
6825-96 Fasciolopsis cercaria.5622-105 Diabetes 5620-103 dm
6867-95 TB 5306-91H
2146-80 varicella virus
4998-115 TB.
303-98 TB
3909-81 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone 2828-89 Diabetes
6351-132 Insulin 3909-81 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone
5902-105 radiatoin expossure.3935-120 Blood Lead.4146-101 Bones of shoulder carriage
5572-103 cancer.6082-92 Adrenal tumous
5572-103 cancer.6082-92 Adrenal tumous
3330-83 Blood sugar,5626-114 Ketoacidosis
1025-124 Prostate.5998-98 Incontinence
1850-149 CMV.H not seen
5626-125 Ketroacidosis 5862-110 Pancreatitis
2186-93 Chromosome 6Q Breastcancer
2934-103 abcess.5576-78 Carbuncle/carge biol
6825-92 Fascidopsis cercaria.5622-104 Diabetes.3337-83 Pressure.2828-82 Diabetes
4998-94TB
4113-81 Blood sugar.4998-110 TB.
not seen
3330-88 blood sugar.3909-101 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.
7296-84 Blood Preassure 5617-96 Diabetes.3909-110 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.6819-98 Pancreatic Fluke
both not seen
5307-97 H.5115-96 Candida Albicans.
7253-93 Headache Blood Pressure.5625-125 Diabetes.2047-116 Polio
7643-128 Pregnemolone
not seen
5306-102 Herpes
6867-99 TB
5987-100 Tuberculosis.5301-95 HIV Exposure.2200-97 Epicepsy chromosome 20Q
3330-88 Blood sugar.3909-101 Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone
None seen
541-130 Rheumatism.Asthma not seen
5862-106 pancreatitis 3931-88 blood glucose
3330-84 blood sugar
None seen
5625-118 Diabetic keto Acidosis. 3909-88 Aceto Acetate+ acetone. 5541-112 Bacteromia
None seen
3337-100 blood pressure.
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6053-107 viral infection. 6274-120 herpes. 5301-107 exposure
1776-88 amenorrhea.
6057-115 Immune weakness.4048-97 Anaemia.4998-94TB
6867-100 TB. 5777-81 kyphoscoliosis- ankylosing spondylitis.
5942-108 sore throat. 5749-96 anaemia.
not seen
303-102 TB
not seen .4998-92 TB
not seen
618-97 Remody for Viral infections and prevention
not seen
not seen
2509-127 Gastro.others not seen
6825-94 Fasciolopis cercaria.5744-104 Hypo/lyperglycaemia.
not seen
5306-95 H.5296-94 Virus unspecified.
not seen
9941-100 TB.7480-95H
2828-140 Diabetes
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5624-100 Diabetes.6060-111 Infection.
4998-94 TB4994-99 Nephritis
6053-96 Viral Infection.3114-85 Viral/Chicken pox.
6221-106 Antivirals
3952-135 Blood Protein Total
5644-141 Earache.5615-129 Depression.2777-150 Confused.3930-105 Ethanol.3700-119 Retroviruses
4998-103 TB 39300-84 Ethanol.5572-103 Cancer
5301-103 HIV.5646-122 Eczema
6078-122 Cervix Disease 5301-102 HIV.5606-102 Cystitis
7465-98 HIV 4998-117TB.329-100 Swollen Glands TB.
7296-86 Bp.2480-93 Stress
8522-101 Vivramed for virus infection.
5880-126 Pleurisy.9466-117 Ethanol.4998-95 TB.5301-72 HIV
2479-90 Angiotensin-Hypertension.5749-90 Anaemia.662-104 Insomnia.
5569-116 Burkitts Lymphoma.6086-112 Lymph Disease 9941-105TB.3700-123 Retroviruses
2349-102 Pyocyaneus-puscanismp Bacteria.
6060-113 infection.
4998-63 TB 9942-108 TB.5301-73 HIV Exposure.
6379-87H
5867-110 Parotitis
3909-79 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5617-110 Diabetes. 3330-85 Blood Sugar.7253-82 Bp.
6843-98 mumps
2152-86 Bacteria Wench
6379-98 HIV
5987-103 Tuberculosis.5928-73 Shingles
5724-93 Herpes 1939-93 Herpes Zoster.7465-96 HIV.9941-101 TB
5925-84 seriures
5301-74 HIV exposure .4998-91 TB 5987-93 tuberculosis
5301-99 HIV
3202-102 acid oxalic 3337-84 BP .3962-86 Uricacid
5296-101 virus unspecified 6379-95 protease luhibitors.
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5714-93 Hemijolagia
304-106 TB 6057-124 Immune Weakness.6379-103 HIV
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
2944-120 Acute Pulpitis
5462-123 AIDS 5725-102 Herpes.5296-97 Virus Unspecified.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
6033-92 worms.5888-48 Rectal Prolapse
6071-107 Hepatitis A&B.5706-94 Hepatoma
7296-100 Bp
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis

3700-73 Retrviruses.
6825-91 fascioolopsis Cercaria-parasite in pancrease. 6074-103 pancrease disease. 2808-128 Diuretic hormone
not seen
6056-124 oppartunistic infection 3700-114 Retroviruses. 5606-52 Cystitis
5625-107 Keto Acidosis – Diabees. 2196-96 Chromos 16q cataract. 5697-83 glaucoma.
5711-86 heart failure 5720-116 hepatomas primary metastatic carrinoma of the liver
2480-128 Anggiotensin 111 blood pressure
2146-75 chicken pox
1912-86 Eclampsia
5617-106 diabetes brittle. 3330-88 blood sugar
5834-144 nematodiasis 3930-137 ethanol
5668-105 cranial nerve + disorder. 2626-99 cranial nerve.4 5630-118 diplopia. 5667-105 extrapyramidal system di
1994-90 malaria.3819-121 viral infections ( carried by mosquito)
4998-117 TB
5651-85 Elephantiasis
5738-103 hypertension 7296-81 blood pressure . 8851-121 hypertension
3909-88 Blood Pressure 8851-121 hypertension 3909-88 Blood Auto Autate+Autone6819-105 Pancre Atic Fluid
6057Immune weakness
5407-117 herpes.5725-82 Herpes Zoster
646-87 Palsy 6263-116 Herpes
5620-136 DM
3901-117 Abcess. 2200-101 Chromosome 20Q epilepsy.
5899-110 Pyelitis
3337-88 Bp .6825-98 fasciolopsis cercaria
5987-131 Tuberculosis. 6057-145 Immune weakness
3135-89 Condylomata
2481-105 Angiotensin BP,5551-97 Prostatitis
not seen
5724-97 herpes
6055-138 fungus infections
5818-103 morning sickness.
6057-115 Immune weakness.4048-97 Anaemia.4998-94TB
not seen
2372-90 Phemocystis Carnii Pneumonia
2828-87 Diabetic.
7296-95 Blood pressure.2177-103 chromo 17 Pneuropathy Palsy
3909-77 Auto Acetate&Acetone.3700-99 Retroviruses
5456-80 Abcess.6053-96 Viral Infection
6819-85 Pancreatic Flukes.1748-97 Adsnexitis 3909-78 Aceto Acetone.5625-103 Diabeticketoacidosis
6363-88 German Measles
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8522-19 Vivramed Rx for Viral Infections
1994-98 Malaria
4998-88 TB.5470-151 adenoiss
3897-100 Gastroenterocolli.7480-107 HIV
5900-115Pyelonephitis.5999-111 Urinary Tract infection
5862-101 Pancreatitis 3909-80 Aceto Acetate&Acetone
1078-113 TB
3330-82 Blood sugar.8876-126 Tissue Destruction.Abcess 5623-104 Diabetes Mellitus.
3330-81 Blood sugar 9882-110 Ca.cervix 3903-102 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5744-188 Hypo/hyperglyaemia.
2798-117 Lymes1.Bacteria Spirochete Borrelia.
7717-78 meningitis/corsackie virus or bacteria.5002-67 Coxsackie
2007-85 melanomia 6640-132 mercury Amalgam
5632-107 Diabetes mellitus
??6867-102 TB.5906- kidney stones 5683-130 Gall stones.
3330-91 Blood sugar
2174-125 chromosome 17 P Nueropathy palsey
5565-101 Bruise
10237-103 Herpes sores
4998-94 TB.3700-97 Retroviruses
not seen
3337-84 Blood Pressure.5588-102 Stroke
2372-111 Pneumocystis carnii Pneumonia.3700-95 Retroviruses.5599-113 caugh.
6053-96 Viral infection.8522-115 Vivramed Rx for Virus Infection
5706-101 Hepatonmas 6076-106 Lung Disease.
2378-107 Tiriea curtis.1962-99 Histoplasmosis.
5462-108 AIDS.6053-104 Viral Infection.
6053-101 Infection
304-119TB.6379-111 HIV.
4998-112 TB
not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5296-101 Virus unspecified 6379-95 protease luhibitors.
3886-90 Ascardinum worm.6033-117 worms.3918-98 Blood carsamarepine.
4153-97 bones of lower leg T.B.A fibula, patella.
3337-100 blood pressure
3337-79 blood pressure
3700-97 Retroviruses
6856-110 Sanmonella chronic Panreatitis3909-95 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone,5987-104 Tuberculosis
7465-136 HIV 3930-152 Blood Ethanol.
1924-99 Gonococcinum 2166-95 Ovarian ca.2366-92Chlomydia.5307-96 cmw
5306-101 HIV.6045-101 Acute Infummation
5539-103 Bacterial Infection Acute&chronic
4998-122 TB.6379-103 Pratease Inhibotors,kills viruses HIV
3954-88 Blood Protein-Globulin.8819-99 Deposition Disease.7296-78 Bp
2082-116 Streptococcus Haemolyticus 6060-102 Infection 5476-121 Adult Acute Resp Distress Syndrome
5826-104 Myocardial Infection.3960-107 Blood Triglicerides.4161-138Autonomic N System.(Parasympathetic)
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
3337-91 Bp.6825-111 Fasciolopsis Cercaria-pancreas
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
6060-99 Infection
2721-84 Renin.
4998-102 TB
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5488-101 Allergic Reactions.3935-106 Blood lead.3700-96 Retroviruses.
3932-170 Blood iron
4998-84 TB 3700-94 Retroviruses 6057-104 Immune weakness
5625-100 Diabetes Ketoaadosin
4998-93TB.8796-99 Aceto Immune diseases underfined
7480-96HIV.8522-96 Vivramed viral Rxmert
3700-115 Retroviruses 6858-108 Staphylococci Infections
3909-93 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone 6099-105 Hypotension
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5914-105 Pulmonary Hypertension.3337-81 Bp.3929-102 Digoxin.5711-95 Heart Failure
5462-105 Aids
4998-108 TB.7296-97 Bp.
6052-106 Breakdown of resistance to Infection.8523-105 Vivramed.6
4998-89 TB.6022-103 Iron Deficiency.
5624-92 Dm.6082-101 Phaechromocytoma-Bp 6825-110 Cercaria Fasciolopsis.
7296-92 Blood pressure.
3337-103 Blood pressure.3330-99 Blood sugar.6117-136 Stroke/Homocysteine.
6819-94 Pancreatic Fluke.3330-87 Blood sugar.2073-127 Staphylococcinum.
3930-79 Ethanol.3700-101 Retroviruses
3909-86 Blood Aceto Acetate plus Acetone.1919-91 flukes.8851-134 Hypotension
1919-115 Flukes.7667-111 Hepatitis D.5532-121 Ascites.4979-113 Bacterial Inflamation,cystitis.
4998-86 TB 5301-97 HIV Exposure.6867-96 TB 8522-96 Vivramed H Rx.
4998-66 TB.
3330-78 Blood sugar,2203-100 chromosome XQ Diabetes(Pancreas)
5687-110 Gastro-Intestinal bleeding.5786-111 Leukemia.5749-95 Sickle cell Anaemia.4998-63 TB
5925-103 Seizure Epilepsy.3945-107 Blood Phenobarbital.
1102-96 Tellurium metallicum forgetful(brain).5752-104 Hypothyroidism
4998-75 TB.8522-104 Vivramed Rx for virus Infection.5749-82 Hypoplasia of Red blood cells-Sickle cell Anaemia
4998-76 TB
8522-94 Vivramed Cr Rxment for Virus Infection.4998-92 TB.5301-94 HIV Exposure.6053-95 Viral Infection.
5301-100 HIV Exposure.9661-144 Pregnancy T&A
6053-110 Viral Infection.3700-100 Retroviruses 4998-70TB.5987-105 Tuberculosis
4998-85TB6867-115 TB 3304-116 Antivirals chronic.
5691-72 Glaucoma.2181-92 Chromosem 1Q slownerve conduction eyedisorder glaucoma.
4998-86 TB.
1942-101 Hepatitis Liver Inflammation.1947-93 Hepatitis C.7465-107 HIV.
3700-120 Retroviruses.
5540-100 bacteria. 5658-103 endometriosis. 6053- 100 viral infection. 4998-78 TB. 2046-110 papillomav.
7965-100 HIV. 5885-110 anaemia.
4998-68 TB. 2675-156 creatine phosphokinase-pregnancy.
3700-106 Retroviruses. 4998-76 TB.
6867-105 TB. 5623-110 diabetes Mellitus.
4998-91 TB . 7296-84 BP .2481-96 Ansiotensin. 3330-96 blood sugar. 5619-97 Diabetes.
1942-98 Hepatitis - liver inflammination. 4998-71 TB.
4998-59 TB. 8796-113 Auto Immmune disease undefined.
4998-51 TB
5822-103 mumps. 3700-96 retroviruses . 4998-TB.
6049-121 Immunopathology. 4998-93 TB. 3898-99 haemophilus strept.
4998-79 TB. 5822-83 mumps. 5306 -97 HIV.
6053-102 viral Infection 4998-99 TB
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9882-104 Ca Cx.1919-101 Flukes Blood.6033-94 worms.
4998-66 TB.
8845-116 Atrophy from hormonal change.3930-100 Ethanal.1861-94 Cirrhasis.
3945-91 Blood Phenobarsiitone.5925-106 Seizuer Epilepsy
4998-74 TB.6867-109 TB.5306-110 HIV
8221-102 PID
6379-91 H.4998-71 TB
5306-105 HIV.8524-95 Vivramed Rx for H.4974-107 Glandular symbiosis
1924-99 Gonococcinum.1851-99 Chlamadia Trachomatips.4998-77 TB.5462-116 AIDS.5997-106 Urethritis.
2038-122 Psoriasis.5296-104 Virus unspercified.4998-76 TB
4998-74 TB.6867-109 TB.5306-110 HIV
4998-108 TB.7296-97 Bp.
9941-111 TB.5462-123 AIDS 4998-68 TB.
4998-64 TB.1793-104 Bone carcinoma.6053-123 Opportunistic Infections.8522-107 Vivramed Cr Rx.
2372-98 Preumocystis carnii Pneumonia.3700-98 Retroviruses.5489-124 Hyper Immune Response.4998-92 TB.
5987-116 Tuberculosis.7253-85 Blood Pressure.3909-115 Blood Aceto Acetate &Acetone.
4998-119 TB.3924-122 Cholesterol.5695-105 Gaut.3962-132 Blood uric Acid.3330-124 Blood sugar.3337-108 B/preassure.
5987-107 Tuberculosis.7302-121 Diabetes.Rx.3909-96 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone.
5899-104 Pyelitis.5738-107 Hypertension.3330-110 Blood sugar.3337-109 B/pressuer.3700-107 Retroviruses.
4998-72 TB.8524-97 Vivramed H Rx.
4998-91 TB.6057-132 Immune Weakness.6056-131 opportunitic Infections.5749-110 Anaemia.5296-125 Virus Unspecified.
HIV
107-78 B Tu Mycobactrium Tuberculosis.Retroviruses
106 Bacterial Infection Acute&chronic.109 B Tu Mycobactrium TB Bacteria
134 Bacteria.101 Viral Infections
134 Chronic Infection.
115 Viral/mixed Infections,multiple Sclerosis,UTI
114 Veneral disease.115 Immune Pathology.
171 Blood cholesterol.150 Hyperplaria-Swelling of specialised cells/Pancreatic islets.
127 Blood Glucose fasting.114 Blood Ethanal
165 Immune weakness
103 Blood presssure.103 Pleo-Sansalin.Salimonella enteriditis 6x chronic Pancreatitis.111 Protein uria
101 Blood pressure.109 Hepatitis A.Liver.
98 Flukes Blood.105 Trichirieella Spirals.
154 Excerssive Entry of FFAs+Triglycerides into cell from Diabetes mellitus,CCF,Severe Anaemia.121 Diabetes Insipidus.
98 Chromosome 12Q Histtidinemia,alcohol intolerance Lipoma,vitamin D,Tyrosine.
131 Palcinoia.
5301-101 HIV 5597-102 convulsions.
? not seen
5306-91 H.
3700-93 retroviruses 6074-100 pancreas disease 3330-81 blood sugar.
5928-110 shingles. 5987-106 TB . 5723-134 herpes.5306-98 H
4998-79 TB.
6867-112 TB. 8887-107 DM
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5301-102 H 4998-97 Tb 6867-108 TB
5805-107 mastisis
4998-91 TB . 3552-126 cranial bones frontal. 7465-101 H 5306- 95 H
9942-102 TB. 3700-106 H 2357-120 staphyl epidermis acne
5543-110 bantis disease sydrome
4998-107 TB 7758-114 HIV
6867-93 TB. 5301-94 HIV
4998-80 TB.
8827-134 deposition disease. 4160-109 liver disease
4998-66 TB.
4998-59 TB 329-96 TB
5987-99 TB. 5306 102 H.
4998-70 TB . H not seen.
6086-130 lymph disease
4998-85 TB. 8862-110 skin. 5647-108 dematitis H not seen
4113-97 blood sugar balance.3700-102 retroviruses. 9941-104 TB.
8801-113 DM .5742-168 BP
5301-116 H . 1939-105 H.zoster
5625-107 diabetic ketoacidosis 5623-110 DM.
not seen
4998-90 TB 5301-103 H
4998-90 TB. 5785-125 leuremia acute
6819-57 pancreatic fluke 5625-50 Dm. 6720-116 Bp
9942-56 TB
5725-59 10237-58 Herpes cold sores.3813-129.STD All
3700-97 Retroviruses.10241-95 sciatic Pain.5744-102 Dm 7253-66 Bp.5624-41
4149-108 bones of lover arms-radius,ulma.5792-130 Lower motor neurou lesion.
6111-112 Neurosis.320-97 maria delirium
3367-128 Insomnia.5622-110Dm.7253-95Bp 8840-121 Dm.5678-120 Foot.
3700-95 H.4998-74 TB
6867-113 TB
5462-123 Aids.4991-90 Ear 5681-103-Boil.
3954-97 Blood Protein.3337-85 Bp 1132-98 Renium.
3819-105 Viral infections all
4998-57 TB.5307-98 CMV
9941-109 TB.6819-105 Pancreatic Fluke Parasite
5306-100H+.4998-93 TB.5462-101=AIDS
3930-65 Blood Ethanal.5773-126 Jaumdice Liver.
438-119 Progesterone.5658-115 Endametriosis
1926-134 4113-62 3337-80 Bp.3330 Dm.2484-113 Reuim
3930-107 Blood Ethanal.7253-80 Bp.4113-79 Dm&5617-108
2481-151 Angiotensim.5859-140 overweight.4998-116 TB.
252-110 TB,5942-116 Sore throat.6.6011-125
9881-107 Cervicitis Disease
4998-66 TB.
4998-76 TB.5307-97 EBV,CMV,HHV6.
4998-127 TB.
6048-106 Chronic Inflamm.5834-97 Nematodiasis.worm.6384-107.4981-102
1375-99 Alloxantin.7686-107 Aflatoxin
374-87 IDS Pancreas Disease.3909-85 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus acetone.
8879-107 TB.3700-100 Retroviruses
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5773-125 Jamdice 1332-110 gluconic Acid.6867-122 TB.6104-111 Brain Disease Syndrome
2479-127 Bp.3931-105 Blood Glucose.
3962-80 Blood uric Acid 4998-101 TB.5803-111 Malnutrition.
2622-130 Nerve Spinal Lumbar(Genito-Crural/femaral)3700-99 Retroviruses.170-121 Humulus Lupulus.
Cramial Bones Facial inaxillar 3561-123
4998-94 TB.3700-97 Retroviruses
5607-106 Glycosuria.4113-111 Dm.4998-89 TB
2828-122 Dm
5311-122 Herpes 2.1940-102 Herpes Simplex
5620-102 Dm
2147-106 vaginitis 2166-102 Ovarian Ca.9881-106 Cericitis.5857-98 Ovarian Cyct.6394-99 Thyroid
3930-107 Blood Ethanal.Parotitis not seen
3909-100 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5622-107 Dm.7253-87 Bp
2146-52 Varicella
?? not seen
1884-95 Dm
5526-115 Apeplexy.3337-89 Bp.6230-112 chnael blockers To Rx Bp
not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
4998-88 TB.H not seen.
9885-103 Uterine Fibroid disease.7015-115 F+female Plus regulation of Hormones bulance
6024-109 Vitiligo.4998-81 TB.Hydrocele not seen
5306-101 H.4998-87 TB
5734-116 Hyperglycaemia 2721-120 Renin.Stroke not seen.
6230-114 Bp.6213-106 Bp &Dm 3337-124 Bp
4998-68 TB.5881-129 Pnuemonia.8232 HIV/AIDS 106
4998-87 TB
6082-102 Phaechromocytomed7253-108 Bp.1078-112 TB
4998-108 TB.9942-117 TB.
2721-98 Bp 926-109 Dm.7253-95 Bp.7373-110 Dm
2511-124 Glucogen.UTI not seen.
7253-96 Bp.5588-113 Stroke.5621-107 Dm.2479-118 Bp,4992-100 Pancreatitis,Gastro.
3909-99 Acetone
6867-110 TB
4998-62 TB
4998-93 TB
3909-101 Blood Aceto Acetate &Acetone.303-114 TB 9942-109 TB
5625-103 Dm.Abcess not seen
4998-62 TB.H not seen
4998-76 TB H not seen
4998-71 TB.H not seen.
5306-120H 4998-95TB
3909-78 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone 5621-107 Diabetes
4998-60 TB.H not seen
4998-74 TB.9942-107nAtypical TB.
4998-79TB.H not seen.
4998-110 TB.8853-173 Hypertrophy prostatic Enlargement.
2540-119 Dm.Insulin.6819-102 Pancreatic fluke
5724-119 Herpes,6379-100 H
6886-95 TB.4998-81TB.H not seen
9942-117 Atypical TB.H not seen.4998-81 TB.
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4998-78 TB.H not seen,6867-107 TB.
5301-103 H.4998-80 TB
4998-73 TB.7465-105 H
3375-101 Lm 78 Acute Athritis.2147-93 vaginitis.2050-101 Pyogenes.3955-100 Pyruvic Acid.
9942-93 Atypical TB.988-100 Herpes.4998-73 TB.6379-89 H.5306-94 H.
5301-96 HIV.8879-102 TB.4998-49 TB.1078-95 Maism TB.
5301-104 HIV,4998-71TB.No neck glands seen.6379-117 HIV.
3909-85 Aceto Acetate+Acetone.6819-104 Pancreatic flukes Parasite.
H not seen.964-93 Bp
6867-105 TB and para TB.6379-107 HIV.4998-71 TB
H not seen.964-93 Bp
5749-107 sickle cell anaemia.5531-123 Ascariasis-Round worms 5744-104 Hypo/Hperglyceamia 5540-118 Bacteriuria
34998-45 TB,4992-83 chronic Pancreatitis.737-114 Anaemia 8801-100 Dm.5619-101 Dm,5862-98 Pancreatitis H not seen.
4998-85 TB 7465-103 HIV
4998-55 TB.monilia not seen.
7253-99 Bp.5781-112 Lead Poisoning.
8840-116 Foot recrosis of cells from enzymatic dysfunction as 5624-101 Dm
4998-96 TB H not seen
3700-100 Retroviruses.4998-75 TB 3806-117 Joints.
4998-108.H not seen.
5362-101 Branchitis Acute.4998-65 TB
2579-125 Canal of schlem/eye sarcode.4998-96 TB.5688-114 Geriatric.
8232-120 H
4998-71 TB.5749-113 Sickle cell Anaemia
4998-100 TB.H not seen,
5622-106 Dm
4998-73 TB 5306-101H
2952-104 Acute bacterial astitis of the jaw-infection.5456-104 Abcess
4979-108 skin disorders.6379-104 HIV 4998-61TB
5987-49 TB
DR T
4998-102 TB.5306-100#
4998-75 TB.H not seen Palsy not seen.
4998-123TB.,996-138 Abdominal Anadyne Abdominal pain remedy H not seen.5680-116 Gastritis.
4998-68 TB.1302-123 Pentachloro ethane -Toxin no H seen
4113-89 Blood sugar Balance.5624-100 Dm 926-113 DM
not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
8801-132 Dm.1884-102 Dm
3917-106 Calcium.5860-102 PASET”S Disease
5871-104 Poptic ulcer.6079-105 uterus disease.
6379-117 H.4998-110 TB
6867-124 TB.6379-110H.4998-88 TB
4998-103 Pancreatitis.6825-98 Fasciolopsis C.
4998-103 TB.7480-109 H Shingles not seen
4998-37 TB H not seen
4998-73 TB 5306-101H
H not seen.5762-106 Infections momonucleosis.
5617-109 Dm.
3202-107 Oxalic Acid.3935-99 Lead.4998-74 TB.1139-112 mercury Toxicity.
4998-41 TB.H not seen.Shingles not seen.
5647-49 Dermatitis.stress not seen
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7266-108 Shingles.
4048-102 Anaemia.8878-109 Abnormal Netrophil function
6057-122 Immune weakness
4998-61 TB.H not seen.
4998-83 TB.6867-107 TB 7465-106 H.7480-96.
5301-92 HIV.4998-79 TB
3700-100 Retroviruses.4998-75 TB 3806-117 Joints.
3330-106 Blood sugar.2481-101 Angiotensin Inheritor.5497-49 Ca Head of Pancreas.2484-99 Remin.Bp.
6352-96 Insulin.4113-101 Blood sugar balance.6352-96 Insulin.
6104-154 Brain Disease Synol.2655-135 Adrenal Disease.Ca scan.Phaechromocytoma.5899-120 Pyelitis.
644-109 EBV.
5624-108 Dm.5625-109 Dm.9942-116 TB.7253-85 Bp.3952-116 Blood Protein.
4998-66 TB.5306-98 H
624-108 Anti Hires.
3337-131 Bp.4113-119 Dm.657-129 Dm.
6033-112 worms.4998-85 TB
10237-159 Herpes sores
4992-98 Pleo-san Salm.3886-92 Ascardinum.
9942-99 TB.4998-72 TB.5462-109 AIDS
3909-98 Blood Acetone.6033-95 worms.7253-98 Blood pressure.
5476-114 ARDS.6379-109 HIV.3930-130 Ethanal.
9942-96 TB.7480-96 HIV.4998-91 TB.
303-118 TB.6379-65 H.4998-100 TB.
6082-100 Phaechromocytoma.5625-117 Dm.3930-80 Blood Ethanal.
6071-105 Hepatitis A,Hep B.1754-96 Ameba Hepa Abcess.
3958-105 Blood na.3952-103 Blood Protein.5564-51 Branchospasm.5648-68 Edema.
6018-105 vit&Def.5623-104 Dm.3930-92 Ethanal.3909-97 Acetone.
5775-105 kidney Dysfumation.6060-118 Infection.5749-94 Anaemia.
1939-99 Herpes zoster.7456-101 HIV.4998-82 TB.6886-109TB.
1078-97 TB.5306-95 HIV.4998-63 TB.2332-116 Haenophilius strep.
4998-81 TB.6825-91 Fasciolopsis cercaria.6055-106 Fungus Infections.
329-102 TB.8848-120 Gronic Lump Disease.
5623-105 Diabetes Mellitus.5708-117 Hay fever Allergic Rhimotis.
4998-87 TB 5876-51 Pentusis.
6074-109 Pancreas disease.5803-107 malnutrition.
3700-94 Retroviruses.4998-110 TB.
2146-78 Varicella 3700-78 Retroviruses.5301-11HIV.
4998-85 TB.3700-74 Retroviruses.4994-110 Impetigo,acue folliculosis(skin)
646-83 Facial Pain,Bell”s Pallsy.
5623-81 Dm.2196-121 eye disorders,Bp
2146-92 Varicema virus.
4998-58 TB.3700-54 Retroviruses.
3700-62 Retroviruses 4998-65 TB
3930-90 Ethanal,1945-121 Hepatitis Aliver,1919-93 flukes.6072-126 cirrhosis.
3930-117 Blood Ethanal 3700-112 Retroviruses.546-185 Seuses Hearing.
7253-97 Bp 3909-87 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.926-104 Diabetes.
3700-83 retroviruses 4998-81 TB
1880-101 Dysentry 3700-76 Retroviruses 4998-63 TB.5686-111 Gastritis.
3700-62 Retroviruses 4998-65 TB
3931-100 Blood sugar 2478-102 Bp.5624-104 Diabetes 6033-95 worms.
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5725-104 Herpes zoster
7319-123 vit Bco High dose.7296-84 Bp 5744-113 Dm.7063-103 skin
5623-110 Dm 2526-147 Vasopressin,Blood pressure 7296-89 Bp
5311-78 chicken pox
6229-127 Buspirone/Relieves anxiety.
4998-49 TB
4998-91 Tb.5987-112 Tuberculosis.
5584-113 Cellulitis/Inflammation of cellular or connective tissue,spreading as in erysipelas
4998-49 TB
4998-84 TB
4048-98 Blood 30c Organs mixture for anaemia.4998-58 Mycobactrium.3312-107 Candida.
5543-115 Anaemia.5648-85 Edema.3930-52 Blood Ethanal
6407-157 Hepaplex/Liver,Hepatic
1993-38 Monillia Albicans, 4998-78 Tb. 3700-78 Retroviruses
3330-88 Blood Sugar.5626-105 Ketoacidosis. 6825-78 Fasciolopsis Cercaria
8224-105 Flu
5834-83 Nematodiasis.8930-96 Magnesium chloride.5368-72 Calcium
4998-115 Pleo Ut”s”Mycobacterium.3700-139 Retroviruses.6867-100 Bacterial
6867-118 Utilin”s” Red Bacterial.3700-93 Retroviruses.4998-101 Pleo UT”s” Mycobacterium.
6867-82 Utilin”s”Red Bacterial.4998-68 Pleo Ut”s”Mycobacterium.3700-81 Retroviruses.
5693-104 Nerve cranial 9 (Glossophargngeal)
6867-100 Utilin's' Red Bacterial.3700-79 Retroviruses
1730-123 Bladder meridian.1918-90 Fasciola Hepatica.5999-106 Urinary Tract Infection.5998-98 Urinary Retention.
6825-108 Fasciolopsis Cercaria.5626-99 retroviruses.
3700-95 Retroviruses.4998-68Pleo UT”s”Mycobacterium phlei
6867-91 Bacterial disease.3700-58 retroviruses.5462-99 AIDS
6867-94 Bacterial.4998-78 Mycobacteruim
6011-101 EBV.2146-78 Varicilla/Chicken pox.5301-65 HIV Exposure.
1918-106 Fasciola Hepatica.5862-99 Pancreatitis.5623-100 Diabetes Mellitus.
6867-94 Bacterial.4998-82 Mycobacterium phlei.
4077-137 Rheumatism of Arthritis.4998-50 Mycobacterium phlei
3533-145 Muscle lower limb Soles
3700-92 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium
6867-102 Bacterial.3700-94 Viruses.4998-81 Mycobacterium.
6867-113 Bacterial.3700-72 Retroviruses.4998-80 Mycobacterium
6867-101 Bacterial.3700-51 Retroviruses
4998-60 Mycobacterium
4998-97 Mycobacterium.5724-116 Herpes.3700-68 Retroviruses
2365-131 Candida Albicans.3886-79 Ascardinum
3700-73 Retroviruses .4998-68Mycobacterium.
8841-86 Fbrinoid Necrosis.
5518-130 Silicosis-Anthrosilicosis
3700-72 Retrovruses.4998-59 Mycobactrium.
3886-113 Ascardinum,worm-Epitepasy.1009-79 Bells palsy
4973-109 Candida Albicans.5462-103 AIDS
3700-59 Retroviruses.4998-56 Mycobacterium.6021-106 Deficiency
495-91 Magnesium cloride
3114-70 Variala/Chicken pox
3930-119 Blood,Ethanal.
4986-123 candida Albicans.9941-100 Mycobacterium.6867-88 Bacterial.3700-78 Retrviruses.4998-69 Mycobaccterium.
6867-82 Bacterial.4998-72 Mycobacterium.6076-96 Lung disease
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3700-42 Retroviruses.6867-65 Bacterial
3683-122 Ampetamine.3700-66 Retroviruses,4998-69 Mycobacterium.5879-105 pleural Effusion.
6825-108 Fasciolopsis Cercaria.5626-99 retroviruses.
2146-73 Chicken Pox
2146-80 Varicella.3700-62 Retroviruses
3700-134 Retroviruses.2146-86 Varicella.4998-94 Mycobactrium
3700-93 Retroviruses.4998-70 Mycobacterium.6037-101 Fibrositis.
5472-102 Stress
1391-130 Toxicity.1009-67 Bells-67 Bell's Palty
5651-138 Elephantasis.5834-109 Nematodiasis.
2046-77 Paplloma Virus.3700-63 Retroviruses.1023-95 Papilloma Infection
6867-99 Bacterial.4998-75 Mycobacterium.3700-59 Retroviruses.
6394-114 Thyroid Function.1202-108 Cholesterol.
2633-118 Nerve Crainal 2(optic)
3700-97 Retroviruses.4998-76 Mycobacterium.
6867-87 Bacterial.4998-65 Mycobacterium.3700-60 Retroviruses.
6867-78 Bacterial.3700-58 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium.6011-110 EBV-Infection mononucleosis.
4998-97 Mycobacterium.6844-11 Hodgkins-glandular disease.3700-87 Retroviruses
3700-Retroviruses.4998-69 Mycobactrium
6867-118 Utilin”s” Red Bacterial.3700-93 Retroviruses..
3700-86 Retroviruses.6867-91 Bacterial.4998-81 Mycobacterium.
3700-103 Retroviruses
4998-118 Mycobacterium.3700-104 Retroviruses.6022-134 Iron Deficiency.6085-130 Haemoglon disease.
3700-169 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.
5749-73 Sickle cell Anaemia.3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium.
5766-119 Insulin Shock.5620-100 Diabetes.5626-96 Ketroacidosis.2479-105 Hypertension-Angiotension.
6867-77 Bacterial.4998-66 Mycobacterium.3700-61 Retroviruses.
6867-100 Utilin's' Red Bacterial.3700-79 Retroviruses
3700-82 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium.
6017-106 Vitamin D dificiency.6014-101 Vit B2 Niacin dificiency.
3700-88 Retroviruses.4998-92 Mycobacterium.5987-113 Tuerculosis.2147-95 Vaginitis
3700-71 Retroviruses.6867-72 Bacterial.1850-78 Cytomagalovirus.4998-75 Mycobacterium.
4998-94 Mycobacterium.1993-56 Monilia.3700-69 Retroviruses.
3700-92 Retroviruses.4998-58 Mycobacterium.
5560-112 Brain Tumour.
7670-106 Bacterial spirochete.6867-96 Bacterial.4998-83 Mycobacterium.3700-71 Retroviruses.
5859-118 Overweight.5739-107 Hyperthyroidism.6051-121 Thyroid disorder.
4998-94 Mycobacterium.3700-89 Retroviruses.5462-105 AIDS
4998-93 Mycobacterium.6033-98 Worms.3700-79 Retroviruses.
3700-71 Retroviruses.4998-55 Mycobacterium.
3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium
3700-54 Retroviruses.4998-84 Mycobacterium.
4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-92 Retroviruses.6867-83 Bacterial.
4998-45 Mycobacterium.3700-77 Retroviruses.
5806-65 Measles
5539-109 Bacterial Infection.3700-62 Retroviruses.4998-75 Mycobacterium.5867-68 Paratitis-mumps.
2146-79 Varicella/chicken pox
2146-95 varicella virus/Chicken pox.
6828-95 Sheep Liver fluke.
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6867-95 Bacterial.4998-70 Mycobacterium.3700-92 Retroviruses.
4998-103 Mycobacterium.
2146-55 Varicella virus/chicken pox
3700-95 retroviruses
6867-102 bacterial.3700-92 Retroviruses
3700-96 Retroviruses.4998-86 mycobacterium.
3700-103 retroviruses.6867-105 Bacterial.4998-75 Mycobacterium.
3330-90 Blood sugar.3700-90 Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium.
3337-89 Blood pressure.3700-77 Retroviruses.4998-92 Mycobacterium.
6867-67 Mycobacterium.3700-59 Retrviruses.5987-97 Tuberculosis.
4998-107 Mycobacterium.3700-92 Retroviruses.
3700-86 Retroviruses.5987-101 Tuberculosis
5725-96 Herpes zoster.2146-85 Varicella.3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-63 Mycobacterium.
5725-79 Herpes zoster.2146-54 Varicella virus.3700-79 Retrviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.
6059-83 Syphilis/Bacterial sprochete infection 3700-84 retroviruses.5462-97 AIDS.
4998-81 Mycobacterium.
8221-101 Chlamydia Pneumonia STI produces sterility & PID
9787-125 PID.2147-96 Vaginitis/inflammation of vagina.3700-65 Retroviruses
6221-96 Antivirals.3700-92 Retrviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.
5956-105 Subacute Bacterial Endocasditis
2105-109 Tricomonas vaginalis.3700-56 Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium.6078-95 Cervix female Disease
3700-85 Retroviruses.4998-57 Mycobacterium.
3700-50 Retroviruses.4998-77 mycobacterium
6867-110 Bacterial.4998-65 Mycobacterium
5949-134 Polycystic Ovaries
1988-119 Lymphogranulona Venereum.3700-88 Retroviruses.5297-81 condomyloma.
5690-97 Giardia.3700-111 Retroviruses.4998-66 Mycobacterium.
4998-Mycobacterium.3700-79 Retroviruses
3337-91 Blood Pressure.5405-108 Anti-allegrgy
5301-97 HIV Expossure.4998-75 Mycobacterium.
5689-92 Measles
3700-53 Retroviruses.4998-69 Mycobacterium.
4998-113 Mycobacterium.6054-134 Protozoa & or Helminth infection
3700-100 Retroviruses.4998-74 Mycobacterium
2146-66 Varicella.5548-97 Blood Ganglia disorder.
4998-92 Mycobacterium.3700-68 Retroviruses.
2146-95 Varicella/Chicken pox
5724-104 Herpes/Dedic.3700-79 Retroviruses
3700-114 Retroviruses
3700-61 Retroviruses.4998-72 Mycobactrium
4998-94 TB.3700-76 Retroviruses.
3909-100 Blood Aceto Acetate plus Acetone.1072-102 Leprosy miasm.
4998-104 Mycobacterium.2357-119 Epidermis.3700-93 Retroviruses
3700-59 Retroviruses.5843-95 skin
3700-96 Retroviruses.4998-96 Mycobacterium.
1860-122 Carcinosin.3700-34 Retroviruses.
3700-70 Retroviruses.5884-102 Portal Cirrhosis.
4998-96 Mycobacterium.3700-80 Retroviruses.
8380-99 Candida Albicans.3700-78 Retroviruses.5987-97 Tuberculosis
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3700-95 Retroviruses.4998-76 Mycobacterium.
3700-72 Retroviruses.4998-79 Mycobacterium
3700-68 Retroviruses.5462-100 AIDS
3700-56 Retroviruses.5987-115 Tuberculosis.
3700-86 Retroviruses.4998-76 Mycobacterium.5987-98 Tuberculosis.5540-103 Bacteriuria.
8380-106 Candida Albicans.3700-98 Retroviruses.6017-112 Vitamin D deficiency.4998-59 Mycobacterium
6867-101 Bacterial.3700-69 Retroviruses.
3700-98 Retroviruses 4998-76 Mycobacterium.55-117 Spleen enlargment.5987-99 Tuberculosis
5311-82 Varicella virus
2146-66 Varicella-Chicken pox
3700-83 Retroviruses.4998-66 Mycobacterium.
2146-113 Varicella/Chicken pox
2026-122 Nematodirus Spathiger/Pinworm.5661-112 Enuresis-Bad-wetling.5900-114 Pyelonephitis.
6087-128 Spleen Disease.5749-96 Anaemia.2128-111 Taemia Krabbie worm.6022-118 Iron Deficiency.5707-113 Acquired
4998-68 Mycobacterium.3700-93 Retroviruses.
3700-115 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.5584-121 Cellulitis
3700-54 Retroviruses.780-91 VHC deficiency.6068-107 Mouth disease.
3700-97 Retroviruses.6016-71 Sany Vit C deficiency
5886-107 Postenior Column disorder
4998-114 Mycobacterium.5987-103 Tubercolosis.3700-92 Retroviruses.
4998-93 Mycobacterium.3700-63 Retroviruses
3700-69 Retroviruses.4998-85 Lung,TB,fever
5811-134 Menopause.6079-127 Uterus disease.
4998-89 Mycobacterium.5947-113 Starmation.5885-114 Anaemia
3700-96 Retroviruses.4998-78 Lung,TB,fever
3700-89 Retroviruses.4998-79 Lung,TB, Fever
1939-86 Herpes Zoster.3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-73 Lung,TB,fever
6847-97 Samoryzae/Fungal,coronory heart disaese,5579-99 Angina Pectoris.5579-97 Cardiac Tamponade.
6867-123 Bacterial.3700-67 Retroviruse.4998-66 Lung,TB,
3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-82 Mycobacterium.
3700-91 Retroviruses.4998-63 Mycobacterium.
1939-98 Herpes zoster.3700-91 Retroviruses.5298-91 Human Papilloma All
3700-82 Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium
2358-111 Syphillis/Rhemmatic pains,eraptions.3700-80 Retroviruses.
3700-70 Retroviruses.5496-102 Ameworhea.
3700-61 Retroviruses.4998-58 Mycobacterium
3700-87 Retroviruses.4998-69 Mycobacterium.
6867-101 Bacterial.3700-64 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.
2146-66 Varicella.
2378-98 Tinea curtis.3700-60 Retroviruses.
2146-68 Varicella/Chicken pox
2146-72 varicella/Chicken pox
6867-117 Bacterial.3700-123 Retroviruses.4998-96 Lung,TB
6828-113 Sheep Liver fluke
1995-107 Morbillinum.
4998-93 Mycobacterium.3700-82 Retroviruses
5724-93 Herpes,Dedic.3700-79 Retroviruses
3700-106 Retroviruses.4998-92 TB
3700-86 Retroviruses
643-105 Epilepsy.(NV)3700-61 Retroviruses
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3700-99 Retroviruses.5724-84 Herpes Dedic
4998-91 Mycobacterium.
1980-118 Lupus Erythematasis.
4998-75 Mycobacterium.5562-127 Brouchitis Acute.
3937-117 Blood Lithium
6867-107 Bacteral.3700-104 Retroviruses
6826-104 Parasite in Intestine or Liver.6014-113 Vitamin B2.6017-91 Vitamin D.
4998-100 Lung,TB.3700-49 Retroviruses.6867-108 Sanukehl
5597-119 Comulsion dedic.3700-91 Retroviruses.
4998-65 Mycobacterium
1918-88 Fasciola Hepatica.3700-107 Retroviruses.
2146-71 Varicella.3700-57 Retroviruses.
3932-85 Blood iron.6867-102 Bacterial.
3700-64 Retroviruse.6826-78 Fasciolopsis.
3700-73 Retroviruses.
4998-47 Lung ,TB.6074-104 Pancreas disease
4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-61 Retroviruses
3700-57 Retroviruses.4998-72 Mycobacterium.
3700-76 Retroviruses.4998-85 Mycobacterium.6076-105 Lung disease
3700-61 Retroviruses.4998-74 Mycobacterium
6867-96 Baacterial.3700-64 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.
5845-123 Obshudine Jamdice/Liver.8844-122 Hormonal change of endomitrial atrophy.
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ne.5997-107 urethritis
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5586-156

cerebral disease
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Diuretic hormone

extrapyramidal system disoders.

ncre Atic Fluid
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e.4998-92 TB.

r.3337-108 B/preassure.

6-125 Virus Unspecified.

.121 Diabetes Insipidus.
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540-118 Bacteriuria
Pancreatitis H not seen.
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Urinary Retention.

-69 Mycobaccterium.
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ency.5707-113 Acquired
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CBR no
1215
1216
1217
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1227
15
16
17
18
19
20
1228
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1229
1230
1231
1232
36
37
1233
459
40
41
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
51

AGE
47 yrs
53 yrs
76 yrs
72yrs
39 yrs
20yrs
50yrs
30 yrs
46 yrs
22 yrs
39 yrs
48 yrs
35 yrs
38yrs
61 yrs
22 yrs
23 yrs
74 yrs
46 yrs
41 yrs
60 yrs
31 yrs
61 yrs
68yrs
58yrs
11 yrs
71yrs
54 yrs
32yrs
39 yrs
25 yrs
24 yrs
54 yrs
37 yrs
10yrs
58yrs
35 yrs
14 yrs
23 yrs
26 yrs
70yrs
44 yrs
29yrs
40 yrs
42 yrs
68yrs
58yrs
56 yrs

SEX
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
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152
53
1243
55
56
57

66 yrs
17 yrs
10yrs

F
F
F

31 yrs
57 yrs

F
F

1244
1245
61
62
1246
1247
65
1248
1249
68
69
70
71
72
1250
1251
75
1102
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
84
958
1259
1260
1261
1262
1258
91
958
1260
1261
1262
1263
97
98
99
100
101
102

47 yrs
72yrs
70yrs
88yrs
36 yrs
31 yrs

m
m
m
m
F
m

41 yrs
33 yrs
33 yrs
72yrs
71yrs
21 yrs
15 yrs
25 yrs
33 yrs
65yrs
39 yrs
26 yrs
50yrs
34 yrs
22 yrs
24 yrs
35 yrs
30 yrs
15 yrs
78yrs
8 yrs
48 yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
30 yrs
35 yrs
78yrs
48 yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
30 yrs
43 yrs
55 yrs
51 yrs
58yrs
24 yrs
71yrs

m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
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103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
1264
1256
1266
152
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

33 yrs

F
m
53 yrs m
18 yrs F
12 yrs F
547 m
18 yrs
32yrs
25 yrs
82 yrs
73 yrs
49 yrs
67 yrs
33 yrs
66 yrs
51 yrs
52 yrs
37 yrs
50yrs
42 yrs
23 yrs
31 yrs
34 yrs
79 yrs
60 yrs
53 yrs
72yrs
41 yrs
9 yrs
19 yrs
70yrs
67 yrs
34 yrs
62 yrs
52 yrs
72yrs

m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m

67 yrs
32yrs
29yrs

m
F
F

46 yrs
51 yrs

m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m

37 yrs
49 yrs
37 yrs
82 yrs
65yrs
51 yrs
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154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
165
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
1267
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

29yrs
43 yrs
70yrs
10yrs

m
F
m
F

49 yrs
36 yrs
43 yrs
73 yrs
28 yrs
31 yrs
28 yrs
23 yrs
53 yrs
67 yrs
32yrs
26 yrs
61 yrs
49 yrs
46 yrs
62 yrs
61 yrs
62 yrs
53 yrs
20yrs
23 yrs
25 yrs
43 yrs
39 yrs
56 yrs
23 yrs
54 yrs
30 yrs
36 yrs
51 yrs
38 yrs
34 yrs
22 yrs
75yrs
37 yrs
43 yrs
56 yrs
38 yrs
34 yrs
53 yrs
15 yrs
67 yrs
44 yrs
21 yrs
41 yrs
41 yrs

m
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
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205
206
207
208
1268
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

25 yrs
42 yrs
25 yrs
18 yrs
10yrs
49 yrs
81 yrs
35 yrs
74 yrs
15 yrs
22 yrs
50yrs
27 yrs
60 yrs
44 yrs
12 yrs
64 yrs
63 yrs
17 yrs
34 yrs
64yrs
13 yrs
18 yrs
50yrs
44 yrs
34 yrs
52 yrs
14 yrs
52 yrs
20yrs
66 yrs
39 yrs
67 yrs
35 yrs
32yrs
11 yrs
49 yrs
46 yrs
35 yrs
64 yrs
34 yrs
23 yrs
44 yrs
54 yrs
69 yrs
28 yrs
66 yrs
63 yrs
23 yrs
62 yrs
36 yrs

F
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
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256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
718
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1195
1196
1197
1199
1200

26 yrs
38 yrs
32yrs
35 yrs
35 yrs
62 yrs
46 yrs
67 yrs
61 yrs
58yrs
82 yrs
38 yrs
21 yrs
10yrs
37 yrs
36 yrs
53 yrs
32yrs
32yrs
22 yrs
35 yrs
46 yrs
70yrs
25 yrs
43 yrs
41 yrs
31 yrs
12 yrs
24 yrs
27 yrs
63 yrs
39 yrs
17 yrs
38 yrs
24 yrs
33 yrs
24 yrs
43 yrs
33 yrs
74 yrs
54 yrs
58yrs
29yrs
33 yrs
62 yrs
82 yrs
43 yrs
31 yrs

F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
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1201
1212
1213
1241
1215
1216
1217
314
1218
1219
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
386
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

35 yrs
50yrs
32yrs
50yrs
47 yrs
53 yrs
76 yrs
14 yrs
72yrs
39 yrs
14 yrs
AGE
37 yrs
50yrs
23 yrs
21 yrs
37 yrs
A
29yrs
Adult
71yrs
Adult
10yrs
35yrs
26yrs
37yrs
32yrs
81yrs
51yrs
30yrs
19yrs
26yrs
28yrs
69yrs
39yrs
A/
26yrs
30yrs
50yrs
26 yrs
45 yrs
13 yrs
31 yrs
52 yrs
44 yrs
48 yrs
20yrs
75yrs
52 yrs
26 yrs
57 yrs
69 yrs

m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
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359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
1269
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
1270
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

68yrs
26 yrs
32yrs
A
66 yrs
29yrs
15 yrs
38 yrs
11 yrs
70yrs
44 yrs
17 yrs
60 yrs
45 yrs
61 yrs
53 yrs
95 yrs
26 yrs
95 yrs
33 yrs
54 yrs
26 yrs
65yrs
12 yrs
70yrs
79 yrs
56 yrs
55 yrs
78yrs
45 yrs
13 yrs
39 yrs
39 yrs
37 yrs
8 yrs
16 yrs
22 yrs
70yrs
2 yrs
34 yrs
53 yrs
47 yrs
22 yrs
71yrs
41 yrs
73 yrs
23 yrs

m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
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410
411
412
413
414
1271
416
417
418
1272
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

72yrs
48 yrs
64 yrs
34 yrs
56 yrs
18 yrs
44 yrs
48 yrs
44 yrs
38yrs
50yrs
29yrs
66 yrs
68yrs
68yrs
28 yrs
31 yrs
42 yrs
39 yrs
69 yrs
36 yrs
79 yrs
12 yrs
46 yrs
34 yrs
43 yrs
33 yrs
88yrs
69yrs
20yrs
47 yrs
34 yrs
76 yrs
75yrs
52 yrs
80 yrs
6 yrs
41 yrs
72yrs
26 yrs
40 yrs
32yrs
79 yrs
12 yrs
23 yrs
87yrs
50yrs
50yrs
36 yrs
58yrs
58yrs

m
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
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461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
1167
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
1273
505
506
507
508
509
510
511

10yrs
55 yrs
19 yrs
19 yrs
61 yrs
31 yrs
27 yrs
57 yrs
47 yrs
38 yrs
46 yrs
74 yrs
65yrs
24 yrs
37 yrs
34 yrs
10yrs
71yrs
37 yrs
51 yrs
34 yrs
18 yrs
46 yrs
68yrs
60 yrs
36 yrs
11 yrs
24 yrs
14 yrs
74 yrs
77 yrs
36 yrs
85yrs
70yrs
59yrs
80yrs
47 yrs
50yrs
58yrs
39 yrs
45 yrs
68yrs
56 yrs
8 yrs
46 yrs
39 yrs
64 yrs
53 yrs

F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
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512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562

19 yrs
40 yrs
53yrs%
54 yrs
98 yrs
73 yrs
26 yrs
47 yrs
39 yrs
34 yrs
51 yrs
80 yrs
47 yrs
38 yrs
60 yrs
36 yrs
57 yrs
82 yrs
74 yrs
31 yrs
31 yrs
53 yrs
59yrs
75yrs
46 yrs
70yrs
20yrs
32yrs
58yrs
39 yrs
59yrs
15 yrs
61 yrs
41 yrs
74 yrs
35 yrs
53 yrs
57 yrs
25 yrs
27 yrs
69 yrs
27 yrs
61 yrs
7 yrs
57 yrs
56 yrs
60 yrs
57 yrs
60 yrs
51 yrs
59yrs

m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
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563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
597
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613

74 yrs
32yrs
49 yrs
64 yrs
17 yrs
25 yrs
9 yrs
63 yrs
30 yrs
16 yrs
45 yrs
37 yrs
39 yrs
47yrs
63 yrs
39 yrs
40 yrs
46 yrs
45 yrs
48 yrs
54 yrs
50yrs
76 yrs
28 yrs
28 yrs
54 yrs
28 yrs
60 yrs
30 yrs
33 yrs
42 yrs
72yrs
23 yrs
36 yrs
38 yrs
66 yrs
43 yrs
52 yrs
30 yrs
45 yrs
32yrs
62 yrs
53 yrs
29yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
85yrs
35 yrs
52 yrs
62 yrs
37 yrs

F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
m
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F
F
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F
F
m
m
F
F
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m
m
F
m
F
m
m
F
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614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
723
624
1274
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664

40 yrs
28 yrs
9 yrs
17 yrs
19 yrs
56 yrs
8 yrs
38 yrs
73 yrs
49 yrs
12 yrs
50yrs
62 yrs
48 yrs
44 yrs
80 yrs
79 yrs
51 yrs
13 yrs
21 yrs
64 yrs
38 yrs
30 yrs
25 yrs
80 yrs
64 yrs
31 yrs
50yrs
31 yrs
57 yrs
75yrs
76 yrs
50yrs
55 yrs
70yrs
51 yrs
24 yrs
55 yrs
40 yrs
26 yrs
60 yrs
22 yrs
44 yrs
53 yrs
28 yrs
44 yrs
45 yrs
53 yrs
42 yrs
32yrs
8 yrs

m
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
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665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715

38 yrs
27 yrs
55 yrs
28 yrs
60 yrs
66 yrs
67 yrs
56 yrs
74 yrs
Adult
52 yrs
55 yrs
64 yrs
39 yrs
55 yrs
55 yrs
21 yrs
27 yrs
6 yrs
27 yrs
43 yrs
40 yrs
28 yrs
68yrs
12 yrs
58yrs
35 yrs
32yrs
50yrs
64 yrs
49 yrs
22 yrs
85yrs
69 yrs
70yrs
62 yrs
36 yrs
98 yrs
43 yrs
26 yrs
35 yrs
40 yrs
75yrs
81 yrs
48 yrs
35 yrs
42 yrs
41 yrs
17 yrs
43 yrs
27 yrs

m
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
F
m
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F
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F
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F
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716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766

28 yrs
42 yrs
39 yrs
25 yrs
58yrs
7 yrs
45 yrs
30 yrs
50yrs
24 yrs
73 yrs
26 yrs
68yrs
53 yrs
78yrs
33 yrs
58yrs
61 yrs
43 yrs
49 yrs
61 yrs
64 yrs
65yrs
50yrs
34 yrs
60 yrs
39 yrs
48 yrs
46 yrs
39 yrs
68yrs
46 yrs
25 yrs
51 yrs
38 yrs
54 yrs
60 yrs
24 yrs
14 yrs
29yrs
32yrs
35 yrs
49 yrs
52 yrs
31 yrs
23 yrs
49 yrs
51 yrs
33 yrs
27 yrs
35 yrs

F
F
F
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
F
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m
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F
F
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F
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767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817

76 yrs
71yrs
42 yrs
13 yrs
33 yrs
36 yrs
26 yrs
33 yrs
32yrs
25 yrs
30 yrs
88yrs
40 yrs
42 yrs
38 yrs
46 yrs
41 yrs
47 yrs
67 yrs
77 yrs
39 yrs
33 yrs
60 yrs
38 yrs
36 yrs
39 yrs
31 yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
54 yrs
46 yrs
53 yrs
29yrs
27 yrs
52 yrs
42 yrs
34 yrs
85yrs
64 yrs
36 yrs
57 yrs
48 yrs
52 yrs
35 yrs
12 yrs
51 yrs
17 yrs
57 yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
69 yrs

F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
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m
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F
F
m
F
m
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m
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
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818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868

20yrs
42 yrs
53 yrs
22 yrs
60 yrs
25 yrs
67 yrs
35 yrs
33 yrs
75yrs
60 yrs
36 yrs
56 yrs
40 yrs
56 yrs
50yrs
65yrs
23 yrs
74 yrs
11 yrs
39 yrs
60 yrs
77 yrs
22 yrs
46 yrs
62 yrs
68yrs
32yrs
60 yrs
39 yrs
19 yrs
18 yrs
33 yrs
27 yrs
22 yrs
64 yrs
26 yrs
64 yrs
25 yrs
72yrs
77 yrs
42 yrs
79 yrs
60 yrs
34 yrs
41 yrs
86yrs
10yrs
66 yrs
64 yrs
35 yrs

F
F
m
m
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
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m
F
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F
F
m
m
F
F
m
m
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869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919

32yrs
68yrs
67 yrs
48 yrs
26 yrs
24 yrs
54 yrs
59yrs
62 yrs
52 yrs
27 yrs
49 yrs
55 yrs
8 yrs
33 yrs
78yrs
74 yrs
35 yrs
28 yrs
19 yrs
48 yrs
33 yrs
59yrs
53 yrs
25 yrs
52 yrs
55 yrs
35 yrs
74 yrs
67 yrs
70yrs

m
F
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
F

48 yrs
46 yrs
38 yrs
60 yrs
45 yrs
9 yrs
32yrs
35 yrs
23 yrs
65yrs
25 yrs
56 yrs
30 yrs
56 yrs
55 yrs
67 yrs
36 yrs
47 yrs
36 yrs

m
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F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
F
F
m
m
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920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970

42 yrs
38 yrs
33 yrs
48 yrs
11 yrs
30 yrs
31 yrs
39 yrs
55 yrs
50yrs
27 yrs
42 yrs
76 yrs
50yrs
27 yrs
74 yrs
54 yrs
32yrs
37 yrs
34 yrs
36 yrs
77 yrs
25 yrs
59yrs
38 yrs
53 yrs
27 yrs
14 yrs

m
m
F
F
F
F
m
F
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
m
m
m
F
m
m
m
F
F
m
F
F
m

58yrs
36 yrs
29yrs
20yrs
42 yrs
64 yrs
30 yrs
51 yrs
70yrs
20yrs
43 yrs
29yrs

m
m
F
F
F
m
F
F
F
m
F
m
m

27 yrs
44 yrs
50yrs
45 yrs
74 yrs
A/M
50yrs
62 yrs
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F
F
m
m
m
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971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021

28 yrs
43 yrs
28 yrs
Adult
33 yrs
54 yrs
36 yrs
64 yrs
51 yrs
Adult
39 yrs
66 yrs
28 yrs
15 yrs
52 yrs
34 yrs
52 yrs
8 yrs
26 yrs
73 yrs
77 yrs
30 yrs
71yrs
43 yrs
19 yrs
19 yrs
Adult
22 yrs
73 yrs
60 yrs
Adult
27 yrs
75yrs
33 yrs
48 yrs
37 yrs
17 yrs
26 yrs
16 yrs
68yrs
12 yrs
13 yrs
Adult
71yrs
54 yrs
70yrs
21 yrs
Adult
Adult
12 yrs
58yrs
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F
F
F
F
F
F
F
m
m
F
F
F
m
m
m
F
m
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m
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1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1236
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
150
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072

50yrs
50yrs
67 yrs
11 yrs
18 yrs
42 yrs
70yrs
24 yrs
39 yrs
40 yrs
50yrs
63 yrs
26 yrs
44 yrs
49 yrs
31 yrs
5yrs
32yrs
50yrs
35 yrs
31 yrs
43 yrs
82 yrs
62 yrs
33 yrs
29yrs
58yrs
40 yrs
54 yrs
74 yrs
33 yrs
43 yrs
24 yrs
30 yrs
23 yrs
49 yrs
33 yrs
24 yrs
39 yrs
38 yrs
17 yrs
58yrs
40 yrs
39 yrs
63 yrs
27 yrs
24 yrs
12 yrs
31 yrs
41 yrs
36 yrs

m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
m
F
F
m
F
m
m
F
m
m
m
m
F
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F
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m
m
m
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1169
1171
1172
1166
1168
1170
1173
1167
718
1082
1174
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1311
1310
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323

35 yrs
26 yrs
52 yrs
9 yrs
41 yrs
46 yrs
37 yrs
51 yrs
Adult
58yrs
18 yrs
35 yrs
46 yrs
24 yrs
18 yrs
61 yrs
30 yrs
33 yrs
45 yrs
33 yrs
38 yrs
32yrs
22 yrs
34 yrs
42 yrs
66 yrs
5yrs
63 yrs
64 yrs
37 yrs
42 yrs
57 yrs
43 yrs
41 yrs
32yrs
58yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
44 yrs
49 yrs
42 yrs
41 yrs
24 yrs
49 yrs
49 yrs
30 yrs
5yrs
40 yrs
9 yrs
7 yrs
52 yrs
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F
F
m
m
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F
F
F
F
m
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F
m
m
F
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1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1339
1340
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
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1371
1372
1373
1374
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1382
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1385

34 yrs
77 yrs
8 yrs
35 yrs
22 yrs
25 yrs
36 yrs
80yrs
67 yrs
23 yrs
65yrs
33 yrs
31 yrs
63 yrs
41 yrs
28 yrs
31 yrs
33 yrs
35 yrs
27 yrs
55 yrs
64 yrs
39 yrs
27 yrs
57 yrs
48 yrs
38 yrs
30 yrs
3yrs
27 yrs
71yrs
56 yrs
25 yrs
30 yrs
59yrs
24 yrs
14 yrs
24 yrs
24 yrs
21 yrs
26 yrs
23 yrs
11 yrs
53 yrs
21 yrs
26 yrs
32yrs
36 yrs
74 yrs
32yrs
45 yrs
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1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1388
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1222
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435

34 yrs
32yrs
29yrs
38 yrs
46 yrs
41 yrs
26 yrs
23 yrs
22yrs
16 yrs
33 yrs
22 yrs
9 yrs
11 yrs
28 yrs
33 yrs
35 yrs
26 yrs
20yrs
34 yrs
29yrs
45 yrs
44 yrs
73 yrs
22 yrs
25 yrs
40 yrs
13 yrs
66 yrs
25 yrs
43 yrs
19 yrs
53 yrs
35 yrs
33 yrs
80 yrs
44 yrs
31 yrs
8 yrs
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28 yrs
41 yrs
23 yrs
35 yrs
31 yrs
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31 yrs
19 yrs
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1436
1437
1438
1440
1439
1442
1441
1443
1444
1445
1446
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1458
1457
1455
1456
1457

32yrs
74 yrs
33 yrs
57 yrs
17 yrs
33 yrs
76 yrs
28 yrs
24 yrs
65yrs
47 yrs
16 yrs
51 yrs
51 yrs
32yrs
44 yrs
31 yrs
22 yrs
69 yrs
11 yrs
35 yrs
36 yrs
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F
F
m
F
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IN PUT
H+on ARV”s”TB+Stopped Nov 2009.
H+2009 on Bacterium Bco,?TB Anaemia.Dry lips
?TB?H,TB1975,Leprosy,Lionface.
Masson R+ thigh.x6yrs ago.Osteomalasia??Ca
Gastro.H+ on ARV”s,TB+on Rx
Yelloweyes?Jandice??cause Hepatitis A?orC?
R+ Leg Prosthesis 1988 Amphtated.
H+on ARV's since 06/2010?TB fingers.TB+onRx Since 06/2010 Anaemia
Diabetic Hypertension
H+TB+ to start Rx monday.
H+on Bactrium ?TB.TB fingers Anaemia
?TB?H Anaemia
?TB fingers.H?
Bp 200/110 UTI
Piles B/s.18,3??
B/s 8.2 UTI
Gastro
Bilharzia Haematuria TB?
L+ Diabetic Foot.B/s 16,7
Anaemia TB fingers H?TB?
B/s 7.9
Old TB + 1970/80s
B/s 4.6 check Hormones
?TB Old ?
Physical Exam
b/s .7.9
Laughing x 1/52 on TB Rx since 5/2009
Hand Feet mouth ?Heavy metals Steven Johnsin?Poisons?Toxins
Brain scan Ca.scan
?H?TB,
H+ defaulted therapy.TB defaulted therapy
Drop.H?(Ethopian)
Allergies?TB?H
Do all.Fun body Scan
Cd4 193 on ARV”s
?TB?HParatitis,Anaemia.,
R+ knee?Bursitis?? infection
Monicia Fungus
?TB?H Anaemia
Rubede German measles??
TB+on Rx MDR 2008 HIV?Vomiting.
Dysphagia TB?Ca oesophogus
H+ oct 2010 shingles ?TB.
Anaemia H+ Ampath oct 2010?TB.Old TB 2005 Rxed
H+ 2009 TB Rx Dec cd4=372 2009
Bells palsy R+side ??H+ on ARV's 2004 TB Rx 2004
H+ on Bactrium,Bco.TB on Rx Sep 2010
H+ on ARV's TB+ on Rx cd4=92 R+ stroke.
H+ on ARVS.TB?
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Check for Gall Bladder+gallstones
Shingles RT side of chest.
Chicken Pox
TB spine
?TB Cd 4 350
TB spine
Gastro TB fingers
Dm.B/p 160/100 UTI
TB on Rx .
RHF
oedema Tight
H+ not on Rx.TB?
Total body scan + for cancer hearf/chalesterst
H+ not on Rx TB+ not on Rx.on Bco,Bactrium
H+ on ARV's TB tread compl July 2010
Scan for cancer
L+R knee Replacements Bp 160/100
#Rt wrist.Osteomyelitis
?TB?H Discharging ears.Mastoiatis
24weeks Preg.Bleeding Fell
H eyes TB ? ?ulcer Anaemia
H+ 2005 on ARV's TB Rxed 2006
UTI Pregnant Fear Anger
?Fibroils .Cancer
H+ TB+ not on Rxmed
Stricture L+ arm
H+ (ampath)TB + 2006
H+ 2009 Bactrium folic Bco.H fingers
White nails ?TB fingers H fingers
H+ on ARV's since 04/10/2010.TB Rx since 27/09/2010
H+ on ARV's?TB
Skin rash ?Allergy.
H? fingers?TB fingers parotitis?Alcohol
H?TB?
Fits on Rx.B/s 6.4
H+ on ARV's ?TB
H+ on ARV's Tbx2 white nails
H+ on ARV's?TB
UTI Pregnant Fear Anger
H? fingers?TB fingers parotitis?Alcohol
Fits on Rx.B/s 6.4
H+ on ARV's ?TB
H+ on ARV's Tbx2 white nails
H+ not on ARV's TB?
Ca threat,smoking
?HIV Infarct.
TB R+ defaulter
TB on Rx .
Gastro?HIV
Stroke,Bp 150/100 Bps 13,6
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TB on Rx .
?TB?HIV
VH minerals,infections?
Paraffin intoxication
Fits.Grandmal seizure
Dm 7.1 Bp 150/100
Shingles RT side of chest.
ON ARV”s
H+2002 TB+
Dm,Bp 120/70
Hypertension.Diabetes,Bp zadros
TB? H? H- sores
Osteomyelitis L+knee
Chicken Pox ( varicella)
On Insulin.Dm
On ArRV”s H+
TB+TB fingers Lung Abcess H?
H+on ARV's TB Rx 2009 Monilia.
Anaemia ??H?TB?
Monilia.Anaemia.TB fingers.
? ? bloody Urine? Kidney stones rt UTI
Old TB,Tight
Dm 7.6 Painful lower limbs
TB
Dm 12.0 on Rx
Infection,Oedema Delivered 1/52
Chicken-Pox
D/c whitish,dreamish
B/s Bp 170/110
Stress
TB on Rx .
?TB on ARV”s
?TB?H.Shingles
DR T KEG Bp 170/110 Bs 13.1
R= side Bells Palsy
H+?I+diyosis Dematitis
HIV on Rx
TB?H?
?TB,?H,mua,Alcohol H
Nuero? Raynaulds syn
TB on Rx.monilia H+
H+cd4 210
Heart?
Gout to Phil+Big toe R+B thumb
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Epilepsy sore 1997
Dm.Anaemia TB ?H?
Skin rash ?H,?TB
On ARV”s and TB Rx
B/S 13.6 UTI RHF
TB + 2008 H+ RT Shingles
H+ TB on RX
Parkinsonism?Toxins??
Boils.TB?H+2001
?TB96
gastric Bone Pains
Anemia,TB Fingers H? Gastric
BS.15.3
Dm 28,7 Hydroule
?TB Old ?
Viginal wants.Herpes
TB,V
TB,Tumour on lumber,gastro,145 kidney papillara
TB; H+
DM B/S 11.8
DM B/S 24.8 Hypertension
DM B/S 12.2
H+ TB 2007
Pregnant
fever flu
nose bleeding ( epistaxis)
staff
PID Bp 130/70
TB jaundice Tb fingers
H+ gastro TB?
alcohol BP 200/100.
? H ? TB.
HIV.TB
PID. Brownish discharge
deaf&
H+ not on Rx.?TB
2nd time fits ? H+ toxins
Dm8,6 Perpheral neritic
Dm16,1 TB fingers tight.Anaemia
Dm11.9Alcohol 6p170/100
Bells PalsyRtside TB on Rx
TB Rx.H+ on ARV's
125=HIV
?TB Old ?
Fits 2ndtime x1yr
Submandibular stoner.Ca?
?H+?Peripheral neuritic
Fits1sttime
TB,H+
Dm B/s 19,9
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H+,TB
H+,TB, RASH R+Ampit,Monilia
shingles rt back . H?
penile sore chicken pox
?TB TB fingers
TB ? H TB fingers
Hydrocele drained
Dc. lt Ear painful UTI
TB H? Anaemia
hepatitis A? Jaundice
retarded at birth
fits onRx .Epilepsy.
Tb Anal Abcess gastro.
Dm BP 150/100 UTI
? Ca posterior rt Eye
chicken pox ( varicella)
Jaundice Hepatitis ?ca ? Liver
Stroke LT side x IMTH ALCOHOL
H+ ,LT Chest H.ZOSTER RX
Parotitis, Neck Glands, Tb+, H+
Bp 270/100, RHF, Oedema, Fat
EPILEPSY
hand& face Blisters.
bleeding Retina Bp 170/110.
Retarded Stroke 1988 check chromosomes
urifcaria fully Allergy workout
B/S 24.7 keotis Ketoacidosis
TB? Scabies Fungus
old Tb. BP. liver.Alcohol.
H?
DM BP
overweight
5987-104 TB H not seen
TB? H? H- sores
gastro
brain Injury+ eye scan MVA.
Trauma
joints PID UTI
Gout rt Foot Ethanol
lt Eye painful
hydrocele
H+ gastro
Absalatted cant bend
diabetic
? DRS friend.
lt frontal lobe 4 yrs ago

Scan Vertebral injury back

DM BS 13.8 BP 150/80
B/S 13.7. Bp 120/70. check= Rx
Pregnant
paraplegia DM BP
H+ lt side Abcess Abdomen+ pain
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neck glands
? ? bloody Urine? Kidney stones rt UTI
Scan +R+
HIV.TB
OH ARV”s+TB RX
body scan
Dm 10.9 Bp 140/90
Dm D/s Hi.UTI
overweight
?TB/HIV
TB-Rx incontinent
H+.TB+.Monilia.Anaemia
?H?TB,Oral sores,Monilia.
On ARV”?TB Tigh
H+,H+eyes.TB?
H+ was on ARV”s stopped by Nurses
TB fingers,Silicosis,ITCHY Eyes
TB?? H
H+ Cd+259
13/20,4-BP 15/90
TB.H+.Gastro.
H+ cd4 400
Parotitis Fits,scan+TREAT
Dm14.9
Dm.24.3
H+ JUNE 2009 ? TB
H Simplex(cold+Flu)scans
TB fingers H?
H+ ampath.on Bact.Bco.folic oral sores
Alcohol
Chicken pox .small for 12yrs.Check chromosomes
White nails?Calcium ?Magnesium Shortage
H+ on Back Bco folic.TB fingers Anaemia
?Fungus of fingers and nails.
Fits,Bells Palsy Backache
L+ Breast Nodule.?CA
H+on Bacterium 2009?TB
H+ 2010 on ARV's.TB?old Shingles Rx face
TB+ on Rx
H+ on Bactrium?TB ?2/12
Torn Biceps Rx
R+ knee ?infection?TB Cancer?
Old TB?/new TB
Diabetes m.b/s 18,3 months/lt
?Leprosy ?Exposure.
Shingles R+ eye TB compl 2010/06.
H+ ARV's?TB.Anaemia
diabetic
Oedema Incontinent Liver Ca?
H+ on ARV's.TB+ on Rx
Dystonia month.Extra-pyramidal poison?Brain Trauma
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H+ ?TB.
TB+ 4yrs ago TB fingers H fingers
TB fingers ?Anaemia ?H fingers.
White latest lives animals?Ca ?mg Shortage
H+ on ARV's TB defaulted Nov 2009
H+ 2009 on Bacterial Bco,?TB Anaemia.
?TB ?H?TB 1975,Leprosy,Lion face
L+Breast Nodule
R+thigh x6yrs ago.Ostomalasia??Ca
Gastro.H+ on ARV's,TB+on Rx
Ethmoid + Frontar Sinusitis
L+Submandibula Abcess
TB,H+-THYROID GOITRE<->
Overweight Alcohol
TB H-eyes
HIT ABOVE HEART
TB.H+.Gastro.
Dm 21.1 on Insulin,HTI
TB.H+Cryptococcus Histoplasmosis
Sinus, Flu
Dm 19.5
TB,H+,monilia
Stiff Neck?meningitis
?H? Fungas?UTI
TB H+ TB fingers,old TB.
TB H+ TB fingers,old TB.
Fits.tooth Abcess
ALZHEIMERS?Toxins?HEAVY METALS
Dm.B/s11,9
TB,H+
H+,Penail warts
Vomiting Long Round Worms
Herpes.?Penis STD
BP160/90DM 18,7
TB,H+,Gastro
TB,H+
Breast Abcess H+
H+,kaposi sarcoma Legs
DM 22.8
PID?? Ectopic Appendix.
TB
Neurofibromatosis
H+ Pregnant
BP 160/90. DM 9.7
TB.HIV
TB. HIV. Rt leg/ foot shingles
TB. H+ bruises on bums. Bleeding Anaemia
constipation
std drop ? H ? TB
Sezures?Epicepsy
Rt Leg Osteomylitis
urine catheter x 10 yr? Prostate ? Cancer
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Fits/seizures 1972
5301-71 HIV.TB not seen
Trauma Rt eye
Dm4.4.UTI.Bp 150/90.Infection?
TB H-ve 2 Nov
Dm 30,5.Bp 130/100
?TB Old ?
Fits ?Tapeworm?Echinococcus
H+ Cd4 197/207,Gastro,?TB
?TB?H,Anaemia,Gastro
lt leg lymph oedema? Worms
? TB TB fingers Anaemia BP 180/110
H+ Palpitations ? TB
skin rash ? H MVA rt arm &hand damaged
DM 32.2 on insulin
old TB= 1980. weight down
DM
? H lipoma neck cyanosis
weak man hood UTI
urine catheter x2/12 prostate
Paratitis on ARV”s,TB-Rx
Urine Catheterx2/12 Prostate
Acid fast,TB.sam+sore,Ca?
Bp.Ca?Thyroid.Goitre?
Viaginal sores
TB Fingers,+Toers,Ejasrro
Retarded from birth
scan&sore
Dm Hi.TB on Rx UTI
B/s 17,9 Bp 179/100
Eczema of Legs ?Shortage
Alcohol H.TB deffauted Rx.
Old TB.TB fingers
H?TB? Allergic Rash ??
Heart op done in 2006
fits
sinus Ca? Neuro? Lt side proptosis check lt eye
jaundice ca liver? Oedema.
mumps. Parotitis
chicken pox
? ca liver . Ascites. Tb on Rx
old TB completed Rx .new TB
? streprococus? staphylococus.sores
H+ on ARV's TB 2007.Shingles
alcohol hepatomely tight ? TB? H
TB+ H+ gstro
H+ .skin rash
DM 28,2
Old TB.Oedema.Old Burns Abd&R+urrist
B/s 26,7 Hiccough TB
Bell”s Palsy Since birth
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Tumour R+side?Ca organism.?TB?virus
H+-2006 Feb
Dm 14,6 Confused.?meningitis
H+.TB?
Anaemia.Bp 200/110
Anaemia,TB fingers ?TB,H+2008 not on Rx.
TB-Rx,H+ Rx
Cancer uterus
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rx
H+ 2009 not on Rx.TB ?Gastro +
Shingles Rt arm#H?
H+TB?
?Abcess.?Ca
Dm 22.4 on Rx.TB on Rx
Dm 22.4 on Rx.TB on Rx
H+ on ARV”s.TB-ve
H+ on Bactrium
Piles and fissure
STI Drop
Bell”s Palsy L+ face
Fits++since 1983
Our Rx for both ARV,TB Rx
Chest ?TB
Shingles Face Rt eye
Bell”s Palsy L+ since one day
TB Rx H+-Rx
Bell”s Palsy 22/40 pregnant
Viginal bleeding?CA.Analitch
B/s 11.3 Bp 170/100
Head injury R+side MVA Headache 1993
Alcohol H.TB deffauted Rx.
Dm 12.2
Dm 13,3 Bp 200/95
Dysphasia TB fingers
Dm 20,6 Bp 150/100
Old TB.Oedema
L+ side mumps
Shingles L+Hand
Old &new TB,Hole Lt chest
Rash
Dm 8.2 Fits
TB?H?
Bp 80/110,B/s 11.9
Mastoditis R+side?Abcess
Hallucination.Alcohol.
Leaking heart valve op done
Dm 35+Bp 120/70
Old TB .Loss of weight.new TB
H+ on ARV”s.TB Lump L+ neck
Stress,sore feet.weight loss LOA Diarrhoea.
Stress,sore feet,weight Loss,LOA Diarroea
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Appendicitis
DVT L+R abcess,osromylitis
chicken pox
chicken pox
Ca.Oesophogus.Gallstones removed 2009
? H lipoma neck cyanosis
H+ TB on Rx Anaemia.
Anaemia felt,TB?H?
H+-Rx,La+Lf eye Rectal/mul Ca Gynaecomasela,prostate,perrana sore
H+ on ARV”sTB
Shingles R+ Arm H?
?Stroke
Bp 190/110 gyrogcomastia prostate ethanal
Dm 17,6 on Insulin
Severe Arthritis
Headache,stress
DR T.Oedema both lower limbs
H+.TB on Rx
chicken pox
Keratoconus L+ 1/12.Blind
H+-ARV”s,TB fingers
Stress,Backache
Miscarriage?Bleeding clots Lnmp October 2009
Plantar warts both feet.
Fits H+ on ARV's
TB RtLung on Rx
Hypertension Bp 130/95
L+leg kaposi HIV +on ARV”s
Submandibular Abcess L+
Lt sick pains sinus
?TB?H SCME +Rx
Lost cood??
Diabetic on Insulin 8.3
stroke R+side Nov 2008 slurred speech
Borderline Dm.7.7 Bp 110/70.Asthma
Dm 15.2 Bp 110/70.Asthma
?Kidney stones
Shingles R+ face
Overweight,Bp 190/60 hormone neck Pultary,Pined,cushing
Obesity.
B/S 20.8 same+Rx
H+TB on Rx.Anaemia
B/S 11,9
?TB fingers,H,?Alcohol,L+ eye Blird
B/S 12.1-insulin
?Alcohol Rt Nandisular abscess Gout,?DM
mandibular Retarded,malformed chromosomes?check Mlp,L+ jaw
R+ sicle Hernia ??overweight Hormones
Dm23.6
Alcohol.vomiting.?TB on Rx
?TB,TB fingers.Anaemia.
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Irregular Periods
PID,DC
TB fingers.Tight
TB abd on Rx.H+.Laparotomy 2009
R+ Breast? Ca
B/s 2,5
? TB not ARV”s
Anaemia.TB 2008
Gastro-TB Rx
Discharge.UTI.L+ knee pain
B/S9.4
catarract Rt eye.Bp 170/110 Dm 8.8 Stroke x 1/7 Rt face fallout Lt arm fallout
B/S 14.3
H+onARV”s
Shingles L+Hand
TB on H+on Rx
TB on Rx
Dm 27.6
Dm 15.3
malaria x 3 2001 shoulder Op for dislocation x3
Laparotomy for Tumous 2009
Laparotomy for tumous 2009
Dm 22,0
Prostate?ca,Lucotinence
Kaposi sarcoma.H+
Dm 11.9
Breast nodule
Boils both armpits
Dm9.3Bp 170/100
Boils alloverbody.TB on Rx
Amputated L+Ly 2006.B/s 6.6
Warts Rt hand
Dm B/s 9.6
Dm 14.Bp 140/70
H+Psoriasis
Oral sores.TB.H+
Old Polio.Bp 200/100 on Rx.Dm 9.7 on Rx
Loss of memory
Bullet wound shotthru scrotum+buttock
Shingles L+face November 2009
TB on Rx
Fits H+ on ARV's
Dm 9.6
H+ARV's Oralsores
Sever Arthritis+Disfigurement Asthmatic
Dm bs 15.7
DM 35.0 on insulin. Old TB on Rx
TB . Stopped Rx last year.
DM + 35 UTI
H+ on ARVS. TB?
BP on Rx . Old polio at 4yrs of age
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shingles Rt.
28wks pregnant
H+ TB on Rx Anaemia.
??
Scoliosis
dysphagia. Anaemia TB on Rx. H?
lt undescended testes hernia rt & pulled up testes
TB ++ on Rx
H+ . kaposi sarcoma
Haematuria++ ? Bilharia.
H+ on ARV's
Bleeding Past starting Piriods
Laparotomy done for For Fibroid Uterus 2008
TB cough.gastro.Joints Pains.H?
Dm 29.4 Bp 130/70
?Porphyuria?
H+on ARV's
TB fingers,+Toers,Ejasrro
H+ on ARV's-TB++
Dm 14.9 m+I
Dm
Dm B/s 8.6.Fungus.UTI
TB on Rx UTI
Chicken-pox
Stroke ??weak 7 H+
Kidney store Removed R+Kidney
Confused.Hearing Voices.Alcohol
?Ca Liver.Hepatomegally.Alcohol H
Skin Rooh?Allergy H+?TB?
UTI??
H+.TB neck nodes
Stress.Hypertension Bp 170/100
H+.TB+
TB.H+on ARV'
Insomnia Anaemia Hyportensive on Rx
Neck glands,?TB?ca
Sepsis Rt foot.Dog Bite Blisters x 1/7
Ulcers.Syphillis??
TB?HIV?
Allersic??to sulphur.H+
Parotits TB ??
Dm b/s 16.0 Bp 170/90
Mumps. Parotitis
Crushljucy to Rt foot,Ganprene.
H+??
Shingler Rt face
?shingles?TB?H
Fits.Rt hand bean wound HIV.TB
TB+onRX . H+on Bactrim
BP on RX .lt footgont. Alcohol.
H+ on ARVs TB old .
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Assoulted on head 1986-R+side.paralysis.Fits/seizuers.on Rx
H+TB?
shingles R+ side
Head injury #Both jaws Repair done wiring also done
?TB?Shingles ? HIV
R+ sidemass
Encopresses?Rectal prolcopse
Hepatoma
??Bp 160/100 R+ leg Amputated
H+ on ARV”s.shivering
Retoinal detochmont?catarract?R+ eye?
H+
DM BS 18.1 Nausea BP on Rx
boils rt leg. H?
cystitis UTI
blind both eyes ? glaucoma ? catarract
anarsaka.RHF.Liver & prostate
hypartension
chicken pox
Eclampsia 180/110 toxaemia of pregnancy at 26/40
DM 5.9 on Rx
physical exam
sudden blindness B/S 5.5 BP 120/80
fever cough sweating? Malaria exposure
TB on Rx
Elephantiasis rt leg .Lymph drain problems
BP 170/110 .Toxaemia of pregnancy.
DM 20.4 & UTI
H+ Tb?
Herpes Zoster
Bell palsy rt herpes. Uti
DM 28.6 BP on Rx
Axilla Abcess .fits
back pain post MVA kidney stone removed 2004
DM 27.2 BP 150/100 on Rx
TB completed Rx H+
vaginal warts. Discharge. 29Wks Pregnant
Check Prostate BP 200/110 Fat high
H+ on BACTRIM TB RX completed.Ca scan
H+ TB .Shingles Rt Side
Skin rash? H?
Pregnant 34 wks.
H+TB on Rx.Anaemia
H+TB on Rx.Anaemia
TB Rx comp Nov 2009 H+ 2009
body scan
L+ side.Bp 140/90
Dm 23,9 R foot Lesion
Abcess.H+ ARV”s?TB
Dm 13,5 P.I.D Discharge(comdida)
? Heart shift to Rt.Meastes?Rash??
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H+ on Bactrium
Malaria??weak
Rt Leg Lyurpoedema x5yrs DVT??
H? tested 24/03/2010 Gastro
Catherter insuti??ca
Dm 14.8 Headache
Old TB .fever TB fingers?new TB?
Dm 6/7 15.7 Abcess Rt hand
Ca?uterus.Vaginal Bleeding.Dm
Viricent's Argina.Borrelia Vincent
coxakie virus ??Subcutaneous Pastules
??melanomic
Dm 6/517.9 on Insulin&Glucoph
??melanomic
Dm7.9 on Rx
Bell”s Palsy Rt
Head&scalp Lacerations.Assoulterd
Shingles Lt chest
H+TB+
H+ on Bactrium&Bco.TB on Rx
Bp 210/150
H+ on Bactrium &Bco.TB?
H+ on ARV's Ganeralised Oedenia
TB on Rx?Liver Ca.Arasarka Edema
fungus? TB?H
?TB?H
H+ TB on Rx Anaemia.
TB Rxed H+ on Bacteria.
Old tTB 2002.
Anaxia,TB fingers
H-tested
Fits??on Carsamarepire
above knee ampatation rt leg BP 150/90
BP160/90 gallstones op 2000
catheterinsitu??Ca.
Dm 14,5
H+ not on ARV”s
Vaginal Blood Dc.ca??
H+ on Bactrium
?TB.Asthma Tight
H+ on ARV”s Sept 2009
TB?H+ on Bac.Blue nails.Budoes L+ingninal
Oedema Dvt Bp 160/90
Old TB wieght loss
Shoke?L+side 07/2009 Replacement 1980 mitral valve
H+ tested St Marys
Diabetic 22.8 Hypertensive
H+ on ARV”s ?TB
chicken pox
Bp 170/110 .Toxaemia of pregnancy.
Chest Pains
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Acrie Rash
Asa pains.vomiting.Anaemia?
Seizures,Epilepsy Bells Palsy
H+TB?
Dm on Rx
ARV”s therapy
H+ cd4 232 TB?
Septic sores all over body?strept
Bp 120/70 Dm 9.7 on Rx.Bells Palsy
Skin cancer?
Bp 160/100 Rx heartfailure,Tight,Oeema
Menorgia?cause Anaemia
Wheeze?TB.Joints Bp 110/70
H+ on ARV”s.TB caupl Rx 2008
TB+x3 Anaemia Oedema
Hepatitis.Yellow urine.
Dm 24,3 Bp 160/100 on Rx
Ganglion on wrist .Bp 150/90
Dm on Insulin.Stroke R+ side 01/2009 Bp 160/100
Caugh Dm on Glucophape.
Heart failure Alcohol.
Dm 10.4 Bp on Rx
Liver,Hepatonesaly.Stroke 2009 Incontinent UTI
H+ on ARV”s2002.TB on Rx 2010
Coughing
Dm B/s 12.3
TB+ Anaemia .Vomiting blood
Fits on Phenobasitone&Carbamazepine
Forgetfuness
H+?TB Anaemia
Old TB .fever TB fingers?new TB?
H+ on ARV”s 2009
H+2009.20 weeks Pregnant
TB,H+ on ARV”s
TB+HIV
L+ eyeblind glaunoma
Old TB -new TB ??
Janundice H HIV-ve?
chicken pox
H+ cd4 700 ARV- DC TB? Vaginal warts
? TB? HIV anaemia pregnant
H+ TB. ARVDm B/S 10.9
Dm Hi BP 140/70
jaundice? Monilia ? H? TB
H+ on ARVS TB on Rx
H+ ARV- TB on Rx
H+ ? TB. Lt neck glands
H+ 03/2010? TB. Skin rash
H+ cd4 440? TB mumps
H+ 2000 TB 2004 cd4= 587
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?CA Flukes worms
Ca Oesophogus?TB last years.
Right side pain.Alcohol Liver Cirrhasis
Fits,seizures 2006
Lues,Pyphilis sore on left??Discharge
H+?TB Anaemia
PID.Appendicectomy in 2009
H+2008 on ARV.TB Rx 2009
H+ 2007 on ARV”s.Neck glands R+ side
H+2004,?TB,Dc,UTI
Fungus Face&ears H+ TB ?
?TB,TB finger
H+ 2009 ?TB
H+2009 ARV”s TB swollen fat
H+ 2007 ARV”s,kapasi Sarcoma TB-ve
H+ 2010.TB+
Dm 22,6 Bp 200/100
Gaut,uric Acid,Bp,Dm Choresterol.
Dm on treatment b/s 6.6
Dm B/s Hi Bp 160/90 ?? UTI
H+2007 on ARV”s,TB prestopped Rxmot
?TB?HIV?H nails.Anaemia.
Dm B/s Hight,Bp 140/90
Axilla abcess L+ ?TB.H+ 2003 Rx.TB completed Rx
Tight H?TB?
??Lymphoedema Elephantaisis
H+2006 on ARV”s?TB
Discharge.UTI.PID
Neck glands TB ?H?
??Jamdice
L+breast Lummps
Old TB new Lump Abcess
?warts PID
Heart injury?csf Leakage L+ ears.
Dm 18.3,Bp 140/90
Alcohol,Gastro,Data rings Ab on R+
H+,kapasi
Dm 13.3Bp 160/90
Swollen,Ethanal, cardiomyopethy?
Fits on Rx,H?TB? Worm?
TB fingers? HIV?
Dm.B/s Hi
Lipoma Heart?
On Dagga TB fingers Alcohol #
2nd time fits ??
FFC
antism from 3 yrs
DM 11.3
shingles below rrt breast? H
axilla Abcess H? TB?
Dm 5.1 on insulin
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H+ 2009 ARV- TB? Preg28 wks
lt breast abcess ? Ca.
head injury MVA on 2010 ? TB ?H
fungus? TB?H
Spleneclomy 2008
TB on Rx H+ on ARVS
old TB Rx ed.
H+ ARV- TB Rxed 2009
Hepatitis? Jaundice?
old TB 2002 TB now. H?
TB on Rx
H+ ARV- TB 2007 Rx ed ? TB now
?TB ? H
rt arm cellulitis? Infection
H+ ARVs? Rt finger fungus TB. H-zoster monilia
DM b/s 18,0
DM 14,4 BP 170/120 on insulin
chicken pox H?? varicella Zoster.
DM 9.9 on Rx . Joint pains.
chicken pox
TB? H+ on bactrim
old TB x 6 yrs? New TB. Anaemia
DM 9.8 BP 170/90 lt side weak ? Stroke
H+ 2009 cd4 65? TB ARVCold sore.Herpes Simpler Loner montlia lip
Rt legtidia Dr T Bp 175/110 Dm??
Amputated R+ ArmMVA.April 10
Mental Problem.smokes Dagga
Dm 6.4 Bp150/100 Insomia Painful L+ Leg
?TB,H+ cd4 1021 on ARV”s
Swollen R+ Knee?Infection
?H,Painful R+ Ears.Abcces R+ Arilla
Pregnant 25/52.Eclampsia Bp 160/110
Chicken pox?varicella
?TB?H Gastro,monicia
Dm 4.3 on Rx
H+2001.Terminated Pres H 8/52.
Large Liver <>Ethanal
Bleeding DC
Dm on Rx.B/s9.9. Bp190/100
Dm B.s 18.1 Bp 160/100
Scan
Old TB ca ?TB ?Dyphagia.
?CA Flukes worms
TB on Rx.H+cd4 24 ARV
TB+H+ on TB Rx Urine retention prostate?
?TB tight
Athraitis.Rhuematic fever
Dyskinessia foxin ?Lues
Diabetic B/s 14.8
Paratitis R+.H+ on Bac&Bco?TB.
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?Poison
Dm 19.8Bp170/100
Gout Topic cirist R+&toes
(down)Sex
Fell,now bleeding from ears ?concussion.
H?TB?
Dm B/s19.
DM b/s17,5
Herpes Homonis Type I+ UTI
Dm 10.3 Bp 108/70
D/c Nomeses.Thyroid.Ovarian cyct
R+ Parotitis,Alcohol.
Dm 26.9 Bp 200/100
Chicken Pox?varicella
Shingles Lt chest.H+ TB on Rx
Diabetes 20.4
Bp 230/140
chicken pox?varicella
H+ on ArvV”s TB on Rx.
28/40 Pregnant
Hydrocele Vitiligo?TB??
?H TB Spots
Stroke L+ side.Bp 130/100 Dm
Dm 1.9 Bp 180/120
H+on ARV”s?TB Oedama H.Spots 24weeks pregnant.
TB Rxed H+ on Bacteria.
Alcohol ? TB Nosebleed Bp200/120
H+ 2007 TB 2006
Dm 8.7 on Rx Bp 120/70
Dm,UTI
Arthritis,Dm 27.0 Bp 150/90,stroke.Joints Gastro Proptosis R+ eye
Dm Hi.Asthma.Bp
Old TB,Alcohol New TB?R+side pain
TB fingers?TB?HIV.
H+ cd4 63.TB on Rx
Diabetic on Rx
Dm.Pharyngitis Abcess
H+ TB+ on Rx
H+ on ARV”s TB on Rx
Luer?Guma sore R+ Left?H?virus TB 2006
H+ 2007 on ARV's cd4 ?TB+
Dm 8.7 on Rx Bp 120/70
?H?TB
TB 2004 TB fingers Hicough
?TB?H Gastro,monicia
3909-87 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone.4992-83 chronic Pancreatitis.5622-103 Diabetes.
Prostatectomy done 2010.TB defaulted
Dm 22.1 Bp
H+ last week Rt side shingles
H?H eyes,TB Rx 2yrs ago
H+ARV”s TB June 2009.
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H+ cd4 202,ARV”S TB + 2008 Rx.
H+ 2002.TB
H?TB?Cough
L+ knee Athritis Dc/UTI,Reiters Syndrome
H?TB,Shingles L+ side 2007
H+ on ARV”s.TB 2008
H?TB?Neck glands
Dm 15.7 New
H-St Mary”s Bp 150/110
H+ not on ARV”s.?TB
HIV+ cd4 1400
Dm 11,6 UTI,Anaemia.
Dm 17,3?TB?H,Anaemia
H+?TB Anaemia
Moilia TB?defaulted Rx
Body in Sulphur allergy Bp 210/110
Dm new b/s +35
TB + H+ not on Rx.
H?H eyes TB ?Joints.
H?H fingers TB?
TB on Rx ?HIV.
?TB??
H+ on ARV”s 2009
Old TB Anaemia
H+on ARV”s on Rx
Dm 12.7 on Oral Rx
H+on bacteria TB 2008 Comp.Rx,2001.cd4 226
Rt tooth Abcess
H+on ARV's. TB on Rx. Skin rash. Rt eye
H eyes.TB fingers joints?TB
Physical Exam
H+ TB Rx
Bell's Palsy Rt,TB ?H
Appendicectomy done 2010 Jan.Acute Abdomen. ?TB ?H
H+TB?Toxins?
Dm B/s 28.0mmol/lt
Lipoma Lt chest
Dm 6.8mmol/lt
Jaw Growth x5yrs. Lipoma Lt arm
Acute Abd. P.I.D,Appendicitis?
H+ cd4? ?TB
H+ on Bactrium.cd4= 600. Tb?
Dm 11.3mmol/lt.
H? TB?. Shingles?
H+ not on Rx.TB on Rx.
H+ cd4? TB?
H+ 2004 on ARV”s
Dm 9.6mmol/lt new
Du Pertruyns? Arthritis? TB? Toxins.
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rx.Shingles.Lt chest
Lt hand dermatitis,stress,H tested.
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Shingles Rt Buttock
Anaemia.Dizzy.nuetrophilis ?
H+ 22 weeks Pregnant
H+ on ARV”s cd4=40 TB
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rxment.Shingles.Lt chest
H+ on ARV”s.TB on Rxment.Shingles.Lt chest
H+2009 on ARV”s.H eyes
Dm B/s 13.8mmol/lt. Bp 160/90mmHg.
Dm 20.1mmol/lt, on Insulin. UTI
Bp 250/130mmHg. ?Proptosis Intracranial Pressure raised.
Chicken pox varicella virus
Dm 31.6mmol/lt. Bp 200/200mmHg. TB on Rx
TB 2008. H+ 2010
Chicken pox?varicella
Dm 19.1mmol/lt. Bp
?H. ?TB. monilia
H.zosters, shingles.
Appendicitis?Peritonitis
H+ on ARV”s.TB?
Dm. Rt eye Blind. Bp 170/100mmHg
TB+Rx7yrs ago.
TB+on Rx.H??
H+x 1/52.?TB?
?Parotitis. Alcohol. Bp 220/130mmHg
Hepatitis?B?C. Jaundice
Chest Pain, Oedema, kidney, Heart.
Alcohol ? Dm, Thiamine.
Anaemia. kidney. Heart. Oedema
?TB.?H. Shingles
H? TB
H+on ARV”s.Tb
TB+3yrs ago H.eyes
Dm 17.4mmol/lt. Bp 160/95 Asthma
H+on ARV”s.cd4 108. ?TB, coughing.
Oedema? #. Adrenals. Heart. Kidney. Bp 150/90
H+x1/52 TB?
Chicken Pox?varicella
H-skin?TB UTI
Bell”s Palsy Rt side,TB?H
Blind,Dm,Bp 130/90
Chicken Pox?varicella
Anaemia H eyes TB?H?
H+
Hepatomegally,Oedema,Heart?Heart failure,Alcohol,flukes?
Alcohol?Liver
Bp 160/90. Dm b/s 11,0mmol/lt
TB on Rx.Herpes.H fingers
TB HIV Gastro
H?
?Appendicitis.
Dm 15,6 Bp 270/160
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Shingles Lt back.H eyes.
Dm?skin rash Bp 170/100.7,6
Dm 26,1 on Insulin Bp 170/100
Chicken Pox?varicella
Substance abuse
TB on Rxment. Vomiting blood.
Dysphagia. Tb? Ca Oesophagus
H+ not on Rx.Immune Reaction
TB+ Rxed 2008H+ on ARV's since 2007
H+ June 2009 on Bactrium
Monilia,Gastro,TB fingers,Anaemia.
Edema. Alcohol. Cirrhosis liver Ca??
Both feet black from ankle to Lower 1/3. liver?
TB+ completed Rx June 2010. H?
Diabetes B/s 19.6 mmol/lt
Fever
White lateral lines on nails?Ca?Magnesium shortage, worms
TB fingers? Anaemia?H fingers
TB+ 4yrs ago. TB fingers. H fingers. Anaemia.
H+?TB
Dystonia month ,Extra-pyramidal
H+on ARV's TB+on Rx
Oedema, Incontinent. Liver Ca?
Diabetic
H+ ARV's?TB .Anaemia
Shingles Rt eye.TB compl.2010/06
?Leprosy?Exposure.
Severe Chicken Pox
Diabetes m.b/s 18.3 mmol/lt
Old TB ?/new TB
Rt Knee ? Infection?TB, Cancer
Torn Biceps Rt
H+ on Bactrium?TB ?2/12 Pregnant
H+on ARV's??TB
??H ?TB ??
TB,H+ on Rxments
TB+on Rx
H+ on ARV's.TB ? Old Shingles face
Bullet insitu June 2010,shot Lt face. Bells Palsy Lt, Gastro. Tb fingers. H?
H+on Bactrium 2009
Lt Breast Nodule.?Ca.
Tb? HIV?
TB H? Alcohol
Fits ,Bells Palsy,Backache.
?Fungus of fingers and Nails
H+ on Bactrium Bco folic.TB fingers Anaemia
White nails?Calcium?Magnesium Shortage
Chicken pox.small for 12yrs. Check Chromosomes
Alcohol
TB -H+ ampath.on Bactrim.Bco. Folic acid. oral sores
Cough
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H+ defaulted Rx,ARV's?TB Anaemia.
Diarrhoea,Chestpains
Dm b/s16.1 Bp 140/80
Chicken pox
Rt Shingles on Bactrium.H+
H? TB?Shingles Lt chest
Mass?Abcess?Ca Lt Neck on ARV's TB Rx
Stress,Backache
Fits Bells Palsy Backache
Osteo athritis
V.warts STI.Condylomata?Cmv,HPV?
H+ on ARV's TB+ comp.Rx July 2010
Overweight?Hormones Dm on Rx.
Blind both eyes(Headache)
TB+2010 Rx.H+ stopped Rx ??self.
TB on Rx H Ampath.
Bilateral large neck glands.TB?H+ not on ARV's
?TB Glands neck ?H
H+ 2003 not on Rx.?TB on Rxment for Psychosis.since 10/2010
H-ve rapid test?TB
H? fingers TB ?
?H Ampath -ve.
Anaemia,TB fingers,
H+ on ARV's TB ?32 wks GA
?Leprosy Lt foot sole has hole.?TB ? H
TB fingers Anaemia ?TB?H
Diabetic B/s 10.4,Hypertensive,Cramps alkaline
Old TB 2009 H fingers ??Completed Rx 2010.TB fingers.
H+ on Rxment 08/2010.TB+ 2008 Rxed.Allergic Rash to facial Cream.??
H+ stopped Rx TB completed Rx
Dark Facial skin.?Vit, oils, minerals
Dc Vaginitis ?H TB?
H+ ARV's TB? Kaposi Sarcoma
Monilia ?TB H+ on ARV's
H+ not no Rx.TB+in 1990's
Spasticity Lt side?Brain?chromosomes.Scan
Petechial Bleeding.Lt leg.?H? TB
Scan for Hormones,minerals,not glands
H+ on ARV's TB comlpeted Rx.
H+ on ARV's 03/2010 TB on Rxment Sept 2010
H+ on ARV's 2009 ?TB
H+ 2009.Not on Rx.TB?
H+ on ARV's 2009 TB old Nov?TB Cough
H+ on ARV's?TB
H+ not on Rx?TB Skin Rash
Measles
Lymphnodes Parotitis.
Chicken -pox Varicella ?
Chicken pox
Diabetic 21.7 parotitis,nodule Lt Blood.
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H+ not on Rx,Candida,TB?
TB ?
Chicken pox
H+ on ARV's TB+.
H+ Ampath.TB?
H+ not on Rx.?TB defaulted Rx.
H+ ? TB cough
diabetes 21.6,TB on Rx 1/52
TB fingers HIV?
H-ve.tested.GA 31 wk preg.PMHx.TB bones.operated
On TB Rx since 1/52.?HIV
Pregnant 33 wks H-ve
Physical Exam
Shingles H?TB?Asthmatic on Rx
H+ not on Rx TB Rx.shingles
Gonococcal infection, drop.Syphilis??STI
H+ on ARV's x1/12?TB.
18 wks Preg.Discharge Brownish.
Dc UTI ?H
H+ 2007 on ARV'sTB completed Rx 2007
Hypertensive not on Rx
?Lt/Rt heart failure.Oedema.Bp
PID,H+ not on Rx.,TB?
H+ on ARV's TB comp Rx
Gastro H+ on ARV's TB?
TB Spine
? Pregnant
Vag.warts-CMV.HPV.
H? TB?on Bactrium?? Gastro.
TB on Rx H? Painful
Skin Rash??Hypertensive on Rx
Oedema,Lung Ca?TB?.RHF,Anaemia,Portal hypertension
34wks GA.Rubella
H+ on ARV's ?TB
TB fingers ,H fingers.Amputated Rt arm Alcohol
H+ on ARV's 2009.?TB completed Rx
Chicken pox.perinantal injury to head
H+ on ARV's Anaemia TB Rx.AIDS.
Chicken pox D/c
H+ on Bactrium Bco on Rx.Shingles(Lt)side
H-ve 22wks Preg
HIV+ TB? Neck glands
H? TB? (TB 2006)
Diabetes on Rx.Leposy??
H? TB? Skin rash?
Skin rash H?
H+ not on Rx.Kaposi?TB compl.Rx 2009
Lip? Ca?H+ 2005 not on Rx
Ca liver Jaundice.TB fingers old TB
TB comp.Rx 07/12/2010 H on Rx
Fungus H? ??
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H? TB?says tested-ve
H+ 11/2010 Anaemia TB?
H-ve Ampth?TB fingers?
H+ on Bact.Bco.folic.TB on Rx Alcohol.fungus.
H+ on ARV's TB on Rx
H+ on ARV's,TB compl.Rx 10/2010
HIV+.not on Rx.TB?
H? TB? Neck glands,fits on Rx.
Chicken pox
Chicken pox D/c
TB?H+?
Chicken pox
Enuresis Melanoma Pinworm
?Anaemia worm?
H+ on AZT for feotus.TB?
R+ Knee Bursitis.H+on ARV's TB?
H+ cd4 1 TB? Scurvy?Bleeding gums
Scurvy?Bleeding gums,H?
Ca Rt jaw operation done 2009 grafting
H+ not on Rx.TB?
?H ?TB 2nd -ve
H eyes H -ve hosp
? Thyroid PID?
Dysphagia Ca oesophogus??Anaemia old TB
TB ?H? White lines on fingers nails
H+ on ARV's ?TB
Severe Shingles ?TB.
Lt eye,Mitral & Tricuspid valve-look insufficiency.Gastro
Diabetes on Rx ?H TB on Rx Joint pains
H+ on Bactrium Bco.ferrous and Folic.Anaemia
Polio Rt leg.H? TB?
Vaginal warts Herpes?Chicken pox H?
H+ ARV's for 5yrs. Drop.TB
Mast cell Reaction??Itching H+ & ARV's
34wks GA.Preg.H+ on prophylaxis
TB fingers TB? H?
Old TB new TB ? H?
H+ on Bac,old TB?TB,Axilla Abcess Lt
Chicken pox(varicella)
Tinea corpus,H?TB
Chicken pox
Chicken pox
H?TB? Anaemia Gastro
Rash?measles
H+ on Rx TB on Rx
R+ face Shingles H?TB
H+ Herpes,fingers.Pneumocystis Carinii
31wks Preg.Rash??
Fits?Ecchinococcus?TB Rxed.H?
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Shingles H?
Coughing?TB old TB
Rash on back spreading to lower legs and face since 3/12 ago
Old TB new TB Broncho Constrictions
Lt Breast Nodule ??
? TB?H
Physical
H+ on Bactrium,Folic Acid,Bco Thiamine TB?Gastro+
H?? sores on Rt Leg.Preg36wks
Old TB?new. Dysphagia
H+ on ARV.TB on Rx.Liver Fluke??
shingles Back
TB on Rx,Anaemia.
Rt Mandibular Abcess??Ca
H+ not on Rx.TB?Neck glands Rt
H+ TB? Gastro H
H+ on ARV's TB?Gastro
H+ on ARV's.confused.
Old TB,TB fingers.cough.
H+ on ARV's,TB comp Rx
H+ on ARV's 2005,TB treated 2000
Rt Side pain?Liver??kidney
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CSI %
64.00%
100.00%
68.00%
67.00%
100.00%
100.00%
75.00%
92.00%
24.00%
100.00%
43.00%
52.00%
100.00%

100.00%

12.00%
100.00%
100.00%
20.00%
97.00%

12.00%
91.00%
71.00%
25.00%
100.00%
23.00%
72.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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100.00%

74.00%
16.00%

100.00%
100.00%
25.00%

12.00%
69.00%
29.00%
26.00%
47.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
40.00%
100.00%
37.00%
27.00%
39.00%
100.00%
40.00%
37.00%
27.00%
39.00%
100.00%
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100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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87.00%
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100.00%

99.00%
45.00%
83.00%
100%%
69.00%
50.00%
42.00%
68.00%
20.00%
56.00%
27.00%
46.00%
30.00%
100%%
81.00%
14.00%
16.00%
43.00%
22.00%
19.00%
100%%
12.00%
13.00%
100%%
89.00%
40.00%
56.00%
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6867-100TB.6053-101 Viral Infection

100.00%
13.00%
100.00%
11.00%
100.00%
45.00%
12.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
85.00%
19.00%
33.00%
55.00%
61.00%
56.00%
100.00%
59.00%
97.00%
75.00%
100.00%
56.00%
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9.00%
36.00%
100.00%
44.00%
64.00%
100.00%
68.00%
67.00%
100.00%
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86.00%

29.00%
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100.00%

100.00%
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9.00%

9.00%
89.00%
17%%
60.00%
100.00%
100%%
57.00%
46.00%
10.00%
100%%
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53.00%
100%%
17%%
89.00%
66.00%
89.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
65.00%
100%%
100%%
98.00%
87.00%
100%%
87.00%
40.00%
9.00%
9.00%
9.00%
100%%
100%%
57.00%
99.00%
96.00%
100%%
62.00%
13.00%
11.00%
43.00%
51.00%
100%%
100%%
21.00%
78.00%
100%%
100%%
11.00%
100%%
100%%
31.00%
100%%
30.00%
64.00%
79.00%
100%%
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12.00%

100%%
34.00%
100%%
100%%
20.00%
46.00%
14.00%
9.00%
100%%
71.00%
14.00%
100%%
57.00%
75.00%
89.00%
45.00%
38.00%
85.00%
23.00%
100%%
14.00%
50.00%
58.00%
100%%
72.00%
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23.00%
100%%
100%%

100%%
27.00%
56.00%
15.00%
41.00%
36.00%
100%%
100%%
100.00%
90.00%
62.00%
37.00%
100%%
60.00%
91.00%
99.00%
24.00%
100.00%
100%%
53.00%
100%%
19.00%
53.00%
20.00%
10.00%
100%%
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56.00%
13.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
13.00%
61.00%
95.00%
12.00%
69.00%
90.00%
9.00%
15.00%
44.00%
100%%
27.00%
15.00%
100%%
100%%
32.00%
11.00%
71.00%
100%%
100%%
80.00%
88.00%
16.00%
100%%
13.00%
93.00%
100%%
49.00%
100%%
100%%
53.00%
100%%
100%%
35.00%
100%%
39.00%
18.00%
19.00%
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34.00%
63.00%
73.00%
88.00%
18.00%
100%%
15.00%
16.00%
41.00%
29.00%
100.00%
66%%
59.00%
100%%
100.00%
39.00%
72.00%
100.00%
53%%
10%%
53.00%
71%%
30.00%
100%%
14%%
100%%
100%%
10%%
100%%
100%%
84.00%
40.00%
62.00%
100%%
45.00%
100%%
100%%
66%%
37.00%
17%%
100%%
12.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
33.00%
50.00%
67.00%
61.00%
39.00%
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100%%
38.00%
100%%
41.00%
100%%
41.00%
100%%
100%%
42.00%
93.00%
100%%
97.00%
100%%
100%%
39.00%
59.00%
97.00%
60.00%
54.00%
66%%
41.00%
100%%
61.00%
26.00%
65.00%
100%%
44.00%
45.00%
33.00%
100%%
35.00%
100%%
70.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
23.00%
32.00%
100%%
22.00%
77.00%
100%%
12.00%
19.00%
9.00%
74.00%
99.00%
50.00%
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100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
55.00%
44.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
85.00%
68.00%

9.00%
100%%
62.00%
24.00%
39.00%
11.00%
100%%
78.00%
21.00%
70.00%
100%%
14%%
70.00%
100%%
34.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
100%%
78.00%
80.00%
100%%
100%%
79.00%
100%%
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46.00%
92.00%
42.00%
21.00%
79.00%
45.00%
100%%
100%%

100%%
70.00%
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36.00%

74.00%
11.00%
100%%

100%%
100%%
64.00%
64.00%

100%%
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41.00%
100%%
100%%

100%%
72.00%
100%%
23.00%
88.00%
20.00%
9.00%
100.00%
44.00%
71%%
76.00%
100%%
69.00%
9.00%
32.00%
100%%
69.00%
100.00%
100%%
30.00%
100%%
100%%
20.00%
100%%
100%%
100%%
19.00%
25.00%
35.00%
86.00%
100%%
74.00%
37.00%
79.00%
61.00%
43.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
99.00%
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20.00%
75.00%
100.00%
18.00%
100.00%
100.00%
71.00%
100.00%
55.00%
85.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
32.00%
21.00%
44.00%
100.00%
36.00%
9.00%
56.00%
100.00%
75.00%
97.00%
59.00%
100.00%
56.00%
100.00%
61.00%
55.00%
33.00%
19.00%
85.00%
100.00%
16.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
12.00%
100.00%
14.00%
45.00%
100.00%
11.00%
100.00%
13.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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100.00%
19.00%
62.00%
100.00%
32.00%
39.00%
9.00%
58.00%
73.00%
16.00%
21.00%
47.00%
88.00%
100.00%
83.00%
100.00%
17.00%
65.00%
15.00%
100.00%
41.00%
100.00%
57.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
21.00%
100.00%
100.00%
43.00%
45.00%
96.00%
32.00%
19.00%
100.00%
10.00%
28.00%
100.00%
100.00%
24.00%
41.00%
100.00%
26.00%
100.00%
31.00%
61.00%
100.00%
59.00%
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100.00%
100.00%
35.00%
100.00%
47.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
67.00%
30.00%
100.00%
27.00%
100.00%
17.00%
86.00%
12.00%
18.00%
100.00%
9.00%
100.00%
35.00%
100.00%
21.00%
100.00%
49.00%
42.00%
51.00%
34.00%
100.00%
62.00%
60.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
72.00%
36.00%
59.00%
100.00%
100.00%
74.00%
70.00%
41.00%
100.00%
100.00%
18.00%
21.00%
10.00%
26.00%
43.00%
50.00%
80.00%
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100.00%
100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
56.00%
100.00%
100.00%
32.00%
42.00%
65.00%
35.00%
100.00%
86.00%
28.00%
61.00%
78.00%
53.00%
34.00%
21.00%
100.00%
26.00%
42.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
33.00%
100.00%
68.00%
51.00%
100.00%
100.00%
91.00%
18.00%
64.00%
55.00%
100.00%
15.00%
71.00%
53.00%
33.00%
100.00%
93.00%
15.00%
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10.00%
62.00%
40.00%
100.00%
15.00%
27.00%
24.00%
36.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
9.00%
100.00%
67.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
84.00%
90.00%
9.00%
32.00%
28.00%
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6867-58 Utilin”s” Red Bacterial.4998-62 Pleo Ut”s” Mycobacterium.3700-52 Retroviruses.5987-99 Tuberculosis
6867-102 Bacterial.4998-67 Mycobacteriam.3700-77 Retroviruses.5987-94 Tuberculosis
4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-78 Retroviruses.3903-88 Mycobacterium Leprae Leprasy
5853-92 Osteomalacia
6867-77 Bacterial.3700-73 Retroviruses.4998-70 Pleo UT”s” Mycobactrium
8112-118 Liver,gallbladder.1945-105 Herpatitis A.5684-93 Cholelithians
5624-110 Diabetes.6074-103Pancreas disease
3700-88 Retroviruses.4998-71 Mycobacterium.5987-106 Tuberculosis
6352-110 Insulin.5625-93 Diabetes Katoacidosis.
3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-79 Pleo Ut”s” Mycobacterium.5462-110 AIDS
6867-83 Bacterial.4998-71 Mycobacterium.3700-77 Retroviruses.
4998-96 Mycobacterium.3700-103 Retroviruses.5547-103 Anaemia.5462-98 AIDS
6867-84 Bacterial.4998-79 TB.3700-57 Retroviruses.
Bp not seen. No UTI
4113-79 blood sugar pancreas.

2828-110 diabetes

not seen
328- 86 DM 9090-112 DM
4998-50 Mycobacterium.3700-66 Retroviruses.
not seen
not seen
3931-88 blood glucose. 4113-78 blood sugar.pancreas
not seen
4998-71 TB 5897 -116 Pulmonary Emphysemia
H not seen.
3700-73 Retroviruses
4998-90 Mycobacterium.3700-123 Retroviruses
8221-97 Chlamydia Pneumonia.3700-82 Retroviruses
3700-69 Retroviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.5462-110 AIDS
H not seen.
3700-77 Retroviruses.4998-82 Mycobacterium.3932-98 Blood iron
4995-138 Streptococcus.6045-107 Acute Inflammation
3700-94 retroviruses. TB not seen
not seen
2067-89 Rubella/German measles.5806-108 Measles.
6867-82 Bacterial disease.3700-65 Retroviruses.4998-86 Mycobacterium
4998-91 Mycobacterium.5987-112 Tuberculosis
4998-94 Mycobacterium.3700-82 Retroviruses.
3932-108 Blood iron.4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-84 Retroviruses
3700-94 Retroviruses.6867-88 Bacterial disease.4998-67 Mycobacterium.
4998-96 Mycobacterium.3700-108 Retrovirues.5985-120 Nerve Crainal 5.5867-102 Paralysis
3700-76 Retroviruses.4998-73 Mycobacterium
3700-69 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium
3340-142 chest infections. H not seen
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6073-95 Gallblader Disease
2146-70 Varicella

5853-156 Osteomalacia
4998-91 Mycobacterium.1911-104 Entaamoeba Coli
1884-104 Diabetes Insijoidus.5623-99 Diabetes Mellitus

3700-80 Retroviruses.6867-94 Bacterial.4998-98 Mycobacterium
3700-73Retroviruses.6867-112 TB,4998-80 Mycobacterium.5826-120 Myocadial Infection
3700-74Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium.6008-113 Veneral disease

6867-148 Bacterial.5296-134 Virus Inection.3700-120 Retroviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.
6053-107 Viral Infection.3700-87 Retroviruses.6086-112 Lymph Disease
5949-99 Polycystic Ovareis.9876-115 Follicle Stimulating.
6867-89 Bacterial.3700-86 Retroviruses
6092-103 Joint disease
6867-88 Bacterial disease of TB.4998-51 Mycobacterium.3700-67 Retroviruses
6867-68 Bacterial.4998-80 Mycobacterium.3700-72 Retroviruses.
6867-109 Bacterial.4998-102 mycobacterium.3700-132 Retroviruses
5749-99 Anaemia.4998-78 Mycobacterium.5489-101 Hyper immune response.3700-75 Retroviruses
3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium.
4998-108 Mycobacterium.6867-107 Bacterial.
6867-81 Bacterial.3700-45 Retroviruses.
3886-68 Ascardinum worm caurses epilepsy.5925-69 Epilepsy seizures
3700-71 Retroviruses
6867-91 Bacterial.3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-89 Mycobacterium
3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium.
4998-108 Mycobacterium.6867-107 Bacterial.
3886-68 Ascardinum worm caurses epilepsy.5925-69 Epilepsy seizures
3700-71 Retroviruses
6867-91 Bacterial.3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-89 Mycobacterium
6867-107 Bacterial.4998-69 Mycobacterium.3700-72 Retroviruses.
not seen
not seen
not seen
not seen
5983-109 stroke.8801-112 Dm.5865-116 Paraplegia.6078-104 Pancreas disease
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not seen
not seen
1730-141 Bladder meridian.
not seen
62-113 calamus-sedafire.
3935-87 Lead.3909-85 Blood Acetone.1132-100 Reuim.9204-106 Acn.
not seen
6886-109 TB.6053-112 Viral Infection.303-105 TB.
1052-131 Bp 5620-123 DM.7582-120 Blood glucose problems.
1052-131 Bp 5620-123 Dm.7582-120 Blood glucose Prostems.
not seen.
6091-115 Bone Disease.
not seen
16196-123 Chromie ororate Blood sugar Regulation Pancreas
not seen
3700-80 Retroviruses .6867-87 Bacterial.4998-63 Mycobacterium.5456-94 Abcess.
5573-93 Candida.3700-82 Retroviruses.6867-97 Bacterial.4998-70 Mycobacterium.
3932-96 Blood Iron.6867-83 Bacterial.4998-64 Mycobacterium.5543-102 Splenomegally.
None seen
TB not seen
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5840-37 Nervous System Lesions.
328-76 Dm 329-60
140-121 skin.329-93 TB.
329-71 TB.H not seen
329-77 TB
Noneseen
Noneseen
6867-108TB H notseen.Boils not seen
4998-96TB
5789-103 Low Back Pain.5761-110 INDIGESTION
6886-108 TB viral infection 38
5623-73Dm.6352-40 Insulin
3330-80 Blood sugar.
not seen
3700-103Retroviruses.warts not seen.
not seen
1850-37 cmv. TB not seen
not seen
not seen
4113-91 blood sugar. 5462-103 aids
6074-98 pancreas disease
3337-83 blood pressure
4113-82 blood sugar balance
6379-99 protease inhibitors/kills some viruses HIV Tb not seen
1776-84 Amenorrhoea 5462-38 Aids
1916 flu
not seen
??
3337-91 Bp. 2147-98 vaginitis.
6886-108 TB 5845-100 obstructive jaundice. 6867-100 TB. 3700-94 retroviruses
6854-113 Gastro. 7456-99 HIV. TB not seen.
6302-127 Captopril- BP.
3700-104 Retroviruses. Tb not seen.
3700-109 Retroviruses. TB not seen.
6078-116 cervix female disease
5667-97 pyramided system disorders. 5985-96 Nerve cranial 5 nerve disorder.
3700-69 Retroviruses.6867-74 Bacterial.4998-74 Mycobacterium.5462-111 AIDS
102=worms 103=TB 100=Syphilis,Chlamydia
108=Hypergl.107=worms 116=Panreas
93=Dm.101=KETOACIDOSIS 82+86Blsupis\glucose
115+117=Hypertention.worms=102.TB=93Dm=76+79,84
101,102Dm.96TB
103+96=TB
11=TB 114=HIV
111=TB 114=HIV
133=ECHINOSTMA REVOLUTM|Tapeworm
96=TB 102=HIV 103=Propioribcterium Infertin
93=HIV
not seen
106=TB
5623-109Dm
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96=HIV
37= Tb
126= herpes simplex 95= retro viruses
105 ( chicken pox) 173= immune unicity. 110= TB . 94 chlamydia trachomatis
4998-83 Mycobacterium
108-TB 118=H
149= Hiv 125=Aids
5619 -118 DM 329-112 TB 1246-97 kidney
5383-90 704-81 anaemia. 7465-94 HIV..
4160-113 Liver Disease. 1942-98 hepatitis
flaw in chrom 916 22
weakness in parietal lobe..1900-106 Echinococcus Gr .5531-105 Ascariasis
304-96 TB
1415-117 Dm . 2721-88 Bp
2597-119 Retina. 5849-117 cranial optic 2
2146-98 Varicella
8877-108 repeated liver injury
5983-121 mini stroke ,3930-104 Alcohol.
5724-114 H Zoster, 1850-120 H Zoster.
4998-108Tb 6053-108 Viral Infection
EKG-Mineral Imbalance Potassium& Magnesium 3337-110 LM 40 blood Pressure.6075-104 RHF.
Convert Emotional Tension. 3700-102 Retroviruses. 5560-100 brain Tumour.
3281-119 Hives .5920-123 ALLERGIC or Anaphylactic Purpura.
4113-82 blood sugar 2597-71 retina 5625-109 Dm keto acidosis.
2201-88 chromosomes 21q stroke. 2174-79 chromo 17p neurofibromatosis.
6101-120 Toxicity General.
5622-98 Diabetes
3312-92 candida
4113-90 blood sugar. 5728-113 Hyportension
6221-98 Antivirals
3700-99 Retroviruses 5623-115 Diabetes Mellitus. 3337-38 blood pressure
3924 1007 Cholesterol. 5468-161 Addiction
4998-100 TB. 3700-104 Retroviruses.
1880-95 Dysentry 5462-101 Aids . 5627-100 Diarrhoea
5612-118 dementia Disorbers.
2366-93 PID . 6092-106 joint Disease. UTI not seen.
3202-104 Oxalic Acid -gout .3930-81 Ethanol.
3935-118 blood lead. 3955-112 Pyruvic Acid -blood..
235-124 Gliary Neurolgia. Nerve disorder.
5663-105 Epididymitis.
5489-118 Hyper Immune Response. 1880-93 Dysentry
not seen
3909-84 blood Aceto Acetate plus Acetone
5164-121 Injuries Accidents
5462-133 Aids 3337-93 blood pressure 5625-122 diabetic ketoacidosis. 5624-108 Diabetes Renal
5619-115 diabetes endocrine.
4113-100 blood sugar. 3337-89 blood pressure.
3700-112 retroviruses. 2550-104 estrone.
6253-40 DM Bp not seen paraplegia not seen
6379-104 protease inhibitors- HIV
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3700-99 Retroviruses
5713-101 Haematuria.5301-104.104 HIV.5835-102 NEPHRITIS No kidney stone seen.
6057-124 Immune Weakness.
6867-101 TB.6060-116 Infection.
6867-93 TB.8796-99 Auto Immune Diseases Understand.
796-103 Bp 3903-98 ACETO ACETATE+ACETONE Fasciolopis cercaria 6825-104.
4113-97 Bloodsugar.3337-97Bp.3700-94 RETRO VIRUSS 5657-101 ENDOCRINE DISODERS.
1440-111 THYROXINE
6867-100TB.6053-101 Viral Infection
5550-83 Prostatitis 304-108 TB.5795-119 Lung Cancer.5899-100 Pyelitis.3700-91 Retroviruses
5987-117TB.3312-114 CANDIDA 6867-100 TB.4998-77TB
1993-93 Monilia.6867-TB.6369-96HIV
8524-97 Vivramed HIV
5880-105 Pleurisy.8522-102 Vivramed.
3700-102 Retroviruses.
4998-107TB
6221-113 Antivirals
8523-89 Vivramed
3330-86 BloodSugar..1132-112 Reunim-Bp
6854-100 Gastro.303-99 TB.60221-93 ANTIVARALS
6379-99 HIV
5971-238 TETANY.341-104 Munups.
5462-109 Aids.4113 BloodSugar,3909-88 Acetate+Acetone.5301-99HIV
3931-77Blood Glucose.5862-30 Pancreatitis
329-109 TB.8522-94 Vivramed
650-104 F.5306-97 Herpes
4986-123 Candida Albicans.9941-100 Mycobacterium.6867-88 Bacterial.3700-78 Retroviruses.
3930-119 Blood Ethanal.
3114-70 Variala/Chicken pox
495-91 Magnesium Chloride
3700-59 Retroviruses.4998-56 Mycobacterium.6021-106 Iodine Dificiency.
4973-109 Candida Albicans.5462-103 AIDS
3886-113 Ascardinum,worm-Epilepsy.1009-79 Bell's palsy.
8841-86 Fibrinoid Necrosis
3700-73 Retroviruses.4998-68 Mycobacterium
4998-97 Mycobacterium.5724-116 Herpes.3700-68 Retroviruses
4998-60 Mycobacterium.
3700-92 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium.
4077-137 Rheumatism of Acid.4998-50 Mycobacterium.6091-116 Bone Disease.
6867-94 Bacterial.
1918-106 Fasciola Hepatica.5862-99 Diabetes Mellitis.
6867-94 Bacterial.4998-78 Mycobacterium.5783-75 Leprosy
6867-91 Bactrial.4998-79 Mycobacterium.5462-99 AIDS.
3700-95 Retroviruses.4998-68 Mycobacterium.
6826-95 Fasciolopsis
1730-123 Bladder meridian.1918-90 Fasciola Hepatica.
6867-100 Bacterial.3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-85 Mycobacterial
6379-104 protease inhibitors- HIV
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6867-82 Bacterial.4998-68 Mycobacterium.3700-81 Retroviruses
3700-93 Retroviruses.4998-101 Mycobacterium.
4998-115 Mycobacterium.3700-139 Retroviruses.6867-100 Bacterial.
5834-83 Nematodiasis.8930-96 Magnesium Chloride
6867-58 Bacterial.4998-62 Mycobacterium.3700-52 Retroviruses.5987-99 Tubercullosis
6867-102 Bacterial.4998-67 Mycobacterium.3700-77 Retroviruses.5987-94 Turberculosis.
4998-TB.3700-78 Retroviruses.3903-88 Mycobacterium.
?not seen
5853-92 Oesteomalacia.
Bacterial
?not seen
2349-103 Pyocyanens
3700-103 Retroviruses.1078-99 TB.6389-111 THYROID
409-123 Alcohol
4998-95 TB.H not seen
5301-93 HIV
6867-92 TB.H not seen.
5623-103 Diabetes Mellitus.6819-97.Pancreatic Fluke 3909-87 blood,Auto Acetate+Acetone Acetone.5997-107 urethritis
6867-99TB.,H not seen
649-159 Flu
3909-105 Blood Aceto Acetate+Acetone 4113-Blood sugar
5306-120 HIV,5987-101 TB.6055-117 Fungal Infections
7639-100 Miscellaneous bacteria
4998-106 TB H not seen.
7480-93H+,304-96TB
5462-103AIDS.6886-118TB
not seen
?not seen
4113-84 Blood sugar-panceas 3700-93 Retroviruses
4998-64TB,9941-98TB
5297-94,5298-96}warts 7456-97 HIV
1772-110 worms
5928-107 Shingles.
4113-86 Blood sugar.5734-102 Hperplycaemia,3909-109 Blood Aceto Acetate.
303-106 tb H not seen
not seen
4998-106 TB,5681-126 Furunde Boil.
6091-121 Bone disease
6819-103 pancreatic fluke. 5625-100 Diabetic keto acidosis
6005-103 vaginitis
6867-111 TB
4998-90 TB 5572-104Cancer 5597-100 convulsions.
3700-95 Retroviruses.
5622-102 DM. BP not seen
4998-90 TB. 5301-97 HIV
5725-102 Herpes .H not seen. TB not seen.
4998-98 Tb .5972-105 Anaemia
not seen
CHLAMADIA 2366-112.H not seen,TB seen
3886-Ascardinum worm
not seen
4979-107 Bacterial Inflam.Cytitis.5998-111 Urinary Retention 5919-94 SCHISTOSOMIAS IS -Blood FLUKES
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3886 -60 Ascardinum worm
5462-104 AIDS 2580-118 Carity occupied by Vitreousotumor.Eye Srcode
3700-93 Retroviruses.6825-98 Fasuolopsis cercaria-Dm.Pancreas 5997-123 urethritis.659-123 Bp
2043-98 Pueumococcinum.H not seen.TB not seen
3337-106 Bp.3330-83 Blood sugar
6867-105 TB
1900-88 Echinococcus Granmosis
4998-102 TB,H not seen,Gastro not seen
2336-94 Mycoplasma
pneumonia. Tb not seen 5937-103 Anaemia 5690-98 gastro. 5301-90 HIV
6094-119 Osteoprosis. 2126-122 Taenia crassiceps worm
not seen
6867-104 TB 3700-109 retroviruses. Palpitations not seen
5646-116 chronic dermatitis Eczema
5301-105 HIV 5679-103 fracttures
6247-82 insulin .1884-84 Dm
1078-112 TB
121- 128 DM 5621-112 diabetes
6085-156 haemoglobin disease. H not seen. Lipoma not seen. 5495-178 alheimers disease. 5586-156
1250-82 selenium def. 7602-70 UTI
5999-111 Kidney Infection.5900-115 Pyloneprhritis
5301-94 HIV.5987-115 TB.3700-30 Retroviruses
As in 378
9941-119 TB 5539-119 Acid &chronic bacteria.5891-124 Prostatis.
10014-101 Thyroid Hamares T3T4.7296-79Bp.
5301-102 HIV 8380-110 Camdida Albicans.
6048-122 Chronic Inflammation.6581-99 Gastro
3700-91 Retroviruses.No Retardation seen
??6867-102 TB.5906- kidney stones 5683-130 Gall stones.
6883-93 Diabetes.4113—96Blood sugar Bal.5618-112 Diabetes.6825-118 Fascolopsis
6883-105 Dm.5462-107 AIDS.6099-109 Bp
6013-141 VABI Def.2798-122 Lymest.Bacteria Spirochete
Ethonol.6886-106 TB 3700-117 RETROviruses
4998-99 TB
3700-39 Retroviruses.6867-94 Bacterial.4998-70 Mycobacterium
8484-125 normalisation of heart
1777-97 anoplocephala magna( 10x) parasite that can affect brain 6033-101 worms .
6104-113 brain disease syndromes. 2066-111 rhino pneumonitis- sinusitis.
8877-134 liver repeated injury – chronic hepatitis.
6053-107 viral infection.
5311-74 varicella zoster.
252-98 TB 8877-131 repeated liver injury - chronic hepatitis
not seen
not seen
3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-79 Mycobacterium.
not seen
4998-80 TB
not seen
4113-78 DM
5592-115 Congestine L+ heart failure.3958-97 Blood sodium.9942-108 TB.
6883-102 Dm.3330-94 Blood sugar.8879-108 TB.
5560-112 Brain tumous.5560-112 Brain tumour.
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5572-103 cancer.6082-92 Adrenal tumous
5296-97 Virus inspecified.
2777-131 Confusion.3330-90 Dm.
5301-110 H.1078-100 TB
5749-101 Sickle cell Anaemia.3337-83 Blood Pressure.4104-124 Anaemia balance.
6867-82 Bacterial.3700-99 Retroviruses.4998-92 Mycobacterium.
4998-95 TB.618-109 vir combo Remedy for virus infection.
9885-102 uterine fiodo disease.5658-110 Endolletriosis.
5539-100 Bacterial Infection/Acute and chronic.3700-120 Retroviruses.
2075-107 Shigella Paradysenterae.6867-87 Bacterial.4998-78 Mycobacterium.3700-81 Retroviruses
6274-105 Herpes.3700-94 Retroviruses 5296-103 virus.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5462-124 AIDS.2349-112 Pyocyaneus.
9942-109 TB.3909-146 Blood Aceto Acetate &Acetone.
9942-109 TB 3909-146 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.
8796-104 Aceto Immune disease undefined.8522-101 Vivramed Rxment 6053-124 viral Infection.
5296-98 Virus unscified.6053-103 Viral infection 6057-111 Immune weakness
6061-102 Thrombosis.5560-102 Brain Tumour.5983-103 Mini Stroke.

4998-109 TB.H not seen
6825-100 fasciola cepcaria 168-Bp.3909-85 Aceto Acetone.3930-95 Blood Ethanal.172-Blood sugar.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5618-113 Dm.3909-91 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5462-102 Aids.
2881-135 Bp.3931-93 Blood Glucose.7253-101 Bp.6825-100 Fasciolopsis cercaria.3700-113 Retroviruses.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
4998-89 TB
5867-67 Paratitis.
6086-101 Lymph disease
2120-97 Yersina Pestis-Rash

4995-102 Streptococcus Pyojens
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Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
3700-106 Retrviruses.4998-84 TB

both not seen
Not sen
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5472-102 Hypoadrenia-Stress Syndrome.
9135-84 FCS 11//stop excessive uterine bleeding hormones.3700-97 Retroviruses.5297-131 Warts condo myloma.
2145-104 Vernuca-Plantar wart.
5984-109 Trchinosis
6886-104 TB
8851-104 Bp 5738-108 Hypertension.7253-96 Bp
None seen
2941-98 Jaw ostitis.5456-89 Abcess
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
3330-95 Blood sugar.5497-130 CA Head of Pancreas.
5462-108 AIDS 5588-62 Stroke.2201-104 chromosomes 21 Q stroke.
5625-112 Diabetes 5827-113 myocardial Ischernia.5592-110 congestive heart failure L+ ventricle
5625-112 Diabetes ketoacidosis 6076-112 Lump Disease.3330-81 Blood sugar.3337-89 Bp
3955-119 Blood Pymvic ACID
6053-96 Viral Infection.5311-120 Herpes.varicella zoster.
1440-98 Thyroin.5605-109 cushing”s syndrome.
not seen
5624-96 Diabetes -ranal.3330-88 Blood sugar.5617-107 Diabetes Brittle.
8879-111 TB.6052-107 Breakdown of resistance to Infection
56198-104 Diabetes Brouce.3330-82 Blood sugar 3700-94 Retroviruses.
4998-79 Mycobacterium.3700-73 Retroviruses.5484-96 Alcoholism.
3700-136 Retroviruses.3330-86 Blood sugar.5623-116 Diabeties mellitus.
5695-117 Gout.2037-103 Peridontitis 5619-126 Diabetes endocrine.3930-91 ethonal
Flaw in chromosomes 2,5,17,20 5462-96 AIDS
3924-104 chelestorol 6074-134 Pancreas Disease
3931-89 Blood Glucose
6076-104 Lung Disease.3930-137 Blood ethanol.6057-100 Immune weakness
704-110 Anaemia 3932-114 Blood Iron.TB not seen.
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5924-122 secretory Disturrance.
6055-127 Fungus Infections.
5664-118 Brouchospasm-Asthmatic Brouchitis
2167-120 chromo 10 P/immune deficiency 6867-95 TB.6053-97 Viral Infection 6056-111 opportunistic Infection
5456-119 Abcess
3330—104 urine Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone.5657-118 Endocrine disoders
4998-102 TB 5489-113 Hyper Immune Response
3700-103 Retroviruses.9942-97TB 5749-108 Anaemia(sickle).5786-107 Leukemia chronic
4998-94 TB Gastro not seen.
1924-97 Gonococcinum 6092-114 Joint Disease
3965-130Blood urine Acetone &Aceto Acetate.5459-109 Acidosis
5738-114 Bp 2479-125 Bp 5621-119 Dm
6825-96 Fasciolopsis cercaria.5622-105 Diabetes 5620-103 dm
6867-95 TB 5306-91H
2146-80 varicella virus
4998-115 TB.
303-98 TB
3909-81 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone 2828-89 Diabetes
6351-132 Insulin 3909-81 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone
5902-105 radiatoin expossure.3935-120 Blood Lead.4146-101 Bones of shoulder carriage
5572-103 cancer.6082-92 Adrenal tumous
5572-103 cancer.6082-92 Adrenal tumous
3330-83 Blood sugar,5626-114 Ketoacidosis
1025-124 Prostate.5998-98 Incontinence
1850-149 CMV.H not seen
5626-125 Ketroacidosis 5862-110 Pancreatitis
2186-93 Chromosome 6Q Breastcancer
2934-103 abcess.5576-78 Carbuncle/carge biol
6825-92 Fascidopsis cercaria.5622-104 Diabetes.3337-83 Pressure.2828-82 Diabetes
4998-94TB
4113-81 Blood sugar.4998-110 TB.
not seen
3330-88 blood sugar.3909-101 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.
7296-84 Blood Preassure 5617-96 Diabetes.3909-110 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.6819-98 Pancreatic Fluke
both not seen
5307-97 H.5115-96 Candida Albicans.
7253-93 Headache Blood Pressure.5625-125 Diabetes.2047-116 Polio
7643-128 Pregnemolone
not seen
5306-102 Herpes
6867-99 TB
5987-100 Tuberculosis.5301-95 HIV Exposure.2200-97 Epicepsy chromosome 20Q
3330-88 Blood sugar.3909-101 Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone
None seen
541-130 Rheumatism.Asthma not seen
5862-106 pancreatitis 3931-88 blood glucose
3330-84 blood sugar
None seen
5625-118 Diabetic keto Acidosis. 3909-88 Aceto Acetate+ acetone. 5541-112 Bacteromia
None seen
3337-100 blood pressure.
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6053-107 viral infection. 6274-120 herpes. 5301-107 exposure
1776-88 amenorrhea.
6057-115 Immune weakness.4048-97 Anaemia.4998-94TB
6867-100 TB. 5777-81 kyphoscoliosis- ankylosing spondylitis.
5942-108 sore throat. 5749-96 anaemia.
not seen
303-102 TB
not seen .4998-92 TB
not seen
618-97 Remody for Viral infections and prevention
not seen
not seen
2509-127 Gastro.others not seen
6825-94 Fasciolopis cercaria.5744-104 Hypo/lyperglycaemia.
not seen
5306-95 H.5296-94 Virus unspecified.
not seen
9941-100 TB.7480-95H
2828-140 Diabetes
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5624-100 Diabetes.6060-111 Infection.
4998-94 TB4994-99 Nephritis
6053-96 Viral Infection.3114-85 Viral/Chicken pox.
6221-106 Antivirals
3952-135 Blood Protein Total
5644-141 Earache.5615-129 Depression.2777-150 Confused.3930-105 Ethanol.3700-119 Retroviruses
4998-103 TB 39300-84 Ethanol.5572-103 Cancer
5301-103 HIV.5646-122 Eczema
6078-122 Cervix Disease 5301-102 HIV.5606-102 Cystitis
7465-98 HIV 4998-117TB.329-100 Swollen Glands TB.
7296-86 Bp.2480-93 Stress
8522-101 Vivramed for virus infection.
5880-126 Pleurisy.9466-117 Ethanol.4998-95 TB.5301-72 HIV
2479-90 Angiotensin-Hypertension.5749-90 Anaemia.662-104 Insomnia.
5569-116 Burkitts Lymphoma.6086-112 Lymph Disease 9941-105TB.3700-123 Retroviruses
2349-102 Pyocyaneus-puscanismp Bacteria.
6060-113 infection.
4998-63 TB 9942-108 TB.5301-73 HIV Exposure.
6379-87H
5867-110 Parotitis
3909-79 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5617-110 Diabetes. 3330-85 Blood Sugar.7253-82 Bp.
6843-98 mumps
2152-86 Bacteria Wench
6379-98 HIV
5987-103 Tuberculosis.5928-73 Shingles
5724-93 Herpes 1939-93 Herpes Zoster.7465-96 HIV.9941-101 TB
5925-84 seriures
5301-74 HIV exposure .4998-91 TB 5987-93 tuberculosis
5301-99 HIV
3202-102 acid oxalic 3337-84 BP .3962-86 Uricacid
5296-101 virus unspecified 6379-95 protease luhibitors.
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5714-93 Hemijolagia
304-106 TB 6057-124 Immune Weakness.6379-103 HIV
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
2944-120 Acute Pulpitis
5462-123 AIDS 5725-102 Herpes.5296-97 Virus Unspecified.
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
6033-92 worms.5888-48 Rectal Prolapse
6071-107 Hepatitis A&B.5706-94 Hepatoma
7296-100 Bp
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis

3700-73 Retrviruses.
6825-91 fascioolopsis Cercaria-parasite in pancrease. 6074-103 pancrease disease. 2808-128 Diuretic hormone
not seen
6056-124 oppartunistic infection 3700-114 Retroviruses. 5606-52 Cystitis
5625-107 Keto Acidosis – Diabees. 2196-96 Chromos 16q cataract. 5697-83 glaucoma.
5711-86 heart failure 5720-116 hepatomas primary metastatic carrinoma of the liver
2480-128 Anggiotensin 111 blood pressure
2146-75 chicken pox
1912-86 Eclampsia
5617-106 diabetes brittle. 3330-88 blood sugar
5834-144 nematodiasis 3930-137 ethanol
5668-105 cranial nerve + disorder. 2626-99 cranial nerve.4 5630-118 diplopia. 5667-105 extrapyramidal system di
1994-90 malaria.3819-121 viral infections ( carried by mosquito)
4998-117 TB
5651-85 Elephantiasis
5738-103 hypertension 7296-81 blood pressure . 8851-121 hypertension
3909-88 Blood Pressure 8851-121 hypertension 3909-88 Blood Auto Autate+Autone6819-105 Pancre Atic Fluid
6057Immune weakness
5407-117 herpes.5725-82 Herpes Zoster
646-87 Palsy 6263-116 Herpes
5620-136 DM
3901-117 Abcess. 2200-101 Chromosome 20Q epilepsy.
5899-110 Pyelitis
3337-88 Bp .6825-98 fasciolopsis cercaria
5987-131 Tuberculosis. 6057-145 Immune weakness
3135-89 Condylomata
2481-105 Angiotensin BP,5551-97 Prostatitis
not seen
5724-97 herpes
6055-138 fungus infections
5818-103 morning sickness.
6057-115 Immune weakness.4048-97 Anaemia.4998-94TB
not seen
2372-90 Phemocystis Carnii Pneumonia
2828-87 Diabetic.
7296-95 Blood pressure.2177-103 chromo 17 Pneuropathy Palsy
3909-77 Auto Acetate&Acetone.3700-99 Retroviruses
5456-80 Abcess.6053-96 Viral Infection
6819-85 Pancreatic Flukes.1748-97 Adsnexitis 3909-78 Aceto Acetone.5625-103 Diabeticketoacidosis
6363-88 German Measles
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8522-19 Vivramed Rx for Viral Infections
1994-98 Malaria
4998-88 TB.5470-151 adenoiss
3897-100 Gastroenterocolli.7480-107 HIV
5900-115Pyelonephitis.5999-111 Urinary Tract infection
5862-101 Pancreatitis 3909-80 Aceto Acetate&Acetone
1078-113 TB
3330-82 Blood sugar.8876-126 Tissue Destruction.Abcess 5623-104 Diabetes Mellitus.
3330-81 Blood sugar 9882-110 Ca.cervix 3903-102 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5744-188 Hypo/hyperglyaemia.
2798-117 Lymes1.Bacteria Spirochete Borrelia.
7717-78 meningitis/corsackie virus or bacteria.5002-67 Coxsackie
2007-85 melanomia 6640-132 mercury Amalgam
5632-107 Diabetes mellitus
??6867-102 TB.5906- kidney stones 5683-130 Gall stones.
3330-91 Blood sugar
2174-125 chromosome 17 P Nueropathy palsey
5565-101 Bruise
10237-103 Herpes sores
4998-94 TB.3700-97 Retroviruses
not seen
3337-84 Blood Pressure.5588-102 Stroke
2372-111 Pneumocystis carnii Pneumonia.3700-95 Retroviruses.5599-113 caugh.
6053-96 Viral infection.8522-115 Vivramed Rx for Virus Infection
5706-101 Hepatonmas 6076-106 Lung Disease.
2378-107 Tiriea curtis.1962-99 Histoplasmosis.
5462-108 AIDS.6053-104 Viral Infection.
6053-101 Infection
304-119TB.6379-111 HIV.
4998-112 TB
not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5296-101 Virus unspecified 6379-95 protease luhibitors.
3886-90 Ascardinum worm.6033-117 worms.3918-98 Blood carsamarepine.
4153-97 bones of lower leg T.B.A fibula, patella.
3337-100 blood pressure
3337-79 blood pressure
3700-97 Retroviruses
6856-110 Sanmonella chronic Panreatitis3909-95 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone,5987-104 Tuberculosis
7465-136 HIV 3930-152 Blood Ethanol.
1924-99 Gonococcinum 2166-95 Ovarian ca.2366-92Chlomydia.5307-96 cmw
5306-101 HIV.6045-101 Acute Infummation
5539-103 Bacterial Infection Acute&chronic
4998-122 TB.6379-103 Pratease Inhibotors,kills viruses HIV
3954-88 Blood Protein-Globulin.8819-99 Deposition Disease.7296-78 Bp
2082-116 Streptococcus Haemolyticus 6060-102 Infection 5476-121 Adult Acute Resp Distress Syndrome
5826-104 Myocardial Infection.3960-107 Blood Triglicerides.4161-138Autonomic N System.(Parasympathetic)
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
3337-91 Bp.6825-111 Fasciolopsis Cercaria-pancreas
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
6060-99 Infection
2721-84 Renin.
4998-102 TB
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5488-101 Allergic Reactions.3935-106 Blood lead.3700-96 Retroviruses.
3932-170 Blood iron
4998-84 TB 3700-94 Retroviruses 6057-104 Immune weakness
5625-100 Diabetes Ketoaadosin
4998-93TB.8796-99 Aceto Immune diseases underfined
7480-96HIV.8522-96 Vivramed viral Rxmert
3700-115 Retroviruses 6858-108 Staphylococci Infections
3909-93 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone 6099-105 Hypotension
Not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
5914-105 Pulmonary Hypertension.3337-81 Bp.3929-102 Digoxin.5711-95 Heart Failure
5462-105 Aids
4998-108 TB.7296-97 Bp.
6052-106 Breakdown of resistance to Infection.8523-105 Vivramed.6
4998-89 TB.6022-103 Iron Deficiency.
5624-92 Dm.6082-101 Phaechromocytoma-Bp 6825-110 Cercaria Fasciolopsis.
7296-92 Blood pressure.
3337-103 Blood pressure.3330-99 Blood sugar.6117-136 Stroke/Homocysteine.
6819-94 Pancreatic Fluke.3330-87 Blood sugar.2073-127 Staphylococcinum.
3930-79 Ethanol.3700-101 Retroviruses
3909-86 Blood Aceto Acetate plus Acetone.1919-91 flukes.8851-134 Hypotension
1919-115 Flukes.7667-111 Hepatitis D.5532-121 Ascites.4979-113 Bacterial Inflamation,cystitis.
4998-86 TB 5301-97 HIV Exposure.6867-96 TB 8522-96 Vivramed H Rx.
4998-66 TB.
3330-78 Blood sugar,2203-100 chromosome XQ Diabetes(Pancreas)
5687-110 Gastro-Intestinal bleeding.5786-111 Leukemia.5749-95 Sickle cell Anaemia.4998-63 TB
5925-103 Seizure Epilepsy.3945-107 Blood Phenobarbital.
1102-96 Tellurium metallicum forgetful(brain).5752-104 Hypothyroidism
4998-75 TB.8522-104 Vivramed Rx for virus Infection.5749-82 Hypoplasia of Red blood cells-Sickle cell Anaemia
4998-76 TB
8522-94 Vivramed Cr Rxment for Virus Infection.4998-92 TB.5301-94 HIV Exposure.6053-95 Viral Infection.
5301-100 HIV Exposure.9661-144 Pregnancy T&A
6053-110 Viral Infection.3700-100 Retroviruses 4998-70TB.5987-105 Tuberculosis
4998-85TB6867-115 TB 3304-116 Antivirals chronic.
5691-72 Glaucoma.2181-92 Chromosem 1Q slownerve conduction eyedisorder glaucoma.
4998-86 TB.
1942-101 Hepatitis Liver Inflammation.1947-93 Hepatitis C.7465-107 HIV.
3700-120 Retroviruses.
5540-100 bacteria. 5658-103 endometriosis. 6053- 100 viral infection. 4998-78 TB. 2046-110 papillomav.
7965-100 HIV. 5885-110 anaemia.
4998-68 TB. 2675-156 creatine phosphokinase-pregnancy.
3700-106 Retroviruses. 4998-76 TB.
6867-105 TB. 5623-110 diabetes Mellitus.
4998-91 TB . 7296-84 BP .2481-96 Ansiotensin. 3330-96 blood sugar. 5619-97 Diabetes.
1942-98 Hepatitis - liver inflammination. 4998-71 TB.
4998-59 TB. 8796-113 Auto Immmune disease undefined.
4998-51 TB
5822-103 mumps. 3700-96 retroviruses . 4998-TB.
6049-121 Immunopathology. 4998-93 TB. 3898-99 haemophilus strept.
4998-79 TB. 5822-83 mumps. 5306 -97 HIV.
6053-102 viral Infection 4998-99 TB
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9882-104 Ca Cx.1919-101 Flukes Blood.6033-94 worms.
4998-66 TB.
8845-116 Atrophy from hormonal change.3930-100 Ethanal.1861-94 Cirrhasis.
3945-91 Blood Phenobarsiitone.5925-106 Seizuer Epilepsy
4998-74 TB.6867-109 TB.5306-110 HIV
8221-102 PID
6379-91 H.4998-71 TB
5306-105 HIV.8524-95 Vivramed Rx for H.4974-107 Glandular symbiosis
1924-99 Gonococcinum.1851-99 Chlamadia Trachomatips.4998-77 TB.5462-116 AIDS.5997-106 Urethritis.
2038-122 Psoriasis.5296-104 Virus unspercified.4998-76 TB
4998-74 TB.6867-109 TB.5306-110 HIV
4998-108 TB.7296-97 Bp.
9941-111 TB.5462-123 AIDS 4998-68 TB.
4998-64 TB.1793-104 Bone carcinoma.6053-123 Opportunistic Infections.8522-107 Vivramed Cr Rx.
2372-98 Preumocystis carnii Pneumonia.3700-98 Retroviruses.5489-124 Hyper Immune Response.4998-92 TB.
5987-116 Tuberculosis.7253-85 Blood Pressure.3909-115 Blood Aceto Acetate &Acetone.
4998-119 TB.3924-122 Cholesterol.5695-105 Gaut.3962-132 Blood uric Acid.3330-124 Blood sugar.3337-108 B/preassure.
5987-107 Tuberculosis.7302-121 Diabetes.Rx.3909-96 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone.
5899-104 Pyelitis.5738-107 Hypertension.3330-110 Blood sugar.3337-109 B/pressuer.3700-107 Retroviruses.
4998-72 TB.8524-97 Vivramed H Rx.
4998-91 TB.6057-132 Immune Weakness.6056-131 opportunitic Infections.5749-110 Anaemia.5296-125 Virus Unspecified.
HIV
107-78 B Tu Mycobactrium Tuberculosis.Retroviruses
106 Bacterial Infection Acute&chronic.109 B Tu Mycobactrium TB Bacteria
134 Bacteria.101 Viral Infections
134 Chronic Infection.
115 Viral/mixed Infections,multiple Sclerosis,UTI
114 Veneral disease.115 Immune Pathology.
171 Blood cholesterol.150 Hyperplaria-Swelling of specialised cells/Pancreatic islets.
127 Blood Glucose fasting.114 Blood Ethanal
165 Immune weakness
103 Blood presssure.103 Pleo-Sansalin.Salimonella enteriditis 6x chronic Pancreatitis.111 Protein uria
101 Blood pressure.109 Hepatitis A.Liver.
98 Flukes Blood.105 Trichirieella Spirals.
154 Excerssive Entry of FFAs+Triglycerides into cell from Diabetes mellitus,CCF,Severe Anaemia.121 Diabetes Insipidus.
98 Chromosome 12Q Histtidinemia,alcohol intolerance Lipoma,vitamin D,Tyrosine.
131 Palcinoia.
5301-101 HIV 5597-102 convulsions.
? not seen
5306-91 H.
3700-93 retroviruses 6074-100 pancreas disease 3330-81 blood sugar.
5928-110 shingles. 5987-106 TB . 5723-134 herpes.5306-98 H
4998-79 TB.
6867-112 TB. 8887-107 DM
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5301-102 H 4998-97 Tb 6867-108 TB
5805-107 mastisis
4998-91 TB . 3552-126 cranial bones frontal. 7465-101 H 5306- 95 H
9942-102 TB. 3700-106 H 2357-120 staphyl epidermis acne
5543-110 bantis disease sydrome
4998-107 TB 7758-114 HIV
6867-93 TB. 5301-94 HIV
4998-80 TB.
8827-134 deposition disease. 4160-109 liver disease
4998-66 TB.
4998-59 TB 329-96 TB
5987-99 TB. 5306 102 H.
4998-70 TB . H not seen.
6086-130 lymph disease
4998-85 TB. 8862-110 skin. 5647-108 dematitis H not seen
4113-97 blood sugar balance.3700-102 retroviruses. 9941-104 TB.
8801-113 DM .5742-168 BP
5301-116 H . 1939-105 H.zoster
5625-107 diabetic ketoacidosis 5623-110 DM.
not seen
4998-90 TB 5301-103 H
4998-90 TB. 5785-125 leuremia acute
6819-57 pancreatic fluke 5625-50 Dm. 6720-116 Bp
9942-56 TB
5725-59 10237-58 Herpes cold sores.3813-129.STD All
3700-97 Retroviruses.10241-95 sciatic Pain.5744-102 Dm 7253-66 Bp.5624-41
4149-108 bones of lover arms-radius,ulma.5792-130 Lower motor neurou lesion.
6111-112 Neurosis.320-97 maria delirium
3367-128 Insomnia.5622-110Dm.7253-95Bp 8840-121 Dm.5678-120 Foot.
3700-95 H.4998-74 TB
6867-113 TB
5462-123 Aids.4991-90 Ear 5681-103-Boil.
3954-97 Blood Protein.3337-85 Bp 1132-98 Renium.
3819-105 Viral infections all
4998-57 TB.5307-98 CMV
9941-109 TB.6819-105 Pancreatic Fluke Parasite
5306-100H+.4998-93 TB.5462-101=AIDS
3930-65 Blood Ethanal.5773-126 Jaumdice Liver.
438-119 Progesterone.5658-115 Endametriosis
1926-134 4113-62 3337-80 Bp.3330 Dm.2484-113 Reuim
3930-107 Blood Ethanal.7253-80 Bp.4113-79 Dm&5617-108
2481-151 Angiotensim.5859-140 overweight.4998-116 TB.
252-110 TB,5942-116 Sore throat.6.6011-125
9881-107 Cervicitis Disease
4998-66 TB.
4998-76 TB.5307-97 EBV,CMV,HHV6.
4998-127 TB.
6048-106 Chronic Inflamm.5834-97 Nematodiasis.worm.6384-107.4981-102
1375-99 Alloxantin.7686-107 Aflatoxin
374-87 IDS Pancreas Disease.3909-85 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus acetone.
8879-107 TB.3700-100 Retroviruses
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5773-125 Jamdice 1332-110 gluconic Acid.6867-122 TB.6104-111 Brain Disease Syndrome
2479-127 Bp.3931-105 Blood Glucose.
3962-80 Blood uric Acid 4998-101 TB.5803-111 Malnutrition.
2622-130 Nerve Spinal Lumbar(Genito-Crural/femaral)3700-99 Retroviruses.170-121 Humulus Lupulus.
Cramial Bones Facial inaxillar 3561-123
4998-94 TB.3700-97 Retroviruses
5607-106 Glycosuria.4113-111 Dm.4998-89 TB
2828-122 Dm
5311-122 Herpes 2.1940-102 Herpes Simplex
5620-102 Dm
2147-106 vaginitis 2166-102 Ovarian Ca.9881-106 Cericitis.5857-98 Ovarian Cyct.6394-99 Thyroid
3930-107 Blood Ethanal.Parotitis not seen
3909-100 Aceto Acetate&Acetone.5622-107 Dm.7253-87 Bp
2146-52 Varicella
?? not seen
1884-95 Dm
5526-115 Apeplexy.3337-89 Bp.6230-112 chnael blockers To Rx Bp
not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
4998-88 TB.H not seen.
9885-103 Uterine Fibroid disease.7015-115 F+female Plus regulation of Hormones bulance
6024-109 Vitiligo.4998-81 TB.Hydrocele not seen
5306-101 H.4998-87 TB
5734-116 Hyperglycaemia 2721-120 Renin.Stroke not seen.
6230-114 Bp.6213-106 Bp &Dm 3337-124 Bp
4998-68 TB.5881-129 Pnuemonia.8232 HIV/AIDS 106
4998-87 TB
6082-102 Phaechromocytomed7253-108 Bp.1078-112 TB
4998-108 TB.9942-117 TB.
2721-98 Bp 926-109 Dm.7253-95 Bp.7373-110 Dm
2511-124 Glucogen.UTI not seen.
7253-96 Bp.5588-113 Stroke.5621-107 Dm.2479-118 Bp,4992-100 Pancreatitis,Gastro.
3909-99 Acetone
6867-110 TB
4998-62 TB
4998-93 TB
3909-101 Blood Aceto Acetate &Acetone.303-114 TB 9942-109 TB
5625-103 Dm.Abcess not seen
4998-62 TB.H not seen
4998-76 TB H not seen
4998-71 TB.H not seen.
5306-120H 4998-95TB
3909-78 Blood Aceto Acetate Plus Acetone 5621-107 Diabetes
4998-60 TB.H not seen
4998-74 TB.9942-107nAtypical TB.
4998-79TB.H not seen.
4998-110 TB.8853-173 Hypertrophy prostatic Enlargement.
2540-119 Dm.Insulin.6819-102 Pancreatic fluke
5724-119 Herpes,6379-100 H
6886-95 TB.4998-81TB.H not seen
9942-117 Atypical TB.H not seen.4998-81 TB.
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4998-78 TB.H not seen,6867-107 TB.
5301-103 H.4998-80 TB
4998-73 TB.7465-105 H
3375-101 Lm 78 Acute Athritis.2147-93 vaginitis.2050-101 Pyogenes.3955-100 Pyruvic Acid.
9942-93 Atypical TB.988-100 Herpes.4998-73 TB.6379-89 H.5306-94 H.
5301-96 HIV.8879-102 TB.4998-49 TB.1078-95 Maism TB.
5301-104 HIV,4998-71TB.No neck glands seen.6379-117 HIV.
3909-85 Aceto Acetate+Acetone.6819-104 Pancreatic flukes Parasite.
H not seen.964-93 Bp
6867-105 TB and para TB.6379-107 HIV.4998-71 TB
H not seen.964-93 Bp
5749-107 sickle cell anaemia.5531-123 Ascariasis-Round worms 5744-104 Hypo/Hperglyceamia 5540-118 Bacteriuria
34998-45 TB,4992-83 chronic Pancreatitis.737-114 Anaemia 8801-100 Dm.5619-101 Dm,5862-98 Pancreatitis H not seen.
4998-85 TB 7465-103 HIV
4998-55 TB.monilia not seen.
7253-99 Bp.5781-112 Lead Poisoning.
8840-116 Foot recrosis of cells from enzymatic dysfunction as 5624-101 Dm
4998-96 TB H not seen
3700-100 Retroviruses.4998-75 TB 3806-117 Joints.
4998-108.H not seen.
5362-101 Branchitis Acute.4998-65 TB
2579-125 Canal of schlem/eye sarcode.4998-96 TB.5688-114 Geriatric.
8232-120 H
4998-71 TB.5749-113 Sickle cell Anaemia
4998-100 TB.H not seen,
5622-106 Dm
4998-73 TB 5306-101H
2952-104 Acute bacterial astitis of the jaw-infection.5456-104 Abcess
4979-108 skin disorders.6379-104 HIV 4998-61TB
5987-49 TB
DR T
4998-102 TB.5306-100#
4998-75 TB.H not seen Palsy not seen.
4998-123TB.,996-138 Abdominal Anadyne Abdominal pain remedy H not seen.5680-116 Gastritis.
4998-68 TB.1302-123 Pentachloro ethane -Toxin no H seen
4113-89 Blood sugar Balance.5624-100 Dm 926-113 DM
not seen.6826-106 Fasciolopsis
8801-132 Dm.1884-102 Dm
3917-106 Calcium.5860-102 PASET”S Disease
5871-104 Poptic ulcer.6079-105 uterus disease.
6379-117 H.4998-110 TB
6867-124 TB.6379-110H.4998-88 TB
4998-103 Pancreatitis.6825-98 Fasciolopsis C.
4998-103 TB.7480-109 H Shingles not seen
4998-37 TB H not seen
4998-73 TB 5306-101H
H not seen.5762-106 Infections momonucleosis.
5617-109 Dm.
3202-107 Oxalic Acid.3935-99 Lead.4998-74 TB.1139-112 mercury Toxicity.
4998-41 TB.H not seen.Shingles not seen.
5647-49 Dermatitis.stress not seen
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7266-108 Shingles.
4048-102 Anaemia.8878-109 Abnormal Netrophil function
6057-122 Immune weakness
4998-61 TB.H not seen.
4998-83 TB.6867-107 TB 7465-106 H.7480-96.
5301-92 HIV.4998-79 TB
3700-100 Retroviruses.4998-75 TB 3806-117 Joints.
3330-106 Blood sugar.2481-101 Angiotensin Inheritor.5497-49 Ca Head of Pancreas.2484-99 Remin.Bp.
6352-96 Insulin.4113-101 Blood sugar balance.6352-96 Insulin.
6104-154 Brain Disease Synol.2655-135 Adrenal Disease.Ca scan.Phaechromocytoma.5899-120 Pyelitis.
644-109 EBV.
5624-108 Dm.5625-109 Dm.9942-116 TB.7253-85 Bp.3952-116 Blood Protein.
4998-66 TB.5306-98 H
624-108 Anti Hires.
3337-131 Bp.4113-119 Dm.657-129 Dm.
6033-112 worms.4998-85 TB
10237-159 Herpes sores
4992-98 Pleo-san Salm.3886-92 Ascardinum.
9942-99 TB.4998-72 TB.5462-109 AIDS
3909-98 Blood Acetone.6033-95 worms.7253-98 Blood pressure.
5476-114 ARDS.6379-109 HIV.3930-130 Ethanal.
9942-96 TB.7480-96 HIV.4998-91 TB.
303-118 TB.6379-65 H.4998-100 TB.
6082-100 Phaechromocytoma.5625-117 Dm.3930-80 Blood Ethanal.
6071-105 Hepatitis A,Hep B.1754-96 Ameba Hepa Abcess.
3958-105 Blood na.3952-103 Blood Protein.5564-51 Branchospasm.5648-68 Edema.
6018-105 vit&Def.5623-104 Dm.3930-92 Ethanal.3909-97 Acetone.
5775-105 kidney Dysfumation.6060-118 Infection.5749-94 Anaemia.
1939-99 Herpes zoster.7456-101 HIV.4998-82 TB.6886-109TB.
1078-97 TB.5306-95 HIV.4998-63 TB.2332-116 Haenophilius strep.
4998-81 TB.6825-91 Fasciolopsis cercaria.6055-106 Fungus Infections.
329-102 TB.8848-120 Gronic Lump Disease.
5623-105 Diabetes Mellitus.5708-117 Hay fever Allergic Rhimotis.
4998-87 TB 5876-51 Pentusis.
6074-109 Pancreas disease.5803-107 malnutrition.
3700-94 Retroviruses.4998-110 TB.
2146-78 Varicella 3700-78 Retroviruses.5301-11HIV.
4998-85 TB.3700-74 Retroviruses.4994-110 Impetigo,acue folliculosis(skin)
646-83 Facial Pain,Bell”s Pallsy.
5623-81 Dm.2196-121 eye disorders,Bp
2146-92 Varicema virus.
4998-58 TB.3700-54 Retroviruses.
3700-62 Retroviruses 4998-65 TB
3930-90 Ethanal,1945-121 Hepatitis Aliver,1919-93 flukes.6072-126 cirrhosis.
3930-117 Blood Ethanal 3700-112 Retroviruses.546-185 Seuses Hearing.
7253-97 Bp 3909-87 Blood Aceto Acetate&Acetone.926-104 Diabetes.
3700-83 retroviruses 4998-81 TB
1880-101 Dysentry 3700-76 Retroviruses 4998-63 TB.5686-111 Gastritis.
3700-62 Retroviruses 4998-65 TB
3931-100 Blood sugar 2478-102 Bp.5624-104 Diabetes 6033-95 worms.
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5725-104 Herpes zoster
7319-123 vit Bco High dose.7296-84 Bp 5744-113 Dm.7063-103 skin
5623-110 Dm 2526-147 Vasopressin,Blood pressure 7296-89 Bp
5311-78 chicken pox
6229-127 Buspirone/Relieves anxiety.
4998-49 TB
4998-91 Tb.5987-112 Tuberculosis.
5584-113 Cellulitis/Inflammation of cellular or connective tissue,spreading as in erysipelas
4998-49 TB
4998-84 TB
4048-98 Blood 30c Organs mixture for anaemia.4998-58 Mycobactrium.3312-107 Candida.
5543-115 Anaemia.5648-85 Edema.3930-52 Blood Ethanal
6407-157 Hepaplex/Liver,Hepatic
1993-38 Monillia Albicans, 4998-78 Tb. 3700-78 Retroviruses
3330-88 Blood Sugar.5626-105 Ketoacidosis. 6825-78 Fasciolopsis Cercaria
8224-105 Flu
5834-83 Nematodiasis.8930-96 Magnesium chloride.5368-72 Calcium
4998-115 Pleo Ut”s”Mycobacterium.3700-139 Retroviruses.6867-100 Bacterial
6867-118 Utilin”s” Red Bacterial.3700-93 Retroviruses.4998-101 Pleo UT”s” Mycobacterium.
6867-82 Utilin”s”Red Bacterial.4998-68 Pleo Ut”s”Mycobacterium.3700-81 Retroviruses.
5693-104 Nerve cranial 9 (Glossophargngeal)
6867-100 Utilin's' Red Bacterial.3700-79 Retroviruses
1730-123 Bladder meridian.1918-90 Fasciola Hepatica.5999-106 Urinary Tract Infection.5998-98 Urinary Retention.
6825-108 Fasciolopsis Cercaria.5626-99 retroviruses.
3700-95 Retroviruses.4998-68Pleo UT”s”Mycobacterium phlei
6867-91 Bacterial disease.3700-58 retroviruses.5462-99 AIDS
6867-94 Bacterial.4998-78 Mycobacteruim
6011-101 EBV.2146-78 Varicilla/Chicken pox.5301-65 HIV Exposure.
1918-106 Fasciola Hepatica.5862-99 Pancreatitis.5623-100 Diabetes Mellitus.
6867-94 Bacterial.4998-82 Mycobacterium phlei.
4077-137 Rheumatism of Arthritis.4998-50 Mycobacterium phlei
3533-145 Muscle lower limb Soles
3700-92 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium
6867-102 Bacterial.3700-94 Viruses.4998-81 Mycobacterium.
6867-113 Bacterial.3700-72 Retroviruses.4998-80 Mycobacterium
6867-101 Bacterial.3700-51 Retroviruses
4998-60 Mycobacterium
4998-97 Mycobacterium.5724-116 Herpes.3700-68 Retroviruses
2365-131 Candida Albicans.3886-79 Ascardinum
3700-73 Retroviruses .4998-68Mycobacterium.
8841-86 Fbrinoid Necrosis.
5518-130 Silicosis-Anthrosilicosis
3700-72 Retrovruses.4998-59 Mycobactrium.
3886-113 Ascardinum,worm-Epitepasy.1009-79 Bells palsy
4973-109 Candida Albicans.5462-103 AIDS
3700-59 Retroviruses.4998-56 Mycobacterium.6021-106 Deficiency
495-91 Magnesium cloride
3114-70 Variala/Chicken pox
3930-119 Blood,Ethanal.
4986-123 candida Albicans.9941-100 Mycobacterium.6867-88 Bacterial.3700-78 Retrviruses.4998-69 Mycobaccterium.
6867-82 Bacterial.4998-72 Mycobacterium.6076-96 Lung disease
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3700-42 Retroviruses.6867-65 Bacterial
3683-122 Ampetamine.3700-66 Retroviruses,4998-69 Mycobacterium.5879-105 pleural Effusion.
6825-108 Fasciolopsis Cercaria.5626-99 retroviruses.
2146-73 Chicken Pox
2146-80 Varicella.3700-62 Retroviruses
3700-134 Retroviruses.2146-86 Varicella.4998-94 Mycobactrium
3700-93 Retroviruses.4998-70 Mycobacterium.6037-101 Fibrositis.
5472-102 Stress
1391-130 Toxicity.1009-67 Bells-67 Bell's Palty
5651-138 Elephantasis.5834-109 Nematodiasis.
2046-77 Paplloma Virus.3700-63 Retroviruses.1023-95 Papilloma Infection
6867-99 Bacterial.4998-75 Mycobacterium.3700-59 Retroviruses.
6394-114 Thyroid Function.1202-108 Cholesterol.
2633-118 Nerve Crainal 2(optic)
3700-97 Retroviruses.4998-76 Mycobacterium.
6867-87 Bacterial.4998-65 Mycobacterium.3700-60 Retroviruses.
6867-78 Bacterial.3700-58 Retroviruses.4998-59 Mycobacterium.6011-110 EBV-Infection mononucleosis.
4998-97 Mycobacterium.6844-11 Hodgkins-glandular disease.3700-87 Retroviruses
3700-Retroviruses.4998-69 Mycobactrium
6867-118 Utilin”s” Red Bacterial.3700-93 Retroviruses..
3700-86 Retroviruses.6867-91 Bacterial.4998-81 Mycobacterium.
3700-103 Retroviruses
4998-118 Mycobacterium.3700-104 Retroviruses.6022-134 Iron Deficiency.6085-130 Haemoglon disease.
3700-169 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.
5749-73 Sickle cell Anaemia.3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium.
5766-119 Insulin Shock.5620-100 Diabetes.5626-96 Ketroacidosis.2479-105 Hypertension-Angiotension.
6867-77 Bacterial.4998-66 Mycobacterium.3700-61 Retroviruses.
6867-100 Utilin's' Red Bacterial.3700-79 Retroviruses
3700-82 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium.
6017-106 Vitamin D dificiency.6014-101 Vit B2 Niacin dificiency.
3700-88 Retroviruses.4998-92 Mycobacterium.5987-113 Tuerculosis.2147-95 Vaginitis
3700-71 Retroviruses.6867-72 Bacterial.1850-78 Cytomagalovirus.4998-75 Mycobacterium.
4998-94 Mycobacterium.1993-56 Monilia.3700-69 Retroviruses.
3700-92 Retroviruses.4998-58 Mycobacterium.
5560-112 Brain Tumour.
7670-106 Bacterial spirochete.6867-96 Bacterial.4998-83 Mycobacterium.3700-71 Retroviruses.
5859-118 Overweight.5739-107 Hyperthyroidism.6051-121 Thyroid disorder.
4998-94 Mycobacterium.3700-89 Retroviruses.5462-105 AIDS
4998-93 Mycobacterium.6033-98 Worms.3700-79 Retroviruses.
3700-71 Retroviruses.4998-55 Mycobacterium.
3700-78 Retroviruses.4998-77 Mycobacterium
3700-54 Retroviruses.4998-84 Mycobacterium.
4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-92 Retroviruses.6867-83 Bacterial.
4998-45 Mycobacterium.3700-77 Retroviruses.
5806-65 Measles
5539-109 Bacterial Infection.3700-62 Retroviruses.4998-75 Mycobacterium.5867-68 Paratitis-mumps.
2146-79 Varicella/chicken pox
2146-95 varicella virus/Chicken pox.
6828-95 Sheep Liver fluke.
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6867-95 Bacterial.4998-70 Mycobacterium.3700-92 Retroviruses.
4998-103 Mycobacterium.
2146-55 Varicella virus/chicken pox
3700-95 retroviruses
6867-102 bacterial.3700-92 Retroviruses
3700-96 Retroviruses.4998-86 mycobacterium.
3700-103 retroviruses.6867-105 Bacterial.4998-75 Mycobacterium.
3330-90 Blood sugar.3700-90 Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium.
3337-89 Blood pressure.3700-77 Retroviruses.4998-92 Mycobacterium.
6867-67 Mycobacterium.3700-59 Retrviruses.5987-97 Tuberculosis.
4998-107 Mycobacterium.3700-92 Retroviruses.
3700-86 Retroviruses.5987-101 Tuberculosis
5725-96 Herpes zoster.2146-85 Varicella.3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-63 Mycobacterium.
5725-79 Herpes zoster.2146-54 Varicella virus.3700-79 Retrviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.
6059-83 Syphilis/Bacterial sprochete infection 3700-84 retroviruses.5462-97 AIDS.
4998-81 Mycobacterium.
8221-101 Chlamydia Pneumonia STI produces sterility & PID
9787-125 PID.2147-96 Vaginitis/inflammation of vagina.3700-65 Retroviruses
6221-96 Antivirals.3700-92 Retrviruses.4998-78 Mycobacterium.
5956-105 Subacute Bacterial Endocasditis
2105-109 Tricomonas vaginalis.3700-56 Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium.6078-95 Cervix female Disease
3700-85 Retroviruses.4998-57 Mycobacterium.
3700-50 Retroviruses.4998-77 mycobacterium
6867-110 Bacterial.4998-65 Mycobacterium
5949-134 Polycystic Ovaries
1988-119 Lymphogranulona Venereum.3700-88 Retroviruses.5297-81 condomyloma.
5690-97 Giardia.3700-111 Retroviruses.4998-66 Mycobacterium.
4998-Mycobacterium.3700-79 Retroviruses
3337-91 Blood Pressure.5405-108 Anti-allegrgy
5301-97 HIV Expossure.4998-75 Mycobacterium.
5689-92 Measles
3700-53 Retroviruses.4998-69 Mycobacterium.
4998-113 Mycobacterium.6054-134 Protozoa & or Helminth infection
3700-100 Retroviruses.4998-74 Mycobacterium
2146-66 Varicella.5548-97 Blood Ganglia disorder.
4998-92 Mycobacterium.3700-68 Retroviruses.
2146-95 Varicella/Chicken pox
5724-104 Herpes/Dedic.3700-79 Retroviruses
3700-114 Retroviruses
3700-61 Retroviruses.4998-72 Mycobactrium
4998-94 TB.3700-76 Retroviruses.
3909-100 Blood Aceto Acetate plus Acetone.1072-102 Leprosy miasm.
4998-104 Mycobacterium.2357-119 Epidermis.3700-93 Retroviruses
3700-59 Retroviruses.5843-95 skin
3700-96 Retroviruses.4998-96 Mycobacterium.
1860-122 Carcinosin.3700-34 Retroviruses.
3700-70 Retroviruses.5884-102 Portal Cirrhosis.
4998-96 Mycobacterium.3700-80 Retroviruses.
8380-99 Candida Albicans.3700-78 Retroviruses.5987-97 Tuberculosis
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3700-95 Retroviruses.4998-76 Mycobacterium.
3700-72 Retroviruses.4998-79 Mycobacterium
3700-68 Retroviruses.5462-100 AIDS
3700-56 Retroviruses.5987-115 Tuberculosis.
3700-86 Retroviruses.4998-76 Mycobacterium.5987-98 Tuberculosis.5540-103 Bacteriuria.
8380-106 Candida Albicans.3700-98 Retroviruses.6017-112 Vitamin D deficiency.4998-59 Mycobacterium
6867-101 Bacterial.3700-69 Retroviruses.
3700-98 Retroviruses 4998-76 Mycobacterium.55-117 Spleen enlargment.5987-99 Tuberculosis
5311-82 Varicella virus
2146-66 Varicella-Chicken pox
3700-83 Retroviruses.4998-66 Mycobacterium.
2146-113 Varicella/Chicken pox
2026-122 Nematodirus Spathiger/Pinworm.5661-112 Enuresis-Bad-wetling.5900-114 Pyelonephitis.
6087-128 Spleen Disease.5749-96 Anaemia.2128-111 Taemia Krabbie worm.6022-118 Iron Deficiency.5707-113 Acquired
4998-68 Mycobacterium.3700-93 Retroviruses.
3700-115 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.5584-121 Cellulitis
3700-54 Retroviruses.780-91 VHC deficiency.6068-107 Mouth disease.
3700-97 Retroviruses.6016-71 Sany Vit C deficiency
5886-107 Postenior Column disorder
4998-114 Mycobacterium.5987-103 Tubercolosis.3700-92 Retroviruses.
4998-93 Mycobacterium.3700-63 Retroviruses
3700-69 Retroviruses.4998-85 Lung,TB,fever
5811-134 Menopause.6079-127 Uterus disease.
4998-89 Mycobacterium.5947-113 Starmation.5885-114 Anaemia
3700-96 Retroviruses.4998-78 Lung,TB,fever
3700-89 Retroviruses.4998-79 Lung,TB, Fever
1939-86 Herpes Zoster.3700-74 Retroviruses.4998-73 Lung,TB,fever
6847-97 Samoryzae/Fungal,coronory heart disaese,5579-99 Angina Pectoris.5579-97 Cardiac Tamponade.
6867-123 Bacterial.3700-67 Retroviruse.4998-66 Lung,TB,
3700-79 Retroviruses.4998-82 Mycobacterium.
3700-91 Retroviruses.4998-63 Mycobacterium.
1939-98 Herpes zoster.3700-91 Retroviruses.5298-91 Human Papilloma All
3700-82 Retroviruses.4998-64 Mycobacterium
2358-111 Syphillis/Rhemmatic pains,eraptions.3700-80 Retroviruses.
3700-70 Retroviruses.5496-102 Ameworhea.
3700-61 Retroviruses.4998-58 Mycobacterium
3700-87 Retroviruses.4998-69 Mycobacterium.
6867-101 Bacterial.3700-64 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.
2146-66 Varicella.
2378-98 Tinea curtis.3700-60 Retroviruses.
2146-68 Varicella/Chicken pox
2146-72 varicella/Chicken pox
6867-117 Bacterial.3700-123 Retroviruses.4998-96 Lung,TB
6828-113 Sheep Liver fluke
1995-107 Morbillinum.
4998-93 Mycobacterium.3700-82 Retroviruses
5724-93 Herpes,Dedic.3700-79 Retroviruses
3700-106 Retroviruses.4998-92 TB
3700-86 Retroviruses
643-105 Epilepsy.(NV)3700-61 Retroviruses
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3700-99 Retroviruses.5724-84 Herpes Dedic
4998-91 Mycobacterium.
1980-118 Lupus Erythematasis.
4998-75 Mycobacterium.5562-127 Brouchitis Acute.
3937-117 Blood Lithium
6867-107 Bacteral.3700-104 Retroviruses
6826-104 Parasite in Intestine or Liver.6014-113 Vitamin B2.6017-91 Vitamin D.
4998-100 Lung,TB.3700-49 Retroviruses.6867-108 Sanukehl
5597-119 Comulsion dedic.3700-91 Retroviruses.
4998-65 Mycobacterium
1918-88 Fasciola Hepatica.3700-107 Retroviruses.
2146-71 Varicella.3700-57 Retroviruses.
3932-85 Blood iron.6867-102 Bacterial.
3700-64 Retroviruse.6826-78 Fasciolopsis.
3700-73 Retroviruses.
4998-47 Lung ,TB.6074-104 Pancreas disease
4998-99 Mycobacterium.3700-61 Retroviruses
3700-57 Retroviruses.4998-72 Mycobacterium.
3700-76 Retroviruses.4998-85 Mycobacterium.6076-105 Lung disease
3700-61 Retroviruses.4998-74 Mycobacterium
6867-96 Baacterial.3700-64 Retroviruses.4998-90 Mycobacterium.
5845-123 Obshudine Jamdice/Liver.8844-122 Hormonal change of endomitrial atrophy.
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ne.5997-107 urethritis
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5586-156

cerebral disease
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s condo myloma.
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Diuretic hormone

extrapyramidal system disoders.

ncre Atic Fluid
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e cell Anaemia
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e.4998-92 TB.

r.3337-108 B/preassure.

6-125 Virus Unspecified.

.121 Diabetes Insipidus.
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540-118 Bacteriuria
Pancreatitis H not seen.
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Urinary Retention.

-69 Mycobaccterium.
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ency.5707-113 Acquired
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CBR SCAN Pts
NO NAME
## YANELISO MABHONGO

AGE
5YRS

SEX SCIO SCAN OUTPUT
F
102=WORMS,103=TB,100=SYPHILIS,CHLAMYDIA

## NOKWAKA MKHABELA
## PITI KUMALO
## VUYOKAZI NOGQALA
## COLUMBUS BUNGE
## TOBILE VUMA
## MLINDELI TSHETSHA
## NOMACE MKUMBUZI
##
## OTHRO BAYANA
##
## PUNYEZLWA MANDLANA
## VUYISILE GWEGWE
## MERRIMAN MAQUBELA
## NOKHAYA MBALI
## CATHERINE NODADA
## MBULELO TOYISI
## NOZUKILE MPETSHENI
## ZONISELE MAFUMBUKA
## NOCAWE NDZUZO
## ANDILE GCAWU
## DALUXOLO MXOKOZSLI
## JEFFEREY ZWILBI
## PATRICK ABDRABU
## POLICE SOHEL
## DANISWA NKOMENI
163NOLUBABALO MAXABA
## PERCY R
## NOMVULO JACK
## TOBEKA NYAKA
## LAWANCE CANDLOVU
##
## AVUYA BOLA
## DUMILE GODONGWANE
## TEMBINKOSI NKWATENI
## LUWKA NGONYAWA
## MANDLA MDA
## ANNIE ROSSI
## JACOS KOLI
## NOMBONISO SIVEWU
## ZANDISILE SOMKEBE
##
## KEVIN MINNIE
## JONSEPHI NABENI
## NKOSINATHI YASO
##
## NONYAMAWKO MBI
## VUYELWA MAVUME
## MAMANA RASI

50YRS
35YRS
29YRS
54YEARS
23YEARS
58YEARS
38YEARS

F
M
F
M
M
M
F

25YEARS

M

19YEARS
52YEARS
62YEARS
60YEARS
62YEARS
46YEARS
48YEARS
60YEARS
25YEARS
32YEARS
67YEARS
53YEARS
35YRS
23YEARS
31YEARS
27YEARS
72YEARS
42YEARS
36YEARS
49YEARS

F
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M

10YEARS
70YEARS
48YEARS
29YEARS
58YEARS
65YEARS
82 YEARS
31YEARS
49YEARS

F
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
F

A
51YEARS
43YEARS

M
M
M

28YEARS
31YEARS
67YEARS

F
F
F
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##
## CHRISTIAN VUKE
## PATRICK MDYWE
## SHEPHED NGQELENI
## VUYISA MTSHAU
## VICTORIA COTAMA
## JACKSON TIMAKWE
## NOTOMBI POZISA
## YONELA NOGQALA
131 NQSAKELE MALAWANA
## ZANEMVULA SKEYI
## SIQHAZOLO SIKHUNDLA
## NOPUMZILE NHITHIZA
## NOEIGHT VIMBANI
## SAM LESSING
## NOMTHANDAZO DINSU
##
##
##
## MAVA MRWEBI
## EBENVEZER GXAMTHWANA
## MAWETHA FIXIZOLO
## ELSIE MNTUNDINI
## THOBILE GWAYISE
## VOHATISIT RATAZA
## LINDIE MJANYEWA
## PETEKA TIWA
## MAHONGA TETYANE
## SISAUDA PEYANA
## MINTOMTSHA NGOLOTHI
## SIHLE RASMENI
##
## VICTOR MADONYELA
## NOMTHULI MAXAMBELA
## ZIMBONGWE JEZILE
## CHARLEY MACLEAN
## JACKY MDLOPIN
## NOZUKO QAWUKA
## LIZO MAHZAKA
## JAFTA FRANCOIS
## NOTAPINDE MATHEKA
99 VUYANI NTWALANA
97 LOWRENCE EDKINS
96 MARTIN MARILLIER
95 LUMKA MATHOLE
94 KANGELWA FIKIZOLO
93 NOPASILE KUTYANE
92
91 NOMONDE BOMELA
90 NHOMBENTHA MKETO
89 NANCY XOXAMI

72YEARS
52YEARS
61YEARS
34YEARS
67YEARS
70YEARS
18 YEARS
9YEARS
40YEARS
60YEARS
53YEARS
59YEARS
78YEARS
34YEARS
30YEARS
28YEARS

M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F

37YEARS
52YEARS
51YEARS
66 YEARS
33YEARS
67YEARS
49YEARS
72YEARS
81YEARS
25YEARS
32YEARS
18 YEARS

M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M

46YEARS
12YEARS
18 YEARS
53YEARS
A
32YEARS
71YEARS
24YEARS
57YEARS
51YEARS
43YEARS
55YEARS
39YEARS
29YEARS
70YEARS

M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F

36YEARS
50YEARS
45YEARS

F
F
F
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88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37

KUNJULW NCOLIWE

32YEARS

F

ZIMBINI MAGOBIANE
THANDO BUSO
NTOMSOZUKO MOLOSE
SANELE MAZITSHANA
UNESIWE NDOBENI

34YEARS
15YEARS
16YEARS
C
A

F
F
F
F
F

NOKWENZEKA MGUBASI
VIRGINA FATSHA
ELLIAT MAYAKA

45YEARS
76YEARS
65YEARS

F
F
M

SIPHOKAZI DAMASE
UNATHI HLALAPHI
SIKHUMBUZO SIBA
MIRRIAM NDELA
NORKANYISO NJENSO

15YEARS
21YEARS
71YEARS
72YEARS
33YEARS

F
F
M
F
F

EDWARD NATHUMBU
VELIVELI FAKENTWENI
ANDILE ZONGWANA

88YEARS
70YEARS

M
M

GRACE NDZONDA
NOSIVE KOBO

57YEARS
31YEARS

F
F

SIPHENATHI BEDE

17YEARS

F

ALBERT NKETYANA
ANTHONY FORTUNE
NTOMBIKAYISE PUKANEKO
NOSIPHIWO NZIPHO
NOLOYISO NGCUKUVA

56YEARS

M

19YEARS
40YEARS
24YEARS

F
F
F

TEMBA GIBENI
AKHONA XAYIMPI
NOFUSILE MZIWA

55YEARS
23YEARS
52YEARS

M
M
F

NTANDO JANI
NEMVWOOANA NYEZI
SINDISWA FEKISI
NOMBULELO HANDANI
DUMISANI WEWE

14YEARS
35YEARS
35YEARS
29YEARS
39YEARS

F
F
F
F
M

ANDILE GATYENI
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36
35
34
33
32
31
30
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7

?
60
18
##
35
84
##
##
91
##

LYNNETTE LAVELER

54YEARS

M

23YEARS
54YEARS
A
58YEARS
68YEARS
61YEARS
31YEARS
60YEARS
A
41YEARS

F
F
M
M

ZILINDILE MFEYA
74YEARS
MHLANGABEZI MBANSATHA 23YEARS

M
M

NCBANTU SONJICA
NONDUMISO MKETO
NATHANIEL SKUNYANI

61YEARS
38YEARS
A

F
F
M

THANDEKA MDINI
NOZUKO MSONGELWA

30YEARS
40YEARS

F
F

NOMFUNDISO FIKA

37YEARS

F

WINILE NGAVENI
ALICE ZWENI
ADONIS MNCEDI
AUDREY MORRISON
A.P PRETORIUS
ABANE LANGFORD MSINSO
ANDILE ZONGWANA
AGRENET SIGULA
ASANDISWA NOVAMBELA
ANDILE GATYENI
ALBERT NKENTYANO
AYAZ KHAWAR
ANTHONY FORTUNE
NCGANDRA TANDEKI
TANDO BUSO
VICTORIA COTAMA
CONSTANCE MATSHA
BRIDGET VICE
MILA BROOKS
BUKIWE MAYIJI
NOMANDE BOMELA
KINGS BONDE
RATAZA WHAT IS IT?

38YEARS
67YEARS
60YEARS
65YEARS
59YEARS
55YEARS
57YEARS
7OYEARS
22YEARS
30YEARS
55YEARS
26YEARS
47YEARS
ADULT
15YEARS
66 YEARS
55YEARS
37YEARS
62YEARS
26YEARS
35YEARS
71YEARS
67YEARS

F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M

ZUKISWA MYEKI
NOKHAYA VOLIBI
MARY MORRISON
NTSIKA PUPA
UPINGTON NJONGO
ALICE ZWENI
ADRIAAN PRETORIUS
ZUKISWA MQEKE
DOROTHY VAN ZYL
MTUTZELI MGWEBA
CYNTHA DANDALA

M
F
F
M
F
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191 ANDA
BEDE POKWANA
17YEARS
191 ANDA POKWANA
22YEARS
## SIZAKELE HOBOYI
73YEARS
## ZANELE NTSHINGA
37YEARS
## MLAMLI NGUBO
43YEARS
## PHAKAMILE NDIYABONIA
56YEARS
## BONISWA NYATHI
38YEARS
## SOGETY KALAKANDLA
34YEARS
## SIVUYILE LUJABE
53YEARS
## MLIBO LUJABE
15YEARS
## RACHEL NTELEZI
67YEARS
## NOMONDE TINTO
44YEARS
## NOMATEMSA MXUTU
21YEARS
## MZOLISI TSHINSANA
41YEARS
## NOAZWAKAZI MLILWANA
41YEARS
## NTOMBIFUTHI NDELELENI
25YEARS
## MLAMLI MAPHUNDU
42YEARS
## NOMELIOO MDA
25YEARS
## MZIMASI MDOKO
18 YEARS
##
## MANDLEKHOSI GADELA
49YEARS
## MTHELELI SOTHIYA
81YEARS
## NOLOYISO MKUMBUZI
35YEARS
## VELEGOLI MAKHOSONKE
74YEARS
## LWAPI DEBELI
A
## LUZUKO KOTI
A
## KWEZI MKUPA
A
## ZWELETHU MANGQOYIYAA 35YEARS
## NOZIKHUMBUZO COTSHANA A
## NOLUSINDISO COKO
A
## LENNOX VITHEKA
A
## NOSINOTI MASEBENI
72YEARS
## BANGANI MANSWANYA
A
## NONTUTUZELO NGULE
A
## MAKORINTE MZAMO
A
## VUIKHAYA BATATA
8YEARS
## TEMBEKA TSHALAMBA
5YEARS
## KAMVELIHLE QONGE
44YEARS
## ASAVELA MANXABA
A
## TAZAMA NGWENYA
## DORAH MPAKO
83YEARS
## MANDISA PAYI
27YEARS
## MDIKENI FENTA
35YEARS
## DANIEL NGESI
## MHWABANTU SANKENKE
A
## NOMXOLISI NGOMBA
A
## RAUSE MNYAMANA
36YEARS
## SINOVUYO KHONZAPHI
7YEARS
## ASIPHE ROZANI
16YEARS
## LINDIE NDAMASE
21YEARS
## ALFRED BOMVANA
70YEARS

F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M

102=WORMS,103=TB,100=SYPHILIS,CHLAMYDIA
108=HYPERGL,107=WORMS,116-PANCREAS
97=DM,101=KETOACIOSIS,82&86,B/S,SUGAR/GLUCOSE
115-117=HYPERTENSION,WORMS=102,TB=93,DM76&79,84
101,102DM 96 TB
103+96=TB
125=HIV
111=TB 114=HIV
113=ECHINOSTOMA REVOLUTUM/TAPEWORM
96=TB,102=HIV,103=PROPIONI BACTERIUM INFECTION
93-HIV

96=HIV
37=TB
126=HERPEES SIMPLEX,95=RETROVIRUSES
105+173=IMMUZEN UNICITY,110=TB,94 CHLAMYDIATRACHOM
104+108=TB,118=H
149=HIV,125=AIDS
5619-118=DM,329-112 TB,1246-97 KIDNEY
5383-90,704-81 ANAEMIA.7465-94 HIV
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CBR SCAN Pts
## AXOLILE MATSHAYA
## SIPOKAZI PILISO
## MTHEMSEWI NOROZO
## PUTUWA MBU
## NONZOLO NOMTATA
## NONYANISO SOLWAUDLE
## NONTSIKELELO GQWETA
## DILIKA MTSHEMLA
## SIVUYILE MAGADANGA
## MXOLISI MAGANGANA
## AYANDA NKULA
## NOGEZILE STESEVU
413 VUYISA MAYA
## SIPHLO MXEGO
##
##
## TENJIWE MAZULA
## SIYAMBULELA KOMANI
## FEZILE NDZENDLE
## SIUDVILE NTSHOFU
## SIZAKELE HOBOYI
## SIZAKELE MAYIYA
## NOSEBENZILE MCINJANA
## NOSEBENZILE MCINJANA
## SIBUSISO MKHITLU
## NOZUKO NJEYANE
## WILFRED JACOBS
## DINO KHUMALO
## WILLIAM SONTUNDU
## TAMSANQA NDZONDZO
## MBULELO NDLELENI
## MTAUDAZO MDIQOHI
## NOLITHA MLANJENI
## THANDEKA SIRAYI
## LUNGILE VACO
## NTOMSOVUYO VENGAME
## NOSENLE MCOUASE
## XUMANA KAUANA
## BONGA MOFU
## PETER JANUARY
## XOLISA KETWA
## VUYISWA NGIJANA
## REGINA NGWANE
## BONAKELE SIKHOTHA
## NOSEBENZILE SIXONO
## NOYILONI PIYOSE
## LUNGA TILELA
## FUNEKA DLALI
## MAKUKISI PUZA
## VUYISIWE JONES
## NONKUMLULO MKILE

2YEARS
23YEARS
53YEARS
40YEARS
21YEARS
60YEARS
48YEARS
73YEARS
23YEARS
72YEARS
48YEARS
63YEARS
34YEARS
55YEARS

M
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
M

44YEARS
A
44YEARS
38YEARS
49YEARS
28YEARS
66 YEARS
68YEARS
68YEARS
27YEARS
30YEARS
42YEARS
39YEARS
65YEARS
32YEARS
49YEARS
12YEARS
45YEARS
31YEARS
43YEARS
32YEARS
87YEARS
69YEARS
20YEARS
46YEARS
32YEARS
28YEARS
75YEARS
75YEARS
52YEARS
80YEARS
6YEARS
41YEARS
72YEARS
25YEARS
39YEARS

M
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

THAMSANQA ZOZO
MAMPOYI TSIU
ZINTLE SOMACALA
BONGA SIDULE
NOMONDE NIKELO
NOLUNGILE VONGWANA

32YEARS
79YEARS
12YEARS
22YEARS
50YEARS
50YEARS

M
F
F
M
F
F

MANDISA RWEXANA
UNA HAWKER
ZIYANDA BAUA
JANET NOPHESHEYA
SIYANDA MBUBE
SIYANDA MBUBE
NOTOZAMILE XUZA

35YEARS
58YEARS
9YEARS
55YEARS
19YEARS
19YEARS
60YEARS

F
F
F
F
M
M
F

## NONCEBA RAWE
26YEARS
## GWEN ZIETZMAN
57YEARS
## KIDWELL KULU
A
## NOKUANELE SOMTSUEWA 48YEARS
## BONYIME TITI
38YEARS
## RONNIE STIGLING
46YEARS
## MICHAEL NOTYEPHUSI
A
##
## STONDINI MAVIVANA
65YEARS
## PHILELEA NTONGANA
27YEARS
## NOXOLO BOKOLO
37YEARS
## VELISWA MPOSELWA
34YEARS
##
## PETE SIROYIYA
70YEARS
## NKOSINATHI NGERI
37YEARS
##
## NONTANDO DINSINDLELA
33YEARS
## TASFY ABOL
18 YEARS
##
## AFIKILE CUMBE
11YEARS
## ANGEL RUFFER
24YEARS
## APHENDULE MATISO
14YEARS
## VICTOR MERANE
74YEARS
## NOLINDILE MATYHOLO
77YEARS
##
## ALVINE MANDELA
75YEARS
## NOVUMILE MAQUNYANA
70YEARS
## TEMBA CLEOPA MUGANDELA46YEARS
## NOWANDILE BATYI
80YEARS
## MNCEDISI MSESWA
47YEARS
## ZOLA MJALI
A
501 JAMES NOLAU
58YEARS
## SITHEMLELE SILONGOTYA 39YEARS
## BONGUMSA MYEKA
45YEARS
## CLIFFORD NJOVA
54YEARS
## MAXMILLAN GCASA
56YEARS

F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

MASIBULELE TUBENI
MXOLISI MOMKELI
THANDIKHAYA NQEKETO
NYANA NGOMI
PETER RAMAKATSA

8YEARS
46YEARS
33YEARS
63YEARS
52YEARS

M
M
M
M
M

SAMSOM LUSIKI
PINKY NJANDA
NOWINILE GILADILE
EDITH SOMPETA
BUSISIWE MADALA
VATISWA BUBESI
MNINAWA NDASENI
TEMSAKAZI MTIRARA
DEBORAH MBOTOZA
TOKOZWAYO MONCESA
MANDLA LIZWI
DAWN RICHARDS
FLORIDA SOLDATI
MLOLO MBIZA
OLSA SITSHEKE
TREVOR MINNIE
EDWIN MARTIN
AMOS KOLWANE
AYANDA BLEKIWE
AMOS KOLWANE
FUZILE SIYAMCELA
VIRGINIA NONGONGO
NOLULAMO MACHI
JOSLINA SECA
NOSIPHIWO DINSANA
MZOXOLO GAWEBE
NOVUMILE MAYADANA
LETICIA PLAATJIE
ZANDISILE NSONGO
SIPHIWO NPHANSANA
NOKHALOTI MTEMBU

53YEARS
53YEARS
97YEARS
73YEARS
26YEARS
44YEARS
39YEARS
34YEARS
51YEARS
79YEARS
47YEARS
48YEARS
54YEARS
75YEARS
A
A
33YEARS
A
26YEARS
33YEARS
53YEARS
26YEARS
65YEARS
11YEARS
A
69YEARS
79YEARS
56YEARS
A
A

M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F

YOLANDA MBELESI
VIKA MXEKWA
LINDIWE HLALUKANA
MANQUEZA MTHETHELI
SIYANDA CAWE
TINA WILLIAMS
MZWANDILE NCIWENI
VUYO GAQISA
NOMXOLISI MANKUNSWANI
NOVUSILE NOZITWANA
ZISANDA MBEKENI

13YEARS
39YEARS
39YEARS
27YEARS
15YEARS
22YEARS
50YEARS
27YEARS
60YEARS
44YEARS
12YEARS

F
M
F
N
F
F
M
M
F
F
F

4160-113LIVER DISEASE,1942-98 HEPATITIS
FLAW IN CHROM 916 22
WEAKNESS IN PARIETAL LOBE,1900-106 ECHINOCOCCUS G
304-96 TB
1415-117 DM,2721-88 BP
2597-119 RETINA,5849-117 NERVE CRANIAL OPTIC2
2146-98 VARICELLA
Page 8
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## MABOYCE NJEMLA
## MARAIS GERALDING
## NOTHEMBA POSWA
## DOUGLAS SINTWA
## ZIZIPHO MFANTA
## TABO NDLANSAMANDLA
## LENNOX HENDRICK
## MZIMHLE DAKI
230 KULUKAZI MFINGEWAMA
## MICHEAL SMITH
## BATANDWA MBULE
## ALFRED MQANA
## MASANDE MAYAKA
## ABNER JARA
## MRS S DUKADA
## MYEKISWA MCIZA
## TEMBIKHAYA MAHLASELA
## BABALWA NKATSHANE
## NCEBAKAZI JEZILE
## JAMES CHRISSIE
## MKHULULI MBELANI
## NDILEKA YISA
## TAMSANQA NGWANE
## TEWBAKAZI MQUBI
## MANDLA MAGOGO
## YOLISWA NGEDE
## SIKHUMBUZO MFUSI
## SHORTTY PELISA
## THOMPSON MKANMBAPHI
## NOMBEKO MAGQAZANA
## ALBERTINA MSOPERO
## RONALD NGQUVA
## NOKWANDISA NAKANI
## MONICA NTSIZI
## MKULULI MBELANI
## MABLE SAAERS
## NOLUFEFE VININDWA
## LUTHANDO MATHE
## ANDERSON CANTI
261 DINGISO GCINIKAYA
## NOSART MPOFU
## NOKHAYA SILO
## NOSANDISE MKETANE
## LUNGILE SISWANE
266 KAIZER NDZUNGU
## NOSANDLA MTHANDEKI
## NTSIKA PUPA
## INGA NGCIVENI
## NOKWANKAA ZAPE
## TANDISA FIKI
## FUNDANGAYE MBIKO

63YEARS
17YEARS
34YEARS
64YEARS
13YEARS
18 YEARS
50YEARS
44YEARS
34YEARS
52YEARS
14YEARS
51YEARS
20YEARS
66 YEARS
38YEARS
67YEARS
36YEARS
32YEARS
17YEARS
49YEARS
40YEARS
35YEARS
64YEARS
32YEARS
23YEARS
43YEARS
54YEARS
28YEARS
69YEARS
60YEARS
22YEARS
61YEARS
36YEARS
26YEARS
39YEARS
32YEARS
A
35YEARS
62YEARS
A
45YEARS
66 YEARS
60YEARS
58YEARS
82 YEARS
37YEARS
20YEARS
10YEARS
36YEARS
35YEARS
53YEARS

M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
M

5983-121 MINI STROKE,ALCOHOL=3930-104
5724-114,1850-120H.ZOSTER,H-NOT SEEN
4998-108 TB,6053-108 VIRAL INFECTION
EKG-MINERAL IMBALANCE,POTASSIUM&MAGNESIUM,3337-1
COVERT EMOTION TENSION,3700-102 RETROVIRUSES,5560BLEEDING RETINA,BP170/110
RETARDED STROKE-1988,CHECK CHROMOSOMES
URTICARIA FULLY ALLERGY WORK OUT
B/S 24,7,KEOTIS
TB?SCABIES FUNFUS
ALCLHEL,BP UP LIVER,OLD TB
H? SCAN
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## MZUXOLILE BANGO
## TOBEKA JAKUJA
## BONGANI NGAYO
276 VULELWA MADLETYANA
## ZIYANDA TAMBO
## MARWANDE BOOI
## SIBINSILE VIMBELO
## RIGHT YUTHU
## MOLISWA MBIKO
## NESIWE GARA
## NKOSINATHI GWAMA
## NOLUTHO MANZANA
## NOLUNGILE DAYIMANE
##
##
## QAZIYANA MABONA
## OWEN TEMBA GUDLA
##
## SIYABULELA HLAZO
## NOVUMILE TUBENI
##
## WELLINGTON NDABENI
## PUMLA NDILA
##
##
##
##
##
## SIPOKAZI KANDA
##
## SIYABULELA MZAYIYA
## RICHMOND MQOMBOTI
## SIKHUTALI MAHLALA
## TONEKAMKIZWANA FODO
## RIA DELPORT
## SIVUYILE TYEKELA
## NOMVELISO SEMSEM
## ZINTONGENI SIGWAGWA
##
## NOLUSAPO TYOPO
##
## NOGCINILE NGAMLANA
##
## VUYISILE MLAHLENI
## TEMBA MANGIDA
## ZUZILE MKALIJA
## NONTSAPO GUQAZA
## REUBEN MPAYISA
##
## TEMBISA GQUTYANA
## NOCWAKA NONTSANGE

32YEARS
31YEARS
A
22YEARS
35YEARS
A
45YEARS
A
21YEARS
43YEARS
A
38YEARS
60YEARS

M
F
M
F
F
M

82 YEARS
74YEARS

M
M

53YEARS
59YEARS

M
F

46YEARS
70YEARS

M
F

15YEARS

F

41YEARS
74YEARS
35YEARS
53YEARS
57YEARS
25YEARS
27YEARS
69YEARS

M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M

61YEARS

F

57YEARS

F

57YEARS
60YEARS
60YEARS
51YEARS
59YEARS

F
M
F
F
M

32YEARS
41YEARS

F
F

F
F
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

SIBONGISENI MAHLULO
QIQA LUPUWANA

25YEARS
97YEARS

F
M

NQABISA BODLOKA
SIYANDA NOKWE

30YEARS
16YEARS

M
M

ZUKISWA KANKU
TEMBEKA MAGWANYA
SIMPHIWE MPAPHELE

37YEARS
39YEARS
47YEARS

F
F
M

NWABISA NTSEPO
PUMEZA MNDELA
THAMSANQA NJEMLA

40YEARS
46YEARS
45YEARS

F
F
M

NOMBEKO SOMANA

54YEARS

F

NODATINI MLINDI

76YEARS

F

NOSOPHE TUTHANI
RAYMUND THERON
PATRICK NGOMANI
SILOLAMA N. SIZIBA
THOBEKILE MNXINWA
NOLUBABALO DLALI
NTOMBOMZI DUDUNGAYO
VUYO JOLOBE
NOKHOMBA MGCIWENGI
WINSTON MANTAMBO
NOBONILE TITI
TEMBELA MHLANA
NOKWEZI SOBUWA

28YEARS
54YEARS
28YEARS
60YEARS
30YEARS
33YEARS
42YEARS
72YEARS
23YEARS
36YEARS
38YEARS
66 YEARS
43YEARS

F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F

SALISWA GUDUBOYA
NONELWA MAHLANGENI
QONDISO NOSIMAMELO

30YEARS
45YEARS
32YEARS

M
F
F

NOMFUNDO NYATI

53YEARS

F

PENGA NDLALA
NOWETHU KONKWANE
SIPHO NDAKISA

45YEARS
44YEARS
85YEARS

M
F
M

VULITHEMBA LAMSI

52YEARS

M

SIKHANYISO MAZINYANE
NOMAWAKHA NGONYAMA
OYAMA GAFENI

40YEARS
28YEARS
9YEARS

M
F
M
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

VICTOR MBALANE

56YEARS

M

MLUNGISI MBOVANA
NOBOM NOGUDE

73YEARS
49YEARS

M
F

SIMAMKELE DAMANE
TOBIUS NDZONDA
THOBEKA NDAMASE

7YEARS
62YEARS
48YEARS

F
F
F

NONIKISI MANDENZDE
RICHARD ZINGANI
RIA ROODT
SIYAMAZI MJONGOZI

80YEARS
79YEARS
51YEARS
13YEARS

F
M
F
M

ALICIA QULEKA
SHERILEE STEINBERG
NOMSA BAVU
TESHONA MULUGETA
NOWINILE NAKIDANA
NOSEBENZILE PHANGWA
NOSIVE MATINJWA
NOBONGILE SOBUZA

64YEARS
38YEARS
30YEARS
25YEARS
80YEARS
64YEARS
31YEARS
50YEARS

F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F

MKHUMBUZI NOMATHAMSANQA
55YEARS
VIVIAN DANGEZELE
ZANDISILE XUZA
51YEARS
WESIZWE XHALISA
24YEARS
ZAMA RAWE
55YEARS

F
F
F
F
M

ZOLISWA MNTONINTSHI

60YEARS

F

ALFRED NGOMITI
NONKONZO NKALWANE
NOKHAYA NGWANDLA
VUYOKAZI MWELI
SANELISE GCOLOTELA
TIMBELA DYAN

45YEARS
53YEARS
42YEARS
32YEARS
8YEARS
38YEARS

M
F
F
F
F
M

QAQAMBILE MJINDI

55YEARS

M

ARTWELL QINA
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

NOBANTU XEGO

66 YEARS

F

NONAMBALI MTALWA

74YEARS

F

NOKWAKA MAFUNANA
ROLAND NOFFKE

52YEARS
55YEARS

F
M

NOSEBENZISWA MJOKWA
OLGA TINI
WANG-ZHI FENG

55YEARS
55YEARS
21YEARS

F
F
M

NTOMBUKONA MAHASHE
ZUKILE MFIKI
NOTANDEKILE MTETENI

27YEARS
43YEARS
40YEARS

F
F
F

NQUTNELA SITSHEKE

68YEARS

F

NOSIPHO MGODUKA
NYANGILIZWE CWESI

35YEARS
50YEARS
50YEARS

F
F
F

NOLIZILE MAVUZO

49YEARS

F

NOKWEZI MATU
AMOS KOLWANE
NOZIPHIWO NTONGANA

60YEARS
70YEARS
62YEARS

F
M
F

NOVOTI MGIDI
NONDUMISO ZWIDE
ABUS MOHAMED
NYAMEKA RANA

98YEARS
43YEARS
26YEARS
35YEARS

F
F
M
F

PUMELELE PIKA
WILSON MAKASI
YVONNE N. TEMBANI
NONDWE MAREZUKA
WONGA MUTONINSTHI

75YEARS
81YEARS
48YEARS
35YEARS
42YEARS

F
M
F
F
F

PILISIWE MASONDWANA

17YEARS

F

NOXOLISA MAQHINA

27YEARS

M
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

VULISANGO MLATHA

58YEARS

M

ZAMIKHAYA MGODI
NOLUNGILO JIKIJO
SIPHENKOSI HLWAYI

30YEARS
50YEARS
24YEARS

M
F
F

ZUSAKHE CHARLES
RWATYITYI NQATOTO
SHADRECK Z. TABANE
NOYILONI PIYOSE

26YEARS
68YEARS
53YEARS
78YEARS

F
F
M
F

TRYPHINA NGESI
OLGA SONGCA
NOMA ARAB,TOLOFANE

58YEARS
61YEARS
43YEARS

F
F
F

ZITAPILE TISHI
WASHINGTON QWELE

61YEARS
64YEARS

M
M

NOSISA TAMBO
ZOLIWE NTSHONGWANE

50YEARS
34YEARS

F
F

NOTEMBA BAM
ZIPHETHELE MBIZA
TEMBELANI MZAMO

48YEARS
46YEARS
39YEARS

F
F
M

SILINDILE MTEBELE
NOMTHETHO MATOLA
MFUNDO TIMAKWE
NOWATHILE GCALEKA
KALIPILE POSWA
MVUZO NUKU
PELELISA MAQEGU
NOMZEKELO HLUSATIKA
NOMVULA NTSHUNGUZI
SANDISO MADOLO
XOLISWA FUNO
PHUMZILE NGALATHI

25YEARS
51YEARS
38YEARS
54YEARS
60YEARS
24YEARS
14YEARS
29YEARS
32YEARS
35YEARS
49YEARS
52YEARS

F
F
M
F

NONDIPHE BONXA
NOFANELE CUBEKA
ZAMUXOLO NDABAYIPHELI
VUYELWA MTSHMBA
NOMBUSO MDIZA
NOBATHTHE SIRAYI
LANDELO MARADEBE

23YEARS
49YEARS
51YEARS
33YEARS
27YEARS
35YEARS
76YEARS

F
F
M
F
F
F
F

BULELWA NDLONDLOLO

42YEARS

F

M
F
F
M
F
M
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

EMIHLE MPANDE
LIZEKA MHLAWULI
NOMFESANE NOHAJI
NOBUNTU MJAMBA
NOXOLO NTINGISO
SITHEMBELE TAMBULE
NANGAMSO BASE
NOZUKO NJEYANA
BENJAMIN MNQAYI
ZANELE MOLIEA
ZOLISWA VIMBANI
NOSIPHO MBOMBO
NOLUFEFE NDAMASE
VUYISWA LANGA

13YEARS
33YEARS
36YEARS
26YEARS
33YEARS
32YEARS
25YEARS
30YEARS
88YEARS
40YEARS
42YEARS
38YEARS
41YEARS
46YEARS

M
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F

ESTER ROZANI
JONGIHLANGA NDONYELA

77YEARS
39YEARS

F
M

NOMXOLISI SIBAZI
NONTANDO MUGXOZANA
SIZIWE SANGQU

39YEARS
31YEARS
31YEARS

F
F
F

MAZWELINZIMA MQAVULE 54YEARS
NONTUTUZELO MATSHONISELO
46YEARS
GOODMAN THATHA
53YEARS
NTOMBIYAKHE LANGA
29YEARS
ADAM ABAS
27YEARS
XOLISA BEJU
52YEARS
SIPHIWO NOLUTSHUNGU
42YEARS
SIBABALWE SOBUYE
34YEARS
VIVIAN MAZITHSANA
85YEARS
MICHAEL TYHOPO
64YEARS
BUSISWA NGOZI
36YEARS
MALWELWE NWAYINWAYI 57YEARS
JONGILIZWE MAGULA
48YEARS
SANDILE BAWUTI
52YEARS
SIVIWE MKRWALA
35YEARS
SIPELELE FUKULA
12YEARS
LENATHI MKHOSANA
54YEARS
ANELE RWEXANA
17YEARS
LETICIA MAKHAMBULE
57YEARS
TABISA MABIZA
31YEARS
YOLISEKA NGCOBOZI
22YEARS
THELMA MPAKO
69YEARS
BABALWA NDLELENI
20YEARS
NOAMEN DYASI
42YEARS
MZUKISI TWAYISE
53YEARS

F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M

5301-101HIV,5597-102 CONVULSION
FFC
5306-91 H
3700-93 RETROVIRUS,6074-100 PANCREAS DISEASE,3330-81
5928-110 SHINGLES,5987-106 TB,5723-134 HERPES,5306-98 M
4998-79 TB
6867-112 TB,8887-107 DM
5301-102 H,4998-97 TB,6867-108 TB
5805-107 MASTITIS
4998-91 TB,3552-126 CRANIAL BONES FRONTAL,7465-101H,5
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

XOLISANI BLAAI
GEORGE TROLLIP
SAMKELO JOJOZI
NOWINILE NDALANA
NOLWANDISO NONJINANA
NOLIZWI NAMBA
TSWANA MATLAKA
VUYISILE GWEBANI
NOVANGELI SIGUQA
JACKSON MATSILI
ZOLANI SEPLANE
NOBANTU MAQINA
LULAMA MTEMBU
ALICE SKEFILE
NOSAMKELO DIKILOKWE
ANN-SARRAH SONGCA
ZUBENATHI MDUDUMA
SIMPHIWE MNGUNI
NOWANELE DYUBELE
NOTHOBILE HLOMA
NANCY NKWENKWANA
NOKUKHANYA MBUNGU
NCEDISWA MKHOKHELI
NOVOTILE MKENENE
NOVELILE MAQELANA
LINDA JELE
NTOMBOXOLO GARANE
TANDIWE MKOLWANE
SIZWE DOKOLWANA
COLLEN TUTSHENI
ZAMOMZI MAYANA
BUYISA NXELEWA
THELMA CITHANI
EMELY TAPU
NOMAXESIBE NDLELA
SITEMBELE SOBUZA
ZANELE MAQUBUDA
SITEMBILE DUBENI
BONGIWE MQUQU
CORINNE LULAMA MBETE
NOZUKILE ZONO
NOKUBONGA PALI
XOLILE MATHIKINCA
JALFRED JASSON
NYAMEKA MOMOZA
ANGELINA NOKHEPEYI
EUNICE MDAZUKA
NTOMBENTSHA GIQWA
NOCINGILE XEGO
NOTHOBILE KHININDA
NOKHAYA QEJA

22YEARS
60YEARS
25YEARS
67YEARS
35YEARS
33YEARS
75YEARS
60YEARS
36YEARS
56YEARS
40YEARS
56YEARS
50YEARS
65YEARS
23YEARS
74YEARS
11YEARS
39YEARS
60YEARS
77YEARS
22YEARS
26YEARS
24YEARS
54YEARS
59YEARS
62YEARS
52YEARS
27YEARS
49YEARS
55YEARS
8YEARS
33YEARS
78YEARS
74YEARS
35YEARS
28YEARS
19YEARS
48YEARS
33YEARS
59YEARS
53YEARS
25YEARS
52YEARS

M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M

9942-102 TB,3700-106 H,2357-120 STAPHYL EPIDERMIS ACNE
5543-110 BANTI'S DISEASE-SYNDROME
4998-107 TB,7758-114 HIV
6867-93 TB,5301-94 HIV
4998-80 TB
8827-134 DEPOSITION DISEASE,4160-109 LIVER DISEASE
4998-66 TB
4998-9 TB,329-96 TB
5987-99 TB,5306-102 H
4998-70 TB,H+-NT SCREENED
6086-130 LYMPH DISEASE
4998-85 TB,5647-108 DERMATITIS,8862-110 SKIN,H+-NT SCRE
4113-97 BLOOD SUGAR BALNCE ,9941-104 TB,3700-102 RETR
8801-113DM,57420168 BP
5301-116H,1939-105H.ZOSTER
5625-107 DIABETEIC KEPOACIDOSIS,5623-110DM
NT SEEN
4998-90TB,5301-103 H
4998-90 TB,5785-125 LEUKEMIA ACUTE
6819-57PANCREATIC FLUKE,5625-50 DM.6720-116 BP
9942-56 TB
CRANIAL BONES,FACIAL MAXILLAR 3561-123
4998-94 TB
5607-106 GLYCOSURIA,4113-111 DM,4998-89 TB
2828-122 DM
5311-122 HERPES,2.1940-102 HERPES SIMPLEX
5620-102 DM
2147-106 VAGINITI,2166-102 OVARIAN CA,9881-106 CERVICIT
3930-107 BLOOD ETHANOL NT SEEN
3909-100 ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,5622-107 DM,7253-87 B
2146-52 VARICELLA
??
1884-95 DM
5526-115 APOPLEXY,3337-89 BP,6230-112 CHANNEL SLOCKE
NT SEEN
4998-88 TB,H-NT SEEN
9885-103 UTERINE FIBROID DISEASE,7015-115 FT FEMALE PL
6024-109 VIITILIGO,4998-81 TB,HYDROCELE NT SEEN
5306-101 H,4998-87 TB
5734-116 HYPERGLYCAEMIA,2721-120 RENIN,STROKE NT SE
6230-114 BP,6213-106 BP&DM,3337-124 BP
4998-68 TB,5881-129 PPNUEMONIA,8232-106 HIV/AIDS

35YEARS
74YEARS
67YEARS
70YEARS

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

4998-108 TB,9942-117 TB

46YEARS
62YEARS

5725-59,10237-58 HERPES,COLD SORES,3813-129 STD ALL
3700-97 RETROVIRUSES,10241-95 SCIATIC PAIN,5624-41 574
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

GRACE NCUKANA
68YEARS
MELIKHAYA MTAKATHI
32YEARS
DESMOND SONAMZI
60YEARS
NTOMBENTLE DIKI
39YEARS
SIHLE QEZU
19YEARS
CHUMISA PAPANI
18 YEARS
NONTUTHUKO MAGAQA
33YEARS
VUYOKAZI NKEUKCELE
27YEARS
NOMVUYISO SIMANGA
22YEARS
ZAKHELE NGQELENI
64YEARS
NOLOYISO MTSHIZANA
26YEARS
KHULILE TUTSHANA
64YEARS
ZIYANDA GODLOZA
25YEARS
STEVEN MSUTHWANA
72YEARS
BUYISWA MBIYOZO
77YEARS
LANCE BOTES
GLADYS POLE
79YEARS
OLGA ZONDIWE NDLALA
60YEARS
XOLILE TUTSHANA
34YEARS
HEADMAN MQWELO
41YEARS
ROSE BOVANA
86YEARS
OKUHLE MSIPA
10YEARS
ALBERT PELU
66 YEARS
ZIBUZELE MATAMBA
64YEARS
NOMAKULA MDONGWANA 35YEARS
MVELISI BODLINGWE
32YEARS
ALICIA MABONGO
68YEARS
MXOLISI SONTUNDU
67YEARS
SIYOSILE TAMBO
THEMBA MAGALA
48YEARS
ZIBELE ZOZI
46YEARS
NOVELILE BUNZI
38YEARS
BONISWA LAJOBODA
60YEARS
NELISA GANA
45YEARS
ASAVELA NOMNGONGO
9YEARS
NOMASIBULELE NOMNGONGO
32YEARS
SONWABILE NTSHIDO
35YEARS
NOMKITA BOKILE
23YEARS
NOTOBILE MADAYILE
65YEARS
MZOXOLO VUTHELA
25YEARS
NDIYEKHAYA MPINI
56YEARS
MONWABISI NGQUNDULO
30YEARS
DEZET JONAS
56YEARS
SIPIWO MPHANGANA
55YEARS
ALLICIA QONGO
67YEARS
MOYAKAZI PUNGUZWA
18 YEARS

F
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
F

4149-108 BONES OF LOWER ARMS-RADIUS,ULNA,5792-130 L
6111-112 NEUROSIS,320-97,MANIANDELIRIUM
3367-128 INSOMNIA,8840-121 DM,5622-110 DM 7253-94 BP
3700-95 H,4998-74 TB
6867-113 TB
5462-123 AIDS,4991-90 EAR,5681-103 BOIL
3954-97 BLO PROTEIN,3337-85 BP,1132-98 RENINN
3819-105,VIRAL INFECTIONS ALL
4998-57 TB,5307-98 CMV
9941-109 TB,6819-105 PANCREATIC FLUKE PARASITE
5306-100 H+,4998-93 TB,5462-101=AIDS
3930-65 BLOOD ETHANOL,5773-126 JAUNDICE,LIVER
438-119 PROGESTERONE,5658-115 ENDOMETRIOSIS
1926-134,4113-62,3337-80,BP3330-64 DM,2484-113,RENIN
3930-107BLOOD ETHANOL,7253-80 BP,4133-79 DM &5617-108

F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F

252-110 TB 6011-125,5942-116 SORES THROAT.6
9881-107 CERVICITIS DISEASE
4998-66 TB
4998-76 TB,5307-97 EBV,CMV,HHVH
4998-127 TB
6048-106 CHRONIC LUFRAMMI,5834-97 NEMARTODIASIS 6384
1375-99 ALLOXANTIN,7686-107 AFLATOXIN
374-87 IDS PANCREAS DISEASE,3909-85 BLOOD ACETO ACE
8879-107 TB,3700-100 RETOVIRUSES
5773-125 JAUNDICE,1332-110 GLUCONIC ACID,6867-122 TB,6
2479-127BP,3931-105 BLOOD GLUCOSE
??
2622-130 NERVE SPINAL LUMBAR(GENITO-CRURAL/FEMORA
6867-110 TB
4998-62 TB,
4998-93 TB
3909-101 BLOOD ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,303-114 TB,99

NTOBEKA JOKAZI
SICELO BIKITSHA
BUSISIWE MZAMO

F
F
F

14YEARS
A
37YEARS

5306-120H,4998-95 TB

?NT SEEN
?NT SEEN
2349-103 PYOCYANENS
3700-103 RETROVIRUSES,1078-99 TB,6289-111 THYROID
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## TEMBINKOSI SOKHAHLELEKA50YEARS
## MADODENI NYONDO
23YEARS
## NWABISA BOOI
21YEARS
## NTOMBOYISE ZUNGU
37YEARS
## MAUD SALAZE
A
SIBONGILE SPHANGA
29YEARS
## TEME QUAN
A
## MATU SIXIMBA
71YEARS
## NTANDO MANGCOTYWA
A
## ASITHANDILE NINTSAMA
10YEARS
## ABDULAHI SIYAYI
35YEARS
## MBULELO MALUNGA
26YEARS
## NONKOLISO BLAAI
37YEARS
## BUYISWA NOMBOKOTWANA 32YEARS
## SUSANNA WITHSTOCK
81YEARS
## MANDISI MATSHAYA
51YEARS
## PHINDIWE MAHLOKOMANE 30YEARS
## THANDO BANGO
19YEARS
## ZENANDE NQEKETO
26YEARS
## ISAAC DLAMINI
28YEARS
## FANILAKHE MNXINWA
69YEARS
## NOAH PULUBA
39YEARS
## NOMAYANDA SIKHUHKULA A
## NOBULHE MPAMA
26YEARS
## NONKOLISO JOJA
## VUYISWA BUHLUNGU
50YEARS
## PELELISA MBANSATHA
26YEARS
## NOMFANELO PONGOMA
45YEARS
## NANGU HLANGANISA
13YEARS
## NOMBULELO MOHAMBA
31YEARS
## BUYISWA MGOLOMBANE
52YEARS
## MTUTUZELI MGODWANA
44YEARS
## LUNGILE GOGODLA
48YEARS
## ZINTATU MAJEZI
20YEARS
## LUTHULI VELENKOSI
75YEARS
## TAMSANQA MAYA
52YEARS
## MTHETHO FOKWE
26YEARS
## NKOSANA NOROYIYA
57YEARS
## DASI MHLABAWUHAMBI
69YEARS
## SAHLUKO SIQUKUQUKWANA68YEARS
## THANDILE NDUDANE
26YEARS
## DELALINE SADABO
32YEARS
## THELMA MAKRWEDE
A
## NOLUNGILE MAKINA
A
## TINY SAPEPA
66 YEARS
365THABISA MATAMBO
29YEARS
## SIMILO MAFUTA
15YEARS
## NOLIZANA NKUMBI
38YEARS
## ZIMBINI KOHLISO
11YEARS
## NTSHUMAYELO NQUNQU
70YEARS
## SIGAZI BOOI
44YEARS

M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
M

404-123 ALCOHOL
4998-95TB,H-NT SEEN
55301-93 HIV
6867-92 TB,H-NT SEEN
5623-103 DIABETES MELLITUS,6819-97 PANCREATIC FLUKE,3
6867-99 TB,H-NT SEEN
649-159 FLU
3909-105 BLD ACETO ACETATE&ACETONE,,4113-78 BLOOD S
5306-120 HIV,5987-101 TB,6055-117 FUNGAL INFECTION
7639-100 MISCELLANEOUS BACTERIA
4998-106 TB,H-NOT SEEN
7480-93 H+,304-96 TB
5462-103 AIDS,6886-118 TB
NT SEEN
NT SEEN
4113-84BLOOD SUGAR-PANCREAS,3700-93 RETROVIRUSES
4998-64 TB,9941-98 TB
5297-94 ,5298-96=WARTS,7456-97 HIV
1772-110 WORMS
5928-107 SHINGLES
4113-86 BLOOD SUGAR,5734-102 HYGLYCAEMIA,3909-109 BL
303-106 TB,H NT SEEN
NT SEEN
4998-106 TB,5681-126 FURUNCLE,BOIL
6091-121 BONE DISEASE
6819-103 PANCREATIC FLUKE,5625-100 DIABETIC KETOACID
6005-103 VAGINITIS
6867-111 TB
3700-95 RETROVIRUSES
5622-102 DM,BP NT SEEN
4998-90 TB,5301-97 HIV
5725-102 HERPES,H-NT SEEN,TB-NT SEEN
4998-98 TB,5972-105 ANAEMIA
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##
##
##
##
##

LUNGISWA MSHWASHWA
NOVUSILE DLATU
NOMKITA FLORIDA SODATI
MLOLO MBIZA
OLGA SITSHEKE

17YEARS
A
60YEARS
75YEARS
61YEARS

F
F
F
F
F
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CSI

INPUT
MEASLES
PID BROWN DISCHARGE
ALCHOL H ? TB
? TB UTI
ALCHOL BP 200/100
GASTO
1OO?TB JAUNDICE TB FINGERS
PID BP 130/70
NOSE BLEEDING ( EPISTAAIS)
PREGNANT
EBV – 104
118 DM
TUMOUR ON LUMBER GASTRO 145 KIDNEY PAPILLANA
VAGINAL WARTS HERPES
FITS (FIRST TIME) H ?
28,7
BS 15.3
TB FINGERS H? GASTRO + VIRAL INFECTION 38
GASTRIC BONE PAINTS
?TB 96
IMMUNO PATOLOGY 29 BATS TB TESTED 2002
PARKINGSON INSULIN TOXIN ? VA? NEWRO LEVEL 3/5
SHINGLES R+
B/5 13.6 UTI RHF
ON ARVs and TB Rx
SKIN RASH ? H ? TB
? TB ? H ANEMINIA SENT FO ELISA
EPILEPSY SCINCE 1997
GOUT TOPHI L + BIG TOE R+BTHUMB ALCHOLISM
HEART?
CD4 210
MONILIA ON TB RX
?TB ?H MVA ALCOHOL H
?TB ?H TN FINGERSS
ON ARVs TB FINGERS
HCHYESIS / DERMATITIS H +
R+ SIDE BELLS PALSY
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DVT R+ KEG BP 170/110 BS 13.1
?TB ?H SHINGLES L+ CHEST
ON ARVS ? TB
STRESS
B/S BP 170 /110
DC WHITISH DREAMISH
SEVERE CHICKEN POX
DELIVERED IWK ASO,LEG EMSOLI, TIGHT, INFECTION EDEMA
B/S 12.0
TB FINGERS H?
B/S 7.6 BP 130/80
TIGHT OH TB
?
ANAENMIA TB FINGERS
UTI/ D.C PID
ON ARV's
ON INSULIN
CHICKEN POX
OSTEOMYELITIS LT KNEE
TB?
BP 200/100 DIABECTIC FOOT R+ B/S 9.0
B/S 10.8 3P 120/70
ON TB Rx
ON ARVs
SHINGLES
STROKE L+ SIDE 2008 B/S 4.4 SCAM. MIN, HORMEMESSIS, VIT, SHORTAGE.
FITS,GRANDMA SEIZURE
PARAFFIN INTOXICATION
VH MINERALS INFECTIONS ??
?TB ?HIV
STROKE BP 150/100 BPS 13.8
GASTRO ? HIV
ON TB Rx
TB-RX DEFAULTES
CA. THREAT. SMOKINS
ANAEMIA R+ KIDNEY HAEMATUNA, BILHARZIA? CA
HERPES ZASTER 4 EYE
GASTRO
B/S 23.8 BP 150/100
BODYSCAN
UTI,36WKSPREG
?TB
HAEMATOMA. ON TB Rx
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20WKS PREG ?RUSELLA
PHYSICAL EXAM
SKIN RASH
PREGNANT 32WK
?? RED EYES ALLERGY ? WORMS. UTI L+ SIDE PAINS
MONILIA SORES IN MOUTH

LUNG OP.1981,POST TB
DM.BP
UTI
24WKS PREG BLEEDING FELL
?TB ? H DISCHARCHING EARS. MATODITIS
R+ WRIST. OSTEOMYEHTIS
L + R KNEE REPLACMENT BP 160/100
SCAN FOR CANCER
TOTAL BODY SCAN + FRV CANCER HEART CHOLESTROL
RHF ODEMA TIGHT
TB-RX,EMACIATED

TB SPINE
?TB CD4 350
SHINGLES RT SIDE OF CHEST
H+-RX,TB+?
?APPENDIX
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
PHYSICAL EXAM
?TB ?H ANAEMIA
MONICA FUNGW
CD4193 ON ARVs
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DO ALL. FALL BODY SCAN

BRAIN SCAN CA SCAN
HAND FOOT AND MOUTH ? HEAVY METALS STEVEN JOHNSON ?POISONS/TOXINS
PHYSICAL EXAM
TB/?
B/S 4.6 CHECK HORMONES
OLD TB OF 1970/80
B/S 7.9
L1 DIEABETIC FOOT B/S 16.7
BILHARZIA HAEMATURIA TB?
B/S 8.2UTI
PILES
BP 200/110 UTI

FIBROID O BLEEDING
DROP, BURN WOUND HANDS
STREES
??
HIV INFARCT
KELOID R + CHEST OLD SHINGLES 5 YEARS AGO)
GASTRO
L+ LEG ULCER
ABCESS NOSE UTI
VITILIGO
MONILA
SKIN RASH ? ALLERGY
UTI
NEURO? RAYNAULDS SYND
SHINGLES R+ SIDE
UTI PREGNANT ANGER FEAR
RHF VITILIGO
OSTEOMYELITIS 4 KNEE
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SHIINGLES R+ CHEST
SMOKES NO DAGGA 2ND TIME FITS ?H+ NO TOXINS
SCREY TREAT ANS SAVE B/S 8.6 PERIPHERAL NEURITIS
H? B/S 16.1 TB FINGERS TIGHT ANAEMIA
SCAUD Rx D +SAVE DIABECTIC 11.9 ALCHOL UP BP 170/100
TB OU Rx SWOLLEN R+SIDE BELLS PALSY CA SCAN
ON ARVs + TB Rx SCAN SAVE +Rx
CD4 24 ? TB
OLD SHINGLES TB? SCAN + SAVE
DO EEG AND BRAIN SCAN. TREAT FITS 2ND TIME STARTED LAST YEAR.
(CA.SCAN.OF.HEAD) SUSMANDIBULAR STONES
?H+? PERIPHERAL NEURITIS
FITS FIRST TIME SEIQURES EEG SCAN +Rx
SCAN +Rx
B/S 19.9 SCAN + SAVE
SOAN +SAVE
RASH R+ ARMPIT MONILIA
SHINGLES R+ BACK ?H
PENILE SORE CHICKEN POX, LUES
TB FINGERS H?
HYDROLELE DRAINED
D/C L + EAR PAINFULL UTI
?H ANAEMIA
GASTRO
OLD TB. H? SCAN + SAVE
BS 12.2 UTI BP 110/70
H?TB? GASTRO
B/S17.4
B/S12.7 BP 130/60
STROKE R+ SIDE BP 170/100 SAME
STROKE L+ SIDE
B/S 19.9 BP 100/60.. GASTRO
H+??TB ARTHRITITIS
R+ EYE LOST 3YEARS AGO R+LEG OFF 2009 ??URINE ?SUGAR RAYNAULDS?
ALLERGY SCAN+Rx?VIRUS MAST CELL REALTION INFECTION?
RETARDED SCAN CHROMOSOMES
ONRx
TB SPINE OLD SHINGLES
PSCHIATRY PILLS SCAN EMOTIONS, VIT PSCHIATRY
CD4 60
FUNGAS FACE
ALCOHOL PAROTITIS
ALCOHOLIC PANCREATITIS PAROTITIS B/S 16.2 BP 170/100
RHF ANASARKA HYDROLELE SCAN = Rx
DC 1ST TIME DIEBECTIC
JAUNDICE ODEMA ?GAIL BLADDER CA LIVER
MUMPS, PAROTITIS TB? HIV? VIRUS
CHICKEN POX
LIVER CA? TB? H? ASATES?TIGHT
OLD TB ?NEW TB TIGHT.
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?STRE PROCCUS?STAPHYLOCOCCUS SORES ON FACE R+ SIDE
CD4 400 KAPOSI GASTRO
ALCHOL HEPATOMEYALY TIGHT?TB?H
ON ARVs GASTRO ? CAUSE?
hH SKIN RASH TB?? (H+2008 OCT)
B/S 28.2
OEDEMA BURN WOUND TIGHT
B/S 26.7 HICCOUGH TB
BELLS PALSY ?VIRUS H?
TUMOUR R+ SIDE ? CA ORGANSIM TB ? VIRUS
H+ 2006 FEB
B/S 14.6 CONFUSED? MENNINGJITIES
NO ARVs
BP 200/110 ANEMIA ??
ON TB Rx ON ARVs
CA UTEARS CANTENETER
ON TB Rx ON ARVs
ABCESS STRMILL TAYNEUS
H? SHINGLES R + ARVL
? TB NOT ON ARVs
?CA? TB? ABCESS
B/S 22.4 BP 140/80
DM22,4-RX,TB-RX
ON ARVsTBTBPIELS +ANAL FISSURE
STI DROP
BELLS PALSY L+ FACE
FITS SINCE 1983
OU Rx FOR BOTH ARVS TB Rx
CHEST? TB
SHINGKE FACE AND EYE
BELLS PALSY R+
ONTB Rx AND ARVs
BELLS PALSY R+ SIDE x 2 WKS PREGNANT 22WKS SA
VAGINAL BLEEDING?CG ANAL ITCH
B/S 11.3 BP 170/100
HEAD INJURY R+SIDE MVA HEADACE 1993
??SAME +SAVE
B/S 12.2
?TB NOT ON ARVs
BP 200/95 B/S 13.3
DYSPHASIA TB FINGERS
DM20.6,BP150/100
OLD TB,OEDEMA
L+SIDE MUMPS
SHINGLES L+ H?
OLD AND NEW TB HOLE L+CHEST
?TB. NO ARVs RASH.SCAM. SAVE Rx
B/S 8.2 ON Rx FITS
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TB?,H+?
BP 180/110 B/S 11.9
R+ SIDE MASTODITUS ? ABCESS
HALLUCINATING ALCHOL X 1 WK
DM35+,BP120/70
OLD TBMLOSS OF WEIGHT,NEW TB
LUMP L + NECK ON ARVs
STRESS,SORE FEET,ET LOSS,LOA,DIARRHOEA
APPENDICICITIS SCAN Rx
DVT L + R ABCESS OSTEOMYELITIS
CHICKEN POX
CHICKEN POX
CA OESOPHAGUS. GALL STONES REMORE
SCAN +Rx
ANAEMIA FAT TB? HIV?
ON ARVs LOST LEFT EYE RECTAL/ANUL CA GYNAECOMASTIA PROSTALE. PERIANA SORE
ON ARV's
SHINGLES R+ ARM H?
?STROKE
BP 190/110 GYNAGCOMASTIA PROSTATE ETHANOL
SEVERE ATHRITIS
HEADACHE,STRESS
DVT,OEDEMA-BOTH LOWER LIMBS
H+-TB-RX
?TB SCAN
LT EYE KERATOCONUS BLIND X 1 MNTH
ON ARVs TB FINGER
MISCARRIAGE? BLEEDING SCAN +Rx LUMP OCA
PLANTAR WARTS SCAN + Rx
SUB MANDIBULAR ABSCESS LT
L+ SIDE PAIN? SINUS?
?TB ?H SCME +R+
DM-ON INSULIN-8.3
BP 130/70
B/S 15.2 BP 110/70
?KIDNEY STONES
SHINGLES R+FACE? EYE?
OVERWEIGHT BP 190/100 CHECK HORMONES, PITITARY, PINEAL, CUSHING ACTH
OBESITY
B/S 20.8 SAME + Rx
H+2008 NO ARVs SAME + SAVE
B/S 11.9
BS 12.1 ON INSULIN. PILES
R+MANDISULAR ABCESS. GOUT. ? DM? ALCHOL ?
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CHROMOSOMES? CHECK NLP MANDIBULAR RETARED4D MALFORMED LE JAW
R+ SIDE HERNIA?? OVERWEIGHT? HARMONES
B/S 23.6
DEFAULTY TB Rx. ALCHOL VOMITING
?TB? TB FINGERS. ANAEMIA?H
TB-FINGERS-TIGHT
LAPAROTOMY FOR INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTOR NOT ON ARVs. ON TB Rx. SKIN RASH
R+BBREAST CA? LIVER (CA) ???
B/S 20.5
? TB NOT ON ARVs
TB+ 2008 ANAEMIA SCAN
GASTRO ON TB Rx
DISCHARGE. UTI. 4 KNEE
B/S 9.4
B/S 8.8 STROKE 1 YEAR AGO R+ FULLOUT CATARACTS R+
B/S 14.3
B/S 20.6
ON INSULIN 14.8 IU DIABECTIC B/S 32.2
OLD TB =1980 WEIGHT DOWN
RANDOM BLOOD SUGAR HI BIASETIC *1990
?H LIPOMA NECK. CYANOSIS
WEAK MANHOOD UTI
URINE CATHETEER 2MTHS PROSTRATE
PAROTITIS ON ARVs ON TB Rx
ACID FAST TB SAM+SAVE CANCER?
CA? TAYROID SOITRE IODANE SHORTASS
VAGINAL SORES
TB FIBGERS + TOES. GASTRO
RETARDED CHECL CHROSMES
SCAM +SAVE
UTI B/S HI
B/S17.9 BP 170/100
?SHORTAGES ECSEMA OF LEGS ? INFECTION
TB DEFAULTER ALCHOL
TB FINGER ?HIV
HEART OP 2006 DRAINED HEART
ECCHINOCOCCUS? TAPEWORMS FITS CHECK WORM
L+SIDE PROPTOSIS, CHECK L+ EYE L+SINU CA?NEURO?
?SPLEEN CA. TUMOUR L SIDE KIDNEY SCAN + SAVE
HEPATITIS A? JAUNDICE
RETARDED AT BIRTH, SCAN TEETH DNA VIT MINERALS
FITTED – NO Rx LOOK FOR WORMS EEG BRAIN SCAN Rx FITS EPILIPSEY ZAP
ABCESS (ANUS) GASTRO
BP 150/100 UTI
LOOK FOR CANCER BEHIND R+ EYE BRAIN SCAN
CHICKEN POX ( VARICELLA ZOSTER)
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BODY SCAN + BRAIN SCAN STROKE LAST MNTH L+SIDE ALOHOL
L+ CHEST H ZOSTER Rx
PEROTITIS NECK GLANDS
RHF ODEMIA BP 270/100 FAT UP CAUSE OF HEART PROB
EPILEPSY EEG FITS CYSTICERCOSIS? WORMS
HAND + FACE BLISTERS
BLEEDING RETINA BP 170/110
RETARDED STROKE 1988 CHECK CHROMOSOMES
URTICARIA FULL ALLERGY WORKOUT
B/S 24.7 KETOIS
TB? SCABIES FUNGUS
ALCLHEL BP UP LIVER OLD TB
H? SCAM FOR
DM,BP
PID? HORMONES? THYROID?INFECTION ETC
H?TB ?H H.SORES
GASTRO
MVA. TRAUMA. SCAN VERTEBRAL BACK INJURY BRAIN INJURY BRAIN + EYE SCAN
JOINTS PID UTI
GOUT R+ FOOT ETHANEL
L+EYE PAINFULL
HYDROCELE R+ TESTES DRAINED
GASTRO
ASSAULTED CANT BENT
B/S 5.7 GALLSTONES CANCER
?
LT FRONTAL LOBE
DM13.8,BP-150/80
PREGNANT
STABBED 1980- QUADROPLEGIC SCAN BACK FIND LEVEL O4 LESION
ASDBABCESS DRAINED L + SIDE
NECK GLANDS
??BLOODY URINE ?KIDNEY STONES R+ UTI
SCAN + Rx
ON ARVs SHINGLES L+SIDE ON TB R x
ON ARVs + TB Rx
B/S 13.7 BP 120/70 CHECK = Rx
BODY SCAM
B/S 10.9 BP 140/40SCAN + Rx
B/S HI UTI
B/S 5.4 WEIGHT UP CHECK HAEMONES
?TB ?HIV SCAN + Rx
ON tB RX INCONTINENT
ANAEMIA ON ARV's
ORALSORES MONILIA ?TB
ON ARVs ? TB TIGHT
?TB H+ EYES (H+ LAST WEEK)
WAS ON ARV
TB FINGERS, SILICOSIS, ITCY EYES
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CBR SCAN Pts
CD4 259 ON ARVs
B/S 20.4 BP 15/90
GASTRO
H+-CD4-400
PAROTITIS FITS SCAN + TREAT.
JOINTS B/S 14.9 SAVE + Rx ETHANOL
B/S 24.3 BP 160/90 SCAN + Rx
H+ JUNE 2009 ?TB
H SIMPLEX ( COLD + FLU) SCANTS
TB FINGERS H ?
H+-ON ARV'S
SHINGLES LT HAND
DM 27.6
DM15.3
LAPAROTOMY FOR TUMOUR
DM2.0
KAPOSI SARCOMA
DM 11.9

WARTS RT HAND
DM 14.6,BP140/70
H+,PSORIASIS
ORAL SORES,TB H+
OLD POLIO,BP200/100,-RX,DM9.7-RX
MEMORY LOSS
BULLET WOUND-SHOT THROUGH SCROTUM & BUTTOCKS
SHINGLES LT FACE-NOV 2009
TB-RX
DM 9.6
SEVERE ATHRITIS&DISFIGUREMENT ASTHMATIC
TB-STOPPED RX 2009
DM 35-ON INSULIN,OLD TB-RX
DM 35+,UTI
H+-ARV'S,TB+
BP-RX,OLD POLIO@ 4YRS
28WKS PREGNANT
H+,TB-RX.ANAEMIA
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DYSPHAGIA,ANAEMIA,TB-RX
LT UNDESCENDED TESTES,HERNIA RT PULLED UPTESTES
H+,KAPOSI SARCOMA
HAENATURIA ++,BILHARZIA?
BLEEDING POST STARTING PERIOD
LAPAROTOMY DONE FOR FIBROID UTERUS-2008
TB,COUGH,GASTRO,JOINT PAINS,H+?
H+-ARV'S
TB-FINGERS
H+-ARV'S,TB+
DM 11.9
TB-RX,UTI
STROKE??,WEAK,H+
KIDNEY STONES-REMOVED=RT KIDNEY
CONFUSSED,HEARING VOICES,ALCOHOL
?CA,LIVER,HEPATOMEGALLY,ALCOHOL,H+
SKIN RASH,?ALLERGY.H+?,TB+?
UTI??
H+,TB-NECK NODES
STRESS,HYPERTEMIA,BP170/100
H+,TB+
TB+,H+-ARV'S
INSOMNIA,ANAEMIA,HYPERTENSIVE-RX
NECK GLANDS,?TB,CA
SEPSIS RT FOOT,DOG BITE,BLISTERSx1/7
TB?,H+?
ALLERGIC,??TO SULPHUR,H+
PAROTITS TB??
MUMPS
H+??
SHINGELS RT FACE
?SHINGLES,?TB.?H
TB+-RX,H+-ON BACTRIM
ASSAULTED-ON HEAD-1986,PARALYSIS,FITS/SEIZURE ON RX
H+,TB?
SHINGLES-RT SIDE
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RT SIDE MASS
??BP160/100,RT LEG AMPUTATED
H+-ARV'S,SHIVERING
DM 18.1 NAUSEA BP-RX
BOILS RT LEG H?
BLIND-LT&RT,GLAUCOMA CATAARCT??
ANARSAKA,RHF,LIVER&PROSTATE??
HYPERTENSION
CHICKEN POX
DM 5.9-RX
PHYSICAL EXAM
SUDDEN BLINDNESS,B/S 5.5,BP120/80
FEVER COUGH,SWEATING?MALARIA EXP
TB-RX
ELEPHANTITIS RT LEG,LYMPH DRAIN PROBLEM
BP170/110,TOXAEMIA OF PREGNANCY
DM 20.4,UTI

BACK PAIN,POST MVA,KIDNEY STONE REMOVED-2004
DM 27,2,BP 150/100
TB-COMPLETED RX,H+
VAGINAL WARTS,DISCHARGE,29WKSPREG
CHECK PROSTATE BP 200/110,FAT
SKIN RASH

BELLS PALSY LT SIDE BP,140/90
DM 23.9,RT FOOT LESION
? ABSCESS LT BREAST,H+-ARV'S,?TB
DM 13.5,PID,DISCHARGE(CANDIDA)
?HEART SHIFT TO RT,MEASLES? RASH??
H+-ON BACTRIUM
RT LEG LYMPHOEDEMAx5YRS,DVT??
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DM 14.8,HEADACHE
CA?,UTERUS,VAGINAL BLEEDING,DM
COXAKIE VIRUS??,SUBCUTANEOUS PASTULE
??
DM 7.9-RX
BELLS PALSY RT
HEAD&SCALP AECERATIONS ASSUALTED
H+-ON BACTRIUM&BCO,TB-RX
BP210/150
H+-ON BACTRIUM&BCO,TB?
TB-RX,?LIVER CA,ANASARKA,OEDEMA
H+
OLD TB
H- TESTED
BP160/90,GALLSTONES OPERATION
CATHETERINSITU?? CA
DM 14.5
VAGINAL BLEEDING DC CA??
H+-ON BACTERIUM
ASTHMA TIGHT
H+-ON ARV'S,SEPT 2009
OEDEMA,DVT,BP160/90
OLD TB,WT LOSS
STROKE?LT SIDE 07/2007,MITRAL VALVE REPLACEMENT-1990
H+-TESTED ST MARY'S
DIABETIC 22,8,HYPERTENSION
CHICKEN POX
CHEST PAINS
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DM-RX
SEPTIC SORES ALL OVER BODY
BP 120/70,DM9,7-RX,BELLS PALSY
SKIN CANCER?
MENORRHAGIA?CAUSE ANAEMIA
WHEEZE?TB,JOINTS,BP110/70
H+-RX,TB-COMPLETED RX-2008
TB+x3,ANAEMIA,OEDEMA
DM 24,3,BP 160/100-RX
GAUGLION ON WRIST,BP150/90
DM-ON INSULIN,STROKE RT SIDE 04/2009,BP160/100
HEART FAILURE,ALCOHOL
DM 10.4,BP-RX
H+-ARV'S 2002,TB-RX-2010
COUGHING
FITS-ON PHENOBORBITONE&CARBAMAZEPINA
FORGETFUL
H+,?TB ANAEMIA
H+-2009,20WKS PREGNANT
TB,H+-RX
TB+,H+
LT EYE BLIND GLAUCOMA
OLD TB-NEW
JAUNDICE++,H+,VE?
CHICKEN POX
H+-CD4 700 ARV-,VAGINAL WARTS,DC,TB?
?TB,?H,ANAEMIA,PREGNANT
H+,TB+,ARV'S
DM 10.9
DM,HIGH,BP140/70
H+-ARV'S,TB-RX
H+-ARV'S,TB-RX
H+,?TB,LT NECK GLANDS <>
H+-03/2010,?TB,SKIN RASH
H+CD4=440,?TB,MUMPS
CD4=587,H+-2000,TB-2004
?CA FLUKES WORMS
RT SIDE PAIN,ALCOHOL LIVER CIRRHOSIS,CA?
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CBR SCAN Pts
FITS,SEIZURE-2006
LEUS,PYPHILIS SORE LEGS,??DISCHARGE
H+,TB??
PID,APPENDICTOMY-2003
H+-2008-ARV'S,TB-RX-2009
H+-2007-ARV'S,NECK GLANDS RT SIDE
H+-2004,?TB,DC,UTI
FUNGUS-FACE& EARS,H+,TB?
?TB,TB-FINGERS
H+-2009,?TB
H+ ARV'S,TB-SWOLLEN FEET
H+--2007 ARV'S,KAPOSI SARCOMA,TB
DM 22.6 BP200/100
H+-2010,TB+
DM,B/S,HI,BP160/90,??UTI
H+ON ARV'S-2007,TB,PRESTOPPED

??LYMPHOEDEMA,ELEPHANTITIS
H+2006-0 ARV'S,?TB
DISCHARGE UTI
??JAUNDICE
LT BREAST LUMPS
OLD TB NEW LLUMP ABSCESS
?WARTS,PID
HEAD INJURY?CSF LEAKAGE LT EAR
DM 18.3,BP 140/90
ALCOHOL,GASTRO,DARK RINGS
H+,KAPOSI SARCOMA
DM 13.3,BP 160/90
SWOLLEN,ETHANOL,CARDIOMYOPATH?,KIDNEY
FITS,-RX,H?,TB?,WORMS?
TB FINGERS?H?
DM,B/S,HI
LIPOMA HEAD?
ON DAGGA,TB-FINGERS,ALCOHOL++
2ND TIME FITS,??,SEIZURRE
?
AUTISM FROM 3YRS
DM 11.3
SHINGLES BELOW RT BREAST ?H
AUXILLA ABSCESS,?H TB?
DN 5.1-INSULIN
H+-2009 ARV'S,TB?,PREG 28WKS
LT BREAST ABSCESS,?CA
HEAD INJURY MVA,?TB,?H
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CBR SCAN Pts
FUNGUS,?TB,?H
SPLENECTOMY-2008
TB-RX,H+-ARV'S
OLD TB-RXED
H+-ARV'S-,TB-RXED-2009
HEPATITS?,JAUNDICE?
OLD TB-2002,TB-NOW,H?
TB-RX
H+-ARV'S,TB-2007-RXED,?TB-NEW
?TB,?H,ANAEMIA,PREGNANT
RT ARM,CELLULITIS INFECTION
RT FINGERS,H+-ARV'S,?TB,IMPETIGO,H.ZOSTER MONILIA
DM,B/S-18.0
DM 14.4,BP,170/120-INSULIN
CHICKEN POX,H??,VARICELLA L
DM-9.9-RX,JOINT PAINS
CHICKEN POX
TB?,H+-ON BACTRIUM
OLD Tbx6YRS,ANAEMIA,Wt
DM 9.8,BP170/90,LT SIDE WEAK-STROKE?
H+-2009,CD4-65,?TB,ARVFELL,BLEEDING FROM EARS,?CONCUSION
H?,TB?
DM,B/S19
DM,B/S 17.5
HERPES HOMONIS TYPE 2,UIT
DM-10.3,BP108/70
D/C,NO MENSES,THYROID,OVARIAN CYST
RT PAROTITIS,ALCOHOL
DM 26,9 BP 200/100
CHICKEN POX
SHINGLES LT CHEST,H+,TB-RX
DIABETES 20.4
BP 230/140
CHICKEN POX
H+-ARV'S,TB-RX
28/40 PREGNANT
HYDROCELE VITILIGO,?TB
? H TB SPOTS
STROKE LT SIDE,BP 130/110 DM
DM 19,BP180/120
H+-ARV'S,?TB-OEDEMA,24 WKS PREGNANT,H SPOTS
H+-2007,TB-2006
DM-8.7-RX,BP-120/70
DM,UTI
JOINTS,GASTRO,PROPTOSIS LT EYE,AATHRITIS,DM 27,BP150/90 STROKE
DM,H,ASTHMA,BP
COLD SORES,HERPES SIMPLEX LOWER LIP,MONILIA
RT LEG TISCIA,DVT,BP175/110,DM??
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AMPUTATED RT ARM MVA,APRIL'10
MENTAL PROBLEM,SMOKES DAGGA
DM 6.4,BP 150/100,PAINFUL LT LEG,INSOMNIA
?TB,H+,CD4-1021-ARV'S
SWOLLEN RT KNEE? INECTION
?H,PAINFUL RT EAR,ABSCESS RT AXILLA
PREGNANT 25/52,ECLAMPSIA.BP 160/110
CHIICKEN POX,?VARICELLA
?TB,?H,GASTRO,MONILIA
DM 4.3-RX
H+-2001,TERMINATED PREG @ 8/52
LONGER LIVER<>ETHANOL
BLEEDING D/C
DM-RX,B/S A.A,BP 190/100
DM,B/S 18.1,BP 160/100
OLD TB,CA?,TB? DYSPHAGIA
?CA
TB-RX,H+,CD4-25,ARV'STB+,H+,TB-RX,URINE RETENTION,PROSTATE?
?TB TIGHT
ARTHRITIS,RHEUMATIC FEVER
DYSKINESIA,FOXUNI? LEUS
DIABETIC,B/S 14.8
PAROTITIS RT,H+-ON BACTRIM&B.CO,TB?
?POISON
DM 19.8,BP 170/100
GOUT,TOPHI RT WRIST&TOES
DOWN SEX
OLD TB,ALCOHOL, NEW TB?,H+?
TB FINGERS?TB,?H
H+CD4-63,TB-RX
DIABETIC-RX
DM,PHARYNGITIS,ABSCESS
H+,TB+-RX
H+-RX,TB-RX
LEUS?GUMMA SORE RT LEG ?H,TB-2006
H+-2007 ARV'S,CD4-?TB+
DM 8.7
?H,?TB
TB-2004,TB-FINGERS,HICCOUGH
?TB?H
DM 12.2-RX
PROSTATECTOMY DONE,TB DEFALTED
DM 22.1
LT BREAST NODULE
ETHMOID&FRONTAL SINUSITIS
LT SUBMANDIBULAR ABSCESS
TB,H+,THYROID GOITRE<-->
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OVERWEIGHT,ALCOHOL
TB,H-EYES
HIT ABOVE HEART
TB,H+?
DM21.1-ON INSULIN,UTI
TB,H+?,HISTOPLASMOSIS CRYPTOCOCCUS
SINUS,FLU
DM 19.5,OEDEMA
TB,H+,MONILIA
STIFF NECK,MENINGITIS
?H,?TB,FUNGUS?,UTI
TB,H+,TB FINGERS,OLD TB
TB+,H+
FITS,TOOTH ABSCESS
ALZHEIMERS?,TOXINS?,HEAVY METALS
DM,B/S11.9
TB,H+,MONILIA
H+,PENIAL WARTS
VOMITTING LONG ROUND WORMS
HERPES,?PENILE STD
BP 160/90,DM 18.7
TB,H+,GASTRO
TB,H+,GASTRO
BREAST ABSCESS LT
H+,KAPOSI SARCOMA LEG
DM 22.8
PID??,ECTPIC,APPENDIX
TB FINGERS?H?
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS
H+ PREG
BP160/90,DM 9.7
TB,HIV
TB,HIV,RT LEG /FOOT SHINGLES
TB,H+,BRUISES ON BUMS,BLEEDING,ANAEMIA
CONSTIPATION
STD DROP?H,?TB
SEIZURE? EPILEPSY
RT LEG OSTEOMYELITIS
URINE CATHETERx10,PROSTATE??,CA?
FITS/SEIZURES-1972
H+,TB?,ANOREXIA,BLUE NAILS
TRAUMA,RT LEG
DM 4.4,UTI,BP 150/90,INFECTION
TB,H-VE-2 NOV
DM 30,5,BP130/100
??
FITS?,TAPEWORM?M,ECHINOCOCCUS
H+,CD4197/207,GASTRO,?TB
?TB,?H,ANAEMIA,GASTRO
LT LEG LYMPHOEDEMA,?WORMS
?TB,TB FINGERS,ANAEMIA,BP 180/110
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H+,PALPITATION,?TB
SKIN RASH,?H,MVA RT ARM& AHND DAMAGED
DM 32.2-ON INSULIN
OLD TB=1980,WEIGHT DOWN
DM
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QXCI Biofeedback
Adjuvant Training Modalities
for Cancer
QXCI Navigation & Clinical Operations
By Dr Deborah Drake
Copyright Aug 30 2003
Cirque Communications Inc. Publisher
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com Distributor

Adjuvant Cancer Therapies
• Biofeedback is not for diagnosis but rather
support, therapy, directive healing, and
guidance, and should be used for
informational purposes only.
• Informed consent is necessary for a
therapeutic relationship.
• No claims of any kind are made here, but
rather navigational suggestions on therapies.

Cancer
• Cancer Risk Factor Therapies
»
»
»
»
»

Heavy Metal Toxicity, Perverse Energies, Isodes
Family Genetics & Miasms
Chronic Infection induced Celiac Disease > TNFA
Smoking Addiction Therapy
Sugar Addiction Therapy

• Detection of Cancerous Infections
» Fasciolopsis, Mucor, Aspergillus, Candida
» Pilomorphic Stabilization in Blood Therapies

Cancer Detection
• QXCI Test Matrix Probabilities
• Old Cancers
• New Cancers

Cancer Scan
• The New Medicine – Hamer conflicts
• QXCI Hamer Cancer Scan
» Timed Therapies > Degeneration > Cancer Scan
» Select Cancer Type and Review Associated Conflict
» Treat Reactivity, Fatty Acids, Mental Causes,
Destruct Cancer Virus once per week x 4 weeks
» Spinal > NLP > Brain Scan for Nutrition > Cancer
Scan > Physical & Emotional Conflicts
» Test > Auto-Zap Prions once per week x 4 weeks
» Release Subconscious Negativity and Thantos Instinct

QXCI Cancer Therapy
• Timed Therapies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degeneration Repair
Cancer Scan Pop Up
Treat Reactivity
Treat Fatty Acids
Treat With Change of Mental Affirmation
Destruct Cancer Virus
Ameliorate the effects of Chemotherapy
Ameliorate the effects of Radiation Therapy

Cancer Risk Reduction
Therapies
•
•
•
•
•

Main Test Matrix > Search > Red Bar Dismantle
Drag to HOLD Bar > Associated Cause/Remedy
Bioterrain Correction, Auto zap Miasm,
DNA & Telomere Repair, Anti-aging Modules
Homotoxicology & Short Sarcode Detoxification

Timed Therapies for Cancer
• Timed Therapies for Repairs including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metabolic Repair
Hormone Repair
Neurological Repair
Psychological Repair
Sleep and Relaxation
Immunity

Adjunctive Pain Therapies
• Pain Modules for Cancer or Trauma
• Timed Treatments (Plus Additional Therapy Box)
»
»
»
»
»
»

Oxygenation
Feel Good Therapy
Sleep and Relaxation
Inflammation
Pain
Muscle Flexibility, coordination

• Trivector >Energetic > Injury Repair Menu & Bar

Adjunctive Auto-Frequency
AutoZap Therapies
• Various Autozap functions
» are appropriate to holistically support a Cancer Patient

• Autozap All
» Autozap All Top 200 + Top 30 Matrix Items by
Emptying the Report and Re-Loading the Purple Hold
Tray with the Top230 items, & converting the Treat
Button to “3 minutes” using the Autozap function.

• AutoZap Specific Relevant Items
» Top Twelve Pathogens, Prions, CoQ & Nutrients,
Normal Flora, Fungus, Worms, Hormones etc.

Adjunctive Cancer Nutritional
Strategies
• Nutritional Keys to Healing:
»
»
»
»

Provide Enzymes, Amino Acids, Minerals, EFA’s
Provide Ellagic and Ellacic Acid for Apoptosis
Seretonin Loading for Mood and Lymph
Dopamine Loading for Adrenal, Thyroid, Pineal,
Heart, and Muscle
» Antioxidant Nutrition ZBACES
» Sulphur Loading NAC, MSM, Glutathione, Lipoic
Acid
» AutoZap & Provide Live Food Probiotics such as Soil
Based Organisms and Spirulina Algae

Adjuvant Therapies- Diabetes
• Blood Sugar Disorder Control Therapies
»
»
»
»
»

Timed Therapies > Blood Sugar Repair
Timed Therapies > Degeneration > Diabetes Repair
Nutrition > Balance Adrenal Glands & Hormones
Risk Profile > Oriental Herbs for Organ Cleansing
Teas, Flower Essences, Sanamin Remedies,
Ayurvedic remedies, Allopathic Antibiotics/Chemo
» Provide Written Follow up instructions by printing
Information > Letters > Appropriate Diet et al.

Adjuvant Therapies - Diet
• Dietary Strategies
»
»
»
»
»
»

Provide Gluten Free Diet,
Eat Right 4 Blood Type
Antioxidant Advice,
Resource List of Good Foods
Personalized Allergen List to Aid in Avoidance
Provide Live Food Probiotics such as Soil Based
Organisms and Spirulina Algae

Quantum Biofeedback Research Project
(QBFRP)

QBF Research Pod Manual I
Complete Orientation
To Research Background and Design

Written By Deborah Anne Drake
BSc, MD, CCFP(EM), FCFP, NBCB Diplomate
Quantum Relief Inc.
© 2005
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Quantum Relief Inc.
1223 Birchcliffe Road, RR#2, Orilla, Ontario, Canada L4J 1E9
June 1 2005
To Whom it May Concern,
Re: Letter of Introduction for The Quantum Biofeedback Research Project
I am writing to you as an experienced Canadian Physician, Researcher and Master Quantum Biofeedback Instructor
to ask for your support and/or participation in a formal worldwide prospective research study designed to sonically
map human stress and relieve illnesses with non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) Bioresonance or
Eclosion scanning. The goal of this well designed, double blind, controlled, cross over, multi-center 3 year study is
to provide efficacy and safety data on the ability for QBF to identify subjective and objective stressors and to
qualitatively and quantitatively reduce these stressors in order to improve immunity and Bioterrain, foster ideal cellular
vitality and weight, and prevent the morbidity and cost of ill health.
The details of this proposed standardized QBF for alleviating the stress and suffering related to various disease
states laid out in a QBF Research Project Orientation Manual and Appendices attached. Four Q-Pod manuals
outline the research development and design, Q-Pod Leaders duties and educational resources, Q-Pod Participant
Procedures and Protocols outlining exact details of clinical, research and reporting methods, plus evaluation
strategies, and finally a support manual of learning notes, PowerPoint presentations, DVD’s and self testing
exercises. Inexperienced individuals, groups or corporations can easily run this program due to the fact that the
entire program has been made into bit sized, itemized modules for ease of learning, clarity and flexibility. The
program is also designed to focus on certain basics for everyone, while inserting a tailored specific protocol relevant
for different disease states in question. This allows a personal touch while controlling for cross case standardization
and provides necessary study controls to promote more objective meta-analysis of aggregate data by grouping
similar disease states together for later analysis. For instance, different diabetics could be compared to determine
occult commonalities and suggest future treatment avenues, which could improve current protocols.
Overall, I hope to collect useful information at a reduced cost to clients and practitioners in exchange for data
collection to guide the profession, while assisting Research Pod members to learn the self-application of stress
reduction, pain and relaxation management techniques for themselves, their families, businesses, corporations,
governments and ultimately the planet.
This QBF Research Project Turn Key package is complete with all the installed QBF equipment (using EPFX
Technology), written background information, self and group teaching tools, clinical protocols and operational
resources, legal, educational and business operations information, and ongoing technical and educational support,
web streaming classes, e-books and newsletters, anonymous research data collection methods, important contracts,
consents, evaluations and legal requirements for an instant start up. In addition, we have designed a front loaded
tapering schedule to ensure early success, and financial incentives to encourage compliance and provide a self care
fiscal bonus to reward participants. Other opportunities exist within this project to master QBF Certification as a
career Stress Therapist, access professional development strategies and opportunities as a Quantum biofeedback
Instructor, and access to computer skills and clinical skills mentoring with supervision which will help to start a
successful Stress Therapist business hastened with accessible, affordable start up costs, low overhead and
ownership of an Eclosion scanner in the end with our lease-to-own QBF equipment.
Please invest in your own bank of health, your first wealth, and join us in a project designed as a win-win situation for
improved personal or corporate health through stress reduction, improved health education, improved affordability
and accessibility of top notch, non-invasive safe clinical care and professional training and certification, plus social
contact with similar sufferers who can mentor each other, while helping generate a worldwide wellness research data
bank. Thank you for your interest and support in contributing to knowledge that will help heal the world one person at
a time, starting with you. Please contact me if you wish to proceed, and I would be happy to explain and provide
materials for you to complete your life altering decision to care for yourself and those around you. I look forward to
meeting you.
Wishing you the Best of Health
Sincerely,
Dr. Deborah Anne Drake, Medical Researcher and Biofeedback Instructor
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com, www.QuantumRelief.net

Quantum Biofeedback Research Project
Part I
Appendix A- QBFRP Background of Research and Development:
Introduction
In society at present there are dramatic challenges to wellness. The current study
called QBFRP is designed to address this challenge by using technology to help us
uncover hidden clues, provide new problem solving techniques for solving the stress of
occult conditions, and address humanity’s pressing need for accessible, cost effective,
safe, non-invasive hygienic health care. Our new corporation called Quantum Relief
Inc. has taken up this mission to complete an educational and research based
investigation called Quantum Biofeedback Research Project. This QBFRP will address
the self learning and interactive enjoyment of a portable, reliable technology solution
called Quantum Biofeedback (QBF), that can measure electrical disturbances in the
human body, animal or inanimate space, and correct these abnormalities to relieve
stress, pain and promote relaxation. Learning these skills are now needed as basic
survival strategies when addressing the preventative health concerns of this planet and
her people. This study is designed to show how everyone can learn to easily monitor
themselves, and contribute to a world data bank on mapping illness prevention, while
saving health care dollars on illness and redirecting them towards health promotion.
Professor William Nelson’s Quantum Xrroid Conscious Interface (QXCI) and later
Scientific Consciousness Interface Operating System (SCIO) and the North American
version called Electro-Physiologic Feedback Xrroid (EPFX) , which here will be referred
to as QBF (Quantum Biofeedback Eclosion Scanning uses space age memory
storage, video graphics, rapid Xrroid computational abilities and most importantly, digital
human to digital computer “conscious interface” that can access the unconscious mind
and use the brain to direct healing where it needs it the most. All this is possible through
the use of a laptop computer & the portable Eclosion or SCIO/EPFX peripheral box
which contains sophisticated, safety loop, three-dimensional bioresonance harness
linked to scanner software for quick access to a precise acoustic navigational disease
dictionary, and hundreds of options for therapist or self-selected non-invasive
Bioresonance Stress Therapies. These therapies can then be inexpensively applied to
energize and imprint water with stress relieving frequencies, which can be distributed
relieving both suffering and financial burden on the world.
Quantum Biofeedback Research Project
Canadian Physician, Biofeedback Educator and Researcher Dr. Deborah Anne Drake
has created Quantum Relief Inc.’s Quantum Medicine Project. The following list
outlines the actual completed facets of the overall project steps so far from 2002 to
2005, and outlines the solid, sequential development steps necessary to bring
accessible, affordable and reproducible stress reduction and healing awareness to the

masses. The project is complete in development and ready to begin its quest of an
international research study analyzing QBF data collection from around the world to
determine the very best protocols to aid human suffering illness and despair. This study
will be called the Quantum Biofeedback Research Project, with statistical analysis to
start June 2005.
Quantum Medicine Project Overview of Tasks Completed to Date (June 1 2005)
1. Review data from medical immune related pilot studies,
2. Finance Purchase of Master Research and Education Equipment,
QXCI/SCIO/EPFX Undertake Certification Training, Educational License as
Diplomate instructor.
3. Master application of Eclosion QBF scanning to enable skill and mentoring of
others,
4. Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) testing, application development, Quality
Assurance Study
5. Investigate status of legal and licensing, advertising regulations
6. Publish supportive results and scrutinize the validity and completed project
evaluation,
7. Develop a management team of high ranked, experienced leaders in their fields
8. Create Board of Governors to write and execute business plan
9. Secure right to retail sales
10. Secure right to research Sales
11. Secure right to education development and credit for QBF courses
12. Secure right to Eclosion brokerage for importation,
13. Secure an international Business Name and Registration
14. Secure Homeland and International Accountant
15. Secure Homeland and International Bank Accounts
16. Secure corporate lines of credit for leasing Quantum Biofeedback
17. Develop training material to show how to set up Eclosion Device hardware,
software
18. Finish beginner, intermediate and advanced training support for the QBF
industry
19. Build ongoing support through website for access info newsletter
20. Build access to automated sales via on line shopping cart for products
/services.
21. Build advertising to our resource center on line at
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com (Red Book, EZWBD.com for 10 search
engines per month)
22. Start Payroll development account with EZ Wealth By Design. For Quantum
Relief and Start Payroll structure for owners dividends and sales commissions
for QBF
23. Training Start up with Complete Orientation Package of QBF Training Materials
24. Finish Audio copy of NBCB Certification Courses conversion & insert into
training, and print NBCB blueprint manual in scanned format for E-book.
25. Finish Editing QBF Clinical Skills Sets on DVD with appropriate labeling for
copyright protection and intellectual property rights for Dr. Drake

26. Finish typing and picture in Harmonize Your Health Quadrant Meal Plan for
safe menu planning Finish Protocols for Each QBF R Pod Condition types
27. Print Manuals of Outline of The Quantum Biofeedback Research Pods
28. Book Annual Education Recertification retreats for QBF training
29. Quantum Biofeedback QBF Research Project to Open June 2005
Data Collection in Double Blind Randomized Controlled International Trial
will analyze Stress Reduction using QBF in Clinical States of Stress, Pain,
Relaxation and Variety of Disease Conditions including:
Diabetes
Dr. Ben Licht, Florida,
HIV-AIDS
Red Cross Children’s Hospital in S. Africa,
Autism
Theresa Badillo, Florida,
Obesity, HRT
Jeanne Feather, Hockley Valley, Ontario
Auto-Immune
Jeanne Feather, Maps Inc
Energetic Spa
Jill Scott, Costa Rica, USA locations

Part 1 - Mission Statement (See appendix B)
Quantum Biofeedback Research Project Goals & Objectives
GOALS
The GOAL of the Quantum Biofeedback Research Project (QBFRP) is to
1. Develop consistent certification self-training techniques, plus clinical skills
resources to build confidence and leadership in clients and stress therapists,
2. Provide cost reduction for stress therapy clients willing to participate in using
tools such as investigational QBF in an integrated, guided stress reduction model
3. Devise reliable research strategies in QBF Research Pods in order to evaluate
the efficacy of QBF in Stress Reduction in various stress related health
conditions, especially stress, pain and relaxation management.
4. Develop and train Certified Quantum Biofeedback Practitioners and
Instructors in non-invasive applications for Stress reduction, Pain Management
and Relaxation methods as an ongoing career option by equipping them with a
Turn Key package of educational and professional materials and training.
5. Provide feedback via aggregate QBF research data of high integrity to clients,
research pod leaders and ultimately to the public and licensing authorities for ongoing equipment safety certification and regulation, and preventative medicine
strategies.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the QBFRP is To Evaluate the Efficacy of Quantum Biofeedback from
clinical, research and educational perspectives, to determine the overall impact
1. Develop CBT Training & Certification: Develop CBT Stress Technicians,
Therapists, Instructors Via a Scholarship /Leasing Research program and
Integrated QBF Clinical Skills Course for Certification in Stress Reduction CBT
2. Complete CBT Instruction with Mentorship: Apply Integrated QBF Clinical
Skills Stress Reduction Techniques in Supervised Group Research Pods to
clinically helping treat the symptoms of those suffering stress, Mentorship, Study
Credits and Research Opportunity for Biofeedback Instructor Certification,
3. Partake in Quantum Stress Therapist Research : Learn to execute our
research design and protocols while compiling valuable continuing education
credits, mentorship skills and gaining supervised experience in the research
analysis for Specific Stress Conditions
4. Contribute to Primary Science: Anonymously use QBF Research Pod data to
help solve medical mysteries by consistently mapping across cases with similar
stressors, then use Meta-analysis of the Qualitative and Quantitative aggregate
data collected to highlight solutions and viable strategies for success.

OUTCOME MEASURES
Qualitative and Quantitative measures will be used to study standardized QBF
Stress Therapy protocols, and then results will be regularly submitted to an
Institutional Research Board (IRB) and analyzed in a data bank for feedback on
progress with the goal to measure outcomes in the following broad through specific
ways:
5. Evaluate the Clinical efficacy of Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) on Overall Stress
Reduction After a prescribed Course of Therapy
6. Evaluate Research Commonalities by studying aggregate data of many
common stress related and costly conditions: Diabetes, Obesity, Immune
Related Disorders, like Autism, Stress, Pain and Relaxation, Vascular disease
7. Evaluate the Research efficacy of Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) as a Stress
Reduction Tool for comparing Clinical Research Pods
8. Evaluate the Educational efficacy of Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) Stress
Reduction Education Course with Guided, Self-Directed, Computer Skills

Part II
Appendix C - Mission Statement Abstract
The Goal of the Quantum Biofeedback Research Project (QBFRP) is to initiate
Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) Research Pods in order to reduce health care costs and
risks to individuals, businesses and governments, by providing individuals or
corporations with a turn key operation, complete with QBF equipment and installation,
teaching materials (DVD’s, procedure manuals), Pod Leader Clinical skills training and
standardized modular Stress protocols to teach self-guided research pods the best use
of non-invasive Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) Stress Reduction Techniques. In
addition, the gathering of qualitative and quantitative multi-center QBF research data
from these QBF Research Pods will be anonymously collected monthly to create a
cumulative archived data bank to verify its safety and efficacy to governmental
regulators, health professionals and give feedback to the Pod Leader, who can then
better guide the Pod and community with practical solutions to common stress related
conditions. In terms of method, anonymous Pod Data will be collected monthly on QBF
efficacy using the very best study design known for statistical power, using large subject
numbers in a multi-center trial with standardized procedural and statistical review,
internal calibration, double blind, placebo and case controlled, cross-over design, with
results met-analyzed in common aggregate and in several progressive intervals over a
prospective 3 year study. This data will review QBF efficacy on multiple stress related
conditions responsive to stress, pain and relaxation therapies, and will show clinical
outcomes as percentage of improvement on many significant subjective and objective

clinical indicators of bioterrain health, weight, vascular tone and vitality. Measuring all
the Research Pod participants with the same standardized method and technology, as
can be done on the Eclosion Scanner, now makes all of these problem-solving
possibilities a tenable reality and could greatly impact the health of humanity.
In terms of intended outcomes, the design of the QBF Research Project and
Research Pods can serve to help individuals, corporations and communities to
learn many things at many interactive levels including:
1. to save money on personal stress prevention or reduction therapy using our
QBF Research Pod Member $100 Rebate per one hour QBF session, and $1000
rebate for study completion as an incentive to participate in an 3 year professionally
guided research endeavor to optimize health.
2. to reduce personal or corporate stress & provide ongoing risk
management, by promoting self healing, self responsibility, and self control through
specific QBF strategies & teachable tools applied to specific stress related conditions or
general stress reduction
3. to analyze the qualitative and quantitative effect of QBF on the reduction in
symptoms of stress, pain or relaxation disorders by measuring and giving monthly
feedback measuring changes in wellbeing to individual and the to the collective Pod
4. to master personal computer skills & QBF skills in a supervised venue at a
graduated pace, with professionally designed DVD lessons from beginner, intermediate
and advanced navigation to clinical skills and instructor level courses designed to
maximize, integrate & optimize the QBF learning experience
5. to mentor public participation and leadership as Pod Leaders become
trained and can in turn mentor many public clients in guided Pod tutorials, effectively
teaching each pod of 20 learners to reduce stress, promote interactive problem solving,
and standardize data gathering.
6. to inspire new leadership, since not only will the Research Pod’s collegiality
improve social fun and compliance, it might hopefully inspire new capable teachers
among those in the Pod to branch out and Purchase the rights to a new Pod, by using
their Research Stipend Exit Bonus to lease a second level QBF Turn Key Package.
Thus, this educational loop can become reproducible, self sustaining and perpetual
7. to qualify for Professional Quantum Biofeedback Therapist Certification
in Pod Leaders as a QBF Certified Biofeedback Technician, Therapist, Instructor or
Diplomate Instructor, using our 3 year clinical skills course, research Pod Mentorship
Program and Equipment and Training Scholarship program
8. to participate in the first worldwide Quantum Medicine Research Project ,
ideal in research design, independently corroborated, ethical, scientifically controlled,
professionally guided, double blind, and one that can substantially contribute to an
international scientific data base gathering, to help map the best solutions for stress
prevention and therapy in commonplace diseases
9. to learn to help underprivileged organizations and communities by
building a foundation for donating shared research knowledge, resources and partial
profits to buy QBF Equipment for Charitable causes and organizations, such as
Diabetes, AIDS, Autism

10. to encourage business vitality, productivity and reduced accident rates
using QBF Stress Reduction Research Pods at work through corporate sponsorship in
the industrial, manufacturing, health care, education, natural resource sectors, in an
attempt to protect the greatest asset, the worker
11. to reduce community clinical health risks and costs through public policy
changes after analyzing the QBF’s Research Pod aggregate QBF stress reduction
efficacy through qualitative and quantitative measures to evaluate QBF’s Educational,
Research and Clinical effectiveness.
12. to foster community resource development since well trained and certified
biofeedback technicians, therapists and instructors will be professionally certified in the
process, encouraging the future economic growth potential and wide application of this
technique to ultimately lower societal costs, stress, and to improve corporate and
individual health.
In short, measurably improving vitality should measurably improve productivity and
profitability. Easy Turn Key design and other financial incentives to recruit and retain
QBF Research Pod leaders as well as financial incentives to encourage pod participants
have been included to ensure feasibility, reproducibility and ongoing expansion of the
project over time. Ultimately, the QBF Research Project is a win-win adventure to
measurably improve stress in a refined, accessible, fun and social format that can
promote morbidity reduction, cost savings, improved communication, understanding and
awareness at every level of individual, family, community, business and government.

Part III - Study Design
Quantum Biofeedback Research Project

Analyzing QBF Stress Therapy Efficacy in Q-Pods
Abstract
Dr. Deborah Anne Drake, Canadian physician and a Quantum Biofeedback
Diplomate instructor designed this study to gather data in a three-year, standardized,
prospective, placebo-controlled ambulatory clinical trial using Quantum Biofeedback
(QBF), in order to measure and define the level of QBF’s positive impact on the Stress
reduction on self-selected clients suffering with stress-related symptoms of Diabetes.
This study uses research pods, groups of a minimum of twenty clients with diabetes, as
defined by previously documented elevated fasting blood sugar level or an elevated
Basal metabolic index over the normal range of 24% body fat. After a set protocol with
standardized calibration, standardized study protocols, and standardized research data
gathering, the aggregate data is meta-analyzed for anonymous group success rates
and improvement.
This study will show that QBF significantly normalized the percentage of
Objective signs like bioelectric parameters and body mass index, as well as
improvements in Subjective Stress scores. The Study revealed significance future
positive implications for enhancing QBF protocols, compliance, promoting health care
cost saving, client symptom reduction and self-care awareness.

Purpose of Study
Dr. Deborah Anne Drake, Canadian physician and a Quantum Biofeedback
Diplomate instructor designed this study to gather data in a three-year, standardized,
prospective, placebo-controlled ambulatory clinical trial using Quantum Biofeedback
QBF), in order to measure and define the level of QBF’s positive impact on the Stress
reduction on self-selected clients, suffering with stress-related symptoms like in
Diabetes, colitis, autism, hypertension, heart disease, stroke, pain, arthritis, obesity,
mood disorders and others. This study uses research pods called Q-Pods (Quantum
Question pods) of groups of ideally minimum of twenty subjects/clients with documented
stress. For instance the subject may be concerned re stress of being a diabetic, as
defined by previously documented elevated fasting blood sugar level or an elevated
Basal metabolic index over the normal range of 24% body fat. The subject would be
guided by the Q-Pod leader and taught how to perform a standardized course of QBF
on themselves while collecting data to ensure improvement.
After a set protocol with standardized calibration, standardized study protocols,
and standardized research data gathering, many Q-pods data can be anonymously
gathered monthly, and the aggregate data will can be meta-analyzed and fed back to
the Q-pod to help monitor the success of the entire group, fostering motivation, and
commitment to continue facilitated, self directed health. This study will show that QBF
significantly normalizes the percentage of Subjective stressors, normalizes Objective

signs like bioelectric parameters, and normalizes Clinical Stress scores such as body
mass index. With these implications, QBF promises many significant future positive
implications for enhancing preventative health protocols, compliance, health care cost
saving, client symptom reduction and self-care awareness.

Objectives:
The Study of QBF on Stress Reduction in Diabetes will show:
1. QBF is safe, easy to learn, effective; and it can be additionally supportive and
fun when done in a mentoring pod
2. QBF is capable of quantifiably reducing Objective stress-related illness
symptoms, such as bioelectric markers (VARHOPE Improvement, cellular
vitality)
3. QBF can retrain the metabolism to normalize body fat % and weight as shown
in the normalization of the BMI (Basal Metabolic Index).
4. To metanalyse aggregate data from different research pods to discern trends.
5. To evaluate client satisfaction through clinical changes and symptoms
improvement
In summary, after meta-analyzing multi-center research data plus reviewing clients
studied with standardized QBF protocols for Diabetes, this review shows a promising
new avenue for reduction of stress risk factors and suffering in diabetes, by using safe,
non-invasive tools called Quantum Biofeedback (QBF) in a self administered way that
promotes self-care, ongoing compliance, and reduction of health care costs.
Investigators & Educators:
Deborah Anne Drake, BSc, MD, CCFP(EM), FCFP, NBCB Diplomate
Locations:
Quantum Relief Inc. Education and Research Division
Head Office: 1223 Birchcliffe Road RR #4
Orilla, Ontario, Canada, L4L 1E9
Email: info@quantumrelief.net
Website:www.quantumrelief.net
Contact:
Deborah Anne Drake
155 Edgewood Cres.
Port Perry, Ontario, Canada L9L 1B6
Tel: 905-985-1463
Email: drddrake@bellnet.ca
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Section A – Theory & Hypothesis
2. Background Information
Process:
Quantum Biofeedback has had a major breakthrough in technology which has greatly
advanced its speed to match biological systems and brain speed, improved accuracy
due to 3 dimensional holographic high definition resonance mapping and user
friendliness with non-invasive harnessing and computer assisted probability
calculations. Color coding, and the multitude of preprogrammed menus along with
standardized calibration and removal of examiner effect has made this tool highly
reliable, sensitive and specific. Stress has become a major risk factor in many modern,
costly illnesses, and the QBF attempts to map and navigate the subject back to
homeostasis by specific stress reduction techniques that will be both taught and
implemented here.

3. Experimental Design
Process:
Stress Reduction in Diabetes
Dr. Deborah Anne Drake, Canadian physician and a Quantum Biofeedback Diplomate
instructor designed this study to gather data in a three year, standardized, prospective,
placebo-controlled ambulatory clinical trial using Quantum Biofeedback QBF), in order
to measure and define the level of QBF’s positive impact on the Stress reduction on
self-selected clients suffering with stress related symptoms of Diabetes. Diabetes is a
multifactorial disease that can be improved with reduction of basal metabolic rate and
weight reduction, which depends on a course of therapy no less than 12 sessions
designed for normalization of bioterrain for proper immunity, enzyme and neuroendocrine function.
1. Subjects in the QBF Research Pod Study Group of twenty must sign informed
consent, outlining their agreement to pay a discounted rate of $42 per session for QBF
scanning and $8 data collection, saving $100 per session. They must agree to
participate according to the set schedule for minimum 1 year, preferably for an option up
to 3 years, with extra sessions available biannually for two more years for a total of five
years surveillance, while saving $3600 in therapy fees, and becoming eligible for a
study completion exit stipend of $1000 per person.
2. Subjects must agree to attend QBF measurements and therapy sessions according
to set protocol with more frequent sessions in the initial months to promote
normalization, then tapering into a maintenance protocol with less frequent sessions to
maintain progress over time.
3. Subjects must agree to have anonymous data collection sent from their research pod
monthly for worldwide aggregate analysis, which will be posted to our QBFRP Q-Pod
web for review by participants to gauge success.

In summary, the experimental design affords a prospective and measurable evaluation,
but is unique in that it is driven by the self motivating power of the Quantum
Biofeedback Training, group mentoring, quantitative reporting, personalized coaching
and aggregate contribution to world wide studies on the solution for the disease at hand.

Content:
The following protocol will be adopted in each client over a finite period of time, with
data collection along the way.
Month 1-2 Weekly one hour QBF sessions x 8 over two months
Month 2-6 Bimonthly one Hour QBF session x 8 sessions over 4 months
Month 7-14 Monthly one Hour QBF session x 8 months
Month 16 Once per Quarter (3 months) x 8 sessions
Month 32 Twice Annually (6 months) x 4 sessions
Summary
Each client will have 32 sessions over 3 years or 26 sessions over 5 years designed in
a decelerating number of QBF visits with the Research Pod Leader and/or the group, in
order to retrain their physiology to maintain the new less stressed patterns of behavior,
as groomed by QBF (Quantum Biofeedback) training.

Section B Specifics Methods

Section B
4. Equipment
Process: Lease Turn Key QMRP Research Package containing:
1.SCIO Hardware leased from Quantum Relief Inc.
2. SCIO Software Installed
3. Laptop computer Compaq Presario S4000 Model
(128 Ram Video Graphics, with 1 GIG Hard drive RAM 100 GIG Hard
drive memory, DVD burner, CD burner, Internet)
4. QBF Training Manual for Research Pod Leader
5. QBF Navigation DVD’s (60 hours)
6. QBF Clinical Skills Training on Stress Therapies, Pain and Relaxation
7. QBF Stress Condition Specific Training of Condition in Question, (ie diabetes)
8. Access to 24 hour hotline for technical support
9. Access to Data collection and analysis

Content: QBF Research Pod Leader to Sign Orientation Agreements:
1. Join Quantum Relief Research Institute as a confidential QBF Researcher.
2. Attain CBT License: Become a Certified Biofeedback Technician by completing
training using Dr. Drake’s audio study course and NBCB Blueprint document to study
for and pass the North American Stress Therapist NBCB examination, and gain status
as a Certified Biofeedback Technician (CBT).
3. Lease QBF Device as leader of QBF Research Pod from Quantum Relief Research
Institute to begin Quantum Medicine Research Project research, training and practice
building.
4. Lease and Learn the QBF Basic Navigation for beginners, intermediate and
advanced and users provided on 60 hours of home study DVD’s by Dr. Drake, to ensure
the Research Pod Leader is knowledgeable about how to run the Biofeedback device
modules that the Pod will ultimately learn from them in applied clinical cases.
5. Learn QBF Clinical Skills Training: Towards this end, the Pod leader must
complete the 20 hours of Stress Risk Factor Management QBF Clinical Skills training
course on DVD by Dr. Drake, in order to comply with skill levels in Stress, Pain and
Relaxation therapies used in applications of QBF for both general population and
specific stress protocols for the group under their care.
6. Attain Certified Biofeedback Therapist Status with after mentoring and evaluation
by Quantum Relief Research Team Executive. Dr. Drake is licensed as a diplomate
instructor by the NBCB to examine and certify the research pod leaders as certified
biofeedback stress therapist on the QBF (SCIO/EPFX), and thus certify them to
supervise study subjects in ongoing research.
7. Research Pod Recruiting Agreement authorizes Pod Leaders to supervise a target
of twenty clients over a 1-5 year period, who are suffering stress, pain or the need for
relaxation due to a specific condition in question. The Pod Leaders facilitative role is to
explain the Biofeedback waiver of informed consent, to thoroughly explain, administer
and ultimately teach clients stress reduction strategies through the QBFRP study. The
research pod leader is responsible for administering this sequence for the pod for
consistent data gathering and later analysis to be published anonymously so the pod
can gauge its success monthly, and hopefully contribute data that can improve the fate
of the entire group. The leader will have the advantage of a detailed, professional
complete library of lessons for instructing the Q-pod, which allows anyone to partake as
a leader who can certify as a stress therapist from a home study course among friends,
relatives, colleagues or workmates. These modular protocols are full of wisdom and
time saving guidance and are details about these training course materials can be found
in the extensive Appendices and Protocols below.

5. Methods
Process: Sequence of Standardized Protocols per Stress Condition
The Appendix Chart below describes the sequence of standard legal, opening closing
and reporting instructions plus specific optional standardized instructions for research
pod participants in differing stress groups ( i.e. diabetes, hypertension, autism). In
particular each QBF hour long session will be opened and closed with Standard steps.
The protocol variation however, comes in the middle with a change in protocol
depending on each of the specific stress conditions tested. The protocol ends for all
arms again with a standardized closing protocol, then a report and data transfer
protocol. All research pod data will be similarly gathered in a consistent manner for
uniform reporting and meta-analysis.

APPENDIX II – QBF Procedures & Protocols Individual
& Occupational Stress Reduction
Overview of Study Design Procedures & Protocols Protocol Prefix D=Diseases and O=Occupational Stress

QBF Procedure
A
Protocol D# - Individual Stress Conditions Setup
Setup
D1 Diabetes
Setup
D2 Obesity
Setup
D3 Autism
Setup
D4 HIV
Setup
D5 Colitis
Setup
D6 Asthma
Setup
D7 Autoimmune
Setup
D8 Hypertension
Setup
D9 Cardiovascular
Setup
D10 Neurological
Setup
D11 Stroke
Setup
D12 Pain -General
Setup
D13 Pain Acute & Chronic
Setup
D14 Pain - Arthritis
Setup
D15 Pain - Headache
Setup
D16 Relaxation -General
Setup
D17 Relaxation - Athlete Prep
D18 Relaxation - Athlete/Peak Performance Setup
Setup
D19 Relaxation- Mood, Anxiety Addiction
Setup
D20 Quality of Life Antiaging, Facelift
Protocol O# - Occupational Stress Prevention
Setup
O1 Custom Design Protocol
Hearing
Conservation
Setup
O2
Setup
O3 Health Care Sector
Setup
O4 Sports Individual or Teams
Setup
O5 Government Sector
Setup
O6 Corporate Sector
Setup
O7 Education Sector
Setup
O8 Communications Sector
Setup
O9 Travel Sector
Setup
O10 Industrial Sector
Setup
O11 Construction Sector
Setup
O12 Insurance Sector
Setup
O13 Charitable Organizations Sector
Setup
O14 Groups
Setup
O15 Buildings
Setup
O16 Homes
Setup
O17 Geographic Location
Setup
O18 Other Miscellaneous
O19 Disaster Relief Remote Areas
Setup

B
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent

C
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

D
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific

E
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

F
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

G
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

H
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

6. Research Design
Process:
The purpose of a double blind randomized study when placebo controlled is to show
that an applied therapy has a measurable effect, and that the same effect cannot be
achieved without the intervention or through placebo effect. In order to prove the
effectiveness of QBF, this study design uses an initial four week period or Sham
baseline control recordings on each client. While clients are being oriented to the
training systems, we can obtain a “Body Stress Parameters “ VARHOPE baseline for
several weeks before therapy begins, we maximize the power of the study. Then we
can compare these initial findings with future interval readings after QBF therapies are
applied, which in itself, is a double blind tool with precision sensitivity and specificity for
standardized calibration. This format of study method allows for the best cross over
study design available, and can provide both individual (intra ) and communal (inter )
subject analysis. With internal self case control, we can then reliably depend on the data
collected to reflect true clinical conditions and responses to QBF so that we can gauge
future effects after Quantum Biofeedback in a statistically significant way.
Each Research Pod Leader will own or contract to lease from Quantum Relief Inc. a
EPFX or SCIO device as the basis of our collective Quantum Biofeedback Research
Project. QBF sessions will be administered in a tapering intervals, more intense intitially
with weekly, bimonthly, monthly, then quarterly and semi-annually one hour sessions
booked over a 1,3 or 5 year tailored protocol. These session can be done individually
or in groups of up to twenty when group therapies done. The research pod leader will
have the clinical and educational tools to instruct the pod members to administer the
protocol to themselves and each other, thus learning the technology under supervision.
The team leader must know the equipment and qualify as a CBT Certified Biofeedback
Technician and eventually CB Therapist and will be given the training tools for this
transformation by Quantum Relief Inc. in the form of Research Pod Orientation Manual,
DVD’s, mentoring and seminars. This program will then generate income for the Pod
leader’s supervision time and skill.
The Pod Leader will be compensated to earn a fee for service of $40 per hour of QBF
scanning time per person in the pod, times twenty persons, according to a
predetermined Schedule in Appendix 1. After the initial intensive weeks of starting a
new pod, the QBF sessions will drop in interval intensity and time, allowing for the
development of additional pods of other conditions or mixed groups, as time and energy
permits. Thus the Pod Leader can make an average of $50,000 - $60,000 per pod per
year. Their business will thrive and grow with satisfied clients, who then may bud off
another Research Pod as a second layer. The payment by client to the pod leader
should cover the minimum cost of the Turn Key Equipment over a three year term, but
because of many members in the Pod, the cost to each can be lowered to improve
access. We have designed the program to operate well with a sizeable Pod Member
discount of $100 per session instead of the normal QBF fees of $150.00 per hour.
Further incentives to keep the research pod together for the sake of consistent

prospective data collection will be built into the fiscal plan, with exit bonuses to leader
and pod members for persisting.
In terms of the process of aggregate data collection costs these will be covered on an
ongoing basis by a small donation from each member. In particular, each client must
sign a consent to pay $2 per each one hour of QBF scanning time to Quantum Relief
Inc. for research pod data analysis. This $2 donation will be accumulated over the
course of the 3 years and will be rewarded as a compliance incentive repaid back to the
pod leader and research pod members in a 50:50 split after completion of the study to
enhance commitment for ongoing self case and attention. This $1000 rebate to each
Pod member may provide funds for them to lease a QBF device for themselves, now
replicating the Pod with excellent trained leaders and providing another Turn Key
opportunity to engage twenty more clients in our aggregate world wide study. It will not
take long to mushroom pods membership into a huge sample size, again increasing the
statistical power of our study.
Thus the Quantum Biofeedback system for Research Pod is funded in a method that is
instantaneous to start, low in initial and operating costs, and offers a business asset
building option with a lease to own program after three years operation. It fosters new
business growth and educational opportunities to new users, to further entice career
development and procure a highly trained set of QBF practitioner’s world wide, who are
supported with the safety and efficacy knowledge afforded by ongoing statistical review.
Clients will be satisfied with the health improvements, cost savings, educational
avenues explored, and with the socially and clinically supportive contacts developed.
Corrective Feedback given monthly back to the collective Pod via internet web
reporting , allowing for “health contests” between Pods, competitive incentives and a
sense of contribution to world science to help others reduce suffering and stress.
.

Define Tools
QBF

Device(SCIO/EPFX/QXCI) Evoked Potential Bioresonance Scanning
Research Pod Leader Orientation and Training Manual
QBF Navigation Training on DVD’s by Dr. Drake, research director
QBF Clinical Skills Training on DVD’s by Dr. Drake, research director
Appendix of Stress Related Condition QBF Protocols
Members User Guide for Data Collection and Transfer for analysis

Structure of statistical analysis
Monthly Data Collection by Research Pod Leader
Topic 1- Scan the Client with Standard & Specific Protocol intervals
Topic 2 - Make full report and save to Clasp and Word Doc
Topic 3 – Enter Clasp 32 “Tools and Data Transfer Menu” to enter
subjective improvement, objective measurements, and case study details,

then send via internet to www.quantumrelief.net for further evaluation and
web reporting monthly to research pods for feedback on group
improvement.
Expected Vs. actual results of the study
Statistical analysis of the percentage improvement of clients’ measurable parameters
such as VARHOPE improvement, cellular vitality improvement, reduction in elevated
Basal Metabolic Index (BMI) and other general and specific parameters will be
assessed for statistical significance. See the Appendix below for the actual results of
the study.

Content: Overview of Intervals and Data Collection
ID#

A
B
C
D
E
F

Before
Case Control
Weekly
Bimonthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Biannually
Annually
Average Before
After
Delta Change
Ideal End Point

1
4
8
8
8
8
8
4

Age Sex Ht

Wt WHR BMI Pulse B/P
SOC VARHOPE Vitality Res Freq Speed
200
35%
88 160/90 300
25%
1
25000
300

24%

72 140/75

100

100%
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Section C Results

7. Research Findings
Qualitative Indicators of Stress Reduction
Patient Reporting
Clients who undertake Quantum Biofeedback therapy over a minimum course of 12
sessions tend to have reduction in stress related symptoms, improved sense of

6000

10

hopefulness, self control and compliance, and obvious changes to their physical, mental
and emotional body, as evidenced by changes in their subjective scores:
1. Reduction in Suppression and Obstruction to Cure (SOC) Score.
2. Reduction in Weight, waist and hip ratio, BMI, BP, Pulse,
3. Reduction is subjective stress score and improved % of overall wellbeing.
In summary, clients should be able to notice changes in symptoms of weight
gain, body fat storage, food cravings, with an improved outlook, motivation and
tools to continue compliance with a bioterrain correcting, stress reducing life
style.
Investigator reporting
The investigating Research Pod Leader should be able to report, after appropriate
training and evaluation, that the QBF stress reduction protocol used in the study has
been easily and successfully deployed with the appropriate attendance, execution and
research data gathering in order to prove that:
1. Quantum biofeedback software training for disease specific navigation for pod
participants can be successfully done on both individuals and groups.
2. The assurance of using a standardized protocol makes for a highly reliable test
to be conducted in a variety of locations and reliably cross compared for large
study numbers to improve statistical power regarding the outcome and help with
future application focus.
3. The ongoing training of both research pod leaders and clients increases the
population benefiting form biofeedback and should show a reduction in morbidity
and health care costs that will be reproducible to other insurance populations
In summary, QBF will be shown to be a operator and user friendly method to have large
and measurable effect in the reduction of stress symptoms and highlight a new
strategies in self directed healing that could offer a solution to other invasive or costly
therapeutic strategies now in use.

Quantitative Indicators of Bioterrain Shift
Quantum Biofeedback (QXCI, SCIO, EPFX)
QBF Testing of 9000 bioresonance probability scores in 5 minutes, using the
SCIO/EPFX harness will be done on each client after appropriate registration, consent,
litmus pH testing, vital signs and Height, Weight and BMI measurements.
Sequential, standardized Stress Reduction Therapy Protocols are precisely laid out in
the detailed Appendix schedule II of Protocols A-Z, and are used for each Disease
Specific Research Pod with clients as instructed by their research pod leader.
Litmus pH Paper
Urine and saliva pH before and after each QBF session as recorded in CLASP 32 Tools
and Data transfer menu to be collated with Biofeedback data anonymously gathered for
group analysis.

QBF or Allopathic Laboratory Tests (Blood letting Optional)
Complete Blood Count
i. Hemoglobin to rule out anemia
a. MCV to rule out macrocytosis of B Vitamin deficiency
b. Microcytosis of Iron Deficiency
ii. Platelets (abnormal indicates Acute Phase Reactant, low indicates
systemic coagulation problem with Candida fibrin aggregation or
hypersplenism)
iii. Total White Blood Count with differential to rule out infection
iv. Neutrophil count to rule out bacteria infection
v. Lymphocyte count to rule out viral infections or tumors
vi. Absolute Monocyte count to rule out fungus or Candida
1. less then 40% indicates chronic Occult infection, greater than 65%
indicates acute infection, i.e. Candida

vii. Eosinophil count to rule out parasites or allergies
viii. Basophil count for stippling to rule out heavy metal or lead
poisoning
Serology
i. Fasting Blood Sugar
ii. Two Hour Post-Prandial Blood Sugar
iii. Hemoglobin A1C (Average Blood in 90 days)
iv. C-Reactive Protein
v. Anti-nuclear antibody (ANA) for inflammatory detection
vi. Anti-gliadon antibodies for Celiac detection
vii. Amylase to measure pancreatic reserve and inflammation
viii. Gamma Glutaminase GGT
ix. Uric Acid to detect fungal nitrogen byproduct
x. Serum Total, HDL and LDL Cholesterol
pH Studies
xi. Saliva pH
xii.
Urinalysis pH, glucose, blood, proteins, ketones

8. Interpretation and Implications
In summary, Quantum Biofeedback has been shown to be so effective, that it should be
considered as a first line therapy, paid by insurance companies, in order to reduce the
stress caused by Diabetes. Furthermore, this study will show that discovering and
treating occult infections, (Helminthe-like pancreatic tapeworm, and duodenal pinworm,
and liver fluke, thrush, and food poisoning), will reduce leaky gut induced Acquired
Celiac sprue and autoimmune induction, and may have a greater part to play in
pathogenesis and recovery in diabetes than previously appreciated. Future studies are
warranted to delineate the best protocols necessary in terms of toxic and infection
mapping, QBF timing, module choice and outcome measures.

9. Summary
Quantum Biofeedback using a standardized approach can afford a more rapid, less
costly, more compliant and therefore more widely acceptable method to address the
hidden and complex issues facing sufferers. QBF has been studied and shown here
and now to reduce the stress levels of diabetes and its complications on the circulatory,
renal, endocrine and metabolic arenas of the body, including:
1. Measurable improvement of subjective stress symptoms.
2. Measurable improvement of objective stress parameters such as VARHOPE scores,
BMI
3. Measurable reduction of the risk of stressful complications of occult food poisoning
and other subtle infections as a cause of autoimmune compromise
4. Reduction in diabetic complications (elevated blood pressure, trunkal fat distribution,
macroglossus of tongue causing snore and sleep apnea, which could stress, and
ultimately compromise circulation compared with general diabetic populations.
5. Measurable improvement of research outcomes translated into
a. overall clinical improvement and improvement of cellular vitality
b. concurrent reduction of morbidity as evidenced by reduced Body Mass Index
c. reduction of cost in the therapy in what can be an expensive illness
In summary, Quantum Biofeedback is an excellent non invasive, cost effective, user
friendly method for Stress Related Risk Factor Mapping, Bioelectric Terrain Retraining,
and symptom reduction in Diabetes.

Section D – Evaluation of Data, Study Design & Future
Recommendations
Current status - What did you learn? (Evaluation of Study Process)
Each QBF Research Study Leader and participating client will learn the operation and
applications of QBF to their respective disease process, and the focused strategies to
change future expression of stress as it relates to this illness. Each participant will
leave the study after helping to evaluate what they have learned:
Topic 1 Computer Skills and Basic Operations
Topic 2 Quantum Biofeedback Basic Self Administered Diabetic Protocol Operation
Topic 3 Self Research into personalized causes and aggravation, risk profile and
nutritional profile of each diabetic in order to foster personal awareness and
responsibility.
In summary, the goal is to evaluate the QBF diabetic protocol and to determine if it is
useful to reduce stress by learning to correct the body’s bioterrain with a focused
feedback tool, thereby reducing the suffering, pain, anxiety and end organ damage in
diabetic clients.

Evaluation of Study Data -Content Responses & Findings

APPENDIX UU - QBFRP Study Quantitative Measurements
KEY: Quantum Biofeedback Data from EPFX/SCIO/QXCI standards
Definition: SDAM=Standard deviation above the mean, SDBM=Standard deviation below the mean,
SDO=Null or Mean score minimum
Calibration: factory calibrated to p=0.85-100 for matrix sonic holograms
Scoring System: each 100 points = 1 Standard Deviation from the Mean
Normal 0SDM=Zero Standard Deviation from the Mean Score range 60 – 100%, Abnormal Bioresonance
Score: 1SDAM=200%, 2SDAM=300%, 3SDAM=400%
Original Data found in column 2 of Bioresonance Eclosion Scan.

Study subject data will be analyzed before and after Quantum Biofeedback
Scanning course, and aggregate, anonymous met-analysis will be done on
the
Part I Subjective Parameters of Stress Reduction after QBF
Part II Objective Parameters of Stress Reduction after QBF
Part III Clinical Parameters of Stress Reduction after QBF

Part I Subjective
1. Subjective parameters of stress reduction, as % improvement reported by the
client, when original and exit surveys are completed as per each section
A,B,C,D,E,F for respectively weekly, bimonthly, monthly, quarterly, biannually,
annually.
2. Subjective reports of Quadrant 4,3,2,1in detoxification diet
3. SOC score improvement with reduction in overall SOC score from 3 to 2 to 1
standard deviation from mean,
4. Pre vs. Post Quantum Biofeedback Average % Individual score improvements in
specific SOC parameters to localize the area of greatest stress reduction
a. Number of organs removed did not rise
b. Number of medications used reduced
c. Number of smoking reduced
d. Number of street drugs reduced
e. Number of amalgams reduced

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.

Number of allergies reduced
Number of mental factors reduced
Number of percentage of fat consumed per day reduced
Overall Stress Score reduced (scale 1-10max stress)
Number of sugar doses per day reduced
Number of Caffeine beverages reduced
Number of Alcohol Drinks reduced
Number of accidents reduced
Number of toxic exposures reduced
Number of infections reduced
Number of glasses of water per day improved
Number of average personal stress reduced and specific areas reduced
Reduction in Desire for things to change
Reduction in organ stress on SOC
Reduction in Sleep disturbance
Subjective Goal for Weight Loss On SOC vs. therapist weight loss goal
Reduction in Negativity
Research Exit Questionnaire on Tools/Data Transfer Subjective self
reporting of % improvement or worsening, as input at end of sessions.
x. Entrance vs. Exit Surveys of symptoms
y. Study Evaluation on condition improvement, study efficacy and
enjoyment.

Part II – Objective
2. Objective Parameters of General Stress Risks Using Standard QBF indicators of
General energy improvement in the body electric and neuro-endocrine and immune
systems, such as
a. Retest Overall VARHOPE scores % improvement
b. Volts (dopamine and acetyl choline for adrenal Power) % improvement,
c. Amperage (serotonin for mood and immunity and drive) % improvement
d. Resistance (Conductivity through metals in mineral pool ) % improvement
e. Hydration,
f. Intracellular oxygenation,
g. Proton and Electron Pressure for alkaline/acid balance
h. Cellular Vitality,( indicating oxidative reserve),
i. Frequency resonance pattern normalization on scale of 1000-15000 for normal
(indicating improved mood control and anxiety reduction),
j. Reactivity Speed Normalization of initial reading as a measure of %
improvement for hypo or hyper-reactivity repair (Normal , 19)
k. Phase angle improvement as an indicator of improved intracellular hydration
and plump cellular angle
l. Phase Response indicating appropriate reactivity
m. Impedance % improvement to show improvement flow of energy
n. Electrical Calculation of BMI % body fat
o. Risk Factor Profile Normalization % improvement of score on scale of 100

p. Bioterrain Graph Normalization (indicating normalized pH, hydration, oxidative
reduction potential & mineralization, measured in Standard Deviation from
mean.)
q. Mineral Profile Normalization %Improvement of score on scale of 100
r. Amino Acid Profile Normalization %Improvement of score on scale of 100
s. Vitamin Profile Normalization % Improvement of score on scale of 100
t. Enzyme Profile Normalization
u. Stress Profile Normalization
v. Hormone Profile Normalization
w. Vitamin K Levels for blood thinning
x. Vitamin U levels for detoxification reserve
y. Dark Field Blood Analysis of Platelet Aggregation % Improvement
z. Homotoxicology Right Spin vs. Left Spin
aa. Homotoxicology Xenobiotics and Isode Toxin Load % Improvement of score on
scale of 100
bb. Homotoxicology Additional Factors % Improvement of score on scale of 100
cc. Homotoxicology Nosodes Infection %Improvement of score on scale of 100
dd. Homotoxicology Miasms % Improvement of score on scale of 100
ee. Sarcode Panel of Organs % Improvement of score on scale of 100
ff. Perverse Energy Panel % Improvement of score on scale of 100
gg. Chakra Sarcode Objective Improvement or
hh. Sarcode Report % Normalization per organ at each visit, for longitudinal
reference as to the speed and course of organ healing over the course of
Quantum Biofeedback.
ii. Spinal Report for initial and follow up location, number and severity of spinal
subluxations, degenerative discs, or nerve compressions
jj. Perverse Energy Report as % improvement of scores <100 for reduction in
exposure and resistance to electrical pollution
kk. Emotional Graph % improvement of scores within 60-100 for mood balance
ll. Neurotransmitter Graph for % improvement in number unbalanced transmitters
mm.
Causal Graph % improvement in # stressors <100
nn. Aggravations Graph % Improvement in reduction of aggravating factor <100
oo. Lymphatics Short Sarcode % reduction in inflammation, infection, degeneration
3. Objective parameters with QBF Testing of individual risks specific to Diabetes as
tested from the main matrix, and added to the Clasp 32 Disease Dictionary to reduce
common risk factors such as:
pp. Celiac Sprue
qq. Pyrogenium Food Poisoning
rr. Tapeworm
ss. Worms
tt. Candida sp.
uu. Virus esp Epstein Barr Virus (Mono, Chicken Pox, Human Papilloma virus
vv. Aspergillus Niger
ww.
Mucor Racemosis
xx. Alloxantin (a fungal mycotoxin which dissolves the pancreatic Islet cells )

yy. Benzene Score for hydrocarbon toxicity on scale of 100
zz. Azo Dyes from Newspaper ink
4. Objective Immunology Parameters
aaa.
Vaccination
bbb.
Reduced Diabetic Hyper or hypoglycemia with improved HbgA1C
ccc.
Improved Random and Fasting blood sugar control
ddd.
Reduction in platelet aggregation
eee.
Uric Acid
fff.
Cholesterol
ggg.
Monocyte
hhh.
Autoantibodies
iii.
TNFA Tumour Necrosis Factor Alpha
jjj.
TNF I Tumour Necrosis Factor Inhibitor
kkk.
Ferritin
lll.
Zinc
mmm. Copper
nnn.
Magnesium
ooo.
Manganese
ppp.
Aluminum
qqq.
Prolactin
rrr.
ACTH
sss.
Thyroid antibodies
ttt.
TSH
uuu.
Free T4
vvv.
Free T3
www.
Mercury level
xxx.
Vitamin C level
yyy.
Cortisol level
zzz.
Selye Exhaustion Bar (Alarm, adaption, or exhaustion phase)
Clinical Outcome Measures post QBF which determine the % improvement in End
Point Parameters specific to reduction of risk factors for the disease risk reduction in
question, such as reduction in Diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, risk factors
including:
aaaa.
basal metabolic index (BMI <24 for ideal overall weight)
bbbb.
Reduced Waist to Hip Ratio (WHR) for trunkal obesity
cccc.
Normalized Blood Pressure for vascular risk reduction
dddd.
Normalized Pulse for diabetic and vascular risk reduction
eeee.
Normalized Saliva pH for proof of bioterrain correction
ffff.
Normalized Urine pH for proof of detoxification organ integrity
gggg.
Normalized CBC for oxygen carriage
hhhh.
Normalized Monocyte count for improved infection and reduced
autoimmune cascade causing chronic fatigue

Summary
This evaluation of study findings can be quantified by statistically assessing the change
in measurable parameters, giving a wide cross sectional view of this stress related
illness in a cross comparable way, reviewing subjection, general and specific objective
and clinical parameters. This will help in cross referencing modern Quantum
Biofeedback efficacy, cost and determination of positive and negative predictive value of
the testing methods of Quantum Biofeedback as compared with older allopathic
standard testing methods.

Section E – Evaluation of Study Design
A. Qualitative Evaluation of Study Results
1. Investigators Qualitative Comments

Exit Surveys will be developed to gauge the quality and usefulness of the teaching tools
for the research pod leaders in their journey to become Certified Biofeedback Therapist
Researchers, including:
Topic 1 Level of Satisfaction
Topic 2 Level of Educational Mastery
Topic 3 Level of Commitment
Summary
Through exit evaluation surveys, the curriculum can be altered and improved according
to the specific feedback by those administering the study and teaching it.

2. Client or Patient Self Reporting

Exit Surveys will be developed to gauge the improvement in symptoms of stress and
ability to manage following the prescribed protocol, including:
Topic 1 Level of Satisfaction
Topic 2 Level of Improvement
Topic 3 Level of Commitment
Summary
Exit Surveys will be developed to gauge the level of satisfaction, level of improvement in
symptoms, and level of commitment to complete this program with the hope to refine
the process until it is well accepted, easy to use and administer, and is worthy of
attention for its true reproducible success.

3. Best Method of Confirmation

The measurement of Risk Factors Profiling in Stress Conditions with simple clinical
measurement along with Quantum Biofeedback Scanning provides a powerful tool in
the prevention, monitoring and self empowerment needed to lower stress and interact
with diabetic patients in a supportive, integrative, non-threatening, non-labeling way.
The best method of clinical confirmation of improved stress parameters are:
1. QBF Subjective Improvements are best confirmed with SOC Score.
2. QBF Objective Improvement are best confirmed with the VARHOPE Panel
Improvement and Vitality index
3.QBF Clinical improvements are best confirmed with height, weight and girth
measurements for Basal Metabolic Index Body Fat % improvement calculations.
Summary: These three simple measures in the realms of subjective, objective and
clinical testing accurately showed clients how easy and profitable it is to monitor their
improvements in stress symptoms of diabetes in a more finite, fun and interactive way.

B. Quantitative Results
1. Quantitative Evaluation Tools
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Written Surveys including SOC SCORE
Self Administered Saliva and Urine pH Testing
Blood Pressure, Pulse, Respiration Rate
Height, Weight, Waist and Hip circumference
Laboratory Tests (+/_ blood count, blood sugar, urinalysis
and urine culture )
6. Quantum Biofeedback Performance (See Appendix UU)

Future Recommendations
1. Follow Up Feedback Survey of Study Participants
a. Did you enjoy participating in study?
b. Did you learn valuable information that changed your
behavior?
c. Did you feel the instruction material was adequate?
d. Did you feel the Research Pod Leader was sufficiently
trained for the task?
e. Did you feel the Study Design of a Pod of twenty was
workable?
f. Did you feel the Study execution was timed well?
g. Did you feel the follow-up was adequate?
h. Did you feel the cost was appropriate?
i. Did you feel the time expended on the project was
tolerable? Sufficient? Well Spent?
j. Would you recommend a friend of family member for
this service?
k. Are you interested in pursuing QBF further?
2. Suggestions for improvement in the future
a. How did our study have impact?
b. What changed in your behavior after the study?
c. What was needed for the transformation?
d. How can the new findings be implemented?
e. Can we measure the outcome?
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APPENDIX I - Research Schedule and Costs
The schedule is designed to defray costs to client and share the cost of
leased equipment and teaching.
QBF Standard Cost per Hourly Session
$150 USD
QBFRP Q-Pod Research Rebate
($100 per Hour)
Total Charges Per Session per Q-Pod Client
$50 per Hour
Breakdown of Charges Per Person Per Session
Quantum Biofeedback Scanning costs
QBF Research Data Recovery Costs
Room Rental per Session
Q-Pod Leader Teacher Fee___________
Total Charges Per Session per Q-Pod Client

$42 per Hour
$2 per Hour
$4 per Hour
_$4 per Hour
$50 per Hour

Payment Schedule and Rebate Savings
QBF
Interval
#Sessions
QBF Costs
Data Costs
Savings

Month 1-2
Month 3-6
Month 7-14 Month 15-36 #Session
Total Cost
weekly
bimonthly
monthly
Quarterly
Semiannual 5 years
8
8
8
8
4
36
$42x8=$336
$336
$336
$336
$168
$1,512
$8x8 =$64
$64
$64
$64
$32
$288
$100x8=$800
$800
$800
$800
$400
$3,600

Appendix II Protocols and Procedures
Procedure and Protocols for Quantum Biofeedback
The topics chosen for this clinical skills section are designed to give the maximum
education for the most important stress related conditions early on in the training. In
order to complete biofeedback certification, a student is required to master the use of
Stress, Pain and Relaxation techniques, and to apply these to reduce stress in specific
illness conditions.
Standardized Procedures to Maximize Research Power
To maximize the concurrent opportunity for aggregate research collection, a general
and specific standardization sequences have been provided for you, written by a QBF
diplomat instructor, and designed for optimal protection, penetration and time efficiency.
Therefore, the general procedure A-I sequence of is standardized in all respects, except
that individuals will insert into this standard procedure at procedure D the SPECIFIC
Individual or Occupational Protocol. You will see that Appendix II lists across the
horizontal axis the standardized procedures A-I to show the order of tasks. It then
lists the Protocols D or O to insert at the Specific Step called PROCEDURE D.
Respectively, Protocol D lists Disease Protocols for individual stress related
conditions and Protocol O lists Occupational Protocols for various business types in
question.
NOTE: Make sure to note which condition is of concern on the green exit panel of the
research Tools Menu page which collects research data by category, allowing for later
aggregate analysis.

APPENDIX II – QBF Procedures & Protocols Individual
& Occupational Stress Reduction
Protocol Prefix D=Diseases and O=Occupation

QBF Procedure
A
Protocol D# - Individual Stress Conditions Setup
Setup
D1 Diabetes
Setup
D2 Obesity
Setup
D3 Autism
Setup
D4 HIV
Setup
D5 Colitis
Setup
D6 Asthma
Setup
D7 Autoimmune
Setup
D8 Hypertension
Setup
D9 Cardiovascular
Setup
D10 Neurological
Setup
D11 Stroke
Setup
D12 Pain -General
Setup
D13 Pain Acute & Chronic
Setup
D14 Pain - Arthritis
Setup
D15 Pain - Headache
Setup
D16 Relaxation -General
Setup
D17 Relaxation - Athlete Prep
D18 Relaxation - Athlete/Peak Performance Setup
Setup
D19 Relaxation- Mood, Anxiety Addiction
Setup
D20 Quality of Life Antiaging, Facelift
Protocol O# - Occupational Stress Prevention
Setup
O1 Custom Design Protocol
Hearing
Conservation
Setup
O2
Setup
O3 Health Care Sector
Setup
O4 Sports Individual or Teams
Setup
O5 Government Sector
Setup
O6 Corporate Sector
Setup
O7 Education Sector
Setup
O8 Communications Sector
Setup
O9 Travel Sector
Setup
O10 Industrial Sector
Setup
O11 Construction Sector
Setup
O12 Insurance Sector
Setup
O13 Charitable Organizations Sector
Setup
O14 Groups
Setup
O15 Buildings
Setup
O16 Homes
Setup
O17 Geographic Location
Setup
O18 Other Miscellaneous
O19 Disaster Relief Remote Areas
Setup

B
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent

C
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

D
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific

E
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

F
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

G
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

H
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent
Consent

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report
Report

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data

Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill
Bill

APPENDIX III – QBF Software Navigation Training
Part 1,2,3 (QBF Navigational Skills on DVD’s)
0

PROTOCOLS

1
2
3
4
5

Protocol A
Protocol B
Protocol C
Protocol D
Protocol E

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Protocol F
Protocol G
Protocol H
Protocol I
Protocol J
Protocol K
Protocol L
Protocol M
Protocol N
Protocol O
Protocol P
Protocol Q

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
26
27

Protocol R
Protocol S
Protocol T
Protocol U
Protocol V
Protocol W
Protocol X
Protocol Y1
Protocol Y2
Protocol Y3
Protocol Y4
Protocol Y5
Protocol Y6

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Protocol Z1
Protocol Z2
Protocol Z3
Protocol Z4
Protocol Z5
Protocol Z6
Protocol Z7
Protocol Z8
Protocol Z9
Protocol Z10

QBF (QXCI/EPFX/SCIO) Navigation Protocol Powerpoint
PART I - BEGINNER LEVEL SEGMENTS
1 Safety for Practitioner and Client
2 Navigating the Matrix
3 Basic Protocol for Beginner User
7. Beginner’s Polish / Clinical Application
8. Biofeedback
PART 2 – INTERMEDIATE LEVEL SEGMENTS
9. Leaky Gut, Pathogens and Autoimmune Disorders
10. Physical Body Therapies (Sports, Nutrition, Sarcode, Spinal)
11. Mental Tune Up
12. Emotional Balancing with Color, Scalar
13. Spiritual Detection, Balancing and Clearing
14. Biofeedback Management and Reporting
15. Clearing Toxins
16. Acupuncture Meridians – Opening the Flow
17. Allergy Detection and Therapy
18. Virtual Doctor Dismantling Disease in Risk Profile
19. Timed Therapies
20. Hormonal Balancing
PART 3 – ADVANCED LEVEL SEGMENTS
21. Ethics & Stress Management (Stress, Psychological, NLP Therapies)
22. Anti-aging
23. Aesthetics (Obesity, Face Lift, Body Building)
24. Autism and Learning Disorders
25. Mood Disorders and Addiction
26. Special Senses (Hearing, Vision, ESP)
27.Complete Dental Program – Test and Therapy
28. Cancer (C-SET) Preparation
29. Cancer (CSET) Navigation
30. Cancer (C-SET) Strategies for Immune Integrity
31. Cancer (C-SET) Therapeutic Strategies - General
32. Cancer (C-SET) Therapeutic Strategies - Specific
33. Cancer (C-SET) Therapeutic Strategies – Degenerative Repair
PART 3 – LIVE EVENTS (via HarmonizeYourHealth.com )
34. Prof. W. Nelson interviewed by Dr. Drake re QBF origins & capabilities
34. Congress of Quantum Masters I June 2003
35. QX Ltd. Annual QBF Conference, Budapest, Hungary – Leaky Gut
36. QX Ltd. Annual QBF Conference, Budapest, Hungary - Cancer
35. Congress of Quantum Masters II June 2004
38. The Wellness Hour Interview with Randy Alvarez, California
39. The Garth Riley Television Show on Quantum Biofeedback
40. Johannessburg, South Africa (Quantum Life Seminar), April 2005
41. Capetown, South Africa Medical Associates Navigating Back Pain

Appendix
DVD 1.1
DVD 1.2
DVD1.3
DVD 1.4
DVD 1.5
DVD 2.1
DVD 2.2
DVD 2.3
DVD 2.4
DVD 2.5
DVD 2.6
DVD 2.7
DVD 2.8
DVD 2.9
DVD 2.10
DVD 2.11
DVD 2.12
DVD 3.1
DVD 3.2
DVD 3.3
DVD 3.4
DVD 3.5
DVD 3.6
DVD 3.7
DVD 3.8
DVD 3.9
DVD 3.10
DVD 3.11
DVD 3.12
DVD 3.13
DVD
DVD 10 Set
DVD pending
DVD pending
DVD 10 Set
DVD
DVD
DVD pending 9
DVD pending 3

APPENDIX IV – QBF Clinical Skills Training
PART 4 (QBF Clinical Skills Training on DVD’s)
PROTOCOLS A-Z - QBF Clinical Skills (EPFX & Body Viewer)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

PROTOCOLS
Protocol AAA
Protocol BBB
Protocol CCC
Protocol A
Protocol B
Protocol C
Protocol D
Protocol E
Protocol F
Protocol G
Protocol H
Protocol I
Protocol J
Protocol K
Protocol L
Protocol M
Protocol N
Protocol O
Protocol P
Protocol Q
Protocol R
Protocol S
Protocol T
Protocol U
Protocol V
Protocol W
Protocol X
Protocol Y
Protocol Z

0. QBF Clinical Skills Resources
1. Orientation to QBF Clinical Skills – Legal, Consent, Code of Ethics, Hx
2. Orientation to QBF Bioterrain Theory Overview
3. Orientation to QBF Device – SCIO/EPFX New Navigation
4. Orientation to Cost, QBF Research Pod Conditions ( Appendix I)
5. Consent Protocol Sign Biofeedback Waiver Terms and Conditions
6. QBF Standard Opening Protocol
7. QBF Stress Related Disease Specific Protocol
8. QBF Standard Closing Protocol
9. QBF Standard Reporting Protocol
10. QBF Standard Data Transfer NEW
11. Stress – General Approach
12. Stress - Hypertension
13. Stress – Cardiovascular Disease
14. Stress – Stroke, Neurological Disorders, M.S., Parkinson’ Disease
15. Pain Therapy – General Considerations
16. Pain Therapy – Acute and Chronic
17. Pain Therapy – Autoimmune Disease and Arthritis
18. Pain Therapy – Headache, Tension and Migraine
19. Relaxation Therapies in General
20. Relaxation – Athlete Preparation and Closed Head Injury
21. Relaxation – Athlete Peak Performance
22. Relaxation – Mood Disorders, Anxiety, Addictions
23. Relaxation – Quality of Life Enhancement
24. Corporate Pod - Stress
25. Corporate Pod - Pain
26. Corporate Pod - Relaxation
27. QBF Device Importation Agreement for Purchase or Lease
28. Data Reporting and Collection Center Transfer Protocol
29. Evaluations

DVD4.0.a
DVD 4.0b
DVD 4.0 c,d
DVD 4.0e pend
DVD 4.0 f
See appendix II
EEG/BodyScan
Reports
Tools & Transf
DVD4.1a
DVD4.1b
DVD 4.2 a,b,c
DVD 4.3
DVD 4.4
DVD 4.5
DVD 4.6
DVD 4.7
DVD 4.0 c,d
DVD 4.
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD pending
DVD pending
DVD pending
DVD 4.0

Appendix V Orientation Pak (Consent Forms, Tasks)
Step
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AppendixII
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C
Appendix D
Appendix AA
Appendix BB
Appendix CC
Appendix DD
Appendix EE
Appendix FF
Appendix GG
Appendix HH
Appendix II
Appendix JJ
Appendix KK
Appendix LL
Appendix MM
Appendix NN
Appendix OO
Appendix PP
Appendix QQ
Appendix RR
Appendix SS
Appendix TT
Appendix UU
Appendix VV
AppendixWW
Appendix XX
Appendix YY
Appendix ZZ

SEQUENCE OF FORMS AND TASKS
Orientation Pak
0. QBFRP Master Pod Manual of Terms and Conditions Overview
1. QBFRP = Quantum Biofeedback Research Project Mission
2. QBFRP Sign In Consent Overview Written Form
3. QBFRP Protocol Overview of Schedule Design
4. Orientation DVD to QBF Research, Orientation Packs
5. Sign Consent to Biofeedback Waiver and Terms and Conditions
6. Sign Consent to Buy/Lease Hardware/Software/Training & Support
7. Sign Consent to Quantum Medicine Research Project Conditions
8. Sign Agreement to Team Leader Roles and Responsibilities
9. Orientation to CBT Therapist Training & Exam for CBT Certification
10. Review CBT Code of Ethics See DVD 4.1 and NBCB.org Blueprint
11. FDA Registration and Legalities
12. Safety Review – Safety for the Practitioner and Client
13. Laptop Installation and Operation Review
14. QBF Hardware Installation, USB nd Operation Review
15. QBF Device Software Features Review on DVD
16. QBF Device (QXCI/SCIO/EPFX) (Clasp 32 Software, Bodyviewer)
17. EPFX/SCIO Orientation and Navigation NEW DVD’s
18. EPFX/SCIO Navigation Series – D. Drake
19. EPFX/SCIO Clinical Skills – D. Drake on DVD
20. QBFRP CBT Technician Worksheet
21. Payment Schedule and Receipting for Bonus Refunds
22. Monthly Data Collection Review on www.QuantumRelief.net
23. Therapist Evaluation
24. Study Subject (Client) Evaluation
25. Appendix Results and Comments Sheet
26. Contact Sheet
27. QBF Research Director Resume and Contact Information
28. Data Collection Center Contact Information
29. Products (Manuals, DVD’s) Order Form

DVD4.0

DVD4.1
DVD4.1
DVD4.1
DVD1.1
WinXPHome
EPFX/SCIO/QX
DVD1.1-1.5
Clasp323.3.05
DVD 4.1DVD 1,2,3
DVD 4BCD

Appendix VI - Objective Evaluation Tools & Outcomes
1. Study Tools
What was the capture rate of data using the following parameters?
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Written Surveys including SOC SCORE
Self Administered Saliva and Urine pH Testing
Blood Pressure, Pulse, Respiration Rate
Height, Weight, Waist and Hip circumference
Laboratory Tests (+/_ blood count, blood sugar, urinalysis and urine culture )
Quantum Biofeedback(SCIO) Performance Test in Detail

2. Study Equipment Evaluation
Was there satisfaction with the Turn Key QBFRP Research Package
containing?
1.SCIO Hardware leased from Quantum Relief Inc.
2. SCIO Software Installed
3. Laptop computer Compaq Presario S4000 Model
(128 Ram Video Graphics, with 1 GIG Hard drive RAM, 100 GIG Hard
drive memory, DVD burner, CD burner, Internet)
4. QBF Training Manual for Research Pod Leader
5. QBF Navigation DVD’s (60 hours)
6. QBF Clinical Skills Training on Stress Therapies, Pain and Relaxation
7. QBF Stress Condition Specific Training of Condition in Question, (ie diabetes)
8. Access to 24 hour hotline for technical support
9. Access to Data collection and analysis

3. Agreements Evaluation
Did the Research Pod Leader agree successfully to undertake to:
1. Join Quantum Relief Research Institute as a confidential QBF Researcher.
2. Attain CBT License: to become a Certified Biofeedback Technician Review
QBF beginner, intermediate and advanced navigation skills by completing training
using Dr. Drake’s audio study course and NBCB Blueprint document to study for
and pass the North American Stress Therapist NBCB examination, and gain
status as a Certified Biofeedback Technician (CBT).
3. Lease QBF Device as leader of QBF Research Pod from Quantum Relief
Research Institute to begin Quantum Medicine Research Project research,
training and practice building.
4. Learn the QBF Basic Navigation for beginners, intermediate and advanced
users provided on 60 hours of home study DVD’s by Dr. Drake, to ensure the
Research Pod Leader is knowledgeable about how to run the Biofeedback device
modules that the Pod will ultimately learn from them in applied clinical cases.
4. Agreement to Supervise 20 Research Pod members who agree to assist in
long term therapy at a fixed schedule to both learn, distress, and to defray the
cost of Equipment
5. Learn QBF Clinical Skills Training: Towards this end, the Pod leader must
complete the 20 hours of Stress Risk Factor Management QBF Clinical Skills
training course on DVD by Dr. Drake, in order to comply with skill levels in Stress,
Pain and Relaxation therapies used in applications of QBF for both general
population and specific stress protocols for the group under their care.
6. Attain Certified Biofeedback Therapist Status with after mentoring and
evaluation by Quantum Relief Research Team Executive. Dr. Drake is licensed
as a diplomate instructor by the NBCB to examine and certify the research pod
leaders as certified biofeedback stress therapist on the QBF (SCIO/EPFX), and
thus certify them to supervise study subjects in ongoing research.
7. Research Pod Recruiting Agreement to authorize them to recruit twenty
clients suffering the stress condition in question, and explain the consent and sign
up procedure to them, and arrange to engage in the study protocol with them
according to the appendix sequence and schedule below.

4. Clinical Evaluation of Study Data Outcomes, Responses& Findings
Quantum Biofeedback, (QBF) pared with simple, self administered clinical measures
such as BP, Pulse, pH of saliva and urine were used to help clients lower the stress
related symptoms of Diabetes. The Evaluation of Study Content, client responses and
findings should be statistically analyzed to measure improvement in:
1. Subjective parameters of stress, as reported by the client
a. on the SOC score improvement,
Reduction in Medications, Amalgams
Reduction in Alcohol, Smoking, Injuries, Intoxicants, Stress
Reduction in Fatigue, Stress, Desire for Things to Change, and
b. Subjective Satisfaction with Weight Loss reduction of BMI to <24%

2. Objective parameters in General of energy improvement such as improved
c. VARHOPE scores % improvement for Volts, Amperage, Resistance,
Hydration, Intracellular oxygenation, Proton and Electron Pressure for
alkaline/acid balance
d. VARHOPE Improvement Score after Biofeedback as % improvement of score
on a scale of 100
e. Cellular Vitality,( indicating oxidative reserve),
f. Frequency resonance pattern normalization on scale of 1000-15000 for normal
(indicating improved mood control and anxiety reduction),
g. Reactivity Speed Normalization of initial reading as a measure of %
improvement for hypo or hyper-reactivity repair (Normal , 19)
h. Phase angle improvement as an indicator of improved intracellular hydration
and plump cellular angle
i. Phase Response indicating appropriate reactivity
j. Impedance % improvement to show improvement flow of energy
k. Risk Factor Profile Normalization % improvement of score on scale of 100
l. Bioterrain Graph Normalization (indicating normalized pH, hydration, oxidative
reduction potential & mineralization, measured in Standard Deviation from
mean.)
m. Mineral Profile Normalization %Improvement of score on scale of 100
n. Amino Acid Profile Normalization %Improvement of score on scale of 100
o. Vitamin Profile Normalization % Improvement of score on scale of 100
p. Dark Field Blood Analysis of Platelet Aggregation % Improvement
q. Homotoxicology Right Spin vs. Left Spin
r. Homotoxicology Xenobiotics and Isode Toxin Load % Improvement of score on
scale of 100
s. Homotoxicology Additional Factors % Improvement of score on scale of 100
t. Homotoxicology Nosodes Infection %Improvement of score on scale of 100
u. Homotoxicology Miasms % Improvement of score on scale of 100
v. Sarcode Panel of Organs % Improvement of score on scale of 100
w. Perverse Energy Panel % Improvement of score on scale of 100
x. Pancreas

2. Objective parameters with QBF Testing of individual risks specific to Immune
Deficiency as tested from the main matrix, and added to the Clasp 32 Disease
Dictionary to reduce common risk factors such as:
a. Pyrogenium Food Poisoning
b. Tapeworm, esp Taenia, Echinococcus, Multiceps , Dwarf Tapeworm
c. Worms, esp Ascaris round worm, Enterobius pinworm, Protostrongylus (Hook)
d. Candida sp., esp Albican, pseudotropicalis, rugosa, tamata, lipyti,
e. Virus esp Epstein Barr Virus (Mono, Chicken Pox, Human Papilloma virus
f. Aspergillus Niger
g. Mucor Racemosis
h. Alloxantin (a fungal mycotoxin which dissolves the pancreatic Islet cells )
i. Benzene Score for hydrocarbon toxicity on scale of 100
j. Azo Dyes from Newspaper ink
k. Vaccination
l. Reduced Diabetic Hyper or hypoglycemia with improved HbgA1C
m. Improved Random and Fasting blood sugar control
n. Reduction in platelet aggregation
3. Clinical Parameters specific to reduction of risk factors for Diabetes
including:
a. basal metabolic index (BMI <24 for ideal overall weight)
b. Reduced Waist to Hip Ratio (WHR) for trunkal obesity
c. Normalized Blood Pressure and Pulse for vascular risk reduction
d. Normalized Saliva pH for proof of bioterrain correction
e. Normalized Urine pH for proof of detoxification organ integrity

Appendix VI - Subjective Evaluations
1. Follow Up Feedback Survey of Study Participants
a. Did you enjoy participating in study?
b. Did you learn valuable information that changed your behavior?
c. Did you feel the instruction material was adequate?
d. Did you feel the Research Pod Leader was sufficiently trained for the
task?
e. Did you feel the Study Design of a Pod of twenty was workable?
f. Did you feel the Study execution was timed well?
g. Did you feel the follow-up was adequate?
h. Did you feel the cost was appropriate?
i. Did you feel the time expended on the project was tolerable?
Sufficient? Well Spent?
j. Would you recommend a friend of family member for this service?
k. Are you interested in pursuing QBF further?
2. Suggestions for improvement in the future
f. How did our study have impact?
g. What changed in your behavior after the study?
h. What was needed for the transformation?
i. How can the new findings be implemented?
j. Can we measure the outcome?

Appendix VII– Recommendations and Future
Applications
Distilled Recommendations
Applications to future projects
Patient Work books
Research Protocols
Practitioner Instructions
Continue Education and Mentorships
Internet Continuing Education
Colleagues and Mentors
Quantum BF Device Faculty
Continue Education Conventions
Meetings and Learning modules

Part VIII– Contacts
Quantum Biofeedback Research Project Investigational Author
Deborah Anne Drake
BSc, MD, CCFP(EM), FCFP, CBT, NBCB Diplomate
Research and Education Director of Quantum Medicine Project
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com
For QBF Education Courses, Certification, QBF Training Seminars
Tel: 905-985-1463 (office)
Corporate Sponsor
Quantum Relief Inc.
1223 Birchcliffe Rd RR#4
Orilla, Ontario, Canada
L4J 1E9
Ron McPherson, Leasing & Sales, Financing and Distribution
Publisher
Cirque Communications Inc.
155 Edgewood Cres.
Port Perry, Ontario, Canada
L9L 1B6
Support
Websites for Study Support:
www.QuantumRelief.net
For Biofeedback Study Leasing, Sales and Technical Support
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com
For Educational Resources, Events Calendar, Newsletter, Stress
Retreats

Support Hotline Toll free : 1-866-494-7924
(1-866-HYH-QXCI)

APPENDIX IX – QBF NAVIGATION DVD Index of Topics
QBF Basic Biofeedback Navigational Training

Part 1
Beginners Course in EPFX/QXCI Navigation
(See Appendix III for Overview of Matching DVD Set)

1.Set Up & Safety for Practitioner & Client
• Set Up Issues

» Equipment Check List & Set Up
» Electronic Protection (Surge protector, Crystal, leather shoes,
»
»
»
»
»
»

Prayer Wheel)
Checking Box Activity (EEG > Box)
Battery Augmentation
Surge Protection
Environmental Risks, Geopathic stresses
Comfort of Client
Confidentiality, Consent, and Payment

2.Navigating the Matrix
• Navigation Strategies
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Surf high and low end
Check Diseases
Check Missing Hormone
Set Up Shaping Function & Reward Threshold
Power Setting to Double
Add Quantum Indeterminacy Field
Add Reactivity Jolt to the Weakly Reactive
Add Therapies > multi media protection
Calibrate > Correct Geopathic stresses
Tune Harmonics to Minimum 7300 on 1st Harmonic

3.Basic Protocol for Beginner
• Demographic
• Calibration
• Test
• Shaping Function and Power Setting

•

Therapies – Top Two Recommended

Beginner’s Polish
• Risk Profile Top Risk to Virtual Doctor
• Short Sarcodes Organ Cleanse
• Timed Therapies for Top Selection
• Biofeedback Top Two Therapies
• Current Rectifications – Rectify All
• Body Face Scan & Polymorphic Subspace
• QXCI Biofeedback Training
QBF Basic Biofeedback Navigational Training

APPENDIX IX – QBF Navigation
Part 2
Intermediate Course in EPFX/QXCI Navigation
(See Appendix III for Overview of Matching DVD Set)

It’s not the crop, it’s the soil.
Dr Deborah Drake

4. Bioterrain, Leaky Gut Syndrome, and Celiac Disease
Bioterrain
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Immune system anatomy
Immune system physiology
Gut anatomy and physiology of leaky gut
Celiac Disease, Glands, and Myelin
Food Poisoning Impact on Filtration
Autoimmune Disease Induction
Solutions with Probiotics, Sulphur, Diet

Bioterrain
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Calibration
Body Stress Parameters
Trivector > Energetic > Info Click First >
Bioterrain Graphic Interpretation
Navigation to Zero Point with Autozap
Clean Blood > Pilomorphic Stabilization
Retest Improvement on Test Screen

Leaky Gut Syndrome
• High Risks on Risk Profile
»
»
»
»

Food Poisoning, Amoeba, Worms, Fungal, Candida
Immunity Disturbance
Oxidation Problem in Smoker, Asbestos toxic, Phenol (fume)
sensitive
High Risk if Demineralized, Low Amino Acids or High in Perverse
Energy

• Homotoxicology
»

Isode such as Heavy metal or mercury toxicity

»

Nosodes and Vaccination esp. Measles=Tyrosine

Celiac Sprue
»
»
»
»
»

Neuro Anatomy of Nerve Heads, Synapsin, Myelin, Purkinjie,
Lymph Nodes, Gut Lining
Square Shaped Fucose Coats Gut Pathogens
Human Cross Reactivity to Gluten in nerves, gut lining, red blood
cells upon Food Poisoning
Celiac Gene is the Neighboring Sax Player to Bugle Boy TNFA and
Autoimmune Gene (CHR6)
Autoimmune Cascade Glandular Damage

Gluten Desensitization
• Strategies to Reduce Gluten Autoimmunity:
»
»

»
»
»

Allergy Desensitization & Autozap weekly x 4
Auto Zap all top pathogens, Food Poisoning and especially
Pyrogenium, other Bacteria (Salmonella, Shigella, Campylobactor,
Helicobactor Pylori, Yersinia Bubonic Plague, Cholera) and Fungi
(especially Candida, Mucor, Aspergillus, Nocardia)
Biofeedback Myelin Repair, Small Intestine, Normal Bowel flora ,
Bone Osteoporosis Repair,
Supply Sulphur to shut off TNFA and Celiac
Supply Diet Alternative, AA’s and Good Food List

5.Physical Body Therapies
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Spinal > Chiropractic > Muscles > BonesSarcode Therapies
Individual Sarcode Repair Until Rectified
Super conscious Search for Priority Sequence of Organ Strain
Automated Selection of Adjunctive Organ Therapies
Auto meridian & Acupuncture Program
Sports Program Navigation
Nutrition, Adrenal & Stress Balancing Program

6.Mental Tune Up
»
»
»
»
»
»

ECG & EEG Brain Waves
Biorhythms, Trivector, DNA, Telomere
Nutrition Brain Scan and Cancer Scan
Biofeedback therapies (corpus collosum stability, balance brain
front to back)
Color Therapy & Scalar Waves (Left Spin)
Anti Aging Module, Unconscious Reactivity

7.Emotional Balancing
»

Mineralization

»
»
»
»
»
»

Amino Acids
Perverse Energies
Enzymes
Color Therapy
Scalar Therapy
Neurotransmitter Balance

8.Spiritual Detection
»
»
»
»
»
»

Detection Through High Resonance
Detection through Impaired VARHOPE
Detection through NLP Addiction Therapy
Detection through Biofeedback (Release spiritual Attack)
Detection through Abreaction
Detection through NLP Therapies Karma

Spiritual Healing Techniques
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Explore Unconscious Reactivity
Covert Thought Pattern Contain Secrets
Grounding Techniques Before Dispelling
Past Life Regression for Nameless Trauma
Dispelling & Reprogramming Karma
Removing Entities NLP & Biofeedback
Sealing the Aura, Polymorphic Subspace
Crystal Protection, Mineralization,
Clearing Sacred Space

9.Homotoxicology
• Navigation Tools
» Test > Program Menu
» Tri-Vector > Energetic > Info Click First
» Risk Profile > Virtual Doctor > Homotoxicology

Homotoxicology
• Strategies for Toxin Detection
» SOC, Cellular Vitality, Phase Angle,
» Search Bar, Hold Bar, Red Bar,
» Individual Reaction, GO TO Number,
» Super conscious Search, Unconscious Choice
» Unconscious Reactivity, Homotoxicology,
» Bioterrain Divergence from Zero Balance Center
» Hint Section in VARHOPE Box & Test Screen Top R

9. Homotoxicology
• Strategies for Detoxification

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Check Organ specific minerals, amino acids, herbals
Load Additional Therapies (nosode, isode, etc.)
Use Chartmaker Graphics for Top 5 Treatments
Blood Module, esp. Pilomorphic Stabilization
Allergy and Phenol desensitization
Short Sarcode Cleansing
Alarm Reaction Management
Remedy Selection

10. Acupuncture Meridians
• Opening the Flow
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Auto Meridian Module
Full Scan
Retesting
Acupoints for Stuck Locations
Acupicture Program
AcuDiagnosis
Acupicture for Point Search and Picture
Acupicture Program for Pregnancy Test

11.Allergies
• Allergy Detection
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Test window Grey Bar
Allergy Panel
Allergy Report
Isode & Nosode report
Individual Reaction
Testing allergens from the Plate
Allergy Desensitization Techniques
Allergy Desensitization Schedule

12.Virtual Doctor Dismantling Disease
»

Virtual Doctor Navigation
» Virtual Doctor Links
» Virtual Doctor Advantages
» Virtual Doctor Limitations
» Diagnosis Vs Risk Factor
» When to Refer to Medical Doctor

13.Timed Therapies
»
»
»
»

Navigation of Timed Therapies
Addition of Selected Therapies
Additional Therapy Drop Down Menu
Degeneration Top Program

»
»

Hidden Cancer and Diabetes Modules
Changing Timer, Volts and Amp

14.Biofeedback
• Biofeedback Selection Navigation
»
»
»
»
»
»

Test Menu > Disease Dictionary > Super conscious Search
Programs > Unconscious Choice
Misc > Unconscious Choice by Patient
Chartmaker > Calculate Solution > Supraconscious Choice of
Therapy
Biofeedback Menu of Applications
Biofeedback Training Schedule

15.Reporting
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Information Reporting on Client
Information Reporting in Graphic Form
Information Reporting to Hard Drive
Information Reporting to Word File
Information Reporting to Email
Information Reporting to Research Base
Print Preview and Letterhead Changes

APPENDIX IX – QBF NAVIGATION
QBF Basic Biofeedback Navigational Training

Part 3
Advanced Course in EPFX/QXCI Navigation
(See Appendix III for Matching DVD Training Set)

16.Stress Evaluation
»

Stress Evaluation
» History in Demographics
» SOC Score
» Calibration VARHOPE
» Vital Signs Evaluation and Recording
» Selye Stress Bar
• Risk Profile
• Chartmaker Causes and Aggravations

Stress Management Tools
• Stress Management
»
»
»
»
»
»

Trivector, DNA Frequency Alteration
Spinal > Nutrition > Enzymes & Adrenal Balance
Sarcodes > Super conscious Search for Organ at Risk
Acupuncture, NLP Balance neurotransmitters
EEG Program > Trivector of Back Muscles
Body Scan, Scalar, Polymorphic Subspace Alignment

Stress Neural Therapy With Biofeedback
• EMG
• GSR

» Spinal > Muscle or Nerve > Treat Muscle Indicated
» Matrix Muscle > Individual Reaction > EMG
» Abdominal Breathing Technique
» Biofeedback program
» Relaxation Techniques

• Biofeedback

» Extensive Menu & Video Review

17.Cancer
• Cancer Risk Factor Therapies
»
»
»
»
»

Heavy Metal Toxicity, Perverse Energies, Isodes
Family Genetics & Miasms
Chronic Infection induced Celiac Disease > TNFA
Smoking Addiction Therapy
Sugar Addiction Therapy

• Detection of Cancerous Infections

» Fasciolopsis, Mucor, Aspergillus, Candida
» Pilomorphic Stabilization in Blood Therapies

Cancer Detection
» QXCI Test Matrix Probabilities
» Old Cancers
» New Cancers

Cancer Scan
» The New Medicine – Hamer conflicts
» QXCI Hamer Cancer Scan
» Timed Therapies > Degeneration > Cancer Scan to reveal hidden

module
» Select Cancer Type and Review Associated Conflict and Mental

attitude, affirmations
» Treat Reactivity, Fatty Acids, Mental Causes, Destruct Cancer Virus

once per week x 4 weeks
» Spinal > NLP > Brain Scan for Nutrition > Cancer Scan > Physical &

Emotional Conflicts
» Test > Auto-Zap Prions once per week x 4 weeks
» Release Subconscious Negativity and Thanatos Instinct

QXCI Cancer Therapy

• Timed Therapies
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Degeneration Repair
Cancer Scan Pop Up
Treat Reactivity
Treat Fatty Acids
Treat With Change of Mental Affirmation
Destruct Cancer Virus
Ameliorate the effects of Chemotherapy
Ameliorate the effects of Radiation Therapy

Cancer Risk Reduction Therapies
» Main Test Matrix > Search > Red Bar Dismantle
» Drag to HOLD Bar > Associated Cause/Remedy

» Bioterrain Correction, Auto zap Miasm,
» DNA & Telomere Repair, Anti-aging Modules
» Homotoxicology & Short Sarcode Detoxification

Timed Therapies for Cancer
»
»
»
»
»
»

Metabolic Repair
Hormone Repair
Neurological Repair
Psychological Repair
Sleep and Relaxation
Immunity

Adjunctive Pain Therapies
• Pain Modules for Cancer or Trauma

• Timed Treatments Plus Additional Therapy box
» Oxygenation
» Feel Good Therapy
» Sleep and Relaxation
» Inflammation
» Pain
» Muscle Flexibility, coordination
» Trivector >Energetic > Injury Repair Menu & Bar

Adjunctive Auto-Frequency AutoZap Therapies
• Various Autozap functions

» are appropriate to holistically support a Cancer Patient

• Autozap All

» Autozap All Top 200 + Top 30 Matrix Items by Emptying the Report

and Re-Loading the Purple Hold Tray with the Top230 items, &
converting the Treat Button to “3 minutes” using the Autozap
function.

• AutoZap Specific Relevant Items

» Top Twelve Pathogens, Prions, CoQ & Nutrients, Normal Flora,

Fungus, Worms, Hormones etc.

Adjunctive Cancer Nutritional Strategies
• Nutritional Keys to Healing:
»
»
»
»

Provide Enzymes, Amino Acids, Minerals, EFA’s
Provide Ellagic and Ellacic Acid for Apoptosis
Seretonin Loading for Mood and Lymph
Dopamine Loading for Adrenal, Thyroid, Pineal, Heart, and Muscle

» Antioxidant Nutrition ZBACES
» Sulphur Loading NAC, MSM, Glutathione, Lipoic Acid
» AutoZap & Provide Live Food Probiotics such as Soil Based

Organisms and Spirulina Algae

Adjuvant Therapies- Diabetes
• Blood Sugar Disorder Control Therapies
»
»
»
»
»

Timed Therapies > Blood Sugar Repair
Timed Therapies > Degeneration > Diabetes Repair
Nutrition > Balance Adrenal Glands & Hormones
Risk Profile > Oriental Herbs for Organ Cleansing
Teas, Flower Essences, Sanamin Remedies, Ayurvedic remedies,
Allopathic Antibiotics/Chemo
» Provide Written Follow up instructions by printing Information >
Letters > Appropriate Diet et al.

Adjuvant Therapies - Diet
• Dietary Strategies
»
»
»
»
»
»

Provide Gluten Free Diet,
Eat Right 4 Blood Type
Antioxidant Advice,
Resource List of Good Foods
Personalized Allergen List to Aid in Avoidance
Provide Live Food Probiotics such as Soil Based Organisms and
Spirulina Algae

18.Anti-aging
• Detection of Causes of Aging
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

EEG Program > ECG > Ant aging > Start
DNA Telomere Repair
Spinal > Nutrition > Enzymes > DNA Repair
Demineralization
Abnormal Gut Flora
Hormone Imbalance
Homotoxicology
Miasms > Biological Age

Anti-Aging Therapies
• Remove the Blocks
»
»
»
»
»

Heart & ANS Stabilization
EEG Brain Wave Rebalancing
Sarcode Graphic Report > Balance Top & Bottom
Detoxification Of Short Sarcodes
Homotoxicology Top 5

» Dental Repair Toxins & Clear Meridians

• Stabilize the Frame

» Facial Muscle Repair & Face Lift
» Adipose Dissolver, Injury Repair, Body Scan
» Spinal, Acupuncture, Neurotransmitter Balance

Anti Aging Therapies
• Remineralization, Amino Acid Repletion
• ECG > Ant aging > Nelson Remedies
• Timed Therapies > Degeneration
19.Aesthetics
• Obesity Management
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

EEG > Organ Tab > Adipose Dissolve
Auto frequency for occult infections
Autozap food poisoning
Celiac Sprue allergy desensitization
NLP > disrupt gallbladder-hypothalamus connection
Brain Nutrition
Neurotransmitter Balance

Face & Body Aesthetics
Body Scan Navigation and Execution









Face Lift Mechanics
Repair muscles of face
Repair Skin of Face
Repair Hormone
Repair Elastin, Collagen
Repair Hydration
Timed Therapies > Reverse Lines and Aging
Face Lift Attachment – Probe or Roller

Body Aesthetics
»
»
»
»
»
»

Skeletal Health and Injury Repair
Muscle Body Building
Sports Therapies
Hormone Adjustments
Skin Health through nutrition
Sexual Health

20.Autism and Learning Disorders
• Detection of Learning Disorders

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

SOC Questionnaires

EEG > LEAP Questionnaire for ADHD
Nutrition > Adrenal Balance > Use Questions
Nutrition > Hormones > Use Questions
Allergy Profiling
Phenol Toxicity
Homotoxicology

Nutrition for Learning Disorders











Nutritional Flaw Correction
Demineralization, Low EFA, Disturbed Tyrosine
Allergies (environmental, food, phenol)
Remove Perverse Energies
Relax with Flower Essences
Color Therapy to Stimulate Enzymes
Enzyme Repair, DNA Repair,
Infection Detection > Celiac Sprue Connection
Clean Blood, Short Sarcode Cleanse
Autozap CoQ Enzymes, Normal Bowel Flora

Timed Treatments for Learning









Timed Therapies
Metabolic Repair
Bad Behavior in Children
Immune Repair
Hormone Repair
Nervous system Repair
Treat Blood sugar disorder
Degenerative Repair

Super Learning Therapies
• Enhanced Learning

» Improve math, writing, reading, comprehension skills
» Timer enabled

• Virtual Super learning

» Individual
» Group
» Biofeedback Indefinite Learning Loop

Harmonic Therapy for Brain Synchronicity
¾ Test Harmonic Phase
¾ Virtual Harmonic Repair
¾ Harnessed Harmonic Repair

Neurotherapy for Learning
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Physical Repairs
ECG, ANS, EEG Repair,
Balance Brain Waves
Timed Therapies > Improve oxygenation, Degeneration,
Psychological repair, Neurological repair, Feel Good, Bad
Behavior in Children, Allergy Release
Choose unconscious Choice
NLP Therapies
Relaxation Therapy for 12 Seconds
Stress Module
Biological Flow and Choosing Affirmations
Metanalysis II for deep childhood traumatic imprinting
Reduce Stress of Mental Illness, Grief, Jet Lag, Reduce
Negativity etc.
Simulate Creativity, Intelligence,
Stimulate Higher Purpose in Life
Stimulate Ascension

21.Mood Disorders and Addiction Therapy
• Mood Disorders Detection
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Spinal Subluxations
Spinal Neuro-emotional complexes (NEC)
Neurotransmitter Mapping
Risk Profile Analysis
Amino Acid Deficiency for Neurotransmitters
Demineralization
Hormone Imbalance
EEG Brain Wave and Patterns

21.Mood Disorders and Addiction Therapy
• Physical Strategies for Mood Disorders

» Blood purification of serotonin depleting infection
» Nutrition, Enzyme & Bowel Flora Normalization
» Selection of remedies or allopathic via Test screen

• Physical Strategies for Addictions
»
»
»
»
»

Brain Nutrition Scan, Balance Neurotransmitters
Autozap Bowel Flora from Candida, Worms, Amoeba
Disrupt Hypothalamus Gall Bladder Connection
Clean Sarcodes, EEG Balance, Psychological Repair
Invert Allergen from Tray (Ie Cigarettes, Sugar)

21.Mood Disorders and Addiction Therapy
• Psychological Strategies

»
»
»
»

NLP Addiction Module
Autozap Psychiatric Disorder, STD, CFS
NLP Therapies > Neurotransmitter Balancing
Piggy back disorder on Additional therapies

Mood Disorder Therapies
• Psychological Strategies

» Biofeedback therapies ( i.e. Release phobias, psychic attack,

Karmic Backlash, Reconnect to Universe, Connect Body to Soul)
» NLP Therapies (ie, Release negativity, Improve Self esteem, Dispel

Guilt, Anger…)
» Stress and Hypnosis Dehypnosis Therapies
» Release Deep Potential, Creativity, Higher Purpose
» Super learning

22.Special Senses
• Vision
»
»
»
»
»
»

Eye Muscles Repair and Coordinate
Spinal > Eye > Eye Components Individually
Biofeedback > Misc > Eye Muscle Exercises
Biofeedback > Misc > Vision Repair
Cataract Repair
Macular Degeneration Repair of FOVEA

Special Senses
• Hearing
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

EEG > head injury repair
Autozap Myelin Sheath Repair
Repair Celiac Sprue Wheat Gluten Allergy
Detox infection esp. food poisoning
TMJ Scan and repair near 8 th Cranial nerve
Spinal > nerves > Acoustic nerve, Vestibular nerve
Biofeedback > Baby Skull Repair
Short Sarcodes > ear anatomy, reflexology, repair
Biofeedback > repair hearing with Care

22.Special Senses
• Voice Therapy

» Short Sarcode > All Extra Buttons for Mutism or Autism Repair
» Biofeedback > Voice Therapy
» Spinal > Nerves > glosso- pharyngeal nerve, Accessory nerve

repair

» Voice Analysis for pathogens
» Music Therapy

Music Therapies
»
»
»
»

Use of Recorder
Musical Sound Bites
Turning off Clasp Sounds
Charkas Specific Notes

Special Senses

•

ESP

» Timed Therapies > Enhance ESP
» NLP Ascension Stimulation
» Biorhythm > Stimulate Awareness of Risks
» Covert Thought Pattern
» Past Life Regression
» Raise total harmonic through detoxification
» Remove Toxins blocking awareness

23. Homeopathic Selection
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Rational of Frequency Medicine
Nutrition > Homeopathic Selection
Constitutional Homeopathy
Treatment Using Homeopathy
Rules of Conduct for Remedies
Avoid Nullification by Cocaine, Chocolate, Marijuana, Caffeine,
Benzocaine Dental Freezing, Eucalyptus, Mint
¾ Succussion 100x for New Remedies

Homeopathic Activation
• Activation of the QXCI Tray
• Navigation of Tray Mechanics
• Making Homeopathies from the QXCI
• Potency Issues
• Storage Issues
Homeopathic Activation Lab
• Selection of Homeopathic
• Alteration of Potency of Remedies
• Manufacturing of Homeopathic from Tray
• Activation of Homeopathic with Succussion
• Storage of Homeopathic

•

Sterilization Hints

Alternative Therapies
• Many Options Electronically
» Flower Essences
» Sanamin
» Ayruvedic
» Enzymes
» Imponderables
» Herbal
» Allopathic
» Other

24.Psychological Therapies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biorhythms of Individual and Couples
Chinese Astrology
Neurotransmitter Profiling,
EEG Balancing and Brain Scan for Nutrition
NLP Addiction Module
Biofeedback Stress Therapies
Hypnosis / Dehypnosis

25.Spiritual Oppression and Domination
Spiritual Superimposition Detection
» Temporal Anomaly in Risk Field Neutralization after opening, closing and

reopening
Inability to Calibrate
Personality Disorder Detected
Personality Disorder Detected
Abnormal High Resonance (ie. 5,858,962)
Abnormally low RESISTIVITY IN VARHOPE
Negative SOC or VARHOPE scores
Negative Cellular Vitality
Biofeedback Spiritual Superimposition
Psychic attack
Karmic Backlash Detection on Aggravations or Biofeedback

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
» Right spin exceeding left spin in Homotoxicology

Spiritual Oppression and Domination Therapies
• Spiritual Therapies to Protect Caregiver

» Activate Multi Media “flyman.avi”
» Protect office with Prayer Wheel
» Wear Crystal Protection on QXCI Practitioner or sit on computer pad

»
»
»
»

Wear leather soled shoes
Avoid contact within 8 feet of patient
Therapist to leave room during exorcism
Ask Spiritual Guide to help the stranded spirit up a column of light to
God.
» Open a Door of Escape for the Frequency to leave

Spiritual Therapies for Client
• NLP Therapies

» NLP Therapies > Dispel 2nd Brain Engram,
» NLP Therapies > Release Spiritual Domination and Oppression from

Patient and Therapist
» Reprogram Thanatos Death Wish
» Release Subconscious Negativity

• Biofeedback Therapies

» Reprogram Karma, Release Karmic Bonds
» Reconnect Body to Soul, Soul To Universe
» Dehypnosis, Corpus Callosum Stability

26.Treatment of Families, Couples and Groups
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Orgone Field Generator to broadcast intention to a selected field
Biorhythms of Partner
Marital Therapy to Fuse Consciousness
Group listing for NLP Therapies
Virtual Broadcast of Superlearning
Information Reports as Home Handouts

27.Adjunctive Nutrition to Augment the QXCI
• Antioxidants, Mineralization, Hydration

» Microhydrin for antioxidant alkaline electron pool with pH 9.6 and trillions
»
»
»
»
»
»

of electrons
Microhydrin Plus for sulphur loading
Spirulina Nanoclusters for mineralization, EFA, AA, Magnesium
Hydra-cel for slippery colloidal conductivity
Gluten free diet
Additional Zinc for hormone attachment and immunity
Nelsons Fatty Acid liquescence

28. Ethics of Biofeedback Therapy
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Preventing Complaints
Sexual Ethics and Boundaries
Managing Time
Managing Expectations
Selecting Follow Up
Written Record

¾ Billing and Accounting

29. Health Salesmanship Strategies
Promote Client to Embrace Self Directed Healing
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Second PC Projection Screen to Immerse in Audio visual Feedback
Verbal instruction and Encouragement
Printed Graphics in Simplified form
Information Report Handout Pre-fab letters
Give Homework to get person involved
Use Nelson Report to predict next visit
Dispel Negativity, Unconscious Resistance to Change,
Reward Effort with Praise & Quantitative feedback of VARHOPE
improvement

30. The future of QXCI medicine in an ideal world.
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Portable Hospital
Portable Library
Portable Remedy Manufacturing Capabilities
Long Distance Healing
Precise Diagnostic Testing
Multi disciplinary
User Friendly,
Upgradeable, Minimal Equipment
Low Relative Cost

APPENDIX IX – CLINICAL SKILLS NOTES
(Pending completion)

QBF Basic Biofeedback Navigational Training

Part 4
Clinical Skills Stress Course in EPFX/QXCI/SCIO
(See Appendix IV for Matching DVD Training Set)

Part A
Orientation
Equipment Upgrades Legalities
Code of Ethics
Navigation of New Body Viewer 3D Graphics

Part B
Stress
Hypertension
Heart Disease
Stroke
Neurological Disease (Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson’s)

Part C
Pain
Pain In General
Pain, Acute and Chronic
Pain, Arthritis
Pain, Headache, tension and migraine

Part D
Relaxation
Relaxation for Athletes and Peak Performance
Relaxation for Mood Disorders
Relaxation for Quality of Life Improvements

APPENDIX X - Protocol for Clearing Sacred Space
Content: Shielding from remote viewing & initiating protective Intentions & interventions
Style: See One, Do One, Teach One
Method:
1. Section A – History and Ethics
History and Ethics of Remote Viewing
Time traveling Experiments
Confidentiality
Implications for Stress Therapists
Third Eye is Tyrosine Dependent
Emotional Fatigue Can Impair Clairvoyance
Working with Violence and Negativity
Informed Consent
Screening Patient from Harmful Information
Developing ESP may create Anxiety
Avoiding Xrroid Saturation Effects
2. Section B - Aura Field Protection for Professional and Client
Aura Field Protection Clearing for the Professional
Auric Field Clearing for Client
Overcoming Resistance to Change
QBF can rewrite old injuries
Integrating Sacred Space with QBF is Very Powerful
Developing Compassionate Communication
3. Section C - Clearing Sacred Space Tactics
Method A - Spiritual Clearing Tactics
3.1. Holographic Aura Clearing
3.2. Sacred Coning
3.3. Intention
Method B - Quantum Clearing Tactics
4.0. Preparing Office Setup
4.1. Religious Neutrality in Professional Settings
4.2. Prepare and Clear the office space
4.3. Clear office and equipment of Entities
4.4 Ensure Room Privacy and Adequacy
4.5. Avoid EMF Stress
4.6. Ground Client and Self
4.7. Avoid Metal

4.8. Disengage from PC field during Testing
4.9. Avoid Interruptions
4.10. Momentum is key to healing
5. Quantum Biofeedback Spiritual Clearing Tactics
1. Clear Work Place First
2. Detect Spiritual Entities Early in Session
3. Repair Reactivity Disorder
4. Treat Temporal Anomalies in Calibration Risk Field Neutralization
5. Load Multi media protection
6. Power setting
7. Activate the Quantum Indeterminancy Field
8. Ground the client with mineralization
9. Orgone Field Generator
10. Add Own Prayers
11. 24/7 Prayer
12. Hololinguistic Programming
13. Sacred Geometry
14. Dispel Second Brain Engram
15. Dispel Oppressive personality spiritual superimposition
16. Clean Chromosomes of Electrical imprint of entity
17. Super learning Channel
18. Enhanced learning
19. Harmonic Therapy
20. Biofeedback Unconscious Reactivity
21. Homotoxicology
22. Polymorph Trans in EEG program
23. Face and Body Scan Module
24. Treat ANS
25. Perform Top two therapies
26. Miscellaneous Problem Solving Modules
6. Protective Equipment

Section A
1. History and Ethics of Remote Viewing
Courtney Brown, Prof. Ellis, University, Polysci noted research that remote viewers
were trained by US government’s Department of Intelligence. Psychics who attempted
to spy on Russian in cold war gathered information and expertise in this field. After the
cold war ended, these individual were continued to be hired, but with a new purpose,
and they began to play with other applications of remote viewing, such as to try to
contact extra terrestrials, which apparently met with some success. In these research
protocols, it was reported that remote viewing was accurate with a P probability score of

greater than 85% correlation in replicable double blind studies. A 600 step protocol to
learn to become remote viewers was developed, where subjects were given paper with
randomly determined 2 sets of 4 digits, or to describe a place. The investigator who
handed them the paper encoding the place was double blinded, and was not able to
know the location of the place about to be remotely viewed. They used pictures such as
battleships photos, top of Eiffel Towel and other locations or views which were
accurately represented by the remote viewer.
Courtney Brown expanded what he learned and then further researchers followed the
trail. Astral Travel out of the body, as described in a book by Monroe, who created the
Monroe institute, now trains people to remote view. Some people can do it naturally as
a clairvoyant gift, while some do it in their sleep, called “Travelers”, who often return to
paint art of visions from night. Pictures were accurately reported by remote viewer with
a 0.85 or better p score indicating high reliability, high sensitivity and specificity. Further
information about this topic can be found at the website: www.farsite.com
2. Time Travel experiments by the father of Andrew Buscalli in 1970’s, and the
Philadelphia experiment may have been hyped to distract people from the real issue
going on back then. It is now known that a group of 64 children were trained to
materialize and dematerialize in other locations, sent from California to New Mexico or
Virginia and Midwest. One Father told his child more than he were supposed to, the
child now remembers working with other children, in groups of 6, up to 34 kids.
Sometime afterward, after the time traveling programming received from age 8-13, he
then underwent deprogramming to erase the child’s knowledge of participation in the
experiment, since it contained information about the future. He doesn’t remember the
process, but the brain washing done was to make him feel he would die if he pursued
uncovering these memories, so he did not. Until recently these memories began to
surface, and they confirmed what his father has told him as a child and what had
occurred to him as a child. His father showed him a video of a man on screen, and he
was told that he was the child projected forward in time that he was the adult on the
video. This confirmed what his father had accurately projected through fore-knowledge,
in that the child would become an attorney, move to Washington, write a book on how to
take the SAT’s, will marry another married woman, and he will write the book to reveal
of what happen in the time travel experiments.
Once, in Mexico, the time traveling children hung out and played near a factory, and
noted that though the building looked similar, the plants look different. They had been
transported into the future by 20 years later, where the kids were given a protocol to
play, told to find the director of security, who knows nothing about this, except that if
kids call, report it to USA DOI and someone then 30 min later showed up to pick up the
kids, who thought it was 1970, but it was 1991, and then send them back to 1971,
saying “we knew you were coming, its in the notes”.
3. Confidentiality Thus we know emphatically remote viewing, time traveling exist, and
that governments an spy on anything. For the sake of the highest confidentiality of

medically sensitive records, I urge you to protect yourself and clients from remote
viewing and spiritual oppression as part of every session with Quantum Biofeedback.
4. Implications for Stress Therapists
Any new therapist, especially in Quantum Biofeedback must be ready for changes in
themselves, as they open up and become aware. Opening up spiritual awareness
make heighten vision and auditory senses, ESP, intuition, and Dreaming. Clearing and
Detox of the entire system will improve the whites of the eyes, which create peripheral
vision, an important feature of intuition and reducing computer fatigue.
5. Third Eye is Tyrosine Dependent: Third eye opening through cleansing affords
more tyrosine to open the pineal gland and crown charkas for for prayer and meditation,
and to close for protection. Detoxification of tyrosine scavenging parasites especially
worms, repairing tyrosine dependent thyroid, adrenals and pineal, and removing
tyrosine inversion from measles vaccine may help to increase spiritual connectedness.
Note that Acne on the forehead may be a sign of spiritual metamorphosis and
detoxification of the pineal gland. Tyrosine deficiency is evidenced by rocking behavior,
staring, upward gaze, lack of bonding, aggression, and lack of focus. Clients with these
behaviors are more likely to be open to spiritual attack and precautionary measure, like
those below, are advised.
6. Emotional Fatigue can Impair Clairvoyance: Judith Ornuff, MD Psychiatrist,
Clairvoyant as Child, trained at UCLA Institute of psychology, and who had both parents
are physicians, claims she lost her clairvoyance in Med training due to the archaic
schedules and stress. Then, she allegedly lost a psychiatric patient to suicide. She
went through a spiritual ascension afterward and regained her enlightenment skills.
She noted that the reawakening of intuition can sometimes reveal negative experiences
that can be discomforting to the therapist.
7. Working with Violence and Negativity: Typically clairvoyants may initially see more
violent, premonitions and negatively charged events as they emerge into enlightenment,
since negative experiences hold more charge and are more visible early on. This can
be disconcerting to become aware of all the negativity, violence and shame in the world,
and new therapists are urged to have mentors and colleagues to share their
experiences with, ventilate and reassure themselves that this skill of clairvoyance brings
with it awesome responsibility to know how and when to say what to whom, without
forecasting knowledge to others that they are not yet ready to hear or see.
8. Informed consent must be signed, verbalized and repeated during entry to the
experimental parts of the research process and QBF modules designated with an IRB
(IRB means Institutional Review Board, which oversees data collection on experimental
devices, and is noted with an (IRB) symbol when further consent, verbally or written
should be requested)
9. Screen Patients from Harmful Information: Informed consent does not mean
consent to diagnose anything other than stress, pain or relaxation issues, which are

regulated by the Stress Therapist Associations and regulatory bodies. It is not
appropriate that the therapist tells or shows the matrix and every single thing they see
the first time out on the scan to the client, which may be upsetting or overwhelming.
Accuracy is improved, especially for life threatening illness
Instead the therapist is to question and interpret in an effort to bring focus, not cure, to
bring enlightenment through awareness, not to judge prematurely and then give
unwelcome and overpowering list of suggestions for improvement.
Always remember that ill individuals, groups or companies always move slower than
healthier ones, so adjust for the client’s learning curve, instead of demanding they follow
your speed, since healing is non linear and non verbal.
10. Developing ESP may create anxiety. Budding stress therapist and light workers
may need help with religious, spiritual or mentorship training to handle the vision
Clairvoyants usually knew before relatives would die. Anxiety may occur in prelude to
events, without being able to localize the event. The time space continuum is mute in
this kind of circumstance, for instance getting nervous in tunnel and later that night, a
murder occurred there. These premonitory disasters are difficult to cope with, and need
psychic protection from in order to not interfere with the normal processes of daily living.
If you get a premonition about the death of client, please note it and act on it, since your
skills in occult perception are likely to increase the longer you train with Quantum
Biofeedback.
11. Avoiding Xrroid Saturation Effects. Remember that there is a saturation point for
everything in life, and spending too many hours without break, or too many clients, or
too sick clients, without ongoing preparation and protection may wear down the
therapist’s emotional, physical, spiritual and emotional skin by thinning the Auric field.
Thus a long healthy career in this intense field requires ongoing dedication to self care,
self protection, alignment and ascension to one’s highest purpose, but in an ethical,
safe, caring way with appropriate boundaries for all.

Section B
1. Aura Field Protection Clearing for the Professional
In hospitals, opening the body cavity in surgery opens the Auric Field and may release
positive or negative energies. Opening the Aura can affect the health of the body
electric. Doing Auric Field clearing on Hospitals may cause improved work
environments, more relaxed attitude, stress reduction and improved energy in workers;
Recovery Room located right next to morgue may cause a risk of too close a contact
with those who have not gone “to the light”. These “Earth Bound Spirits”, who can
intrude on your Aura and imprint and even invade you, separate from disease entities of
bacteria, are the reason certain ancient and current tribes do not mention the name of
the dead. Light workers and Quantum therapist, including all medical and dental
professionals, psychologist, counselors, minister, healers of physical emotion and a
spiritual nature, should regulatory partake in preventative Creation of Sacred Space and
Aura Clearing.

2. Aura Clearing for the Subject
Superconscious Choices must be respected since tapping into the super conscious
mind is a better guide to what the person needs. Attending to the need directly is the
best way to heal a wound. Non-Violent communication teaches we engage in “Power
Over” style, such as parent over teacher, doctor over patient, coach over athlete, rather
than teaching and training people heal and discover what they really need to heal, take
responsibility and find their empowering path. Rather than a list of home work, like
loose weight, quit smoking, which may not be appreciated or executed, promote and
enroll them, invite them, instead of telling, such as “would you like to feel better, what
are you willing to do, would you take up some initial steps, i.e. are you willing to drink
some more water, and breath deeper”. The power is in giving them the CHOICE with
options, without the need to rebel.
3. Overcoming Resistance to Change
Our resistance to change is our old programming of submission or rebellion, where we
typically revolt against duality as confining and hostile. The QBF gives the quantum
physics reality option of a third possibility besides on or off, good or bad, by accessing
the Maybe realm. Thus frequently use the QBF device to open up this third possibility
of neutral, maybe, where more change and movement can occur, by activating the
Quantum Indeterminancy Field (QIF) under power settings at the outset of a session.
4. Quantum Biofeedback can rewrite old injuries
Ancient writing like the bible showed us that self protection is important. The old phrase
“Turn the other cheek” does not mean to present the other cheek for another slap.
Rather the story from Walter Winks’ book “The Powers That Be”, states that in the era
of Jesus’s time, they used right hand to eat, left hand for personal hygiene, and neither
should be crossed over in purpose. Since it is so taboo to touch anything with the left
hand for hygiene reasons, only the right hand is ever used for actions. So if someone
slaps you with their right hand, they will hit your left cheek and in that culture and time,
by turning the other cheek into the left side, you would present the front of the face,
which the perpetrator dare not strike due to the grave insult. So turning the left cheek is
not a submission, but is standing up with a non violence response to disable the
hierarchy of dominance and reduce violence. The Quantum Biofeedback device offers
a unique way to rewrite the injuries of past, correct the awareness and hopefully guide
humanity out of its violent history into millenniums of peaceful, non violent, non toxic
behaviors.
5. Integration of both sacred space and quantum communication is very powerful
The QBF system is a radical challenge to the dominations structure of society, due to its
powerful healing machine and interface, which can now detect things like biological
warfare strains, genetically modified moods, phenols pollution, perverse energies, and
much more. This may be a whole new level of war where the battle of the dark and light
is underway, and as people become more conscious, they become more enlightened,

which upsets the scale and status quo. Dark forces are attracted to the light, and light
workers are feeling the burden of increased activity in recent years since Earth is
literally moving into a belt of stars that is increasing light on the planet.
6. Developing Compassionate Awareness
Recent books have been written on the increasing frequency of the earth and the
ascension scales of compassion. On such book reports that on a scale of 1000,
according to Steven Hawkins book “Power Vs Force”, the resonation score of
compassion is the highest, in keeping with the top religious figures in history. Shame,
on the other hand, scores 20 and is the most toxic, like other lower conscious state
register very low on the following scale. Removing toxic shame then should be part of
the quantum process since it can elevate the spirit like nothing else. Release of Hamer
conflicts in the Quantum Biofeedback modules, and increasing ascension and higher
purpose in life are now available tools to assist with this. Obviously this is more
common and important than we realize, possibly contributing the low vibrations of
violence, sexual assault, addictions and apathy, since we see below the vibratory level
of the earth in the past is only vibrating at a level of 200 on the scale of 1000.

Enlightenment
peace
Joy
Love
Reason
Acceptance
Willingness
Neutrality
Courage
Pride
Anger
Desire
Fear
Grief
Apathy
Guilt
Shame
Religious Figures
Christianity
Level of Truth
Second century
Sixth Century
Eleventh Century
Current
New Testament
King James Bible
Jesus
Roman Catholocism
Anglicanism
Christin Science
Quakers
Course in Miracles
Eckhart Mystic
Fundamentalist
Muslim
Mohammed
Miscellaneous
Mother Theresa
S Baba
Avatar
Lord Krishna
Buddah
Judaism
Abraham
Judaism
Modern Judaism
Kabalah
Zohar

Score
700-1000
600
540
500
400
350
310
250
200
175
150
125
100
75
50
30
20

1000
930
540
498
498
750
640
1000
550+
550+
550+
550+
600
600
125
740
750
900
1000
1000
1000
985
980
499
720
730

Chart of Level of Resonance in Emotions and Religious Leaders
Ref: Stephen Hawkins, Power Vs. Force, Hay House Inc, Ref page 68-69 Map of
Consciousness, 2002

Section C
3. Sacred Space Clearing Tactics
Method A - Spiritual Clearing Tactics
1. Holographic Aura Clearing
2. Sacred Coning
3. Intention
Method B - Quantum Clearing Tactics
4. Preparing Office Setup
5. Quantum Biofeedback Spiritual Clearing Tactics
6. Protective Equipment

Method A - Spiritual Clearing Tactics
1. Holographic Aura
Process
Invocation process requires name, location, and instruction to request or invoke spiritual
protectors for guidance in clearing all negative energies.
Content;
Insert Here Page of the your preferred favorite Invocation’s Actual Words
2 .Sacred Coning
Process:
Verbally and intentionally invoke a sacred coning that brings in the Masters to help you
in your process of healing writing, brain storming, planning, or entering any activity of a
spiritual or physical nature
Content:
Diva health wealth wisdom
Pan Pandora
Witnessing
Higher self, witness higher self, third party higher self
Highest self present
3. Intention
Process:
Verbally express intended outcome to invoke the law of attraction to help the positive
transformation and completion of you planning, or entering any activity of a spiritual or
physical nature, including items such as Holy Spirit, Here I Am, or I Am (Name), in

present tens. Also give thanks and gratitude, and ask for guidance and protection from
whom and state current time zone and place for anchoring to the here and now.

Content:
(Insert paragraph of intention here – for example)
I gracefully ask Archangels Michael, Raphael, and Gabriel to protect, shield and guide
me for a radius of 300 meters from any thing that is not of 100 % pure light, love and in
my best interest serving my highest and best good, and clear easily immediately and
effortlessly, without interrupting my optimum functioning.

Method B - Quantum Spiritual Clearing Tactics Overview
1. Preparation Process – 10 Steps to a Safe Practice
2. Quantum Biofeedback Sacred Space Techniques
3. Protective Equipment for workers

1. Quantum Biofeedback Preparation Process
10 Steps to a Safe Quantum Biofeedback Practice
Engage accelerated healing and focus through the use a Quantum Biofeedback device
to induce evoked potentials to maximize balance and optimum immunity and function in
an interactive, non invasive and deeply penetrating way. For safety first, when opening
a client’s electrical and Auric field, like any surgery, protection for the staff and client are
paramount. The following are some worthy suggestions from clinical practice that will
make your work and personal environment safe and enjoyable so you can pursue a
worry free career as a CBT or stress therapist.
1. Religious Neutrality in Professional Settings: Avoid religious symbols in an office
to both make different ethnic and religious clients feel unbiased about your personal
religious beliefs, but also to avoid an ungrounded attractor which entities can cling to
after the client is gone. Remember that evil and negative energies will be attracted to
the ungrounded or to the light workers.
2. Prepare and Clear the office space regularly, particularly after treating affected
clients who have been measure to show entities. Even before clients arrive, set a
sacred trusting intention for healing and guidance, and even consider using Sage or
Lemon grass burnt to dissipate the intention throughout the sacred space addressing
the cardinal directions of your workplace with Shamanic medicine wheel blessings.
3. Clear office and equipment of Entities especially if client shows Negative
VARHOPE scores on Stress parameters on opening calibration, or who make the
therapist feel unwittingly “repulsed”, “Avoidant”, or sense of hot swears or cold
gooseflesh which indicates the magnetic body, arousing hair erection or sweat, has
detected a spiritual presence.

4. Ensure Room Privacy and Adequacy: Ensure the room is ventilated, with non
metal conductive furniture, with concrete grounding in the floor if possible, access to
washroom and water. Avoid situation where eves dropping could be heard.
5. Avoid EMF Stress. Remove silent electronic pollution such as photocopiers,
answering machines, microwaves, other electrical devices, especially telephones, and
pagers. Worst of all remove and consider giving up altogether the use of cell phones,
which are perverse energies and can invade the electric space of a session, and may
lower the blood brain barrier within two minute of use, creating the loss of liver/brain
filtration of toxins, which may precipitate a Detox headache and alarms which will
hamper the scanning and therapy.
6. Ground Client and Self. Have the vulnerable client sit with their feet on a large
stone, rock or concrete block to ground them to avoid fatigue, headaches, or
detachment. Do not leave the feet off the ground in tested subject nor in Quantum
Practitioner to avoid energetic imprints from exchanging.
7. Avoid Metal: Wear non metallic jewelry and only leather soled shoes to increase
conductivity through the therapist into the floor, rather than bouncing electrical signal off
the rubber in rubber soled shoes and back into the therapist or client, creating
destructive interference and weakening the work done, possibly causing a wash out
effect.
8. Disengage from PC field during Testing : Quantum Stress Practitioners are
instructed to remove their hand from the keyboard or mouse especially during testing, to
avoid any influence on the computer field, and better still to remove themselves from the
room for the three minutes of the test, so that data analyzed will consistently show the
double blind nature of the machine’s recordings of bioresonance which are unaffected
by the attending technician.
9. Avoid Interruptions: Therapist and clients must be taught to avoid interruptions,
since it does take time and concentration to get entranced and emotionally vulnerable
enough to let go negative frequencies.
10. Momentum is key to healing since it is non linear, and key moments of
recollections, emotional impact and catharsis should not be interrupted or shut down.
Ensure adequate appointment time, rebook session more frequently, leaving more for
complex cases, while scheduling appropriate therapist breaks regularly to avoid Xrroid
effect of work and PC fatigue.

2. Quantum Biofeedback Sacred Space Techniques
After preparing self, client and office like a sterilized operating field with the above
techniques, you are now ready to begin the Quantum Biofeedback process. Of course,
you will start with the signing of informed consent explaining the procedure to the client

before any operational steps are carried out. Remember to avoid treating intoxicated
patients who are not likely to respond as well and who may be at higher medical legal
risk for complaining after the fact, especially regarding withdrawing consent on the basis
of intoxication.
The following are a list of suggested techniques that will make a profoundly more safe
and enjoyable, penetrating and lasting QBF session.
1. Clear Work Place First: Clear you work space with choosing under SOC page the
Animal Testing, Inanimate object, and select the demographic new patient as your work
place address
2. Detect Spiritual Entities Early in Session: Avoid timing disturbances by looking for
the likelihood is an entity present if you see the following:
a. Flattened First Harmonic in Risk field neutralization
b. Resonant Frequency Pattern is abnormally high
c. speed is high score,
d. Low Resistivity,
e. Low Minerals, an indication of being ungrounded (grey hair)
f. any VARHOPE scores are in the negative range,
g. the Right spin on the homotoxicology exceeds the left spin,
h. the computer won’t boot or crashes easily
i. the alarm rings the moment you open the clasp 32
j. the entire matrix is showing in red
k. The calibration window flashes yellow saying “recalibration”
l. Check Biofeedback under oppressive spiritual attach, psychic attach,
Karmic Backlash etc. if these are difficult to rectify > 85%
3. Repair Reactivity Disorder
m. Check for reactivity disorder on the Red box or Matrix Upper Right
n. According to the purple risk bars on the red VARHOPE Screen.
o. To increase the speed of the entire session, fix sluggish speed first
p. Select Test Matrix,
q. Use Treatment menu at top middle menu,
r. Select Stimulate reaction/duplicate remedy,
s. Type “Invert reactivity disorder” the on green screen in white box,
t. Alternatively type invert hypo reactivity or invert hyper reactivity for 3 min
u. Repeat until rectified >85%
4. Treat Temporal Anomalies in Calibration Risk Field Neutralization: Open and
then close and then reopen the calibration risk Field neutralization window in order to
evoke a pop up button called :temporal anomaly”, which should be clicked first before
going to “fast track calibration” in order to piggyback a spiritual correction onto the
calibration. The grey box in the upper left corner of calibration should read “Temporal
Disturbances Corrected” when you finish calibration.

5. Load Multi media protection of 4000 prayers, by initiating the Flyman program from
therapy page before testing and treating
6. Power setting should not be set to double or maximum on the first visit. However, if
a stubborn condition is present, on subsequent visits, use higher power settings.
7. Activate the Quantum Indeterminancy Field: Under main matrix, top right corner
power settings, first activate Quantum Indeterminancy Field (QIF) and then repeatedly
increase it by 10% per try until maximum Intensify it 50%
8. Ground the client with mineralization: Mineralize (Go to 5031 and treat) to ground
the subject before therapies begin, since minerals improve conductivity and penetration
as well as holding of the new electrical pattern, and activate enzymes to continue the
process long after the actual session.
9. Orgone Field Generator: Activate the spiritual harmony button, type on the line “all
frequencies are transmuted to love frequencies” or use the highest consciousness
names such as Jesus Christ, Archangels or spirit guides of your choice to act in Quantic
field, with the intention to guide and protect you and the client. Once you click close, the
Orgone field will continue to generate signal until the machine is shut off.
10. Add Own Prayers: At top of Orgone Field Generator Page, open “Add Prayers”
icon and insert word documents of your favorite or personalized prayers.
11. 24/7 Prayer: Add the additional approx. $300 program as a separate screen saver
to deliver continuous spiritual protection to your workplace, staff, waiting room and
clients. (You will need a separate program and activation code for this program.
12. Hololinguistic Programming: on therapy selection page, insert into the open lines
the issue, organ and emotion of concern and then click the Schumann Wave button to
cause a continuous word imprint onto the unconscious.
13. Sacred Geometry: In the SCIO, activate the new body viewer sacred geometry
panel to evoke continued protection, projected on a separate PC monitor to the client,
while the therapist can go back into the matrix, to see other screens and tasks.
14. Dispel Second Brain Engram: Before treating with trivector, reduce power to the
entity in NLP therapies, or use NLP addiction module clicking ” personality disorder”,
and clear EEG brain wave pattern of “possible spiritual superimposition” by clicking on
the “personality button right lower column”
15. Dispel Oppressive personality spiritual superimposition if and whenever a
purple box automatically opens to warn of a second brain Engram.

16. Clean Chromosomes of Electrical imprint of entitity with White Atom upper left
corner clicked repeatedly to reveal the “Alter DNA Frequency Pattern” button, which
should be clicked until the chromosomes enlarge.
17. Superlearning Channel: Evoke the highest intelligence and integrative thinking
required for enlightenment
18. Enhanced learning: Stimulate emotional maturity and other items of interest
19. Harmonic Therapy : After quick check of phase, repeat Harmonic therapy until all
sliders are aligned along the left side of the page, showing all brain locations working in
sync with each other.
20. Biofeedback Use Unconscious Reactivity or select unconscious choice and super
conscious selections.
21. Homotoxicology: Check Spin to determine if Right spin greater than left, and if so,
correct with Biofeedback Magnetic therapy or Scalar Therapy ( which can be run
continuously via the new Body Viewer Program on the SCIO device, to save time and
provide deeply penetrating, lasting results.)
22. Polymorph Trans in EEG program will align the electrical field at many octaves,
and provide the electrical skeleton, like squared scaffolding, to be able to receive and
hold the new resonances supplied by biofeedback
23. Face and Body Scan Module will also help align the charkas and identify the
locations of electrical leakage, aura snags and the top four emotional issues associated
with the snags. Beware of occult sexual assault if the base charka is closed or absent..
24. Treat ANS sympathetic, parasympathetic and vagus nerve for autonomic nervous
system integrity, which helps speed the session and helps maintain progress and
vascular, nervous and endocrine tone.
25. Perform Top two therapies as suggested in the therapy yellow and pink box
26. Miscellaneous Problem Solving Modules: Check Risk Profile, Virtual Doctor,
Superconscious Reduction Panel, Search buttons, Hold trays, Unconscious Choice of
Therapies, Disease Dictionary, Body Viewer,

Quantum Biofeedback
3. EMF Protective Equipment
Process:
Use EMF protecting equipment to shield to body of harmful electrical fatigue
Computer Pad to reduce EMF strain which weakens the auric field of provider, clients,
and office staff.

Content: Optional Protective Equipment
1.Geopathic Stress Shield
a. Biotronix Bioshield ™ Necklace
www.Biotronix.com for necklace with cut crystal to match Earth’s
increased Ohm frequency from the old 7.83 to 12.5 Hz )
b. Q-Link with programmed crystals and EMF Protection
c. Institue of Feng Shui & Geopathology Geopathic Necklace shield
PO Box 838 Portland ME, 04104
Tel:207-772-7888, Web: www.InstitueofFendShui.com
2. Computer Chair Pad (i.e. see. www.Hannasherbshop.com)
3. Peripheral vision protection for computer users (ie. See www.EyeOasis.com)
4. Ergonomic Chair to avoid back strain and metal contact
5. Halogen or Full Spectrum Lighting

Summary
Current status
What did you learn from this module?
1. Methods of Creating Sacred Space with 5 options including spiritual methods
like aura clearing, coning and prayer, plus Quantum methods like Quantum
biofeedback strategies or protective equipment
2. Learned religiously neutral, non-judgmental, private and respectful tactics to
ensure the safety, trust and responsiveness of the client
3. Learned new shortcuts like using overall protective strategies at outset to
make the entire session safer and faster for practitioner and client
4. Provide the skeletal structure of the protocol for clearing sacred space which
can serve as a base template for anyone.

5. Learned useful and specific applications of the new field of remote access to
the unconscious mind, and learned “Shield from remote viewing” protection
strategies to maintain health, privacy and a clear spirit and intent.
6. Learned the specific data input techniques for navigation for Clasp 32
software to ensure a spiritual protective field for the therapist and client
7. Used clinically efficient suggestions for execution flow to save time & money
Learning Resources
Apply templates to future projects
Therapist and Pod Leader Workshops
Research protocols development
Client instructions handouts in Letter Section of Reports
Continue Learning Mentorships
Research Pod Leaders, Colleagues, Study Subjects
Quantum BF Device Faculty
Continue Education Conventions on Techniques in Quantum Medicine
Review Spiritual Clearing Level II Intermediate QXCI training DVD by Dr. Drake
Review written resources
Practical Evaluation of This Tutorial
Informal
The student needs a way to confirm:
What
they have learned
Have they learned what has been taught?
Formal
The student is quantitatively evaluated
Written Test
Oral Test
Performance
Test
The Student evaluates the process
Feedback
questionnaire
Suggestions for improvement in the future
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Disaster Relief
Through Biofeedback Stress Therapies
A Clinical Skills Course for
Eclosion (QXCI SCIO or EPFX) Therapists
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Professional Clinical Training
Course for EPFX Quantum
Biofeedback
Who:Quantum Stress Therapists
Where: South Africa
When: Mar 19-23 2005
What: Disaster Relief Strategies
Why: Sonic Shock Relief through
Quantum Sonic Immune Repair

Course Theme :
Disaster Relief
• What: Biofeedback applications in extreme

stress, such as medical emergencies, mass
population endangerment &natural disasters.
• How: Eclosion (QXCI, SCIO or EPFX)
quantum biofeedback is well suited for stress
relief in an calibrate, integrated, quantifiable
way that can generate research and steering
strategies for care givers, governments, AID
agencies and entire populations and cities.

Sonic Relief for Sonic Disaster
• Why: Clinical Skills and strategies for stress
therapists must be taught from both an
individual and a widened population
perspective in this global village, especially
since Quantum therapies are able to be
delivered locally or remotely in subspace
healing for others.

Course Contents
• Dr. Drake will focus on widely applicable Emergency
Stress Therapies using Quantum Biofeedback
Eclosion modules and sequences most pertinent to
Quantum Disaster Relief and Prevention, given the
recent Tsunami disaster and many victims. Many
features of the Eclosion can assist and population
stress will be addressed, especially related to
sanitation, shock, epidemic prevention, heavy metal
detoxification, spiritual healing and issues of trauma
such as shock pain.

A Collective Unconscious
• Let’s use our conference to hone our
Quantum biofeedback clinical skills while
sending healing to so many in need, while
helping learn to protect the planet and it’s
flora and fauna. The disaster ripple effect, if
left unchecked could affect generations to
come, but interruption through inversion of
the Shock Wave can have significant
preventative influence on thousands of
families.

Sonic Relief for Sonic Shock
• Quantum Biofeedback is a well suited
tool for accurate, long distance, noninvasive restoration of electrical fields
after sonic wave destruction or
interference, and can help prevent
distorting ripple effects in human and
planetary health that are urgent in the
face of the Tsunami Disaster.

Level 4 - Professional Biofeedback
Stress Training
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.1 - Bioterrain, Leaky Gut & Celiac
4.2 - Heavy Metal Toxicity & Autism
4.3 – Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome
4.4 – Epidemic Prevention Methods
4.5 – Geopathic Shock Stress Corrections
4.6 - Spiritual Oppression & Domination
4.7 – Open Session of Problem Solving

Contact
• WEBSITE:
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com
• E-MAIL:
info@harmonizeyourhealth

Further Study Resources
• Level 5 Marketing & Sales Strategies
• Level 6 Mentoring and Certification
• Level 7 Home/Internet Study Continuing
Education Tools
• Level 8 HarmonizeYourHealth Holidays for
Seasonal Stress Retreat

Level 5 - Marketing Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

5.1 Self Directed Healing Salesmanship
5.2 Marketing to the Public
5.3 Research Applications & Data Collection
5.4 Malpractice Insurance & Attitude
5.5 The Future of QXCI Medicine

Level 6 - Mentoring & Certification
•
•
•
•
•

N6.1 NBCB Certification 3 Day Course
N6.2 NBCB Certification Examination
N6.3 Individual Mentoring per Day
N6.4 NBCB Certification with Internet Study
N6.5 NBCB Certification Course Manual

• NBCB = National Biofeedback Certification Board
• Instructor Dr Deborah Anne Drake

Level 7 – Upcoming E-Books
•
•
•
•
•
•

N7.1 SCIO Training by Dr. Drake on DVD’s
N7.2 Bioterrain, Leaky Gut & Celiac Manual
N7.3 Heavy Metal Toxicity & Gut Dysbiosis
N7.4 Adjuvant Bio-Energetic Cancer Therapy
N7.5 Quadrant Meal Plan Immune Safe Meal
N7.6 The Fundamentals of Living Well

Level 8 Stress Holidays
• HarmonizeYourHealth Holidays
• 5 Seasonal Retreats designed to teach and
use full spectrum detoxification strategies for
therapist who wish to bring themselves and or
their clients on a holiday, under direct
supervision and holistic conditions to
integrate a healthy diet and lifestyle upon
return home. See website for details.

Treating Heavy Metal Induced
Gut Dysbiosis with
Bio-Energetic Medicine

Written by Deborah A. Drake
BSc, MD, CCFP,(EM)
Copyright May 2003
All Rights Reserved
Cirque Communications Publisher
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com Distributor

Common Insults






Amalgam fillings
Immunizations
Acquired celiac disease
Leaky gut syndrome
Stressed endocrine system

Tongue Diagnosis

Metal toxicity
Candida

Ozone

H. Pylori

H20

Molds

Worms
2
3

Acidphyllus 1

4 Blood clots
Diabetes

algae
Glacial
water H2

pesticides

Fungus
death

Mineral salt

pH7.4

sweet

AutoImmune Anatomy







Infections and Metals activate TNFA
TNFA gene lives beside the celiac gene and
autoimmune genes on chromosome 6
All infections and metals induce acquired
celiac disease
All detox protocols MUST also include a
Gluten free diet

Enterochomaffin Cells






Fucose rich nerves are modified in the gut
into lymph nodes called entero-chromaffin
cells
These modified nerve/lymph nodes are
sensitive to anti-gliadon antibodies from
acquired celiac disease
Neurotransmitter depletion ensues in celiac

Infections Induce TNFA




Any infection induces the immune cascade to
induce TNFA bugal-boy to wake the company
barracks of White Blood Cells (WBC) to attack
the invader
TNFA, a transcriptase, wanders off its DNA
location, migrating and activating its
neighbouring Celiac gene and autoimmune
genes

Immune Response






Gut dysbiosis (ie. Campylobactor jejuni,
Helicobactor pylori, Candidiasis) initiate the
TH2 immune response
Circulating blood Monocytes stimulate the
cytokine signal transduction pathway
The resultant activation of plasma monocytes
to activate GM-CSF induces monocyte
conversion into tissue macrophages to attack
the infection

Gut Neurotransmitter
Depletion




Gut lymph nodes use dopamine to assist in
the signaling for peristalsis and defense
Leaky gut depletes dopamine building block
called tyrosine used for production of:





Dopamine (focus, motivation, attention)
Adrenalin (fight or flight response)
Thyroid hormone (weight, mood, peristalsis)
Oxytocin (bonding, orgasm, labour)

Gluten Mimics Gut Lining






The gut lining is composed of patio stones of
fucose square shaped sugars
Puncture of the square sugars due to cross
reacting anti-celiac antibodies induced by
wheat or infections the shape of wheat cause
leaky gut
Leaky gut impairs peristalsis, furthering gut
dysbiosis overgrowth and fermentation

Leaky Gut




Acquired celiac disease impairs the gut lymph
nodes and nerves, impairing peristalsis, thus
allowing accumulation of undigested food and
metals to further feed the abnormal gut flora
Once the flora is sufficiently altered & the pH
of the gut excedes the pH of the blood
stream, an inverse polarity of the gut causes
leakage of negative ions into the body
causing the organ inflammation

Autoimmune Gut Dysbiosis




Metals feed the metallo-enzymes of infections
such as Candida
Candidiasis uses magnesium in its hyphae,
impairing magnesium induced mood control,
peristalsis, bone production, pancreatic
insulin

Co-morbid infections


Co-morbid Gut Infections







Candidiasis piggybacks and carries other
infections, like Helicobactor pylori,
Campylobactor jejuni
Yeast fermentation converts sugar and B
vitamins into aceto-alcohol, which feeds
intestinal worms
Yeast produces brain hexane gas
Yeast inflames connective tissue with
butyric acid and gout crystals

Gut Perforations






Candidiasis and fungi eat IgA antibodies as a
protein source, and impairs the laboratory in
detecting gut infections
Undetected infections aggravate TNFA/celiac
genes to cause immune cascade to go
unregulated
Without immune defense, Candida further
punctures bowel wall causing leaky gut

Autoimmune Cascade





Once GM-CSF is induced by metals or
infection, the autoimmune cascade of
cytokines produces chronic inflammation
Inter-leukin IL-6 and IL-8 cause inflammation
GM-CSF produces tissue macrophages to
release cytokines called which induce betaoncogene, IL-3 which induce lymhoma

TNF-Alpha (TNFA)




Heavy metal oxidative stress from dental
amalgams, deodorants ,cookware,
environmental sources can cause relentless
activation of TNFA
Sulphur shuts off TNFA like a trumpet mute
which then retards the immune cascade and
the celiac gene co-activation

TNFA Predicts Illness


Depletion of TNFA due to lack of sulphur is a
predictor of many serious illnesses:








Celiac Disease
Cardiogenic shock
Thrombosis (MI, TIA, Stroke)
Tumours (lymphoma)
Tissue host graft rejection
Insulin resistance, diabetes, obesity
Wasting of HIV disease

Sulphur Shuts of the
Autoimmune Cascade




Chronic gut infections or Mercury toxicity can
deplete sulphur
Sulphur depletion impairs the immune
balance by allowing TNFA to continue
activating the TH2 immune response
unregulated

Dental Impact of Celiac
Disease






Celiac disease erodes teeth enamel resulting
in dental caries
Caries, treated with dental mercury amalgam,
further impairs the sulphur pathways
Without sulphur to shut off TNFA and
acq.celiac disease, metal toxicity causes a
vicious circle of: caries of teeth>metal
toxicity>immune sulphur impairment>gut
dysbiosis>celiac>dental caries

Gluten Cross Reactions


Square shaped fucose sugar makes a good
building block for the structures of the body








RBC coating
Nerve head
Synaptic vesicles release protein “synapsin”
Myelin sheath (myelin associated glycoprotein
called MAG and myelin basic protein MBP
Purkinjie cells (nerve axon battery cells)
Gut lining patio stones

Acquired Celiac Disease






Most food poisoning bugs are covered with
square fucose sugars similar to the square
fucose patio stones lining the gut lining,
lymph nodes, nerves, purkinjie cells
Metal or infections activate TNFA and its
neighbouring Celiac gene to produce antigliadon Celiac antibodies to guard nerves &
lymph nodes
all infections or metal toxins must produce a
physiologic Acquired Celiac Disease

Acquired Celiac Disease






Celiac antibodies attack nerve endings,
synaptic bulb synapsin, myelin sheath
proteins, Purkinjie battery cells on axons in
cerebellum, ovaries and heart, gut lining and
gut lymph nodes
The body’s neural-humoral defense system is
crippled by impaired nerve-node
communication
Glandular impairment of nerve rich structures
in the endocrine system cause loss on
homeostasis, leading to chronic fatigue,
toxicity & disease

95% Seretonin Stores in Gut








Seretonin precursor 5-Hydroxy-tryptophan (5HTP3 and 5-HTP4) in gut lymph nodes
regulate peristalsis
Lymph node acquired celiac attack impairs
5HTP
Poor peristalsis impairs clearance of food,
metals, toxins, promoting further gut
dysbiosis & acidity
Overgrowth > immune and mood
decompensation

Tyrosine Depletion
Tyrosine Functions Impaired

peristalsis, immune defense

antipsychotic,initiator of action

building block of adrenalin,

thyroid hormone,

pineal hormone

used by pathogenic worms

Candidiasis







Grows at a pH of 7.5
Steals B vitamins for its energy metabolism
Produces sugar fermentation into alcohol
Depletes our Magnesium for its hyphae
Has Progesterone & estrogen receptors
Attaches to fibronectin in blood, liver, spleen
and lymph nodes

Candidiasis








Candida overgrowth inverts the gut pH from
6.0 to pH 7.5
uses the metals for its metallo-enzymes, so it
tends to grow in metal toxic patients,
Candida fosters sugar fermentation to feed of
worm and bacteria hungry feeding alcohols,
and initiates anti-gliadon antibodies
Candida hyphae puncture the gut lining
impair the integrity the ability to rid the
infection, leading to chronic leaky gut and gut
lymphoid hyperplasia,

Cascade of Gut Dysbiosis










Metal toxicity produces sulphur depletion
>Gut Dysbiosis
>>Acquired Celiac Disease
>>>>Lymphoid hyperplasia>lymphoma
>>>>>Seretonin Depletion in gut lymph
nodes
(depression, impaired peristalsis)
>>>>>>Dopamine Depletion
(hypoadrenal, hypothyroid,
hypopineal)

Lymphoma








Currently the highest rising cancer in all ages
groups (except under 1year old)
Swollen gut glands are paralysed by the
gluten rich diet in North America
Lymphoma highly associated with Candida
tropicalis infection
Leukemia is highly related to Candida
albicans infection

QXCI








Dental Program
Dental Isodes
Dental Nosodes
Dental Chart
Dental Scan
TMJ Scan and Repair
Dental Amalgam Removal

Treatment Protocol








Must include:
Gluten free diet
Probiotics Acidophyllus for Vit K
Antioxidant hydride, ZBACES
Amino acid repletion
Mineral repletion with Spirulina algae
Metal Mobilization with Chlorella algae

Helpful Amino Acids


Tyrosine







heals dopamine depletion in ANS
Repletes gut lymph nodes, adrenals,
thyroid and oxytocin
Use 1500 mg orally in am, 1000mg 3pm

5 Hydroxy-tryptophan


100 mg po Bidaily for lymph nodes and
seretonin repletion

Helpful Minerals


Magnesium









Prevents cardiac arrythmia or seizure during
healing crisis of gut reterraining
Promotes peristalsis
Promotes insulin regulation
Promotes anti-depression
Relieves muscle spasms

Dose: 400 mg per mouth 4 times per day

Helpful Gut Cleanse


Cleanse gut with absorbant cocktail of :







Psyllium fibre (2-4 tsp)
Bentonite clay to trap bugs and metal (2
tsp)
Capralytic acid in Olive oil (Caproil) 1-2 tsp
Acidophyllus
Mix in 8 oz water and drink or freeze as
popsicle for children

Helpful Probiotics


Lactobacillus Acidophyllus (Multi-strain)






Produces Vit K to kill fungi, yeast and bacteria
Vitamin K assists in blood thinning and flow
Dose: 6 Billion live cell per cap three time/day

Spirulina Algae (Microclustered)



Contains all minerals, vitamins, EFA, AA’s
Dose: 3 capsules per mouth 3 times per day

Helpful Hydration Tips







Reduce surface tension in water with lemon
Reduce surface tension to equal of RBC by
adding “Microhydrin” silicated hydride ion
Reduce acid load by drinking alkaline water
(ie Microhydrin pH 9.6)
Use increased intracellular water with
magnetized water (ie Nariwa)

Helpful Sulphur Sources


Foods:




Garlic, onion, apricots, Sauer Kraut

Vitamins:


Microhydrin PLUS with milk thistle






N-Acetly cysteine (NAC)
Alpha-lipoic Acid (ALA)
Glutathione, Methionine

Methyl sulfonyl methane (MSM)

Hearing Loss:
Impact, Types, Solutions
By: Kayla Sherborn
Student ID: 250316697
Section: 001
Prof: Dr. Mike Atkinson

Hearing Loss Overview
♦ A. Impact of Hearing Loss
• Psychological and Social Implications
• Non-Auditory Effects

♦ B. Types of Hearing Loss
• Statistics of Hearing Loss
• Conductive, Sensorineural

♦ C. Hearing Loss Prosthetic Solutions
• Hearing Aids
• Cochlear Implant
• Prevention

♦ D. Summary
♦ E. References

A. Psychological Impact
♦ Hearing loss greatly impacts our

psychological and our social lives.
♦ Under recognition and denial of hearing
loss can lead to isolation, depression,
anxiety.
♦ Solutions are available but limited.
♦ The key is P R E V E N T I O N .

Under recognition
♦ Denial is one of the biggest obstacles in

recognizing one’s hearing loss and prevents
people from getting the help available.
♦ When people are asked if they had to choose
whether they would rather be blind or deaf, most
people will answer that they would rather be deaf.
(Fletcher as cited in Passer et al. 2005, p. 178)
♦ However, hearing loss is so invisible, it can cause
devastating social consequences, stigma, lack of
understanding and empathy.

Helen Keller
♦ Helen Keller was a

woman who lived both
deaf and blind.
♦ She considered deafness
to be more socially
devastating.
♦ “ Blindness cuts people
off from things. Deafness
cuts people off from
people.” (Passer et al.
2005, p.178)

Isolating Complaints
♦ “My wife is disappointed I don’t go to

parties or concerts anymore.”
♦ “I sometimes feel foolish and pretend to
understand, but laugh at the wrong times.”
♦ “ I can’t watch T.V or movies with my
family anymore.”
(Vye, K. 2006)

Social Implication of Denial
♦ Charlie was sure his wife Mary had hearing loss that she

wouldn’t accept. So he decided he had to prove it to her.
One day while putting the groceries away, with their backs
to each other, he asked in a normal voice “honey, what’s
for dinner?” but he got no response. He thought he’d try
again, so he raised his voice and asked for a second time.
But again Mary gave no response. “Ah ha! I’ll give her one
more try” thought Charlie. So in a very loud voice he yells
“HONEY WHAT’S FOR DINNER!” With that Mary
turned around, tapped him on the shoulder and stared him
right in the eye and said “For the third time we’re having
chicken!”

Non-Auditory Effects Of
Hearing Loss
♦ Isolation
♦ Increased blood

pressure
♦ Stress
♦ Fatigue
♦ Tinnitus

(Workplace Safety and
Insurance Board, 2005, p. 2)

♦ Tinnitus,

or “ringing” is

a perception of a constant
or intermittent sound in
the ear or head where no
external source is present.
♦ In extreme cases, it can
lead to stress and even
suicide. (The American Tinnitus
Association, 2005)

B. Hearing Loss Statistics
♦ The Canadian Hearing Society Awareness Survey

of 2001 states that almost 1 in 4 (23%) of adult
Canadians report having hearing loss.
♦ It’s common in society: 8 in 10 Canadians have
worked with, have family or friends with hearing
loss. (The Canadian Hearing Society, 2001)
♦ 90% of North Americans who experience hearing
loss were born with normal hearing. (Fletcher as
cited in Passer et al. 2005, p. 178)

Types of Hearing Loss
1.

Conduction Hearing Loss: Impedes the
conduction of sound through the outer and
middle ear. ( Suter, 2002, p. 24)

♦

Ways of acquiring conduction hearing loss:
Obstruction of the canal by cerumen, ruptured
eardrum, fluid build up, break down of the
ossicles, infections & others.

♦

Good news: Conductive hearing loss usually
responds well to medical treatment.

Types of Hearing Loss
2. Sensorineural Hearing Loss:
Tends to be caused by damaged receptors within
inner ear or the auditory nerve itself. It poses
difficulties in understanding speech, especially
with a noisy background. (Suter, 2002, p. 24)
♦ Ways to acquire sensorineural hearing loss:
Aging, Childhood Illnesses, Meniere’s Disease,
Noise Inducement, and many others.
♦ Bad news: Due to its connection with the semi
circular canals, sensorineural hearing loss is
permanent & unresponsive to hearing aids.

C. Hearing Solutions with
Prosthetics
1. The Hearing Aid: Provides
amplification, and while helpful
to many, cannot correct hearing
the way eye glasses correct
eyesight. ( Nelson, 2003, p. 26)
♦ They are more helpful for
conductive hearing loss.
♦ Sensorineural hearing loss
makes you lose the quality of
your hearing not the quantity,so
amplification will not help.

Hearing Solutions with
Prosthetics
2. Cochlear Implant:
The one solution that
stimulates auditory nerves to
produce sound electronically.
( Florian, 2003, p. 24).
♦ With this implant patients can
hear everyday sounds, and
many can understand speech.
However, sounds tend to be
muffled. (Passer et al. 2005, p. 178)
♦ People who expect the implant
to restore normal hearing are
usually greatly disappointed.

Summary
♦ Communication is the key to improving our

quality of life & interactions with others.
♦ Hearing loss affects our psychological and
social lives impacting on marriage, family,
work and social relationships.
♦ Hearing prosthetics are not substitutes for
normal hearing; nothing can replace what
mother nature has given us.
♦ Don’t take hearing for granted: be careful
with music, noise, head trauma, infections.
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GREAT SHAKES
Designed to Boost Immunity!
1. FIRST, PLEASE BLEND THE FRUIT, JUICE AND WATER TOGETHER WELL
ON HIGH IN A BLENDER FOR A SMOOTH CONSISTENCY BEFORE DOING
STEP 2.
2. WHEN YOU ADD THE FOLLOWING INGREDIENTS, PUT THE BLENDER ON
THE LOWEST SETTING TO MAINTAIN THE NUTRIENTS IN YOUR SHAKE.
IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING RECIPES, YOU INCLUDE:
* 1 tbsp Spirulina powder
<http://226030.royal-bodycare.com/Green_Phyto-Power.htm> (if you have grass
allergies, anemia, or are vegetarian) - or otherwise Phytogreens
<http://226030.royal-bodycare.com/Green_Phyto-Power.htm> or Pure Synergy
(if you have burping, bloating, gas or acid reflux)
* a good squirt of Hydra Cel
<http://226030.royal-bodycare.com/HydraCel.htm> (ionized minerals)
* 3 Capsules of First Food
<http://226030.royal-bodycare.com/FirstFood.htm> / Colostrum in every shake
* 1/2 C of Water
* 1 TBLSP OF FLAX OIL and perhaps LECITHIN
BLUEBERRIES SUPREME (Candida Friendly)
1/2 CUP OF APRICOT JUICE
1/2 CUP of Frozen Blueberries
1-2 Ripe Pear
MANGO SPICE
1/2 C of Apricot Juice (organic)
1 Ripe Mango well washed
1 Ripe Pear
Pinch of cinnamon
TROPICAL PUNCH (NOT FOR THOSE OF YOU WITH FURRY TONGUES, GAS
OR BLOATING)
1/2 C of Water
1/2 C of ORGANIC PINEAPPLE JUICE
1 Mango, Ripe Banana, 1 Passion Fruit
*YOU CAN ALSO PUT 1 TBLSP OF FLAX OIL IN EACH OF THE SHAKES
“Ultra Clear Plus” Rice Based Canola free Shake mix can be added as a milk alternative.
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Healthy Bioterrain
-240 mV Electron Cushion
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Life is Current of Electron Flow

Humans Need Volts Amps &
Resistance to Glow in 3D

Y= Volts for Adrenal Power

X=Amps Brightness(Seretonin)

Z=Resistance From Mineral Coil

Illness is Darkness

(Organ Cushion Depleted of Energy)

Aged Oxidized Skin
(Electron Depleted)

Health is Brightness

Youthful Reduced Skin
(Electron Rich)
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Normal Bioterrain Tongue

Quadrant 2

Splenic Asymetry from Amoeba

Quadrant 3

Wide Fissured Scalloped Tongue

Quadrant 4

CardioVascular Risk
(Shrunken Fissured Tongue Tip)

What Defines Perfect Bioterrain?

Temperature Defines Color and
Enzyme Function

Bioterrain ORP Map Defines
Growing
Conditions
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Oxyhemoglobin Dissociates
at pH 7.4
• Life follows Oxygen release from hemoglobin at pH7.4
Hgb + 02

pH 7.4

HbgO2

X Axis Acid Base Balance
Matches Saltwater Ocean and Blood at pH7.4

Vapors Evaporate at 22 Atm H2

Y Axis = ORP Ideal at 22 Atm H2

Z Axis = Mineralization Provide for
Conductivity

Trivector Analysis of Bioterrain
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Bioterrain Centerpoint in Nature

Healthy Body Compartments

Color Refraction in Food

Rainbow Refraction of Wavelength
Identifies Different Resonances

Endocrine Glands
» Pineal
» Pituitary
» Thymus, thyroid
» Heart
» Liver, gallbladder
» Spleen, Kidney

Brain
Switchboard has
an endocrine
system as an
extension for
neuro-endocrine
regulation ( the
electro-chemical
junction box)

» Gonads (Ovary, Testes)

Frequency Imparts Function
B
A
G
F
E
D
C

»The frequencies of the glands &
Charkras match the frequency of the
notes of the piano scale & the
frequency of rainbow colors
»Different frequencies impart different
organ tuning functions
»Different octaves impart different
functions body functions (ie lower

octaves for vibrational body, middle octaves
for chemical body, upper octaves for
spiritual body)

Immune System Anatomy
• Thymus Gland makes one Plasma Cell for Each
frequency or each bug or invader
• Thymus gland provides master library of
defense
• Humoral Immunity Flags enemy by shape
recognition (Frequency = Digital Shape)
• Flagging of enemy with antibodies to lectins
induces immune cascade to assist capture
• WBC Cellular Immune defenses follow up to
destroy invader, then turn off once finished

Endocrine Glands
» Pineal

B
A

» Pituitary

G

» Thymus, thyroid

F

» Heart

E

» Liver, gallbladder

D
C

» Spleen, Kidney
» Gonads (Ovary, Testes)

Gluten Shape
Similar to
Endocrine &
Nerves & Charkas
can cause cross
reacting auto
antibodies to attack
the glandular
switchboard,
gluing up cellular,
hormonal and
neurological
communication

Immune system physiology
• Many human structures are coated with
square sugar Fucose
• Human immune structures are defended
with anti Fucose & anti-celiac antibodies
• The brain, endocrine, gut lining, blood and
electrical systems rich in Fucose are
vulnerable to anti Fucose anti-gliadon
(anti-gluten) like antibodies.

Nerve Anatomy Rich In Square
Shaped Sugar Fucose
Myelin Sheath (MAG, MBP), Nerve
Sugars
Nerve
Nucleus

Axon

Lymph node

Sensory Dendrites, Purkinjie Battery Cell, Synapsin Protein

Synapsin Releases
Neurotransmitters
Nerves & Gut Lymph Nodes Transmit Seretonin & Dopamine
Nerve
Nucleus

Axon

Nerve
or Node

Square Synapsin snaps open Synaptic
Vesicle full of Neurotransmitter for Nerve
Conductivity

Neuro-Endocrine System
» The Brain & endocrine system is rich in
Square fucose sugars in nerve endings,
myelin sheaths, synapsin, purkinjie,
» The heart wiring is rich in square Pukinjie
sugars
» The lymph glands are rich in Square fucose
sugars
» The gut lining is rich in Square fucose
sugars
» The Red Blood Cell is rich in Square fucose
sugars

Vulnerable Body Locations
•

Brain
Cerebellum

Heart Wiring

RBC

Gut Lining &
Lymph Nodes
Gonads

Body Locations
Rich in
Purkinjie
Fibers
Vulnerable to
Celiac Antibodies

Anti Gliadon Antibodies
• Anti-gliadon antibodies attack the brain,
endocrine glands, RBC & gut lining due to
similar shape to gluten

Gut, Heart, Nerve Sugars

Gluten
Anti-gluten
Antibody

Frequency Imparts Function
B
A
G
F
E
D
C

» The endocrine glands are extensions of the
brain, which are also rich nerves, therefore
rich in Square sugars
» The pituitary gland hormone rings 440 hertz,
the same frequency as the note A on the
piano
» If the pituitary hormone is bent out of shape
and rings 336 hertz, it won’t match it’s
receptor site, causing pituitary illness.

Disease Definition=Out of Tune
B
A

G
F
E
D
C

» The digital frequency of a substance is
defined by the angles in the molecule
» A hormone out of shape imparts a different
angles so different frequency and cannot
then attach to its receptor frequency,
causing disease (a gland out of tune)
» Impairing the Switchboard communications
with anti gliadon antibodies to the Square
sugars in the endocrine systems impairs

body tuning (homeostasis)

Heart Wiring Rich in Purkinjie
AV Node
SA Node

• Heart Wiring is rich in nerves
rich in gluten like purkinjie
cells
• Celiac antibodies can attack
heart wire >induce
arrythmias
• Heart electronics are
Vulnerable at AV node to SA
node to Bundle of His to R+L
Endocardial Bundle
Branches

Gut Lining Rich in Fucose
• The gut lining is rich in square sugars
• Lymph nodes are rich in Square sugars
• Lymph nodes harbor seretonin and
dopamine as modified nerves called gut
lymph nodes(Enterochromaffin Cells)
Gut Lining
Lymph Nodes

Leaky Gut Syndrome
• The gut lining is rich in square sugar
and rich in square sugar rich Lymph
nodes vulnerable to attack by cross
reacting SGPG & anti-gluten antibodies,
puncturing the lining, exhausting the
doorman lymph nodes
Gut Lining Leakage
Lymph Nodes

Food Poisoning Impact on Filtration
• Anti-gliadon antibodies in search of similar
shaped foreign infections, cross react and
damages the gut lining, nerves, nodes, RBC
• Elevated SGPG antibodies attack gut lining
• Injured gut lymph nodes loose seretonin and
dopamine for peristalsis and defense
• IgM Myelin Associated Attack weakens nerves
• Peristalsis impairment from seretonin and
dopamine and magnesium depletion furthers gut
dysbiosis

Food Poisoning Mimics Gluten

Gut
Lining
&
Lymph
Nodes

» Food Poisoning Bugs coated with Square
Sugars Look Similar to our Gut and Nodes
and can confuse the immune system into
attacking ourselves
Food Poisoning
Bug

Anti Square
AntiBody

Leaky Gut Fissure Tongue

Food Poisoning Mimics Gluten
» Food Poisoning Bugs coated with Square
Sugars Look Similar to our Nerves and can
confuse the immune system into attacking
ourselves
Food Poisoning
Bug

Anti Gliadon AntiBody

Gut Dysbiosis Autoimmune Rheumatoid Arthritis
Tongue Macroglossus, Loss Of Villae

Leaky Gut Historical Risks
• Immunity Disturbance

• Post operative anesthetic history causing
72 hours cessation of bowel sounds
indicating peristalsis
• Antibiotic history disturbing bowel flora
• Steroid Drug use, anti-inflammatory
medication, diuretics
• Malnutrition, Anorexia, Bulimia
• History of severe injury or debilitation

Powerful Immune Cascade

Autoimmune Disease Induction
• Once TNFA induced to call on immune
system, the neighboring gene for celiac
and other neighbor for autoimmune
disease are co-activated until the invasion
is settles.
• Chromosome 6 carries three gene
neighbors
Autoimmune

TNF-Alpha

Celiac

Th2 Autoimmune Cascade
Infection/Metals

Monocytosis
Platelet Aggregation

WBC Kill

SHUT OFF
SULPHUR

TNFA – Celiac - AI
Cardiogenic Shock,
Insulin Resistance,
Tissue Rejection

IL-6, IL-8
Proinflammatory
G- CSF

GMCSF Macrophages
Hypomonocytosis

IL-3
BetaOncogene

Tumor,
Lymphoma

Common Gluten
Related Auto-Immune Disease
• Pineal –Insomnia, Infertility, Psychosis
• Pituitary – Depression, Panic, Anxiety,
Anorexia
• Thyroid – Graves disease, Myxedema
• Parathyroid disease - Calcium
deregulation
• Thymus – Myasthenia Gravis

Common Gluten Related
Auto-immune Diseases
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heart – Arrhythmias, Endocarditis, MI SLE
Liver – Sclerosing Cholangitis, Gallstones
Spleen – Lymphoma, Leukemia, Banti’s
Gonads – Cysts, Breast & Ovarian Cancer
Gut – Crohn’s disease, Colitis, Ulcer, Piles
Skeleton – arthritis, osteoporosis

Symbiosis vs. Dysbiosis
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Bioterrain
• Predictors of Illness = Shift in Bioterrain:
• Shifting from acid gut to alkaline gut (L>R)
• Shifting from mineralized to sweet and
demineralized (Lower L>Upper R)
• Shifting from metal free to toxic
• Shifting from hydrated to dehydrated
• Shifting from Hydrogen rich reduced glacial
water to hydride depleted oxidized rust

Altering Terrain Alters Wildlife
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Acidification Erodes Enzyme Pool
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Demineralization Fosters Metal
Scavenging Fungi

Perfection is the Bioterrain at The
Interface of Ocean Air & Earth

Gut anatomy and Inverted
Physiology of Leaky Gut
Healthy Neutral Blood, Acidic gut vs. Ill Alkaline gut Acidic Body
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Poisons flow out Negative Pole vs. Poisons run into Negative Pole

Alkaline vs Acid Battery
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Bioterrain ORP:1. First Dilute
ORP SCALE
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Breath Fresh Air

Recenter and Reduce Stress
With Yoga Breathing

Dilute Toxins

Bioterrain ORP : 2. Second
Clean
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Cleansing Can Be Turbulent

Detoxify

Add Charcoal Not Smoke

Proper Organ Drainage Needed

Bioterrain ORP:3. Kill Invaders
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Retard Fungal Overgrowth by
Changing Terrain to Change Organism

Restore Normal Flora

Respect Living Conditions

Bioterrain ORP :4. Restore Flora
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Promote Gluten Free Diet to
Restore Healthy Gut Lining

Seed New Flora With Probiotics
Lactobacillus Acidophyllus for Vitamin K

Bioterrain ORP :4. Restore
Magnesium with Greens
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Chelate Metals with Probiotics
From Spirulina and Chlorella Algae

Spirulina Algae Smoothie

Cocoa Chlorophyll is Magnesium Rich

Integrating the Immune System
Have Some Fun Exercise In Nature

It’s the soil not the bug
• Summary:Dilute>Clean>Kill>Restore
• Treat the metal toxicity which shifted the
terrain, causing infectious overgrowth
• Treat the sugar addiction & food
sensitivity to gluten during especially
food poisoning or infection or detox
• Treat the mood for seretonin and
dopamine depletion from the gut lymph
node infections with probiotics
• Treat the spiritual sphere

Retrain With Biofeedback
• The question is not why by HOW do we
accomplish restoration of bioterrain?
• Use an calibrated, exquisitely sensitive,
specific, double blind non invasive tool
• Map where and what is suffering, and
without harm, retrain with electrical
correction our immune system to its
normal natural function
• Restore Homeostasis to Restore
Function

Quantum Biofeedback
Summary of Features
• Quantum Biofeedback is a Safe, Cost
effective World Class Medical Technology
and includes a medical library,
manufacturing capabilities, reporting
functions, billing and much more
• First true trivector holographic holistic health
examination and treatment method for stress
• Training tools and support readily available
• Optional attachments include a pet harness,
dental probe, and face lift, brasseire and
more

Major Components
• Complete Medicine Array with Many
Unique Key Features
• Ability to calibrate is unprecedented
• Speedy Three dimensional analysis
• Two way direction safe cybernetic loop
• Sophisticated Mathematical sorting
• Color coded display to easily
demonstrate the areas at highest risk in
priority

Speed and Precision
•
•
•
•

2600 modules within one device
8200+ingredients tested in 3 ½ minutes
Rapid sorting at biologic speed
Unconscious analysis defines the best
modules to apply in the priority
sequence most demanded by the
patient
• Virtual Doctor Dismantles entangled
reasons and contributing factors

Remedies
• Supplies remedies ie Allopathy,
Homeopathy, Flower essences, Sanamin,
Aruyvedic, Herbal, Nutritional
• Can hint at diseases by what remedy is
suggested (ie chemotherapy > cancer?)
• Can evaluate remedies for allergy before use,
and provide nutritionals & good foods
• Can provide addiction release
• Can provide Auto Rife, Hololinguistic, NLP

Brain Enhancements with
Superlearning Channel & EEG
• Super-learning channel and biofeedback
• Capable of improving learning with repair for
autism, Learning difference and dyslexia
• Enhanced learning in generalized math,
comprehension, and emotion, maturity
communications skills
• Can repair EEG Brain wave patterns,
including brain injury, seizures, mood
disorders

Automated Navigation
• Search buttons and menus color coded
• Drag Matrix items to Causal or Hold bar
• Unconscious search for best of 200+
modules for healing
• Superconscious search and
Superscious Reduction Panel for
hidden issues
• Disease Dictionary to define known and
unknown disease influences

Timed Treatments
• 3 sec, 30 sec, 3 minute or prolonged
timed treatments, safety shut off 100%
• Prolonged overnight or lengthy ”timed
therapy” modules for stubborn
conditions and easy application
• Efficient Piggy Back therapies
• Dozens of modules in Biofeedback for
Stress, EMG, Organs and Emotional
growth and stability, superlearning

Summary Menus
• Sorting & Hold capabilities shows 8200
items as highlights in 30 Risk Profiles
• Prioritize: Unconscious Search &
Dictionary gives priority sequence
• EMF perverse energies, toxins
uncovered in Homotoxicology

Good New Bad News
• Bad news is that we all need to be
tuned up in this world due to
overwhelming outside and inside
forces
• Good news is that all elements are
modifiable once we are aware
• Like a best friend, biofeedback helps to
show accurately what work needs to be
done

Integrated Holistic Health
• Mind Reintegrated brain modules for
learning, neurotransmitters, acupuncture,
Injuries, Stroke, ADHD and Autism, special
senses, myelin repair, balance, coordination
• Emotional NLP, trauma mapping, spinal
Neuro-emotional complexes NEC, creativity,
memory, Survival skills, anti-aging,Chakras
• Physical Modules for all anatomy and
disease, plus sports injuries and peak
performance, nutrition, re
• Spiritual 24/7 Prayer wheel, Biogrowth,
Harmony and Awareness, Ascension

Biofeedback Instructors
Clinical Pearls and Strategies
By Dr. Deborah Anne Drake
Feb 6 2005

Biofeedback Pearls Overview
• A Clinical Skills Overview Reviews:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Booking Issues & Handling Clients
Hidden Dangers
Time Saving Strategies
Safety Reminders
Problem Solving Tools
Dismantling Tough Cases
Clinician Self Care

Booking Issues
• Keep a legal diary in pen of appointments
• Avoid giving raw data reports, print Risk
Profile, Aggravations and Causes only
• Print a bill with each visit
• Collect payment at each visit
• Notify patient of schedule of 10-12 visits
expected for chronic cases
• Charge a Cancellation fee if less than 24 hrs

Handling Clients
• Ensure a Consent form is signed per visit
• Avoid noncompliant clients, who are unable or
unwilling to continue a prescribed course of
treatment, since they may have inadequate results
and negatively comment on the success
• Set a confident tone, with opening for questions,
and written follow up suggestions
• Ask for Referrals from satisfied customers
• Have information brochures readily available

Hidden Dangers
• Don’t Promise a “Cure for any disease”
• Do “Improve the Immune system to it’s
normal natural function to relieve stress”
• Don’t Over treat for more than 2 hours
which can dilute the messages received
• Do Rest and Rehydrate after a session
• Don’t Test more frequently than Q3 days
• Do give conscious affirmations weekly

Time Saving Strategies
• Avoid removing jewelry and let calibration take
care of this
• Avoid removing panty hose and use magnetic
straps over the nylons
• If anxious or hyperactive, start with the NLP
Therapy of “12 sec relaxation pulse” until the
client will sit still in harness for the 3 minute test
• Avoid a harness fight – test and treat in subspace

Time Saving Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

Use Power settings at Double or Max
Add Shield From Remote Viewing
Add Positive Consciousness Field
Start with a Reactivity Jolt before test
If slow reactance speed, use 3 minutes
“treatments>stimulate reactivity/duplicate
reaction” and type “hyporeactivity repair”

Time Saving Strategies
• Minimize “Telomere repair button” under
DNA for continuous antiaging through visit
• Check the top hormone deficiencies and
load them to the “Shaping Function” at start
• Load the “Disease List” numbers on the
Symptom and Causes Line of Disease
Dictionary “Add to Therapy” line
• Run Disease Dictionary Plus Body Viewer

Safety Reminders
• Add GO TO 3051 to add 76 ionic minerals to
ground and hold the clients conductivity
• Add Quantum Indeterminancy Field (QIF)
• Do not intensify the QIF in psychiatrically
unstable patient or to more than 50% in normal
• Add the multimedia prayer Flyman on every case
throughout the session
• Add ELF prayers, and orgone field generator
using the phrase”all Frequencies are transmuted to
love Frequencies”

Safely Preparing the Client
• Use Color Therapy for enzyme and speed
induction before the top two therapies
• Add Blood Cleaning (66.5) in Rife and Scalar
Generator early in session to clear the runway for
following treatments
• Avoid alarms by pre-cleaning the lymph in short
sarcodes>ear etc. before other therapies
• Check the top sarcodes at risk under main matrix,
and piggy back them onto hololinguistic
programming line for continuous improvement

Problem Solving Issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tough Calibration from Mechanical Causes
Tough Calibration from Spiritual Causes
Solving Temporal Anomalies
Problem Solving Unconsciously
Problem Solving Complex or Chronic Cases
Problem Solving Time Issues
Problem Solving Negativity
Problem Solving Right Spin>Cancer Degeneration

Tough Calibration – Mechanical
•
•
•
•

If the computer will not calibrate - rehydrate
Remove jewelry, sit on wooden chair
Remove guests & electronics from room
Have the patient meditate on the phrase “I
am open to being read” with eyes open
• VARHOPE may be too low to begin – send
home on spirulina + probiotics & retry later

Tough Calibration Spiritual
• Check the Tune Harmonics at the outset to
determine if the first harmonic flattens out
from 7830 to <1000, indicating a spiritual
superimposition
• If so, close the Risk Field Neutralization
window, then reopen it to find the “Treat
Temporal Anomaly”, to clear
superimpositions before the Calibration

Solving Temporal Anomalies
• If the matrix shows many red pages, or the
computer continues to crash, suspect a spiritual
superimposition at higher speed than computer
• Reboot using “treat temporal anomaly” in Risk
Field Neutralization, then go to NLP therapies and
Dispel 2nd Brain Engram, Dissipate Karma Away
from Patient or therapist before testing
• Finish with Biofeedback > Release Spiritual
Attack and Oppression + Body to Soul until 100%

Problem Solving Unconsciously
• Use the Superconscious Reduction Panel to
determine cause & solutions, plus check the
mental causes, and access “stubborn case” button
• Use Top 2 Biofeedback Unconscious Searches
• Graph and Treat the Risk Profile anomalies
• Use Virtual Doctor to sequentially dismantle the
highest scoring issues, and then access
Homotoxicology from there for permanent detox
• Use Disease Dictionary Acup. +Bioresonance and
select “Unconscious Choice”

Problem Solving Complex Cases
• Use “drag and drop” Matrix Item onto
Yellow or Pink Hold bar for associations
• Use the “search” button for issues of
interest, and check which area won’t rectify
• Dismantle any un-rectified issues to the
bottom Matrix Red Bar for Reactivity
• Use Bottom Purple Bar for 2 sec Resonance

Problem Solving Chronic Cases
• If physical parameters look normal, but the
case is not progressing, try the Survival,
Meta-analysis 2 panel to uncover and treat
non-verbal deep emotional trauma patterns
• Look for Karmic backlash on Causes and
Aggravations if the case does not improve
• Nullify autoimmune disease by searching
for “autoantibodies”, + dismantle on red bar

Problem Solving Time Issues
• Treat the Top 200+30 items all at once using the
Pink Hold Tray (save info report, then empty the
note file, add Information>top 200 + 30 items,
Add report to tray, and convert the Treat key to a 3
minute key (use autozap top menu line)
• Complete rectification to 100% using the Current
Rectification Button>Rectify all>Retest
VARHOPE to show client their improvement

Problem Solving Negativity
• If a case is stubborn, increase the negativity button
on SOC panel to 5 for women, 8 men
• Try inserting “release subconscious negativity” or
“release unconscious resistance to change” on the
hold bar, and find the associations
• Click the chromosome panel, then repeat the step
above to see which chromosome carries the
resistance
• Use NLP therapies>Release Subconscious
Negativity or other unconscious choices

Problem Solving Right Spin
• Any negative numbers in the VARHOPE screen,
or high resonance Frequency pattern should
prompt clearing spiritual entities(dead=right spin)
• Ensure clearing of any spiritual superimpositions
off the chromosomes by multiple clicks on the
DNA atom to reveal “alter DNA Frequency”, do
this twice or thrice before DNA Tingle
• Any person with a predominant right spin on
Bioterrain Homotoxicology, should be checked for
right spinning cancer under Timed therapies
degeneration and scalar therapy

Clinician Self Care
• Prepare yourself with rest, sunlight, gluten free
foods, electrolyte rehydration, and grounding
leather soled shoes
• Sit eight feet from the SCIO box and client
• Leave the room during the 3 minute test
• Wash your harness and hands after each client
• Avoid Internet and Disable Virus software
• Ensure you defragment your computer weekly or
nightly to speed sessions

Clinician Self Care
• Ensure use of biofeedback cleansing of
office space, esp. spiritual cleansing
• LIFELONG internal cleansing with
probiotics to avoid “contagious frequency”
exposure to pathogens
• Take a holiday if you see yourself suffering
“digital excess” on the matrix

Medico-Legal Issues
• Use licensed methods, ethical, consistent,
well documented practice habits
• Communicate eye to eye with clients
• Admit mistakes right away and correct them
• Ensure Malpractice Insurance for the
unexpected
• Ensure upkeep on Continuing Education
Credits

Biofeedback Consultation Waiver
Practitioner: Deborah Anne Drake
BSc, MD, CCFP(EM), FCFP, CBT Diplomat

1. I fully understand that Dr. Drake is a medical doctor licensed in the Province of
Ontario to perform medical evaluations, including diagnosis and treatment. In addition,
however, Dr. Drake is also a Master Quantum Biofeedback Practitioner and in the
context of the biofeedback session, she is acting in the capacity of a nutritional, wellness
and biofeedback specialist.
2. I understand there is a distinction between allopathic medicine practice with drugs and
surgery, vs. non-invasive techniques such as nutritional wellness consulting and
biofeedback.
3. I understand that the nature of the services provided by Dr. Drake may be any of the
following: allopathic, complementary medicine, nutritional wellness and bio-energetic
medicine, including biofeedback.
4. I recognize that the services provided by Dr. Drake in the context of a biofeedback
consultation are within the parameters of a natural health and wellness system using
Biofeedback and stress reduction.
5. I understand that Dr. Drake uses Biofeedback for mapping and pre-diagnostic
information, plus therapies related to Stress, Pain and Relaxation management.
6. I fully understand that Dr. Drake is acting in the context of a medical and biofeedback
consultant, and not as my attending family physician.
7. I have solicited Dr. Drake’s professional consultative services in good faith, exercising
my free will and following the dictates of my own conscience, which allows me to select
what I understand to be beneficial to my health.
8. I presently seek counsel, advice, opinions, Biofeedback, or points of view and /or
programs within the scope of Dr. Drakes’ wellness and stress reduction practice.
9. If I desire any services not provided by Dr. Drake, which is my prerogative, I fully
understand that I could seek them elsewhere.
10. I have read the Quantum Biofeedback procedure outline on the reverse, and I hereby
release Dr. Drake or her Biofeedback technician to perform Biofeedback tests and
therapies described therein.
Signature:_____________________________________Date: ____________________
Print Name:____________________________________________________________
Witness Signature and Printed Name:________________________________________
________________________________________
22600 Island Rd, Port Perry, Ontario L9L 1B6 905-985-1463 Email:drddrake@bellnet.ca

Quantum Biofeedback by Dr. Drake
BIOFEEDBACK is the process of training the body and its unconscious systems to react differently in the
future. This retraining process is non-invasive, using bioresonances or frequency pitches to map and retune
areas of electrical stress in the body electro-magnetic field with accuracy speed and safety. Initial
consultations take longer (90-120 minute or more) due to history, physical and biofeedback first exam.
Then follow up sessions usually last one hour, must be separated by a minimum of three days, and
generally follow a schedule of approximately once per week to once per month. Come rested, well fed, well
hydrated, and well mineralized to maximize the benefits of your biofeedback therapy session.

Name (print) :_________________________DOB: MM___DD___YYYY____
List Allergies:__________________________________________________________
List Medications:_______________________________________________________
Safety: Are You Pregnant? ___ Do You Have a Pacemaker?___ Intoxicated?_____
Do You Have a Skin Condition? ____ Any Cautions?_________________________

Steps in the Biofeedback Process:
1. Registration: Provide Registration Data, Demographics in Eclosion Scanner & CPP
2. History: Complete Medical History and Stress Survey (SOC Form) plus Interview.
3. Sign Consent for Biofeedback and /or photos ( SEE Waiver on Reverse Page)
4. Physical Exam of Vital Signs, Physical exam relevant to problem at hand
5. Assessment Tools: Lab Tests (optional, as required). Optional Biofeedback. (See 6)
6. Attach Biofeedback Harness: Relax while you’re attached to electro-conductive rubber
straps via a painless (needle less) non-invasive harness to all limbs and forehead.
Additional point probes can be attached for specific area emphasis, such as dental probe,
skin roller or probe, pet pad, children’s pad, or Virtual Mode for Pacemaker Users.
7. Calibrate The Eclosion scanner First Calibrates to you over 1 minute to adjust for
volume and ensure over 86 % loud and clear transmission of signal before commencing.
8. Eclosion Test Mode: 10,000 Bioresonances tested. Sit still without talking for 5
minutes during the testing phase.
9. Reporting: Data will be gathered from health menus, assessing you body’s top choices
for therapy from your own unconscious priority list.
10. Stress Therapies: For the remainder of the session, out of 2600 choices of appropriate
recommended biofeedback modules, your personal issues will attempt to be corrected
through bioelectric field enhancement, and sessions may require repetition to entrench
new healthy habits of physiology.
11. Treatment Plans: If necessary, a treatment plan will be devised for future. Therapy
sessions will be applied weekly or monthly, which take approximately one hour.
12. Discharge Instructions: Helpful hints, dietary and dental suggestions, written materials,
remedy suggestions or even prescriptions if required may be used.
13. Follow up will be recommended for an integrated holistic approach to help you
overcome illness and reach peak immune status and vitality.
14. Pay the Bill: QBF Charges $250 per hour, payable at time of service by cash /cheque.
15. ENJOY the PROCESS, not only the DESTINATION as your body detoxifies &
rebalances, noting the positive changes and discarding old bad habits and attitudes.

16. Emergency Contact: Return for follow up or let us know if you have any
unexpected problems by calling 905-985-1463 or in case of emergency, call for
Dr. Drake on mobile 905-432-5108, a discretionary $25 per call may be charged.
If you read and agree to the steps above, Initial Here________

22600 Island Rd, Port Perry, Ontario L9L 1B6 905-985-1463 Email:drddrake@bellnet.ca

QXCI/SCIO
Bio-Energetic Therapies For
An Epidemic Of Obesity
Dr Deborah Anne Drake
www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com
Presented at QX Ltd. Semi Annual Convention
Budapest, Hungary
Copyright April 29 2004
All Rights Reserved.

Introducing QXCI / SCIO

Bio-energetic Device Provides:
•Fun Multi-faceted Weight Loss Tool
•Rapid, Precise Reproducible Results
•Hypo-allergenic Non-Invasive Private
•Measurable Normalization of Terrain
•Tangible Results Improve Compliance

Obesity Outline
• Part A
•
•
•
•

Index of Gut Dysbiosis Issues
Are you Obese or Swollen?
Leaky Gut Syndrome Anatomy & Physiology
Food Poisoning, Celiac Disease and Heavy Metals

• Part B

• Lasting Solutions for Obesity Depend on Changing the
Bioterrain
• Obesity – A Multi-level Approach
• QXCI Bio-energetic Biofeedback Strategies for Bioterrain
Correction, Immune Repair and Weight Loss
• 1. Dilute, 2. Clean, 3. Kill, 4. Restore

Part A
What Causes Obesity?
Are you Obese or Swollen?
Leaky Gut Syndrome Outline
Food Poisoning, Celiac Disease and
Heavy Metals

Index of Gut Dysbiosis Issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bioterrain and Immune system Anatomy
Immune & Endocrine system Physiology
Gut Anatomy & Leaky Gut Conditions
Celiac Disease Induction & Cross Reactions
Food Poisoning Co morbidity to Celiac Dis.
Auto-Immune Disease Induction
Solutions for Obesity & Leaky Gut Syndrome

Gut anatomy and Inverted
Physiology of Leaky Gut
Healthy Neutral Blood, Acidic gut vs. Ill Alkaline gut Acidic Body
Antibiotics, Antacids, Sugar
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Only 3 Ways to Obstruct Health

Outside Wall Force

1

Inside Wall
Force

3

Interface force

2

Are You Obese Or Swollen?
• The solution is difficult if you don’t have the facts
and are ascribing incorrect blame
• Infection and toxin induced change in bio-terrain
impairs gut filtration, causing swelling,
malabsorption, resulting in a leaky gut interface
• Leaky gut syndrome precipitates autoimmune
disease, and metabolic changes leading to heart
disease and cancer cascading risks.

Multi-Modalities Needed
• Leaky gut syndrome needs variety of modalities to
prevent relapse by treating the Bio-terrain
• Organ Integrity, Endocrine, Digestive
Enzyme, Immune Function, Motivation
• Reduce infection + Blood Sugar Regulation
• Mineralization & Chelating repair for metals
• Antioxidants for energy, detoxification,
increased oxygenation, Probiotics
• Treatment addictive cravings and behavior

Respect the Seasons of Change
Summer

Spring

Healthy Harvest
Winter

Fall

Transition
to Fall

Respect the Cycle of Creation
Fire
Heart

A

Wood
Liver
Gall
Bladder

Water

E

B
D

Kidney Bladder

C
Metal

Lung Colon

Earth

Spleen Pancreas

Avoid the Cycle of Destruction
Fire Heart Joy Bitter
Wood

Liver Gall
Bladder
Over
Dominating
Government

Earth

Spleen Pancreas
Humidity

Water

Kidney Bladder
Anxiety, Fear,
Phobia

Metal

Lung Colon Worry Grief

Transformation Requires Change
Fire
Heart

Wood

Earth

Liver
Gall
Bladder

Water

Kidney Bladder

Spleen Pancreas

Metal

Lung Colon

Change Terrain-Change Weight
• Summary:1.Dilute 2.Clean 3.Kill 4.Restore

• Treat metal & other toxicity which shifted
the terrain, causing infectious overgrowth
• Treat the sugar addiction & food sensitivity
while removing sugar craving parasites
• Treat the mood for seretonin and dopamine
depletion from the gut lymph node infections
• Treat with responsibility, time & love, not
blame, to ensure continuity of effort

Biologic Terrain
• It’s not the crop, it’s the soil.

• How much organ cushion do you have?

Bioterrain ORP Map
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Immune System Anatomy
• Thymus Gland makes one Plasma Cell for Each
frequency or each bug or invader
• Thymus gland provides master library of defense
• Humoral Immunity Flags enemy by shape
recognition (Frequency = Digital Shape)
• Flagging of enemy with antibodies to lectins
induces immune cascade to assist capture
• WBC Cellular Immune defenses follow up to
destroy invader, then turn off once finished

Immune System Physiology
• Many human structures are coated with
square sugar Fucose
• Human immune structures are defended
with anti Fucose & anti-celiac antibodies
• The brain, endocrine, gut lining, blood and
electrical systems rich in Fucose are
vulnerable to anti Fucose anti-gliadon (antigluten) like antibodies.

Nerve Anatomy Rich In Square
Shaped Sugar Fucose
Myelin Sheath (MAG, MBP), Nerve Sugars
Nerve
Nucleus

Axon

Lymph node

Sensory Dendrites, Purkinjie Battery Cell, Synapsin Protein

Synapsin Releases
Neurotransmitters
Nerves & Gut Lymph Nodes Transmit Seretonin & Dopamine
Nerve
Nucleus

Axon

Nerve
or Node

Square Synapsin snaps open Synaptic Vesicle full
of Neurotransmitter for Nerve Conductivity

Fucose Rich Human Switchboard
» The Brain & endocrine system is rich in
Square Fucose sugars in nerve endings,
myelin sheaths, Synapsin, Purkinjie,
» The heart wiring is rich in square Purkinjie
battery cells and Fucose sugars
» The lymph glands, modified nerves, are rich
in Square Fucose sugars
» The gut lining is rich in Square Fucose
sugars
» The Red Blood Cell is rich in Square Fucose
sugars

Vulnerable Body Locations
•
Brain
Cerebellum
Heart Wiring

RBC

Gut Lining &
Lymph Nodes
Gonads

Body Locations
Rich in
Purkinjie
Fibers
Vulnerable to
Celiac Antibodies

Endocrine Glands
» Pineal
» Pituitary
» Thymus, thyroid
» Heart
» Liver, gallbladder
» Spleen, Kidney
» Gonads (Ovary, Testes)

Brain
Switchboard has
an endocrine
system as an
extension for
neuro-endocrine
regulation ( the
electro-chemical
junction box)

Frequency Imparts Function
B
A
G
F
E
D
C

» The frequencies of the glands & Charkras
match the frequency of the notes of the piano
scale & the frequency of rainbow colors
» Different frequencies impart different organ
tuning functions
» Different octaves impart different functions
body functions (ie lower octaves for physical body,
middle octaves for vibrational and chemical body,
upper octaves for magnetic and spiritual body)
» Each Octave’s frequency are overtones matching the
frequency of the astral, etheric, mental, causal, cosmic
or polymorphic level of body electric organization.

Anti Gliadon Antibodies
• Anti-gliadon antibodies attack the brain, endocrine
glands, RBC & gut lining due to similar shape to
gluten

Gut, Heart, Nerve Sugars

Gluten
Anti-gluten
Antibody

Endocrine Glands
» Pineal

AntiGliadon
Antibody

B
A
A

» Pituitary

G

» Thymus, thyroid

F

» Heart

E

» Liver, gallbladder

D
C

» Spleen, Kidney
» Gonads (Ovary, Testes)

Gluten Shape
Similar to
Endocrine &
Nerves & Charkas
can cause cross
reacting auto
antibodies to attack
the glandular
switchboard,
gluing up cellular,
hormonal and
neurological
communication

Frequency Imparts Function
B

Changed
A
Shape
G
F
E
D
C

» The endocrine glands are extensions of the
brain, which are also rich nerves, therefore
rich in Square sugars
» The pituitary gland hormone rings 440 hertz,
the same frequency as the note A on the
piano
» If the pituitary hormone is bent out of shape
and rings 336 hertz, it won’t match it’s
receptor site, causing pituitary illness.

Disease Definition=Out of Tune
B
A
G
F
E
D
C

» The digital frequency of a substance is
defined by the angles & molecule weight
» A hormone out of shape imparts a different
angles of a different frequency and cannot
then attach to its receptor frequency, causing
disease (a gland out of tune)
» Impairing the Switchboard communications
with anti gliadon antibodies to the Square
Fucose sugars in the endocrine systems
impairs body tuning (homeostasis)

Heart Wiring Rich in Purkinjie
AV Node
SA Node

• Heart Wiring is rich in nerves
rich in gluten like Purkinjie
cells
• Celiac antibodies can attack
heart wire >induce
arrhythmias
• Heart electronics are
Vulnerable at AV node to SA
node to Bundle of His to R+L
Endocardial Bundle Branches

Gut Lining Rich in Fucose
• The gut lining is rich in square sugars
• Lymph nodes are rich in Square sugars
• Lymph nodes harbor 95% seretonin and
dopamine as modified nerves called gut
lymph nodes(Enterochromaffin Cells)
Gut Lining
Lymph Nodes

Food Poisoning Mimics Gluten
» Food Poisoning Bugs coated with Square
Sugars Look Similar to our Nerves and can
confuse the immune system into attacking
ourselves
Food Poisoning
Bug

Anti Gliadon
AntiBody Induces Acquired Celiac Disease

Food Poisoning Mimics Gluten
Gut
Lining
&
Lymph
Nodes

» Food Poisoning Bugs coated with Square
Sugars Look Similar to our Gut and Nodes
and can confuse the immune system into
attacking ourselves
Food Poisoning
Bug

Anti Square
AntiBody Perforated Gut Lining

Food Poisoning Impact on
Filtration
• Anti-gliadon antibodies in search of similar
shaped foreign infections, cross react and
damages the gut lining, nerves, nodes, RBC
• Elevated SGPG antibodies attack gut lining
• Injured gut lymph nodes loose seretonin and
dopamine for peristalsis and defense
• Myelin Associated Attack weakens nerves
• Peristalsis impairment furthers gut dysbiosis

Leaky Gut Syndrome
• The gut lining is rich in square sugar and
rich in square sugar rich Lymph nodes
vulnerable to attack by cross reacting SGPG
& anti-gluten antibodies, puncturing the
lining, exhausting the doorman lymph nodes
Gut Lining Leakage
Lymph Nodes

Autoimmune Disease Induction
• Once TNFA induced to call on immune
system, the neighboring gene for celiac and
other neighbor for autoimmune disease are
co-activated until the invasion is settles.
• Chromosome 6 carries three gene neighbors
Autoimmune

TNF-Alpha

Celiac

Autoimmune Cascade
• Infection/Metals
Shut off with Sulphur

WBC Kill

Immune
Cascade

• TNFA – Celiac
• Macrophages>GMCSF

Interleukins,
Tumous

Common Gluten
Related Auto-Immune Disease
•
•
•
•
•

Pineal –Insomnia, Infertility, Psychosis
Pituitary – Depression, Anxiety, Anorexia
Thyroid – Graves disease, Myxedema
Parathyroid disease - Calcium deregulation
Thymus – Myasthenia Gravis

Common Gluten Related
Auto-immune Diseases
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heart – Arrhythmias, Endocarditis, Lupus, MI
Liver – Sclerosing Cholangitis, Gallstones
Spleen – Lymphoma, Leukemia, Banti’s
Gonads – Cysts, Breast & Ovarian Cancer
Gut – Crohn’s disease, Colitis, Ulcer, Piles
Skeleton – arthritis, osteoporosis

Part B
• QXCI Bioenergetic Biofeedback Solutions
for Bioterrain Correction

Overall Goal = Clean Organs
• Clean the Cleaning Organs - the body cleans itself
• Choose Weight Program that is designed to
reduce fat & swelling of leaky gut syndrome
• Clean cleaning organs Lymphatic, Liver,
Spleen, kidney, bladder, skin, lung
• Clean food filtration systems Small intestine,
Large intestine, Oral Pharynx, Dental
• Support Endocrine, Thymus, Skin
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Bioterrain ORP Map
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Bioterrain ORP Map
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Bioterrain ORP Quadrants
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Bioterrain
• Predictors of Illness = Shift in Bioterrain:
• Shifting from acid gut to alkaline gut (L>R)
• Shifting from mineralized to sweet and
demineralized (Lower L>Upper R)
• Shifting from metal free to toxic
• Shifting from hydrated to dehydrated
• Shifting from Hydrogen rich reduced glacial
water to hydride depleted oxidized rust

Gut anatomy and Inverted
Physiology of Leaky Gut
Healthy Neutral Blood, Acidic gut vs. Ill Alkaline gut Acidic Body
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Poisons flow out Negative Pole vs. Poisons run into Negative Pole

Gut anatomy and Inverted
Physiology of Leaky Gut
Healthy Neutral Blood, Acidic gut vs. Ill Alkaline gut Acidic Body
Antibiotics, Antacids, Sugar
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Leaky Gut Historical Risks
• Immunity Disturbance

• Post operative anesthetic history causing 72
hours cessation of bowel sounds indicating
peristalsis
• Antibiotic history disturbing bowel flora
• Steroid Drug use, anti-inflammatory
medication, diuretics
• Malnutrition, Anorexia, Bulimia
• History of severe injury or debilitation

Leaky Gut Nutritional Risks
• Sugar (fermentation substrate for infections)
• Morphine (caso-morphin, gluto-morphin)
• Cocaine (Opioid, seretonin, GABA)
• Hashish, Marijuana (dopamine, ACh),
GABA)
• Coffee (Adrenal stimulator, Diuretic,
Homeopathic)
• Carbohydrate Bread, pasta etc. (gluten)
• Alcohol (suppresses awareness of infection)

Leaky Gut Social Risk Factors
• Emotional Disturbances

• Stress, Anger, Colitis, Appendicitis, CFS,

• Social Risks

• Childbirth ( high hormone and demanding
nutritional state)
• Child rearing (toddlers mouthing, Diapering)
• Institutional meals
• Poverty, Malnourishment, Drug Abuse

Leaky Gut Occupational
Risk Factors
• Occupational Risks
• Caregivers (childcare, teachers, Politicians)
• Food handlers
• Health care workers, Senior citizen assistants
• Dental workers,
• Police& correctional Officers
• Industrial workers, (Steel, perfume, Dust
Chemicals)
• Farmers (pesticide exposure)

Leaky Gut Syndrome Features
• QXCI Features of High Risk for Leaky Gut

• Low Resistivity due to Demineralization,
Low reactivity, High heavy metal toxicity or
spiritual superimposition
• Low Amino Acids due to malabsorption
• High in Perverse Energy since ungrounded
• Exhausted Selyer Stress Response
• High Resonance due to anxiety
• High risk spiritual attack since ungrounded

Homotoxicology Miasms
• Correct Familial Risk ( Miasms )
• Chronic Fatigue Syndromes
• Sexually Transmitted Diseases, esp. syphilis
• infections esp. food poisoning, amoeba,
• Vaccination, Esp. Measles = Tyrosine
• Mental Issues in family
• Cancer prions, esp Lymphoma

Homotoxicology DNA
• Correct DNA Map
• Healing must occur in 3 dimensions (x,y,z axis)
• Alter DNA Frequency Structure of to prevent aging
and diseases or infections with Hydrogen bonding
(Microhydrin or QXCI) which aids in chromosomal
Hydrogen bonding and proper folding of DNA helix
• Correct DNA repair enzymes with Mineralization
• Use Hydride for Teliomere repair to lengthen
chromosome for anti-aging effect

Homotoxicology Dental
• Remove Heavy Metal Toxins which Alter Terrain
• Remover top toxins with Microhydrin Plus (Vitamin
C and Microhydrin are metal detoxifiers, Chlorella
is metal mobilizer, Spirulina is metal neutralizer)
• Pay extra care to those with dental fillings, which
promote growth of Food Poisoning, Worms,
Candida and Pyrogenium etc. & leaky gut syndrome
• Use Co Q Enzymes, artichoke Grape Seed for liver
• Boost immunity with Colostrum (First Food)

Homotoxicology-Food Poisoning
• Many infections are hidden since Candida
Eats IgA antibodies that signify other
invading organisms
• Biofeedback testing reveals a huge amount
of long term occult infections
• Commonly missed infections: Pinworm,
Roundworm, Pyrogenium, Salmonella,
Shigella, Campylobactor, Helicobactor
Pylori, Yersinia Bubonic Plague, Cholera,
Taenia Tapeworm
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Part B
Lasting Solutions for Obesity Depend
on Changing the Bioterrain
Obesity – A Multi-level Approach
Dilute, Clean, Kill, Restore

Biologic Terrain Therapies
• It’s not the crop, it’s the soil.

• How do I build my organ cushion?
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Changing Terrain Intentionally
• The QXCI Biofeedback stimulates natural repair
• QXCI gives >2600+ options for immune integrity
• QXCI works in 3 Dimensional real time with a
safety cybernetic loop for internal control for true
holistic rapid mind body spirit reintegration
• Microhydrin, Spirulina, and Green Phyto Power
change the pH & ORP, which helps all enzymes
function automatically to help preserve the terrain
and optimize the natural immune system

Goal of Bioterrain Therapy
• Determine Goals, Weight, Height, BMI, BP
• Use QXCI or Electron meter for ORP start
• GOAL:Navigate to Zero Point at center of
Bioterrain for good oxygen exchange and a
large organ cushion for flexible physiology
• Tip:Use home Saliva or Urine pH testing to
monitor until excretory organs pH is 5-6
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Multi Level Approach to Obesity
• Leaky gut syndrome needs variety of modalities to
prevent relapse of obesity
• Adipose & Digestive repair, Blood sugar Regulation
• Chelating plus algae repairs metal toxicity
• Mineralization to Restore Magnesium, Calcium and
Mineral Pool for Mood, Sleep, Oxygenation, bones
• Amino Acid neurotransmitter therapy to Feel good,
increase motivation & address bad behavior

Global Repair Over Time
• Obesity and Leaky Gut Syndrome repair will
impact over time the healing of many degenerative
diseases by improving:
• Immune, Metabolic & Endocrine repair
• Psychological, Neurological, Genetic repair
• Infection, Traumatic, Allergic and Toxic
load reduction, Addiction Release
• Stress Reduction, Nutritional Stimulation

Motivate the MOOD
• Piggy Back Therapies to clean gut lymph nodes and

improve seretonin and dopamine for mood balance, and
peristalsis and motivation
• Clean liver, gall bladder, spleen, kidney, lymphatic,
lung, heart ,small intestine, large intestine, gonads,
nerves, connective tissue, oral (ie Colovada)
• Prevent depression (seretonin), psychosis
(tyrosine), anxiety (Acetyl Choline) with amino acid
rich foods esp turkey or mozzeralla cheese or
supplements such as RBC’s Bioshape/Protivity

Change Terrain-Change Weight
• Summary:1.Dilute 2.Clean 3.Kill 4.Restore

• Treat metal & other toxicity which shifted
the terrain, causing infectious overgrowth
• Treat the sugar addiction & food sensitivity
while removing sugar craving parasites
• Treat the mood for seretonin and dopamine
depletion from the gut lymph node infections
• Treat with responsibility, time & love, not
blame, to ensure continuity of effort

Essential of Re-Training
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consent to Treat
Dilute
Clean
Kill
Restore
Self Responsibility
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Antioxidant & Algae Essentials
• Antioxidant Microhydrin,Probiotic Spirulina algae,
& Hydra-cel colloidal minerals can maximize the
volts, amps & resistance, improving the three
dimensional size of your body’s organ cushion &
dilute toxins, improve energy and repair speed
• Microhydrin electrifies and prevents infections of
mold, virus, worm, food poisoning & fungus
• A large hydrated, antioxidant rich, mineral rich,
electrified ocean-like pool in our bodies will prevent
dysfunction in almost all diseases

Dilute Allergens by Knowing
What to Avoid
• Print List of Allergies, Good Foods, Minerals,
Amino Acids, Flower Essences, Affirmations,
Rules of the Stomach or other Diet Report Letters
• Piggy Back Obesity & Allergy issues to Additional
Therapies, Disease Dictionary, Biofeedback,
• Allergy Desensitization, Blood Cleansing
• NLP – Reprogram Addictions, gallbladder
hypothalamus connection, neurotransmitters
• ELF – broadcast Nelson Report Affirmation

Support Hypoallergenic Eating
• Avoid aggravating or allergic foods (sugar, alcohol,
shellfish, night shade veggies, milk, gluten, MSG,
chicken, ketchup)
• Avoid gluten induced dental cavities necessitating
insertion of toxic metal amalgams, which cause
mental retentions of toxins, initiating fatigue, food
addictions and craving behaviors
• Avoid moldy foods (cashews, peanuts pistachios,
blue cheese, bean sprout, mushrooms, melons,
grapes, strawberries, corn)
• Avoid food poisoning in eggs, pork, chicken, raw
shellfish, unwashed salads (use vinegar)

Eat Responsibly
• Avoid liquid with meals, avoid bad food combining,
Use unconscious reactivity to check for ABO Blood
type and follow that Blood type specific diet
(avoids blood coagulation)
• Follow rules of the stomach (ie fruits before noon)
• Avoid diuretic caffeine and sugar
• Avoid alcohol, cigarettes (sugar cube per cigarette)
• Avoid drug abuse which leads to malnourishment
• Avoid Food Poisoning with food & cooking hygiene

Bioterrain ORP : 2. Second Clean
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Clear Sarcode & Isodes of Toxins
• Repair Organs over Time for Stable
Homeostasis
• Follow the Cycle of Creation proper
physiology, using Auto-meridian organ
schedule for the priority timing sequence for
organs, blockages, organ in season
• First Prevent alarms with QIF, Positive
Consciousness Field,
• Add Multimedia then Color, ANS, and ECG

Cycle of Creation
Fire
Heart

A

Wood
Liver
Gall
Bladder

Water

E

B
D

Kidney Bladder

C
Metal

Lung Colon

Earth

Spleen Pancreas

Strip the Old Dance Wax
• Clean the fire exits early on using Short
Sarcode/Ear Etc. Lymphatic, liver, spleen,
kidney, endocrine especially adrenal &
thyroid, pancreas, large and small intestine,
skin, sinus,heart and lung
• Support Sarcodes “Holistic Organ Balance”
before Homotoxicology Detox Access &
seal with Scalar Therapy
• Check top Risk Profile with Virtual Doctor

Quiet Fight or Flight Response
• AutoZap top 230 items, Co Q Enzymes, Top
twelve pathogens
• Autozap Normal bowel flora to restore hormone
transport & blood coagulation, gut defense
• Algae Probiotics rich in Magnesium promotes
Corpus Collosum cross talk, glycemic control,
stimulates peristalsis, acts as an anti-depressant
and muscle relaxant, bone builder
• Try Timed Treatments for immunity, oxygenation,
metabolic, blood sugar, degeneration repair etc.

Clean Toxins from Leaky Gut
• Society = High Risks of Toxicity > Detox for
• Drug use, environmental Toxins, Heavy metals or
mercury toxicity, Asbestos, Radiation
• Industrial Pollution, Food Additives, Chlorine
• Leaky gut syndrome, Stomach Violation,
Constipation, Addictions
• Allergy, Milk Allergies, Pork Sue Toxins
• Mental Retention of Toxins
• Metabolic error/heredity

Food Therapies for Leaky Gut
• Piggy Back Green Phyto Power Drink

• Green Phyto Power Contains:
• Mineral and Magnesium rich Chlorophyll in
Algae to regulate blood sugar and muscle
• Use detoxifying herbs, broccoli and
artichoke or milk thistle to balance liver
processing of hormones
• Metal Mobilizing & Neutralizing Chlorella
• Pumpkin seeds for zinc

Supportive Tactics
• Homeopathic minerals, EFA, AA, enzymes
• Hydride (Microhydrin Plus) 2 caps twice per
day for maximal anti-oxidant therapy
• Use Trivector with DNA repair, especially
Chromosome 6 (TNFA, Autoimmune,celiac)
• Repair Scalar Spin to Left for Endocrine
system balance with living (L-spin) foods
• Ignite Enzymes with whole food minerals

Gluten Free Menu
• Use Strict Gluten Free Menu during Detox
• Supply Diet Alternative, Good Food List
• Restore Amino Acids, especially Tyrosine
and Seretonin plus zinc with Turkey
• Avoid Chicken (wheat fed muscles resemble
gluten) & pork tapeworm pancreatitis
• Use Gluten Free pastas, breads, flours
• Use Rice milk and rice ice cream

Gluten Desensitization
• Strategies to Reduce Gluten Autoimmunity:
• Gluten Allergy Avoidance & Desensitization
• Eat Right For Your Blood type
• Improve Organ Filtration with Hydration,
Enzymes, whole food minerals, exercise, rest
• Cleanse Gut(ie psyllium, rice bran or
ColoVada), Brain, Lymphatic, Endocrine,
Blood, Bone, intestine, spleen, liver et al.

Prevention of Gluten Damage
• Repair Gluten Induced Autoimmunity
• Repairs organs at Risk (Small & Large
Intestine, lymphatic, adrenal, brain, ear,
endocrine, liver, spleen, heart, parathyroid)
• Repair Liver and Gallbladder emptying and
disrupt Hypothalamus Gallbladder
connection, preventing addictive eating,
indigestion and overuse of antacids

Improve Immune Communication
• Gluten Free Heals Nerves Glands

• Remove Gluten autoantibodies with gut correction
• Drive then rises with Trivector & AutoVARHOPE
• Power and balance is stabilized in ECG and EEG,
Cerebellum, endocrine, blood, gut & gonads once these
gluten sensitive areas are repaired & restored
• Nerve & Myelin Biofeedback improves physical activity,
pain tolerance, sensory pleasure
• Remove aggressive allergy in Auto-meridian allergy,
biofeedback and Homotoxicology sections
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Gut Dysbiosis Culprits
• AutoZap Gut & Blood for Comorbid infections
• Correct Bioterrain to Ensure Pilomorphic
Stabilization with probiotics, not antibiotics
• Treat Blood toxicity and Auto Rife infections esp.
Epstein Barr Virus, Rickettsial or Lyme’s Disease,
• Treat gut for Food Poisoning, Worms, Amoeba,
Tapeworm, Parasites, Molds
• Treat Lymphoma and Leukemia for the Worst
Fungal Coinvaders (Candida, Mucor, Aspergillus,
Nocardia)
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Sulphur Strategies for Infection
• Reduce Celiac Disease, Infections and
Autoimmune Cascade with Sulphur loading
• Supply Sulphur to shut off TNFA and Celiac
• Use Garlic, Onions, Apricots in foods
• Use MSM, NAC, Lipoic Acid, Glutathione
• Microhydrin Plus contains all these sulphurs
and is 26x stronger than the original
Microhydrin Plain for the same cost.
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Antioxidant & Algae Essentials
• Microhydrin, Spirulina and Hydra-cel can maximize
the volts, amps & resistance, improving the three
dimensional size of your body’s organ cushion
• Microhydrin electrifies and prevents infections of
mold, virus, worm, food poisoning & fungus
• A large hydrated, antioxidant rich, mineral rich,
electrified ocean-like pool in our bodies will prevent
dysfunction in almost all diseases

Encourage Normal Gut Flora
• Probiotic use for life
• Restore Bowel Flora ongoing for life
• Use RBC Spirulina nanoclusters3caps3x/day
• Use Multi-strain Lactobacillus to max of 1
Trillion/day) to produce vitamin K to thin
the blood and naturally kill pathogens
• Use cultured yogurt regularly after meals
when traveling to prevent food poisoning

Bioterrain ORP :4. Restore Green
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What’s so Good About Cocoa?
• Cocoa is Rich in Magnesium for insulin
regulation, peristalsis of bowel motility, left to
right brain cross connections, muscle tone, heart
rhythm, bone cement, mood and immune
regulation
• Cocoa is rich in EFA’s and Amino Acids which
will augment healing nerves, nodes, glands and
building muscle and nerve transmitters

Integrated Weight Loss System
• Benefits
• Unconsciously we need a fun, rewarding treat as a
choice of therapy – Chocolate is universally loved.
• Green foods are Magnesium rich gluten free, amino
acid repleting foods which promote Normal Bowel
flora, Increased Diffusion, Osmosis, Oxygenation,
appropriate transit time, for correction of
malnutrition, and mineral protective enzymes.
• Improved energy gives momentum for activity

Weight Loss Tips
• Follow a biologically correct system for success
• Avoid aggravating or allergic foods (sugar, alcohol,
shellfish, night shade veggies, milk, gluten, MSG)
• Avoid liquid with meals, avoid bad food combining
• Follow rules of the stomach (ie fruits before noon)
• Avoid Sugar and gluten induced dental cavities
necessitating insertion of endocrine toxic metals
• Avoid stored, frozen, cooked food dead in enzymes
• Avoid food poisoning, care with your water supply

Global Repair Over Time
• Leaky gut syndrome repair will impact over time
the healing of many degenerative diseases by
improving system integrity, surveillance & balance
• Immune repair
• Endocrine repair
• Psychological repair
• Neurological repair
• Digestive repair

Motivate the Mood
• Always Piggy Back Lymphatic Therapies to clean gut
Peyer’s Patches lymph nodes which store 95% seretonin,
dopamine and acetylcholine for mood balance, peristalsis
and motivation & immune integrity
• Eat foods rich in these neurotransmitters like turkey or
mozzarella cheese
• Prevent psychosis and Parkinson's: Improve Volts for
dopamine with tyrosine amino acid
• Prevent depression, panic, insomnia: Improve Amps with
Seretonin via tryptophan amino acid,
• Prevent rumination, anxiety, biliary colic, constipation,
obsessive eating with Acetyl Choline from lecithin

Reconnect to Self
• QXCI strategies for Repair of Nerves

• Myelin Repair with Essential Fatty Acids
• Nerve transmission repair with Celiac Sprue Injury
repair, and Resistivity with Algae rich in Minerals as
well as Amino Acids/EFA/vitamin B12
• Improve All Hormone attachment with zinc taken
alone at bedtime plus liver cleanse
• Nutrition scan, Brain scan, and Cancer scan
• Corpus collosum Repair maintained with repletion of
with Magnesium, Manganese & Molybdenum
• Repair Auto Aggressive disorder and load with
Sulphur, Glutathione, Lipoic acid, N-acetyl cysteine

Make Homeopathics
• Custom make QXCI Homeopathic liquescence for
fatty acids, amino acids, missing supplements
• Produce specific supportive and ant parasitic
remedies to maintain terrain shifts.
• Personalize the homeopathic remedy and potency
• Save medication costs, heal naturally without risk
of medication allergy or side effects
• Use subtle energies to gently redirect health

Change Terrain-Change Weight
• Summary:1.Dilute 2.Clean 3.Kill 4.Restore

• Treat metal & other toxicity which shifted
the terrain, causing infectious overgrowth
• Treat the sugar addiction & food sensitivity
while removing sugar craving parasites
• Treat the mood for seretonin and dopamine
depletion from the gut lymph node infections
• Treat with responsibility, time & love, not
blame, to ensure continuity of effort
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Bioterrain ORP : 2. Second Clean
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QXCI/SCIO Biofeedback
• Biofeedback can be used for the safe, non-invasive, rapid,
client centered, personalized intense mathematical cross
referencing of thousands of body resonance's. Biofeedback
uses the client’s unconscious knowledge to map a
prioritized wellness strategy to navigate to the best health.
• Uncovering subtle electrical disturbances of hidden
afflictions in their early warning stages, applying retraining,
and hopefully warding off the complex complications of an
unhealthy, polluted and stressed immune system should
result in an improved metabolic state, a normalization of
weight and so much more regarding the mind body and
spirit. Enjoy the results.

Gut anatomy and Inverted
Physiology of Leaky Gut
Healthy Neutral Blood, Acidic gut vs. Ill Alkaline gut Acidic Body
Antibiotics, Antacids, Sugar
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Debi Drake
• BSc, MD, CCFP(EM), NBCB
Instructor
• Bachelor of Science Degree in
Biology, Chemistry & Psychology
• Canadian Doctor of Medicine
• Certified in Family Medicine &
Emergency Medicine,
Psychotherapy
• Expert Instructor in QXCI
Biofeedback
• International Lecturer on
Bioterrain,
Celiac Nutrition &
Autoimmune Disease
• President of Cirque
Communications Inc (Noise &

Digital Sound Therapies)
•Medical Director of new internet
site

Coming SOON !
• “Immune Safe” Quadrant Meal Plan
• Dr Drake has designed a meal plan to structure and
guide anyone back to healthy quadrant 1, using all
the known science about digestion, timing and
substance of food, plus the desire for variety & fun.
• Gluten free & Turkey recipes are appended at the
back, to highlight their healing capacities and to
give an example of how creative and easy holistic
nutrition can be in guiding our inner terrain to health
• See www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com for details

To Contact Dr. D. Drake
• Office Email:drddrake@bellnet.ca
• Research Web:www.DrDebiDrake.com
• Sales Web:www.HarmonizeYourHealth.com
• Toll Free Phone: 1-866-494-7924

Autism & Learning Disorders
By Deborah Drake BSc. MD,
CCFP(EM)
Holiday Inn LAX,
Los Angeles, California
Copyright Nov 20-24, 2003

20.Autism and Learning
Disorders
• Detection of Learning Disorders
» SOC Questionnaires
» EEG > LEAP Questionnaire for ADHD
» Nutrition > Adrenal Balance > Use
Questions
» Nutrition > Hormones > Use Questions
» Allergy Profiling
» Phenol Toxicity
» Homotoxicology

Nutrition for Learning Disorders
• Nutritional Flaw Correction
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Demineralization, Low EFA, Disturbed Tyrosine
Allergies ( environmental, food, phenol)
Remove Perverse Energies
Relax with Flower Essences
Color Therapy to Stimulate Enzymes
Enzyme Repair, DNA Repair,
Infection Detection > Celiac Sprue Connection
Clean Blood, Short Sarcode Cleanse
Autozap CoQ Enzymes, Normal Bowel Flora

Timed Treatments for Learning
• Timed Therapies

» Metabolic Repair
» Bad Behavior in Children
» Immune Repair
» Hormone Repair
» Nervous system Repair
» Treat Blood sugar disorder
» Degenerative Repair

Super Learning Therapies
• Enhanced Learning

» Improve math, writing, reading,
comprehension skills
» Timer enabled

• Virtual Superlearning

» Individual
» Group
» Biofeedback Indefinite Learning Loop

Neurotherapy for Learning
• Physical Repairs
» ECG, ANS, EEG Repair,
» Balance Brain Waves
» Timed Therapies > Improve oxygenation,
Degeneration, Psychological repair,
Neurological repair,

• NLP Therapies
» Relaxation Therapy for 12 Seconds

Mood Disorders and Addiction
Therapy
• Mood Disorders Detection
» Spinal Subluxation
» Spinal Neuro-emotional complexes
(NEC)
» Neurotransmitter Mapping

Risk Profile Analysis
» Risk Profile Analysis
» Amino Acid Deficiency for
Neurotransmitters
» Demineralization
» Hormone Imbalance
» EEG Brain Wave and Patterns

Mood Disorders and Addiction
Therapy
• Physical Strategies for Mood Disorders
» Blood purification of seretonin depleting
infection
» Nutrition, Enzyme & Bowel Flora
Normalization
» Selection of remedies or allopathic via Test
screen

Mood Disorders & Addictions
• Physical Strategies for Addictions
»
»
»
»
»

Brain Nutrition Scan, Balance Neurotransmitters
Autozap Bowel Flora from Candida, Worms, Amoeba
Disrupt Hypothalamus Gall Bladder Connection
Clean sarcodes, EEG Balance, Psychological Repair
Invert Allergen from Tray (Ie Cigarettes, Sugar)

Mood Disorders and Addiction
Therapy
• Psychological Strategies
» NLP Addiction Module
» AutoZap Psychiatric Disorder, STD,
CFS
» NLP Therapies > Neurotransmitter
Balancing
» Piggy back disorder on Additional
therapies

Mood Disorder Therapies
• Psychological Strategies

» Biofeedback therapies ( ie. Release phobias,
psychic attack, Karmic Backlash,Reconnect
to Universe, Connect Body To Soul)
» NLP Therapies (ie, Release negativity,
Improve Self esteem, Dispel Guilt, Anger…)
» Stress and Hypnosis Dehypnosis Therapies
» Release Deep Potential, Creativity, Higher
Purpose
» Superlearning

Special Senses
• Vision
» Eye Muscles Repair and Coordinate
» Spinal > Eye > Eye Components
Individually
» Biofeedback > Misc > Eye Muscle Exercises
» Biofeedback > Misc > Vision Repair
» Cataract Repair
» Macular Degeneration Repair of FOVEA

Special Senses
• Hearing

» EEG > head injury repair
» Autozap Myelin Sheath Repair
» Repair Celiac Sprue Wheat Gluten Allergy
» Detox infection esp. food poisoning
» TMJ Scan and repair near 8 th Cranial nerve
» Spinal > nerves > Acoustic nerve, Vestibular
nerve
» Biofeedback > Baby Skull Repair
» Short Sarcodes > ear anatomy, reflexology,
repair
» Biofeedback > repair hearing with Care

Special Senses
• Voice Therapy
» Short Sarcodes > All Extra Buttons
for Mutism or Autism Repair
» Biofeedback > Voice Therapy
» Spinal > Nerves > glosso- pharyngeal
nerve, Accessory nerve repair
» Voice Analysis for pathogens
» Music Therapy

Music Therapies
•
•
•
•

Use of Recorder
Musical Sound Bites
Turning off Clasp Sounds
Charkas Specific Notes

Special Senses
• ESP
» Timed Therapies > Enhance ESP
» NLP Ascension Stimulation
» Biorhythm > Stimulate Awareness of Risks
» Covert Thought Pattern
» Past Life Regression
» Raise total harmonic through detoxification
» Remove Toxins blocking awareness

Contact Dr. Drake
•
•
•
•

Education: www.harmonizeyourhealth.com
Research Web: www.drdebidrake.com
Sales: www.quantumrelief.net
Office:155 Edgewood Cres., Port Perry, Ontario,
Canada L9L 1B6
• Telephone:905-985-1463, Cell 905-432-5108
• Fax:905-294-2467
• Email:drddrake@bellnet.ca

The SCIO as a Pre-diagnostic with Comparative
InfraRed Thermal Scan

By Dr Radu Ștefan
August 2008, Bucharest, Romania

The SCIO has proven itself to be a very valuable tool in our doctor office. The accuracy of
the device is uncanny. The SCIO tells us reactions from the patient’s unconscious that are not
always the same as the patient’s or the doctor’s idea of what is important. But in this paper we
compare the SCIO test reactions with the results of our InfraRed (IR) device. We include photos
and descriptions of the comparative results of each device. The SIO has performed very well as a
pre-diagnostic screen. Because the SIO is safe and harmless it makes an easy tool to guide a
doctor into the next set of validation tests.
In the moment of the SCIO and IR tests, the patients at issue were taken care of by certain university
medical units. It is important to notice that these patients were under the cure and care of so-called
medical doctor allopathists. In their despair, they felt the strong need to require a SCIO test, too. The
hazard or maybe even Karma made possible that they benefit from a Thermo graphic – IR investigation.
Thanks to the strong valuations of degenerative risk in a Line B neoplasic, I had the intuitionrevelation that these tests could be confirmed at the IR thermographic exam. Thermographic
modifications referred to hypervascularisation, reactive hyperthermia with significant Delta T thermic
gradient, as well as expansion of the metaplasia process in the satellite lymphatic stations.
The 2 e nergetic investigations, SCIO and IR sustain one another. The arguments leading to this
conclusion are as follows:
1. The body capacity, holistically speaking, of maintaining a homeostasic dynamic equilibrium
equivalent to the state of health is, with no doubt, expressed the most appropriately by SCIO test.
You underline this conclusion on a SCIO panel regarding its place in a top of the medical
techniques at the beginning of XXI century.
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2. Recording the IR energetic radiation emitted by the body is possible and manifested, like in SCIO,
only as long as Individual Energetic-Physiological Reactivity exists. Both of the tests offer
information about the initial transformations, long time ahead they manifest by histological forms
pathologically modified which shall be without any doubt recorded by the classical, common
medical techniques.
3. Estimation by Calibration of the risk factors involved in the reactivity suggest the commencement
of certain discreet pathological processes subsequently confirmed in more advanced stages by
means of both Thermography-IR and other usual, classic investigations. This delay makes
improbable the patients’ recovery. These wretched people shall be “assisted” only and not
“recovered” as it would be actually possible, in another paradigm.
5. Estimations, in the SCIO test regarding TAMOXIFEN (a strong anti-estrogenic remedy for the
young women having used hormonal birth control pills, were all confirmed thermo graphically by
mammary dysplasia being in different stages.
6. Practicing X-ray mammography in the indiscriminately classic medical system for all the women,
irrespective of age, is wrong and increases the degenerative risk. The sole correct solution for
investigating the mammary pathology at the under 35-year-old young women remains only the
evaluation made by SCIO and Thermo in IR.
7. Estimation of hypophysary and hypothalamic disorders regarding the ovaries made by SCIO
represents a real help for the gynecologist in our specialized surgery. On their basis, it is
evaluated the women’s health and procreation or infertility, anovulation, menstruation disorders,
dysfunctional menorrhagia and metrorragia, disorders in pre and post menopause. In its turn,
thermograph in IR can find at the breasts’ level vascularization disorders accompanying the
hormonal treatment with estrogens, or a modified vascularization specific to pregnancy, and, in
general, hormonally determined mastosic alterations.
The following aspect noticed at certain female patients is remarkable: thermic asymmetry, sometimes
on one half of the thorax and other times, on the trunk’s upper half, cervical and cranial cerebral. Under
these circumstances, I thought that there is a correlation with the magnetic field asymmetries emphasized
by SCIO. This conclusion would deserve analyzed further, but is little opportune in case that the patient
requested and was scheduled for one single test only, either SCIO or IR.
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In the cases whose images I append to this letter, my insistence in completing SCIO test with the IR
one was intensely motivated by the also great ESTIMATIONS made by SCIO. It is remarkable that in
those cases the patients were in unison with what I was thinking but I was not speaking up yet. Anyhow,
the patients had to be protected emotionally. To me, this MOMENT OF TRUTH is difficult because I
have to catch patient’s cooperation and, in the time, “to cover up” the truth for the moment in order to
diminish the impact with the patient’s emotions. Thanks to SCIO, i.e. to you, I have to transmit directly
and not mediated as so far the conclusions about the truth still not manifested but expressed still
nonlinearly. To me, this represents a g reat emotional and conscience stress because I am the first to
transmit a piece of information with deep implications in the patient’s life and behavior. He had invested
trust and hope in SCIO test when he requested it. And I must admit that in almost all the cases the patients
wanted to come to SCIO test and not to Doctor Radu. My involving in this trio – patient-SCIO-I, as an
interpreter physician – generates great responsibility. I understand now, after almost 7 years of using QXI
and SCIO, the reason why you and your assistants in the trainings keep on urging us not to affirm the
diagnosis function of SCIO and to insist only on the one of vibrational energetic treatment which includes
the homeopathic ones, variously classified. This fact is real and I saw it for myself as I will tell in detail at
presentation of Patient no 6 – operated malignant melanoma.
SCIO conclusions transferred from the non manifested fields and deciphered only by a non l inear
understanding cannot be accepted by the allopath medicine which considers as true and real only the
manifested forms. I consider it as the reason for the disputes and rejection of vibrational medicine and the
cause is in fact non-knowledge of the Advanced Quantum Physics by the people rejecting the program
and technology included in SCIO. Consequently, there are adversities, competition, vanities. That is why
my emotions and concerns concerning SCIO’s value and information are great whenever a lot of
“amateurs”, insufficiently knowing Nelson medicine, appeared in mass media, especially on TV, to make
publicity for their own interest. I feared that they should not make mistakes about SCIO and Bioresonance
and about Vibrational Medicine, in general. From the moment I had the chance to confirm with IR images
SCIO estimations regarding the degenerative risks factors with still subtle and not manifested patogenic
alterations, the disputes with the so-called scientific medical world shall be maybe "negociated" in the
future. From now on we can plead (at least in some cases) in favor of SCIO and can support with new
arguments both SCIO device and the Program and Principles of Nelson medicine. Many times IR images
shall be a transitory bridge between the first data calibrated by SCIO at the beginning of certain changes
of energetic hue in the stressed body and, accordingly, confirmation in the late evolution with the usualallopath investigations which can emphasize the form alterations in the tissues and organs modified
sometimes irreversibly.
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I felt the complementarity of the two energetic investigations, SCIO and IR, as a revelation to a
patient where SCIO had indicated in antecedents a parenteral hepatic viral infection C-B. It was estimated
then an advanced and bad stage of hepatic carcinoma. At that moment, that is December 2006, the patient
was under attendance of a university hospital. During the whole year of 2006 he was treated exclusively
with Interferon. Only one month before SCIO test an echo graphic exam signaled inexactly and
unconvincingly a small area of echo density considered to be as the doubtful image of a hemangioma.
Until that moment, the persons operating IR video camera and practicing Thermography within our
Gynecology surgery – a physicist and a gynecologist - were convinced that thermo vision camera in IR
was not able to record the thermic radiation of the more profound body tissues. They and other
communicators at one of the conference of the Medical Society of Thermography sustained it.
Despite it, thank to SCIO estimations about the patient's diagnostic and considering all the other data
about the disease evolution I was strongly confident that that time IR thermograph shall confirm without
any doubt the estimation made by SCIO. The truth stated by SCIO was confirmed by IR images taken by
the thermograph. I was thrilled because I lived that "sweet-bitter" state. "Sweet" because i felt the joy that
SCIO won a victory in competition with other technologies of medical diagnosis based on out-of-date
technologies surpassed by the advanced quantum physics and nonlinear thinking. "Bitter" because the
patient was already in a non-remedy situation and soon inevitability shall occur. In spite of all medical
attendance existing in that university hospital in 2006, the physicians did not know the sad reality of their
patient who had entered the non-return way.
That patient was the husband of a nurse who happened to be one of our collaborators. But she was
guilty as well because although she knew about SCIO test and IR thermography she had not appealed to
them so far. Maybe she was also under the influence of the wrong beliefs of the physicians having cured
his husband for more than one year. SCIO would recommend 2-3 years ago completely other remedies
than the allopath ones. It seems that the limited thinking of some physicists results inevitably in difficult
situations.
Details about evolution and interpretation by means of computerized processing of the appended IR
images..
Patient no 1. Affected organ - liver and spleen
The images taken on the area of the hepatic lodge showed hypervascularization with diffuse
hypertermia and the thermic gradient "Delta T" had values over 2,5...3 Celsius degrees, value specific to
the cancerous disease appeared in a body being still in the reactive stage of defense.
The 52-year-old patient evolved wretchedly because he was treated insufficiently and with Interferon
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only during the whole year of 2006. The investigations made at the Fundeni Hospital were only
biochemical, serological and echographical -ultrasonic, which could not show the moment of manifesting
neoplasm as form. After almost 3 months from our tests - SCIO and IR - period when started to appear
symptoms proving complications by distension of the hepatic capsule, irritation of the phrenic nerve and
vicinity of the pulmonary pleura, they made the tomography exam. From that moment on they added to
their treatment antialgic drugs, commonly used in these situations. Without manifestation of ascites, the
patient passed away in a couple of weeks.
Responsible analysis of this case and the way the patient was investigated in a first-class hospital
emphasize the difference in technology and application of the physics laws into the protocols of the
regular medicine which are in total opposition with the protocol and especially with the program as softand hardware used by SCIO. Conclusion is in favor of SCIO test and its association (at least to certain
patients still being in a reactivity stage may be extremely useful both to the physicist using SCIO and to
the patients.
Thermographic exam in IR can represent an objective argument able to counterattack the erroneous
and obsolete point of view, limited strictly to the linear thinking which regards only the forms diagnosis
in the history of a disease evolution.
Estimations of SCIO, prognostication and proposals of numerous and various remedies are all useful
being based on interpretation of the individual reactivity.
Patient no 2. Affected organ – Lung
It is also a significant case which arguments in favor of the above-mentioned conclusions and proves
that vibrational medicine in accord with Advanced Quantum and Theoretical Physics can be much closer
to the Truth when all is about the state of health or sickness, as it happens in case of Nelson medicine.
The female patient, being as well under a chronic attendance of the Fundeni University Clinic Hospital in
Bucharest, having chronic polyarthritis, had received treatment with immuno-suppressors for almost 2
years till the moment of requesting and having SCIO test at the beginning of 2007.
SCIO estimated the Degenerative Risk to very high values - neoplasic disease without a great certainty
about its localization or at least this is what I think I kept in mind. IN the analysis of that case I had the
impression there was an exaggeration in duration of the allopath immuno-suppressor treatment with
fundamental implications because it addressed aggressively to the fund of immunity affecting in such a
way the state of health. This time, too I asked and insisted that the patient should accept the Thermo-IR
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exam. IR images of the thorax showed in the lung's upper lobe a ...... area, well-confined as a lesion,
expressed by the "Delta T thermic gradient", cogent for the proliferative process localized and wellconfined. Till that moment, the hospital did not know the real pain of the patient.
She required only SCIO test without great conviction just because she had heard about it. She knew
nothing about thermography.
Though I warned indirectly about the seriousness of her state, I recommended what was necessary as
remedies in accord with SCIO, I do not know the patient's evolution because she has not come back
anymore to our surgery.
Patient no.3. Affected tissues - Blood and bone
Male, 52, t ested energetically for the first time with the device and program QXI in 2006. At that
moment the evolution of a disease of the sanguine tissue was suggested - polycythemia vera and he was
recommended the remedies indicated by QX. Until January 2008, t he patient was under successive
attendance and cure of two clinical haematological wards within Fundeni University Hospital and Coltei
University Hospital. I do not know for sure the reason for which the patient came back to our
Bioresonance surgery after almost 2 years. That time I ran the test with SCIO machine. It signaled the
patient's contact with heavy-radioactive metals received from a p olluted environment - polonium,
plutonium, cesium, strontium. SCIO program strongly estimated neoplasic disease localized into the
bones. At that time, Hematology Clinic of Coltei Hospital kept on treating him only for the blood disease.
The patient did not want to give me all the information concerning his suffering's evolution and history.
However, as a consequence of my insistences, he came back after 7 days to be Thermo-IR tested in order
to confirm and localize the neoplasic process estimated by SCIO. My insistence was protective for the
patient because, this time, too, I offered him data adding serious elements regarding his health. Again, this
patient who asked for our energetic medicine assistance did not come back in order that we could clarify
his evolution and that he could receive a proper treatment and remedy according to the seriousness of the
disease determined by the factors of degenerative risk.
The thermography executed to him suggested localization of the incipient malignant lesion in the
reactive discreet stage at the level of the femur. We appreciate the lesion as asymptomatic and unknown
by the patient and the hospital-oncologic ward.
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Patient no. 4. Affected tissue – hemato-lymphatic B.Hodgkin.
Male, 25, who had asked firstly the laboratory of a private medical center for sexual hormonal
disorders after that he asked for a SCIO test without offer us information about his reasons. Boy’s mother
asked by go-betweens for having his son tested. SCIO test estimated clearly a great B. Hodgkin value. IR
images emphasized laterocervical micropoliadenopatia more intensely expressed in the right side.
The remedies prescribed on basis of the SCIO information made me insisted a lot on running at the
same laboratory or in other center the investigations usually made for any blood disease. Till now the
patient has not offered us any information and there are already a couple of weeks passed by.
Patient no.5 Osseous tissue – Neoplasic disease
Female, 15 for whom the parents requested SCIO test but without offering us any kind of information
about the girl’s antecedents. Despite all these improper circumstances for a m edical investigation but
which we got accustomed to, in this case SCIO made possible the following remarks: -1. In the patient’s
antecedents there were signaled contacts with two heavy radioactive metals, cesium and strontium. -2.
From the polluted environment, the increased degenerative risk was mentioned. -3. Existence of an
osseous tissue disease and -4. Mention, as an antecedent, of a traumatic lesion on the bone. At the
immediately executed thermographic exam the information offered by SCIO test were confirmed and the
girl’s mother revealed the whole truth in accord with SCIO by saying that 2 years ago - in 2005 - the girl
(being then 13) was operated twice on the right femur. The first intervention was decided by the
orthopedic surgeon without knowing the diagnostic and we do not know why he did not made resection of
the pathologic osseous tissue in order to remove the neoplasic lesion. This was made at the second
intervention that took place 2 years before the SCIO-IR moment.
The thermographic images made at our exclusive desire signaled the pathologic bone more
emphasized (i.e. the right femur with Delta T thermic gradient) with a significant value. It is to be noticed
that the absolutely normal bone does not express thermically a difference towards the adjacent soft tissues
and consequently, the thermic contour of the bone does not appear at all.
At the patient at issue the contour appears at the both femoral bones. Under these circumstances I had
to conclude that the heavy radioactive metals, especially strontium, received from the polluted
environment, are retained unequally – nonhomogeneously especially into the osseous tissue which has a
much diminished vascularization in comparison with other types of tissues having reached the same level
of development. In connection with this aspect, the girl was at the age when the osseous tissue is in fully
“effervescence”. It is possible that even this very condition should significantly contribute to the
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“proliferative sideslip” together with the factors of degenerative risk it “operates” SCIO by default and
strives for identify them in order to prevent (by naturist methods) manifestation of the disease in stages of
evolution where other medical mean as well will be able to identify “form as disease’s manifestation”.
Unfortunately, the time for remedying the pathological alterations shall have been surpassed for a very
long time...
Patient no.6 Affected tissue – tegument
Malignant melanoma located in the left calcaneus, operated, and tegument grafting followed by a cure
of cytostatics for 7-8 years.
The case is interesting because the patient with the neoplasic disease (diagnosed and treated with
exclusively allopath procedures) being after an over 8-month evolution from the confirmation of the
neoplasic disease, asked for Thermographic – IR test because he had been informed about the possibility
of having emphasized possible metastases and inflammatory reactions in the lymphatic tissue around the
extirpated cancerous lesion. He was worried of the risk of lesion’s extension even under the above
mentioned circumstances, because he was treated with 2 cytostatics, one of them being Cisplatinum.
The IR images did not emphasize relevant clues about expansion of the neoplasic process.
At our proposal to make also the SCIO test in order to consolidate our positive conclusion with other
arguments, the patient accepted to repeat the bioresonance test he had already made twice in the last year
but with another operator whose identity he failed to reveal. When he accepted the test, my concern was
great because I knew both from my own experience and from other similar (in a way or another) cases
presented by other colleagues at the training sessions that sometimes our bioresonance test cannot offer
sure information about the status of advanced cancerous disease although this level of evolution is easily
noticed by the usual, allopath diagnostic procedures. The assistants-educators of our training confirmed
the conclusion that the test of electro-immuno-physiologic reactivity of a body massively invaded by the
proliferative-toxic-cancerous process much advanced as degeneration is not probative sometimes.
In the case of this patient, we did not receive from the test direct information about the diagnostic,
excepting for two details about the degenerative risk factors, but not to very high values.
1. influence of the noxious environment containing plutonium- with energetic field properly
calibrated
2. inherited chromosomal risk-cancerous disease, without being specified organic or tissue
localization.
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Nevertheless, by using remedies and therapies, I received information which reduced my abovementioned emotion and concern. The data were precious both for me and for the patient. The remedies
were Shark Cartilage and Cisplatinum for their cumulative antiproliferative effect. Electro-physiologic
reactivity at both the remedies was perfect and it seemed to suggest a real “thirst” for something like that.
The patient who was watching the device’s display was nicely impressed when he read that second
remedy proposed by SCIO. He had received Cisplatinum from the hospital associated with other synthetic
cytoplast for a prolonged cure of 7-8 months. He concluded that from now on he preferred to carry on a
homeopath and energetic treatment with SCIO instead of the chemically synthesized cytostatics and he
promised to come weekly for the treatment in order to supply and complete the required remedies.
I can now firmly state that SCIO offers us pertinent and sufficient information to make us able to
confirm the diagnostic of cancerous disease even in the cases of advanced stages. The sole request
addressed to us, the SCIO operators, as interpreters and interface of information in benefit of the patient,
is to access and analyze as much panels and tests-treatment as possible in the same working session with
the patient till the warning ALARM shows up.
In this case, too, complementarity of the two energetic investigations turned out to be useful
especially for thermography which needed deep information about immunity and defense capacity of a
body attacked by the cancerous disease, confirmed by other medical units. This completion turned out to
be extremely fruitful and it shall be strongly promoted for accuracy of the relations with the patients
soliciting us especially when all is about special cases remained still not clarified and remedied.
Patients no 7 and 8 exemplify the way the SCIO data regarding tissues with dystrophic alterations
because of various and insufficiently individuated causes were emphasized by IR images.
Patient no. 7 Affected tissue: vertebral column, muscular peripheral nerve and its
corresponding dermatome.
The cause indirectly suggested by SCIO seems to be overweight which affects mechanically
vertebras.
Patient no. 8 Affected tissue: Muscle and especially the lymphatic tissue afferent of a lower
limb.
Female, 50; 20 y ears ago she suffered from a typically articular orthopedic trauma, bones not
being involved. Complications seemed to have appeared several weeks after certain recovery procedures
were applied. Although she was hospitalized in many medical units, neither her diagnostic nor recovery
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was possible.
At the SCIO test requested by the patient a tissue dystrophy and an alteration of the lymphatic
tissue were mentioned. Location of the dystrophy was not made clear.
IR emphasizes location, extent of the lesions, vascular disorders and dystrophic area well
expressed by thermic gradient Delta T.
Although I made the 2 tests, because I considered the benefits for the patient as being not
significant, I did not accepted any payment for my work. When the session came to an end, the patient
promised me she would come again hoping that by using as much as possible homeopathic remedies and
energetic treatments proposed by SCIO improvements shall be noticed by the patient as well.
At the end of this long letter I also do apologize for my delay and expansion and assert my
conviction that my demarche suggested even at the beginning of this letter is explicit and benefic as a
support for the numerous users of SCIO program and technology. I shall be very glad and grateful if one
of your assistants-collaborators shall suggest me a way to better make use of the complementary
association of the two tests which represent in the most convincing way the vibrational medicine of the
first decade of XXI century.
All my regard and gratitude for what you represent for us and genuine medical practice in this time
saturated by adversities and disputes.

Respectfully yours,
An ageless student of Nelson medicine and IMUNE,
Reserve Colonel Dr. Radu Stefan, SCIO operator and head consultant in public health

Letter 2 - AFLATOXINA
Subiect : Performanta SCIO privind depistarea contaminarii cu AFLATOXINA la un copil in virsta de
numai 5 luni si care prezinta malformatii morfogenetice fetale de tip ‘’ acromegalic ‘’
Proces in care probabil este implicata AFLATOXINA
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Cuvinte cheie : Aflatoxina ; malformatie congenitala ; risc nutritional simultan mama –fat
Domnule Profesor ,
Continuare la scrisoarea trimisa cu putin timp in urma ,privind performanta SCIO de aceasta data va
comunic inca un caz ,dupa parerea mea , deosebit de interesant si rar intilnit .
La pacientii pe care eu i-am testat cu SCIO am intilnit destule cazuri la care el i-mi semnala
contaminarea adultilor cu AFLATOXINA si deci existenta unui risc carcinogenic hepatic . Nicio data aceasta nu s-a referit la copii in primul an de viata .
In sursele mele de informare despre AFLATOXINA nu am intilnit referri despre o posibila contaminare
la un fat aflat in perioada morfogenetica intrauterina asa cum s-a intimplat in cazul pe care doresc sa v-il
prezint in aceasta scrisoare .
Pentru mine sursele de informare au fost urmatoarele , in ordine cronologica :
-prima si esntiala pentru mine a fost Programul SCIO ,de la care am aflat despre sursa de contaminare si
riscul declansarii unui proces cacingenic hepatic ;
-a doua sursa : un articol in ziarul meu preferat “ Ziua “ din 2007 ,semnat de un biolog –director al
Institutului pentru Cercetari Alimentare si Nutritie din Bucuresti ,de la care am aflat despre gradul foarte
inalt de toxicitate al acestei toxine micotice.Se facea referire la o alta sursa alimentara de contaminare si
anume boiaua de ardei intimplator sau nu , depistat intr-un lot de marfa importat;
-a treia sursa: lucrarea intitulata “Studiul China “ semnat de Dr. T.Colin Campbel,care prezinta puncte de
vedere privind nutrutia si unele riscuri epidemiolagice legate de nutritie pe loturi si populatii vuluminoase
din Asia .Din aceasta sursa am aflat ca procesul carcinogenic initiat de AFLATOXINA care a contaminat
arahidele consumate de adulti este conditionat de coexistenta Lactozei in meniul acelora care vor face
boala canceroasa cu localizare hepatica.
Cazul in discutie :
Fetita in virsta de 6 luni < nascuta la 23 dec.2oo7 in Bucuresti> ,la care SCIO a precizat urmatoarele
probleme esntiale : - contaminare cu AFLATOXINA ;
- afectare hepatica ;
- leziune chirurgicala ;
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- dezordini in structura tesutului de legatura – cartilaginos;
Si in acest caz , desi unic in felul sau extrem de specific, parintii copilului , ca dealtfel majoritatea
pacientilor nu mi-au oferit nici o informatie pina la sfirsitul testului cind concluziile mele confirma
asteptarile lor si plus alte date importante la care ei nu s-au asteptat.
SCIO de multe ori si la valori diferite a semnalat contaminare cu ALATOXINA , dar de fecare data doar
la adulti .In acest caz este aproape incredibil ca un nou nascut la virsta de 5 luni sa fie contaminat ,sa
prezinte malformatii acentuate la extremitati si deja sa fie operata pentu polidactilie <deget supranumerar
la mina > Daca este real ce a estimat SCIO si eu cred cu tarie in informatia SCIO si interpretarea mea
corecta ,bazata pe ‘’ Citirea ‘’ LUI inca din 2001, atunci contaminarea acestui copil s-a produs desigur in
perioada de gestatie a viitoarei mame.
La terminarea testului mama a declarat ca intr-adevar ea a consumat foarte multe arahide in perioada
gestatie ,asa cum obisnuia in general cu acest aliment mult preferat.
Consider extrem de interesanta din multe puncte de vedere medicale , acesta situatie. Dintre ele
mentionez doar citeva: - - toxina a putut traversa bariera de protectie utero-feto-placentara si eu cred ca
pentru specialistii acestui domeniu acest aspect este interesant.;
- toxina a depasit asteptarile de a-si exercita dezordinea nu doar pe tesutul hepatic mai vulnerabil
probobil prin potentialul sau morfo-blastic ,tinar, regenerativ. A reusit in acest caz si prin concentratie
mare atit in singele mamei si probabil proportional si in singele embrio-fetal sa atace mult mai multe
tesuturi cu patential mare regenerativ .A crescut astfel proportional si potentialul teratogen al toxinei
aflata in concentratie excesiva.
- -dezordinea produsa pina in acest moment este evidenta ca ,,forma materiala ,, morfologica si si de
tesuturi care este si domeniul obisnuit clasic de actiune al asa zisei ,, medicini alopate,,. Aceasta se refera
la urmatoarele aspecte:
POLIDACTILIE < un deget suprunumerar la una din miini > Medicii cchirurgi consacrati si specializati
,,formelor ,, au ,, rezolvat ,, -spun ei un singur aspect al monstruozitatilor morfologicice evidente in
prezent la ambele piciore ;pe imaginele fotografice pe care le anexez nu doar degetele ci si articulatia
tibio-tarsiana prezinta modificari de raporturi anatomice mai accentuata la membru inferior sting. ; un
deget la mina stinga este crescut disproportionat in raport cu celelalte.
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CRESTEREA disproportionata si deformarea haotica a raporturilor structurale la degetele ambelor
picioare dind aspectul net de inegalitate. Fata de acest al doilea aspect medici
chirurgi probabil si plasticieni dar cu siguranta endocrinologii din cea mai importanta institutie de profil
din Bucuresti au spus familiei ca trebuie sa astepte pina cind copilul va implinii virsta de 4 ani si doar
atunci ei vor avea sulutii pentru remediere. In acest context familia copilului a solicitat Testul SCIO iar
,,dezvaluirile ,, privind demersurile medicale ,, pe care le-am mentionat
mai sus au fost facute si discutate la terminarea testului propriu zis . In acest aspect al situatiilor este
,,frumusetea Programului SCIO ,, pentru ca desi primesc informatii zero El reuseste sa confirme datele
cunoscute de pacient sau familie si in plus dezvaluie ceia ce nimeni inca nu stie
despre suferinta ,cauza si istoria potentialului si risc de imbolnavire .Ma refer aici nu atit la pacienti cit
mai cu seama la medicii implicati in aceste acte medicale ,desigur victime <cu titluri
mari> ale ignorantei lor.
Domnule Profesor , daca prin aceste prime concluzii eu exagerez sau ele sint gresite imi cer deja scuzele
cuvenite . Dar eu va consider principalul meu mentor in ce priveste utilizarea SCIO dar si
a deprinderii de a gindi cumva intr-o maniera care sa se apropie cu timiditatea fireasca si mult justificata
de a naviga cu Paradigma ce insoteste SCIO si Medicina Nelson . De altfel si in scrisoarea precedenta
faceam mentiunea ca in acesti ultimi ani in care m-am straduit sa practic cit mai corect Medicina Nelson .
atunci cind circumstantele ma obliga sa rezolv situatii medicale complicate, rare, sau inca neintilnite in
practica mea, simt nevoia sa va cunosc parerea sau comunicindu-le dumneavoastra sa le folositi pentru
informarea si expertiz dumneavoastra.
In acest context cred oprtun cunoasterea acestui caz extrem de interesant si de catre alti experti,
specialisti sau organizati si institutii care isi aroga atributul prevenirii si al remedierilor de siguranta
sanitara alimentara.
Revenind la fondul medical al fetitei , la care SCIO se referea oarecum vag la o dezordine a cartilagiilor
si nu a hormonului de crestere asa cum au gindit medicii specialisti care au banuit diagnosticul
acromegalie . Las la aprecierea Dumneavoastra ,daca adincirea studierii acestui caz cu maxima seriozitate
poate aduce beficiu copilului sau si mai mult chiar cunosterii medicale cu adevarat , si include aici chiar si
,,clasica,, de acum si ,,stiintifica,, din totdeauna, medicina alopata.Daca publicarea acestui caz va fi
oportuna va rog pe dumneavoastra sa hotariti.
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Cu sincere multumiri , Va trimit aceasta scrisoare si Va marturisesc ca astept parerea Dv.
Indemnul si sfatul privind impilicarea sau nu, in acest caz si poate monitorizarea lui pe un termen mai
lung in scop de cercetare , Va rog sa le decideti Dumneavoastra. Relatia mea ca prestator de sevicii
medicale oferite fetitei va fi asemanatoare cu cea recomandata de Dumneavoastra la debutul fazei de pre
implementare a Programului Nahinga. -- Anexez citeva imagini fotografice pe care le-am luat micutei
paciente dupa aproape 2 saptamini dela primul test al ei, devenit antologic pentru mine .
Cu mult Respect si Recunostinta ,
Colonel medic <rezerva> Dr. Radu Stefan.
Bucuresti ; 07 August 2008.
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GRUPUL MEDICAL ALFA
Thermogram: IR_0699.JPG
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25.8 °C
3.3 °C

Class width: 0.000 °C

The Pacient No 1
Affected organs…spleen and slenic angle of the colon within Neoplazis dis. –Hepatic carcinoma
,afther C-B hepatitic virus,.-Patient under treatment with Iterferon for olmost a year.TheSCIO test
preceeded the IR.thermography and estimed at greet values Degenerative Risk, hepatic carcinomaBanty Sindrome,suffering of the lymphatic tissue,including viral hepatitic antecedents with contact of
parenteral type.The estimations were showd at great values.That excludes any doubt .Ironically,the
patient was treated only with Interferon and a wek metabolic support of the liver.
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Pacientul No 1

08.12.2006
33.8 °C
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Dt1
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24.0

The Patient No.1
Afffected organ..- Liver and cholecist within Neoplazic des.hepatic virus .
The patient under exclusiv treatment and a week metabolic
support of the liver ,for olmost a year .The SCIO test
preceeded the IR Thermography and estimated at the great
values ,the Degenerat risk –
hepatic carcinoma- Banty Sindrom ,suffering of the lymphatic
tissue including antecedents of viral hepatic with contact of
parenteral type. The estimated show at great values excluded
any doubt regarding diagnosis and prognosis. Treatedat the
University Hospital without knouleg this diag. and this diseas
evolution.

Organul lezat—Ficat şi Cholecist în
cadrul B . neoplazice – Carcinom hepatic
post virus hepetitic C-B .
Pacient aflat în tratament exclusive cu
Interferon şi o slabă susţinere metabolică a
ficatului, timp de 1an.
Testul SCIO a precedaz Termografia în
IR şi a estimat la valori mari Riscul
Degenerativ -- carcinoma hepatic ,sindrom
Banty,suferinţă a ţesutului limfatic ,
inclusive antecedentele de hepatită virală
,cu contact de tip parenteral.Estimările
prezentate la valori mari înlăturau orice
dubiu în privinţa diagnosticului şi a
pronosticului.Tratament în spit. universsitar
fără afi cunoscut diagnosticul şi evolutia .
Object Parameter
Emissivity
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Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Ar1: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Iso3
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
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2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
29.1 °C
32.5 °C
33.3 °C
29.1 °C
33.3 °C
3.4 °C
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Reflected Temperature
Label
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Ar1: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

scio Pacientul No 1b
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Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
29.1 °C
32.4 °C
33.8 °C
30.9 °C
3.3 °C
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Organul lezat –Ficatul şi Cholecistul. în
cadrul B. neoplazice –Carcinom hepatic
post virus hepatitic C-B
Pacient aflat în tratament timp de 1 an
exclusive cu Interferon şi slabă sustinere
metabolică a ficatului.
Afost solicitat mai întîi Testul SCIO care
a estgimat la valori mari toate elementele de
diagnostic real . Pentru nevoia imperioasă
de confirmare a statusului real al pacientului
s-a recurs , doar cu aceptul pacientului nu şi
cererea acestuia ,la efectuarea Testului de
Termografie în IR -procedeu neinvaziv.
Acest nefericit pacient a fost primul caz
ne solutionare termografică pentru un organ
parenchimatos aflat ăn profunzimea
corpului. În Forumal Societatii Medicale de
Termografie se afirma de o majoritate că
leziunile organelor din profunzime nu pot fi
identificate termografic .Era de fapt
consecinţa gindirii lineare tributare unei
înţelegeri depăşite a Fizicii Q uantice
Avansate.
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Class width: 0.081 °C

Label
Ar1

Peak
3.9

Patient No 1 – 3

Min
16.1

Max
32.5

32.0

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Sp2
Sp3
Ar1: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
29.5 °C
30.4 °C
29.8 °C
32.5 °C
27.3 °C
29.8 °C
2.9 °C

Avg
30.2

Affected organ ..-Liver and cholecist within neolpazic disseas hepatic carcinoma C-B

hepatitic post virus Patient under treatment ,exclusively with Interferon and weak metabolic support
of the liver .He asked for SCIO test that estimated at great values all olemosts of real diagnostic. For
the precious need of confirming the patient,s real
an IR Thermo. test

.
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Organul lezat –Plămînul drept la bază ,ca
şi complicaţie în cadrul B.neoplazice –
carcinom hepatic ,post viral C-B
Statusul pacientului a fost evidentiat la
Testul SCIO ca cea mai bună investigatie
care se practică în Medicina Vibraţională
Confirmarea estimărilor SCIO a fost
făcută Termografic .
În imagine este pus în evidenţă aspectul
modificărilor termice produse în ţesuturile
afectate de extensia procesului
neoplazicprezent în loja hepatică şi
respectiv în unele arii pulmonare., dar şi
modificări aparţinînd de un process reumati
c aferent coloanei vertebrale . Mai evident
în reg. Lombară.
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Object Parameter
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Reflected Temperature
Label
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Ar2: Max
Ar3: Max
Iso1
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
28.7 °C
29.5 °C
30.0 °C
29.8 °C
31.3 °C
24.9 °C
1.3 °C
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Patient No 2. Affected organ.- Lung -Neoplazie neoplazic at it,s
debuted in the upper lobe of the left lung esti –
mated by SCIO at a major Risk factor for a patient aggressively and
unadecvately treated with imunosupresor,s
based use synthetic chemical products,for more ther two xears
continuously this was the result of same alopat doctor ,s thought
and care at a hospital of university level .
The image clarly severals the state of the proliferative lesion
accompanied by anather reactivity registred by inflamator-vascular
process of proximity .It is without any doubt an excellent example of
the point of view favourabl of the complementarity of the two
energetic investigation .-SCIO—IR Thermo,

Leziune neoplazică la debut cu localizare
în lobul superior al Plămînului sting
estimate de SCIO ca factor major de risc la
o pacientă supusă neadecvat şi agresiv
terapiei imunosupresoare cu produs
farmaceutic chimic sintetic continuu de
peste 2 ani . Acesta s-a produs ca urmare
a,,,, gîndirii ,, şi ,,grijii,, unor medici
exclusive alopaţi dintrun spital de nivel
Universitar.
Imaginea surprinde extreme de clar stadiul
leziunii proliferative însotită încă de o
reactivitate restantă înregistrată prin
procesul inflamator vascular de vecinătate.
Este fără îndoiala un un excelent exemplu
de susţinere a punctului de vedere în favoare
complementarităţii celor două investigaţii
energetice SCIO—Termografi nîn IR.
Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Ar1: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Iso3
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
33.2 °C
35.9 °C
28.3 °C
36.4 °C
32.6 °C
2.7 °C
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Organul şi ţesutul lezate- 1Plamînul sting, lob
superior cu process neoplazic , 2. ,Ţesut
conjunctiv articular cumultiple localizări
încadrate unei B .autoimune.
Pacientă aflată în tratament imunosupresor
de peste 2 ani ,a solicitat o testare generală a stării
de sănatate cu Procedura SCIO.
Acesta, ca primă investigaţie la Cabinetul
nostrum a estmat Risc Degenerativ la valori mari
,a semnalat existsnţa unei boli autoimmune –
lupus eritematos precum şi toxice şi distructive
urmare aunui tratament farmaceutic agresiv.
Pentru clarificarea situaţiei pacientei care nu
solicitase şi ex. Termografic ,am pledat pentru.
Imaginea termică sugerează prin gradientul
termic –Delta aflat încă la un nivel scăzut ceace
denotă copacitatea reactivă restantă a
organismului supus îndelungat timp agresiunilor
chimic –farmaceutice sintetice .
Corelînd informaţiile cumulate SCIO—IR,se
poate trage concluzia că doar schimbarea
punctului de vedere al medicilor alopaţi în
favoarea principiilor medicinii vibrationale
reprezentată de SCIO şi Med. Nelson poate salva
Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Ar1: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Iso3
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
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33.3 °C
35.4 °C
28.3 °C
32.6 °C
36.4 °C
2.1 °C
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Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

scio Pacientul No 2b
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Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
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33.5 °C

32
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Ar1

Dt1

30
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Ar4

Ţesuturi lezate –Sînge şi Os,
Imaginea termografică arată asimetrie
termică, fiind mai crescută la intregul
membru inferior sting. Se remarcă o
concentrare termică mai mare în treimea
superioarîă osului femur sting ,zona
inghinală satelită si trimea superioară a
tibiei stîngi.

26
24.8

Affected tissues .- Blood and BoneI
The ther thermographia image shwuned thermic asimetry,more
growth in side the whole lower left limb It is
remarkable a greater thermic concentration within the on therd upper
of the left femour, satellite inghinal area and upper one third of left
tibia.
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Reflected Temperature
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Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
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29.3 °C
28.7 °C
30.4 °C
29.8 °C
25.2 °C
0.6 °C
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The SCIO bioenergetic test with Deg. Risc estimate ther manifest id
self as neoplazic disease of left femur. Patient with antecedents of
Policitemia vera suggested by QXI two years .He is currently under
the treatment at the Coltea Hospital at Bucharest for sanguine
affection that is stable. But whot is serious , the hospital does
not knowt this state boill non manifested as a material-histologic or
tisues form ,bad manifest of the affected lezian.Obviusly,time does
not run to of the benefit of ower paient,s common.

scio Pacientul No 3

2(4)

Dorobanţu C. bărbat ,52 ani Bucuresti
Test bioenergetic SCIO cuestimarea
riscului degenerative ce se va manifesta ca
boală neoplazică o osului Femur sting
.Pacient cu antecedente de Policitemia vera
sugerată de QXI în urmă cu doi ani Şi în
present este sub ingrijirea şi tratamentul
clinicii de profil oncologic al Spitalului
Universitar Colţei din Bucureşti doar
pentru afectiunea sanghină care acum este
stabilă.Dar grav este pentu pacient că
spitalul nu cunoaşte Adevărata Stare încă
Nemanifestă ca Formă materială a şesutului
lezat. Desigur că timpul nu va curge în
benficiul sănătăţii pacientului ,,nostru
comun,, .
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Reflected Temperature
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Value
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25.2 °C
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Affectd tissue—blood and bones
QXI test in 2006 that indicated blood dis.-Policitemia vera without
mentioning same other information up to 2008 the patient was under
the treatment at two university hospitals ,with specializated clinics, in
Bucharest .
In Feb.2008 come back to our medical office and asked SCIO TEST
. This estimated the Deg. Risk grown at
factors of environment poluated with four heavy metale .—Poloniu
,Plutoniu ,Cesiu and Strontiu.It suggested the cancerous disease
with bone locotion . It does not offer information about any existing
malign disease of the sanguine tissues. Thes estimateds did
mandately the Thermographz TEST That clarified together with
SCIO test the real data of the patient ,s problem,differeat from the
worry
at these hospitals. It is another argument to support
the complementary of the two testes

scio Pacientul No 3

3(4)

Dorobanţu C. bărbat 52 ani ,Bucureşti
Ţesuturi lezate –Sînge ţi Os.
Test QXI ÎN 2006 care indica Boală de
singe –Policitemia vera fara a memora alte
date la acel test. Pînă în 2008 pacientul
aintrat în îngrjirea şi sub tratamentul
clinicilor de specialitate din două spitale de
nivel universitar din Bucureşti .
În f Febroarie 2008 revine şi solicită la
cabinetul nostrum Test SCIO .Acesta
estimează riscul degenerativ crescut la
factori de mediu poluat cu 4 metale grele –
Poloniu Plutoniu Cesiu şi Stronţiu .
Sugerează evoluţia bolii canceroase cu
localizare osoasa .Nu mai oferă date despre
existenţa vreunei boli maligne de ţesut
sanguine.
Aceste estimări au făcut obligatoriu Testul
Termografic. care oricum a clarificat
impreună cu SCIO datele reale în problema
pacientului.şi oricum reale şi diferite de
rătăcirile acelor spitale universitare.
Este încă un argument în susţinerea
complementarităţii celor două teste.
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The SCIO test estimated affected of the reticulo-endotelial tissue
and ganglio- lymphatic – tissue as the Hodgkin disease and same
sexually disorder.
IR.-Thermo in image distinguish at cervical area hyperthermia
on ganglion group with semnificatin about limphatic swell .It is
more obvius at the right,and olso ginecomastia. The mather of
the patient related that her,s the boy made same analyses for
disturbens the sexually function at other medical center in the last
week. The some unclarly problems at result of the analyses, they
have been to comit asked SCIO test.

SCIO –estimează la valori mari afectarea ţesutului
reticulo endatelial ganglio –limfatic- Boala Hodgkin
.Dezordini ale hormonilor sexuali .
Termo-IR. –evidenţiază zone ganglio-limfatice de
suprafaţă în regiunea cervicală.
Ginecomastie
Mama pacientului a afirmat la cea de adoua vizită , că
pacientul a făcut analize medicale la un centru
medical pentru disfuncţionalităţi de dinamică sexuală
.Deoarece concluziile analizelor medicale ,pe care nu
mi le-a prezentat,arătau nişte neclarităţi au determinat
cerea pentrru SCIO.
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Adenopatie ltero-cervicală bilaterală, Ginecomastie.Multiple zone
inflamate
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Affected tissue .-,,bone,,.,right femur within the upper third
.Osteosarcom operated two years ago ,that unconscious in 2005
,when was 13 years old. The test requested by the girl,s parents
was SCIO that estimated corectlyboth Deg. Risc and but specially
the girl,s antecedents and her topical status although her parents
gave us no information These confirmed the SCIO test as well as
the Termographie images.The bone
tissue affected by the Neoplaxic process appear,s with thermic
imprimat a situation not present on the laterally
tissue, The prof is on the image of the counter lateral homonymous
bon.

Ţesutul lezat –osul ,Femurul drept în
treimea superioară . Osteosarcom operat în
urmă cu 2 ani ,adică în 2005 cînd avea 13
ani .
Testul cerut de părinţii pacientei a fost
SCIO care a estimat corect atît Riscul
Degenerativ dar mai cu seamă
antecedentele şi statusul actual în conditiile
în care parintii fetiţei ne-au oferit informaţii
ZERO .
SCIO a fost Confirmat pe deoparte de
aparţinători iar din alt punct de vedere de
Imaginile termografice .Ţesutul osos lezat
de procesul neoplazic apre cu amprentă
termică situatie care nu se petrece pe sutul
sănatos Dovada este pe imaginea asului
omonim contra lateral
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Li2
Sp1
Dt1

Pacientul No 5

12/11/2006
Li1

32.8 °C
32

Sp2

30

28

Sp3

Sp4

26

24
23.5

Fetiţă ,15 ani ,cu leziune de os -Osteosarcom localizat în treimea superioară a Femurului drept ,operat ăn urma cu 2 ani
Factorii de risc degenerative au fost estimaţi la Testul SCIOcerut de aparţinători ,-contacte de mediu poluat cu metale
grele în antecedente şi anume Cesiu şi Stronţiu.Tot SCIO a sugerat antecedentele inclusiv referiri traumatism osos .
Pacienta a suferit 2 intervenţii chirurgicale la un interva. foarte scurt. La prima operatie nu au cunoscut diagnosticul şi ca
urmare au reintervenit pentru excizia leziuniicanceroase.Nu pot face comentarii pertinente deoarece nu am deţinut
detaliile necesare ,la momentul opurtun .Familia a oferit informaţii ZERO într,un stil neaoşi romînesc.Superioritatea şi
valoarea SCIO ne salvează mereu din asemenea situaţii de ignoranţă faţă de interesul major al apacientului-sănătatea
Din nefericire pentru pacienţii limitaţi la un nivel calibrat al Conştiinţei foarte scăzut ,rămîn încă sub influenţa nefastă a
medicilor şi respective a convingerilor medicinii alopate la un nivel neadecvat soluţiilor reale
Pe imagine se observă cu uşurinţă atît gradientul termic dar distrofia secundară utilizări limitate a membrului afectat.
Asimetria este evidenta.

I n The English Text for commentary.

Bone lesion -osteosarcom located inside the upper opex thirdof the right femur operated two xear ago .The SCIO test
estimated the Deg, Risk Factors as—contact with heavy metals from polueted enviruoment- Cesiu and Strontiu ,in
antecedents. The SCIO also suspected antecedents including bon trauma by two operated surgery wounds.,within a short
interval . At the first surgery the dioagnosis
was not knowot, and consequently,the doctors reintervented to excise
the cancerus lesion . I cannot commentpertinentily because I did not
deteneid the necessary detailes at the SCIO value and superiority have
us always from such situation of ignorance regarding the major interest of the patient, his health .Unfortunately to the
patient s under
the influence of the ill-fated dominated by the alopat medicine throught,they remain at a level no adequate to the real
solutions,
On the image,the thermic gradient -Delta T is visible together with dystrophy secondary to limited use of the affected
limbs . The asymmetry is evidently. It is visible on the two lines L. 1 and L. 2 .

scio Pacientul No 5
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2008-05-07

GRUPUL MEDICAL ALFA
Thermogram: IR_0508.JPG
FLIR Systems

Pacientul No . 6

4/30/2008
34.8 °C
34
32

Ar1
Sp1
Sp2

30
28
26
25.6

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Sp2
Ar1: Max
Iso1

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
31.2 °C
31.0 °C
32.5 °C
26.0 °C

GRUPUL MEDICAL ALFA
Thermogram: IR_0509.JPG 4/30/2008
FLIR Systems

Pacientul No . 6
32.5 °C
32

Ar1

30

Ar2

28
26
24
23.1

Bădulescu Florin 52 ani Bucureşti
Ţesutul lezat –tegumentul. Melanom degenerate ,operat
în urmă cu 7 luni-09. .2008 Tratament în serii successive
cu 2 chimioterapice între care şi Cisplatinium
Testul SCIO menţionează agresivitatea numeroşilor
factor fizici din mediu şi Confirmă nevoia de apărare a
organismului chiar cu antineoplazicul administrat pînă în
prezebnt de spital .În plus mi recomanda ca remediu
pentru extensia procesului lezional
Numele acestui remediu este Shark cartilage .
Recomandă şi alte tratamente homeopate specifice SCIO.
Imaginea exprimă o asimetrie termică a zonelor poplitee
cu un gradient de 0,2 grade C.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Iso1

scio Pacientul No 6

2(7)

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
30.7 °C
30.5 °C
23.6 °C

2008-05-07

GRUPUL MEDICAL ALFA
Thermogram: IR_0510.JPG 4/30/2008
FLIR Systems

Pacientul No .6.
30.7 °C

Ar2
Dt1

Sp3

Ar1
Sp1

Sp2

30
28
26

Bădulescu Fl. bărbat 52ani Bucureşti
Pe imagine Aria 1 este locul în care a fost leziunea pe
ţesutul excizat Se remarcă hypertermie agambei stingi
Lipseşte imaginea segmentului conta lateral pentru
comparaţie.

24
22
21.6

In this image,the No1 area in the place of the exciced
tis .It is remarkable a hyperthermy of the middle area of
left operated left.

scio Pacientul No 6

3(7)

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Sp2
Sp3
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Iso3
Iso4
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
25.4 °C
24.0 °C
26.9 °C
27.6 °C
29.5 °C
22.0 °C
22.0 °C
22.0 °C
22.0 °C
-1.8 °C

2008-05-07

GRUPUL MEDICAL ALFA
Thermogram: IR_0512.JPG
FLIR Systems

Pacientul No . 6

4/30/2008
33.9 °C

32

Ar1

Ar2

30
28

Bădulescu Fl. bărbat 52 ani Bucureşti
Imaginea termică a lojei hepatice arată discreta
hipertemie urmare unui process congestive vascular pe
fondul de cito-toxicitate post terapeutică
Diagnostic- Melanom degenerate ,operat Tratament
antineoplazic – 7luni după operaţie.

26
24.7

The thermic image of the hepatic area shows discret
hyperthermy as a consequence of congestion vascular
process on abackground of post therapeutic , cytotoxicity ,from Cisplatinum antineoplzic. incluted in the
treatment.Several months after treatment.-9 months
successive series
The SCIO test mentions the agresivity of numrrous
physical factors of environment and conferms the
body,s need to deferd even with the antineoplazic
administered up to now at the hospital More
over,recomands as
remedy for the extention of affecting process Shark
cartilage. It recomands some other homeopathic
specific treatment to the SCIOtest
.

scio Pacientul No 6

4(7)

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Iso1
Iso2

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
31.7 °C
31.0 °C
25.2 °C
25.2 °C

2008-05-07

Pacientul nr. 6
Thermogram: IR_0513.JPG
FLIR Systems

4/30/2008
34.3 °C
34

Sp1

32

30

28

26

Ar1

25.1

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Ar1: Max

scio Pacientul No 6

5(7)

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
30.1 °C
31.5 °C

2008-05-07

Pacientul nr. 6
Thermogram: IR_0514.JPG
FLIR Systems

4/30/2008
34.4 °C
34

32

Sp1
Dt1

Ar1

30

28

26
24.9

The hyperthermic area correspond of the spleen box . with
discreetly semnification..The patient are
after 9 month under citostatic –chimioterapy for an malign
melanoma. located at the left foot on the area of calcaneu. He
was operated on October 2007.

scio Pacientul No 6

6(7)

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Ar1: Max
Iso1
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
30.0 °C
31.6 °C
25.4 °C
1.6 °C

2008-05-07

GRUPUL MEDICAL ALFA
Thermogram: IR_0516.JPG
FLIR Systems

Sp2

Pacientul No . 6.

4/30/2008
Ar1

34.1 °C
34
32

Ar2
Sp1

Bădulescu Fl. 52 ani Bucureşti
Imaginea termică arată gradiente termice uşor
sembificative privind focare inflamatorii dentar si
sinusal frontal

30

Ar3

28
26
24.9

The thermographie image shows thermic gradients slightly
significant regarding inflammatory foci,demntal and
frontal sinus

scio Pacientul No 6

7(7)

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Sp2
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Ar3: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Iso3
Iso4
Iso5

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
30.9 °C
30.7 °C
32.1 °C
32.5 °C
32.0 °C
25.4 °C
33.7 °C
29.8 °C
29.8 °C
25.4 °C

2008-05-07

ALPHA MEDICAL GROUP
Thermogram: IR_0418.JPG

Patient No. 7

02.04.2008

FLIR Systems

34.7 °C
34

Ar2
Li2

Ar1
Li1

32
30

Dt1

SCIO test – Tissue dystrophy with lymphatic
problems. Trauma in antecedents.
Thermo–IR --Elephantiasis-type inequality of the
lower limbs . Inflammatory-type thermic gradient in the
medium third of the right shank. Disorder of the
peripheral arterial circulation.

28

26
25.8

%
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

°C

26.0

28.0

30.0

32.0

34.0

Class width: 0.139 °C

Label
Ar1
Ar2
Li1
Li2

Peak
6.1
5.4
15.9
13.5

Min
28.5
19.0
21.7
22.9

Max
33.2
31.3
32.6
29.5

Avg
31.3
29.0
31.4
28.4

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Li1: Max
Li2: Max
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Iso1
Iso2
Iso3
Iso4
Iso5
Iso6
Iso7
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
32.6 °C
29.5 °C
33.2 °C
31.3 °C
34.2 °C
30.4 °C
26.2 °C
26.2 °C
26.2 °C
26.2 °C
26.2 °C
1.9 °C

ALPHA MEDICAL GROUP
Thermogram: IR_1076.JPG 10.04.2007

Patient No. 8

FLIR Systems

37.3 °C

Dt1

SCIO test identifies altering of the intervertebral
rapports with compression injuring of the sciatic
plexus’ root and more often on the left femoral
branch.
Conclusion – neuromuscular dystrophy accompanied
with functional disorder and pain.

36

Sp1

Ar1

34

Ar2
Ar3

32

30

Ar5

Ar4

28.3

%
20
15
10
5
0

°C
30.0

32.0

34.0

36.0

Class width: 0.140 °C

Label
Ar1
Ar2
Ar3
Ar4
Ar5

Peak
22.7
11.5
14.0
22.6
18.3

Min
31.8
31.1
30.6
29.7
32.0

Max
34.9
34.2
33.5
32.5
33.6

Avg
34.2
32.6
31.6
31.9
32.7

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Sp1
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Ar3: Max
Ar4: Max
Ar5: Max
Iso1
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
33.6 °C
34.9 °C
34.2 °C
33.5 °C
32.5 °C
33.6 °C
28.8 °C
1.4 °C

ALPHA MEDICAL GROUP
Thermogram: IR_1073.JPG 10.04.2007

Patient No. 8

FLIR Systems

37.3 °C

Ar1

R.D.R. female, 68, Bucharest

36

SCIO conclusions -Tissue dystrophy of the left
thigh as a consequence of the compression occurred
at the left thigh.

34

Thermo-IR interpretation –significant thermic
gradient Delta T by vascularization alterations on
the dermatome of the femoral nerve.
Patient confirms dysfunctionalities, pain and even
the thighs’ asymmetry in volume.

32

30

Ar2

Dt1

28.3

%
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

°C
30.0

32.0

34.0

36.0

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Iso1
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
34.8 °C
33.4 °C
28.8 °C
1.4 °C

Class width: 0.140 °C

Label
Ar1
Ar2

Peak
9.8
21.1

scio Pacientul No 8

Min
31.9
31.8

Max
34.8
33.4

Avg
33.4
32.6

2(4)

FLIR SYSTEMS AB

ALPHA MEDICAL GROUP
Thermogram: IR_1075.JPG

Patient No. 8

10.04.2007

FLIR Systems

Ar1

Ar2

36.9 °C

R.D.R. female, 68, Bucharest

36

SCIO --Tissue dystrophy as a consequence of the
disorders of vertebral position, -disordered energetic
spinal flux. Overweight, thyroidal hypofunction.
Patient was treated repeatedly with direct and virtual
SCIO energetic therapy, evident amelioration being
noticed
Thermo-IR emphasizes thermic asymmetry at the
whole left lower limb.

34

Ar3

32
30

Ar4
Dt1

27.9

%
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

°C

28.0

30.0

32.0

34.0

36.0

Class width: 0.141 °C

Label
Ar1
Ar2
Ar3
Ar4

Peak
12.4
12.9
11.3
25.2

scio Pacientul No 8

Min
30.1
31.4
30.1
30.7

Max
33.3
34.5
32.4
32.1

Avg
31.6
32.8
31.0
31.2

3(4)

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Ar3: Max
Ar4: Max
Iso1
Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
33.3 °C
34.5 °C
32.4 °C
32.1 °C
28.4 °C
-1.2 °C

FLIR SYSTEMS AB

ALPHA MEDICAL GROUP
Thermogram: IR_1079.JPG

Patient No. 8

10.04.2007

FLIR Systems

Li2

Li1

36.8 °C
36

Ar2

Ar1

Ar4

SCIO –Spinal energetic flux with multiple disorders of
the vertebral corpuses, more evident in the lumbar region.
Tissue dystrophy of the left lower limb.

34

Ar3

R.D.R. female, 68, Bucharest

32

Thermo-IR- emphasizes thermic asymmetry with higher
thermic gradient in the lower part of thigh and shank and
diminished dimensions. A difference between Li 2 and Li
1 can be noticed at the level of the thighs.

30
28
27.7

Patient has been manifesting recurrent pains for over 2
years and, obviously, dysfunctionalities in the left side.

L
%
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
28.0

°C
30.0

32.0

34.0

36.0

Class width: 0.141 °C

Label
Ar1
Ar2
Ar3
Ar4
Li1
Li2

Peak
16.6
18.8
14.3
12.8
18.4
22.8

scio Pacientul No 8

Min
29.5
31.1
30.0
30.8
31.1
29.3

Max
31.6
33.5
32.2
33.2
33.3
34.1

Avg
30.3
31.9
30.9
31.9
32.0
32.8

4(4)

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label
Li1: Max
Li2: Max
Ar1: Max
Ar2: Max
Ar3: Max
Ar4: Max
Iso1
Iso2

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value
33.3 °C
34.1 °C
31.6 °C
33.5 °C
32.2 °C
33.2 °C
28.2 °C
28.2 °C

FLIR SYSTEMS AB

The Aflatoxin
Col. Dr. (res.)
RADU ŞTEFAN

THE AFLATOXIN

The efficiency of SCIO in identifying the AFLATOXIN
contamination in a child only 5 months old, that shows fetal
morphogenetic malformations of “acromegalic” type, a process
in which the AFLATOXIN is probably involved.

FLIR
Diagnosis
Col. Dr. (res.)
RADU ŞTEFAN

Pacientul nr. 1
FLIR Systems

Ar2

Sp2

34.3 °C
34

32

Sp1
Dt1

30

28

26
25.4
Injured organ – the spleen and the
splenic angle within Neoplastic
disease – liver carcinoma
subsequent to hepatitis C-B infection,
patient undergoing treatment with
Interferon for approximately one year.
The SCIO test preceded the IR
Thermography and estimated a high
degree of degenerative risk, hepatic
carcinoma, Banty syndrome,
lymphatic tissue ailment, including a
history of viral hepatitis with
parenteral contact. The estimations
were shown for increased values,
that cast no doubt upon the diagnosis
and the prognosis. Ironically, the
patient was treated only with
Interferon and the liver received a low
support.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

29.0 °C

Sp2

29.3 °C

Ar2: Max

32.4 °C

Iso1

25.8 °C

Iso2

30.1 °C

Iso3

25.8 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar2.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

3.3 °C

FLIR Systems

33.8 °C

Ar1
32

Dt1
Sp1

30

28

26

24.0

Injured organ – liver and gallbladder
within Neoplastic disease – liver
carcinoma subsequent to hepatitis C-B
infection.
Patient undergoing treatment exclusively
with Interferon and a low metabolic
support for the liver, for one year.
The SCIO test preceded the IR
Termography and estimated a high
degree of degenerative risk, hepatic
carcinoma, Banty syndrome, lymphatic
tissue ailment, including a history of viral
hepatitis with parenteral contact. The
estimations were shown for increased
values, that cast no doubt upon the
diagnosis and the prognosis. Treated in
the University Hospital without knowing
the diagnosis and the evolution.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

29.1 °C

Ar1: Max

32.5 °C

Iso1

33.3 °C

Iso2

29.1 °C

Iso3

33.3 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

3.4 °C

FLIR Systems

34.2 °C
34

32

Ar1

30

Sp1
Dt1
28
27.2

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected
Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

29.1 °C

Ar1: Max

32.4 °C

Iso1

33.8 °C

Iso2

30.9 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

3.3 °C

FLIR Systems

32.3 °C

Ar1

32

Sp2
31

Sp3
30

Sp1
Dt1

29

28

27.1
Injured organ – liver and gallbladder within
Neoplastic disease – liver carcinoma
subsequent to hepatitis C-B infection.
Patient undergoing treatment for one year solely
with Interferon and a low metabolic support for
the liver.
The SCIO test was first requested and
estimated high values for all the elements of
real diagnosis. For the imperative need to
confirm the real status of the patient, the IR
Termography Test was performed, a noninvasive procedure, only with the consent of the
patient but not at his request.
This unfortunate patient was the first case of a
termographic solution for a parenchimal organ
situated deep in the body.
In the Forum of The Medical Society of
Termography, the majority alleges that the
injuries of the organs deep within the body
cannot be termographically identified. This was
in fact the consequence of the linear thinking
owing to an outdated understanding of
Advanced Quantum Physics.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected
Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

29.5 °C

Sp2

30.4 °C

Sp3

29.8 °C

Ar1: Max

32.5 °C

Iso1

27.3 °C

Iso2

29.8 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

2.9 °C

FLIR Systems

34.1 °C
34

Ar2
32

Sp2

Ar1
30

Sp1
Dt1
Ar3

28

26

24.4

Object Parameter

Injured organ – the base of the right lung, as
a complication within neoplastic disease –
hepatic carcinoma, post HCV-HCB virus
infection.
The status of the patient was shown by the
SCIO test as it is the best investigation
performed in Vibrational Medicine.
The confirmation of the SCIO estimates was
made by Termography.
The image highlights the aspect of the
thermal changes occurred in the affected
tissue by the neoplastic process extending in
the hepatic lodge and respectively in some
pulmonary areas, but also changes belonging
to a rheumatic process of the vertebral
column; more conspicuous in the lumbar
region.

Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

28.7 °C

Sp2

29.5 °C

Ar1: Max

30.0 °C

Ar2: Max

29.8 °C

Ar3: Max

31.3 °C

Iso1

24.9 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.3 °C

Pacienta nr. 2
FLIR Systems

36.8 °C
36

Sp1

34

Ar1
Dt1

32

30

28
27.9

Neoplastic lesion at inception localized in
the superior lobe of the left lung,
estimated by SCIO as a major risk factor
in a patient inadequately and aggressively
exposed to a continuous
immunosuppressant therapy with a
chemical synthetic product, for over two
years.
This situation occurred due to the
thoughtfulness and the solicitude of some
exclusively allopathic doctors from an
University hospital.
The image shows with extreme clarity the
stage of the proliferative lesion, still
accompanied by a remaining activity,
identified by the adjacent vascular
inflammatory process.
This is without any doubt an excellent
argument for supporting the point of view
in favor of the complementarity of the two
energetic SCIO investigations – IR
Termography.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

33.2 °C

Ar1: Max

35.9 °C

Iso1

28.3 °C

Iso2

36.4 °C

Iso3

32.6 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

2.7 °C

FLIR Systems

36.8 °C
36

Ar1
34

Sp1
32

Dt1

30

28
27.9
Injured organ and tissue – 1. Left lung, superior
lobe with neoplastic process, 2. Joint conjunctive
tissue with multiple sites attributable to an
autoimmune disease.
Patient under immunosuppressant treatment for
over two years, has requested a general test of
the health status with the SCIO Procedure.
This procedure, as a first investigation at our
consulting room, has estimated a high
Degenerative Risk, has signaled the existence of
an autoimmune disease – lupus erythematosus
as well as the toxic and destructive signs of an
aggressive pharmacological treatment.
In order to clarify the situation of the patient that
had not requested a Tomography exam, we
pleaded for the thermal imaging, which suggests
by the thermal gradient – Delta, still at a low level
– that the organism that was subject to chemical
aggression for a prolonged period of time –
synthetic pharmacological substances – still has
a remaining reactive capacity. Correlating the
information gathered by SCIO – IR, we can
conclude that only the alteration of the point of
view of allopathic doctors in favor of the
principles of vibrational medicine represented by
SCIO and Med. Nelson can save.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

33.3 °C

Ar1: Max

35.4 °C

Iso1

28.3 °C

Iso2

32.6 °C

Iso3

36.4 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

2.1 °C

FLIR Systems

36.8 °C
36

34

32

30

28
27.9

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Pacientul nr. 3

FLIR Systems

Ar3

33.5 °C

32

Ar2

Ar1

Dt1

30

28

Ar4

26
24.8

Injured tissues – Blood and Bone,
The termographic image indicates thermal
asymmetry, being increased at the left leg. A
larger thermal concentration is observed in
the superior third of the left femoral bone, the
satellite inguinal zone and the superior third
of the left tibia.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected
Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Ar1: Max

29.3 °C

Ar2: Max

28.7 °C

Ar3: Max

30.4 °C

Ar4: Max

29.8 °C

Iso1

25.2 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

0.6 °C

FLIR Systems

Sp2

Sp1
Ar2

Ar1

33.5 °C

32

30

28

26
24.8

SCIO bioenergetics test with the assessment of
the degenerative risk that will develop as a
neoplastic disease of the left femoral bone,
Patient with history of Polycythaemia vera
suggested by QXI two years ago. At the present
time he is under the nursing and the treatment
of the oncological clinic of the University
Hospital Coltea from Bucharest, only for the
haematological disease that is now stable. But
for the patient, the severe situation is that the
hospital is still not aware of the real condition
still not manifested in a material form on the
injured tissue. Of course, time will pass in favor
of our “common patient”.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

29.8 °C

Sp2

28.7 °C

Ar1: Max

28.6 °C

Ar2: Max

29.2 °C

Iso1

25.2 °C

FLIR Systems

32.4 °C
32

Ar1
Dt1
Sp1

30

28

26

24
23.5
Injured tissues – blood and bone.

Object Parameter

QXI test in 2006 indicating a haematological
disease – Polycythaemia vera without recording
other data at that test. Up until 2008, the patient
has entered nursing in specialized clinics of two
university grade hospitals in Bucharest.
In February 2008 he comes back and asks for a
SCIO test at our consulting room. This estimates
the high degenerative risk related to an
environment polluted with four heavy metals –
Polonium, Plutonium, Cesium and Strontium. It
suggests the development of the neoplastic
disease in bone. It does not offer data regarding the
existence of a malignant haematological disease.
These estimates determined the Termographic
Test to be mandatorily performed, that clarified
anyway, together with SCIO, real issues about the
condition of the patient and anyhow real and
different that the mix-ups of those university
hospitals.
This is another argument in favor of the
complementarity of the two tests.

Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

28.3 °C

Ar1: Max

29.6 °C

Iso1

24.0 °C

Iso2

28.2 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.3 °C

FLIR Systems

30.5 °C

Sp1

30

28

26

24

22

Ar1

21.4

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Sp1

28.2 °C

Ar1: Max

28.0 °C

Pacientul nr. 4
FLIR Systems

36.1 °C
36

Ar2

34

Sp1
Dt1

32

Ar1

30

28
27.4
Object Parameter
Emissivity

SCIO – estimates high values of influence over
the reticuloendothelial-ganglio-lymphatic system
– The Hodgkin Disease. Disorders of sex
hormones.
Thermo-IR shows surface lymph ganglia zones
in the cervical regions.
Gynecomastia
The mother of the patient has stated at the
second visit that the patient has undergone
medical tests in a medical center for sexual
dynamics dysfunctions. She requested SCIO
because of the conclusions of the medical tests
- that she hadn’t shown to us.

Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

32.8 °C

Ar1: Max

34.2 °C

Ar2: Max

34.0 °C

Iso1

27.8 °C

Iso2

27.8 °C

Iso3

32.0 °C

Iso4

32.0 °C

Iso5

27.8 °C

Iso6

32.0 °C

Iso7

32.0 °C

Iso8

32.0 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.4 °C

FLIR Systems

35.9 °C

Ar2

Ar1
Dt1
Sp1

34

32

30

28
27.1

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

32.6 °C

Ar1: Max

34.3 °C

Ar2: Max

34.3 °C

Iso1

35.5 °C

Iso2

27.6 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.7 °C

FLIR Systems

35.7 °C

Ar1
Ar2

Sp1
Dt1

34

32

Li1

Li2

30

28
26.9
Adenopatie ltero-cervicală bilaterală, Ginecomastie.Multiple zone inflamate

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

32.2 °C

Li1: Max

32.1 °C

Li2: Max

32.2 °C

Ar1: Max

33.9 °C

Ar2: Max

33.9 °C

Iso1

27.4 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.8 °C

FLIR Systems

Dt1

Sp1
Ar1

36.4 °C
36
34
32

Ar2
30
28
26.3

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

32.4 °C

Ar1: Max

34.3 °C

Ar2: Max

32.9 °C

Iso1

35.9 °C

Iso2

26.8 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.9 °C

FLIR Systems

Sp1
Ar1
Dt1

35.7 °C

34

32

Sp3
30

Ar2

28
26.9

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

32.1 °C

Sp3

33.0 °C

Ar1: Max

33.9 °C

Ar2: Max

32.9 °C

Iso1

27.4 °C

Iso2

31.5 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.9 °C

FLIR Systems

35.7 °C

Sp1
34

32

30

28

Ar1
26.9

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Sp1

32.6 °C

Ar1: Max

31.2 °C

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Sp1

32.6 °C

Ar1: Max

32.9 °C

Pacienta nr. 5
FLIR Systems

32.8 °C
32

Ar1

Sp2
Sp1

30

28

Dt1
26

24.7
Injured tissue – bone, right upper third of the
femur. Osteosarcoma operated two years
before, meaning 2005, when she was 13 years
old.
The test requested for the patient by the
parents was SCIO, that correctly estimated
both the Degenerative Risk, but mainly the
medical history and the current status while the
parents of the girl had offered ZERO
information.
SCIO was confirmed by one hand by the
parents and by the other hand by the
thermographic images. The bone tissue that
was injured by the neoplastic process appears
with a thermal print, situation that does not
occur in the healthy tissue.
The proof resides in the corresponding contra
lateral bone.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

27.1 °C

Sp2

26.3 °C

Ar1: Max

28.3 °C

Iso1

25.1 °C

Iso2

28.9 °C

Iso3

25.1 °C

Iso4

25.1 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.2 °C

FLIR Systems

Li2
Sp1
Dt1

Li1
Sp2

32.8 °C
32

30

28

Sp3

Sp4

26

24
23.5
Girl, 15 years, with bone lesion - Osteosarcoma localized in the upper third of the right
femur, that had undergone surgery two years before
The degenerative risk factors were estimated through the SCIO test requested by the
parents – contacts within an environment polluted with heavy metals in the past, namely
Cesium and Strontium. SCIO also suggested the medical history, including clues about the
bone trauma. The patient has undergone two surgeries in a very short time span. At the
first surgery, the diagnosis was not known and thus, the second intervention was made in
order to abscise the malignant lesion. I cannot make relevant comments because I hadn’t
known the necessary details at the right time. The family has offered ZERO information in a
pure Romanian style. The superiority and the value of SCIO always saves us from such
situations of ignorance toward the major scope of the patient – the health. Unfortunately for
the patients limited to a very low level of knowledge, they are still under the fatal influence
of the doctors and the allopathic sureness at an improper level for the real solutions.
In the image, one can easily observe both the thermal gradient and the dystrophy due to
the limited use of the affected limb. The asymmetry is obvious.

Pacientul nr. 6

FLIR Systems

34.8 °C
34
32
30

Ar1
Sp1

28

Sp2

26
25.6

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Sp1

31.2 °C

Sp2

31.0 °C

Ar1: Max

32.5 °C

Iso1

26.0 °C

FLIR Systems

32.5 °C
32

Ar1

Ar2

30
28
26
24
23.1

Injured tissue – the skin. Degenerated melanoma, operated 7 months before – 09.2008
Treatment in succesive series of 2 chemotherapy drugs, one of which is Cisplatinum.
The SCIO test shows the aggressiveness of the numerous physical factors in the
environment and confirms the need for protection of the organism, even against the anticancer drug administered up to the present time in the hospital. Additionally it recommends
me a remedy against the extension of the lesion process.
The name of this remedy is Shark Cartilage. It also recommends other homoeopathic
treatments that are specific to SCIO. The image expresses a thermal asymmetry of the
popliteal regions with a gradient of 0.2 Celsius degrees.

FLIR Systems

30.7 °C
30

Ar2

28

Dt1

Sp3

26

Ar1
Sp1

24

Sp2

22
21.6
Object Parameter

In the image, Area 1 is the situ where the
excised tissue was located. One can
observe the hyperthermia of the left calf.
The image of the contra lateral limb is
missing for a comparison.

Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

25.4 °C

Sp2

24.0 °C

Sp3

26.9 °C

Ar1: Max

27.6 °C

Ar2: Max

29.5 °C

Iso1

22.0 °C

Iso2

22.0 °C

Iso3

22.0 °C

Iso4

22.0 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

-1.8 °C

FLIR Systems

33.9 °C

32

Ar1

Ar2

30
28
26
24.7

The thermal image of the hepatic lodge shows a
discrete hyperthermia, following a vascular
congestive process on the background of a posttherapy cytotoxicity
Diagnosis – degenerative melanoma, operated. Anti
neoplasm treatment – 7 months after surgery.

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Ar1: Max

31.7 °C

Ar2: Max

31.0 °C

Iso1

25.2 °C

Iso2

25.2 °C

FLIR Systems

34.3 °C
34

Sp1

32

30

28

26

Ar1

25.1

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Sp1

30.1 °C

Ar1: Max

31.5 °C

FLIR Systems

34.4 °C
34

32

Sp1

Ar1

Dt1

30

28

26
24.9

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Sp1

30.0 °C

Ar1: Max

31.6 °C

Iso1

25.4 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.6 °C

FLIR Systems

Sp2

Ar1

34.1 °C
34
32

Ar2
Sp1

30

Ar3

28
26
24.9
Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

30.9 °C

Sp2

30.7 °C

Ar1: Max

32.1 °C

Ar2: Max

32.5 °C

Ar3: Max

32.0 °C

Iso1

25.4 °C

Iso2

33.7 °C

Iso3

29.8 °C

Iso4

29.8 °C

Iso5

25.4 °C

Pacienta nr. 7
FLIR Systems

34.7 °C
34

Ar2
Li2

Ar1
Li1

32
30

Dt1

28

26
25.8
Object Parameter
Emissivity

SCIO test – Tissue dystrophy with lymphatic
problems. Trauma in antecedents.
Thermo–IR - Elephantiasis-type inequality of
the lower limbs. Inflammatory-type thermal
gradient in the medium third of the right shank.
Disorder of the peripheral arterial circulation.

Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.96
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Li1: Max

32.6 °C

Li2: Max

29.5 °C

Ar1: Max

33.2 °C

Ar2: Max

31.3 °C

Iso1

34.2 °C

Iso2

30.4 °C

Iso3

26.2 °C

Iso4

26.2 °C

Iso5

26.2 °C

Iso6

26.2 °C

Iso7

26.2 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

1.9 °C

Pacienta nr. 8

FLIR Systems

37.3 °C

Dt1
Ar1

36

Sp1

34

Ar2
Ar3

Ar4

32

30

Ar5

28.3

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Sp1

33.6 °C

Ar1: Max

34.9 °C

Ar2: Max

34.2 °C

Ar3: Max

33.5 °C

Ar4: Max

32.5 °C

Ar5: Max

33.6 °C

Iso1

28.8 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Sp1.temp]

1.4 °C

FLIR Systems

37.3 °C

Ar1

36

34

32

30

Ar2

Dt1

28.3

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature

Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C

Value

Ar1: Max

34.8 °C

Ar2: Max

33.4 °C

Iso1

28.8 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

1.4 °C

FLIR Systems

Ar2

Ar1

36.9 °C
36
34

Ar3

32
30

Ar4
Dt1

27.9

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Ar1: Max

33.3 °C

Ar2: Max

34.5 °C

Ar3: Max

32.4 °C

Ar4: Max

32.1 °C

Iso1

28.4 °C

Dt1: [ana.Ar1.max] [ana.Ar2.max]

-1.2 °C

FLIR Systems

Li2

Li1

36.8 °C
36

Ar2

Ar1

Ar4

Ar3

34
32
30
28
27.7

Object Parameter
Emissivity
Object Distance
Reflected Temperature
Label

Value
0.90
2.0 m
20.0 °C
Value

Li1: Max

33.3 °C

Li2: Max

34.1 °C

Ar1: Max

31.6 °C

Ar2: Max

33.5 °C

Ar3: Max

32.2 °C

Ar4: Max

33.2 °C

Iso1

28.2 °C

Iso2

28.2 °C

